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TRANSLATORS' PREFACE.

Thb first part of this volume consists of Letters from

Egypt, Ethiopia, and the Peninsula of Sinai, published in

1852. In addition to the Map of the Nile, published in

the German edition, and the view of Monnt Barkal, we
have been enabled, through the kindness of Br. Lepsius, ~to

give a Map of the Peninsula of Sinai, from an unpub-

lished pamphlet, printed at Berlin in 1846 (Reise des Prof,

Lepsius von Theben nach der Halbinsel des Sinai, vom 4 Marz
his ztm 14 April, 1845), which will be found to contribute

much to the elucidation of the interesting Letter on Mount

Sinai.

In tne Appendix we have inserted a geological paper, by

Mr. Horner, from the " Edinburgh Philosophical Journal"

for Jury, 1850, in which some doubts are thrown upon

the theory of Dr. Lepsius concjerning a supposed exca-

vation of the bed of the Nile withki the historical period.

We have done this at the request of Dr. Lepsius, who is

desirous to call more particular attention to the subject.

The Letters are succeeded by extracts (chiefly relating to

the Hebrew Chronology) from Dr. Lepsius's larger work (of

'which only one yolume has yet been published), Die Ghro-

nologie der Mgypter, in which he states his conclusions

respecting the date of the Exodus. We have also obtained

permission from Chevalier Bunsen to add a note (p. 475),

pointing out how fer lie diners from Dr. Lepsius respecting

the period wlien the Israelites entered Egypt. It lias been
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•" • *• •

thought .desiratrle" to omit those sections which enter into

the subject more minutely than would interest the general

readp.\
*•

3Pfie* "whole of this portion of the translation has been

-revised by the author, and throughout the volume, what-

ever alterations or additions have been
1
suggested by him,

are placed between brackets.

A Table of the Egyptian Dynasties, drawn up by Mr.

Horner, has been added, and, at his request, revised by

Dr. Lepsius, who has inserted the results of his latest in-

vestigations concerning the dates of the different Dynasties.

"Wherever measurements by feet are mentioned, French

feet are to be understood, unless it is otherwise specified.

August, 1853.

AUTHOR'S PREFACE TO THE LETTERS.

The object of the Scientific Expedition which the Kino
op Prussia sent to Egypt in the year 1842, was to inves-

tigate and collect, with an historical and antiquarian view,

the ancient Egyptian monuments in the Nile valley, and

. upon the Peninsula of Sinai. It was fitted out and main-

tained for more than three years by the munificence of the

King, and enjoyed uninterruptedly his gracious favour and

sympathy, as well as the most active and kind attention

from Alexander v. Humboldt, and by a rare union of for-

tunate circumstances, it attained the purposes they had in

view, as completely as could be expected. A " Preliminary

Account of the Expedition, its Eesults, and their Publica-

tion" (Berlin, 1849
;
4to), was issued at the same time with
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author's preface to the letters. 7

the first portion of the great work upon the Monuments,

which will be published by desire of his Majesty, in a style

corresponding with the magnificence of the treasures we

Drought away with us, and which will contain a concise survey

of the principal results of the Expedition.

In the work upon. " the Monuments of Egypt and Ethi-

opia," here announced, which will comprise more than 800

folio plates, half of which are already completed, and 240

published, these results will be fully displayed, as far as

regards Sculpture, Topography, and Architecture, and they

will be considered more accurately in the accompanying text.

Independently, however, of our strictly scientific labours,

it appeared right to offer a picture to a larger circle of inte-

rested readers of the external features of the Expedition, the

personal co-operation of the different members belonging to

it, the obstacles, or the fortunate circumstances of the journey,

the condition of the countries that we traversed, and the

influence they exercised on the immediate objects of our

undertaking
;

finally, a series of remarks on the individual

sites of the monuments in that most historical of all coun-

tries, with all the meaning and completeness in which they

appear to those travellers who, by their study of that most

ancient history, are peculiarly prepared to understand them,

hut which may also excite an increased sympathy in others

who have acknowledged the great importance of this newly-

established science. If it should directly further a correct

criticism of the scientific labours which have resulted from

this journey, and which are being gradually published, to

consult the circumstances under which the materials were

collected, I believe that no further justification is necessary

for the publication of the following Letters, however little

pretension they may have on the one side to the completeness •

and the literary charm of a regular account of travels, or, on

fte other side, to the value of a strictly scientific work.
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,8 authob's pbeface to the lettebs.

The Letters have remained almost throughout in their

original form ; some are respectfully addressed to his Ma-
jesty the King, some to his Excellency Eichhorn, at that

time Minister of Public Instruction, or to other distinguished

patrons and honoured men, such as A. v. Humboldt, Bunsen,

v. Differs, Ehrenberg, and lastly, some to my father, who
constantly preserved the liveliest interest in all that con-

cerned me. Several letters, immediately upon their arrival

in Europe, were printed in the newspapers, especially in the

Prussian Gazette, and from that were received into other

papers. The immaterial alterations in some of the details

are, for the most part, only made for publication. All addi-

tions or expansions are put in the form of notes. To this

class belong the more detailed notes and the proofs given

concerning the true position of Sinai, which, I believe, is

pointed out for the first time by me 4 this haB since been

criticised from different quarters, and has been condemned

toy some, while it has met with approbation from others.

The subject of the 36fch Letter on the decoration of the

Egyptian Museum in Berlin is certainly very different from

the rest ; but as an exception it may be justified, since the

point there considered is not only of local interest in Berlin,

but is valuable in all cases of observation, where there are

similar requirements, and where the subject treated about

is a method of adjustment between ancient Egyptian and

modem Art.

Berlin, 2nd Jane, 1852.
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«

PRELIMINARY ACCOUNT
OP THE

EXPEDITION AND ITS RESULTS.

Ik the year 1842, in accordance with the proposal of
Eichhorn, at that time Minister of Instruction, and at the
recommendation of MM. Alexander v. Humboldt and Bun-
sen, his Majesty King Frederic "William IV. of Prussia de-

termined to send a scientific expedition to investigate the
remains of ancient Egyptian and Ethiopian civilisation still

in preservation in the Nile valley and the adjacent countries.

The direction of the undertaking was entrusted to me, after

the detailed plans of the proposed expedition had been mi-
nutely examined by the Royal Academy of Sciences, and in

all points graciously approved by the King.
The land-surveyor, G. Erbkam, from Berlin, and the

draughtsmen and painters, Ernest and Max Weidenbach,
from Naumburg, and J. Frey, from Basle, were appointed

to make the drawings and coloured representations, as well

as those architectonic plans, which had to be executed on the

spot. When J. Frey was obliged to return to Europe from
Lower Egypt, on account of the injurious climate, he was
replaced by the painter 0. Georgi, from Leipzig. Two
English artists, also, J. Bonomi, who, from the interest he

took in the journey, became attached to our party while we
were in London, and the architect J. Wild, who joined us of

his own accord, took an active part in the expedition as long

as it remained in Lower Egypt. Lastly, during nearly the

whole of the journey, we enjoyed the society of the present

Counsellor of Legation, H. Abeken, who accompanied us

voluntarily and on an independent footing, and who in

various ways promoted the antiquarian objects of the journey.

We were also provided with the means of obtaining plaster

casts of those representations that were best qualified for

the purpose, by the addition of Franke the moulder.
The different members of the expedition arriving by va-
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TELE EXPEDITION AND ITS EESULTS. 13

rious roads, met in Alexandria, on the 18th September, 1842.

On the 9th November we encamped near the great Pyramids
of Gizeh. What we obtained on that spot, as well as from
the adjoining Pyramid fields of Abusir, Saqara, and Daschur,
which are situated to the south, occupied us exclusively

and uninterruptedly for more than six months. The inex-

haustible number of important and instructive monuments
and representations, which we met with in these Necropoli,

the most ancient that have existed in any country, surpassed

every expectation we had been entitled to hold concerning

them, and accounts for our long abode in this part of the

country, which is the first approached and visited, but
has, notwithstanding, been very little investigated. If we
except the celebrated and well-known examination of the

Pyramids in the year 1837, by Colonel Howard Vyse, as-

sisted by the accomplished architect Perring, little had been
done to promote * more minute investigation of this re-

markable spot ; the French-Tuscan expedition, in particular,

did little more than pass through it. Nevertheless, the

innumerable tombs of private individuals grouped about
those royal Pyramids, partly constructed of massive square

blocks, partly hewn into the living rock, contain, almost ex-

clusively, representations belonging to the old Egyptian
Monarchy, wnich terminated between two and three thou-

sand years before Christ
;
indeed, most of them belong to the

fourth and fifth Manethonic Dynasties, therefore between
three and four thousand years before Christ. The wonderful
age of those Pyramids, and of the surrounding tombs, is no
longer generally denied by intelligent inquirers, and in the

first volume of my " Egyptian Chronology,"* which has lately

appeared, I have endeavoured to furnish a critical proof of

the certain foundations we possess for a more special deter-

mination oftime as far back as that period. But were any one
only to believe in the lowest acceptation of modern scholars

concerning the age of the first Egyptian Dynasties, he would
still be compelled to yield priority to those monuments be-

fore any other Egyptian remains ofart, and generally before all

artistic remains belonging to the whole race of man, to which
we can historically refer. It is only to this that we can attri-

bute the wonderful growth in the interest which we attach,

• Chronologie der ^gypter. Vol. L Berlin, 1849.
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14 PBELIMINABY ACCOUNT OP THE

partly to the monuments themselves, as proofs of the earliest

activity shown in art, partly to the various representations

of the manner of living in those primitive times.

On the western border of the Desert, which stretches
from the most northerly groups of Pyramids at Abu Boasch,
past the ruins of the old capital of Memphis, to the Oasis-

peninsula of the " Faaum," we discovered the remains of.

sixty-seven Pyramids, which, with a few exceptions, were
only destined for kings, and in the neighbourhood of the
principal groups we investigated, still more minutely, 180
tombs of private individuals, which deserved to be more
particularly recorded. A great many of these sepulchral

chambers, richly adorned with representations and inscrip-

tions^ could only be reached by excavations. Most of them
belonged to the highest functionaries of those flourishing

Dynasties, among whom there were also thirteen royal

princes and seven princesses.

After we had taken the most careful topographical plans

of all the fields of Pyramids, and had noted down the archi-

tectonic ground plans, and sections of the most important

tombs, and after we had, in the most complete manner, drawn
or taken paper impressions of their pictures and inscriptions,

as far as they were accessible to us, we had accomplished
more completely than we ever* hoped to do, the first and
most important task of our journey, since we had ac-

quired a basis for our knowledge concerning the monuments
of the oldest Egyptian monarchy.
On the 19th May, 1843, we proceeded still farther, and

encamped on the 23rd in the Faium, upon the ruins of the

Labteinth. Its true position was long ago conjectured

;

and our first view dissipated all our doubts concerning it.

The interesting discovery of the actual site of the ancieut

Lake Moeris was made about the same time, by the distin-

guished French architect Linant, which we had the oppor-

tunity of confirming' on the spot. This greatly facilitated

the means of comprehending the topographical and historical

conditions of this province, so remarkable in all its features.

The magnificent schemes which converted this originally de-

solate Oasis into one of the most productive parts of Egypt,
were intimatelv connected with each other, and must have

belonged, if not to a single king, still to one epoch of time.

The most important result we obtained by our investigations
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of the Labyrinth and of the adjoining Pyramids, was the de-

termination of the historical position of the original founder

;

this we obtained by excavations, which occupied a consider-

able time. We discovered that the king, who was erro-

neously called Mceris by the Greeks, from Lake Mere

—

i. e.

from the Lake of the Nile inundation—lived at the end of

the 12th Manethonic Dynasty, shortly before the invasion

of the Hyksos, and was called Amenemhe by Manetho
A/ifFffuyy, the third of his name. His predecessors in the

same Dynasty hadalready founded thetown of Orocodilopolis,

in the centre of the Faium, which is proved by some ruins

that: still exist belonging to that period ; and they probably

conducted the Nile Canal, Bahr-Jusef, which branches off

from Derut-Scherif, into the basin of the Desert. That part

of the basin which is most advanced, and situated highest, ter-

minated in a.lake formed by means of gigantic dams, many of

which still exist ; and the connectian.of the canal was regu-

lated by sluices in such a manner, that in the dry season the

reserved water could flow back again into the valley of the
Nile, and irrigate, the country round the capital long after

the Nile had retreated within its banks. Amenemhe built

his Pyramid on tke shore of the lake, and a splendid temple
in front of it. It afterwards formed the centre of the

Labyrinth, whose many hundred chambers, forming three
regular masses of buildings, surrounded the oldest portion,

and, according to Herodotus, were destined by the Dode-
carchs for the general Diets. The ruins of the Labyrinth had
never yet been correctly represented, not even in their general

arrangement. An Arabian canal, which was carried through
it at a later period, had drawn away the attention of passing

travellers from that portion of the chambers which was in
best preservation. We have made the most exact ground
plan, accompanied by sections and views. A journey round
the province, as far as Birqet-el-Qorn, and beyond it, to
the ruins of DvmSk and Qasr Qeribn, induced us to remain
several months in this neighbourhood.
On the 23rd.August we embarked at Beni-suef, visited a

small rock-temple of King Seiko* I. at Surariok, on the
eastern shore, and t farther on, the remains of later monu-
ments in the neighbourhood of Tehmh. At J&m+aJimar, a
littleto the south of Zauiekekmeitin, we examined a series of

nineteen rook-tombs belonging to the 6th Manethonic Dy-
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16 PBELIMINJLBY AQCOTOT 0* THE

nasty. The groups of tombs which are scattered about a
few days' journey to the south, at Schech-Said, 121-Harib,

Wadi-Selin, and still farther on, at Qasr-e'-Sai&t, also be-
longed to this period, which, in point of age, was immediately
connected with the flourishing time ofthe great builder of the
Pyramids. If we judge by the remains now extant, it ap-
pears that there were, at that early period especially, in this

portion of Central Egypt, a number of flourishing cities.

Koyal kindred are frequently met with among the ancient

possessors of the tombs, but no sons or daughters of the king,

because there was no royal residence in that neighbourhood.
But we found the last flourishing period of the Old Monarchy
—the 12th Manethonic Dynasty—represented in this part
of Egypt by the most beautiful and most considerable re-

mains. The rock-tombs of Beni Hassan, so remarkable for
their architecture, as well as for the various paintings on
their walls, peculiarly belong to this period. The town to
which they appertained, the residence of a governor of the
eastern province of the country, has entirely disappeared,

all except the name, which is preserved in the inscriptions. J

It appears that it only flourished a short time during this i

dynasty, and again declined at the invasion of the Hyksos.
In the neighbouring Berscheh also, and farther on, among
the Lybian rocks, behind the town of Siut, which was as im-
portant 4000 years ago as it is at present, we again found s

the same plans of tombs on as magnificent a scale, whose f
:

period of erection might be recognised even at a distance. i

It is a singular fact, that in point of age the greater ;

proportion of the remains of the Egyptian monuments be- i

come more modern the higher we ascend the Nile valley, the i

reverse of what might have been expected from a large view

of the subject
;
according to which the Egyptian civilisation

of the Nile valley extended from south to north. While the ^

Pyramids of Lower Egypt, with the monuments around '

them, had displayed the oldest civilisation of the 3rd, 4th, ii

and 5th Dynasties in such wonderful abundance, we found ')

the 6th Dynasty, and the most flourishing period of the 12th, x

the last of the Old Monarchy, especially represented in t|

Central Egypt. Thebes was the brilliant capital of the New
Monarchy, especially of their first Dynasties, surpassing all

other places in the number of its wonderful monuments;
and even now it offers us a reflection of the splendour of
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Egypt in her greatest times. Art, which still created mag-
nificent things even in its decline, under the Ptolemies and
the Eoman emperors, has left considerable monuments be-

hind it, consisting of a series of stately temples in Dendera,
Erment, Emeh, JSdfu, Kum-Ombo, DebSd, Kalabscheh, Den-
dUr, Dakkek, which are all, with the exception of Dendera,
in the southern part of the Thebaid, or in Lower Nubia.
Lastly, those monuments of the Nile valley which are situated

most to the south, especially those of the " Island" of
Merde, are the latest of all, and most of them belong to the

centuries after the Christian era.

We hastened immediately from the monuments of the Old
Monarchy in Central Egypt to Thebes, and deferred till our
return the examination of the well-preserved, but modern
temple of Dendera, the ruins of Abydos, and several other

places. But of Thebes, also, we took but a preliminary

survey, for we only remained there twelve days, from the 6th
to the 18th of October.

We were impatient to commence immediately our second

fresh task, which consisted in the investigation of the Ethio-

pian countries, situated higher up the river. The French-
Tuscan expedition did not go beyond Wadi Haifa ; Wilkin-
son's carenil description of the Nile land and its monuments,
which contains so much information, only extends a little

higher up, as far as Semneh. The most various conjectures

were still entertained concerning the monuments of Gebel
Barkal and Meroe, with reference to their age and their

signification. It was necessary to obtain a general view of

the true relation between the History and Civilisation of

Egypt and Ethiopia, founded upon a complete examination
of the remains which are still extant.

Therefore, after a cursory visit to the temple ruins, as far

up as Wadi Haifa, we returned to Korusko, from which place

we started on the 8th of January, 1844, through the Great
Desert to Abu-Hammed, and the Upper Nile countries.

On the 16th of January we arrived at Abu-Hammed, on the

other side of the desert ; on the 28th, at Beg'erauteh, near to

which the Pyramids of Meroe are situated. Prom SchendL
which lies more to the south, we visited the temple ruins

of Naga and Wadi e* Sofra, far on in the interior of the

c
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eastern desert. On the 5th of February we reached Chartum s

at the confluence of the White and the Blue Nile. From
this place, accompanied by Abeken, I descended the Bine
River, passed the ruins of Soba and Senndr, as far as the 18°

of N. lat. ; whilst the other members of the. expedition re-

turned from Chartum to the Pyramids of Merbe. The tropical

countries of the Nile, when contrasted with those northern
ones, devoid of rain, extending Bouth as far as the 17°; and
the plants and animals now almost exclusively confined to
Soutii Ethiopia, when compared with individual representa-

tions of the ancient Egyptian monuments, were rendered
still more interesting by the discovery of some monuments,
with inscriptions upon them, near Soba, by which we obtained
traces of the ancient vernacular language of those districts

in a written character resembling the Coptic.

I also made use of our residence in these districts to be
instructed by the natives of the adjacent countries in the
grammar and vocabulary of their languages.

On the 5th of April I returned with Abeken to the other

members of the expedition at Berferauieh. After drawings
had been made of all that still existed which peculiarly re-

presented the state of civilisation in Ethiopia, and after we
had taken the most exact plans of the localities, we proceeded
in six days, by the desert Gilif, to Oebel BarJcal, where we
arrived on the 6th of May. Here was the more northern,

the more ancient, and, to judge by the remains, also the

more important capital of the State of Meroe. At the foot of

this single mass of rock, which rises in an imposing manner,
and is called there, in the hieroglyphical inscriptions, " The
Sacred Mountains,' ' is situated Napata. The history of this

place, which we may still derive from its ruins, gives us at

once a key to the relations which subsisted in general between
Ethiopia and Egypt, as regards the history of their civilisa*

tion. We find that the most ancient epoch of art in Ethiopia

was purely Egyptian. It is as early as the period of the

great Ramses, who, of all the Pharaohs, extended his power
farthest, not only towards the north, but also towards the

south, and testified this by monuments. At an early period

he built a great temple here. The second epoch begins with

King TahraJca, also known as the ruler of Egypt, the

Thirhaka of the Bible. This spot was adorned with several
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magnificent monuments by him and his immediate succes-

sors, and though they were built in a style now employed by
native kings, it is, nevertheless, only a faithful copy of the
Egyptian style. Lastly, the third epoch is that of the kings
of Meroe, whose dominion extended as far as EMI*, and was
manifested also at Gebel Barkal by numerous monuments.
On an intermediate journey into the Cataract country,
situated farther/ up the river, which we had cut off by the
Desert journey, I found only Middle-Age, but no ancient,

Lthiopian remains of buildings.

The fertile and extensive province of Dongola, on the
northern frontier, which we traversed on the 4th of June,
after our departure from Barkal, afforded us but few re-

markable ancient remains; we may, however, mention among
these the island of Jrgo, with its monuments, from the
13th Manethonic Dynasty. They became still more nume-
rous in the northern borders of Dongola, from which a
nearly continuous Cataract country extends as far as Wadi
Haifa. Near Tombos we found traces of the Egyptian do-

minion under the Pharaohs of the 17th and 18th Dynasties,

rock-tablets with the shields of the two first Thuthmosis
and of the third Amenophis. Farther on, at Sesebi, there

were the remains of temples of the first Sethos of the 19th
Dynasty. The great Temple of Soleb, built by Amenophis
III. and IV., detained.us five days. The ruins of the Temple
of Sedcinga, and those upon the island of Sai, belonged to

the 18th and 19th Dynasties* Opposite this island stood
the remarkable Temple of Amdra, which was built by the

Kings of Meroe and Naga, and is still an important proof
of the extent of their dominion.

Semnek was the next point we reached. The Nile is

here compressed within a breadth of only about 1150 feet

between high rocky shores. On both sides there are ruins
of old temples of the 18th Dynasty, But these were not
the earliest buildings which were erected here. We found
a considerable, number of inscriptions from the 12th and
13th Manethonic Dynasties, especially on the large founda-
tions of the Temple of Ktwmeh, situated lower down, oppo-
site Semneh on the eastern bank, as well as on the scattered

rocks on both, banks in the neighbourhood of that temple;

Many of them were intended to indicate the: highest risings

c 2
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of the Nile during a series of years, especially in the reigns

of the Kings Amenemhe III. and Seoekhotep I., and by
comparing them, we obtained the remarkable result, that

about 4000 years ago the Nile used to rise at that point, on
an average, twenty-two feet higher than it does at present.

This, therefore, which we saw before us was the most ancient

Nilometer ; and the earliest statements of the heights, and
their greatest number, were recorded during the reign of

the same king, the Moeris of the Greeks, with whom we
had already become acquainted in the Faium, as the great

hydraulic architect. The strong fortifications on both banks

of that narrow part of the river convinced us at once that,

during the early times of the 12th Dynasty, this remark-

able point served as the boundary of the Egyptian domi-

nion, against the Ethiopian nations who dwelt more to the

south.

At Wadi Haifa, on the 30th of Julv, we again left the Cata-

ract country, remained from the 2nd to the 11th of August
in Abu Simbel, examined until the end of the month the

ruins of Ibrim, Anibe, Derr, Amada, Sebua, Dakheh, Kuban,

Qerf-Hu88en, Sabagfira, Denddr, Kalabscheh, DebSt, and
spent the whole of the following month in examining the

monuments of the Island of Phila, and the islands of Bigeh,

Konosso, Sehel, and Elephantine, surrounding it, and of the

stone quarries between Philm and Assuan. October was
spent visiting Ombos, the two Silsilis, Edfu, the desert Tem-
ple of Redesieh, El-Kab, Esneh, Tod, and Erment.
On the 2nd of November we again arrived on Theban

ground, 'and first visited the rock-tombs of Qurnak, on the

west side, where we remained nearly four months, till the

20th of February, 1845, when we encamped for three more
months at Karnak. The number of monuments of all kinds,

both above and below ground, at Thebes, is so great that

they may be truly called inexhaustible, even for a combined
power like ours, and for the limited portion of time which
we were able to devote to their investigation. But the age
of the monuments at Thebes is almost exclusively limited to

the New Monarchy ; and the most ancient we discovered,

such as one might generally expect to find, are not earlier

than the 11th Manethonic Dynasty, the last but one of the

Old Monarchy ; for this simple reason, because it was in this
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Dynasty that Thebes first became a royal residence, and
hence the focus of Egyptian splendour. The great break in
the succession at the end of the 12th Dynasty, caused by
the invasion of the Hyksos, and their dominion, which lasted

many centuries, first drove the Egyptian power back into
Ethiopia, and at length entirely destroyed it, till the power-
ful Pharaohs of the 17th, 18th, and 19th Dynasties again
advanced from the south, drove back the Semitic intru-
ders, and raised the power of the Egyptian empire to its

summit. The greater proportion of Theban monuments
date also from this period. As we may suppose they have
been the principal object of investigation to all travellers,

therefore our work here had been for the most part anti-

cipated,
i

Nevertheless it was necessary to re-examine the whole
ground most carefully, partly to complete the deficiencies

left by our predecessors, partly to make a proper selection of
those monuments which were of most importance for our
particular purpose, and which we were anxious to insert

among our collections, either in the shape of a drawing, or
an impression upon paper, or even in the original itself.

We directed our principal attention during the whole jour-
ney, and especially here, to taking the most exact archi-

tectonic plans of all the buildings and other localities which
appeared to us to be of any consequence ; and for this pur-
pose we did not hesitate to make extensive excavations. By
this means we succeeded, amongst other things, in dis-

covering, and recording for the first time, a perfect plan of
the most beautiful of all the temple buildings, namely, the
Ammon Temple, built by Eamses II., which is described
by Diodorus under the name of the sepulchre of Osyman-
dyas. We made several excavations also in the valleys of
the royal tombs, and opened, for instance, the rock-tomb of
the same Eamses II., one of the largest of those which have
hitherto been accessible. Unfortunately, the interior cham-
bers were so much destroyed by the dirt and rubbish that
had fallen in, that we coufd make out little more from the

representation upon the walls than the proprietor of the
tomb. ,

Accompanied by the artist Max Weidenbach, I made an
intermediate journey from Karnak to the peninsula of Sinai.
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We went thither by the old road from Koptos to Aennum
(Philoterd), now leading from Qeneh to Koser, which con-

ducted us first to the remarkable stone quarries of Ham-
mamdt, already worked out during the Old Monarchy. The
numerous rock-inscriptions, which date as far back as the
6th Dynasty, occupied us here for five whole days. Erom
this place we passed through the Arabian chain of moun-
tains to the north, as far as Gebel Ze'U, where we embarked
for Tor, situated opposite. We ascended through Wadi
Hebran to the convent, and from thence through Wadi ?
Schech, Wadi Mrdn, W. Mokotteh, W. Maahdra, by Sarbtit

el Ckddem, down again to Abu Zelvmeh, where we got into

our vessel, to return to XosSr and Thebes.

As early as the 4th Manethonic Dynasty, between three

and four thousand years before Christ, this Desert Penin-
sula was subject to Egypt, and was principally colonised by
the ^Egyptians on account of the Copper mines, which are

there met with on the limits of the primitive mountain
range, and the surrounding sandstone mountains. Upon
several rock-tablets of Wadi Maghdra, the kings of those

oldest Dynasties were represented fighting with the Semitic

aborigines, and the inscriptions of Sarbut el Chddem were
at least as early as the 12th Dynasty. We did not, also,

lose sight of the great interest which is attached to these

localities of the peninsula in connection with the Old Tes-

tament. More especially, I believe, that I have succeeded

for the first time (not excepting Burckhardt) in determining
the correct position of Sinai, since, contrary to the tradition

of the convent, hitherto accepted, I did not recognise it in one
of the southern mountains, but in Serbdl, which is situated

several days' journey more to the north, at whose base
lies the only fertile oasis of the whole r^ninsula. This
opinion which has been already published in a preliminary

account of the journey, addressed to the King of Prussia,

has met with frequent oppositions, but has also latterly re-

ceived much approbation, I believe, in a special treatise upon
the question, by W. Hogg, printed in the last half of the
" Transactions for the Eoyal Society of Literature" (1848).
I have not hitherto been able to discover any material coun-
ter-arguments in the discussions which have been held upon
the subject, but, on the other hand, much stronger evidence
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that, contrary to the later Byzantine tradition, the more
ancient Christian, and probably the Egyptian tradition itself,

considered Serbal, at whose foot the oldest convent was
situated, to be the true Sinai.

On the 14th of April we returned to Thebes, and finally left

it on the 16th of May. On our way back to Lower Egypt, we
re-examined more minutely the monuments of Sckenhur,

Dendera, Hou, Abydos, Uchmim, JEl Bosra, Tel el Amania,
and El Mibe, and on the 27th of June, our party, which had
been increased at the last stage by the addition of Dr. Beth-
mann, again entered Cairo.

1 was detained there myself some months longer than the

other members of the expedition, in order to direct the trans-

portation of several sepulchral chambers in the neighbour-

hood of the Great Pyramids, and to superintend the em-
barkation of the valuable blocks of stone, together with the
other monuments, which we brought with us from Upper
Egypt and Ethiopia, and which the Viceroy Mohammed Ali

sent as a present to his Majesty the King of Prussia. In
this troublesome as well as important aflair, for the practical

performance of which four experienced workmen had been
expressly sent from Berlin to Egypt, I had only the kind
assistance of Dr. Bethmann, who accompanied me on an
independent footing during the remainder of the journey
back.

After a final visit to Alexandria, we embarked on the 25th
of September at Cairo for Damietta, but on the way visited

the ruins of Samanud, Behbet, and the Eamses-Temple of San
(Tanis), and left Egypt on the 1st of October, in a vessel

which took us toJaffa. Afterwe had traversed thewhole length
of Palestine, and from Jerusalem had visited the Dead Sea,

and from Beyrout, Damascus, and Baalbec, at the mouth of

the Nahr el Kelb, the ancient LyJcos, we came upon the last

Egyptian monuments in the north, namely, those celebrated

memorial-tablets, which the great Eamses II. engraved be-

side the old mihtary road, as a recollection of his warlike

and victorious Asiatic campaigns in the fourteenth century

before Christ. After a period of more than 3000 years,

neither the form, nor even the Name-Shield of the powerful

Pharaoh, at whose court Moses was educated, had been
destroyed by the destructive sea-air. On one tablet, indeed,
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I was able to distinguish the date of the fourth, on another

that of the second year of his reign.

According to the testimony of Herodotus, similar monu-
ments of Sesostris are also found in Ionia, and some time
ago, one which he describes as being there, was re-discovered.

But an excursion from Smyrna to that spot soon convinced

us that the rock-picture of Karabel was produced by an
Asiatic and not by an Egyptian chisel.

Lastly, we saw in the Hippodrome, at Constantinople,

the obelisk of the third Tuthmosis, but, like others, sought

in vain for the second, which earlier travellers would have
us believe that they had seen. On the 24th December, I
left Constantinople, and landed on the 5th January, 1846,

in Trieste.

The whole journey, of which this is a very hasty sketch,

was one of the most fortunate expeditions which has ever

been undertaken for a similar purpose. None who partici-

pated in it suffered from the climate or the accidental

casualties of a journey. "We travelled under the powerful

and, in every way efficient protection of the Viceroy. We
had an explicit and written permission to make excavations,

wherever we should consider it desirable, and we employed
it, to acquire a number of interesting monuments for the

Eoyal Museum at Berlin, which would either have remained
in Egypt as rubbish under the sandhills, or exposed, like so

many others, to be destroyed, for all kinds of material pur-

poses.

The scientific results of the expedition have, in almost

all respects, surpassed our own expectations. In confirma-

tion of this it will be sufficient briefly to survey these

results, which I shall do in the following pages, according to

their principal objects, and by entering into some of the

details.

The plan of the journey, as a whole, and in its individual

parts, was founded principally with a Historical purpose in

view. The French-Tuscan expedition, compared with ours

was a Journey of Discovery, with all the advantages, but
also with all the disadvantages, connected with such an
undertaking. We were able from the commencement to

aspire after a certain completeness, within the wide limits
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that were assigned us, not however failing in making new
discoveries, which were as important as they were unex-
pected. The investigation of the most ancient Egyptian times,

namely, the epoch ofthe first Pharaonic Monarchy, from about
3900 to 1700 before Christ, extending the history of the
world almost two thousand years farther back, was left

entirely unfathomed by Champollion. He only ascended the
Nile valley as far as the second Cataract, beyond which there

existed a great number of Egyptian monuments of all kinds,

wholly unexamined, in which we must seek for an explana-

tion of all those Ethiopian antiquities which are inseparable

from the Egyptian.

The most important results we obtained, therefore, were
in Chronology and History. The Pyramid-fields of Memphis
gave us a notion of the Civilisation of Egypt in those primi-

tive times, which is pictorially presented to us in 400 large

drawings, and will be considered in future as the first

section in that poAion of the history of man, capable

of investigation, and must be regarded with the greatest

interest. Those earliest Dynasties of Egyptian dominion,

now afford us more than a barren series of empty, lost, and
doubtful names. They are not only free from every real doubt

and arranged in the Order and the Epochs of time, which have

been determined by a critical examination, but by showing us
the flourishing condition of the people in those times, both
in the affairs of the State, Civil affairs, and in the Arts, they

have received an intellectual and frequently a very individual

historical reality. We have already mentioned the discovery

of five different burial-places of the 6th Dynasty in Central

Egypt, and what we obtained from them. The prosperous

times of the New Monarchy, namely, the period of splendour

in the Thebaid, as well as the Dynasties which followed, were
necessarily more or less completed and verified. Even the

Ptolemies, with whom we appeared to be perfectly ac-

quainted in the clear narratives of Grecian history, have

come forward in a new light through the Egyptian represen-

tations and inscriptions, and their deficiencies have been

filled up by persons who were hitherto considered doubtful,

and were hardly mentioned by the Greeks. Lastly, on the

Egyptian monuments we beheld the Roman emperors in still
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greater and almost unbroken series, in their capacity of
Egyptian governors, and they have been carried down since

Caracalla, who^nad hitherto been considered as the last name
written in hieroglyphics, through two additional later em-
perors, as far as Decius, by which means the whole Egyptian
monumental history has been extended for a series of years

in the other direction.

Egyptian Philology has also made considerable progress

by this journey. The lexicon has been increased by our
becoming acquainted with several hundred signs, or groups,

and the grammar has received a great many corrections.

Such copious materials have also been acquired for these

purposes, especially by the numerous paper impressions of
the most important inscriptions, that Egyptian Philology

must be essentially furthered by their being gradually

adopted. Por owing to the strict accuracy of these im-
pressions, they are almost as valuable, in many investiga-

tions, as an equally large collection of ordinal monuments. In
addition to this, the history of the Egyptian language, which
by the great age attributed to the earliest writtenmonuments,
embraces a period of time betweenfive or six thousand years,

becomes now of much greater importance in the universal

history of the human language and writing. Among the
individual discoveriesvre made, the one which attracted most
attention, was that of the two decrees on the Island of
Philee, which were bilingual, namely, written in hierogly-

phics, and in the demotic character,—one of which contains

the decree belonging to the Eosetta inscription, referring to

the wife of Epiphanes.

In spite of numerous writings upon Egyptian Mythology,
it has nevertheless been hitherto deficient in a fixed monu-
mental basiB. In the Temple at Thebes we beheld a series of
representations whose meaning had not hitherto been recog-

nised, and which seem to me to afford entirelynew conclu-

sions for the correct comprehension and development of
Egyptian mythology. The series of the first arrangement of
the gods mentioned by Herodotus and Manetho, which in

modern investigations has been differently arranged in its

details by all scholars, is at length placed beyond all doubt,

and certainly differs in all essential points from what has
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been hitherto everywhere adopted. I will briefly allude here

to another fact, important both in the history of mytho-
logy as well as in a purely historical point of view, and
which was elicited by an attentive investigation of the monu-
ments. The direct succession of the reigning royal family

was interrupted, towards the end of the 18th Dynasty.
Through the monuments we became acquainted with several

kings of this period, who were not afterwards admitted in

the legitimate lists, but were regarded as unauthorised co-

temporary or intermediate kings. Among these Ameno-
phis IV. is to be particularly noted, who, during a very
active reign of twelve years, endeavoured to accomplish a
complete reformation of all secular and spiritual institutions.

He built a royal capital for himself in Central Egypt, near
the present Tel-el-Amarna, introduced new offices and usages,

and aimed at no less a thing than to ; abolish the whole reli-

gious system of the Egyptians, which had hitherto subsisted,

and to place in its stead the single worship of the Sun. In
all the inscriptions composed during his reign, there is not

one Egyptian god mentioned except the Sun ; even in other

words the sacred symbols were avoided, e. g. the word mitt,

mother, Coptic uat, was no longer written as usual with the

hawk the symbol of the goddess Mitt, but ^7^) mt,

with the universal phonetic signs. Indeed, the former gods

and their worship were persecuted to such an extent by
this king, that he erased all the gods' names, with the

single exception of the Sun-god Ha, from every monument
that was accessible throughout the country, and because his

own name, Amenophis, contained the name of Ammon, he
changed it into Bech-en-aten, "Worshipper of the Sun's

disk." Therefore the fact, which has often been previously

remarked, that at one particular period the name of Ammon
was intentionally destroyed, forms only part ofan event which
liad a much wider influence, and which unexpectedly reveals

to us the Teligious movements of those times.

The History of Art has never yet been considered in the

point of view from which Egypt, and all that concerns it, is

now regarded. This necessarily formed a particular object
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of our expedition, and most directly gained by the in-

creased chronological knowledge we obtained concerning

the monuments. For the first time we were able to pursue
all its branches during the old Egyptian Monarchy, pre-

vious to the invasion of the Hyksos, and accordingly to
extend both it and the history of Egypt about sixteen

centuries farther back, and some tens of years lower down
in time. The different epochs of Egyptian art now first

appeared clear and distinct, each marked by its peculiar

character, intimately connected with the general develop-

ment of the people. They had so frequently been mis-

understood, that no one believed in their existence
;
they

were lost in the general uniformity. I must mention,

as one of the most important facts connected with this,

that we found innumerable instances on unfinished monu-
ments of three different canons of proportions of the human
body; one belonging to the most ancient Pharaonic Mo-
narchy, another later than the 12th Dynasty, when Thebes
first began to flourish ; a third, which appears at first in

the time of the Psammetichi, with an entire alteration

in the Principle of the division, and which remained un-
altered till the time of the Roman emperors. The last is

the same which Diodorus expressly mentions in his first

book. Among the separate branches of Egyptian art, Archi-

tecture, which was almost unnoticed by the French-Tuscan
expedition, was with us peculiarly attended to, by the ex-

tremely careful and circumspect labours of our architect

Erbkam. This was befitting the important position occupied

by this particular branch, in which grandeur, that element of
art, peculiarly belonging to the Egyptian beyond all other

nations, was capable of being developed, and has developed

itself to the utmost. The study of the sculpture and paint-

ings devolved upon the other artists who accompanied us,

and the ability and fidelity with which they fulfilled their

task must be recognised by every one. The Egyptian style

associated with the limited views characteristic of the infancy

of art, nevertheless possesses a highly-cultivated ideal ele-

ment, which must be acknowledged by every one. The genius

of Greece could never have bestowed on art such a marked
character, indicative of a period of prosperous liberty, if it
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had not received it as a severe, chaste, and carefully nur-

tured child from the Egyptians, The principal task of the

history of Egyptian art is to point out wherein consisted

this cultivation of art, peculiar to the Egyptians, above all

the primitive nations of Asia.

In the next place, Egyptian archaeology, in the widest

sense of the word, claimed a large portion of our time and
attention : an extensive field, already examined, both suc-

cessfully and diligently, by "Wilkinson and Eosellini, which
they were enabled to do by means of the inexhaustible

number of separate objects belonging to every-day life,

still in preservation, and by the representations of them,
which are found in all directions, far surpassing any other

ancient remains.

On that account it was still more necessary to make a

stricter investigation, and to regard it from a higher point of

view, rather than accumulate a greater number of individual

things, that notwithstanding obtruded themselves on all sides,

and which, besides, we collected in large quantities, as material

to work upon.
Lastly, Geography and Chorography, which travellers are

especially expected to promote, required to be more pecu-

liarly prosecuted. "We must particularly mention here, that

besides the peculiar investigation of the Pyramid fields at

Memphis, and in the Faium, which have been already alluded

to, our records of the ruins of towns, and ancient monu-
ments in the Nile country, as far up as Sennar, are more
perfect and exact than any hitherto made. With regard to

the modern geographical names, which must always be
viewed in comparison with the ancient, I have been most
particular in obtaining the Arabic names—at least, through-

out the district we traversed—in order to counteract, as far

as lay in my power, the insufferable confusion in the names
which are marked down. During the journey, I made special

maps for the individual portions of the eastern mountains
of Egypt and the peninsula of Sinai, and I collected geogra-

phical accounts from travellers concerning some remote dis-

tricts, which we did not enter, and which are but little known

;

and I had geographical drawings made of them. Our in-

vestigations of the ni8torical places in the peninsula of Sinai
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Lave been already alluded to. The discovery, mentioned
above, of the most ancient Nilometer at Semneh, has added,

in a remarkable degree, also to the history of the physical

condition of the Nile valley since it is quite evident, from
the water just above the second Cataract, standing at that

time twenty-two feet higher than at present, and the height

of the water in the Thebaid being contemporaneously twelve
to fifteen feet lower, that the fell of the Nile in the inter-

mediate country was thirty-five feet greater in those times

than it is now. But this gradual levelling of the bed of the

river must have had the most decided influence on the his-

tory of the cultivation of the valley, and of the whole popu-
lation ; because the soil on the banks of the river in the
district of Nubia, more especially owing to the considerable

sinking of the water, being inaccessible to the natural over-

flowings, was laid dry, and could only be irrigated with
great a'ifficulty, and imperfeetly, by means of artificial water-

wheels.

Considerable progress was made in the knowledge of the

African languages, by the investigation which I was- princi-

pally enabled to make in the southern part of our journey.

1 mquired into and noted down as much of the grammar
and vocabulary of three languages, as would enable me to

give a distinct idea of them. First, Kongara, spoken at

Dar-Fur and.the adjacent countries* a Central African-Negro
language. Secondly, the Nuba language, which is spoken
in two chief dialects, in one part of the Nubian-Nile valley

and in the neighbouring countries situated to the south-

west, and also appears to be derived from the interior of

Africa. It had nitherto never been a written language,

and I collected together for the first time a piece of written

Nubian literature, for I made a Nubian Sheikh, who was per-

fectly familiar with the Arabic language and writing, trans-

late the Fables of Looman, a portion of the Thousand and
One Nights, and the Gospel of St. Mark, from the Arabian
into the Nubian tongue, and write down besides nineteen

Nubian songs, some of them in rhyme, some only rhythmical,

and translate them into Arabic. Unfortunately, these pre-

cious packets, all but. the Nubian gospel, were lost in

Europe, with little hope of recovery. The third language
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investigated by me was the Beg'a, which is spoken by the

Bischari nation, who dwell between the Bed Sea and the

Nubian Nile* This language occupies an important posi-

tion with reference to philology, since it seems to be a branch

of the original Asiatic stock, of which the African offsets

may be comprehended under the name of the Hamitio lan-

guages; and is, besides^ particularly interesting in our study

of the monuments, because, most probably, it was once the

key to decipher the ancient Ethiopian inscriptions, nunv
bers of which were discovered by us upon the Island of
Meroe, and from that place, in the Nile valley, as far down
as Philse. These inscriptions are written in simple cha-

racters* from right to left, and derive their origin from the

powerful nation of the Meroitic Ethiopians, whose direct

descendants we behold in the present Beg'a nations. By
comparing those languages with the other languages of

Africa, which are already better known, I think I shall be
able to separate, according to fixed principles, these " Ha-
mrtic languages" of north and north-east Africa (which may
still be referred to their native home in Asia) from the

numerous other languages of this enigmatical continent; and

I am now engaged in preparing these, philological investiga-

tions for speeial publication.

I must finally mention, among the results of our journey,
two collections of inscriptions. In the first place, all the

Greek inscriptions in the countries we travelled through

were carefully sought out, and impressions of them were
taken upon paper; by which Graeco-Egyptian archaeology,

and more particularly the learned collections of inscriptions

which have lately excited such lively interest, will pro-

bably be completed, confirmed, or justified in a satisfactory

manner. Secondly, in the peninsula of Sinai we made as

perfect a collection as was possible of the so-called Sinaitic

Inscriptions, which are found engraved on the rocks in dif-

ferent districts of the peninsula, but principally in the neigh-

bourhood of the old town of Faran, at the foot of the moun-
tain range of Serbal, and at a resting-place of the caravans

in Wadi Mokatteb, situated farther north, which is named
. after them.

We were only able casually to turn our attention to
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objects of Natural Science ;
nevertheless, I did not however

neglect, especially during remote mountainous journeys, to

collect specimens of stone and earth from the more re-

markable localities. We not only visited the celebrated

stone quarries in the chalk mountains of Tura, in the sand-

stone range of Selseleh, in the granite rocks of Assuan, and
others situated in the Nile valley, but also those alabaster

quarries of El Bosra, opposite Siut, which were discovered a
few years ago by the Bedouins, in which last we found a
rock-inscription from the commencement of the 17th Dy-
nasty. They resemble those quarries of granite and breccia-

verde at Hammamat, upon the road leading from Qeneh
to the Red Sea, which have been worked from the earliest

times, and also the porphyry and granite quarries at Gebel
Fatireh (Mons Claudianus), and at Gebel Dochan (Mons
Porphyrites), in the Arabian chain of mountains, celebrated

in the Roman period. I also had an opportunity of pur-

chasing an interesting Ethnographical and Natural History
collection in Alexandria, obtained by H. Werne during Mo-
hammed Ali's second expedition up the Nile, which pene-

trated as far as the 4° N. lat., of which an account was
published ; and I received a valuable collection of Egyptian
fishes for the Anatomical Museum in Berlin, from the cele-

brated French physician Clot Bey.
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LETTER L
On board the Oriental Steamer, the 5th ofSeptember, 1842.

All oar effortswere taxed to enable us to depart on the

1st September; the delay of one day would have cost us a

whole month, so it. wastnecessary to * be ; doubly active. &
visit to Barisrwas indispensable, and Ireached it in thirty-one

hours from London ; but two days were all; that could be

spared,to procnre what was* requisite in. the way of pur-

chases, letters, and notes. I returned.richly laden from this

city, ever rich to me. in; interest, information, and various

proofs- ofi kindness. Iii London, I acquired: two additional

excellent travelling companions—Bonomi. and Wild, who
had lately determined to share im the expedition on an in-

dependent footing. The former; already, well known aa a
traveller in Egypt and .Ethiopia, not only has a thorough prac-

tical acquaintance with; the mode of. life in those parts, but:

also possesses a critical knowledge of Egyptian art, and is a

master in Egyptian drawing; the latter, a young architect,

full of genius, seeks with enthusiasm in the East .a .new field

for the exercise: of the rich and various gifts with which * he

is endowed. Atlength, everything was purchased, provided^

d packed, and we. had bid farewell to our friends. Bunsen;

ua a» far as Southampton, the place of our,

embarkation, where we spent the evening together:

As at other times, when landing from a stormy sea after

days of rough tossing, we suddenly enjoy an almost incon-

ceivable degree of.repose im the quiet harbour, although for

along time:we still feeL the ground tottering beneath us,

and fancy we hearrthe.Bound of the breakers, so on this ocea*

when, after the whirl, of.the. last days and weeks, and coming

from the immense metropolis; oS the worldy I reached the

harbour, and entered the narrow, quickly traversed and sur-

veyed, woodem house.of the monotonous wilderness of the

ocean. All at once there was nothing more to provide and

d2
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86 DEIMBTUBE FROM SOUTHAMPTON.

to hasten ; the long row of more than thirty chests of our

baggage had vanished piece by piece into the dark hold of

the ship ; our cabins required no arrangement, for they could

scarcely contain more than our own persons. The absence of

disturbance for some time caused anewand undefined kind of

disturbance : anxiety, without anything to be anxious about.

Among the passengers, I will only mention the missionary

Lieder, a German by birth, returning with his English wife

to Cairo. Commissioned by the English Missionary Society,

he has founded and conducted a boys' and girls' school

there, which is now to be restricted exclusively to the chil-

dren of the Coptic Christians. Lieder has introduced in-

struction in the Coptic language into this school, and has

thus restored to an honourable position that remarkable and

most ancient language of the country, which, for many cen-

turies past, has been entirely supplanted among the people

by the Arabic tongue. It is true that the Holy Scriptures

still exist in the country in the Coptic tongue, and are even

used in public worship, but they are only chanted as psalms,

and are no longer understood.

We started from Southampton on the 1st September,

about ten o'clock in the morning. The wind was against

us, and therefore we did not reach Falmouth till twenty-

four hours afterwards, where our ship waited for the London
mail, to take in the letters. We remained several hours at

anchor there, in a charming bay ; an old castle is situated

at the entrance on either side, while in the background the

town forms an extremely picturesque group. About three

o'clock we again put to sea, and as there was a side-wind, it

caused much sea-sickness among our party. I consider my-

self fortunate, that even on the most stormy voyages I have

never been in this disagreeable condition, which neverthe-

less has something comic in it for those who are not suffer-

ing. It is a curious circumstance that the same motion

which rocks the child into a sweet slumber, or which invites

us to a pleasure-sail in the tossing boat, on shipboard owing

to the slower time of the wide-swinging pendulum, becomes
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intolerable suffering, and prostrates the strongest heroes,

without, however, being accompanied by any serious danger.

The following day we reached the Bay of Biscay, and

with difficulty cut through the long and deep waves, which

rolled out from the distant coast. On the morning of the

4th instant, Sunday, very few appeared at breakfast. About
eleven o'clock, in spite of the violent motion, we assembled

for divine service. The English flag, as the most sacred

cloth in the ship, was Bpread over the pulpit desk ; Herr
Lieder preached, simply and well. About four o'clock we
saw the Spanish coast for the first time, in faint, misty out-

line. The nearer we approached it, the waves gradually fell,

for the wind blew off shore. Air, sky, and sea were incom-

parably beautiful. Cape Finisterre, and the adjoining head-

lands, became more clear. "We descried several small sailing-

vessels along the coast ; and all kinds of sea-fowl swarmed

round the ship. By degrees, the whole company, even the

ladies, collected on deck. The sea became as smooth as

the clearest mirror, and we kept the Spanish coast in sight

the whole afternoon. The sun descended magnificently intc

the sea ; the evening star was soon followed by the whole

host of the heavenly stars, and a glorious night wrapt

around us.

But now the most splendid spectacle presented itself that

I have ever seen at sea. The ocean began to lighten up, all the

crests ofthe breaking waves glowed with an emerald-green fire,

and a brilliant greenish-white waterfall fell from the paddle-

wheels of the vessel, which left in its long wake a broad,

light streak in the dark sea. The sides of the vessel, and our

downward gazing faces, were lighted up as bright as moon-

light, and I was able to read print without any difficulty by
this water-fire. When the illuminating matter, which, ac-

cording to Ehrenberg's researches, proceeds from infusorial

animalcule, was most intense, we saw flames dancing over

the sea, as far as the coast, so that it seemed as if we were

sailing through a more richly-starred sky than that which

was above us. I have frequently observed this illumination
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. of the sea on the Mediterranean also, (but never with such

extraordinary brilliancy as on .this jaecasion. The spectacle

was quite like enchantment.

Suddenly I observed between the waves new living streaks

of fire, which radiated from the vessel like two gigantic ser-

pents, and, judging by the proportions of the ship, were
at least from sixty to eighty feet long; they moved in a
deceptive manner, in large windings beside the vessel, crossed

the waves, dipped into the foam of the paddle-wheels, re-

appeared, retreated, hurried forward, and finally vanished in

the distance. For a long time I could not explain this phe-

nomenon. I thought of the old tales, so frequently re-

peated, of the huge sea-serpents which have been seen from
time to time. Nothing could more closely resemble what
was here before us. At length it occurred to me that it

might however only be fishes running a race with the

vessel, and, by their rapid movements, brushing the surface

of the luminous sea, they might produce the long streaks

of light behind them. Nevertheless, the ocular demonstra-

tion remained as deceptive as before; I could discover

nothing of the dark fishes, nor determine their size ; but I

at length consoled myself by my own conjecture.

LETTER EE.

Alexandria, Hie 23rd of September, 1842.

I tot my last letter into the post in Gibraltar, on the 7th

September, where we employed the few hours which were
granted us in viewing the citadel. The African continent

lay before us, a light streak on the horizon. Beneath me,
apes were clambering on the rocks, the only ones in Europe
which live in a wild state, and on that account they are left

;nimiolested. In Malta, which we reached on the 11th Sep-

tember, we found the painter Frey, from Basle, whom I had
known at Borne. He told me first, by word of mouth, that

he desired to join in the expedition, and had arrived some
days before from Naples. We were compelled to wait nearly
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three days for the post from Marseilles. This gave us at

least an opportunity to visit the wonders of the island;

namely, the gigantic buildings discovered, a few years back,

near La Yaletta, and to make some purchases. Through
Lieder, I became acquainted with Gtobat, who has hitherto

managed the Maltese station of the English Missionary

Society, but is now waiting for a new destination, as pecu-

niary circumstances compel the society to give up this station

entirely. It gave me great pleasure to make the acquaintance

of this distinguished person.*

From Malta we were accompanied by the missionary

Isenberg, who, like Gobat, had lived for a long time in

Abyssinia, and is also well known to.linguists by his gram-
mar of the Amharic language. A young girl from Basle was
under his protection^Bosma Dietrich, .the bride of the mis-

sionary Krapf; who has married her hBre,:and is now going

to return with her and his colleagues, Isenberg and Muhl-

eisen, to the English missionary station in Schoa, by the

next Indian steamer. He was married in the English chapel,

and I was present as a witness at the ceremony, which was
performed with simplicity and feeling.

On our arrival, on the 18th September, we found Erbkam,
Ernest Weidenbach, and Franke, already hero. Ofcey had
been waiting for us several days.

Moliammed All had put to sea with the fleet, as he was
•impatiently expecting the arrival of Sami Bey, who was to

bring him intelligence of the desired reduction of tribute

;

in place of which, he had received the appointment of Grand
Vizier.

The Swedish Consul-General, d'Anastasi, who as the

representative of our Consul-General Von Wagner, still

absent, manages the;amurs of Prussia, and who enters with

zeal into all nur interests, presented usto-o^yto the Viceroy,

* On the sudden death ofBishop Alexander, which happened shortly
after our departure from Palestine, Gobat, as is known, was selected

by H. M. the Kin* of Prussia to be Bishop of the Evangelical Bishopric
of Jerusalem, which he has administered, by the blessing of God, effi-

Laciousi} ever since t»4b.
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and we have just returned from the audience. He expressed

himself much pleased with the vases, which I delivered to

the Fascha in the name of our Sovereign, and he felt himself

still more honoured by the King's letter, of which he imme-
diately ordered a written translation to be made, and perused

it with great attention in our presence, and desired that I

should be informed that he would give me the answer when
we should again leave the country. We were received, and

dismissed standing ; coffee was handed to us, and he showed

us other attentions, some of which were afterwards care-

fully explained to me by d'Anastasi. Boghos Bey, his confi-

dential minister, was the only one present, and remained

standing all the time. Mohammed Ali appeared to be

cheerful, and youthful in his actions and conversation ; no

debility was visible in the features and flashing eye of the

old man of seventy-three. He spoke with interest of his

expeditions up the Nile, and assured us ho intended to

repeat them, till he should have found the sources of the

White River. On my inquiring about his Museum in Cairo,

he replied, that it certainly had not hitherto been very success-

ful, but that frequently, when rapid progress was expected in

his enterprises, unjust claims were made on him relative to

these matters in Europe; since he was compelled first to

obtain a basis and foundation, which, with us, had long been

prepared. I only cursorily alluded to our excavations ; and in

the course ofconversation assumed that he had granted us per-

mission to make them ; this I am soon to receive in due form.*

* Previous to my departure from Alexandria, the firman of the
Viceroy was presented to me, with unlimited permission to make al.

the excavations which I might think desirable, and with instructions

to the local authorities to render me assistance. All the workmen and
aid necessary for forming and transporting our collection of antiquities,

were demanded in return for money, through virtue of our finnan,

from the Sheikhs of the neighbouring villages, or the Mudhirs of the
provinces, by the Kawass, who had been given us by the government,
and they were never refused. The monuments from the southern
regions were transported from Mount Barkal to Alexandria on govern-
ment boats, and three sepulchral chambers near the great Pyramids of

Gteeh were also added, which were carefully taken to pieces by the
aid of four workmen, sent expressly for the purpose from Berlin, and
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LETTEE III.

Cairo, the 16*A October, 1842.

We were detained almost fourteen days in Alexandria.

The whole time was spent in preparations for our farther

were pat on board a vessel opposite Old Cairo. I also received, before

my departure from Egypt, a written permit for the exportation of the
collection ; and the objects themselves were presented from the Viceroy
to H. M. the King of Prussia.

These peculiar favours, at a time when all private travellers, anti-

quarian speculators, and even diplomatic persons, were expressly forbid-

den by the Egyptian Government to make any collection, or to export
antiquities, have caused many unfavourable judgments to be passed on
our expedition. We have been chiefly accused of a thirst for de-
struction, which, under the given circumstances, would presuppose a
peculiarly barbarous feeling to have existed in our party; for as we
did not, like many of our rivals, excavate and transport the monu-
ments, the greater part of which had previously been invisible, hur-
riedly and by night, and with bribed assistance, but leisurely, and
with open aid from the authorities, and before the eyes of numerous
travellers, all disregard in our treatment of the remaining monuments,
of which perhaps they formed a part, would certainly have been so

much the more blameable, since it was so easy to avoid it. We might,

however, trust to a more correct judgment than what is usually pos-

sessed by the greater proportion of ordinary travellers or collectors,

with regard to the value of the individual monuments; besides, we
were not, after all, in danger of being deceived in this matter by per-

sonal self-interest, as we made our selection of the monuments not for

ourselves, but commissioned by our government, for the Royal Museum
in Berlin, therefore for the benefit of science, and a public eager after

knowledge.
The collection, which chiefly on account of its historical value, may

be placed on an equal footing with the most important European
museums, was incorporated immediately on its arrival with the Royal
collections, without my remaining myself officially connected with
it; and it is already arranged and exhibited to the public. A more
accurate examination is best fitted to place the inconsiderate accu-
sations of more recent, and even German tourists, in their proper
light, some of whom have gone so far, for example, very recently,

Herr Julius Braun, in the Algemeiner Augsburg Gazette, as to charge
us with the mutilation of the gods, which happened more than 3000
years ago, in the temple of £1 Kab. Besides, it would prove an entire

ignorance of Egyptian affairs at the present time, or of that which
chiefly lends the monuments of antiquity their real interest to us, if

all were not desirous to preserve in the public museums of Europe, as
many as possible of the treasures of those countries, which are really

as valuable, as they are undervalued in their own home, and numbers
of which are still daily destroyed.
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journey. I saw the Pascha several times again, and found

him always favourably inclined towards our expedition. But
we had gained little in a scientific point of view. We visited

Pompey's Pillar, which has nevertheless no connection with

Pompey, but, as we learn by -$ie Greek inscription on the

base, was placed there by the Prefect Publius, in honour of

the Emperor Diocletian. The blocks of the foundation are

partly fragments of older buildings ; the Boyal Uing of the

second Psammeticus could still be recognised upon one of

them*

The two obelisks, of which the one still standing is called

Cleopatra's Needle, are very much destroyed on the sides

which are exposed to the weather, tmd in part have become

totally illegible. They were erected by Thutmosis III.,

in the sixteenth 'century before Christ ; at a later period

Ramses Miamttn has inscribed his name,'and still later, on

the outermost borders of the four sides, another king, who
proved to be hitherto wholty unknown, and was therefore

gladly greeted by me. I must also mention an interesting col-

lection of objects of every sort connected with ethnography

and natural history, which was made by "Werne, a native of

.Prussia, during the second expedition of the Pascha up the

.Nile, as far as the White River, in lands till then unknown,

and which a few months 'previously had been conveyed 1x>

Alexandria.* It appeared to me of such value, and to be so

unique inits kind, that I have purchased it for* out Museums.

While we were still there, it was packed up, ready to be

despatched. I think it will be welcome in Berlin.

At length the Bujurldis (Firman) of the Pascha was ready,

and we hastened to quit Alexandria. We embarked the same

day that I received it (the 30th September), on the Mahmu-
dieh canal. Darkness surprised us before we hadaccomplished

this first difficult departure. It was nine o'clock before we

* The journal of this expedition up the Nile has been since"pub-
lished under the title Expedition zur Entdeckung der Quellen des

Weissen Nil, 1840—1841. By Perd. Werne. With a Preface by
Karl Ritter. A map and a table of figures. Berlin: G. Reinier

1848. 8vo.
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'drove off from our hotel, on the extensive and beautiful

•frank-square, in two carriages belonging to M. d*Anastasi,

preceded by the customary runners with • torches. The gate

was opened at the watchword that had been given to us

;

our baggage had already been conveyed* to the boat some

hours previously on camels, so that we were able to depart

very soon after our entrance into the roomy vessel, which

I had hired in the morning. The Nile, which we entered

at Atfeh, had tolerably high waves, as the wind was strong

and unfavourable. The usual mode of navigation here, is

with two pointed sails, which rise upwards like the wings of

a bee ; these are easily beaten down, by every violent gust of

wind, not without danger, especially in the dark. I there-

fore granted the sailors permission to 'stop every stormy

night.

The following day, the 2nd of October, we landed at Sa
XL Ha&bb to visit the ruins of ancient Sais, the city of the

Psammetici, famous by its temple to Mmerva. The circular

wails of the town, built of bricks of Nile earth, and the de-

serted ruins of the houses, are alone extant ; there are no re-

mains of stone buildings with inscriptions. We paced the

circumference of the city, and made a simple plan of the' loca-

lity. The Acropolis was situated to the north-west of the

town, which is even now marked by tolerably highmounds of

rubbish. We spent the night at Nxkibi. I have got the

great maps of the " Description de l'Egypte" beside me, on

which we were able to trace almost every step of our excur-

sions. We have hitherto found it almost everywhere to be

depended upon.

The 3rd of October we landed on the western bank, to

inspect the remains of the old Eosetta canal, and spent

almost the whole afternoon till sunset in examining the ruins

ofan old town near Nahabieh. No walk are now^vkible,

only mounds of rubbish, yet we found in the houses of the

modern town several stones with inscriptions, chiefly built into

door-sills, which had originally belonged to a temple of King

Psammeticus I. and Apeies (Hopbre)* The next night we
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stopped on the western bank at Teirieh, and landed there

the following morning to search for some ruins, an hour dis-

tant from the bank, but from which we obtained nothing.

The Libyan desert here for the first time advances quite close

to the Nile, and presented us with a new and deeply impres

sive sight.

On the following morning, we first saw the Great Pyramids

of Memphis, rising above the horizon ; I could not for a long

time take my eyes off them. We still continued to sail on
the Bosetta arm ; about mid-day we reached the so-called

Cowsbelly, where the Nile divides into its two principal

arms. Now for the first time we were able to survey the

noble, wonderful river in its whole magnitude, which with its

fertilising and sweet-tasting water, influences the life and

manners of the inhabitants on its banks like no other

river in the workL It usually attains its greatest height

about the beginning of October. But this year an inundation

has occurred, such as has not been remembered for genera-

tions past. A breach in the dams is dreaded, which after the

great murrain, that is said to have carried off up to the last

week forty thousand head of cattle, would cause Egypt to

be afflicted a second time this year.

About five o'clock in the evening we arrived at Bulaq, the

harbour of Cairo. We rode at once from the harbour to the

town, and made arrangements for a considerable stay. By-

the-by, when we say Cairo, and the French La. Caibe, it pro-

ceeds from a pure error in language. The town is never called

anything by the Arabs now, but Masb, and the country the

same ; that is the old Semetic name, which is more easily pro-

nounced by us in the dual termination Mis'raim. It was

only in the tenth century, when the present city was founded,

that the modern Masr, by the addition El Qahibeh, that

is " the victorious," was distinguished from the earlier Masb
el Atiqeh, the present Old Cairo. The Italians then omitted

the hf which they could not pronounce, mistook the Arabie

article el for their masculine il, and thus by its termination

also, Btamped the whole word as masculine.
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It was just the commencement of the Musulmans' holy

fasting month, the Bamadan, during which they neither

take food, nor "drink smoke or water" the whole day,

and receive no visits, but only begin the whole business

of life after sunset; thus completely changing day and
night, which, on account of our Arabian servants^ causes us

much inconvenience. Our Kawass (the Pascha's guard of

honour that had been given us), which had missed the time

of our departure from Alexandria, established itself here,

As our Prussian vice-consul is out of health, I applied to the

Austrian consul, M. Champion, to whom I had been warmly
recommended by Ehrenberg, with respect to our being pre-

sented to the representatives of the Pascha at this place. He
received us with the greatest politeness and anxiety to serve

us, and has obtained for us everywhere a good reception. On
my official visits, which, on account of the Eamadan, were

necessarily made about eight o'clock in the evening, I was

usually accompanied by Erbkam and Bonomi. Our torch-

bearers ran before us, then followed on asses, first the Drago-

man of the consul, and our Pascha's Kawass, then we our-

selves, in stately procession. We rode almost across the

whole town to the Citadel, through the narrow streets, which

were filled with Arabs, and picturesquely illuminated by our

torches, therewe first paid a visit to Abbas Pascha,* a grand-

son of Mehemet AH. Ho is governor of Cairo, but rarely

there. Prom him we went to Scherif Pascha, his representa-

tive, and then to the minister of war, Ahmet Pascha. We
were everywhere received with great courtesy.

On the day after our arrival, I received a diploma as hono-

rary member of the older Egyptian Society, from which the

younger one, which had already forwarded to London the

same invitation to me, has separated. Both held meetings

during the first days after our arrival, but I was only able to

attend one of them, in which an interesting paper was read

by Krapf, on certain nations in Central Africa. The accounts

• Abbas Pascha has been Viceroy of Egypt since the death of

Ibrahim Pascha. in 184S.
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were given him by a native of the country ofEnarea, who had
travelled into the country of the Doko on mercantile business,

and describes the people there very much as Herodotus de-

scribes the Libyan dwarf nation, according to the account

of the Nasamonians, namely, as composed entirely of little*

people, about the. size of children from ten to twelve years

old. We might almost imagine that they were speaking of

apes. As the geographical notices of the hitherto wholly

unknown land of the Doko are also interesting, I had the

whole paper copied, in order to send it along with the small

map which belongs to it, to our venerated Bitter.*

On the 13th of October we made our first excursion from

this place to the ruins of Heliopoms, the biblical On,

whence Joseph took his wife ABnath, the daughter of a priest.

Nothing remains of this highly-praised city, which prided

itself in possessing, next to Thebes, the most learned body of

priests, but' the walls, which now resemble great ramparts of

earth, and an obelisk still erect, and perhaps in its original

site. The peculiar interest of this obelisk is, that it was
erected by King Sestoteben I. in the Old Monarchy, about

B.C. 2300, and is by far the most ancient of all known obeliskB

;

forthe broken one in the Fayum at Crocodilopolis, which bears

the name of the same king, is rather a lengthened stele, or

tablet, in the form of an obelisk. Boghos Bey has received

a present of the ground on which the obelisk stands, and has-

laid out a garden round it. The flowers of the garden have

attracted a multitude of bees, and they have been unable to

find a more commodious habitation than in the deep and
Bharply-cut hieroglyphics of the obelisk. "WitInn the space

of a twelvemonth, they have covered the inscriptions of the

fbur sides to sueh a degree, that a great portion of them have

now become quite illegible. They had been, however, pre-

* This paper—An account of the river Goschop, and of the countries'

of Enarea, Caffa, and Doko, given by a native of Enarea (with as

map)—has been translated by Hitter, and was communicated to. the
Geographical Society at Berlin on the 7th January, 1843, and was
printed in the monthly report* of this society in the latter part of the
year. P. 172—188.
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vioualv Dubliahed. and we had little difficulty in

nation, because three sides bear the same ii

that on the fourth, also, diners.but.little,.

Yaeterday, the Wth October,.™* oar king's birthday,

I had selected this day for the first visit to the Great Pyra-

mids. We would there, with a. few friends, commemorate
our l^ing and our Eatberland in a joyous festival. We invited

the Austrian consul, Champion ; the Prussian consul, Bokty

;

our learned countryman, Dr. Pruner, and Messrs. Lieder,

Isenberg, Muhleisen, and Krapf to join our party, some
of whom however, were to our regret, prevented from at-

The morning was beautiful beyond description, fresh and
festive. We rode ina long procession through theyet quiet

city, and through the green avenues and gardens which are

now laid out before.it. Wherever, almost; that we met with

new and well carried out worka, Ibrahim Pascha was named:

to us as their originator. He Beems to be doingsmuch inr all

parts of Egypt for the embellishment and improvement of the

country.

It is impossible to describe the scene that met our view

when we emerged from the avenues of date-trees and acacias

;

the sun rose on the left behind the Moqattam hills, and illu-

minated the summits! of the Pyramids in front,., which; lay

before, ua nrthe plain like gigantic rook: crystals* All were:

and felt the solemn influence, of the splendour:

ring scenes Afe Old Cairo we were

the, Nile to the village of Gbizeh, ffom

which the largest Pyramids are called Haeam el Gtzeh.

From tbia spot, irtihe dry season, one may ride over to the

Pyramids, by a straight road, in an hour, or little more. But
as ther inundation now stands at its highest point, we were

compelled to make: a great, circuit on long dams ; we came,

nearly a*farnip aa Saqara, and only reached the foot of the'

greatest I^ramid at the end of five hours and a half.

The unexpected length of the ride gave us an appetite for'

m oroer to strengtrienruaiortiie-
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ascent of the greatest Pyramid, we partook forthwith in 0110

of the old sepulchral chambers ; these had been here hewn in

the rock, somewhere about five thousand years ago, and are

now inhabited by some Bedouins. Meantime, a spacious

tent, with decorations of various colours, which I hired in

Cairo, had arrived. I had it pitched on the northern side

of the Pyramid, and the great Prussian royal standard, the

black eagle with the golden sceptre, the crown and the blue

sword on a white ground, which our artists had themselves,

during the last few days, sketched, stitched, and fastened to a

high pole, was planted before the door of the tent.

About thirty Bedouins had, in the meanwhile, gathered

around us, and waited for the moment when we should ascend

the Pyramids, in order to raise us, with their strong brown
arms, up the steps, which are between three and four feet

nigh. Scarcely had the signal for departure been given, than

immediately each of us was surrounded by several Bedouins,

who dragged us up the rough, steep path to the summit, as

in a whirlwind. A few minutes later, and our flag was un-

furled on the summit of the oldest and highest of human
works that is known, and we greeted the Prussian eagle

with three joyous cheers to our king. Plying towards the

south, the eagle turned his crowned head towards our home
in the north, from which a refreshing wind blew, and diverted

the hot rays of the mid-day sun from off us* We also looked

homewards, and each one thought aloud, or silently in his

heart, of those who loving, and beloved, he had left behind.

The panoramic view of the landscape spread out at our

feet next riveted our attention. On the one side the Nile

valley, a wide sea of overflowed waters, intersected by long

serpentine dams ; here and there broken by villages rising

above its surface like islands, and by cultivated promontories

filling the whole plain of the valley that extended to the op-

posite Moqattam hills, on whose most northerly point the ci-

tadel of Cairo rises above the town stretched out at their base.

On the other side, the Libyan desert, a still more wonderful

sea ofsandy plains and barren rocky hills, boundless, colourless
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noiseless, enlivened by no cTeature,no plants, no trace of the

presence ofman, not even by tombs; and between both, the

ruined Necropolis, whose general position and simple outline

lay spread out clearly and distinctly as on a map.
What a spectacle, and what recollections did it call forth

!

When Abraham came to Egypt for the first time, he saw
these very Pyramids, which had been already built many cen-

turies before hk coming. In the plain before us lay ancient

Memphis, the residence of the kings on whose tombs we
were then standing; there dwelt Joseph, and ruled the land

under one of the most powerful and wisest Pharaohs of the

newly restored Monarchy. Farther away, to the left of the

Moqattam hills, where 1;he fruitful low ground extends on
the eastern arm of theNile, beyond Heliopolis, distinguished

by its Obelisk, begins :the blest region of Goshen, out of

which Moses led his ?people to the Syrian desert* Xt "would

not, indeed, be difficult from our position to recognise that

ancient fig-tree on the road to Heliopolis, at Matarieh, under

whose shade, according to the tradition of the country, Mary
rested with the infant Christ. How many thousand pil-

grims of a]l nations have since visited these wonders of the

world down to ourselves, who, the youngest in time, are

yet but the predecessors of many other thousands who will

succeed us, ascend these Pyramids, and contemplate them
with astonishment. I will not describe any further the

thoughts and feelings which agitated me during these mo-
ments. There, at the goal of the wishes of many years,

and at the same time at the commencement of our expedi-

tion
; there, «t,the summit of the Cheops-Pyramid, to which

the first link of our whole monumental historical inquiry—

•

not merely for the history of Egypt, but for that of the

world—is immQveably attached
;
there, where I looked down

upon the wonderful field of tombs, from which the Moses'-

wand of science now calls forth the shadows of the ancient

dead, and causes them to pass before the mirror of history,

in the order of their time and rani, with their names and

titles, and with all their peculiarities, customs, and surround-

ing accompaniments.

E
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After I had taken an exact survey of the neighbouring

tombs, with a view to Belect some points for future excava-

tions, we once more descended to the entrance ofthe Pyramid,

and, providing ourselves with lights, entered, like miners,

the steeply sloping shaft with some guides, and reached

the gallery, and so-called King's Chamber, by paths already

familiar to me by drawings. We admired the infinitely fine

seams ofthe enormous blocks, and examined the quality ofthe

stones of the passages and chambers. In the spacious hall,

whose floor, walls, and ceiling, are entirely built of granite,

and, therefore, return a metallic-sounding echo, we sang our

Prussian hymn, which sounded so powerful and so solemn

that our guides afterwards told the remaining Bedouins that

we had selected the innermost part of the Pyramid to per-

form divine service and utter a loud general prayer. We
now visited also the so-called Chamber of the Queen, and

then quitted the Pyramid, reserving the view of the chambers

which were more difficult of access for a future and longer

visit.

Meantime, our orientally-ornamented tent had been ar-

ranged, and a dinner was prepared within it, seasoned by
the importance of the festival, of which only Prussians par-

took, with the exception of our two English companions.

It need hardly be told that our first toast on this occasion,

also, was to the king and his household, and it required no
great eloquence to inspire all hearts.

The remainder of the day passed in cheerful, festive, and
tender reminiscences and conversation, till the time for our
departure had arrived. We were still obliged to wait a
quarter of an hour after sunset to give our servants, our
mule-drivers, and other Arabian attendants, time to eat their

frugal meal, as, on account of the Bamadan, in spite of the

heat and labours of the day, they had not yet tasted any-

thing. Then the clear, full moon guided us in the cool and
silent night across the sea of sand and waters, through vil-

lages and palm-groves back to the city, which we did not

reach before midnight.
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LETTER IV.

At thefoot of the largest Pyramid, the 2nd Jan^ 1848.

Still always here ! in full activity since the 9th Novem-
ber, and perhaps for several weeks longer in the new year.

But yet, how could I suspect from the accounts that have

hitherto been given by travellers what a harvest we had to

gather on this spot
;
here, on the oldest scene of all deter-

minable chronological human history. It is strange how
little this spot has been examined, though it has been the

most frequently visited in Egypt. I will not, however,

quarrel with our predecessors, as we reap the fruits of their

neglect. I have rather been compelled to restrain our desire

to see more of this land of wonders, as we shall perhaps

have to discharge half of our whole task on this spot. Two
tombs, besides the Pyramids, are conspicuously marked on
the best of the earlier maps. Bosellini has only accurately

examined one tomb; and Champollion says, in his letters:

" H y a peu a faire ici, et lorsqu'on aura copie* des scenes de

la vie domestique, sculptees dans un tombeau, je regagnerai

nos embarcations." We have given forty-five tombs on our

accurate topographical plan of the whole necropolis, whose

occupants have become known to me by their inscriptions,

and altogether I have recorded eighty-two, which seemed
worthy of notice, by their inscriptions or by other pecu-

liarities* Tew of them belong to later times ; almost all of

them were built during, or shortly after the erection of the

great Pyramids, and therefore afford us an invaluable series

of dates for the knowledge of the oldest determinable civili-

sation of the human race. The architecture of that period,

about which I formerly could only offer conjectures,+ is now
clearly developed before me. We have thus early presented

* On our departure for Upper Egypt, we had minutely examined 130
private tombs, and had discovered the remains of 67 Pyramids.

f See my essay, Sur I'ordre des colonnes piliers en Egypte et ses rap-

ports avec le second ordre Egyptien et la colonne Grecque (avec deux
planches)^ in the ninth volume of the Annales de Hnstitut. de Co*»
reap. Archeol. Rome, 1838.

e2
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to us almost all the different component parts of architec-

ture
;
sculptures of entire figures, of all sizes, in alto-relievo

and basso-relievo, are presented in astonishing numbers.

The style is very marked, and beautifully executed, but it is

evident tliat the Egyptians of that time did not yet possess

that canon of proportions which we find prevailing at a later

period.*

The painting on a very fine coating of lime is often beau-

tiful beyond conception, and is sometimes preserved as fresh

and perfect as if it had been done yesterday. The repre-

sentations on the walls chiefly contain scenes from the life

of the deceased, and appear especially intended to place

before the eyes of the spectator his wealth in cattle, fish,

game, boats, domestics, Ac. We thus become familiar with

all the details of his private life. The numerous inscriptions

describe or designate these scenes, or they exhibit the often

widely-branching family of the deceased, and all his titles

and offices, so that I could almost compose a court and state

calendar of King Cheops, or Chephren. The most splendid

tombs or rock-sepulchres belonged principally to the princes,

their relatives, or the highest official persons under the

kings beside whose Pyramids they are laid ; and not unfre-

quently, I have found the tombs of father, son, and grand-

son, even great grandson, so that whole pedigrees of those

distinguished families, who, above 5000 years ago, formed

the nobility of the land, are brought to light. The most

beautiful of the tombs, which, with many others, I myself

discovered beneath the sand, which here buries all things,

belongs to a prince of the family of King Cheops.

I am now employing daily from forty to sixty people in

excavations and similar works. I have also made them dig

in front of the great Sphinx, to disclose the small temple

which is situated between its paws, and to expose the colossal

stele of a single block of granite, eleven feet high and seven

feet broad, which forms the back wall of the little temple,

and which is still covered up with sand to nearly its entire

Seep. 118
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height; It i» one of the few monuments here from the

times- of"the great Pharaohs of the New Monarchy, after the

expulsion of the Hyksos ; I have had a plaster* cast taken

of it.

The Egyptian winter is not always so spring-like as is

sometimes imagined in Europe. About sunrise, when all

hasten to their work, we have already had it + 5° E. (43£
Fahr.), so that the sketchers could hardly use their fingers.

The winter season began here with a scene which will

always be vividly remembered by me. I had ridden out to

the excavations, when seeing a large black cloud approach-

ing, I sent a servant to the tents, to take care of them! but

as it began to rain slightly, I soon rode after him myself,

Shortly after my arrival a storm of wind began; I therefore

ordered the cords of the tents to be secured, but soon a

violent shower of rain came in addition, which alarmed all

our Arabs, and drove them into the rock-tomb, in which ia

our kitchen. Erbkam and Pranke were the only ones of

our own party here. Suddenly the storm became a regular

hurricane, such as I had never witnessed in Europe, and a

hailstorm came down on us, winch, almost turned the day

into night. I had the greatest trouble to drive our Arabs

out of the grotto, that they might bring onr things to the

rock-tombs, where it was dry, as every moment we might

expect the overthrow of the tentB. And it was not long

before first our common tent fell down; and. when I had

hastened from that into my own, in order to hold it from

the inside, this also broke down above me. After I. had

crawled out, I found that my things were tolerably, well

covered by the tentj so that for the present I might leave

them alone, to < prevent' a still greater dangen Ourtents,

protected from the worst winds, the north and west* lay in

a depression ofthe valley, towards which > the plateau of the

Pyramids inclines. . Prom that place I suddenly saw a rapid

mountain! torrent precipitating, like a gigantic Berpenfc on

its certain prey, upon our- encampment, already half de*

»
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stroyed and beaten into the sand. The principal stream

first dashed towards the great tent ; another arm threatened

mine, hut did not however quite reach it. Everything, how-
ever, which had been floated out of our tents by the heavy

rain was carried off by both streams, which united below the

tents, and was borne a hundred steps farther into a deep

hollow behind the Sphinx, where a great lake, which fortu-

nately had no outlet, formed itself in a moment.
Now picture to yourself this scene ! Our tentB shattered

to the ground by the storms of rain and hail, between two
mountain torrents, which at once dug out a channel for

themselves in the sandy ground, in several places six feet

deep, and carried down with them into the muddy, foam-

covered, slimy lake, our books, drawings, sketches, linen,

instruments of all kinds, even our levers and iron crows, in

short everything they laid hold on. In addition to this, we
ourselves, with dripping clothes, without hats, securing the

heavier articles, pursuing the lighter ones, wading up to the

waist in the stream or lake, to fish out what the sand had
not yet swallowed, and all this the work of a quarter of an
hour, at whose expiration the sun forthwith shone again, and
prodaimed the end of this deluge scene by a splendid and
brilliant rainbow.

It was difficult to see at once what we had lost, and where
we had to begin, to bring things again into some order.

Both the Weidenbachs and Frey had gazed, from the tombs
where they were working, upon the whole scene, as a mag-
nificent natural spectacle, not suspecting what we had ex-

perienced here, till I sent for them to assist us immediately

in preparing for the approaching night. For several days

we continued to fish and dig for our things. Many were
lost, much had become useless ; the greater part of what was
not enclosed in chests and trunks bore more or less traces of

this flood. After all, however, nothing essential was de-

stroyed. I had first placed in safety the great portfolios,

with my manuscripts and books ; in short, a few days after-
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death, the whole affair only seemed to me a remarkable pic-

ture, which I should be sorry to forget, without leaving any

disagreeable consequences behind it.

Since then, we have often had to suffer from violent winds,

which sometimes fill the air for several days together with

sand, to such a degree, as to be annoying to the lungs ; it

entirely prevents painting with colours, and covers the

drawing and writing-paper incessantly with a most disagree-

able and constantly renewed coat of dust. This fine sand

penetrates all our clothes, enters every box, even those which

close most perfectly, fills nose, ears, and hair, and is the

unavoidable ingredient of all food, solid and liquid.

5th January.—On the evening of the first Christmas

holiday, I surprised my companions by a great fire, which I

had caused to be lighted on the summit of the highest Pyra-

mid. The flame flluminated both the other Pyramids splen-

didly, as well as the whole field of tombs, and shone quite

across the valley as far as Cairo. That was indeed a

Christmas Pyramid! I only let Abeken into the secret,

who, with his constantly cheerful temper, and his intellectual

and instructive conversation, had happily joined us on the

10th December. "With his assistance I then prepared a

special Christmas-tree for the following day, in the King's

Chamber of the Great Pyramid. We planted a young palm-

tree in the sarcophagus of the ancient king, and adorned it

with lights, and small presents, which I had ordered from the

town for us children of the desert. St. Sylvester must have

his share of honours also. At twelve o'clock on New-year's

Eve immense flames rose simultaneously at midnight from

the three great Pyramids, and proclaimed the changes of the

Christian year, far and wide, to the Islamite provinces at

their base.

I consider it to be a useful mental regimen to our party

that their tedious and monotonous labours, more especially

those of our artists, should be relieved not by the weekly

holiday of Sunday only, but also as often as there are oppor-

tunities, by cheerful festivities and agreeable diversions. Nor
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has the slightest discord hitherto disturbed the happy dis-

position and the good-humour of our confederation, which

daily acquires fresh elasticity, both from the abundance of

new impressions that we receive, and from the mutual re-

ciprocation of the different natures and talents, as by over-

coming tne mamiola aimcuities ana narastnps 01 tms x>eaouin

life,itself

Yoal may judge of thevariety of the elements of which

our assembled i party is composed, by the Babel 1 of languages'

in which we continually more % the English language is 1 com-
petently represented by our companions, Wild and Bonomi

;

French and. Italian serve for our intercourse with the au-

thorities, with, strangers and Levantine interpreters. We
give orders, eat, and travel, in Arabic, and we reflect, talk,

sing, and live, in good G-erman. But during the day we
usually all live, separate, andiniinterruptedly each at his own
work. We take our coffee before sunrise, and 1 our dinner'

after sunset ; and breakfast during work. Thus our draughts-

men-have already been enabled to supply our swelling port-

folios, with a hundred* great: folio sheets, cleanly executed,

partly in pencil, partly in colours.

LETTER V.

The Pyramids of Gizeh, 17th January, 1843.

Ttar ascription which was composed in celebration of the

king's birthday has now become a stone monumental tablet,,

in the fashion of the old steles and Proskynemata,* and it&

contents are as follows; the nearer, indeed, it approaches

* Proskynemata. " Sometimes travellers who happened to pass by a
temple inscribed a votive sentence on the walls, to indicate their re-
spect for the deity, and solicit his protection during their journey, the
complete formula .of which contained the adoration (proskunema) of the
writer, with the assurance that he had been mindful of his wife, his
family, and friends; and the reader of the inscription was sometimes
included in a share of the blessings it solicited. The date of the king's
reign, and the day of the month, were also added, with the profession
and parentage of the writer."— Wilkinson's Ancient Egypt, voL iii.,

p. 3*5.—Tr.
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the manner of the Egyptians, the less appropriate is it in

German:
" Thus speak the servants of the King, whose name irthe

Suh akd Bock oe Prussia, Lepsius the scribe, Erbkam the

architect, the Brothers Weidenbach the painters, Frey the

painter^ Franke the moulder, Bonomi the sculptor, Wild the

architect : All hail to the Eagle, the Pbotbctor of the
Cboss, to the King the Sun ajstd Bock oe Pbitsbia, to the

Son. of the Sun,* who freed his Eatberland, Frederick Wil-
liam the Fourth, the Philopator, the Father of his Country,

the Gracious One, the Favourite of Wisdom and History,

the Guardian of the Rhine, whom Germany has chosen, the
Dispenser of Life. May the Most high God grant the

King, and his Consort, the Queen Elizabeth, the Bich in

Life, the Philometorr the Mother of her Country, the Gra-

cious One, ,an evernew and long life on Earth, and a blessed*-

habitation^ in Heaven; through all Eternity. In the year of
our Saviour, 1842, in the tenth month, on the fifteenth day,-

on the forty-seventh Birthday of his Majesty, on the Pyra-

mid of King Cheops ; in the third year, in the fifth month,,

on the ninth day of the reign of his Majesty ; in the year

3164 from the commencement of the Sotbis period under the1

King Menepthes."

We left behind .us the hieroglyphic inscription engraved

on stone and painted with oil colour, occupying a space five'

feet broad and four feet high. The stone, specially polished -

and prepared for the purpose, is placed at a considerable

height near the entrance into the Pyramid of.Cheops.

It seemed to me fitting, that while the members of the Prus-

sian expedition dedicated this tablet to the much-honoured

Prince by whom they were sent hither, they should at the

same time, for the sake of future travellers, leave behind

them some traces of their activity on this field of Pyramids,

where it; was reserved for them to gather together the rich

• «* Every Pharaoh was the Sun of Egypt, and over his name bore
* Son of the Sun;' and as the sun was Phra, so each king was called

Phra. Each monarch by law inherited his father's throne in lineal

succession, so that the incumbent was Phra son of Fhi&.n—Gliddon'g
Ancient Egypt, p. 32.—Tr.
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materials for the first chapter of the Scientific History of

Do not, however, believe that these are the important

works which detain us here so long. Our journey has this

advantage over previous ones—that spots like this are en-

titled to occupy us until they have been thoroughly ran-

sacked. "We already know that even the gigantic and mag-
nificent ruins of the Theban plain can reveal nothing which

can equal in interest the Memphitic times of the Old Mo-
narchy.

"We must, indeed, one day depart ; but it will even then

be with the conviction that we leave an infinite amount of

interesting materials behind, which might still be obtained.

I had already resolved on our departure several days ago,

when suddenly a series of tombs, different in architecture,

and in the style of the figures and hieroglyphics, with other

titles, and besides, as was to be expected, with other fangs'

names, again disclosed a new epoch.

It is still by no means conclusive how much has been

gained in an historical point of view, or, at any rate, it is

but dimly discerned* I was, however, in the right when,

even in Europe, I proposed to reconstruct the 3rd Dynasty

from the monuments. I have not yet found a single Shield

which could be safely placed before the 4th Dynasty. It

appears that the builders of the great Pyramids desired to

assert their rights, to having formed the commencement of

monumental history, although it is as clear as day that they

were not the first to build and to inscribe their monuments.

"We have even now found many kings' names hitherto un-

known, and variations of other names ; thus

:

u

1

1P
U 1

KEKA. HERAKU. USESKEP.
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The name which I had hitherto read Amchuba, in the

detailed and painted inscriptions, which throw no incon-

siderable light on the figurative meaning of the hieroglyphics!

images, exhibits a decidedly different Bign from the well-

known group fj J?^\ Amchtj, namely ^\ about the

pronunciation of which I am still in the dark.

There is nothing to alter with respect to the assignment

of the great Pyramids. It cannot be doubted, after our re-

searches, that the second Pyramid really belongs to Schafra

(more correctly Chafra, the Chephyren of Herodotus), as

the first does to Chufu (Cheops), and the third to Menkera
(Mykerinos, Mencherinos). 1 think I have now discovered

the pathway np from the valley to the second Pyramid ; it

led directly to its temple, past the Sphinx, but it was pro-

bably destroyed at an early period. The number also of

the Pyramids continues to increase. I have found three,

in Abu Boasoh, in place of one hitherto known, and two

fields of tombs. Two Pyramids once stood also at Zauiet

BL Abbian, a village which has now almost disappeared, and

there is a great field of ruins adjoining to it. The careful

researches, measurements, and notes of Perring, in his beau-

tiful work on the Pyramids, save us much time and trouble.

"We are thus the more able to direct our attention to the

private tombs, and their hieroglyphical representations, such

as are wholly wanting in the Pyramids. But nothing is

yet determined, nothing is ripe for definitive arrangement,

though wide prospects open before us. Our portfolios swell

;

many things have been cast in plaster, and among them the

great stele between the paws of the colossal Sphinx from the

first year of Tuthmosis IY.

LETTER VI.

The Pyramids of Gizeh, 17th January, 1843.

I have ordered ten camels to be here to-morrow evening,

that we may start for Cairo the day after to-morrow, before

sunrise, with the original monuments and plaster casts, of
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which we have already collected a considerable number, ana

we shall deposit them there, till our return from the South.

This will be tile commencement of our departure for Saqara.

A series of tombs, only recently discovered, belonging to

the Dynasties which immediately succeed that of Cheops,

has already delayed our departure once. The 5tk Dynasty,

which in Afrioanus appears as the Elephantine Collateral

r, and as such was not to be expected here, now lies.

)lete befbre us, and in substance such aa I already had
constructed it in Europe- The gaps have been filled up with

three kings, whose names were hitherto unknown. At the

same time, several kings, who had hitherto been merely

visionary, were added to the 7th and 8th, Dynasties, from*

which we had hitherto obtained no monumental names.

The reference to the5th Dynasty as the immediate successor:

of the 4th, ia of invaluable importance, and would in itself

alone richly repay us for our residence of many months in

this place. We are still always occupied with buildings,

sculptures, and inscriptions, which by the Eoyal Rings being

more exactly'defined, will be placed in a flourishing epoch

of civilisation, between three and four thousand years before

Christ. These numbers, hitherto so incredible, cannot be too

frequently called to the remembrance of ourselves andothers

;

the more criticism is thereby challenged, and compelled to

make earnest, researches on the subject, so much the better

for the cause. Conviction will immediately follow in; the

steps of stimulated criticism, and we shall then at. length

approach the results which are connected witk it. in. all.

branches>of antiquarian research.

A roll of papers will be sent to you along with this letter,
,

which contains several drawings, that we have taken from
the sepulchral chambers in this place. They are excellent

samples of the oldest Architecture, Sculpture, and Painting

which*the history of art can produce, and the most beautiful

and best preserved that we have found on the whole field of

tombs. I hope that we shall one day see these sepulehral

chambers arranged in perfect order in the New Museum in-
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Berlin. That indeed would be the fairest trophy that we
could carry out of Egypt. Their transport will certainly be
attended with some difficulties, for you will easily see by
their dimensions that ordinary means would not in this case

be sufficient. I have, therefore, as a preliminary step, written

a letter direct to his Majesty the King, and inquired whether
it would not be possible to send a vessel here expressly for

this purpose, either next year, or at the conclusion of our ex-

pedition, with workmen and implements, to take these mo-
numents to pieces in a more skilful manner than we are

capable of doing, and to bring them, with the other collec-

tions, to Berlin.

Six of the subjoined sheets contain drawings of a sepul-

chral chamber, which I myself discovered beneath the sand,

and whose colours are preserved almost as fresh and perfect

as you see them in the drawing.* It belongs to a Prince

Merhet, and as ne was a priest of Chtjfu (Cheops), and as

he had called one of his sons Chtjftj-meb-htjtebit, and pos-

sessed eight villages, the names of which are combined with

that of Chufu, and as the situation of the tomb is on the

western side of the Pyramid of Chufu, and the style of the

representations are in perfect keeping with it, it is more
than probable that Merhet was a son of Chufu, from which

circumstance all the representations become still more in-

teresting. This prince was at the same time superintendent

of all the royal buildings, therefore he filled the office of
" Chief of the Board of Works" (Oberhofbaurath), a high

and important position at that period of most magnificent

buildings, which we have frequently seen occupied by princes

and royal relatives. We may therefore conjecture, that he

also himself superintended the building of the largest JPyra-

* The colours have now, -alas! almost entirely disappeared. Owing
to the unequal grain of the stone all the representations were pre-

pared with a thin layer of lime for the groundwork, before they were
painted; this lime his peeled off in the transport and by the action of
the damp sea air, so that the rough sculpture alone remains. In the
•Work on the Monuments of the Prussian Expedition (Div. IL, sheet

49—22), the colours have been given faithfully, as they were preserved

in their original freshness when covered by the sand.
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mid. Is not this alone sufficient to justify the attempt to

transfer the beautifully-constructed sepulchral chamber of

this princely architect to Berlin, which otherwise will, sooner

or later, be destroyed by the Arabs, and be used to build

their ovens, or be burnt in their lime-kilns? There, it

would at least be preserved, and be accessible to the ad-

miration or the study of those who are eager after know-
ledge, so long as European art and science teach us to value

such monuments. To reconstruct it, a space must be left

perfectly free of 6 m. 30, (19 feet 8 inches) in breadth, 4 m.

60, (15 feet) in height, and 3 m. 80, (12 feet 5£ inches) in

depth, and this might surely be reserved for it in the New
Museum.*

I observe, that such chambers form only a small portion

of the entire structure of the tomb, and were not intended

for the reception of the mummy. The tomb of Prince

Merhet is above 70 feet long, 45 broad, and 15 high. It is

solidly constructed of great square stones, with slanting

outer surfaces. The chamber is alone left vacant, and one,

or, as in this instance, two square shafts, leads from the flat

roof through the building down to the living rock ; at the

bottom of which, about 60 feet deep, rock-chambers open at

the side, in which the sarcophagi were deposited. I have

carefully preserved the venerable remains of the skull of the

ancient prince of the house of Cheops, which I found in his

mummy chamber. We found, alas ! little more, as this tomb
also, like moBt of the others, had been long ago broken open.

The entrance originally was closed by a slab of stone. The
chamber above ground alone remained accessible at all times,

and was therefore ornamented with representations and in-

scriptions. Here the sacrifices offered to the dead were
brought to the occupant of the tomb. It was generally dedi-

cated to the worship of the deceased, and so far corresponded

to the temple that was erected before every pyramid belong-

* After our return from the south, two entire sepulchral chambers,
besides the one here mentioned, were taken to pieces and brought to
Europe. All three are now reconstructed, with the other monuments,
in the New Museum at Berlin. See Letter XXXV.
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ing to a king, for his worship. Like those temples, these

chambers have also their entrance always from the east. The
shafts, like the Pyramids, lie behind, to the west, because

the deceased was believed to be in the west, whither he had

gone with the setting sun, to the Osiris of Amente.

The seventh sheet finally, contains two pillars, and their

architrave, from the tomb of a royal relative, who was at the

same time the prophet of four kings, and whose name was

Ptah-nefru-be-u. The tomb was constructed later than that

of Prince Merhet, in the fifth Manethonic Dynasty. It

belongs to an entire group of tombs, whose architectonic

plan and connection with one another is very remarkable,

and which I have, therefore, completely divested of sand, and
brought to the light of day, while previously neither the en-

trance, nor anything but the extreme summit of the outer*

most encircling walls, were visible.

I also send you the whole plan of this tomb, besides one

of those contiguous to it, but I think I shall only bring

away with me the architrave, and the beautifully painted

pillars of the most southern chamber, which can be easily

removed. On the architrave appears the name and titles

of the deceased, who is also represented at full length on

the four lateral faces of the pillars. Ami, the father of the

deceased, appears on the front sides of the northern pillars

;

ASESKEF-A2TCH, his grandfather, on that of the southern.

The pillars are twelve feet high, slender, and as usual,

without capitals, but with the abacus.

I have entirely isolated the whole chamber at the tomb
of Prince Merhet ; but for the present I have relinquished

the idea of taking it to pieces, as this is not the most

favourable season for its removal. I have therefore caused

this tomb, as well as the other, to be refilled with sand; and
when I arrive at Cairo to-morrow, I shall obtain an order,

to prevent any of the tombs that have been opened by us,

from being robbed of their stones. It is really revolting to

see how long lines of camels from the neighbouring villages

come here daily, and march off again, loaded with building
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stones. Fortunately—for is not everything for the best—the

accommodating Fellahs are more attracted by the Psam-

metic tombs, than by those belonging to the most ancient

Dynasties, in which the great blocks are not sufficiently

manageable. I begin, however, to hare more serious fears

for the tombs of the 6th and 7th Dynasties, which have

been built with stones of a more moderate size. Yes-

terday a beautiful standing pillar, covered with inscriptions,

which was just going to be sketched, was overturned by the

robbers behind our backs. They do not seem to have suc-

ceeded in breaking it to pieces. The people here are so

degenerate that their strength is quite insufficient, with all

their assiduity, to destroy what their great predecessors have

A few days ago, we found a small obelisk erect, in its

original position, in a tomb from the commencement of the

7th Dynasty. It is only a few feet high, but in good pre-

servation, and with the name of the occupant of the tomb
inscribed upon it. This form of monument, which is first

conspicuous in the In ew Monarchy, is thus removed several

Dynasties farther back in the Old Monarchy, even than the

Obelisk of Heliopolis.

LETTEE VII.
>

Saqdra, the IStk March, 1843.

A shobt time ago, I made an excursion with Abeken and

Bonomi to the more distant Pyramids of Lischt and
Meidum. The last especially interested me extremely, as it

has solved in a general manner some enigmas in the struc-

ture of the Pyramids, which had long occupied my mind.*

As an exception to the general rule, it lies almost in the

lower plain, in the immediate neighbourhood of Bahr Jussuf^

* A separate essay, Ueber den Ban der Pyramiden, was sent by
me to the Royal Academy of Sciences in 1843, and it was printed in
consequence ofa resolution of the 3rd of August of that year. See the
Monthly Report (Monat's Bericht) x>f the Academy, 1843, p..l77—203,
with three Plates.
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and is only just removed out of reach of the inundation

;

bat it rises up so high and stately from the flat surface of
the surrounding country, that it attracts notice even from a
great distance. Its square, sharp-angled tower-like centre,

which diminishes slightly at the summit, namely, at an
angle of 74°, rises from an envelopment of rubbish, which
surrounds it almost half-way up, to the height of 120 feet.

Another hundred feet higher, there succeeds a platform,

from which rises a more slender tower of moderate height,

in the same angle, which again, in the centre of its flat

upper surface, bears the remains of a third elevation. The
walls of the principal tower are for the most part smoothly

polished, but have stripes at intervals that have been left

rough, the cause of which at first appeared almost inex-

plicable ; but on more minute examination, I also found in

the interior of the half-destroyed building which surrounds

the base, some rising walls that were smooth, and having the

same angle as the tower ; in front of these, again lay other

walls, which followed one upon another like scales. At
length it occurred to me that the whole building had pro-

ceeded from a small Pyramid, which had been erected in

stages of about forty feet high, and then first increased and
heightened simultaneously on all sides, by superimposed

coverings of stone, from fifteen to twenty feet inbreadth, till

at length the great steps were filled up so as to form one com-

mon flat side, giving the usual pyramidal form to the whole.

This gradual growth explains the enormous magnitude of

particular Pyramids, beside so many other smaller ones.

Each king began the building of his Pyramid as soon as he

ascended the throne ; he only designed a small one, to ensure

himself a complete tomb, even were he destined to be but a

few years upon the throne. But with the advancing years

of his reign, he increased it by successive layers, till he

thought that he was near the termination of his life. If he
died during the erection, then the external covering was

alone completed, and the monument of death finally re-

gained proportionate to the duration of the life of the king.
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I£ in Ifce course-of centuries, all the other conditions which
determine our calculations had equally remained, then, as

by the rings of a tree, we might even now have been able to

calculate the years in the reigns of particular kings,, by. the

coatings of the Pyramids.

On the other hand, the great enigma of the bearded giant

Sphinx still remains unsolved ! When, and by whom, was

the colossal statue erected, and. what wbjp its signifies

tk>n p We must leave the reply to more fortunate succes-

sors. It is almost half-covered up with sand, and the granite

stele, above eleven feet high, which stands between the paws,

and which in itself forms the back wall of a small temple,

which is here inserted, was totally invisible* Even the in>

mense excavations made by Caviglia^ in the year 1818, had
long disappeared, so as not to leave a trace behind. By means
of between sixty to eighty persons labouring for whole days

together, we almost reached the base of the stele, a drawingof

which I caused immediately to be made, as well as an impres-

sion on paper, and also a plaster cast, in order to set it up one

day in Berlin, This stele, on which the Sphinx is itself repre-

sented, was erectedby Tuthmosis IV., and dates from the first

year of his reign. Thus, he must have found the Colossus

already there. We are accustomed to regard the Sphinx, in

Egypt, as a portrait of the king, and generally indeed, forthat

of a particular king, whose features it is said to represent

;

therefore, with the single exception, as far as I am aware, of

one female sphinx, which represents the wife of King Horus,

they are always andro-sphinxes. In the hieroglyphic written

character; the Sphinx is called Neb (the Lord), and forms
e, g, the middle syllable in the name of the King Nbctju-
1TEBTJS.

But what king does our Colossus represent ? He stands

in front of the second Pyramid, that of Schafra (Chephren),
not exactly in the axis, yet parallel with the sides of the tenU
pie, which stands before it, and in such a manner, as if the rock

beBide the Sphinx on the northern side was intended as its

counterpart. Sphinxes, rams, statues, and obelisks, used be-
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sides always to Btand in former times in pairs before the en-

trances of t)ie temples. But, what a powerful impression

would nave been made on the approaching worshipper by
two such giant watchmen, between which the ancient path-

way led up to the Temple of Chephren. They would have

been worthy of that period of vast colossal monuments, and

in due proportion with the Pyramid which rises up behind.

I cannot deny that thia connexion would be most satisfactory

to me. What other motive would have induced the Theban
kings of the 18th Dynasty, who are alone to be thought

of in the New Monarchy, to adorn the Memphitic Field of

Death with such a wonder of the world, if entirely uncon-

nected with what surrounds it In. addition to this, upon
the steles of Tuthmosisy the name of King Ghxpjebbx is

inscribed in a line, which fkrtheron? is almost entirely broken
away ; a portion of m* Name-ShieldV unfortunately quite

isolated, has been still preserved, therefore undoubtedly it

had some sort of reference to the builder of the Pyramid

which is situated behind it.

On the other hand, indeed, the question arises : If King
Chephren was represented here, why does not the image bear

his name?' It is rather designated as HabemtCHF (Horus
in the Horizon), that is, as the image of the Sun^god, the

emblem of all kings, and also Habmachis in one of the

Greek inscriptions which have been- found hx front of the

Sphinx. It does not appear to me altogether improbable

that Pliny's fable is founded an this^ who makes a King
Araasis (Armasis) be buried in the Sphinx.;* for we surely

cannot suppose it was a real sepulchre. Another considera-

tion to be borne in mind is that I have not in general met

with the image of the Sphinx in that oldest period of the

builders of the Pyramids; yet too much stress need not be

laid on this ; the form of the Sphinx is not often found, even

in inscriptions or representations, in the New Monarchy. In

short, the true OEdipus is still wanting for this king of all

• Iliave spoken more at length on this in my Chronology of the

Egyptians, vol. i, p. 294.

p2
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sphinxes. He who can clear away the inexhaustible sand-

flood which is again burying that very field of tombs, and who
can expose to view the base of the Sphinx, the ancient path-

way to the temple, and the surrounding hills, might soon

venture to decide this question.

The enigmas of history are in this land associated with

many enigmas and wonders in nature, which I must not

leave wholly unnoticed. I must at least describe to you the

most recent.

I had descended into a mummy-pit with Abeken, that

we might open some sarcophagi we had discovered, and I was

not a little astonished, on stepping out, to find myself in an

actual snow-storm of locusts, which almost darkening the

sky, moved above our heads in hundreds of thousands from

the desert in the south-west towards the valley. I fancied

it was a single flight, and in haste called the others out of

the tombs, that they might witness the Egyptian wonder

before it had passed away. But the flight continued, in-

deed the workmen said, it had even begun an hour previously.

We now observed for the first time, that the whole country,

far and wide, was covered with locusts. I sent a servant

into the desert to find out the breadth of the flight. He
ran for about a quarter of an hour, then returned, and said

that still as far as he had been able to see, he could discover

no termination. I rode home, still in the midst of the

storm of locusts. They fell down in heaps on the border of

the fruitful plain ; and so it lasted the whole day through,

till evening, and so on the next, from morning till night,

to the third, indeed to the sixth day, and even longer, but

in less numerous flights. The day before yesterday, a storm

of rain seems for the first time to have beaten down the

rear-guard, and destroyed them in the desert. The Arabs
make great smoking fires in their fields, they rattle and
scream all day long to protect their crops from the unex-

pected invasion. But it will avail them little. These mil-

lions of graminivorous winged insects cover even the ad-

jacent sandy plain like a new living vegetation, to such a
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degree, that scarcely anything is to be Been of tlie ground

;

and when they swarm up from any point, they fall down
again on whatever is in the immediate neighbourhood ; ex-

hausted by their long journey, in their eagerness they fill

their hollow stomachs, and, as if conscious of their enormous

numbers, they appear to have lost even all fear of their

natural enemies, man, animals, smoke, and noise. But what
is most wonderful to me, is their origin from the naked

desert, and the instinct which has led them from some oasis

across the inhospitable sandy sea, to the rich pastures of the

Nile valley. The last time that this land-plague of Egypt
exhibited itself to a similar extent was above fourteen years

ago. The people say that it is sent by the comet which we
have observed in the south-west for the last twelve days, and

which now, in the hours of evening, since it is no longer

outshone by the moon, again stretches its magnificent tail

of fire across the heavens. The zodiacal light, which is so

rarely seen in the north, has also been visible of late almost

every evening.

I have only now been enabled completely to conclude my
account with Gizeh, and to combine the historical results.

I have every reason to rejoice over it; the 4th and 5fch

Dynasties are completed, with the exception of one king. I

have just received the somewhat illegible drawing of a stone

which has been built into a wall in the village of Abusir,

representing a series of kings of the 4th and 6th Dynas-

ties upon their thrones, and, as it appears, in chronological

order. I intend to ride there myself to see the original.

LETTER VIII.

Saq&ra, the \Sth April, 1843.

I hasten to communicate to you an event which I should

not like you to hear for the first time from other quarters,

perhaps with alterations and exaggerations. Our camp, a few

days ago, was attacked and plundered during the night by
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an armed band
;
yet none of our party were seriously in-

jured, and nothing that is irreparable was lost. The affair

therefore, is oyer, and the consequences may only prove a

useful lesson to us. But I must £rst go back several days

in my journal.

On the 3rd of April, his E.H. Prince Albert (of Prussia)

returned to Cairo from Upper Egypt. The following day I
visited the city, and laid before the prince a portion of our

labours, in which he especially took a lively interest as he had

already seen more of this land of wonders than we ourselves,

and the field of Pyramids alone he had still left unvisited.

On his first arrival in Cairo, I was absent on an excursion of

several days to the Paium, with Abeken and Bonomi. The
prince returned at the very time of the celebratioiuof some

of the chief festivals of the Mahometans, which, had he

not been there, I should probably have neglected to attend.

On the 6th, the entrance of the returning caravan of pilgrims

from Mecca was welcomed by a solemn festival, and, some
days later, the birthday of the Prophet, "Mulid e' Nebbi,"

was celebrated, one of the most original feasts of the entire

.East. The principal actors in it are dervishes, who spend
the day in processions, and perform their horribly extatic

dances, called sikrs, in the evening, in tents illuminated

by coloured lamps, which are erected in the avenues of the

Ezbekieh. Between thirty and forty of this religious sect

place themselves in a circle, and, keeping time, begin first

slowly, then gradually more vehemently, to throw the upper

part of their bodies, which are naked, backwards and forwards

into the most violent distortions, like people who are pos-

sessed. At the same time, they ejaculate in a rhythm, with

a loud screaming voice, their Prophet's saying, La ilaha
ill' Allah (" There is no God but Allah"), which, gra-

dually stammered out lower and more feebly, is finally almost

Tattled in the throat, till at length, their strength being en-

tirely exhausted, some fall down, others withdraw reeling, and
the broken circle is, after a short pause, replaced by another.

What a fearful, "barbarous worship, which the astonished
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multitude, great and small, people of condition and those

of inferior rank, contemplate with seriousness or in stupid

veneration, and in which they themselves not unfrequently

ing, raptured saints themselves ; for the crazy and the

simple, or men and women who are physically disordered in

other ways, are very generally held sacred by the Mahome-
tans, and are treated with great reverence. It is the de-

moniacal force in nature, acting without being comprehended,

and therefore regarded with fear, which is worshipped by the

natural man wherever he perceives it, because he feels that

it is connected with, yet not under the control of his mental
faculties

; first, in the mighty elements, then in the wonder-
ful instincts of animals—to us dark, yet subject to a law

;

finally, in the still more exciting, extatic, or generally ab-

normal psychological conditions of his own race. We must
indeed, regard the Egyptian worship of animals—in as far as

it was not merely a symbolic embodiment of deeper and
more refined ideas—as resting on the same basis . of a uni-

versal worship of nature ; and the adoration paid to men with

disordered intellects, which appears occasionally in other

nations also, may be considered as a remarkable .offset from
that tendency. Whether such conditions .really exist at the

present time, or whether, as among the dervishes, it is pro-

duced artificially, and is intentionally cherished, will not be
detected by the multitude ; and besides, for the individual

case, it is indifferent. An uncomfortable feeling of fear

creeps over us in such a neighbourhood, and we feel it

necessary to avoid uttering any expressions, or even to give

a sign of disgust, or to betray that we see through it, lest

we should direct the brutal outbursts on ourselves.

The festival, which lasts nine days, closes with n peculiar

ceremony called Doseh, the .Trampling, but which I could

not bear to look at. The sheikh of the Saadieh dervishes

rides to the chief sheikh of all the dervishes in -Egypt,

El Bekri. On the way thither, a great number of these
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holy people, and others who do not consider themselves in-

ferior to them in piety, throw themselves flat on the ground,

face downwards, and in such a manner that the feet of one
always lies close to the head of another. The sheikh

then rides over this living carpet of human bodies, and his

horse is obliged to be led on each side by a servant, to com-
pel it to make this march, unnatural even to the animal.

Each body receives two treads from the horse ; the greater

number spring up again unhurt, but whoever comes away
seriously, or, as sometimes occurs, mortally injured, has, be-

sides, this disgrace, that it is believed that on the previous

day he had either misunderstood or neglected to say the

proper prayers and charm-formularies, which were alone able

to protect him.

On the 7th April, Erbkam and I accompanied the prince

to the Pyramids, first of all to those of Gizeh. The Pyramid
of Cheops was ascended, and the interior was visited. In
order to exhibit the beautiful tomb of Prince Merhet, I

caused it to be re-opened. We next proceeded to our camp
at Saqara.

Here we heard tiiat during the previous night a daring

robbery had been committed in Abeken's tent. He was
sleeping in it, on his return from Cairo, beside a burning
light, when his full portmanteau, pistols, and other objects

lying near, were purloined. It was only while the thief was
making his retreat that a noise was heard by the slumbering

guards, composing the night-watch, immediately behind the

tent ; the darkness, however, hindered all pursuit.

After the prince had also seen the most beautiful tomb of

Saqara, we rode across the plain to Mitrahinneh, to visit the

mounds of ruins at Memphis, and the half-buried colossal gra-

nite statue of Ramses Miamun (Sesostris)*, the face of which

is still preserved almost without a blemish. It was late

in the evening before we again reached Cairo, after a

* We have been told on good authority that this statue is not com-
posed of granite, but of limestone from the neighbouring hills.—Tb.
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day's journey of sixteen hours, hardly interrupted even by
short pauses for repose ; but the unusual exertion seemed

rather to heighten than to depress the prince's cheerful

enjoyment in travelling.

The following day we visited the mosques of the city, which

are remarkable, partly by their splendour, and in part, also,

are peculiarly interesting for the history of architecture in

the middle ages, as the earliest general application of the

pointed arch is here visible. The questions which relate to

this most characteristic department of architecture, the so-

called gothic style, interested me so deeply a few years

ago, that even here I could not forbear following my old

pursuit. The pointed arch is found in the oldest mosques,

even as far back as the ninth century. Upon the conquest

of Sicily by the Arabs, the new form of arch was transported

to that island, where, in the eleventh century, it was found

by the Normans, the next conquerors, and was still more ge-

nerally adopted. Without entering into further details, it

seems to me scarcely possible to indicate any historical con-

nexion of the Norman pointed arch of Palermo with our

style of pointed arch of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

The acceptance of such a connexion would be still more diffi-

cult for the explanation of the rows of pointed arches to be

found already much earlier in Germany, which are sporadic,

but still according to rule
;
those, for example, in the cathe-

dral of Naumburg as early as the eleventh century, and in

Memleben even in the tenth. Theorists do not indeed admit

this yet, but I am still waiting for a refutation of the argu-

ments I have brought forward,*

The Nilometer on the island of Boda, wbich we visited

* Compare my essay, Ueber die ausgedehnte Anwendung des Spitz-

bogens in Deultchland am 10 und 11 Jahrhundert, as an Introduction to

H. Gaily Knight's Eatwickelung der Architectur vom 10 bis 14

Jahrhunaert unter den Normannen, translated from the English

;

Leipzig, 1841, at G. "Wigand's; and my father's treatise, Der Dom zu
Naumburg, by C. P. Lepsius; Leipzig, 1840 (in Puttrich's Denkm.
der Bauk., iL, Lief. 3, 4).
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after the mosques, also contains a series of pointed arches,

belonging to the original building, which dates as far back
as the ninth century, proved by the Cufic inscriptions, which
have been carefully examined by those who are learned in

these matters.

Egypt, however, does not only lay claim to the oldest

application, therefore, perhaps to the invention, of the

pointed arch, but also to that of the round arch. Near the

Pyramids there are a number of-tombs having stone vaulted

roofe, whose single blocks exhibit the correct concentric

cut. These belong to the 26tii Manethonic Djnasty of
the Psammetici, that is, to the seventh and sixth centuries

before Christ, and are therefore coeval with the Cloaca

Maxima and the Career Mamertinus in Borne. But we have

also found tombs with vaulted roofs made of Nile mud
bricks, which go back as far as the time of the Pyramids.

Now, contrary to the opinion of others, I deny that the

brick arch, whose Bingle bricks with their parallel surfaces,

are only made concentric by the wedge of cement, pre-

supposes a more intimate acquaintance with the actual

principle of the arch, and more especially with its qualities

of support
; and, as a proof of tins, we never meet with a

concentric joined arch before the time of the Psammetici,

.but frequently an apparently real arch, in like manner cut

out of horizontal layers of stone. But wherever the brick

arch was very ancient, we may there most naturally place

the development of the concentric stone arch, which is met
with at a later period at that very place, contemporaneous

at least with its appearance in other countries.

On the following morning I was intending to accompany
the prince into the interesting institute of M. Lieder, when
Erbkam arrived unexpectedly from our camp. He reported

that during the previous night, between two and three in

the morning, a number of shots had been suddenly fired in

the immediate neighbourhood of our tents, and that at the

same time a body of more than twenty people had broken
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into the camp. Our encampment is on a narrow flat space

in front of the rock-tombs, which are excavated about half-

way up Hie precipitous sides of the Libyan valley, and the

great accumulation of rubbish has formed a broad terrace

before them. It was only accessible on one. side, by a cleft,

which passes our terrace from above, downwards. It was
from this point that the attack was made. They first fell

upon the tent in which we all take our meals, and which
also serves the purpose of a drawing-room, which soon fell

down. Then followed the other great tent, in which Erbkam,
Frey, Ernest Weidenbach, and Franke, were sleeping. This

was also torn down, and covered its inmates, who, in the

general confusion, extricated themselves with difficulty from

the ropes and canvas. Besides all this, the arms had been

taken the day before into one tent, for the reception of the

prince, and had been arranged and secured to the central

pole, bo that no one had them at hand. The watchmen

—

cowardly fellows—who knew that by the orders of the police

here, they would incur punishment, were anything of the

sort to befal us, even should they not be to blame, had imme-
diately run off on all sides, uttering loud eries, and have not

yet returned. The robbers now laid hold of the chests and

boxes which stood nearest to them, rolled whatever they

could seize down the hill, and soon disappeared across

the plain. Their muskets were evidently not loaded with

ball, for no one had been wounded by them; they had,

however, attained tiieir object, which was to increase the

confusion. E. Weidenbach, and some of our servants, had

alone been wounded in the head and shoulders, though not

dangerously, by the butt-ends of their muskets, or by blud-

geons. The purloined articles must, however, have bitterly

disappointed the expectation of the robbers, for the great

trunks scarcely contained anything but European clothes,

and other things, which no Arab can use. A number of

coloured sketches are most to be regretted—the Sunday

up to the present time, of the very able artist Frey.
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We know besides, very well, from whence this attack has

proceeded. "We dwell on the frontier of the territory of
Abusir, an Arab village which has been long under evil

report, situated between Kafr el Batran, at the foot of the

Pyramids of Gia;eh, and Saqara. By Ababs (Arab. pi. 'Urban)

I mean, according to the custom of this country, those inha-

bitants who, as we are informed, only settled at a later period

in the Nile valley, and having obtained certain privileges,

founded some villages here. They are distinguished by their

free origin, and their more manly character, from the Fellahs
(Fellah*, pi. Fellah'in), the original peasants of the land,

who, enervated by their centuries of bondage, have reached

a low point of degradation, and who were not, besides,

able to withstand the encroachment of Islam. The name
of Bbdotjlk (Bedaui, pi. Bedauin) belongs alone to the

ever free son of the Desert, who only roves about the

borders of the inhabited country. In the vicinity of the

Pyramids there are now a number of Arab villages. To
these, also, belong the three places I have mentioned. Since

our place of encampment was within the territory of the

Sheikh of Abusir, a young, handsome, and enterprising man,
he had a certain claim to supply us with the necessary

number of well-paid watchmen. I, however, preferred to

place ourselves under the protection of the more trust-

worthy, and more powerful Sheikh of Saqara, whom I had

known before, and within whose district the principal field

of our labours is situated. This determination deprived

the people of Abusir of a reward, and us of their friendship,

as I had already observed for some time past, without vexing

myself any further about it. They had manifestly taken the

opportunity at the present time, when I was absent in Cairo

with several servants, to execute this prank. The footmarks

were traced through the plain to Abusir, and a little clever boy
probably served as a spy, the grandson of an old Turk from

the Mameluke times, the only friend in Abusir, with whom
we sometimes exchanged visits. It must have been also by
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means of this boy, who often came to our camp, that the

first theft was committed in Abeken's tent, with which he
was well acquainted.

The attack was a serious affair, and its consequences might

be important, if it remained unpunished. I went imme-
diately with M. von "Wagner to Scherif Pascha, the minister,

whose business it was to find out the offenders.

A few days afterwards the plain beneath our camp became
an animated scene. The mudhir (governor) of the province

arrived with a splendid cavalcade, and a great troop of under

officials, and servants, and pitched his gay camp at the foot 1

of the hill. We exchanged visits of ceremony, and discussed

what had happened. The mudhir told us beforehand that

the individual offenders would not be found out, at any rate

they would not be brought to confess, because each knew
that his throat stood a poor chance. However, on the second

day, the Sheikhs of Saqara and of Abusir, and a number of

suspected persons were brought forward, in order to be put

upon their trial. As was to be expected, no decision was

come to, neither by personal interviews, nor examinations.

The punishment was therefore summarily executed. One
after the other they were tied to a post, their faces towards

the ground, and the soles of their feet upwards. They were

then unmercifully bastinadoed with a long whip of hippo-

potamus hide, called kurbatsch, often till they fainted. It

was in vain that I urged that I saw no reason to punish

these particular persons, and I was still more astonished

when our old venerable friend, the Sheikh of Saq&ra, for

whose innocence I would have accepted any surety, was also

led up, and, like the others, was laid in the dust. I ex-

pressed my surprise to the mudhir, and protested earnestly

against it, but received for answer that he could not be ex-

empted from the punishment, as though, indeed, we had not

been on his ground and territory, we had however received

the watchmen from him, who had run off, and had not then

returned. "With some difficulty I obtained, at least, a mitiga-

tion of the punishment ; but he had already become almost
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insensible, and it was necessary to have him carried to the tent,

where his feet were bound up. The whole affair ended with

a compensation in money for the value of the stolen articles,

which I purposely did not estimate at too low a price, as

every loss of. money remains for years in the remembrance
of the Arab, while he forgets the bastinado, indeed boasts of

it, as soon as he no longer feels it. Nezel win J semma e*

jnin Allah, say the Arabs, *. e. "The rod

came from Heaven, a blessing from G-od." But also in the

matter of the fine, the sum that we demanded was so dis-

tributed, that the rich Sheikh of Saqara was compelled to

pay afar greater share than the Sheikh of Abusir, a par-

tiality which was probably in some measure owing to the

intercession of the old distinguished Turk ofAbusir with the

Turkish mudhir.

As Boon as th& money was paid down I went to our?

Sheikh of Saqara, whose unmerited adverse fate had seriously

vexed me, and I publicly gave him the half of his money
back again, promising in confidence that afterwards, when
the mudhir should have departed, I would restore to him
also the other half. This was such an unexpected thing to

the old sheikh, that he looked at me for a long time incredu-

lously, then kissed my hands and feet, and called me his best

friend on earth
; 1, who had just been, at all events, the indi-

rect occasion of his beautiful beard being soiled with dust, and

of his feet being so lacerated as to cause him weeks of pain.

His wondering joy, however, was not directed so much at me
as at the unhoped-for sight of the money, which never loses

its charm with the Arab-

There is a curious mixture of noble pride and vulgar

avarice to be found in the Arab, which is at first quite inn

comprehensible to the European. Their free noble bearing,

and imperturbable repose, appear to express nothing but a

proud sense of honour; balanced, however, against the

smallest gain ofmoney, it melts away like wax before the sun,

and the most contemptuous treatment is not taken into con-

sideration, but is borne with crouching servility where money
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k in question. We might at first imagine one of these

two natures to be hypocrisy, or dissimulation; but the con-
tradiction returns' too often in all forms, both great and
small, not to lead to the conviction that it is characteristic of

the Arab, if not of the entire East. Even as early as in the

daye of the [Romans, the Egyptians had bo far degenerated,

that Ammianus Marcellinus could say of them: Erubescit

apud eos, si qui* non infitiando trihuta plurimas in corpora

vibice* osiendat* and in the same manner the fellah Way
points with a contented smile to his scars as soon as the tax-

gatherer has withdrawn, who, in spite of bis instruments of

torture, has been curtailed of a.few piastre*

LETTEE EL
Cairo, the 22nd April, 1843.

A« ytoebnt cold, which for some time checked my usual

activity, has led me hither from our camp at Saqara. The
worst i*j that we are still obliged to postpone our furv

ther journey. Certainly all which such a spot affords is of

the utmost interest, but the abundance of material this time

almost causes us embarrassment. The moat important, but
most difficult works, and those which occupy the longest

time, are those of our architect Erbkam. To him belongs

the great task of making the most detailed plans of the

borderof the desert, in nearly the central point of which we
lie encamped. This ground comprises the almost uninter-

rupted field of tombs from the Pyramid of Eigah as far as

that of Dahschur. The separate plans of the northern fields

of Abu Eoasch, Gizeh, Zauiet el Arrian are already com-

pleted. However meritorious the sketches of Perring,

they cannot be compared in exactitude with ours. Entire

Necropoli, with the Pyramids belonging to them, have been

rly discovered, partly by myself, partly by Erbkam. Some

* He among them blushes, who cannot show many strokes upon his

of tribute,—Ta»Ml
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of the Pyramids, hitherto unknown, are even now from eighty

to a hundred feet high; others are indeed almost wholly

demolished, but were originally of considerable extent, as is

manifested by their base. My return to Saqara will, it is

to be hoped, give the signal for our departure.

We shall go by land to the Faium, the province which

branches off into the desert. The season is still incom-

parably beautiful, and the desert-journey will undoubtedly

be far more conducive to our voyage on the

Nile, which we before contemplated.

It is to be hoped that my state of health will not detain

me long here, for my impatience daily increases to return

from the living city of the Mamelukes into the solemn Death*

city of the old Pharaohs. And yet it would perhaps afford

you more pleasure if I were able to paint in colours, or in

words, what I here see before my windows.

I live in the extensive square of the Ezbekieh, in the most

beautiful and most frequented part of the city. Formerly,

there was a great lake in the centre, which is now, however,

converted into gardens. Broad streets run round it, sepa-

rated for riders, and foot passengers, and shaded by lofty

trees. There all the East pass by, with their gaily-coloured,

various, yet always picturesque costumes ; the poorer classes

with blue and white tucked up blouses, and the richer with

long garments of different materials, with silk kaftans,* or

fine cloth dresses of delicately contrasted colours, with white,

red, green, and black turbans, or with the more refined,

but less becoming, Turkish tarbusch ;f amidst these some
Greeks, with their dandy tunics, or Arab Sheikhs, wrapped
up in their wide antique mantles, thrown around them ; the

children wholly or half naked, also with shaven heads, on
which now and then a single tuft stands up from the crown,

as if ready to be laid hold of; the women with veiled faces,

but whose eyes painted round with black, peer forth ghost-

like hither and thither through peep-holes in the veil. .All

* Kaftan, an open tunic—Tn. f Tarbusch, red cap.—Tr.
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these, and a hundred other indescribable figures, walk, glide,

and rush past, on foot, on asses, mules, dromedaries, camels,

horses, only not in carriages ; for theBe were more used even

in the time of the Pharaohs than they are at present. If I

look up from the street, my view is bounded on one side by

splendid mosques, with cupolas, and slendeivspringing mina-

rets, together with long rows of houses, most of them built

carelessly, yet some of a more distinguished class, richly

ornamented with artistically carved grated windows, and

•elegant balconies ; on the other side, by the green domes of

palm-treeB, or by leafy sycamores and acacias. Finally, in

the distant background, beyond the flat roofs, and green

intervening masses, the faT-shining sister-pair of the two
largest Pyramids stand out distinctly on the Libyan horizon

in sharp lines through the thin vapour. What a contrast

from that mongrel Alexandria, where innate Eastern habits

and feelings still struggle for mastery with the overpowering

high-pressure civilisation of Europe. It seems to me as if

we had already here penetrated into the innermost heart of

the East of the present day.

>

LETTEE X.

O* the Ruins ofike Labyrinth, the 31s* May, 1843.

Afteb my return to the camp of Saqara, I only required

three more days to finish our work there. I paid a last visit

to the ruins of ancient Memphis, the plan of which Erbkam
had meanwhile completed; some interesting discoveries ter-

minated our researches.

On the 19th of May we at length set out on our journey,

with twenty camels, two dromedaries, thirteen asses, and
one horse. "When I speak of camels and dromedaries, it is

perhaps not superfluous to observe what is here understood

by these names, for in "Europe an incorrect or rather arbi-

trary distinction is made between them, which is unknown
here. "We Germans call camel what the Erench call droma-

a
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daire, and dromedary (Trampelthier, Germ, a corruption of

dromedary), what they call chameau. The first is said to have

one hump, the other two. According to that, there can be
no question of dromedaries or cJiameaux in Egypt, for here

there are no two-humped creatures, although now and then

they appear in one-humped families. In Syria again, and
the central parts of Asia, there would be no camels or droma-

daires; at least the one-humped animals are very rare. In
truth, however, it is a very immaterial difference, and whe-

ther the one hump of fat on the back be divided in two or

not, in itself alone would perhaps scarcely justify the dis-

tinction of a different species. The people of the East, at

the present day at least, make no distinction between them

;

neither did the ancients also, for the one-humped creatures

do not carry easier, nor move quicker, than the others. Nor
does the rider sit more conveniently between two humps, for

the saddle is equally raised over the two as over the one

hump. On the other hand a great distinction, although not

founded on natural history grounds, has been generally

established between the strong, dull camel, used as a beast

of burden, commonly called gemel, and the younger, more
tractable, broken-in, riding camel, which is called heggin,

because the pilgrims to Mecca (hdgg, pi. heggdg) set a great

value on good riding animals. An. Arab takes it as much
amiss if his slim favourite camel is called a gemel, as if with

us, a well-broken horse was to be described as a plough or

draught-horse. Dromedarius, or camelus dromas, ga^Ao?

Spofids, does not appear to have meant more among the

ancients, as the name proves, than a courser of a slight

breed, suited for riding.

As these last are far more expensive, it is often difficult to

procure, even a few of the better animals from the Arabs

who furnish them ; most of us are obliged to be contented

with ordinary beasts of burden. Mine was this time en-

durable, and received, at least, the title of heggin, from the

ArabB.
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I did not wait for the decampment of the general party,

in which the Sheikhs of Saqara and Mitrahinneh were in-

cluded, but rode on in front with Erbkam, always beside the

desert. On our way, the latter made one more plan of ft

Pyramid, with the surrounding ground, which I had ob-

served on a former trip. We have now a list of, altogether,

sixty-seven Pyramids, almost twice as many as are to be
found in Perring. The topographical plans of Erbkam are

most invaluable.

Soon after sunset we arrived at the first Pyramid of IAscM,

where we found our tents already pitched. The following

morning I made the caravan depart early, and I remained

behind with Erbkam, that we might employ ourselves in

examining and noting down the two Pyramids, which stand

rather widely apart in this isolated field of death. We did

not follow till two o'clock, and arrived about seven in the

evening at our tents, which were pitched on the south

side of the stately Pyramid of Meidum. It was again a

short day's journey to the Pyramid of Hlahun, and thence

through the embouchure of the Faium to this spot, three

hours more.* It was late before we started. I left Erbkam
and E. Weidenbach behind, to put on paper the examination

of the ground ; and I rode off with only two servants, half

an hour in advance of the caravan, in order to reach the

Labyrinth by a more interesting route, along the Bahr

Jussuf, and to fix upon the place of encampment.

Hero we have been, on the southern side of the Pyramid

of Moeris, since the 23rd May, and are settled among the

ruins of the Labyrinth; for I was certain from the first,

after we had made but a hasty survey of the whole, that we
are perfectly entitled to designate them under this name : I
did not, however, imagine that it would have been so easy

for us to become convinced of this. •

As soon as Erbkam had measured and noted down a small

* The Germans generally calculate distance by the hour, which cor-

responds to about three English miles, as this distance can be traversed

at a foot pace within that space of time.—Tb.

o 2
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plan of what is extant, I caused some excavators to be levied

from the surroundmg villages, through the Mudhirof Me-
dinet el Faium, the governor of the province, and ordered

them to make trenches through the ruins, and to dig at four

• or five places at once, A hundred and eight people were

thus occupied to-day. With the exception of those belong-

ing to the nearest place, Howara, who return home every

'evening, I allow these people to encamp on the northern side

of the Pyramid, and to spend their nights there. They have

their overseers, and bread is brought to them
;
every morn-

ing they are counted, and they are paid every evening ; each

man receives a piastre— about two silver groschens ;* each

child, half a piastre, sometimes, when they hav« been parti-

cularly diligent, as much as thirty paras (there are forty of

them in a piastre). Each of the men brings with him a

pickaxe, and a shallow, woven basket (maktaf). The children,

who form the greatest numbers, are only required to bring

baskets. The maktafs are filled by the men, and carried away
by the children on their heads. This is done in long proces-

sions, which are kept in order and atworkby special overseers.

Their chief pleasure, and a material assistance in their

daily work, is singing. They have some simple melodies,

which at . a distance, owing to their great monotony, make
almost a melancholy impression. When near them, however,

the unmerciful persistence of the shrill voices, as they often

amuse themselves many hours together in the same manner,

is hardly to be borne. It is only the consideration that I

am helping so many to bear half their burden for the day,

. and that I materially further the work, which has constantly

prevented me interfering when it reaches this point, till I

sometimes at length leave my tent in despair, in order, by

employing myself at a greater distance, to obtain some re-

pose for my ears. The only variety in the execution of the

stanza of two lines, is that the first line is sung by one

voice, the second by the whole chorus, while the hands are

. clapped at every bar of common time. For example

:

* About twopence-halfpenny English money.
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1. Om-mi be-ta-kuTma-ku-Ii U a*na bagh - bagh-tet a'-lel (Bill)

2. Dill as-sa— ri mal u mal Bun yal dill ebanne u a'-ltf (Ya)
Ya-min sa - bah' it le*ben U samneh saih 'a*to-T &c.

<. «. 1. My mother eats my dates*

And I—anger overcomes me.
2. The shade of Asser (vesper-time) lowers itselfand lowers itself.

The wall (bunyan).
3^ (Oh.) Happiness (when) the morning milk

And butter pour over me.

MaMl, in the first line, is really only "food" but it. has

become a general expression for dates,, because, in the: hut*

of the Eellah, this is the chief, and, for many people, the only

food. Another rather more, animated melody is this one

:

in which the ehonia, in exception to the general rule*,

parates: into two parts. I hardly thinks however, that these

thirds are intentional, they slip in of themselves ; for ifc

sometimes happens that single voices join in singing the

same cadence in a totally different strain without paying any
regard to whole hours of discord. The Arab—I might almost

say, the people of the East generally—are devoid of the

of making the simplest complications of several voiees

t harmony. The most artistic music of the best singers

and performers, which often inexpressibly delights the most
civilised Musulman in. Cairo, and collects large masses of

people as an audience, consists only in a melody a hundred
times repeated, flourishing, reBtless, and whirling, whose
theme cannot be retained, and can scarcely be detected, by

a European ear. Nor are the different instrume]
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played together, employed for any harmonious united variety,

Beyond what is suggested by the rhythm.

We have eight watchmen during the night, who really do
watch, as I often convince myself by making a nightly

round. One of them walks constantly up and down with
his gun on the ramparts surrounding our camp, for if any
where, we have to fear another attack here, not from the

Arabs, but from the still more dangerous Bedouins, who
inhabit the borders of the desert in many single hordes,

and are not under the control of great sheikhs, who we
might secure in our interests. Prom Hlahun to this place,

we passed through a Bedouin camp, whose sheikh must
have known of our arrival, as he rode out to meet me on
horseback, and offered his services, if we should require any-

thing here- Farther on, we met an old man and a girl in a
distracted state, uttering loud cries of despair. They threw

dust into the air, and heaped it on their heads. As we ap-

proached nearer to them, they complained to us with incon-

solable expressions that two Bedouins had just robbed them
of their only buffalo. We actually saw the robbers still in

the distance, on horseback, driving the buffalo before them
into the desert. I was alone with my dragoman and my
little donkey-boy, Auad, a lively, dark-skinned Berber, and
I could be of no assistance to'these poor people. Such thefts

are not unfrequent here. A short time ago, one tribe drove

a hundred and twenty camels away from another tribe, and
none of them have yet come back.

Nevertheless, we shall probably remain here unmolested

;

for the sentence we passed at Saqara is well known, and they
are aware that we are specially recommended to the autho-

rities. They have also now become convinced that we carry

no gold or silver with us in our heavy chests, which was for-

merly very generally believed among the Arabs. Added to

this, we are ourselves well armed against any new attack. I
have collected the most valuable chests in my own tent, and
every night an English double-barrelled gun and two pistols

lie ready beside my bed. Besides, I clear out my tent every

evening, that we. may be prepared for anything, especially
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for storms, from which we have had to suffer much latterly,

and of a degree of violence unknown in Europe. Abeken's
tent fell three times over his head in one day, and the last

time roused him in a very disagreeable manner out of his

sleep. Thus we are often whole days and nights in constant

expectation that during the next gust of wind our airy house

may fall down upon our heads ; under this apprehension, it

requires some habit to continue to work or to sleep quietly.

It appears that we are to have a taste of all the plagues of

Egypt, Our experience began with the inundation at the

Great Pyramids ; then came the locusts, whose young fry

has now increased like sand upon the sea-shore, and is again

devouring the green fields and trees, which, combined with

the previous cattle disease, is indeed sufficient to cause a

famine ; then occurred the hostile attack which was pre-

ceded by a daring robbery. Nor has even a conflagration

been wholly wanting. By an incautious salute, Wild's tent

was set on fire and partly burnt in Saqara, while we stood

around in bright sunshine, which prevented the fire being

seen by us. Now comes, in addition to this, the annoyance

of mice, which we had not hitherto experienced
;
they gnaw,

play, and squeak away in my tent, as if they had always been

at home there, quite unconcerned whether I am within it or

not. During the night they run over my bed, and over my
face ; and yesterday I started up frightened, out of my sleep,

because I suddenly felt the sharp little tooth of one of these

audacious guests upon my foot. I sprang up in a rage,

struck a light, and knocked against all the chests and pegs

;

but on lying down once more, I was soon driven out of bed

again. In spite of all these annoyances, however, we con-

tinue to keep up a good and cheerful spirit, and God be

thanked, they have hitherto only threatened us, and made
us heedful, not materially injured us.

The superintendence over the servants, and the manage-

ment of much extra business, has now been considerably

alleviated, by my having brought a well-qualified Kawass
with me from Cairo. These Kawass, who form a peculiar

band of sub-officers of the Pascha, are considered here, in the
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country, a peculiar and important class of persons* Only
Turks are appointed, and they possess, through their na-
tionality alone, an innate superiority overevery Arab. There
are probably few nations who have so muck natural ability

to rule as the Turks, who, nevertheless, we are often accus-

tomed to regard as rude, uncouth, and half barbarians* On
the contrary, as a nation, they have some degree of distinction.

Imperturbable repose, calmness, reserve, and energy of will,

appear to belongto every Turk, down to the common soldier,

and do not fail to make a certain impression upon' the Eirro~

pean on first acquaintance. Tbi* external bearing with the

appearance of deliberate firmness, this reserved proud polite-

ness easily passing into nice shade* of ceremonial, is met
with in a still higher degree among the upper rank of Turks,

who have all, from childhood upwards, passed through a school

of the. strictest etiquette in their own families* They have

an innate contempt for everything which does not belong to

their own nation, and appear to have no feeling for the

natural superiority of higher mental culture and civilisation

which the ordinary European usually inspires among other

nations.

Nothing i& to be gained from the Turk by kindness, con-

siderate attention, demonstration, or' even by anger; these

he considers as proofs of weakness. The greatest reserve

alone, and the most careful distant politeness towards the

great, or the bearing of a person of some consequence, and
absolute commands to inferiors, answers the purpose here.

A Turkish Kawass drives a whole village of Fellahs, or Arabs,

before him, and makes a decided impression even on the still

prouder Bedouins. The Pascha employs the Kawass-corps

as special messengers, and on commissions, throughout the

whole country. They are the chief executive servants of the

Pascha, and of the governors of the provinces. Every foreign

consul has also a similar Kawass, without whom he hardly

takes a single step, since he is his guard of honour, the sign,

and the right hand of his indisputable authority. When he

rides, out, the Kawass rides before him with a great silver

stick, and drives the people and animals with words or blows
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out o£ ids path ; and woe to him who should make a move- ,

merit, or even a gesture of disobedience. The Pascha some-

times also gives such a guard of honour,; with similar autho-

rity, aa an escort to strangers who are specially recommended,

to hinvand thus we also received a Kawass at the commence-*

meat; of our journey, who however, during oar long, period

;

of repose in Gizeh was only a burden, and at. length, on ,

account of his making extravagant demands, was. not very

graciously dismissed by me. On the occasion of the attack in

Saqara, I caused another to he given me by Scherif Pascha

;

but he still ianot the sort of man that we want, so I have

now brought a third with, me from Caire^«whe hitherto has

proved an excellent one. He relieves: me from the entire,

superintendence over the servants, and manages admirably

all that 1have to transact, with the people and authorities of

lie country. K I were in Europe I should have supposed:

that Ibfcd more than sufficient strengthfor the whole external

guidance of the expedition, as well as for its more immediate

object, but in . this climate one must measure by a . different

scale; Patience and repose are here, . just as necessary ele-

ments of life, as meat and drink.

/

LETTEE XI

The Labyrinth, the 25th June, 1843.

These lines are written to you from the distinctly recog*

nised Labyrinth of Mceris and the Dodecarchs, not from the

doubtful spot whose identity i3 still contested, of which L
myself was unable to form any conception from the hithertor

more than deficient descriptions even of those who have,

removed the Labyrinth hither. An immense cluster of

chambers still remains, and in the centre lies the great,

square, where the courts once stood, covered with the re-

mains of Large monolithic granite columns, and of others of

white hard limestone, shining almost like marble.

I approached the spot, fearing that we must only endea-

vour, as others had done before us, to confirm the information

of the ancients on the geographical position of the place;;
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that all form of the edifice itself had disappeared, and that an
unshapely heap of ruins might deter us from making any ex-

aminations. Instead of this, at the first superficial Burvey of
the ground, a number of complicated spaces, of true laby-

rinthine forms, immediately presented themselves, both above
and below ground, and the eye could easily detect the prin-

cipal buildings, more than a stadium (Strabo) in extent.

Where the French expedition had vainly sought for cham-
bers, we literally at once find hundreds of them, both next to,

and above one another, small, often diminutive ones, beside

greater ones, and large ones, supported by small columns,

with thresholds, and niches in the walls, with remains of

columns, and single casing-stones, connected by corridors,

without any regularity in the entrances and exits, so that the

descriptions of Herodotus and Strabo, in this respect, are

fully justified. But at the same time also, the opinion, which

was never adopted by me, and is irreconcileable with any

architectonic view, that there are serpentine, case-like wind-

ings, in place of square rooms, is decidedly refuted.

The whole is so arranged, that three immense masses of

buildings, 300 feet broad, enclose a square place, which is

600 feet long and 500 feet wide. The fourth side, one of the

narrow ones, is bounded by the Pyramid, which lies behind

it ; it is 300 feet square, and therefore does not quite reach

the side wings of the above-mentioned masses of buildings.

A canal of rather modern date, passing obliquely through

the ruins, and which one can almost leap over, at least at the

present season, cuts off exactly the best preserved portion of

the labyrinthian chambers, together with part of the great

central square, which at one time was divided into courts.

The travellers preferred not wetting their feet, and remained

on this side, where the continuation of the wings of the build-

ings is certainly more concealed beneath the rubbish. But
the chambers lying on the farther side, especially their

southern point, where the walls rise nearly ten feet above the

rubbish, and about twenty feet above the base of the niins,

are to be seen very well even from this, the eastern side ; and

viewed from the summit of the Pyramid, the regular plan of
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the whole design lies before one as on a map. Erbkam has

been occupied ever since our arrival, in making the special

plan, on which every chamber or wall, however small, will be
noted down. The farther portion of the ruins is, therefore,

by far the most difficult to record. On this side it is an
easier task, but so much the more difficult to understand.

Here the labyrinth of chambers passes on southwards. The
courts were situated between this and the Pyramid lying

opposite on the northern side. But almost all of these have

disappeared. We have, therefore, nothing to guide us but the

dimensions of the square, which lead us to suppose that it

was divided into two halves, by a long wall, against which the

twelve courts (for we cannot, indeed, with any certainty,

make out that there were more) abutted on both sides, so

that their entrances turned towards opposite sides, and had
immediately feeing them the extensive mass of innumerable

chambers.

But who was the Maros, Mendes, Imandes, who, by the

account of the Greeks, erected the Labyrinth, or rather the

Pyramid belonging to it, for his tomb ? In the Manethonic
list of Kings, we find the builder of the Labyrinth introduced

towards the end of the 12th Dynasty, the last of the Old
Monarchy, shortly before the invasion of the Hyksos. The
fragments of the mighty columns and architraves which we
have dug up from the great square of the halls, exhibit the

name-shields of the sixth king of this same 12th Dynasty,

Amenemha III. Thus the important question of its place

in history is answered.* We have also made excavations on
the north side of the Pyramid, because it is here that we con-

jecture the entrance must have been. But it has not been

hitherto discovered. We have only as yet penetrated into a

chamber which lay in front of the Pyramid, and which was
covered by a great quantity of rubbish, and we have several

times found the name of Amenemha here also. The builder

and occupier of the Pyramid is therefore detennined. But
this does not refute the statement of Herodotus, that the

Dodecarchs, only 200 years before his time, had undertaken

* Compare my Chronology of the Egyptians, i., p. 262, &c
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the building of the Labyrinth. We nave found no insmp*
tions in the ruins of the great masses of chambers which

surround the central space. It may be easily proved by
future excavations that this whole building", and probably

also the disposition* of the twelve courts, belong only, is

fact, to the 26thi Dynasty of Manetho, so that the original

temple of Amenemha formed merely part of this gigaatiear*

chitectural enclosure.

So much for the Labyrinth, and tePyiwnid. Theexact

position which its builder occupies in history is by far the

most important result that we could altogether hope to

obtain here* I must now say a few words- respecting the

other, world's wonder of this province, Lake Moeris.

The obscurity which has hitherto hung- over it- seems at

length to have been dispersed, by a beautiful discovery, which

was made a short time ago by the excellent Linant, the

director of the water-works of the Pascha. Hitherto there

was only one point of agreement, that the lake was situated

in the Faium. Now, as at the present day there is only one
single lake in this remarkable semi-oasis, the Birqet-el-Qorn,

which is situated in its most remote and lowest parts, t\a»

must, be the Lake Moeris; we have no other choice. Its

celebrity, however, rested prmdpally upon this, that it was

an artificially designed (Herodotus says an excavated) and

extremely profitable lake, which was filled by the Nile when
it was high, and when the water was low, flowed off again by
the connecting canal ; and irrigating on the one side the

grounds of the Faium, on the other, during its reflux, the

adjacent tracts of the Memphitic district, at the same time

yielded extremely rich .fishing near the double sluiees at the

mouth of the Faium. To the annoyance of Antiquarians

and Philologists, not one of all these peculiarities belonged to*

the Birqet-el-Qorn. This is not an artificial, but a natural

lake, which is only in part fed by the water of the Jussuf

canal. One of its useful qualities can be hardly said to exist,

since no fishing-boat enlivens its surface, encircled by an
arid desert, because the brackish water contains scarcely any
fiah, and is in no degree favourable to tho vegetation; on its
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When the Nile is at its height, and there i

abundant supply of water, it certainly rises; but it is

situated at far too low a level to allow a drop of the water
with which it has been supplied, ever to £ow back again.

The whole province must be buried beneath the flood before

the waters could find their way back into the valley, for the

artificially lowered rocky channel through which the Bahr
Jussuf is brought hither, branching off from the Nile about

forty miles south, lies higher than the whole , oasis. The
surface of the Birqet-el-Qorn is now about seventy feet below

the point where the canal flows in, and can never have risen

to a much greater height,* which is proved by some remains

of a temple upon its shores. As little does it agree with the

statement, that the Labyrinth, and the capital Arsinoo, the

present Medinet-el-Faium, were situated on its shores.

Linant has now discovered huge dams, miles in length, of

the most ancient solid construction, which separates the

uppermost portion of the shell-like, convex-formed basin of

the Faium from those parts which are situated lower and
lie farther back, and, according to hira, could only have been

intended to retain artificially a great lake, which now, how-

ever, since the dams have been long broken through, lies

completely dry. This lake he holds to be that of Mceris. I

must confess that the whole thing, when he first communi-

cated it to me by word of mouth, impressed me with the idea

that it was an extremely happy discovery, which will also

spare us in future many fruitless researches. An inspection of

'the ground has now removed all my doubts as to the correct-

ness of this view. I hold.it to be an insubvertible fact.

According to linant, the difference amounts to 22 metres, that is,

70 feet Rheinland (72 English). In June, 1843, an engineer of the
Viceroy, Nascimbeni, who was engaged in making a new map, and
level liner the Faium, visited us in our camp, at the Pyramid of Meeds.
He had only found a descent of 2 metres (6 feet 6 inches English) from
IUahun to Medinet, but from thence to Birqet-el-Qorn, 75 metres (246
feet English). I am not aware that anything has been published about
this considerable difference of measurements. Sir G. Wilkinson, in bis

Mod. Eg. and Thebes, vol. ii, 346, states the surface of the water to be
about 125 English feet below the bank of the Nile at Benisuef
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Linant's treatise is now being printed, and I will send it to

you as soon as it is to be had.*

But finally, if you ask me what the name of Moeris has

to do with that of Amenemha, I can only answer, nothing.

The name Moeris neither appears on the monuments, nor in

Manetho. I rather think that here again we find one of the

numerous misunderstandings of the Greeks. The Egyptians

called the lake, Phiom en mere, the Lake of the Nile-inunda-

tion (Copt. UHpe, inundatio). The Greeks made out of

mere, the water which formed the lake, a King Maoris who
designed the lake, and then troubled themselves no further

about the true originator, Amenemha. At a later period the

whole province received the name 4>iou, Phiom, the Lake,

from which the present name Faium has been derived.

LETTEE XII.

The Labyrinth, the ISih July, 1843.

We have accomplished our journey round that remarkable

province, the Faium, very rarely visited by Europeans, which,

on account of its fertility, may be named the Garden of

Egypt ; and precisely because these parts are almost as un-

known as the distant oases of Libya, you will, perhaps, be
glad to hear some more details about them from me.

I started with Erbkam, E. Weidenbach, and Abeken, on
the 3rd of July. "We went from the Labyrinth along the

Bahr Wardani, which Bkirts the eastern border of the desert,

and forms the boundary, to which the shore of Lake Moeris

at one time extended towards the East. The canal is now
dry, and is replaced by the still more recent Bahr Scherkieh,

which, as they say, was made by the Sultan Barquq, and is

conducted through the middle of the Labyrinth ; it at first

crosses the Wardani several times, but afterwards keeps more

* Memoire sur le lac Moeris, presents et lu & la Soci£te* Egyptienne
19 5 Juillet, 1842, par Linant de Bellefonds, inspecteur-ge'neral des
ponts, et chaussees, public par la Soci&e* Egyptienne. Alexandrie,
1843. 4to. Compare my Chronology, vol. i., p. 2C2 &c.
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inland. In three hours we reached the point where the huge

dam of Moeris projects from the middle of the Eai&m into the

desert. It runs out in this spot for about one and a half geo-

graphical miles as far as El Mam. In the middle of this tract

it is intersectedby Bahr-bela-ma, a deep bed of a stream, which

now cuts through the old lake-bottom, and is usually dry, but

when there is a great supply of water, it is used as an outlet

for the superfluity towards Tamieh, and into the Birqet-el-

Qorn. This enabled us to examine the dam itself from a

nearer point of view. The current, which at times is swollen

and rapid, has scooped out a passage for itself since the de-

struction of the lake, not only through the alluvial soil that

formed the bottom of the lake, but also through several other

layers of earth, and even through the slightly indurated

limestone lying undermost ; so that the water, at this season,

reduced certainly to a minimum, flows about sixty feet lower

than the present dry bottom of the lake. I measured accu-

rately the separate layere of earth, and carried away with me
a specimen of each. The breadth of the dam cannot be
determined with certainty, but may, perhaps, have amounted
to 150 feet. The height of the dam has probably become
somewhat lower with time. I found it to be 1 m. 90 (6 feet

3 inches English) above the present bottom of the lake, and

5 m. 60 (18 feet 4 inches English) above the opposite plain.

If we suppose this last to be on a similar level with the

original bottom of the lake (which was, however, probably

lower, because the external ground was irrigated, and con-

sequently became elevated), then the dam, apart from its

gradual levelling from above downwards, must have been

formerly as much as 5 m. 60, consequently 17 feet high, and
the ground in the inner part of the lake, during its existence

of more than two thousand years, must have risen by deposits

of earth about 11 feet. But if we admit that the black earth

also, from 11 to 12 feet thick, which is still to be found outside

of the dams, was deposited within the historical times, then

the above numbers would even require to be doubled. Thus
we have some idea how its utility must have been much
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diminished with time; for the lake (if we assume that its

circumference is what Linant asserts), by the fillingup of the

11 feet of earth, must have lost 13,000 millions of square

feet of the water, which it might hare formerly contained.

An elevation of the dams could in no possible manner have

prevented this, because they had been already placed in

exact relation to the point of the influx of the Bahr Jussuf

into the Faium. This may have been one of the most

substantial reasons why Lake Moeris was allowed at a later

period to fall into decay ; and even Linant's bold -project to

restore the lake could not wholly repair this loss, even if he

were to make the Bahr Jussuf branch off from the Nile at a

much higher point than was thought necessary by the old

Pharaohs.

In two hours and a half from this intersection, following

the dam to El Elam, where it ceases, we reached the remark-

able remains of the two monuments of Biahmu, which Linant

considers to be the Pyramids of Moeris and his consort, which

were seen by Herodotus in the lake. They were built out

of great massive blocks ; the nucleus of each of them is still

standing, but not in the centre of the almost square rect-

angle, which, by their appearance, they seem to have originally

occupied. They rose at an angle of 64°, therefore, with a
much steeper inclination than Pyramids usually do. Their

present height, which, however, seems to have been originally

the same as it is now, only amounts to twenty-three feet, to

which, nevertheless, must be added, a peculiar and somewhat

projecting base of seven feet. A small excavation convinced

me that the lowest layer of stone, which only reaches four

feet beneath the present ground, was founded neither on
sand nor on xock, but upon Nile mud, which more especially

render the great antiquity of these buildings very doubtful.

At least it is to be inferred from this that they did not

stand in the lake, which, if it encircled them, must have had

a remarkable curve outwards to the north-west.

We had been riding hitherto on the line of separation

between the ancient bottom of the lake and the adjacent
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district. The former is bare and sterile, since the land, at

the present day, lies so high that it cannot be overflowed.

On the other hand, the broad tract of land enclosing the

ancient lake, forms by far the most beautiful and most fertile

part of the Faium. We now traversed this district, while

we left the capital of the province, Medinet el Faium, with

the mounds of the ancient Cbocodilofolis on our left,

and rode by Selajin and Fidimin, to Agamieh, where we spent

the night. The next morning, near Bischeh, we reached

the limits of this continuous garden-land. Here we entered

a new region, forming a striking contrast to the former,

by its sterility and desolation, enriching it like a girdle, and
separating it from the crescent-shaped Birqet-el-Qorn,

situated in the lowest and most distant part. About mid-

day we reached the lake. The only boat which was to be

had, far and wide, conveyed us in an hour and a half across

the expanse of water, encircled all around by the desert, to

an island lying in the centre of the lake, called Geziret-el-

Qorn. We, however, found nothing on it worthy of notice,

not even a trace of a building, so towards the evening we
returned.

The next morning we re-crossed the lake in a more north-

erly direction, and landed on a small peninsula of the oppo-

site shore, which rises at once 150 feet, to a plateau of the

Libyan Desert, commanding the whole Oasis. We then

ascended, and about an hour distant from the shore, in the

midst of the inhospitable desert, devoid of water and vegeta-

tion, we found the extensive ruins of an ancient town, which

on earlier maps is named Medinet Nimrud. They were

utterly unacquainted with this name here ; the place was

only known by the designation of Dimeh. On the following

day, the 7th July, the regular plan of these ruins, with the

remains of its temple, was noted down by Erbkam, who had

spent the night here with Abeken. There are no inscriptions

on the temple, and whatever sculptures we found, were

placed in this remarkable building at a late period. It was

h
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probably intended only as a military Btation, against in-

vasions from Lybia into the rich country of the Eaium.

On the 8th July we went in our boat to Qasr Qebuk,
an old town on the southern end of the lake, with a temple

of late date, and in excellent preservation, but with no in-

scriptions, the plan of which was taken on the following day.

From this place we followed the southern frontier of the

Oasis, by Neslet, as far as the ruins of Medinet Madi, on
Lake Ghaeaq, near which the ancient dams of Lake Moeris

projected from the north, and on the 11th July we again

arrived at our camp on the ruins of the Labyrinth. We
found all well, including Trey, whom we had left indisposed,

and whose repeated attacks of illness, probably produced by
the climate, cause me some anxiety.

To-morrow I am thinking of going to Cairo with Abeken
and Bonomi, to hire a boat for our journey south, and to

prepare everything that is requisite for our final departure

from the neighbourhood of the capital We shall take four

camels with us for the transport of the monuments which

we have collected in the Faium, and strike into the shortest

road, namely, from here by Tamieh, which we did not touch

at, on our journey round, and thence across the deBert

heights which separate this part of the Faium from the

Nile valley ; we shall then descend into it by the Pyramids

of Dahschur, and thus hope to reach Cairo in two days and

a half.

LETTER Xni.

Cairo, the 14th August, 1843.

I eegeet to say that I received such uncomfortable

accounts of the state of Frey's health, soon after our arrival

in Cairo, that Abeken and Bonomi at length determined

to go to our camp, and to bring him in a litter which
they took with them, from the Labyrinth to Zani on the

Nile, and thence by water to this place. As soon as Dr.
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Pruner bad seen him, he pronounced that the only advisable

course was to let him immediately return to Europe. The
liyer complaint, under which he was found to be suffering,

is incurable in Egypt, aud as it had already made great pro-

gress, be left us yesterday at mid-day. May the climate of

home soon restore our friend's strength, who is both amiable

and full of talent, and is a great loss to us all.

A few days ago, I purchased some Ethiopian Manuscripts

for the Library at Berlin, from a Basque, Domingo Lorda,

who has lived a long time in Abyssinia, and accompanied

D'Abadie on several journeys. He bought them, probably,

for a small sum, in a convent situated on the island of

Thana, near Gorata, one day's journey from the sources of

the Blue Nile, whose inhabitants were brought to a state of

great distress by locusts. The one contains the history of

Abyssinia, from Solomon to Christ, and is said to come from

Axivm, and to be between five and six hundred years old.

This first part of the Abyssinian history, called Kebee
Negest, " the Eame of the Kings," is said to be far more

rare than the second, Taeik Negest, " the History of the

Kings but this manuscript also contains at the end a list of

the Ethiopian kings since the time of Christ. The largest

manuscript, adorned with many great pictures in the By-

zantine style, and by what I learn about it from Lieder,

almost unique in its kind, contains chiefly the histories of

saints. The third contains the still valid Canones of the

Church, complete. I hope that it will be an acceptable pur-

chase for our Library.*

* The same Domenico Lorda again travelled that year to Abyssinia,

and sent six other Abyssinian manuscripts to Herr Lieder from thence,

who showed them to me on my return to Cairo. These, also, on my
suggestion, were afterwards obtained for the Royal Library. By
M. Lorda's account they contain:

A. Abuscher—Almanacco perpetuo Ciyile-Ecclesiastico-Storica

B. Setta Neghest— Codice dell' Imperadore Eeschias.

C. Juseph—Storia Civile, ed Ecclesiastica. (?)
D. Beraak—Storia Civile, ed Ecclesiastica.

E. Philkjsius e Marisak—Due Opere, in un volume, che trat-

tano della Storia Civile.

F. Sinodos—Dritto Canonico.

H2
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The purchases for our journey axe also now completed ; a
convenient boat is hired, which will save us from the great

difficulties of a land journey, since this, more especially during

the impending season of inundation, could scarcely be accom-

plished.

LETTEK XIV.

Thebes, the \Zth October, 1843.

Ok the 16th August I went from Cairo to the Faium,

from which our camp broke up on the 21st. Two days later

we sailed away from Behi-suef, and, sending the camels

hack to Cairo, only took the asses with us in our boat, as, on
considering the matter more attentively, we found that the

land journey, originally contemplated by me along the range

of the hills some distance from the river on the western

side, was quite impracticable during the inundation, and on
the eastern bank would have been partly too fatiguing, and
partly devoid of objects of interest to us on account of the

proximity of the desert frontier on that side, beyond which
there is nothing for us to explore. We have, therefore, only

made excursions from the boat, sometimes on foot, some-

times on asses, principally to the eastern hills, which are

easily reached ; but on the western bank, also, we have

visited the most important points.

The very day after our departure from Beni-suef we found

a small rock-temple in the neighbourhood of the village of

Surabieh, unnoticed by earlier travellers, not even men-
tioned by Wilkinson, which, as early as the 19th Dynasty,

was dedicated by Menephthes, the son of Eamses Miamun,
to the Egyptian Venus (Hathor). Earther on are several

groups of tombs, which had also hitherto received scarcely

any notice, although, from their extreme antiquity, they are

peculiarly interesting. The whole of Middle Egypt, judging

by the tombs which have been preserved, seems to have

principally nourished during the Old Monarchy, before the
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invasion of the Hyksos, not only during thfllXtb Dynasty,

to which the renowned tombs of Benihassan,. Shit, and
Berscheh belong, but even as early as the 6th. "We have found
groups of tombs, of considerable size, from this early.period,

which belonged to towns whose names even are no longer

known in the later Egyptian geography, because they had

probably been destroyed by the Hyksos. We remained the

longest time in Benibassan, namely, sixteen days. Hence
the season has now arrived, which we must not lose for our

journey south. In the following places, therefore, notes

alone were taken, and paper impressions of a most impor-

tant kind ; for instance, in El Amarna, in Siut, in the vene-

rable Abydos, and in the more recent, but not on that

account less magnificent, Temple of Dendera, which is

almost in perfect preservation. In Siut we visited the

Governor of Upper Egypt, Selim Fascha, who for several

months past has been working an ancient alabaster quarry,

which had been re-discovered by the Bedouins, between

Berscheh and Gauata.

The town of Siut is beautifully built and in a charming

situation, especially when viewed from the steep rock on the

western bank of the valley close behind it. The view of the

overflowed Nile valley from these heights is the most beauti-

ful which we have yet seen, and, at the same time, extremely

characteristic of the inundation season, in which we are now
travelling. Erom the foot of the steep rock, a small dam overr

grown with sont-trees,* and a bridge, leads across to the town,

which lies like an island in the boundless sea of inundation.

The gardens of Ibrahim Pascha, extending on the left, form

another island, green and fresh, coveredwith trees and brush-

wood. The town, with its fifteen minarets, rises high above

the mounds of rubbish of the ancient Lycopolis. A still larger

dam leads from it to the Nile, and, towards the south, other

long dams may be seen, like floating threads drawn across the

mass of waters. On the other side the Arabian chain ofmoun-

• Sont, or Acacia, Mimosa Nilotica.

—

Sir G. Wilkinson,—Tb.
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tains approa(A>fc6ierably near, by which the valley becomes

closed m, fprtnmg a picture which can be easily surveyed.

We*have *Been in the royal city of Thebes since the 6th

OcJ^ejv* Our boat landed us first, under the walls of Luqsor,

••ftejJteT most southern point of the Theban ruins. The strong
" ^current of the river has here encroached to within such a

short distance of the old temple that it is itself even in

considerable danger. I endeavoured to obtain a view over

the ruins of Thebes, from the summit of the temple, in order

to compare it with the image that I had formed of it from

maps and descriptions. The distances, however, are too great

to make a good picture. You look upon a wide landscape,

inwhich the scattered groups of temples stand forth as single

points, and can only be recognised by one who has a previous

knowledge of the subject. Towards the north, at the dis-

tance of a short hour, rise the mighty Pylones of Kabnak,

which of itself formed a town of temples altogether gigantic

and astonishing. We spent the succeeding days in taking a

cursory survey of them. On the other side of the river, at

the foot of the Libyan range, are the Memnonia, once an

uninterrupted series of splendid buildings, unrivalled among

the monuments of antiquity. Even now the temples of

Medlnet Habit, with their high mounds of rubbish, are

distinguishable in the distance, at the southern end of this

series, exactly opposite to Luqsor ; and at the northern end,

an hour from that point down the river, the temple of

Qubkah, which is in good preservation ; between them both

stands the temple of Eamses Miamun (Sesostris), already of

great celebrity, from its description by Diodorus. Thus the

four Arabian places, Karnak, and Luqsor on the eastern side

of the river, Qurnah, and Medinet Habu on the western,

form a great square, which measures on every side about

half a geographical mile, and gives us some notion of the

magnitude of the most splendid portion of ancient Thebes.

How far the remaining inhabited portion of the City of a

Hundred Q-ates extended towards the east, north, and south,

it is difficult to discover now, because all that in the lapse of
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time has not maintained its original position, has gradually

disappeared beneath the annually increasing rise of the soil

of the lower plain by the inundation.

No one ever inquires here about the weather, for one day

is exactly like the other, serene, clear, and hitherto not too

hot. We have no morning or evening red, as there are

neither clouds nor vapours ; but the first ray of the morning
calls forth a world of colours in the bare and rugged lime-

stone mountains closing in around us, and in the brownish

glittering desert, contrasted with the black, or green-clothed

lower plain, sue!i as is never seen in northern countries.

There is scarcely any twilight, as the sun sinks down at

once. The separation of night and day is just as sudden as

that between meadow and desert ; one step, one moment,
divides the one from the other. The sombre brilliancy of

the moon and starlight nights is so much the more refreshing

to the eye which has been dazzled by the ocean light of day.

The air is so pure and dry, that except in the immediate

vicinity of the river, in spite of the sudden change at sunset,

there is no fall of dew. We have almost entirely forgotten

what rain is, for it is above six months since it last rained

with us in Saqara. A few days ago we rejoiced, when, towards

evening, we discovered some light clouds in the sky to the

south-west, which reminded us of Europe. Nevertheless, we
do not want coolness even in the daytime, for a light wind is

almost always blowing, which does not allow the heat to

become too oppressive. Added to this, the Nile water is

pleasant to the taste, and maybe enjoyed in great abundance

without any detriment.

The clay water-bottles (Qulleh) are invaluable to us
;
they

are composed of fine, porous Nile mud, which allows the

water to ooze through them continually ; the evaporation of

this, as soon as it appears on the warm surface, as is well

known, produces cold, and thus, by this simple process, the

bottles are constantly kept cool in the hottest period of

the day. The drinking-water, on that account, is usually

cooler than it is in Europe during the summer. We princi-
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pally live upon poultry, and, as a change, we occasionally

kill a sheep. There are very few vegetables. Every meal

is concluded by a dish of rice. For dessert we have the

most beautiful yellow melons, or juicy red water-melons.

The dates also are excellent, but not to be had everywhere.

I have at length, to the great joy of my companions, learned

to smoke a Turkish pipe, which keeps me a quarter of an hour

in perfect kef: by this word the Arabs designate their easy

repose, their comfort; for as long as one " drinks'
1

the blue

smoke of the long pipe from the shallow bowl, so easily

overset, it is impossible to leave one's position, or to under-

take anything else. We have a convenient costume—loose

trousers of light cotton stuff, and over them a wide long

tunic, with short wide sleeves. Besides this I wear a broad,

turned-up, grey felt hat, as a European badge, which keeps

the Arabs in proper respect. We eat, according to the

custom of the country, on a low round table, not a foot high,

sitting on cushions, with our legs folded under us. This

position has become so convenient to me, that I even write

in it, sitting on my couch, the letter portfolio on my knees,

as a support. Above me is spread out a canopy of gauze

to keep off the flies—this most shameless plague of Egypt
during the day—and the gnats during the night. In other

respects, we suffer far less from vermin here, than in Italy.

We have not yet been bit by scorpions and serpents, but in

return there are very malignant wasps, which have frequently

stung us.

We shall only remain here till the day after to-morrow,

and shall then travel towards the south without stopping.

We shall wait for our return to devote as much time and
labour as the treasures in this spot demand. At Assuan, on
the frontiers of Egypt, we shall, for the first time, change

our mode of transport, and send back our great boat, in

which we already feel quite at home. On the other side of

the cataracts we shall take two smaller boats for our journey

onwards.
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LETTER XV.

Korusko, the 20th November, 1843.*

Ovu journey from the Faium, through Egypt, was neces-

sarily very much hastened owing to the advanced season. We
have, therefore, rarely remained longer at a place than was
requisite for a hasty survey, and have chiefly confined our-

selves, during the past three months, to keeping an exact

register of what exists, and to increasing our important col*

lection of impressions upon paper of the most interesting

inscriptions.

On our rapid journey as far as Wadi Haifa, we have col-

lected from three to four hundred impressions, or exact

copies, of Greek inscriptions alone. They often confirm Le»

tronne's acute conjectures, but also not unfrequently cor-

rect the unavoidable mistakes of such a difficult work as his.

In the inscription from which, without any foundation, it

was proposed to settle the position of the town of Akoris, his

conjecture, I2IAI AOXIAAI, is not verified : L*H6te had read

moxiaai, but it is mqxiaai, and before EPflEGS, not

EPEE02.
The dedicatory inscription of the Temple of Pselchis (as

it is given in the inscription, in accordance with Strabo, in-

stead of Pselcis) is almost as long again as Letronne assumes

it to be, and the first line does not end with kaeoiiatpas,

but with AAEA$H2, so that we must probably restore it

thus:
'Ynip fiao-iXws XEroXc/uu'ov Kai paaiKla-arj£

Kkcoirdrpag lijs dbt\</>rjs

0c«i> Evcpyerwv.f ... J

* This letter, addressed to Alexander von Humboldt, has been already
printed in the Prussian Gazette, Berlin, 9th Feb., 1844.

f
« Dedicated to King Ptolemy and Cleopatra, his sister, benerolent

deities."-TK.

X The emendation, afoX^r, in this inscription, which dates from

the thirty-filth year of Euergetes (b.c. 136), is of importance in

certain chronological determinations of that period. Letronne (Bee
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At the end of the second line TOIKAI, therefore, is con-

firmed. The surname of Hermes, which follows in the third

line, however, has been iiaotiinoy*i (ai) differing from the

writing in other later inscriptions, where he is called

IIAYTN0Y*I2. The same surname is also not unfrequently^

found in hieroglyphics, and then sounds Tut en Pnubs, that

is to say, Tkoth of, or Lord of Ilvo^, a town, the site of

which is still uncertain. I have already met with this Thoth
in temples of earlier date, where he frequently appears beside

the Thoth of Schmun, i. e. Eermopolis Magna, In the po-

pular language it was called Pet-Pnubs ; from this, it became
Paot-Pnttphis.

The interesting problem about the owner of the name,

Bvrraiap, which Letronne endeavours to solve in a new
manner, by means of the inscriptions on the obelisk of Phil a?,

appears to be decided by the hieroglyphic inscriptions, where

des Inscr., vol. i., p. 33—56) assumed that Cleopatra III., the niece and
second wife of Euergetes II., was here meant Hence alone he con-
cluded that this king, in the official documents written before his ex-
pulsion, in the year 132 b.c, only joined the name of his wife, Cleopatra
III., to his own, and therefore he fixed the date of all the inscriptions,

in which both the Cleopatras, the sister, and the (second) wife are
named after the king, in the period after the return of Euergetes (127—117), e. g. the inscriptions on the obelisk of Phils (Rec., vol. 1., p.
333). In this determination of the time, he is followed by Franz (Corp.
Inscr., vol. iii., p. 285), who, for the same reason, fixes the date of the
inscriptions (c L, no. 4841, 4860, 4895, 4896) between B.O. 127 and 117,
although he was already aware of my correction of the inscription of
Pselchis (c. i., no. 5073).

It is indeed singular that only one Cleopatra is mentioned in the
inscription of Pselchis ; but as it is Cleopatra II., the first wife of the
king, who he always distinguishes from his second wife by the appel-
lation of stater; it cannot thence be concluded that from the very
commencement of his second marriage he expressly excluded all men-
tion of the latter in the documents. This also is confirmed in the most
distinct manner by two Demotic Papyri belonging to the royal museum,
in which both Cleopatras are mentioned, although the one papyrus is as

early as the year b.c. 141, the other, a duplicate, is from the year b.c.

186. All inscriptions which, according to Letronne (Bee des Inscr.,

tome i., no. 7, 26, 27, 30, 31) and Franz (Corp. Inscr., vol. iii, no.

4841, 4860, 4895, 4896), from the reasons stated, date between the
years B.C. 127 and 117, may, therefore, still be placed, with equal
probability, in the years 145 to 132.
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the same circumstances recur, but lead to other conjec-

tures.* I have found several very perfect series of the

Ptolemies, the longest down to Neos Dionysos, and his con-

* Compare Letronne, Recueil des Inscriptions Grecques de
l'Egypte, tome i., p. 365, &c. Ptolemy Eupator is not mentioned by
authors. He was introduced for the first time among the predecessors

of Soter II., who were worshipped as divinities, in a Greek papyrus
[in Leyden*], which was composed in the reign of Soter II., in the
year b.c. 105, and he was inserted between Philometor and Euergetes.
Bockh, who published the Papyrus (1821), referred the surname of
Euergetes to Soter II. and his wife, and considered Eupator to be a sur-
name ofthe deified Euergetes II. In the saraeyear, Champollion Figeac
also wrote about this papyrus, and endeavoured to prove that Eupator
was the son of Philometor, who was killed by Euergetes II., on his

ascent to the throne. This view was assented to at a later period by St
Martin, Bockh, and Letronne (Rech. pour ser a l'Hist. de l*Eg.,p. 124).
Meanwhile, the name of Eupator was discovered in a second papyrus
from the reign of Soter IL, as well as in the letter of Numenius on
the Philensic obelisk of H. Bankes, from the time of Euergetes II. In
both inscriptions the name of Eupator was mentioned; it did not, how-
ever, follow, but preceded Philometor, and therefore could not signify

his son. Letronne now conjectured (Recueil des Inscr., vol. i., p.

365) that Eupator was another surname of Philometor. But then it

would not have been koi 6eov "Evrrdropos koi Beov ^tXoprjropos
9

but koi 0cov EvnaTopos rov koi OiXo/xijrooof. In a letter to Letronne,

of the 1st Dec., 1844, from Thebes, which is printed in the Revue
Archeol., vol. i., p. 678, &c, I communicated to him that I had also

found the name of Eupator in several hieroglyphic inscriptions, and
indeed always before Philometor. The same reason which I had em-
ployed against Letronne's explanation of the Greek name (the pas-

sage is not printed along with it in the Revue), namely, the simple

repetition of the Oeov, did not even permit us in the hieroglyphic list

to consider Eupator another surname of Philopator. He must have
been a Ptolemy who, for a short time at least, was acknowledged as

king, but who is not mentioned by authors; and, indeed, according to

Franz (Corp. Inscr., vol. iii., p. 285), and also by the acknowledg-

ment of Letronne (Rec^ vol. ii., p. 536), he must have been an elder

brother of Philometor, who died in a few months, and therefore was
omitted in the Ptolemaic canon.

But the son of Philometor, and of his sister, Cleopatra II., mentioned
by Justinus and Josephus, who was formerly believed to have been
re-discovered in the Eupator of the [Leyden] papyrus, is particularly

mentioned in the hieroglyphic inscriptions among the other Ptolemies,

in his place between Philometor and Euergetes, and we thence become
acquainted with his name, which had not been added by the authors.

He is sometimes named Philopator, sometimes Nbos Philopator,

*

* Note.—Leyden in place of Berlin, both here and below, is a correc-

tion by the author, April, 1853.—Tr.
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sort Cleopatra, who, according to the hieroglyphic inscrip-

tions, was surnamed, by the Egyptians, Tbypmna. * A
fact worthy of consideration is connected with this, namely,

that in this Egyptian list of the Ptolemies, the first king

is never Ptolemy Soter I., but Philadelphtjs. In Qurna,

where Euergetes II. worships his predecessors, not alono

Philometor, the brother of Euergetes is wanting, which is

easily explained, but also Soter I., and Eosellini is mistaken

when he regards the king who is worshipped under the title

of Philadelphus, about whom Champollion was still doubtful,

as Soter I. instead of Euergetes I. It appears that the son

of Lagus, although he assumed the title of king from the year

305, was yet not acknowledged as such by the Egyptians, as

and he most therefore also be placed in future as Phtlopator II. in the
series of the reigning Ptolemies. Among fourteen hieroglyphic lists of
the Ptolemies, which come down at least as far as the second Euergetes,
seven of their number give Philopator II.; in four other lists, in

which his name might appear, he is passed over, and these all seem to
belong to the first years of Euergetes II., his murderer, when the omis-
sion is easily explained. It is natural that he does not appear in the
canon, because neither he nor Eupator lived to witness a change of
the Egyptian year during his reign ; on the other hand, as was to be
expected, he is also named in the protocol of the Demotic Papyrus^ in
which the Ptolemies who are worshipped as divinities are exhibited,

and in which Young had also already correctly acknowledged Eupator.
In fact, he is here cited in all the lists with which I am acquainted (five

in Berlin, from the years 114, 103, 99, 89, one in Turin from the year
89), which are of more recent date than Euergetes II., as well as in a
Berlin papyrus from the fifty-second year of Euergetes himself (b.c.

118). A comparison also of the demotic lists shows finally that the
transposition of the names Eupator and Philometor in the Greek papy-
rus from the year b.c. 105 (not 106, as Franz writes—Corp. lnscr.,

p. 285) is not alone an error ofthe copyist in writing, as this, and other
transpositions also, are not unfrequent in the Demotic Papyrus. The
different object of the hieroglyphic and the demotic lists makes it con-
ceivable that such deviations were not admissible in the former, as in
the latter lists.

* Wilkinson (Mod. Eg. and Th., vol. ii., p. 275) considers this

Cleopatra TRYpn£NA to be the celebrated Cleopatra, the daughter
of Neos Dionysos; Champollion (Lettres d'Eg., p. 110) thinks she is

the wife of Philometor; but the Shields connected with her name
belong neither to Ptolemy XIV., the elder son of Neos Dionysos, nor to
Ptolemy VI. Philometor, but to Ptolemy XIII. Neos Dionysos, or
Auletes, who is always called on the monuments Philopator Philadel-

phus. Cleopatra Trypilsna was, consequently, the wife of Ptolemt
Auletes.
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his shields do not appear on a single monument which was

erected by him. So much the more do I rejoice that I have

nevertheless found his name mentioned once, in an inscrip-

tion of Philadelphus, as the father of Arsinoe II. But here,

we must observe, Soter has, indeed, the royal ring round his

name, and also a peculiar Throne-shield name, but quite con-

trary to the usual Egyptian custom, no king's title stands

before either of the shields, although his daughter is called

"royal daughter" and " royal lady."*

* The inscription alluded to is to be found in the rock-grotto of
Echmim, and was undoubtedly first engraved before the reign ofPtolemy
Philadelphus. He is also named with double shields and the usual
royal titles, but without the surname of Soter upon a stele in Vienna,
which was erected in the reign of Philopator. Here, however, he bears

a different Throne-shield from that in Echmim, and certainly, strange

to say, it is the same which even before his time was borne by Philip

Aridaeus, and Alexander II., under whom Ptolemy, son of Lagus, was
governor of Egypt. He is also mentioned upon a statue of the king in

the ruins of Memplus, on which the Horus name of the king also ap-

pears, and which probably might have been engraved during his reign.

Finally, the Sotebs are also frequently mentioned by their surnames
alone at the head of the worshipped ancestors of later kings; as in the

Rosetta inscription, and in the bilinqual decrees of Phils (see below,
cq cq q /www

p. 121), +|"n. whil* Soter II. is always written
gj ^ Q

^

p. nuter end nehem, which would correspond to the Coptic n . flOTTeCT-

nGZUydeus servator. In the demotic inscriptions, the first Soters are

also designated by nehem, and in the singular by the Greek word,

p. enter.

Although, therefore, it cannot be doubted that the Soters who, ac-

cording to the Demotic Papyrus, were especially worshipped along with
the other Ptolemies, not only in Alexandria and Ptolemaib, but also

in Thebes, were regarded as the head of the Ptolemaic Dynasty, it is

nevertheless so much the more remarkable, that hitherto not a single

structure can be pointed out which was erected under Ptolemy Soter

when king, although he ruled twenty years in this capacity. In addi-

tion to this, the above- mentioned hieroglyphic lists of the Ptolemies
commence the series without exception, not with the Soters, but with
the Adelphes ; and, as was mentioned before, his shields in Echmim bear
nn royal title; and in Karnak under Euergetes H., in one and the same
representation, Philadelphus is designated as king, and the Soter, cor-

responding to him in space, as no king. In the demotic series of kings,

also, of the Papyrus, the Alexandrine series was wont to omit the

Soters, till the reign of Philometor, and to make the Adelphet imme-
diately succeed Alexander the Great. The earliest period that I have

met with the Soters is in a Papyrus, from the 17th year of Philopator
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It is astonishing how little Champollion seems to have

attended to the monuments of the Old Monarchy. During

his whole journey through Central Egypt, as far as Dendera,

he only found the rock-tomhs of Benihassan worthy of

notice, and these also, he considered to be works of the 16th

and 17th Dynasties, therefore belonging to the New Mo-
narchy. He also mentions Zauiet el Meitin and Siut, but

hardly notices them.

So little has been said by others, besides, on most of the

monuments of Central Egypt, that almost everything that

we here found was new to me. I, therefore, was not a little

astonished when we discovered in Zauiet el Meitun* a series

ofnineteen rock-tombs, all ofthem bearing inscriptions, which

informed us who were their inhabitants, and belonging to the

old time of the 6th Dynasty, therefore extending almost to

the period of the great Pyramids. Five among them con-

tain, more than once, the Shield of Makrobioten Apappus
Pepi, who is said to have lived to the age of a hundred and
six years, and to have reigned a hundred years ; in another,

Cheops is mentioned. Apart from these there is also a
Bingle grave from the period of Ramses.

In Benihassan, I have had a complete drawing made of

an entire rock-tomb ; it is to give a specimen of the magnifi-

cent style of architecture and artistic skill, from the second

(b.c. 210), the oldest of the Berlin collection; the Theban worship of
the Ptolemies seems to have wholly excluded the Soters. Although
the commencement of the royal government is therefore fixed in the
year b.c. 305, as is specified in the canon, and most undeniably con-
firmed by the above-mentioned hieroglyphic stele in Vienna, which has
been already cited for that purpose by my friend, M. Pinder (Beitr.

zur Aelterem Miinzkunde, vol. i., p. 201) in his instructive essay, On
the Era of Philip upon Coins, it appears, however, to have offered
another legitimate opinion, by which not Ptolemy Lagus, but Phila-
delphia, the first son of the king (if not Porphyrogenitus), was con-
sidered the head of the Ptolemies. It may thence be also explained
why we find an astronomical Era employed in the reign of Euergetes,
that of the otherwise unknown Dionysius, which began from the year
285, the first year of the reign of Philadelphus, while the coins ofPhi-
ladelphus do not reckon as the commencement of a new era from the
beginning of his own reign, nor from the year 305, but from the year of
the death of Alexander the Great, or the commencement of the gover-
norship of Ptolemy. (See Pinder, p. 205.)
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flourishing period of the Old Monarchy, during the powerful

12th Dynasty.* I think it will excite some attention among
the Egyptologists, when they shortly learn from Bunsen's

work, why I make a division in the tablet of Abydos, and
why I ventured to transfer Sesubtesen and Amenbmha,
these well-known Pharaohs of Heliopolis, the Faium, Beni-

hassan, Thebes, and as far as Wadi Haifa, from the New,
to the Old Monarchy. It must have been a brilliant period

in Egypt at that time, which these magnificent halls for the

dead alone testify. At the same time, among the rich re-

presentations on the walls, which exhibit a high standard

of the peaceful arts, as well as the refined luxury of the

great at that period, it is interesting even then to meet with

the prognostics of that great adverse destiny, which brought

Egypt for several centuries under the power of her northern

enemies. Gladiatorial games, which form a characteristic re-

presentation of frequent recurrence, in many tombs occupy

entire walls, by which we may conclude they were extensively

practised at that period, but afterwards almost disappeared.

Among these we frequently find amidst the red or dark-

brown people of the Egyptian race, and of those races dwell-

ing more to the south, a very light-coloured people, standing

singly or in small divisions, who have usually a different

costume, and most of them have the hair of the head and
1

of northern, probably of Semetic, origin. We find victories

of the kings over the Ethiopians and Negroes mentioned on
the monuments ofthat period ; therefore it is not surprising

to see black slaves and attendants. We learn nothing of

wars against the northern neighbours, but it appears that

the migrations of people from the north-east had already

begun at that time, and that many emigrants sought a home
in the fruitful land of Egypt, in exchange for service, or

other useful employments.

See DenkmSler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien, Abth. IL, Bl.
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I here allude particularly to the remarkable scene in the

tomb of the royal relative Neheba-si-Numhotep, the

second tomb approaching from the north, which gives an
animated idea of the entrance of Jacob with his family, and
which might tempt us really to connect these circumstances,

if Jacob had not come at a much later period, and if we were

not compelled to acknowledge that such immigrations of single

families could never have been a rare event. These, how-

ever, were the predecessors of the Hyksos, and assuredly in

many respects paved the way for them. As it is only painted,

and is still in very good preservation, I have traced through

the whole representation, which is about eight feet long, and
one and a half high. The royal scribe Nefbtjhotep, who
introduces the company before the high official, to whom the

tomb belongs, hands him a sheet of papyrus. Upon this, the

sixth year of King Sesurtesen II. is mentioned, when that

family of thirty-seven persons came to Egypt. Their chief,

and lord, was called Abscha, they themselves Aamtj, a
popular name, which we meet with again associated with the

same light-coloured race; this, with three other races, ia

frequently represented in the royal tombs of the 19th

Dynasty, and formed one of the four principal families of

the human race known to the Egyptians. Champollion,

when he was in Benihassan, regarded them as Greeks ; he
was not then aware of the extreme age of the monuments
which were before him. Wilkinson considers them to be
prisoners; this is contradicted by their appearing with

weapons and lyres, with women, children, asses, and baggage.

I view them as a migrating Hyksos family, who pray to be
received into the blessed land, and whose descendants, per-

haps, opened the gates of Egypt to the Semetic conquerors,

allied to them by race.

The town, to which the rich rock-necropolis of Beni-
hassan belonged, and which is named in the hieroglyphic

inscriptions Nus, must have been of considerable size, and,

doubtless, lay opposite, on the left bank of the Nile, where
ancient mounds exist even at the present time, and are
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marked upon the French maps. That no more of this town
of Nub was known in the geography of the Greeks and
Eomans than of many other towns of the Old Monarchy,
ought not to surprise us, if we consider that the dominion of

the Hyksos intervened, which lasted five hundred years. It

is thought that the sudden Ml of the Monarchy, and of this

flourishing town, may be traced, even now, to have happened
at the end of the 12th Dynasty by this circumstance—that

only eleven of the numerous rock-tombs have inscriptions,

and that among these, three alone were quite completed.

Special roads of considerable width led to these laBt, ascend-

ing direct from the bank of the river, which near the steep

upper'part ended m steps cut out of the rock.

Benihassan, however, is not the only place where we
became acquainted with the works of the 12th Dynasty. At
Besscheh, a little to the south of the great plain, where
the Emperor Hadrian, in honour of his fevourite, who was
there drowned, built the town of Ajtivlnuis, with its splendid

streets, even now partly passable, and encompassed with

hundreds of columns, a narrow valley openB to the east,

where we again found a series of splendidly executed rock-

tombs of the 12th Dynasty, most of which, unfortunately,

were mutilated by recent quarrying. In the tomb of Ki-si-

Tuthotep there is a representation of the transport of the

great Colossus, which has been already published by Bosellini,

but without the accompanying inscriptions ; from these we
perceive that it was formed of limestone (here, for the first

time, I learned the hieroglyphic term forthis), and that it was
13 Egyptian ells high, which is about 21 feet* A series of

still older tombs are hewn into the face of the rock on the

southern side of the same valley, but with very few inscrip-

tions
; to judge by the style of the hieroglyphics, and the

titles of the deceased, they belong to the 6th Dynasty.

Some hours farther to the south there is another group of

tombs, which also belong to the 6th Dynasty
;
here, likewise,

King Cheops is occasionally mentioned, whose name we
* See DenkmaL Abth. II., BL 134.

I
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several times met with before, in a hieratic inscription in

Benihassan. "We found tombs from the 6th Dynasty, though

with few inscriptions, in two other places situated, between

the valley El Amabna, which contains the very remarkable

tomb-grottoes of King Bech-en-Aten, and Siut. Perring, the

measurer of the Pyramids, a short time ago seriously endea-

voured, in an essay, to maintain the strange opinion, which,

however, I also met with while in.Cairo, that the monuments

of El Amarna were derived from the Hyksos ; others, on ac-

count of their striking, though not inexplicable peculiarities,

would even carry them back to the time before Menes.

While still in Europe I had recognised the builder of these

monuments, and some other allied kings, to be antagonistic

kings of the 18th Dynasty.

Bock-tombs of vast size open on the Bide of the valley

behind Sitjt, in which, even from a distance, we recognised

the imposing style of the 12th Dynasty. Here also, un-

fortunately, many of these splendid remains have been de-

stroyed of late, as it was found more convenient to break

away the walls and columns of the grottoes, than to hew out

building stones from the rock itself.

I learned from Selim Pascha, the Governor of Upper
Egypt, who received us in a most friendly manner in Siut,

that the Bedouins had a short time ago discovered some
alabaster quarries in the eastern range of mountains, between

two and three hours distant, the working of which had been

committed to him by Mohammed Ali ; and I heard from his

dragoman, that in that place also there was an inscription on
the rock. I therefore determined to start the following day,

accompanied by the two Weidenbachs, our dragoman and
Kawass, on this hot ride, on the Pascha's horses, which he
had sent to El Bosra for the purpose. We found there a
little colony of eighteen labourers, thirty-one souls altogether,

in the lonely, sultry, rocky defile, occupied in working the

quarries. On the side of the rock, behind the tent of the

overseer, the name and titles of the wife, so highly venerated

by the Egyptians of the first Aniasis, the head of the 18th
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Dynasty which expelled the Hyksos, were preserved in dis-

tinct, sharp-cut hieroglyphics, the remains of an inscription

that had been formerly longer. These are the first alabaster

quarries the age of which is proved by an inscription. Not
far from that place there have been others also, which, how-
ever, had been worked out in ancient times. Above three

hundred blocks have been already obtained from the one now
re-opened during the last four months, the largest of which

are eight feet long and two feet thick. The Pascha informed

me, through his dragoman, that on our return 1 should find

a slab, whose size and form I might myself determine, of the

best quality in the quarry, and which I might accept, as a

token of the pleasure he had derived from our visit. The
alabaster quarries which have hitherto been discovered in

this neighbourhood, are all between Berscheh and Gauata

;

we might be inclined, therefore, to view El Bosra as the

ancient Alabastron, if the passage in Ptolemy could be recon-

ciled with it. At any rate, Alabastron has certainly nothing

to do with the ruins in the valley of El Amarna, for which it

has hitherto been taken, which does not either agree with

the statement of Ptolemy, and with which it appears to have

a totally different relation. The hieroglyphic name of these

ruins frequently appears in the inscriptions.

In the rocky chain of Gebel Selin there are some more

very early tombs belonging to the Old Monarchy, probably

to the 6th Dynasty, but with few inscriptions.

Opposite to old Panopolis, or Chemmis, we climbed up to

the remarkable rock-grotto of Pan (Chem). It was founded

by another rival king of the 18th Dynasty, whose tomb we
have since visited in Thebes. The holy name of the city

frequently appears in the inscriptions here—" The Habita-

tion of Chem," i. e. Panopolis. Whether the popular name
Chemmis, now Echmim, originated from this, is perhaps

doubtful. I have always found two different names for Siut,

Dendera, Abydos, and other towns ; the holy and the popular

name. The first is taken from the chief god of the local

temple ; the second has nothing to do with this. My hiero-

I 2
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glypbic geography increases nearly with every new monu-
mental locality. In Abydos we came to the first of the

larger temple structures. The last interesting tombs of the

Old Monarchy we found at Qasb e' Saiat
;
they go as far

back as the 6th Dynasty. In Dexdxba. we visited the

imposing Temple of Hathor, perhaps the best preserved in

all Egypt.

We spent twelve overwhelming and astounding days in

Thebes, which were scarcely sufficient to enable us to thread

our way among the palaces, temples, and tombs, whose royal

gigantic splendour fills this wide plain. We celebrated the

birthday of our beloved king with a feu de joie, and waving

of banners, with chorus songs and heartfelt toasts, which we
pledged in a glass of genuine German Ehine wine, in the

jewel of all the splendid buildings of Egypt—the palace of

Eamses-Sesostris : it was erected by this greatest of the

Pharaohs to " Ammon-Ba, the King of the Gods," the

tutelar patron of the royal city of Ammon, situated on a

terrace of gentle elevation, calculated to command the wide

plain on both sides of the majestic river, and was worthy of

himself and of the god. I need scarcely say that on such

an occasion we also thought of you with a full heart. When
night came, we kindled a kettle of pitch above the outer

entrance between the Pylones, on both sides of which our

banners were planted, and then made a great fire flame up
from the flat roof of the Pronaos (or vestibule), which ex-

hibited the beautiful proportions of the hall of columns in

splendid relief; for the first time since thousands of years

we again restored this to its original destination as a festive

hall—the saloon of " panegyrics."* The two mighty Meinnon
Colossi, calmly reposing on their thrones, were also magically

lighted up in the distance.

We have reserved all great undertakings for our return

;

but it will be difficult to select from the inexhaustible mate-
rials for our particular object, and with reference to what

* Panegyrics: public religious assemblies which were periodically
held in Egypt*—fenncA'* Ancient Egypt.—Tm.
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has been already communicated in other works. On the

10th of October we quitted Thebes. Hebmoxthis we saw
in passing. The great hall of Eshsh was several years ago

excavated down to the foundation by order of the Pascha,

and afforded us a magnificent spectacle. We remained three

days in El KiB, the ancient Eileithyia. Still more won-
derful than the different temples of this once mighty place,

are its rock-tombs, most of which date from the commence-
ment of the Egyptian "War of Freedom against the Hyksos,

and throw much light on the relations between the Dynasties

of that period. Several distinguished persons, buried there,

bear the strange title of Masculine Nurse of a Eoyal Prince,

by the well-known group mena, and the determinative of the

female breast, in the Coptic tongue expressed uom. The
deceased is represented with the prince upon his lap.

The Temple of Edeu is also among those which are in

best preservation ; it was dedicated to Horus and to Hathor,

the Egyptian Venus, who is here in one place called "The
Queen of Men and Women." Horus, as a child, is repre-

sented naked, as are all children on the monuments, and

with his finger on his mouth. I had before explained the

name of Habpokbates from it, which now I have found

represented and written here complete, as Hab-pe-chboti,

t. e. "Horus the child." The Eomans misunderstood the

Egyptian gesture of the finger, and out of the child who
cannot yet speak, they made the God of Silence who will

not speak. The most interesting inscription, hitherto neither

noticed nor mentioned by any one, is on the outer eastern

wall of the temple built by Ptolemy Alexander I. It

contains several dates, of the kings Darius, Nectanebus, and

of the falsely so-called AmyrtsBus, and refers to the landed

estates which belonged to the temple. The intense heat of the

day we spent there caused me to postpone, till our return, a

closer examination, and taking the paper impression of this

walL* Gebel Silsilis is one of the places most abundant

* See Denkmal. Abth. IV., Bl. 38, 39.—A special essay on these

inscriptions is prepared.
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in historical inscriptions, which are chiefly connected with

the vast workings of the sandstone quarries.

I was rejoiced to find a third canon of the proportions of

the human body, in Ombos, differing very distinctly from

both the older Egyptian canons which I had before met
with in many examples. The second canon is closely con-

nected with the first, and oldest, of the time of the Pyra-

mids, from which it differs only in being brought to greater

perfection, and being differently applied. The foot, as the

unit, is the foundation of both, this taken six times, cor-

responded to the height of the body when upright ; but it

must be observed, from the sole of the foot, not as far as the

crown of the head, but only to the top of the forehead. That

portion from where the hair begins to grow on the upper

part of the forehead, to the crown of the head, did not come
into the calculation at all, and occupies sometimes three-

quarters, sometimes the half, sometimes still less of a fresh

square. The difference between the first and the second

<sanon chiefly rests on the position of the knee. In the

Ptolemaic canon, however, the division has itself been
altered. The body was no longer divided into 18 parts,

as in the second canon, but into 21£ parts, to the top

of the forehead, or into 23 parts, up to the crown of the

head. This is the division which Diodortts gives, in the

last chapter of his first book. In the lower part of the

body the proportions of the second and third canon remain

the same ; on the other hand, those of the upper part of the

body are essentially altered, the contours become altogether

more extravagant, and the previous beautiful simplicity and
chaateness of the forms, in which consisted both its grand

and peculiarly Egyptian character, yielded to the imperfect

imitation of an uncomprehended foreign style of art. The
proportion of the foot to the length of the body remains

the same, but the foot is no longer placed for the basis as

unit.

At Assuan we were obliged to change our boat, on ac-

count of the Cataracts, and for the first time for six months
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past, or longer, we had the home enjoyment of heavy rain,

and a violent thunderstorm, which gathered on the farther

side of the Cataracts, crossed with a mighty force the granite

girdle, and then, amidst the most violent explosions, rolled

down the valley as far as Cairo, and (as we have since heard)

covered it with floods of water, such as had been scarcely

remembered before. So we may say, with Strabo and

Champollion, "In our time it rained in Upper Egypt.'

'

Bain is, indeed, so rare here, that our guards never remem-
bered to have beheld Buch a spectacle, and our Turkish

Kawass, who is in all respects perfectly acquainted with the

country, continued to leave his own things untouched ; while

we long before had been carrying our chests into the tents,

and having them better secured, he quietly repeated abaden

moie
y
" never rain," a word which since then he has often

been compelled to hear, as he was thoroughly drenched, and

caught a violent, feverish cold, for which he was obliged to

wait patiently in Philae.

The situation of Philae is as charming as it is interesting

oy its monuments. Some of the most delightful recollections

of our journey are associated with our eight days' residence

on this holy island. We used to assemble before dinner,

after the scattered work of the day, on the elevated temple

terrace, which rises abruptly from the river, on the eastern

shore of the island ; we there watched the shadow of the

temple (which is in good preservation, and built of sharply

cut, deep-coloured glowing blocks of sandstone) steal over

the river, and mingle with the black volcanic masses of

rock, towering above each other, between which the golden

yellow sand pours into the valley like streams of fire. The
island appears only to have become holy to the Egyptians

at a late period, for the first time under the Ptolemies.

Herodotus, who during the rule of the Persians ascended as

far as the Cataracts, does not mention Philae at all ; it was
at that time inhabited by the Ethiopians, who were also in

possession of half of the island of Elephantine. The oldest

buildings now to be found upon the island were erected on
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the southern point by Nectanebus, the last king but two
of Egyptian origin, almost a hundred years after the journey

of Herodotus. There are no traces of earlier remains, not
even of any that were destroyed or built up into other build-

ings. Many older inscriptions are to be found upon the

large neighbouring island of Bigeh, named in hieroglyphics

Sskmxtt. As early as the Old Monarchy, it was adorned

with Egyptian monuments; for we have found a granite

statue of King Sesurtesen III. from the 12th Dynasty. The
little rocky island Konosso, named in hieroglyphics Kekeb,
also contains very old inscriptions, engraved upon the rock,

in which a new and hitherto wholly unknown King of the
Hyksos period is also named. Hitherto the hieroglyphic

name of the island of Philae was read Manlak. I have found

the name undoubtedly more than once written Hak ; hence

with the article, Philae became in the mouth of the

Greeks Putlai. The sign which ChampoUion read " man,"

in other groups changes into i, thence the expression I-lak,

P-i-lak, Memphitic Ph-i-lak, is now established.

We have made a valuable discovery in the court of the

great Temple of Isis, of two bilingual decrees of the Egyp-
tian priestB, that is to say, drawn up in the Hieroglyphic

and Demotic characters
;
they are tolerably rich in words,

and one of them contains the same text as the decree of the

JJosetta stone. I have, at least, up to the present moment,
compared the last seven lines, which correspond with the

inscription of Bosetta, not only in their contents, but also

in the length of each single line ; the inscription must be

copied before I can say more about it ; at all events, it is no
inconsiderable advantage to Egyptian philology, if only a

portion of the fragmentary decree of Eosetta can, through

this, be completed. The whole of the first portion of the

Bosetta inscription which precedes the decree, is here want-

ing. Instead of this, there is a second decree beside it,

which refers to the same Ptolemy Epiphanes ; in the intro-

duction, the " Portress of Alexander," i. e. the town of

Alexandria, is mentioned for the first time, on the monu-
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ments which have hitherto become known. Both decrees

conclude, like the Rosetta inscription, with the intention to

set up the inscription in Hieroglyphic, Demotic, and Greek

characters. Nevertheless, the Greek is wanting here ; un-
less, perhaps, it was written down in red, and rubbed out

when Ptolemy Lathyrus cut his hieroglyphic inscriptions

over the earlier ones *

The hieroglyphic succession of the Ptolemies, which ap-

pears here, begins again with Philadelphia ; whereas, in the

Greek text of the Rosetta inscription, it beginB with Soter.

Another very remarkable fact is, that EpiphaneB is here

called, the son of Ptolemy Philopator and Cleopatra, while,

by the historical accounts, the only wife of Philopator was
Arsinoe, and she is besides so named in the Rosetta inscrip-

tion, and on other monuments. She is also certainly called

Cleopatra in one passage of Pliny, but this might have been

considered a mistake of the author, or of the manuscript, if

a hieroglyphic, and, indeed, an official document did not

even now present the same change of names. There are

now, therefore, no longer any grounds to place the mission

by the Eoman Senate of Marcus Atilius, and Marcus Acilius

to Egypt, to negotiate a new alliance on account of the

Queen Cleopatra, who is mentioned by Livy, under Ptolemy

Bpiphanes, as is done by ChampoUion Pigeac, instead ofunder

* Hie first news of the discovery of these important inscriptions,

which had not been noticed by the French-Tuscan expedition, excited

some surprise. Simultaneously with the more exact description of

them in the Prussian Gazette, a short English notice of them appeared,

in which the discovery of a second copy of the Rosetta inscription was
mentioned, and, indeed, in Meroe. More recently, when M. Ampere
had brought an impression of the inscription to Paris, the learned

academician, M. de Saulcy, denied that the decree had anything to do
with the Rosetta inscription, and felt himself obliged to ascribe it to

Ptolemy Philometor. I therefore took an opportunity to point out

more accurately, in two letters to H. Letronne (Rev. Archeol., vol. iv.,

p. i., &c, and p. 240, &c.), as well as in an essay, in the Papers of

the German Oriental Society (vol. i., p. 264, &c), that the document
in question had been drawn up in the 21st year of Ptolemy Epiphanes,

and that it contained a repetition of the actual decree of the Rosetta

inscription, which referred to Cleopatra, who had meanwhile been

elevated to the throne.
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Ptolemy Philopator as other authors relate. We must
rather assume now, either that the wife and sister of Philo-

pator hore both names, which, indeed, even then would not

quite remove the difficulties ; or that the project mentioned

by Appian, of a marriage between Philopator and the Syrian

Cleopatra, who afterwards became the wife of Epiphanes,

was carried into effect after the murder of Arsinoe, though

the authors give us no account of it. Here, naturally, I

am without the means of making this point perfectly clear.*

The multitude ofGreek inscriptionsin Philae is incalculable,

and it will interest Letronne to hear, that on the base of the

second obelisk, which still exists in its original place and poai-

tion,ofwhich only a portion has travelled with the other obelisk

to England, I have found the remains of a Greek inscription,

written in red, difficult indeed to decipher, which, perhaps,was

at one time also gilt, similar to the two last discovered upon
the base in England. I have already written to Letronne, that

the hieroglyphic inscriptions of the obelisk, which, together

with the Greek one of the base, I myself copied in Dorset-

shire, and which I afterwards published in my " Egyptian

Atlas," have nothing to do with the Greek inscription, and

were not even set up simultaneously ; but it still remains a

question, whether the inscription of the second base was

not in connexion with that of the first ; the correspondence

of the three known inscriptions certainly appears exclusively

confined to themselves.

The chief temple of the island was dedicated to Isis. She

is called by preference " The Lady of Philek." Osiris was

only Oihg avwaos, which has its peculiar hieroglyphic expres-

sion, and he is only sometimes exceptionally called " Lord of

Philek ;" on the other hand, he was " Lord of Ph-i-ueb, i. e.

Abaton, and Isis, who was there vvwao*, is only exceptionally

* The name Cleopatra, instead of Arsinoe, in the hieroglyphic in-

scription, appears solely to rest on an error of the writer, which was
avoided in the demotic inscription, for here Arsinoe stands correctly.

The hieroglyphic text of the inscription of Rosetta is also less correct

than the demotic
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called "The Lady of Ph-i-u6b." Even from this, we may-

infer, that the famous tomb of Osiris, on his own island of

Pkiueb, was not upon Philek. Both places were expressly

designated by their determinatives as Islands. There is,

therefore, no question that the Abaton of inscriptions and
authors was not a particular place upon the island of Philae

;

it was itself an island. Diodorus and Plutarch both say so,

in distinct terms, as they place it npbs <t>t\ais. Diodorus ex-

pressly designates the island with the tomb of Osiris, as a

peculiar island, which, on account of this tomb, was called

Updp 7r€8t'oj>, "the sacred plain/ * This is a translation of

Ph-i-ueb, or Ph-ih-ueb (for the h is also found in the

hieroglyphics), in the Coptic tongue <J)-ia£-othb, Ph-iah-

veb, " the sacred field." This sacred plain was an Abaton,

inaccessible except to the priests.

On the 6th of November we left the enchanting island,

and began our Ethiopian journey. Even in Debod, the next

temple we came to towards the south, in hieroglyphics called

Tabet (in Coptic, perhaps, TX ABHT), we found the sculp-

tures of an Ethiopian king, ^rkamen the Eegamenes, of the

authors, who reigned at the same time as Ptolemy Phila-

delphus, and probably was in very friendly relations with

Egypt. There is great confusion in the French work on
Champollion's expedition (I have not got Eosellini at hand).

Many sheets which belong to Dakkeh are attributed to

Debod, and vice versd : we collected nearly sixty Greek in-

scriptions in G-ertassi. Letronne, who knew them, through

Gau, has perhaps already published them; I am eager to

learn what he has made out of yo/xot, whose priests play an
important part in these inscriptions, as also out of the new
gods, Spovrrrixis and Uovpatirfiovvis.

The Inscriptions of Talmis offer a new instance how in-

correctly the Egyptian names were often comprehended by
the Greeks, who name the same god Mandulis, who in the

hieroglyphic language was distinctly called Meruli, and was
the local god of Talmis. It is striking that the name of

Talmis, which is frequently found in this temple, never ap-
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pears in the rock-temple of Bet el Ualli, certainly of much
older date, which is situated in its immediate neighbourhood.

Dehdub also had a peculiar protecting patron, the god
Petibi, who never appears anywhere else, and has also the

surname of Feschir Tenthur
;
Champollion's sheets are here,

also, in wonderful disorder, since the representations and in*

scriptions are erroneously combined.

The Temples of Gebf Hussen and Sebua are especially

worthy of notice, because Bamses SeBostris, by whom they

were built, appears here both as a contemplative divinity

and worshipping himself as Buch, with Phtha and Amnion,

the two chief divinities of this temple. In the first, he is

even one time called " Ruler of the G-ods."

Champoliion has already remarked, with justice, that in-

deed all the temples of the Ptolemies, and of the Soman
emperors in Nubia, were only restorations of former sanc-

tuaries, which, in more aucient times, had been erected by
the Pharaohs of the 18th and 19th Dynasties, and had been

destroyed by the Persians. Thus also the Temple of PsEir-

OHis was first built by Tuthmosis III. Besides the scat-

tered fragments of stone belonging to this first building,

which, however, was not dedicated to Thoth, as Champoliion

believes, but to Horns, and thus at a later period altered its

destination; we have found others, likewise, of Sethos I.

and Menephthes. It also appears that the axis of the first

plan was not parallel with the river, like the later one, but

similar to almost all other temples, its entrance was towards

the river.

At the Temple of Koete the entrance door alone is in-

scribed with hieroglyphics, and those of the worst style.

Yet even this small amount was sufficient to inform us that

the sanctuary was dedicated to Isis, who is named " The
Lady of Kerte." Here also we discovered some blocks that

had been used in later buildings, which had escaped the

notice of former travellers; they belonged to an ancient

temple, erected by Tuthmosis III., and the foundation walls

may still be recognised.
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In Hiebastkaminos we reaped the last harvest of Greek

inscriptions. As far as this place Greek and Roman tra-

vellers were protected by the garrison of Pselchis, and by
another strong position Mehendi, which is not given on the

maps, but was situated some hours to the south of Hier-

asykaminos. Peimis seems only to have had a temporary

garrison after the campaign of Petronius. Meheoti, whose

name, indeed, seems only to designate in Arabic the build-

ings, the fortress, is the best preserved Soman camp that I
have ever seen. It lies upon a tolerably steep eminence,

and from that commands the river, and a small valley, which

passes upwards from the river, to the south side of the

fortress ; the caravan road, also, here branches off into the

desert, and does not redescend to the river till near Medik.

The wall of the town encloses a square, which, towards the

east, passes down the hill a short way, and measures 175

paces from north to south, and 125 from east to west. Pour
corner towers, and four central towers, spring up at regular

intervals from the walls
;
among the last, those lying to the

north and south were also the gates, which, for greater

security, did not lead straight into the town, but with a

bend. The southern gate, and all the southern portion of

the fortress, which encompassed about 120 houses, are in

excellent preservation. Immediately behind the gate you
enter a straight street, sixty-seven paces long, which, with

but little interruption, is still completely arched over ; several

narrow side streets lead off on both sides, and are also, as

well as all the houses of that whole portion of the town,

covered over with arched roofs, made of Nile bricks. The
street leads to a somewhat large open place in the middle of

the town, near to which was situated, upon the highest point

of the ridge of the rock, the largest, and best built house,

doubtless that of the commander, with a semi-circular niche

at the eastern end. The walls of the town are built out of

unhewn stones; the gate alone, which supports a well-

constructed Soman arch, is built of sharply-cut square

stones, amongst which several built into it, have sculptures
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of the genuine Egyptian style, although of late date ; a
proof that before the erection of the fortress, there was an
Egyptian or Ethiopian sanctuary, probably a chapel to Isis.

We discovered a head of Osiris, and two heads of Isis, in one

of which we could still recognise the red-marked proportion

square of the third canon.

The last monument that we visited, before our arrival in

Korusko, was the Temple of Ammon in "Wadi Sebua (the

Lion Valley), so called from the row of Sphinxes, which are

now scarcely visible above the sea of sand which has buried

nearly the whole temple, as far as it stood out alone. Even
the western portion of the temple, hewn in the rock, is filled

up high with sand, and we were compelled to summon the

whole crew of our boat to open an entrance into this part

of it. We here encountered a new and very peculiar com-

bination of divine and human nature, in a group of four

divinities. The first of which was called " Phtha of Eamses,

in the house of Ammon the second, Phtha, with other

customary surnames ; the third, Ramses, in the house of

Amnion; the fourth, Hathob. In another inscription,

" Ammon op Ramses, in the house of Ammon," was named.

It is difficult to explain this combination.*

I was no less astonished to find a posterity of King
Ramses-Hiamun in the outer court of this Temple of

* Such designations appear even at an earlier period. Thus, in
Thebes, an 44 Ammon of Tuthmosis (III.)" is mentioned. It thereby
appears that one of the kings named was designated for the newly-
established worship of these gods. Ramses II. dedicated three great
rock-temples in I/>wer Nubia, at Derr, Gerf Hussen, and Sebua, to
the three greatest gods of Egypt, Ha, Phtha, and Ammon (See my
Memoir on the earliest Cycle of the Egyptian Gods, in the papers ot

the Academy of Berlin, 1851), and named the places founded there
simultaneously after the same gods, accordingly in Greek Heliopolis,
IIepiiaistopolis, and Diospous. The same Eamses founded a fourth
powerful and fortified position, Abusimbel, and called it after himself
BAMKssorous, or the Fortress of Ramessopolis, as he also founded
two towns in the Delta, and called them after his own name. Now it

is, undoubtedly, with reference to these new worships, that the gods
there adored were named Ammon of Ramses, and Phtha of Ramses.
The king himself was worshipped along with those gods, in these par-

ticular rock-temples, especially in that of Abusimbel.
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Ammon, consisting of a hundred and sixty-two children,

represented with their names and titles, most of which,

indeed, were scarcely legible, as they are very much de-

stroyed; others are covered with rubbish, and at present

could only be estimated by the distances of the spaces.

Hitherto, only twenty-five sons and ten daughters of this

great king were known. He did not take the two legiti-

mate wives which appear upon the monuments simulta-

neously, but the one after the death of the other. To-day

we had a visit from the old, blind, but powerful and rich

Hassan Kaschef, of Derr, who formerly was independent

regent of Lower Nubia; he had no less than sixty-four

wives, of whom forty-two still remain
;
twenty-nine sons

and seventeen daughters are still living. He has, probably,

never taken the trouble to reckon how many of them he has

lost, but by the usual proportion here, he must have had

about four times the number of those living, therefore about

two hundred children.

Kobtjsko is an Arabian place, in the centre of the land of

the Nubians, or Barabra (plural of B6rberi), which includes

the Nile valley from Assuan to beyond Dongola. They are

an intelligent and honest race
;
peaceful, but of a disposition

anything but slavish, with well-formed bodies, and a skin of

a light, reddish-brown colour. The occupation of Korusko

by the Arabs of the race of the Ababde, who inhabit the

whole of the eastern desert from Assuan as far as Abu
Hammed, is explained by the important situation of the

place, being the commencement of the great caravan road,

which leads direct to the province of Berber, and cuts off

the great-western curvature of the Nile.

The Arabic tongue—in which we have now learnt, at

least to give orders and to ask questions, indeed, also to

carry on a little conversation of civilities, or on the news of

the day—had become so familiar to our ears in Egypt, that

the Nubian language attracted us, even by its novelty. It

is divided, as far as I have been hitherto able to learn, into
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a northern and a southern dialect, which meet near Ko-
rusko.* The language has a distinct character from the

Arabic, even in its first elements in the system of conso-

nants and vowels. It is much more euphonous, as it has

hardly any accumulation of consonants, no hard guttural

sounds ; it has little sibilance, and many simple vowels, dif-

fering more distinctly from one another than in the Arabic,

and generally parted by a consonant, thus again avoiding an
effeminate accumulation of vowels. It has no accordance,

either with the Semitic languages or with the Egyptian, in

any part of the grammatical forms, or the radical words,

much less with our own, and therefore surely belongs to the

original African tongue, without any immediate connexion

with the present language of the Ethiopian-Egyptian race,

although the people may have been often comprehended by
the ancients under the name of Ethiopians, and were, per-

haps, less strangers to them by descent. They are not a

trading people, and therefore can only reckon up to twenty in

their own language
;
they borrow the higher decades from the

Arabic language, yet they use a peculiarword for one hundred
—imil. The grammatical distinction between the genders

exists almost solely throughout the language in the personal

pronouns when they stand alone ; they make a distinction be-

tween " he" and " she," but not between " he gives" and " she

gives." They conjugate more by additional actual flexions, as

in our languages, than by alteration of accent, and change of

vowel, as in the Semitic. They form the ordinals by the addi-

tion ofHi ; the plural, by tgi ; they do not possess a dual. The
connexion of the pronouns with the verb is both prefix and
affix, but it is simple and natural ; they distinguish between
the present and the preterite ; they express the future by a

particle; they have also a peculiar form for the passive

voice. The root of the negation is m, usually succeeded by

* Compare passages in Letters XXIV., XXVI., XXVm. A grammar
and vocabulary of the Nuba language, as weU as a translation of the
Gospel of St Mark into the Nubian tongue, is ready for publication.
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an n; perhaps the only agreement more than accidental

with the roots of most other languages. Their original

wealth of ideas is very limited. They have, indeed, peculiar

words for the sun, the moon, and the stars ; but they borrow
terms from the Arabic for time, year, month, day, and hour

;

water, sea, and river, are all em; but it is remarkable that

they designate the Nile by a particular word

—

Tossi. They
have peculiar words for all native animals, tame and wild

;

Arabic words for everything connected with house-building,

and even navigation ; it is only the boat they themselves call

kub, which, most likely, has nothing to do with the Arabic

merkab. They have only one word

—

beti (fenti)—for the

date-fruit and the date-tree, which are expressed by different

terms in Arabic

—

bellah and nachele. The sycamore-tree they

call by an Arabic name; but it is remarkable, that they

designate the sont (acacia) tree by the same word as tree

generally

—

g'6ui. Spirit, God, slave, the ideas of relation-

ship, the different parts of the body, weapons, the produce

of the field, and all that belongs to the preparation of bread,

have Nubian names ; on the other hand, servant, friend,

enemy, temple, to pray, believe, read, is Arabic. It is

striking that they have special words for writing, and book
;

but not for style, ink, paper, letter. They call all the

metals by Arabic names, with the exception of iron. They
are rich, in the Berber tongue; poor, in Arabic; and, in

fact, they are all rich in their miserable home, which they

cling to like the Swiss, and, devoid of wants, they despise

the Arabic gold, which they might earn in Egypt, where

their services are much sought for, as house watchmen, and

in all confidential posts.

We are now waiting for the arrival of the camels, to com-

mence our desert journey. Till we reach Abu Hammed,
eight days hence, we shall only once find water fit to drink.

We shall travel four days longer on camels, as far as Berber

;

there, by the arrangement of Achmed Pascha, we shall find

boats ready for us. We must go to Kartum, to supply

ourselves again with provisions ; if we may believe Linant, to

K
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go still higher up as far as Abu Haras, and thence to Man-
dera, in the eastern desert, will scarcely repay us; but

Achmed Pascha has promised to send an officer to Mandera,

to test once more the statements of the natives.

I shall send this report, with other letters, by an erpress

messenger to Qeneh.

LETTER XVI.

Korusko, the 5th January, 1844.

It is with no small regret that I have to inform you that

we shall, perhaps, be compelled to give up our Ethiopian

journey, the second principal task of our expedition, and

return to the north from this spot. "We have waited, in

vain, since the 17th November for the camels, always pro-

mised, but never appearing, that were to take us to Berber,

and we have still no more prospect of seeing them than at

the beginning, I am sorry to say that what we heard on

our arrival is confirmed ; the Arab tribes, who alone manage

the transport, are discontented with Mohammed Ali'a re-

duction of the charge from eighty to sixty piastres for each

camel from hence to Berber
;
they have agreed among each

other to send no more camels here, and no Firman, no pro-

mises, no threats, are of any avail. A great number of

chests, with ammunition, destined for Chartum, have been

lying here these ten months past, and they are unable to

convey them any farther. We had hoped for the assistance

ofAchmed Pascha Menekle, the new governor ofthe Southern

Provinces, as he had been most friendly and unbounded in

his promises. The officer, who remained behind here with

the ammunition, received a direct order from him to detain

the first camels that should arrive, for our use ; nevertheless,

we are not at all nearer to our object. The Pascha himself

had scarcely meana to pursue his journey onward, although

he required but few camels. He had brought some of them
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with him from the north, and he caused some to be forcibly

driven together here. Notwithstanding this, he was very

ill-provided on his departure, and it is said that half of his

beasts either died, or fell sick in the desert.

On the 3rd December, as no camels had yet come, though

the Pascha must have passed the province of Berber, from

whence he was to send us the requisite number, I sent our

own excellent and trustworthy Kawass, Ibrahim Aga, with

Mohammed Ali's Firman, across the desert of nine days'

journey, to Berber. Meanwhile, we went up as far as Wadi
Haifa, to the second Cataract, and visited the numerous

monuments which are to be found in this region, returning

here, three weeks afterwards, with a rich harvest.

It is now thirty-one days since our Kawass set out on his

journey, and a few days ago I received a letter from the

Mudhir of Berber, by which I learn that he was still unable

to furnish me with camels, although, after the arrival of our

Kawass, and the reception of the letter of the Mudhir in this

place, be had immediately despatched soldiers, in order to

collect the necessary number of sixty camels. Thus they

are in the same situation there, as we here ; the authorities

can do nothing in opposition to the ill-will of the Arabs.

Since the sudden death by poison, at Chartum, of Achmed
Pascha, who had been placed at the head of the whole Sudan,

and who, as it is asserted, has for some time past been en-

gaged in a conspiracy, in order to make himself independent

of Mohammed Ali, the Southern Kingdom has been divided

into five provinces, and placed under five Paschas, who are

to be installed in their several offices by Achmed Pascha

Menekle. One of their number, Emir Pascha, has been

hitherto Bey at Chartum, under Achmed Pascha, who, it

appears, he betrayed. Three others arrived at Korusko soon

after Achmed Pascha Menekle. The most powerful of them,

Hassan Pascha, went to his province of Dongola by water,

as far as Wadi Haifa ; he had scarcely any attendants, and

wanted but few camels to proceed on his journey. The

second, Mustaffa Pascha, who is destined for Kordofan, has

k 2
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seized by force a mercantile caravan returning from Berber.

However, by the Arabs' report, some of the wearied beasts

became unserviceable when they reached the well, which is

situated about four days' journey in the desert ; there he

found some merchants, whom he robbed of eight camels

;

the rest of this caravan did not make its appearance here,

fearing probably that it would be again detained, it has

taken another route to Egypt. The third Pascha, Ferhat, is

still waiting here with us, and uses all the means in his

power to collect some camels from the north or the south

for himself. Hence our last hope has vanished with respect

to this province, as we are less capable than he to arouse the

small force of the authorities ; and at this moment we have

neither Firman nori'Kawass with us. Every one, and the

Paschas more than all, endeavour to console us in the most

friendly manner from day to day ; but meanwhile the winter

is passing away, the only season when we can work in the

upper country. In addition to this, the Mudhir, till now of

Lower Nubia, with whom we were on friendly terms, has

been complained of by the Nubian Sheikh of his province to

Mohammed Ali, and has just been recalled by him. This

part of the country has, therefore, been temporarily placed

under the Mudhir of Esneh, whose deputy is a young, but
otherwise well-disposed man, not however yet acquainted

with the province, so we must expect still less from him.

I have, therefore, at length made up my mind for the last

course which remains open to me. I shall, myself, go to

Berber with Abeken, and a very few camels, and leave

Erbkam here, with the rest of our party, and all the baggage.

There I shall be better able to see the state of affairs on the

spot, and, by aid of the Firman and the Kawass, whose autho-

rity I am much in want of here, I shall try what can be
done. We were received here, by Achmed Pascha Menekle,

with the greatest courtesy, and are already assured of his

most efficient support, through the interposition of his body-

physician, our countryman and personal friend, Dr. Koch.
Perhaps money and threats, even though late in the day,
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may carry our point. By mere chance I have myself been

able to procure six camels. Two more are still absolutely

necessary for the completion of our little caravan ; but the

deputy of the Mudhir, with the best will towards us, cannot

even procure these two camels. We have already been

waiting three days for them, and still do not know whether

we shall receive them.

LETTER XVII.

E Darner, the 24/A January, 1844.

Ora difficulties, though at a late hour, are terminated.

I arrived here yesterday with Abeken, still two days' journey

from the Pyramids of Meroe, and probably the whole of our

camp also arrived yesterday at the southern extremity of the

Great Desert at Abu Hammed. After my last discouraging

account from Berber, I set out on the 8th January, about

mid-day, with Abeken, the dragoman Jussuf Scherebieh, a

cook, and our little Nubian boy Auad. We had eight

camels, two of them, however, scarcely in a fit state to make
the journey, and two asses. As the promised guide was not

at hand, I compelled the Sheikh of the camels, Achmed, to

accompany us himself, as he might be of service to us, on

account of his reputation among the tribes of the Ababde
Arabs dwelling here. We had besides these, another guide,

Adar, who had been given us instead of the promised one,

and five camel-drivers ; and soon after our departure several

other foot-passengers joined our party, besides two people

with asses, who availed themselves of this opportunity to

return to Berber. We took with us ten water-skins, some

stores of rice, macaroni, biscuit, and cold meat, besides a light

tent, our coverlets on which to ride and sleep, the requisite

changes of linen, and a few books
;
and, in addition, a proper

supply of good courage, of which I scarcely ever feel the want
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in starting on a journey. Our friends accompanied us a

short way into the rocky valley, which very soon entirely

concealed the neighbouring banks ofthe river, and its pleasant

palm-trees.

The valley was both wild and monotonous, nothing but

sandstone rock, the surface of which was burnt as black as

coal, but in every quarry, and every hollow, this changed into

a brilliant golden yellow ; from these a multitude of streams

of sand, like streams of fire out of black dross, trickled down,

and filled the valleys. We were preceded by the guides
;
they

had simple folds of drapery round their shoulders and hips ; in

their hands were either one or two spears, made of firm, but

light wood, provided with iron points and shafts ; a round,

or lightly carved shield, with a very prominent boss made of

giraffe skin covered their naked backs ; their other shields

were oblong in form, and usually made of hippopotamus

skin, or of the dorsal hide of the crocodile. During the

night, and often in the daytime also, they bound sandals

under their feet, the thongs of which, not unfrequently cut

out of one piece with the sole, are drawn between the great

toe and the second toe, and then surround the foot in the

manner of a skate.

Sheikh Achmed was a magnificent man, youthful, but tall

and noble in stature ; he had extremely supple limbs, of a

brilliant brown-black colour, his features were very expres-

sive of emotion, a brilliant dark eye, which had both a gentle

and sly look, and his mode of speech was so incomparably

beautiful, with such harmonious expression, that I liked to

have him constantly beside me, although we had a continual

contest with him in Korusko, as he was bound to furnish the

camels and all appurtenances, and on account of circum-

stances he neither would nor could procure them. He gave

us a proof in the desert of his agility and the elasticity of his

limbs, for taking a long run on the sandy ground, peculiarly

unfavourable for leaping, he made a bound of 14^ feet in

width ; I measured the distance between the footmarks with
his lance, which was rather more than two metres long
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(6 feet 7 inches English). Adar, our second guide, alone

ventured to make the leap after him, but he did not nearly

reach the same distance.

The first day we had started early, about eleven o'clock in

the morning, and we rode on till about five ; we then stopped

for an hour and a half, and went on again till about half-past

twelve. We then pitched our tents on the hard ground,

and laid down to sleep, after a march of twelve hours. The
most refreshing thing, after these hot and fatiguing days'

journeys, was our tea in the evening ; we were, however,

obliged to habituate ourselves to the leathery taste of the

water, which we perceived even through the tea and coffee.

The second day we were fourteen hours on our camels;

starting about eight in the morning, we halted about four

o'clock in the afternoon to eat something, proceeded on our

journey about half-past five, and about half-past twelve we
struck our encampment for the night, having left the hills,

and about ten o'clock, with the rising moon, descended into

a vast plain. Hitherto we had not seen a tree, nor a blade

of grass, not even a creature, except some white eagles and

ravens, who fed upon the carrion of the camels which had

fallen. On the third day, after setting off early in the morn-

ing, we met a troop of one hundred and fifty camels, which

had been purchased by the Government, to be sent into

Egypt. The Pascha is anxious to import several thousand

camels from Berber, that he may thereby, in some measure,

repair the consequences of the cattle-disease of last year. A
great number had already passed through Korusko, without

our venturing to make use of them, as they are the private

property of the Pascha ; we could not have mounted them

besides, as they had no saddles.

The guide of the troop, whom we met to-day, brought us

at last the long desired intelligence that our Kawass, Ibrahim

Aga, had left Berber with sixty camels, and was already

marching quite close to us, but on another route, which led

across the desert a little more to the west. Sheikh Achmed
was sent after him, that he might bring us three good camels,
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ia place of our feeble ones ; and also to gain some further

intelligence about him. He said that he should overtake us

the following night, or at latest the second. I sent a couple

of lines to Erbkam, by the Chabir (guide) of the troop. We
halted about half-past five, and remained all night, hoping

to see Sheikh Achmed arrive sooner. Towards evening we
saw the first scanty vegetation of the desert ; the yellowisb-

grey dry blades of grass, which were hardly visible when
near, in the distance gave a pale greenish-yellowish colour

to the ground, which alone called my attention to it.

"We ought to have arrived the fourth day at the well of

brackish water, fit however for the camels to drink ; but that

we might not hasten on too quickly before Sheikh Achmed,
we terminated our day's journey as early as four o'clock,

about four hours distant from the well. At length, about

mid-day, we left the great plain Bahr bela Ma (the Biver

without Water), which unites with the mountain chain of

ElBab, two days' journey in length, and whichwe had entered
coming out of Korusko, and we now approached other chains.

Hitherto we had seen nothing but sandstone rocks, both be-

neath and around us ; it was therefore really a joyful event,

when looking down from my tall camel upon the sand, I saw
the first Plutonic Bock. I immediately glided down from
my saddle, and broke off a fragment ; it was a greyish green

stone of very fine grain, and undoubtedly of the nature of

granite. The preceding chains of mountains were also chiefly

composed ofspeciesofporphyryand granite of differentcolours,

notunfrequentlyassociated with broadveins ofred syenite, such
as appears so abundantly on the surface at Assuan, and which
was so extensively worked by the ancient Egyptians. Far-
ther in the mountains, quartz was sometimes very prevalent,

and the appearance was very singular when, here and there

at different heights, the snow-white silicious veins appeared
on the surface of the black mountains issuing like a spring

from a point in the mountain, and flowing into the valley,

where its white rolled fragments spread out like a lake. I
carried away with me some small specimens of the different
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kinds of rocks. After we had passed behind a low mountain
defile and a small valley, Bahb,' Hatab (the Wood Eiver, on
account of the wood, which is said to grow somewhat farther

away on some neighbouring mountains), and another valley,

Wadi Delah, inclining to the northern side of the principal

mountain which succeeds it, we reached the rocky hollow,

E* Sufb, where we expected to find rain water, and to re-fill

our shrunken water-skins (girbe,pl. gerab). During one

month of the year, about May, there is usually some rain in

this high mountain of primitive rock. The huge granite

basins in the hollow valleys are then filled, and retain the

water throughout the entire year. Some vegetation was to

be seen on this Plutonic Bock, resulting from the rain, and

because the granite itself seems to contain more fertilising

matter than the barren loose sand, almost wholly composed
of small grains of quartz. In Wadi Delah, which evidently -

has water in the rainy season, we came to a long continuous

row of Doum Palms ; the circular form of their leaves, and

their bushy growth, has a less bare appearance than the long

slender-leaved date palm ; the latter cannot stand the rain,

and therefore cannot live in Berber, while the Doum Palm
appears in Upper Egypt for the first time, quite isolated, and

the farther we travel south, we see them in greater numbers,

larger in size, and of more luxuriant growth. If their fruit

drop off when unripe and dry, the small portion of pulp

round the stony kernel tastes like a coating of sugar ; if they

ripen, the yellowish woody pulp may be chewed; it has a

good taste, and some of their fruit had an aroma almost simi-

lar to the pine-apple. They are sometimes as large as the

largest apples.

About four o'clock we pitched our camp, the camels were

sent into the hollow, situated behind, to the rain water, and
Abeken and I got upon our asses, to accompany them to

these natural reservoirs. Biding over coarse gravel and sharp

stones we penetrated deeper and deeper into the ascending

defile ; the first large basins were empty, we left our asses

and camels behind, clambered up the smooth granite sides of
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the rock, and stepped from one basin to another amidst these

huge masses of rock. All were empty ; the guide said there

must be water in the fissure which lay farthest back, that

there it was never exhausted; but even in that spot not a

drop was to be found, so we were obliged to return without

any success, as dry as we came. The numerous herds of

cattle, which during the past year had been driven out of

the Sudan into Egypt, had consumed it all. Only three skins

of water had remained over for our party, and we were

therefore compelled to find out some means to procure
*

more. Other cisterns were said to exist higher up in the

mountains behind this defile. I was anxious to climb up
the rocks with the guide, but he considered it too dangerous

an undertaking. We turned round, rode back to the en-

campment, and with the setting sun, the camels were forced

to start once more in search of water among the hills lying

to the north, about an hour distant from this spot. They
returned at a late hour with four skins full ; the water was

good, and pleasant to the taste. Sheikh Achmed, however,

did not either return this night, and we now hoped to find

him at the well, whither he might have preceded us by the

southern road.

We started soon after sunrise, on the fifth day, and pene-

trated deeper into the great mountain chain of EorT, which

always exhibited the same rock, at first slaty in texture, then

more in the form of blocks, afterwards abounding in quartz.

The heat of the day was more oppressive in the mountains

than in the plains, where the north wind blowing almost

continuously, produces greater coolness. With the exception

of the different kinds of rock, there was little around to attract

our notice. I met with a great ant-hill in the middle of the

barren desert, and I looked at it for a long time ; there were

smaller and larger bright black ants, who were carrying all

the small pieces of earth which they were able to lift out of

their building, so that the coarser little stones alone re-

mained, and formed solid walls ; the larger ants were distin-

guished by their heads being in proportion to their size,
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twice as thick as the others, and they did not themselves

work, but led the regiment, and gave a push to each of the
smaller ants, who were carrying Dothing, drove them for-

wards, and kept them more diligently at work.

The difficulty to converse when riding on the hard-pacing

camel is so much the greater because it is not easy to make
them keep the step beside each other, as with the horse or

ass. When upon a good dromedary (Heggin), and travelling

without, or with but very little baggage, the creature keeps

in a trot. This is an easy pace, and is not very fatiguing,

but it is difficult to get accustomed to the long step of the

ordinary baggage-camel, which throws the high load back-

wards and forwards. Yet even this was alleviated by our

being sometimes able to dismount from our camels and get

upon our asses, and we often went on foot for a considerable

distance both early in the morning and in the evening.

I now return to the fifth day of our desert journey. We
started about eight o'clock in the morning from the little

valley of E' Sufr, where we had encamped under some gum,

or sont-trees, and about half-past twelve, after turning to

our left into a flat valley for the distance of about half an

hour from our road among the hills, we reached the brackish

well in Wadi Mubhad. Here we had accomplished about

half our desert journey. We saw some huts built of small

stones and reeds, and near them a couple of starved goats

were fruitlessly searching for some pasture ; our black host

led us into a reed arbour, where we made ourselves as com-

fortable as we could in the shade.

In this rocky valley we had been struck for some time by
the snow-white crust of Natron, frequently appearing above

the sand which makes the water of the well brackish.

Towards the end of the valley, where it divides into two
branches, the water is to be found between five and six feet

beneath the surface, and has been discovered by digging

eight wells. The water in the wells which lie farthest back,

is greenish, rather salt, and has a bad taste, which, however,

satisfies the camels ; the three in front, on the contrary, yield
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clear water, which might very well have been drank by us in

a case of necessity. There is a government station here,

usually inhabited by six persons, but at the present moment
four of them had been sent out on an excursion, and only

two remained behind. From this spot there are two roads to

Korusko, a western and an eastern one. Ibrahim Aga had

chosen the former road, we the latter, and we had, therefore,

unfortunately missed each other. Sheikh Achmed was also

not to be found here
;
probably he had not overtaken our

camels before the second day, and we were compelled to pro-

ceed on our journey without him.

The Ababde Ababs, with whom we have now everywhere

to deal, are an honest and trustworthy people, from whom
we have less to fear than from the crafty and thievish Fellahs

in Egypt. To the north-east of their territory, the races of

the Bischabi are spread over the country, who have a pecu-

liar language, and are now in bitter enmity with the Ababde
Arabs, because more than two years ago when they had at-

tacked and murdered some Turkish soldiers in the little valley

where we had spent the night, Hassan Cbalif, the superior

Sheikh of the Ababdes, to whose protection the road of com-
munication between Berber and Korusko had been confided,

caused forty of the Bischaris to be put to death. Besides,

by aid of the Ababdes, more than four-and-twenty years ago,

Ismael Pascha succeeded in bringing his army across the

desert, and taking possession of the Sudan. It is only upon
the road that we are now pursuing that guides are main-

tained by government ; there are none on the longer road,

from Berber to Assuan, which is, however, better supplied

with water, though now but little used. About half-past

four we rode away from the well, after we had inspected

some hagr mehtub (stones with inscriptions) for which we
inquire everywhere, viz., some rocks in the neighbourhood, on
which, in somewhat modern times, a number ofhorses, camels,

and other creatures have been roughly scratched, similar to

what we had already often seen in Nubia. About half-past

nine we halted for the night, after having quitted the high
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chain of mountains an hour and a half previously. On the

morning of the sixth day, we crossed the wide plain Muir-
deba, to which another lofty chain, Abu Sihha, is attached,

at the farther side; the southern frontier of this plain,

where it inclines towards that chain, is called Abdebab ; the

southern portion of the large chain of Eoft lying behind us

is called Abu Senejat.

About three o'clock we left the plain behind us, and again

entered the mountain range, which, like the others, is com-

posed of granite. Half an hour afterwards, we halted for

our mid-day's repose. In a couple of hours we rode on
farther, and encamped towards midnight, after we had tra-

versed another small plain, and from the [stony range A^ate

Auib which succeeds it, entered a new plain, comprehended
under the same appellation, which extends as far as the last

chain of mountains belonging to this desert of Gebel
Gbaibat.

On the following day, the seventh of our journey, we
started about half-past seven in the morning, and at length,

beyond Gtebel Graibat, we reached the great boundless plain

of Adebebat, which we did not quit again till we arrived at

Abu Hammed. To the south-west we now kept in view

the small hill El Fabut and the larger range of Mogbad ; to

the east, far distant, another mountain chain, Abu Nugaba,
joins that of Adar Auib. Then to the south-east there were

other Bischari chains of mountains, whose names were un-

known to our Ababde guides. The commencement of the

great plain of Adererat was covered for whole hours together

with beautiful, pure quartz, sometimes rising up out of the

yand in the form of solid rock, although the predominant

kind of rock continued to be black granite, which towards

the south was traversed by a broad vein of red granite.

Early in the day a small caravan of merchants passed us at

some little distance.

At a very early hour in the day we saw the most

beautiful mirages, both near us and at a distance, exhibiting

a very deceptive resemblance to lakes and rivers, in which
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the mountains, blocks of stone, and everything around is

reflected, as if in clear water. They form a strange con-

trast with the hard arid desert, and, as it is related, must

have often bitterly deceived many a poor wanderer. When
we are not aware that no water can be there, it is often

totally impossible to distinguish the semblance from the

reality. Only a few days ago, in the neighbourhood of

El Mechebef, I felt perfectly certain that I saw either

Nile water which had overflowed, or a branch of the river,

and I rode up, but only found Bahe Scheitabt, " The water

of Satan," as it is called by the Arabs.

Even though the sand may have obliterated all traces of

the caravan road, it cannot easily be missed during the day, as

it is sufficiently marked by innumerable skeletons of camels,

several of which are always in view
;
yesterday I counted

forty-one, which we passed during the last half hour before

sunset. We did not lose one of our own camels, although

they had not rested long in Korusko, and had had scarcely

anything to eat or drink on the road. My own camel, into

whose mouth I had sometimes put a piece of biscuit, used to

look round in the middle of the march when it heard me
biting, or twist round its long neck, till it laid its head, with
its soft large eyes on my lap, to get something more.
About four o'clock in the afternoon we stopped for about

two hours, and then went on again till about eleven o'clock,

when we went in search of a place for our night's encampment
in the great plain. The wind however blew so violently that

it was impossible to secure our tent. In spite of the ten iron

pegs which fasten it all the way round, it was three times
overthrown, before it was completely pitched ; we allowed it

therefore to remain as it was, and laid ourselves down behind
a little wall, which the guide had made out of the saddles

of the camels, to protect us from the wind, and we slept a la

belle etoile.

On the eighth day we might have arrived at Abu Hammed
late that evening, but determined to halt for the night, one
hour sooner, that we might reach the Nile by daylight. The
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birds of prey increased in number as wo approached the

river; we frightened away about thirty vultures from the

freak carcase of a camel, and only the day before I had

shot a white eagle in the desert, as well as some desert par-

tridges, that were in search of stray grains of Durra* on

the caravan road. We only saw the footsteps of beasts of

prey, round the skeletons of the camels
; they did not disturb

us in the night, as they did in the camp at Korusko, where

we killed a hyaena, besides several jackals. Towards mid-

day we met a caravan of slaves. The last encampment for

the night before we reached Abu Hammed was in a less windy

position, yet our supply of charcoal was exhausted, and our

people had forgotten to collect camels' dung on the road for

fuel
;
therefore, to appease our thirst, we were obliged to be

contented to drink the last brown water of the skins unboiled.

We could give no more to the asses.

On the 16th January we mounted our camels about half-past

seven in the morning, and looked forth from our high thrones

towards the Nile. It was, however, only visible a very short

time before we reached it. The river does not cut through any

broad valley at this spot, but flows in a bare, rocky channel,

passing almost unperceived through the slightly elevated and

wide rocky plain. On the farther side of the river the ground

had more the character of a plain, and some Doum Palms

grew upon an island that had formed there. Shortly before we
reached the bank, we met a tro6p of 150 camels, which had just

started from Abu Hammed. A great circular embankment
of earth then became visible with some towers upon it like a

fortress, which had been erected by the great Arab Sheikh

Hassan Chalif, for the government stores. A small hollow con-

tains five huts, one made of stones and earth, another oftrunks

of trees, two of mats, one of bus, or durra-straw ; a more open
space then spread before us surrounded by several wretched

houses, one of which was prepared for our reception. A
brother of Hassan Chalif who lives here came out to meet

us ; he led us into the house, and proffered his services.

* Dhorra. Bdctu sorghum. Kenrick, Anc. Eg.—Tr.
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Some anqarebs (reed bedsteads), which on account of the

creeping vermin are much in use here, were brought within

doors, and we settled ourselves for the day, and the following

night, for we were obliged to allow the camels at least so much
time for repose.

"We were surrounded by a great square space, thirty feet

wide on every side, the walls were made of stone and earth, two

thick trunks of trees, branching like a fork, supported a large

architrave, above which the other joists were placed, which

were covered and joined together by mats and wickerwork.

It strongly reminded me of some very ancient architecture

which we had seen represented in the rock-grottoes of Beni-

hassan; the columns, the network of the ceiling, through

which as in that instance the only light except what was ad-

mitted by the door entered by a square opening in the centre,

there was no window. The door was composed of four short

trunks of trees, of which the uppermost one was exactly like

the ornamented door-posts in the tombs of the time of the

Pyramids. "We hung a canvas curtain before the door to

protect us from the wind and dust ; another door led at the

opposite corner into a side-room, which was arranged for

the kitchen. It was a windy day, and the wind was dis-

agreeably charged with sand, so that we went very little out

of doors. But we refreshed ourselves with some pure and
fresh Nile water, and a meal of well-dressed mutton. The
Great Desert lay behind us ; and we were only four days'

journey from El Mecheref, the capital of Berber, during

which time we should follow the course of the river. We
learned that Achmed Pascha Menekle was in our neighbour-

hood, or that he would soon arrive, in order to lead a military

expedition from Darner, a short day's journey beyond El
Mecheref, up the Atbara to the province of Taka, where
some of the tribes of the Bischaris had revolted.

When we stepped out of doors the following morning, our

Arabs had all anointed themselves most beautifully, and had
put on clean clothes ; but what most astonished us, was the

appearance of their magnificent white powdered wigs, which
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gave quite a venerable appearance to their faces. To mate
their toilet complete, they are in the habit of combing up
their great heads of hair into a high toupie, which is.

sprinkled over with fine, flaky, shining, white butter, like

powder, expressly prepared for this purpose. But in a
short time, when the sun rises higher, this greasy snow
melts, and the hair seems then as if it was covered with

innumerable pearls of dew, till even these gradually dis-

appear, and dripping over the neck and shoulders, spread a

gloss over the pliant dark brown skin, which gives their

well-built figures the appearance of antique bronze statues.

We started the next morning, about eight o'clock, with a
fresh camel, which we had had an opportunity of obtaining

in exchange for a tired one. The nearer we approach the

island of Meroe, the valley becomes so much the wider, and

more fertile, and the desert even becomes more like a steppe.

The first station was Geg, where we passed the night in an

open space of ground ; the air is very warm ; about half-past

five in the afternoon it was still 25° E. (87° Fahr.). The
second night we halted beyond Abu Haschik, close to a

village, which in fact is not really a station, as we were

anxious to get through the five ordinary stations in the

space of four days ; the third night we halted in the open

air, near a cataract of the Kile. On the fourth day from

Abu Hammed we removed somewhat farther from the river

into the desert, yet we always remained on the soil of the

ancient valley, if I may so designate a yellowish earth which

is now no longer overflowed by the river, but which was

turned up by the inhabitants of the village directly from

beneath the sand ; that they might improve their fields with

it. We stopped in the evening at the village of El Chor,

one hour distant from El Mecheref, and the fifth day we
arrived at an early hour at the capital of the province of

Berber.

I sent the dragoman forward to announce our arrival, and

to ask for a house, which was given up to us, and we took

possession of it immediately. The Mudhir of Berber was in

L
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Darner, but his Wakil, or representative, visited us, aDd

Boon after Hassan Chalif, the principal Arab Sheikh, who
promised us better camels to take us to Darner ; he was re-

joiced to hear some tidings of his and our friends, Linant

and Bonomi, and was much pleased in looking over our

picture books, among which he found likenesses of some of

his own relations and ancestors. We had scarcely arrived,

before we received news that Hassan Pascha had arrived at

the same time as ourselves, from a different quarter. He
had travelled from Korusko to his province of Dongola, and

now came from Edabbe, on the southern frontier of Dongola,

right across the desert to El M&cheref, whither Emin, the

new Pascha of Chartum, had gone to meet him. This meet-

ing caused us some inconvenience with respect to the

arrangements of our journey; nevertheless, we so far ad-

vanced our object, that on the following morning, the 22nd
of January, soon after Hassan Pascha had again set out on
his journey, we were also enabled to depart for the south,

leaving two camels behind, which we did not require any-

longer as water-carriers, and exchanging three others for

better ones.

"We rode away about mid-day, and stopped in the evening

at the last village before reaching the river Mogran, the

ancient Astaboras, which we had to cross before getting to

Damer. It is called on the maps Atbara, which is evi-

dently derived from Astaboras; yet this name does not

appear now to be used for the lower, but for the upper river,

beginning from the place of the same name. OnHhe follow-

ing morning we crossed the river close to its mouth. Even
at this point it was now very narrow in its great bed, which
in the rainy season is entirely filled, and two months hence
it is only prevented from being wholly dried up by a little

stagnant water. On the farther side of the river we entered

the (Strabonic) island of Meroe, by which appellation the

land between the Nile and the Astaboras was designated.

Two hours more and we arrived at Darner.

The houses were too wretched to receive us. I despatched
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Juesuf to Bmin Pascba, in whose province we now are, and
who has encamped in tents with Hassan Pascha on the bank
of the river. He sent a Kawass to meet us, and invited us
to dismount and to dine with them. I however preferred to

have our tent pitched at some little distance, and first of all

to change our travelling costume. The Mudhir of Berber
immediately visited us to ask what we might require, and
soon after Emin Pascha sent a sumptuous dinner for us to

our tent: four well cooked dishes, and, besides, a whole

sheep stuffed with rice and roasted on the spit, with a flat

cake of puff paste stuffed with meat.

About three o'clock in the afternoon, about the time of

Asser, we announced that we were going to pay our visit

;

just as we were making our arrangements to set out we
heard some sailors' songs, and saw two boats with red flags,

and the crescent, floating down the river ; it was Achmed
Pascha Menekle, who was returning from Chartum. The
Paschas and the Mudhir immediately repaired to his boat,

and it was late before they separated ; our friend, Dr. Koch,

unfortunately, was not expected to arrive from Chartum for

two days later. I had received a letter from Erbkam very

soon after our arrival, in which he announced to me, through

a passing Kawass, that he had left Korusko on the 15th

January with Ibrahim Aga ; he wrote from their first night's

encampment. The Kawass had ridden with incredible speed

in fourteen days from Cairo to Berber, and he brought

Achmed Pascha the permission which had been earnestly re-

quested, to raise the government charge for the camels be-

tween Korusko and Berber from sixty to ninety piastres

above what it was before.

26th January.—The day before yesterday we paid an

early visit to Achmed Pascha, which he returned yesterday.

He will do all in his power to accelerate our journey on-

wards. He communicated to us that, as he had before pro-

mised, he had sent an officer from Abu Haras to Mandera,

three days into the desert, and had heard it reported by him

that some great ruins were still extant on that spot. A letter

l2
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from Chartum, which we received yesterday from Dr. Koch,

mentioned the same thing, and it was verbally confirmed by
himself this morning. After dinner he is going to introduce

us to Musa Bey, who has been on the spot. At the same
time he informed us that he had received some letters

addressed to us, and that they were left in Chartum ; also

that the draughtsman who had been engaged from Borne had
arrived in Cairo.

A boat is ready in El Mecheref for our travelling com-

panions. I myself, however, intend to ride on before with

Abeken. Achmed Pascha has sent me word that in an hour's

time a courier departs for Cairo, who will take this letter

with him.

Postscript—The glowing accounts about Mandera, upon
closer inquiry, seem to want confirmation. It will hardly be

worth our while to go there.

LETTEB XVin.

On the Blue River, Province of Sennar, Lot. 13°,

2nd March, 1844.

To-day we reach the most southern limit of our African

journey. To-morrow we again turn towards the north and
homewards. We shall go as far as the neighbourhood of

Sero—a place on the boundary between the provinces of

Sennar and Fasokl, for our time will not allow us to do
more. From Chartum I ha^e ascended the river as far as

this spot, with Abeken alone. "We relinquished the desert

journey to Mandera, the rather as the eastern territories are

at present insecure from the war in Taka ; and we now
employ the time, in travelling several days farther across

Sennar, to gain some information about the character of the

river and the adjacent country. This journey is worth the

trouble, for, from Abu Haras, situated at the influx of the

Bahad, between Chartum and Sennar, the character of the
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whole country is completely altered in its soil, vegetation,

and animals. I then thought I should like to obtain a view

of the Nile valley itself, as far up the river as possible, as

the character of this narrow strip of country has had a

greater influence on the course of history than any other

spot in the whole world.

It is impossible, without incurring danger, or making pe-

culiar preparations, to travel up the White River beyond a

few days' journey, as far as the boundaries of Mohamed Ali's

conquests- After this, there are the Schilltjks on the

western bank, the Diitkas on the eastern, both native

negro nations, who are not very friendly to Northern guests.

The Blue River is navigable still farther up, and in historical

times, as well as at the present day, was of much greater

importance than the White Eiver, as it was the means of

communication between the North, and Abyssinia. I should

have liked to have penetrated as far as the province of

Fasokl, the last under Egyptian rule ; but it cannot be com-

bined with the calculation of our time. This evening, there-

fore, we shall terminate our southern journey.

But I must go back in my reports to Darner, where, on the

27th January, I embarked with Abeken upon a boat belong-

ing to Musa Bey, the first adjutant of Achmed Pascha, who
politely placed it at our disposal. About eight o'clock in

the evening we halted for the night at the island of Dal
Haul We had received a Kawass from Emin Paseha, who
came here with Ismael Pascha at the time of the conquest of

the country, went with Defterdar Bey to Kordofan (or, as

he expresses it, Kordifal), then accompanied him on his

avenging march to Schendi, in consequence of the murder

of Ismael, and since that time has, for three-and-twenty

years, roamed over the whole of the Sudan in all directions.

He carries in his head the most complete map of these

countries, and has a marvellous memory for names, direc-

tions, and distances ; so that I have drawn two maps accord-

ing to his statements, particular parts of which may not be

without geographical interest. He has also been in Mecca,
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and therefore likes to be called Haggi Ibrahim (The Pilgrim

Ibrahim). He has great experience in other matters also,

and will be extremely useful to us from his long and exten-

sive knowledge of the country.

On the 28th Januaiy we halted about mid-day at an island

called Gomra, as we heard that there were some ruins in

the vicinity which we were anxious to see. We were obliged

to go through a shallow arm of the Nile, and to ride back an
hour northwards on the eastern bank. At length, after

passing the villages of Motmar and El Akarid, between a
third village, Sagadi, and a fourth, Gekita, we found the in-

significant ruins of an ancient place, constructed of bricks

and strewed over with potsherds.

We returned in the mid-day heat, not in the very best

humour, and did not reach Begerauieh in our boat before

sunset, near which the Pyramids of Meroe arc situated. It

is singular that Cailliaud does not mention this spot ; he only

speaks of the Pyramids of Assur, i. e. Sub, or e' Stir.

This is the name of the whole plain in which the ruins of

the town and Pyramids are situated, and also a single portion

of Beg'erauieh, which last, by wrong spelling, is called, in Hos-
kins, Begromi.
Although it was already dark, I nevertheless rode to the

Pyramids with Abeken. They are situated a short hour
inland, on the first elevation of the low hills which run along

in an easterly direction. The moon, which was in its first

quarter, feebly illuminated the plain, covered with stones,

low bushes, and clumps of reeds. After a rapid ride, we at

length reached the foot of a row of Pyramids, closely

crowded together, which rose before us in a crescent, as the

form of the narrow elevation rendered necessary. To the
right, a little behind, another group of Pyramids joined these

;

a third lies more to the south, and rather more forward in

the plain, but too distant to be seen by half moonlight. I
fastened the bridle of my donkey-steed to a block of stone,

and clambered up the first mound of ruins.

Although the individual Pyramids are not accurately
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placed according to the quarters of the heavens, as they are

in Egypt, nevertheless all the ante-chambers here attached to

the Pyramids themselves are turned away from the river,

towards the east, doubtless on the same religious grounds

which induced the Egyptians to place the unattached temples

standing in front of their Pyramids also towards the east

;

therefore, in Gizeh and Sagara, towards the river, while their

sepulchral chambers are towards the west.

Half looking, half feeling, I found some sculptures on the

outer walls of the small sepulchral temple, and I also felt

figures and writing on the inner walls. It occurred to me
that I had the end of a candle in my saddle-pocket ; I lighted

this, and then examined several ante-chambers. There I

immediately encountered the Egyptian gods, Osiris, Isis,

Nephthys, Atmu, &c, with their names in the known hiero-

glyphic character. I also found the name of a king in the

first chamber. One of the two Eings contained the emblems

of a great Pharaoh of the Old Monarchy, Sesurtesen I., the

same which had been adopted by two later Egyptian mo-

narchs, and I here found them, for the fourth time, as the

Throne-Name of an Ethiopian king. The sculptures on the

remaining sides were not completed. I found some Royal

Shields this evening also in another ante-chamber, but not

very legible. The inscriptions and representations had alto-

gether been much damaged. The Pyramids have also all of

them lost their summits, as in Egypt, and many have been

destroyed down to the ground.

Our new Kawass, who did not like to leave us alone in the

night time, had immediately followed us. He had a perfect

knowledge of the locality, as he had been here a long time

with Febliht, and had assisted him in his researches among
the Pyramids. He showed us the spot in which Ferlini, in

1834, had found immured the rich treasure of gold and silver

rings.

I also discovered, the same evening, a cased Pyramid, ac-

cording to the principle of the Egyptian Pyramids, which

were afterwards enlarged by superimposed layers of stone.
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According to the inscriptions and representations of the

ante-chambers, these Pyramids were most of them built

solely for kings, some of them, perhaps, for their wives and
children. Therefore'their great number indicates a tolerably

long succession of kings, and a well-established Monarchy,
which probably must have remained in a state of tranquillity

for a series of centuries.

The event of most importance in this moon and torchlight

survey, was not, however, exactly the most cheering. I was
unavoidably convinced that on this most renowned spot of

ancient Ethiopia, I had nothing before me but the remains,

proportionately speaking, of a very late period of art. Even,

earlier than this, the drawings of Ferlini's monuments, which

I saw for the first time in Rome, and the monuments them-

selves, which I had just seen in London, impressed me with

.the opinion that they had been, indeed, sculptured in

Ethiopia, but certainly not previous to the first century

before the birth of Christ, therefore about the same period

±o which certain genuine Greek and Boman works belong,

which were discovered simultaneously with the Ethiopian

treasure. I must now make the same remark upon the

monuments in general, which are found not only here but
throughout the whole island of Meroe, as well as of all the

Pyramids at Beg'erauleh, and of the temples of Ben Naga, of

Naga, and in the Wadi e' Sofra (the Mesaurat of Cailliaud),

which we have since then seen. The representations and
inscriptions do not leave the smallest doubt of this, and it

will in future be a fruitless task to endeavour to support the
favourite supposition of an ancient, brilliant, and renowned
Meroe, whose inhabitants were at one time the predecessors

and the instructors of the Egyptians in civilisation, by the
demonstration of monumental remains from that old period.

This conviction is besides of no small scientific value, and
seems even now to throw some light on the historical con-

nection between Egypt and Ethiopia, the importance of which
can be only thoroughly demonstrated by the monuments of
Barkal. There, I have no doubt, will be found the oldest
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Ethiopian monuments, although, perhaps, not earlier than

the period of Tahraka, who reigned simultaneously over

Egypt and Ethiopia in the seventh century before Christ.

The next morning at sunrise we rode back to the Pyramids,

and discovered fifteen different kings' names, some of them,

however, in very bad preservation.

We had just completed our survey of the two groups of

Pyramids lying to the north-east, and were riding on to the

third, which is situated in the plain, not far from the ruins

of the town, and is, perhaps, the oldest Necropolis, when we
heard shots from the bank, and saw white sails fluttering over

the river. Soon afterwards Erbkam, the two "Weidenbachs,

and Franke, came walking across the plain, and hailed us

from a great distance. "We had not expected them to arrive

so soon, and, therefore, rejoiced still more to see them again.

We could now pursue our journey to Chartum together.

We sailed away about two in the afternoon, and the next

morning about ten o'clock reached Schendi. We pro-

ceeded in the afternoon, spent the night on the island of

Hobi, and the following morning arrived at Ben Naga.
Here, we first visited the ruins of two small temples ; the

one lying towards the west, had Typhonic pillars, instead of

columns, but no inscription was to be found on the few

remains; in the other temple to the east, some sculptures

were preserved on the low remains of the walls of the temple

;

and also some writing on several circular fragments of

columns, but too little to take away any connected ideas

from them. Had we made some excavations, we might pro-

bably have discovered some kings' names, but it was impos-

sible to make such an experiment till our return.

We procured some camels for the following day, and about

nine o'clock in the morning I started with Abeken, Erbkam,

and Max Weidenbach, for Naga. Such is the name given

to the ruins of a town and several temples, which are situated

in the eastern desert, between seven and eight hours distant

from the Nile. From our landing-place in the vicinity of the

only group of palm-trees in the surrounding country, it was
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only one half hour to the village of Ben Naga, which is in

Wadi Tebesib. One hour eastward down the river (for it

here flows in a direction from west to east) are the above-

mentioned ruins, in Wadi el Kibbegax, near to which we
had disembarked the previous day; we left them now on

our left hand, and rode in a south-easterly direction into the

desert, having here and there some parched bushes ; we tra-

versed the valley of El Kirbegan, which, as far as this point,

runs outwards from the river, in which we found an encamp-

ment of the Ababde Arabs.

Four hours and a half from Ben Naga we came to a single

hill in the desert called Buebib. It was on the water-shed

between the smaller south-western Wadis (so even the flat-

test depressions of the ground are called, in which the water

runs offj and which we should scarcely call valleys) and the

great, broad Wadi Auateb, which we were now descending,

after having left Buerib at a short distance on our left. In

three hours and three-quarters from Buerib we arrived at the

ruins of Naga.
It was not till we approached the temple that I solved the

enigma, which I had hitherto sought in vain to interpret, and

on which neither Cailliaud nor Hoskins could offer any ex-

planation; namely, how had it been possible to found and

to maintain a large city in tne midst of the desert, so far re-

moved from the river. The whole valley of Auateb is even

now cultivated land. We found it far and wide covered with

the stubble of Durra. The inhabitants of Schendi, Ben
Naga, Fadnie, Selama, Metamme, consequently of both banks

of the Nile, come as far as this to cultivate the land and to

gather in the Durra. The water of the tropical rains suffices

to fertilise this flat but extensive tract of low ground, and
in ancient times, when more care was bestowed upon it, a

still greater profit must have been derived from this region.

During the dry season of the year they must undoubtedly

have had large artificial reservoirs, such as we found even

now, though without water, near the more remote ruins to

the north-west of Naga.
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The nans stand on a projection of a mountain
several hours long, which from them has taken the name of

Gebel e' Nasa, and stretches out from the south, north-

wards. Wadi Afateb passes along its western side towards

the river. We arrived about half-past five o'clock, after an
uninterrupted ride. On the road we saw the path covered

with the marks of gazelles, wild asses, foxes, jackals, ostriches.

Lions are also met with here, but we did not see any of their

tracks.

I visited the three principal temples before nightfall, all of

which belong to a very late period, and do not suggest the

ideas of very ancient art, as Cailliaud and Hoskins thought

they could recognise. There is, besides, a fourth temple by
the side of the three principal temples, of Egyptian architec-

ture, whose well-joined arches, not unpleasantly combined

with Egyptian ornaments, not only pre-supposes them to have

been erected when the Eoman dominion extended over the

world, but even that Eoman architects were on the spot.

This last temple has no inscriptions. With respect to the

three others, the two lying to the south were built by one

and the same king ; in the representations in both temples

he is accompanied by the same queen. But a third royal per-

sonage appears behind them having a different name in the

two temples. The Throne-Shield of Sesurtesen I. is again at-

tached to the name of the king, although he does not appear

to be the same as the King of the Pyramids of Sur. Besides,

both those other personages have assumed old Egyptian

Throne-Shields, which might easily mislead us.

The third most northern temple has sustainedmuch injury,

and very little writing remains upon it, yet a king is men-

tioned on the door-posts who differs from the builder of both

the other temples.

The figures ofthe gods are almost wholly Egyptian, but on

the southern temple there is a figure unknown in Egypt,

with three lions' heads (a fourth may perhaps be supposed

behind) and four arms. This may be the barbaric god spe-
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cially mentioned by Strabo, whom the Meroites worshipped

beaides Hercules, Pan, and Iais.

The next morning, the 2nd of February, we again visited

the three temples, took some impressiona on paper, and then

started for the third group of monumenta, named by CaOliaud

Mesaubat. This, however, is a term which ia here employed

to designate all the three groups of ruins, and which only

means pictures, or walls furnished with picturea. The ruins

of Ben Naga are called Mesattbat el Kibbegax, because

they are aituated in Wadi el Kiebegan; it appears that

the aecond group only haa retained its old name of Naga,
or Mesaubat e* Naga ; the third group aituated towards

Schendi i8 called Me8atjbat e* Sofba from the mountain

basin in which it lies, which is called e' Sofba, the table.

We first puraued, for the apace of two hour8, in a north-

erly direction the mountain chain of Gebel e' Naga, in the

valley of Auat6b. Then, about half-paat twelve, we as-

cended through the firat defile which open8 to the right, into

a valley aituated aomewhat higher, e' Seleha ; it becomes

broader behind the first low fore-range, and is luxuriantly

overgrown with grass and shrubs ; after extending for an

hour and a quarter in the direction of S.S.W. to N.N.E., it

opens on the left hand into the valley of Auateb, and

straight on into another smaller valley, from which it is

aeparated by Gebel Lagar. It is this small valley, which

from its circular form ia called e' Sofba ; here are the ruins

which were also seen by Hoskins, who did not, however,

advance as far as Naga. We arrived about a quarter past

two, and had not, therefore, been quite four hours coming from

Naga to this spot. As we only wished to take a passing

hasty survey, we walked through the widely-scattered ruins

of the principal building, which Cailliaud held to be a great

school, and Hoskins an hospital; and we saw in the few

sculptures, which are unaccompanied by inscriptions, that

here also we had before us monuments of a late period, pro-

bably still more recent than those in Sur and Naga. We
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then went to a small temple in the neighbourhood, with

pillars on which are represented riders upon elephants, lions,

and other Btrange barbarous scenes. We looked at the

huge artificial cisterns, now called Wot Mahemut, which in

the dry Beason must have compensated the inhabitants for

the want of the river ; and about four o'clock we returned to

Ben Naga.

As we emerged from the hills, we met great troops of wild

asses, which always kept at a little distance from us, as if they

would invite us to hunt them. They are of a grey or greyish-

red colour, with white bellies
;
they all have a black stripe

drawn distinctly across the back, and the tip of the tail is also

generally black. Many of them are caught when young, but

they cannot then even be used for riding or carrying burdens.

It is only the next generation which can be employed in that

manner. Almost all the tame asses in the south, which come
from the Ass Cataract (Schellal homar) in Berber, are got

from this wild breed, and have the same colour and similar

marks.

We encamped soon after sunset in a plain, overgrown with

bushes. The camel-drivers and our Kawass were in great

terror of lions in this desert till a large fire was kindled,

which they kept most carefully alive throughout the night.

If a lion only lets his voice be heard near a caravan, which

really does sound deep and awful across the wide desert, all

the camels run away on every side as if they were mad, and

it is difficult to catch them again, frequently not before they

have sustained and done much injury. Human beings are

not, however, easily attacked. A few days ago a camel was

strangled by a lion in our neighbourhood, but on the farther

side of the river. A man who was present saved himself on

the nearest tree.

On the 3rd of February we again set out about seven in

the morning; we left the two Bueribs, the great " blue" and

the little " red," at a considerable distance on our left hand,

and shortly before nine o'clock arrived in the valley of El

Kirbegan, which we followed for half an hour in the direc-
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tion of the river. We saw the Mesaurat el Kirbegan in its

whole extent on our right, but kept upon the hills till a little

after eleven, when we arrived at Ben Naga, and half an hour

afterwards once more at our landing-place.

Two hours afterwards we continued our journey in our

boat. We made, however, little progress with a strong

adverse wind, and saw nothing new, except for the first time

a hippopotamus swimming in the water. The next morning

we disembarked on the western bank, opposite the village of

Gos Basabib, to see the ruins of the walls of an old fortress,

with towers of defence, which surrounded the summit of a

hill. The space enclosed was about 300 paces in diameter.

In the afternoon we approached the Schellal (the Cataract) of

Gebaschab, the higher mountain ranges lying before us,

closed in upon each other, and at length formed a mountain

hollow, seemingly without any outlet ; this was, however, to

our surprise, near at hand, for we turned to our left into a nar-

row defile, which widened into a high and wild rocky valley

;

we followed it for nearly an hour before again emerging on

the other side into another plain. The eruptive granite

ranges of Qibbe pass on the eastern side of the river into

Battian, " the thirsty quenched while to the west, some
distance from the river, there is Atschan "the thirsty,"

also rising up in a detached form.

The 5th February we landed about eleven in the morn-
ing at Tamaniat. Mohammed Said, the former treasurer of

the late Achmed Pascha, whose acquaintance we had made
in Darner, had given us a letter to one of the sub-officials

there, which contained instructions to him to deliver to us

the fragment of an inscription which had been found in

Soba. It belonged to the centre of a marble table, which
was inscribed on both sides with Greek or Coptic letters of

a late period. The signs, which were not difficult to read,

neither contained Greek nor Coptic words
;
only the name

recoprio . . could be deciphered. The same evening we
arrived in Chabtum. This name signifies an elephant's

trunk, and probably was derived from the form of the nar-
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row tongue of land on which the town is situated, between
the two Nile rivers which unite at this spot.

My first visit with Abeken was to Emin Pascha, who had
reached Chartum before us. He received us in a very

friendly manner, and would not allow us to leave him the

whole morning.

A magnificent breakfast, consisting of thirty dishes, which
we partook of at his house, gave us a most curious insight

into the secrets of the Turkish culinary art ; as I learned

from our highly-fed Pascha, it resembles the most accom-

plished systems of the latest French kitchens, in obeying

the refined regulations of a fastidious taste in the prepara-

tion and arrangement of food. Soon after the first dishes,

mutton, roasted on the spit, is brought in, which cannot be

dispensed with at any Turkish meal. Then follow various

courses of dishes of meats and vegetables, solid and liquid,

sour and sweet, and a certain repetition of changes is ob-

served in the successive dishes, in order to keep up the

keenness of the appetite. Pillau, boiled rice, always forms

the conclusion.

The external preparations for such an entertainment are

somewhat as follows. A great, round, metal tray, with a

flat border, about three feet in diameter, is placed on a low

frame, and serves as a table, round which five or six persons

seat themselves on cushions or coverlets ; the legs vanish

beneath the body, in the ample folds of the dress ; as to the

hands, the left must be invisible, it would be quite improper

to let it ever be seen during meals. The right hand must

alone be active. No such thing as a plate is to be seen, no

more than knives and forks. The table is covered with deeper

or shallower, covered or uncovered dishes, which are con-

stantly changed, so that but a very few morsels can be taken

from each. Particular dishes, however, such as roast meat,

cold milk with cucumbers, &c., remain longer on the table,

and one returns to them more frequently. Both before and

after dinner, the hands are of course washed. A servant, or

slave, kneeling, holds in one hand a metal basin, in the
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middle of which lies a piece of soap, in a little projecting

saucer, expressly used for the purpose ; with the other he

pours water from a metal pitcher over the hands, and a fine,

ornamentally embroidered towel hangs over his arm for

drying them.

After dinner the pipe is immediately presented, coffee

handed round, and then one may retire. The Turks are

in the habit of making this the period of their mid-day

repose, till Asser. But before we parted from our host, a

number of weapons were brought, belonging to the savage

nations living farther up the country, lances, bows, arrows,

clubs, and a king's sceptre, which he sent to the boat for me,

as a present to his guest.

We afterwards visited our countryman, Neubatjeb, the

apothecary of the province, who has been very unfortunate :

a short time since, he was removed from his post by the

late Achmed Pascha ; but he has now been again appointed

apothecary by Achmed Pascha Menekle, through the inter-

cession of Dr. Koch. We then went to a Pole who has

settled here — Hermanovich, the head-physician of the

province, who, in consequence of an order from the Pascha,

offered us his house, to which we went the following day

;

it had lately been newly fitted up ; there was a garden be-

side it, and a great court-yard, which was very useful for

unpacking and repairing our chests and tents.

The next day the Pascha returned our visit. He came on
horseback. We handed him coffee, pipes, sherbet, and
showed him some drawings and pictures from Egypt, in

which he was interested merely from curiosity, lie is a
large, corpulent man, a Circassian by birth, and therefore,

like most of his countrymen, better informed than the Turks
in general. I saw a rich collection of all kinds of birds of

the Sudan, at the house of a Syrian, Ibbahim Chee ; there

were about 300 different species, and between twenty and
thirty choice specimens of each.

On one of the following days, I took a walk with Abeken
and Erbkam to the opposite bank of our tongue of land on
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the White Riveb, which we then followed up to its junc-

tion with the Blue ; its waters are in fact whiter, and have

a less pleasant taste than those of the Blue, because at a

higher point it flows slowly through several lakes, the stand-

ing water of which imparts an earthy and less pure taste to

it. I have filled some bottles with the water of the Blue,

and White Eivers, which I shall take away with me
sealed up.

On the occasion of a more recent and friendly visit of the

Pascha, we met the brother of the former Sultan of Kor-

dofan (who was himself also called Mak or Melek) and the

Vizier of the Sultan Nimb (Tiger) of Schendi. The latter

still lives in Abyssinia, whither he fled, after having, in the

year 1822, burned the conqueror of his country, Ismael
Pascha, a son of Mohammed Ali, and all his officers, after a

nocturnal banquet which he had prepared for him in a

somewhat lonely house.

On the 14th, we made an excursion up the White Riveb,

but were soon obliged to turn back, because it has so little

current, that, on account of the north wind which of late has

constantly been blowing, our return threatened to be tedious.

The banks of the White River are barren, and the few trees

which formerly stood in the neighbourhood of Chartum are

now cut down, and have been used for building or fuel.

There is a larger mass of water in the White River than in

the Blue, and even after its junction it preserves its course,

so that the Blue River must be viewed as the secondary river,

but the White as the true Nile. Their different waters can

be distinguished beside each other for a long time after their

junction.

On the 16th February, I sent for some DnrcA slaves,

to interrogate them about their language. They were,

however, so dull of apprehension, that I could only with

difficulty get out of them the words for numbers up to a

hundred, and a few separate pronouns. The languages of

the Dinkas and the Schilluks, who dwell several days' journey

distant up the White River, the former on the eastern bank,
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the latter on the western, are as little known grammatically

as most of the other languages of Central Africa ; I therefore

requested the Pascha to procure me some intelligent persons

who were well acquainted with those languages. This was

impossible for the present, but we shall attend to it on our

return.

Meanwhile our purchases and repairs being completed, I

hurried on the departure as much as possible. The house of

Hermanovich will also be at our disposal on our return ; it

is built in a convenient manner, and is very airy. I had a

prospect of the oldest house in the town from my window,

whose pointed straw roof peeped over our wall. These

pointed straw huts, called Tukele, are the characteristic

buildings of this country, and are found almost exclusively

in the south. But as Chartum is a new town, the small

number of old huts have disappeared, with the exception

of this one, and all the houses are built of unburnt bricks.

About mid-day, on the 17th February, we embarked on

board our boats. I sailed to the south with Abeken up the

Blue Biver, partly to become acquainted with its natural

character, partly to view the ruins of Soba and Mandera

;

our other travelling companions, who had nothing to occupy

them farther up, sailed northwards back to Meroe, in order

to sketch the monuments there.

The following day we landed on the eastern bank, where

great heaps of red bricks, destined for exportation, proclaimed

the vicinity of the ruins of Soba. At the present day, un-

burnt bricks alone are made throughout the country, there-

fore all the ruins of burnt stones must have belonged to an

earlier period. This material for building is transported in

great quantities from Soba as far as Chartum, and beyond it.

We disembarked, and had scarcely got beyond the thorny

bushes nearest to the bank, when we perceived the over-

turned mounds of bricks, covering a large plain, possibly an

hour in circumference. Some larger heaps might be the

remains of the Christian churches which are described by

Selim of Assuan (in Macrizi), in the tenth century, as mag-
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nificently decorated with gold, when Soba was still the

capital of the kingdom of Aloa. We were shown the spot

where some time ago a stone lion is said to have been dis-

covered, which is now in the possession of Churshid Pascha,

in Cairo. Nowhere eould walls, nor the form of buildings, be

recognised ; it was only on the mound to the south, at a little

distance off, that we found some hewn yellow blocks of sand-

stone, and a low wall ; on another heap lay several rough

slabs of a black slaty stone.

The country round Soba, like this, is flat both far and wide

to the base of the hills in front of the Abyssinian range, and
the ground, especially at this season, is arid and black ; the

denser vegetation is confined to the bank of the river; far-

ther off there are nothing but single trees, now in greater,

now in fewer numbers.

I promised the sailors a sheep, on condition that we should

reach Kamlin betimes, for there was a strong wind, which

made us very slow in our progress ; our boat, besides, is not

a fast one, the sailors are inexperienced, and from the low

state of the water, the boat easily sticks fast in the sand ; we
sailed on almost the whole night through, and reached

Kamlin about eight in the morning.

The ancient place of the same name lies one half-hour

farther up the river, and is composed of a few huts. The

houses near which we landed belong to a number of factories,

which Nureddin Effendi, a Coptic Catholic Egyptian, who
went over to Islam, established, in common with the late

Achmed Pascha, more than four years ago, and which yield a

rich profit. A simple, homely German, who has never given

way to the bad customs of the East, born in the neighbour-

hood of Wurzburg, by name Bauer, has established a Soap

and Brandy Manufactory, of which he takes the management

himself. A Sugar and Indigo Factory is conducted by an

Arab. Bauer has settled farther to the south than any

European we have ever met with in Mohammed Ali's domi-

nions, and we were rejoiced to find such a good termination

to the long but not very agreeable chain of Europeans, most
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of them degenerated in civilisation, who have preferred the

Turkish government to that of their Fatherland.*

He has an old German housekeeper with him, Ursula, a

comical, good-natured soul, to whom it was no less a holiday

to receive German guests again, than it was to himself. "With

joyful alacrity she rummaged out some European utensils,

and the only fork that was still in preservation, and served

up fried chickens, saurkraut, and some small sausages, with

excellent wheaten bread ; at last actually a cherry cake,

of baked European cherries (for our fruits do not grow
in Egypt), in short, a home repast such as we never ex-

pected to see in this Ultima Thule.

On a pedestal in front of Bauer's house we found the

most southern Egyptian sculpture which we have met with :

a sitting statue of Osibis, with the usual attributes, carved

out of black granite ; a portion of it is mutilated, and it is of

a late style, about 2£ feet high ; it had been found in Soba,

and is not devoid of interest, being the only monument of

Egyptian art from this town.

The European arrangement of Bauer's rooms made a

strange impression on us, here in the midst of the black

population in the south. A wooden Black Forest house-

clock, with weights, beat in regular time ; some half-broken

European chairs stood round the fixed table, a small book-

shelf was placed behind it, with a selection of the Ger-
man classics and historical works ; in the corner the Turkish

divan, which could not be dispensed with even here. Above
the great table, and beside the canopied bed in the opposite

corner, hung bell-pulls, which communicated with the kitchen.

An inquisitive Nesnas ape looked in at the grated window
next the door ; and across the little court-yard we saw the
busy Ursula, in a crimson-flowered gown, tripping hither and
thither among little naked black slave-boys and girls, order-

ing them to do this and that with a somewhat scolding voice,

* I have since then received intelligence of the death of Herr Bauer,
which happened only the following year.
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and peeping into the steaming-pots in the adjoining kitchen.

We saw nothing of her the whole morning ; not even during

the excellent and savoury repast which she had prepared for

us ; it was only after dinner that she presented herself, with

many curtseys, to receive our commendations. She lamented

over the insufficiency of her cooking apparatus, and vehe-

mently reproached Herr Bauer because he had no intentions

of leaving this detestable, dirty, hot country, although he

had promised her to do so from one year to the other. She

came hither with Bauer, and has been eleven years in the

country, and four years in Kamlin. He intends to return

to Germany in another year, to settle in Styria or Thuringia

with his savings, and, like his father, to be a peasant again.

After rising from table, the son of Nureddin Effendi also

sent us a Turkish dinner, ready cooked, of twelve to fifteen

dishes, which however, after our European repast, we left to

the servants. We had also seen the factories that morning,

and had tasted the fine brandy (called Marienbad), which

Bauer prepares chiefly from sugar-cane and dates. The

business seemed to be in the best order, and even the cleanli-

ness, so unusual in this country, of the rooms, the vessels,

and utensils, were proofs of the solid basis upon which this

factory, worked by slaves alone, is conducted. The pleasant

impression made upon us by this visit was also considerably

increased by discovering that Bauer possessed a second piece

of the above-mentioned marble inscription, which had been

discovered in the ruins of Soba. He presented me with the

fragment, which was easily joined with the other piece,

though we had still not got the complete inscription. The
fragment shows the traces of twelve lines on the one side,

and of nine on the other. The characters can be distinctly

read here also ; but the name iakiob is alone intelligible.

It is either very barbarous Greek, or a peculiar language

formerly spoken in Soba. In fact, we know, through Selim,

that the inhabitants of Soba had their sacred books in the

Greek language, but translated them also into their own.

After we had also paid a visit to the son of Nureddin
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Eftendi, we started with the promise to call upon him again

on our return.

From Kamlin the banks continue at an equal elevation.

The character of a river valley is lost. There is no longer a

deposit of black earth ; the precipitous and high banks con-

sist of a primitive soil, and a calcareous conglomerate, which,

by Bauer's account, can be easily burnt into plaster.

On the morning of the 21st we came to a considerable

bend of the river towards the east ; the wind became, on that

account, so unfavourable, that our Kawass disembarked, to

press into our service people from the neighbourhood to

draw our boat along. I walked for several hours along the

western bank, as far as Abbagi, a deserted village, built of

black bricks, but on the remains of a still older place, as I

discovered from the walls of burnt brickB. This place was

formerly the chief centre of the commerce of the Sudan,

which, at a later period, was transferred to Messelemieh.

Soon after this we saw the two most northerly growing

Baobabs, which here are called Homaba. These giant trees

of the creation (Adansonia digitata) become more and more

frequent, south of this spot, and at Sero they are among the

common trees of the country. One of the stems which I

paced round, measured above 60 feet in circumference, and
was certainly not one of the largest of its kind, as they

are still not numerous here. At this season they were
leafless, and stretched out their bare branches far above the

surrounding green trees, which looked like low bushes beside

them. I found their fruit, which is called Gungulxs,* here

and there among the Arabs
;
they resemble small gourds, in

the form of pears, and have a light hairy surface. If the

hard, tough shell is broken, a number of kernels are found

inside, which are surrounded by a dry, sweetish, sourish

pulp, which is nevertheless pleasant to the taste. The
leaves are digitate.

* Russeger (Keise, 2 Bd., 2 Tlil., S. 125) found one specimen of this

tree, 95 feet in circumference. He is mistaken when he calls it Gan-
gles; the tree is called Uomara, and the fruit Gunoules.
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On the 22nd of February we arrived on the western bank,

at a small village, whose inhabitants, men, women, and
children, fled with terror at our approach across the sandy

plain to the wood, probably because they were afraid of

being pressed to draw the boat on farther. On the opposite

bank there was another village, and from it we saw a mag-
nificent procession of men, dressed out in the Arabian and
Turkish costume, march down to the river with some beau-

tifully bridled horses. It was the Kaschef, and the principal

Sheikh of Abu Habas, who had heard about us from Achmed
Pascha, as we had intended to go from this spot into the

desert to Mandera with camels and guides. The horses were
intended for us, and we therefore rode to the house of the

Kaschef, to make some more inquiries about the antiquities

of Mandera and Qala. As the desert road to the shore of

the Red Sea leads from here by that place, we found several

people who had passed near it. However, by what I gathered

from all the accounts, there seem to be only some hills in

the form of a kind of fortress at both these places, or, at

the most, some roughly-built walls, intended to protect the

caravans, but no ancient buildings or hieroglyphic inscrip-

tions. In Qala there might be some camels and horses, also,

scratched into the rock by Arabs or other people, such as

we have frequently seen in the Great Desert near the well of

Murhad, and in other places.

We therefore determined to relinquish this desert journey,

and to go farther up the river instead, that we might become

acquainted, as far as our time permitted, with the natural

character of the Nile river, its banks, and neighbouring in-

habitants.

After a short quarter of an hour from Abu Haras, we
came to the mouth of the Rahad, which, in the rainy sea-

son, conveys a considerable mass of water into the Nile, but

was now nearly dry, and had only a little stagnant water,

which next month may perhaps also disappear.

I left the boat as often as possible, to get acquainted with

the banks. To go farther inland was of itself interdicted
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chiefly by the wood, which clothes both sides of the river,

and is nearly impenetrable. There, in luxuriant splendour,

grow the shady, high-domed tamarind-tree, the tower-like

h6mara (Baobab), the many-branched gemtis (sycamore-tree),

and the various kinds of the brittle, gum-yielding sont-trees.

Creeping plants, often the thickness of a man's body, climb

up their branches like gigantic serpents, in innumerable

windings, to their very summits, and down again to the

ground, where, along with the low shrubs, they fill up every

gap between the huge stems. In addition to this, scarcely

one of ten among the trees or shrubs has not thorns, which

renders any attempt to penetrate the close thicket not only

dangerous, but impossible. Several among them—for in-

stance, the sittere-tree—have thorns placed together in pairs,

and in such a manner, that one thorn bends forwards, the

other back ; if any one, therefore, approaches the branches

carelessly, he may be sure that his clothes will carry away
with them some unavoidable signs, not to be obliterated here

without difficulty, and then imperfectly. Some other thorny

trees look extremely ornamental, and growing in more open
situations, they rise like slender young birches. "We dis-

tinguished two species which are usually joined together, and
can only be known from one another because the bark of the

one stem is of a brilliant red colour up to the outermost

little branches, like a growth of blood-vessels, while that of

the other is of a dark black colour. Both of them have

glistening long white thorns, which, with the little green

leaves, rise up with a sharp outline, as if they had been

painted with the brush.

Scarcely one of the birds, which frequently hovered around

us in large numbers, were known to me, even in Egypt. I

shot many of them, and had them stuffed by our cook,

Sirian. Among them were some beautiful silver-grey falcons

(suqr schikl), guinea-fowls (gedad el wadi), with knobs of

horn on the nose, and blue lappets on both sides of the

head ; black and white rhinoceros birds (abutuko) with huge

beaks ; some birds quite black, with a bright crimson breast
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(abu labba)
;
large brown and white eagles (abu tdk), one

of whicb, with outspread wings, measured six feet ; smaller

brown eagles, the heddja, and black and white ones, which

are called rachama. These last, which are much more
numerous towards Egypt, are the same which we are in the

habit of seeing among the hieroglyphics. On the bank there

are also great numbers of black and white plovers, furnished

with black curved spines on their wing-joints, and the long-

legged, completely white, abu baqr (cow-birds), who are in

the habit of grazing on the backs of the buffaloes and cows.

"We saw great bats frequently flying about in broad day-

light; their long golden-brown wings look bright through

the branches, and suddenly they hang head downwards on
the branches like great yellow pears, and can then easily be

shot. They have long ears, and a strange trumpet-like nose.

"We also hunted the Monkeys, but from their agility they

were very difficult to reach. One day we found an immense

tree, quite full of monkeys; some ofthem hastily came down
on our approach, and fled to a distant thicket ; others hid

themselves among the foliage, quite at the top ; but some of

them who considered both methods of escape dangerous,

sprang with inconceivably bold leaps from the uppermost

branches of the tall tree, which might have been about 100

feet high, to the smaller trees standing near, whose thorny

branches bent down beneath their weight without letting

them fall
;
they thus gained their end, and escaped my gun.

The Cbocodiles become more numerous the farther south

we go. The tongues of the sandy islands are often covered

with them. They generally lie in the sun, close to the edge

of the water, open their mouths, and seem to sleep, but do

not allow any one to approach them ; but even if they are

hit by the shot they immediately dive into the river. It is

therefore very difficult to obtain one. Our Kawass only

once made such a good shot at a young crocodile, about three

feet long, that it was unable to get back to the water. It

was brought to the boat, where it lived for several days after-

wards, to the terror of our little Nesnas monkey, Bachit.
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It is no less difficult to approach the Hippopotami, which

we have sometimes seen in great numbers, but with their heads

alone above the water. Once only a young hippopotamus stood
quite clear out of the water on a sandy island; it allowed us

to come unusually near. The Kawass shot, and hit it, natu-

rally without the ball penetrating the thick hide, whereupon

the clumsy creature, with its unshapely head, its fat belly, and

short elephant legs, galloped off in a most comical manner
to reach the water close beside him, and immediately disap-

peared. They generally are in the habit of coming on land

only in the night, and they do much injury in the fields of

Durra and other plantations, by treading down and devour-

ing. It is not known that a hippopotamus was ever caught

alive here.

We saw no lions, but we heard their roaring in the dis-

tance throughout the starlight night; there is something

very solemn in the deep and sonorous voice of this royal beast.

The 24th of February we came to a second tributary river

of the Nile, the Defdeb, which is larger than the Eahad. I

went up part of it to see (which was impossible at its mouth)
whether the water was still flowing, and farther up I disco-

vered that, where the still water had collected into small

canals, certainly a very feeble current yet existed ; in the

rainy season the Dender must rise more than twenty feet, as

may be seen by its bed ; I found its banks were cultivated

with cotton bushes, gourds, and other useful plants.

The heat is not excessive, in the morning about eight

o'clock it is usually 23° R. ; about mid-day till about five

o'clock, 29° ; and about eleven o'clock at night it is 22°

(83f°, 97i°, 81*° Fabr.).

We spend our evenings in our boat ; here I make our Ka-
wass, Hagi Ibrahim, inform us about the geography ; or I take

some Nubian sailors into my cabin to learn their language.

I have already made a long vocabulary in the Nubian lan-

guage ; comparing it with other lists in Ruppel and Cailliaud,

I found many words in the Koldagi language spoken in the

southern territories of Kordofan which agree with them

;
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this proves there is an intimate connection between the two
languages. The Arabs are in the habit of calling the Nubian
language Itidn rotdna, which I at first supposed to be its

actual name ; but it only means a foreign tongue different

from the Arabic. They do not, therefore, only speak of a
Rotdna Kenfa, Mahass, Donqolaui, when they mean to

designate the three Nubian dialects, but also of a Rotdna
Dinkaui, Sehilluk—even of a Botana turhi an&franki, thus

likewise of Turkish and French ; i. e. of European gibberish.

The same error is the cause of the now received designation

of the Nubian as the Berber, and of their language as the

Berber language ; for this is not the name of the people, nor
of their language, as is generally thought, but originally

means only the people speaking a foreign tongue, the -Bor-

baros.

On the 25th of February we disembarked at Saba Doles
;

I searched for ruins, but only found high domes in the form

of bee-hives, built well and solidly of bricks, about 20 feet

high, and closely resembling the Greek Thesauri, constructed

of horizontal layers, lapping over inwardly. They are tombs

of holy Arab Sheikhs of a late period ; the inhabitants of the

village could not tell us the date of their erection. Beneath

the cupola, and in the centre of the building, which is be-

tween 15 and 18 feet wide, there is the long narrow tomb of

the saint, surrounded with larger stones, and covered with a

number of small stones, which, according to a superstition,

must necessarily amount to a thousand ; I found six domes

similar to these, most of them half, some wholly fallen to

pieces ; two, however, in very good preservation, which are

even still visited ; a seventh, probably the most recent, was

built of unburnt bricks.

At Wad Negudi, a village situated to the west of the

Nile, we found the first Dileb Palms, with slender naked

stems and small bushy crowns, resembling, at a distance,

the Date Palm, but when near, from their leaves, like the

Doum Palm. Their fruit is round, like that of the Doum
Palm, but of a larger size. These trees are said to be very
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abundant on the tributary rivers towards the east ; but here,

on the Nile, they are only to be found within a very small

tract of land. The leaves are regularly divided like a fan

into a great number of connected folds, and the leaf-stalk

has strong serrated notches. The Eais of our boat, who was
with me, sawed off another leaf with one of these leaf-stalks

;

I had it brought to the boat, to take it away with us. It is

divided into sixty-nine points, and is five feet and a quarter

long, from that part of the stalk where the fan begins, al-

though it is still young, and therefore its fan is still com-

pletely closed. Another larger one, which had just unfolded

itself, we set up in the boat as an umbrella, and sat beneath

its shade. We were obliged to make a path to those palm-

trees through gigantic woods of grass, which shoot up stiff

and thick like corn-fields, and cover large plains. The points

of the blades towered up five or six feet above our heads, and

even the tall camels, which are bred here, could hardly look

over it.

On the 26th February we arrived at the village of Abu
el Abas, on the eastern bank. It is a chief town of this

district, and the Kaschef who lives here is placed over

112 villages. I there purchased a dog-ape from a Turkish

Kawass for a few piastres. This is the holy ape of the

ancient Egyptians, the Cynocephalus, which was dedicated

to Thoth and the Moon, and appears as the second among
the four Gods of Death. It is interesting to me to have a

creature about me for some little time, which I have seen

innumerable times upon the monuments, and thereby to

observe the faithful apprehension and representation of its

essential and characteristic appearances in the ancient Egyp-

tian sculpture. It is remarkable that this ape, so peculiar

to Egypt in ancient times, is now only found in the south,

and even there, it is not very common. How many species

of animals and plants, even manners and customs of men,

with which we become acquainted through the monuments
of Egypt, can only now be found in the most southern parts

of ancient Ethiopia, so that now many representations, for
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instance in the tombs of Benihassan, seem to delineate scenes

in this country rather than in Egypt. There is no special

name here for the Cynocephalus, only the general one, qird

(large monkey). Its head, hair, and colour, are not unlike

those of a dog, and hence its Greek name. Sometimes also

it barks and snarls like a dog. It is still young, and very

good-natured, but far more intelligent than Abeken's pretty

little Nesnas ape. It is extremely ludicrous when it wishes

to get something good to eat, which we have in our hands
;

it then lays back its ears on its head, and knows how to

express the utmost delight, but remains sitting quiet like a

good child, only chattering with the lips, like an old wine-

bibber. At the sight of the crocodile, however, all the hair

of its body bristled up ; it uttered piercing shrieks, and

could scarcely be held down from terror.

On the 27th February we reached Senkae, the celebrated

ancient capital of the Sudan, whose king, before the con-

quest of the country by Ismael Pascha, had dominion as far

as Wadi Haifa, and ruled over a number of smaller kings

who paid him tribute. One would not suspect, from the

present aspect of the place, that only a short time since it

was such a powerful royal residence. Between six and seven

hundred pointed straw huts, Tukele, surrounded the piles of

red-brick ruins, where formerly the royal mansion stood.

These bricks are now employed for building an abode for Soli-

man Pascha, who is to reside in Sennar ; it was already so far

complete that the Wakil* of the absent Pascha was able to

hold his divan within it. We found him there, just as he

was sitting in judgment. Many other people, Sheikhs and

Turks, were present; among them the Sheikh Sandaloba,

the chief of the Arabian merchants, and a relative of the

Sultana Nasr, whose acquaintance we afterwards made in

the village of Soriba, which she makes her royal residence.

We paid a visit to this distinguished man in his own house,

with which honour he seemed much gratified. His principal

apartment is a dark, lofty hall, with a roof resting on two

* Wakil, or deputy.—Tb.
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pillars and four pilasters, upon which we mounted to obtain

a view over the town.

Meanwhile an anqareb was prepared for us, to sit upon

in the court-yard ; they brought us mead (honey with water),

and led a hyaena out of the stable, here called Marafil,

and two young lions, the largest of which, belonging to

Soliman Pascha, and two wethers, were taken to the boat, as

a present from his Wakil. I had the creature fastened down

in the hold, and as a welcome immediately received a violent

scratch on my hand from his sharp claws. His body is now
above two feet long, and his voice has already become a

strong tenor. There is a most tumultuous scene now every

morning on our, not very large boat, when we drink our tea

at an early hour in front of the cabin ; on each side of the

door, a monkey is making its merry leaps, and when the lion

is released from the hold of the vessel, and on the deck,

which is given to him during the day, we are obliged to

place our cups and pitchers in safety, as he endeavours to

reach them with his clumsy, but already strong claws.

On the 29th of February, about nine in the morning, we
arrived at Abdiw. The 1st of March the wind was un-

favourable to us, and we made very little progress, so that

we had plenty of time at our disposal for shooting birds.

Towards evening I came to a village romantically situated

in a creek formed by the river, spreading out at this point.

Many huts, built of straw, extended their pointed roofs up-

wards between the branches and thick foliage of the trees.

Narrow crooked paths, forming a real labyrinth, led from

one hut to the other, between thorns and trunks of trees

;

within the huts, and in front of them, the black families

were lying, the children playing by a feeble lamp-light. I

asked for some milk, but was told to apply at an Arab village

in the neighbourhood, to which I was led by a man armed
with a spear, the universal weapon of the country. Making
our way through thin shrubs and tall grass, we reached the

large troops of cattle belonging to the Arabs, who had raised

their mat huts round the pasture ground. The Fellahs who
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settled here are much browner than the wandering

though they are not negroes, but they appear by race

to be connected with the ^Nubian stock.

The 2nd of March we landed on an island close to the

eastern bank. At a short distance from the landing-place the

Hais discovered a broken crocodile egg, at a spot where there

was some newly turned up ground. He dug down with his

hands, and found forty-four eggs lying beside each other three

feet deep in the sand. They were still covered with a slimy

coat, as they had been only laid the previous day or during

the night. Crocodiles prefer coming out of the river on
a windy night, they bury their eggs in the ground, cover them
over, and the wind soon disperses all traces of the disturbed

earth. A few months afterwards the young ones creep out.

The eggs are like large goose's eggs, but as much rounded off

at both ends as these are only at the blunt end. I had some

of them boiled, they are eatable, but have a disagreeable taste

;

therefore I willingly left them to the sailors, who devoured

them with a hearty appetite.

We landed at the forsaken village of DAHELAonthe eastern

hank, from which I proceeded alone a distance of about three-

quarters of an hour inland. The character of the vegetation

continues the same. The ground is dry and level, the small

hills and valleys which intersect it are not the original forms

of the ground, but seem only to have been produced by rain.

The farthest point I aimed at was a great tamarind-tree

which towered up splendidly from the lower trees and bushes,

and round which were fluttering a number of green and red

birds hitherto unknown to me*
On my road, I first came to a settlement, Kumr beta Dahela,

where the inhabitants of the village I mentioned above are

accustomed to keep their villeggiatura. They only remain

here during the dry months, and wander back in the begin-

ning of the rainy season to their more solidly built village on
the bank of the river. The last village that I reached is

called Romau, a little above the place which is marked Sero
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on the map, and which is situated at the 13° of north latitude.

On the hot and fatiguing road back, I was present at a burial

;

silent and serious, without sound or lamentation, two corpses

wrapped in white cloths were borne by men on anqarebs, and
were laid in a grave several feet deep, in the wood, close to

the passing road. Perhaps they had died of the cholera-like

plague, which we hear has broken out with virulence in these

southern parts.

We would willingly have gone up, as far as Fazoql, into the

last province in Mohammed Ali's dominions, to become ac-

quainted with the complete change in the character of the

country, which then again occurs, beginning at Ros&res, and

exhibiting so many phenomena, plants and animals, peculiar

to the tropics ; but our time had come to an end.

The Eais received orders to lower the sails and masts
; by

which the boat at once lost its dignified appearance, and it

floated down with the current of the river like a wreck.

Soon the agreeable silence in the vessel, which had hitherto

hastened on as if of its own accord, was interrupted by the

shrill and discordant singing of the rowers, struggling against

the wind.

On the 4th of March we again arrived at Sennar, and

on the morning of the 8th reached "Wed MSdineh. This

place is almost as important as Sennar. A regiment of sol-

diers is here in garrison with the only band of music in the

Sudan, and with two cannons. We were immediately visited

by the chief clerk of the regiment, Seid Haschim, one of the

most distinguished people of the place, with whom we had
formerly become acquainted in Chartum.

We determined to go from this on a visit to the Sultana

Nasr (Victoria) in Sobiba, which is about an hour and a half

inland, partly to learn something of the character of the

country farther removed from the river, partly to gain some
notion of the court of an Ethiopian princess. Seid Haschim
offered his dromedaries and asses, and to accompany us him-

self on this expedition. We therefore set out with him in
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the afternoon over the hot, black plain, where only a few
trees were scattered here and there, and soon got over the

uninteresting ground on our active animals.

Nasb. is the sister of the most powerful and the richest

King (Melek) in the Sudan, the Idbis Wed (t. e. "Welled,
the son or descendant of) Adlak, who now indeed is under
the supremacy of Mohammed Ali, but yet rules over several

hundred villages in the province of El Fungi ; his title i&

Mak el Qulle, King of the Qulle Mountains. One of hi»

ancestors was called Adlan", and the whole family at present

is named after him; his father was the same Mohammed
(Wed) Adlan, who at the period of the victorious campaign

of Ismael Pascha, appropriated to himself the greater part of

the power belonging to the legitimate but feeble Badi, King
of Sennar, but who afterwards, at the instigation of a second

Pretender, Eeg'eb, was murdered. When Ismael approached,

and Eeg'eb had fled with his adherents into the Abyssinian

mountains, King Badi joined the children and the party of

Mohammed Adlan, and submitted to the Pascha, who made
him a Sheikh over the country, had the murderers of Mo-
hammed Adlan empaled, and bestowed great power and
riches on his children Eeg'eb and Idris Adlan. Their sister

jNasr was also treated with great respect, which was still

more increased because she was descended, on the mother's

side, from the legitimate royal house itself. On that ac-

count she is also called Sultana, Queen. Her first husband

was Mohammed Sandaloba, a brother of Hassan Sandaloba,

whom we had visited in Sennar. He died a long time ago,

but by him she had a daughter, Dauer (the Light), who
married a great Sheikh, Abd el Qader, but she was after-

wards separated from him, and now always resides with her

mother in Soriba. The second husband of Nasr is Mohammed
Defalla, the son of one of her father's viziers. He was just

then with Ahmed Pascha Menekle, on the campaign ( Ghazua,

out of which the French have made Razzia) in Taka. But

even when he is at home, on account of her noble birth, she

continues mistress in the house.
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A great preference for the female sex seems to have been a

Very universal custom since ancient times in these southern

countries. We must recollect how frequently we find reign-

ing Queens of Ethiopia mentioned. In the campaigns of

Petronins, Candace is well known, a name which, according

to Pliny, was given to all the Ethiopian Queens
;
according

to others, only to the mother of the King. In the pictures

at Merbe, also, we sometimes see very warlike, and doubtless

reigning, Queens represented. According to Makrizi, the

genealogies of the Begas, who I consider to be the direct

descendants of the Meroitish Ethiopians, and the ancestors

of the present Bischaris, were not counted by the men, but by
the women ; and the inheritance did not go to the son of the

deceased, but to the son of the sister, or of the daughter of

the deceased. In like manner, according to Abu-Sela, among
the Nubians, the sister's son always had the preference of his

own son in the succession to the throne
;
and, according to

Ibn Batuta, the same custom existed among the Messofites,

a negro people lying to the west. Even now the household

and chief offices belonging to the courts of several southern

princes are wholly filled by women. Ladies of distinction

are in the habit of allowing their nails to grow an inch long,

as a sign that their duty consists in commanding, and not in

working ; a custom we have lately seen in the representations

of the unshapely and corpulent Queens of Meroe.

When we arrived in Sobiba, we stepped through a pecu-

liar gate-house into the great square court-yard, which passes

round the principal building, and then into an open lofty

hall, the roof of which rested on four pillars, and four

pilasters. The narrow beams of the ceiling jut out several

feet above the simple architrave, and form the immediate

support of the flat roof; the whole entrance reminded

me much of the open facades of the tombs of Beni-

hassan. In the hall there stood some beautiful furniture of

Indian work in ebony, some broad anqarebs, with frames

for the fly-nets. Magnificent coverlets were immediately

brought in, and sherbet, coffee, and pipes handed round ; the
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vessels were made of gold and saver. Black slave girls in

light white dresses, which are fastened round the hips, and
drawn over the bosom and shoulders, handed the refresh-

ments, and looked most strange with their half-braided, half-

combed wigs. The Queen did not however appear
;
perhaps

she shrank from showing herself to Christians ; we were only

able to see some women who were standing behind a half-

opened door, which re-closed, and to whom we ourselves might
have been an object of curiosity. I therefore sent word to

the Sultana, through Seid Haschim, that we had come to pay
a visit to herself, and we now begged we might be permitted

to pay our respects to her. Upon which, soon afterwards, a

strong wooden door, cased with metal, which led from the

inner chambers to the hall, opened wide, and Nasr, with free

and dignified steps, walked in. She was wrapped in long,

finely-woven linen, with coloured borders, and underneath

she wore wide, party-coloured trousers of a darker hue.

The female household followed her, eight or ten girls in white

dresses, bordered with red, and ornamented sandals. Nasr

sat down before us in a friendly and natural manner ; she

only sometimes drew her dress before her mouth and the

lower part of her face, an Oriental custom which is universal

in Egypt among women, but which is less practised in this

country. She replied to the salutations which I addressed to

her through the Dragoman, with an agreeable voice, but only

remained a short time with us, and then again retired through

the same door.

We were now permitted to see the interior of the house,

with the exception of her own apartments, which were in a

email adjoining house ; and we got upon the roof to have a

view over the village. We afterwards took a walk through

the place, saw the well, which is lined with bricks to the

depth of 00 feet, and supplies a lukewarm water, which is

more insipid than that of the Nile, from which Nasr always

has her own drinking water fetched. We then turned back,

intending to start, but Nasr invited us to spend the night in

Soriba, as it was already too late to return to Wed Medineh
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by daylight. We accepted the invitation, and immediately

a repast of cooked food was brought in, which was only a

preparation for the magnificent supper. The Sultana, how-

ever, did not allow herself to be seen again the whole evening.

We remained in the hall, and slept on the same cool cushions

which had served us during the day as a divan. The next

morning, however, we were invited to visit her in her own
rooms. She was more willing to talk to-day than yesterday,

had European chairs placed for us, while her attendants and
slave girls squatted down round us. We told her about hep

name-sister, the Sultana Nasr of England, and exhibited hep

portrait to her on an English gold coin, which she regarded

with much curiosity. Nevertheless, she showed very little

desire to see with her own eyes that distant world beyond
the northern ocean.

About eight o'clock we rode back toWed Medineh. Soon

after our arrival Seid Haschim received a letter from Nasr,

in which she asked him confidentially whether I would

accept a little slave girl from her, as a gift to the stranger.

I sent a message to inform her that this was contrary to our

customs, but that there would be no difficulty if, instead of

a slave girl, she would select a slave boy ;
and, after the re-

moval of some scruples, as this seemed to her less becoming,

she really Bent a little slave boy, who was brought to me in

our boat.

He had been the playmate of the Sultana's little grandson,

the son of her daughter Dauer, and was handed over to me
with the name of Behan (the Arabic designation for the

sweet-scented basilicum). I was also informed that he was
born in the district of Makadi, on the frontier of Abyssinia,

which generally furnishes the most intelligent and faithful

slaves. This district is under Christian domination, and is

inhabited both by Christians and Mohammedans, who are

separated into different villages. The former call themselves

Nazara (Nazarenes), or Amhara (Amharic Christians) ; the

latter Giberta. Amongst the latter, children of their own
race, or that of their neighbours, are frequently stolen and
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sold to Arabian slave-dealers ; for in the central parts of

Abyssinia the slave trade is strictly interdicted. However,

this account of the boy has since proved incorrect, and per-

haps was only meant to remove the obstacle which some

might find in offering me a Christian boy, while on the other

hand it would appear still more doubtful to hand over to me
a native Mohammedan. The boy himself first communicated

to our Christian cook, and afterwards to myself, that he was

born of Christian parents, that he had here for the first time

received the name of Eehan, and that his real name was

Gabre Mariam, i.e. in Abyssinian, "the slave of Mary."

He was born near Gondar, the capital of Amhara. He ap-

pears to have belonged to a family of some distinction, for

the place called Bamba, which is stated by Bruce to be in

the neighbourhood of Lake Tzana, by his accounts belonged

to his grandfather ; and his father, who now is dead, pos-

sessed many herds, which the boy often drove, with others,

to the pasture. One day, above three or four years ago,

when on such an expedition, at a considerable distance from

his dwelling-place, he was stolen by some mounted Bedouins,

carried off to the village of "Waldakarel, and then sold to

TTing Idris Adlan
;
by him he was afterwards presented to his

sister Nasr. He is a pretty boy, very dark, and may be now
between eight and nine years old ; but much more advanced

than a child of this age would be with us. The girls here

marry from eight years old upwards. He wears his hair in a

peculiar manner, in innumerable little braids ; these must,

at least once every month, be re-braided and daubed with

grease, by a woman skilled in the art ; and his body also

must from time to time be well rubbed with grease. His

entire clothing consists in a great white cloth, which he

binds round his hips, and throws upwards over the shoulders.

I call him now by his Christian name, and shall take him to

Europe with me.

Seid Haschim did all in his power to keep us some days

longer in "Wed M6dineh. The first evening he invited us to

his house, with the Turks of most distinction, and had a
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number of dancing-girls to show ns the national dances in

these parts
;
they chiefly consist in contortions of the upper

part of the body and the arms, similar to what are repre-

sented on the Egyptian monuments; but diner from the
Egyptian dances of the present day, which are chiefly limited

to very ungraceful gestures.

A good-natured and very comical old man led on the

dances, while he at the same time sang some Arabic songs,

with a piercing but not disagreeable voice, which had refer-

ence to the assembled company, or to persons of repute, such

as Nasr, Idris Adlan, Mak (i. e. Melek), Badi, Ac. ; and with

his left hand touched the chords of a five-stringed lyre,

passing the plectrum over them in time with his right. His
instrument only embraced six tones of the octave. The first

string on the right hand had the highest tone, C, to be

struck with the thumb, the string immediately succeeding, the

lowest tone, E; then followed the third, F; the fourth, A;
the fifth, B. The instrument is called Bababa, and the per-

former on it Bebabi. This man had been instructed by an

old celebrated Bebabi in Schendi ; he had made his instru-

ment himself, after the model of that belonging to his master,

and had also acquired from him his talent for making verses,

and thus became the favourite black bard of Wed Medineh.
All the poetry of his songs had been composed by himself;

they were sometimes improvised, and whoever disobliged

him or his patrons, would probably be made the object of his

satire.

1 made him come to me the following morning, and,

through Jussuf, write down four of his poems in Arabic

:

one on Mohammed, the son of Mak Mesa'd, who resides in

Metammeh ; one upon King Nimr, who burnt Ismael

Pascha, and is still living in Abyssinia ; a third on Nasr

;

and lastly, a song of homage to pretty girls.* It is impos-

sible to render these melodies in our notes. I have only

* The poems contain many unusual grammatical forms and ex-
pressions, and are composed in a very free, and, as it appears, in some
measure, incorrect style.
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written down a small portion of them, which in some mea-
sure approaches our mode of singing. They are generally

half recited, half carried down, with quivering tones, from the

highest notes to a deep and long-sustained tone. These are

their most peculiar characteristics, hut they are quite incapable

of being noted down. Each verse contains four rhymes ; the

voice is retained lightly on each of them, on the second more
than on the first and third ; but longest on the last rhyme,

The music always sinks at this point, and the same deep

tone recurs, which gives a certain character to the progress-

ing song. A particular recurrence of the melody may, in-

deed, also be noticed, but this is impossible for a European
ear to remember. I purchased the instrument from the

good-natured, old man. He gave it unwillingly, although I

let him name his own price ; and several times after he had
taken the money, and had laid down his instrument for it, an
air of anxious sorrow came over his expressive countenance.

The following day I bid him come to me again. He was de-

pressed, and told me his wife had given him a sound beating

for having given his instrument away. Here it is no dis-

grace for a man to be beaten by his wife, but it is so perhaps

in the reverse case. A woman who has been beaten goes at

once to the Cadi to complain ; she then generally obtains

justice, and the husband is punished.

In Wed Medineh we were also present at a funeral cere-

mony, which seemed a strange enough one to us. A woman
had died three days before ; the day succeeding her death,

the third, the seventh, and several days afterwards are pecu^

liarly solemnised. In front of the house, an hour before sun-

set, above a hundred women and children had collected, and

more were constantly coming in, and cowered down beside

the others. Two daughters of the deceased were present,

whose richly ornamented and grease-besmeared heads they

had already strewed with ashes, and had rubbed the whole of

the upper part of their bodies white with them, so that their

eyes and mouths alone shone forth clean, and, as it were, set

into the white mask. The women wore long cloths round
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their hips ; the young girls and children the Rabat, a girdle

composed of five strips of leather, hanging down close to-

gether; this is usually bound round the loins by a cord,

prettily ornamented with shells and pearls, and it falls half-

way down the leg. There was a great wooden bowl with

ashes, which was repeatedly filled again with fresh ones.

Female musicians cowered down close on either side of the

door uttering shrill screams, which pierced our ears ;
they

now clapped their hands together in time ; now struck the

sounding Daba-btjka. (a kind of hand kettle-drum, called

here in the Sudan Daluka) ; and now beat with sticks on
some hollow gourds floating in tubs of water. The two
daughters, about eighteen or twenty years of age, and the

nearest relations, began, two and two, to move at first

slowly towards the door in a narrow passage between the

constantly increasing crowds ; then suddenly shrill screams,

clapping of hands, and loud shrieks burst from them all

at once; whereupon they turned round, and began their

fearfully contorted dancing. Bending the upper part of

their body in convulsive and strained twistings and turnings,

and slowly balancing themselves, they moved their feet for-

wards, then suddenly threw their breasts upwards with vio-

lence and their heads back on their shoulders, which they

stretched out in all directions, and thus, with half-closed

eyes, gradually glided forwards. In this manner they went
down a slight incline of fifteen and twenty paces, where they

threw themselves on the ground, covered themselves with

dust and earth, and turned back again to re-commence the

same dance. The younger of the two daughters had a beau-

tiful slight figure, with wonderful elasticity, and when she

stood quietly erect, or was lying on the ground with her

sunken head, her regular and gentle, though inanimate fea-

tures, even during the dance, and the classical form of her

body, was exactly like an antique statue. This dancing pro-

cession was repeated over and over again. Each of the

mourners is compelled at least to go through this once, and
the nearer the relationship so much the more frequently is it
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repeated. Whoever cannot immediately force her way up
to the vessel of ashes, takes them from the head of her

neighbour to strew it on her own head. In front of this

squatting assembly some women are cowering, who under*

stand how to sob loudly and to shed profuse tears, which

leave long black streaks on their white-rubbed cheeks. The
most striking, and the most repelling, part of this spectacle

is, tbat nothing is done from unrestrained sorrow, but all

with deliberation, with a degree of pathos, and evidently

studied; children as young as four and five years old are

placed in the procession, and if they perform the difficult and

unnatural movements well, their mothers, who are cowering

behind, call out to them taib
y
tail—i. e. bravo! well done!

In the second act, however, of this ceremony, rendered pecu-

liarly stunning by its continual clapping, screaming, and

shrieking, all the dancers throw themselves into the dust,

and tumble down the hill ; but this they also do slowly, and

with deliberation, carefully drawing up their knees to their

bodies, to hold their dresses with them, and also crossing

their arms
;
they then roll down, over knees and back. This

ceremony begins one hour before sunset, and lasts till night.

The unnatural feeling pervading the whole proceeding

makes an indescribable impression, which is rendered still

more disagreeable by seeing nothing in all of it but an in-

herited and perverted custom, an empty spectacle ; not a

trace of individual truth and natural sentiment can be per-

ceived in the persons who participate; and yet the com-

parison between this and certain descriptions and repre-

sentations of similar festivals among the ancients, teaches us

to understand much, of which judging by our own manner of

life, we can never form a correct notion, till we have once

seen with our eyes such caricatures of metamorphoses as are

here and there exhibited in the East.

The following day we visited the hospital, which we found

very cleanly, and in good order ; it holds a hundred patients,

but there were then only eight-and-twenty within it. "We

then went to the barracks, in the large court-yard of which
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the men are exercised. The commanding officer ordered out

the band of music, and they played several pieces before us.

The first was the Parisienne, which sounded most strangely

in this country, as well as the succeeding pieces, most of them
French, and known to me; they were, however, tolerably

well executed. The musicians performed almost solely on
European instruments, and have also admitted the name of

our trumpet into their Arabic musical language, but have

transferred it to the drum, which they call trumbeta, while

for the trumpet they have a peculiar name of their own, nafir

;

they call their great flute sumdra, the small one sufdra, and

the great drum tabli. There were only twelve hundred

soldiers present belonging to the regiment, which consists of

four thousand men, almost all negroes, whose black faces

staring out of their white linen uniform and red-tasselled

caps, made them look like dreBsed-up monkeys, only much
more unhappy and oppressed. The negroes are incapable of

any military discipline and regular exertion, and generally

sink beneath the imposed yoke. We did not, however,

suspect that these same people would two days afterwards

rebel in a body, and set off to their hills.

Emin Pascha was expected hourly. But on the 13th I

received in the morning a letter from him, from Messelemieh,

between four and five hours distant from this place, in which

he wrote that he should not come to Wed Medineh before

the following day, and hoped to find us still there. He at

the same time informed me that the war in Taka was over,

and that all had submitted. Several hundred natives had
been killed in skirmishes ; the morning before the chief battle,

all the Sheikhs of the tribes from Taka had come to the

Pascha to sue for pardon, which he had granted them, on
condition that no fugitive should venture to remain in the

great wood, which was their chief place of refuge. The
following morning he had the wood searched, and as nobody

was discovered in it, he had it set on fire, and entirely burnt

to the ground. On his journey back, he intends to pass

through the eastern districts to Katarif, on the Abyssinian
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frontier, and thence to go to the Blue Biver. We had
scarcely read this news from Taka, when we heard the sound
of cannon in front of the barracks announcing the victorious

message to the population round.

In another letter, which had gone to Emin Pascha instead

of me, Herr von Wagner gave me the pleasing intelligence

that our new companion, the painter Georgi, had arrived from

Italy, and had already started for Dongola, where he waits

for further orders. I shall write to him to come as far as

Barkal to meet us.

As we were certain by this letter of finding the Pascha

still in Messelemieh, we started for that place about mid-day

;

and as the town is situated an hour and a half distant from

the Nile, we made the journey by land.

The boat, meanwhile, was to follow us to the harbour of

Messetemieh, that is to say, to the nearest landing-place of

this most important of the commercial towns of the whole

Sudan. Besides Jussuf, we took with us the Kawass and

Gabre Mariam, who sat behind me on the dromedary, where

there is always left a small place for a servant, like a coach-

box behind the carriage ; he sits on the narrow hinder part

of the animal, and holds on to the saddle with both his hands.

It was hot, and the ground was parched up. The few birds

which I saw were different from those which habitually in*

herit the banks of the river.

Half-way we came to Taiba, a village which is only in*

habited by Fuxaba (plur. of Faille). These are the sages,

the holy men of the people, a kind of priest, without however

having priestly functions to perform ; they can read and

write ;
they do not permit any music, dancing, or festivals

among them, and therefore have a great reputation for sanc-

tity. The chief of this village is the greatest Fakir of the

whole surrounding neighbourhood. Every one believes in

him like a prophet; whatever he predicts, happens. The
late Achmed Pascha, one month before his death, caused him

to be imprisoned. " God will punish you for this," was his

answer to the order, and one month afterwards the Pascha
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died. He is a very rich man, and possesses several villages.

We went in quest of him, and found him in his house at

dinner ; about twenty people were sitting round a colossal

wooden bowl, which was filled with a gruel of boiled Durra

and milk. The bowl was pushed in front of us, but we could

not eat any of this food. "We amused ourselves with the

old Fakir, who joined in our conversation with easy, friendly,

and pleasing manners, and then inquired our names, and the

object of our journey. Every one who entered, our servants

among the number, approached him reverently, and touched

his hand with their mouth and forehead. The dignity of

Sheikh is hereditary in his family ; his son is looked up to

almost as much as himself, and in this way we can understand

how a village like this, when the Sheikh has once been himself

a Fakir, can become altogether a priest-village. E' Darner, on

the island of Mertte, was formerly a Fakir place similar to

this. The inhabitants of Taiba, probably of Arabic race, call

themselves Abakin. There are a number of such local

names here, whose origin it is difficult to make out.

When we had smoked out our pipes, we left the congre-

gation of holy men, and rode away. One half hour before

we reached Messelemieh, we came to a second village called

Hellet e' Soliman, where we dismounted at a house which had

been built by the late Mak, or Melek Kambal, of Halfai,

when he married the daughter of Defalk, to whom the village

belonged; it now belongs to his brother's son, Mahmud
welled Schauisch, who has besides the title of Melek, but is

really only the guardian of Kambal's little son, Melek Beshir.

It is easy to see what is now thought here of the old re-

verential title of Melek, or King. Mahmut was not at home,

as he had accompanied Ahmed Pascha on his campaign.

Nevertheless, we were entertained in his house according to

the hospitable custom of this country. Coverlets were spread

out, milk and fresh baked Durra bread in thin slices,

which has by no means a bad taste, was brought in ; added

to this, another simple, but refreshing beverage, abreq, fer-

mented sourish Durra water. Soon after Asser we reached
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Messelemleh. Emin Pascha received us very kindly, and com-

municated to us the intelligence that Mohammed Ali's first

minister, Boghos Bey, whom I had visited in Alexandria, was
dead, and that Artira Bey, a man of elegant manners, and a

shrewd politician, had been appointed in his place.

We declined the Pascha's invitation to supper, and offer of

a night'8 lodging, and soon rode away towards the river,

where we hoped to find our boat. As it had not yet arrived,

we spent the night on anqarebs in the open air. We were
not able to start for Kamlin till the following morning, the

15th March, and reached it towards evening. The next day

we spent agreeably with our countryman, Herr Bauer. On
the 17th, having paid a visit to Nureddin Effendi, in Wad
Eraue, several hours distant from Kamlin, we arrived on the

following day at Soba, where I immediately sent for one of

the vases which had been found in the ruins of the ancient

city, and which was said to be kept by the brother of the

Sheikh. After waiting a long time, it was brought to us.

It was an ancient vessel for incense, made of bronze in

filigree work. The sides of the vessel, which was of a

roundish form, and about nine inches high, and of similar

width, consisted solely of open-work Arabesques ; the swing*

ing chains had been fastened to the upper border by three

little hooks, one of which, however, has broken away, so that

the most interesting part of the whole, an inscription running

round beneath the border, and like the Arabesques carved

a jour, in rather large letters, thereby is unfortunately in-

complete. This is of peculiar importance, as the writing is

again in the Greek, or rather in the Coptic character, as on

the stone-tablet ; but the language is neither of these, but

doubtless the ancient vernacular tongue of Soba, the capital

of the mighty Kingdom of Altfa. Short as it is, it is distin-

guished from the stone inscription by containing the Coptic

signs £f (sch) and + (ti), which are not to be found in the

latter. I purchased the vessel for a few piastres. This is

now the third monument of Soba which we take away with

us, for I must mention, in addition, that at the house of Seid
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Haschim, in Wed Medineb, we also saw a small Venus "of

Greek workmanship, carved in pure style, and about a foot

bigb, which had likewise been found in Soba, and was pre-

sented to me by its owner. At length, on the 19th March,

we again entered the house of Herr Hermanovich, in

Chartum, later than our original calculations had led us to

expect, for which reason I had already communicated our

delay to Brbkam, in a letter from Wed M6dineh.

LETTER XIX.

Chartum, the 21st March, 1844.

Hebe, for the first time, we received more exact intel-

ligence of the military revolt in Wed Medineb, which was of

a most serious nature, and would have infallibly thrown us

into the greatest danger had we remained two days longer in

that town. All the black soldiers revolted while Emin Pascha

was residing there. The drill-sergeant and seven white

soldiers were killed immediately; the Pascha was besieged

in his own house, which was briskly fired into ; his negotiators

were repelled, and the powder magazine seized. All the

arms and ammunition, with the two cannons, fell into the

hands of the negroes, who then selected six leaders for them-

selves, and set out in six divisions on the road to Fazoql to

take refuge in their mountains. The regiment in this place,

which has about 1500 blacks in it, was at once disarmed, and
will be kept within the barracks. The most serious conse-

quences are dreaded, as Ahmed Pascha Menekle has been so

inconsiderate as to take almost all the white troops along

with him to Taka ; otherwise I should rejoice at the desertion

of the blacks, as they are treated in the most revolting

manner by their Turkish masters. Yet the insurrection may
easily bring the whole country into a state of disorder, and

then, also, have an injurious influence on our expedition.

The blacks will undoubtedly endeavour on their road to

draw over to their own party whatever country people they
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meet, especially the troops of Soliman Pascha in Sennar, and

of Selim Pascha in Fazoql. The whites are far too few to offer

them effectual resistance. News has just arrived that between

five and six hundred slaves of the late Ahmed Pascha, belong-

ing to the indigo factory at Tamaniat, a little to the north of

this, have fled with their wives and children to the Sudan,

and intend to join the soldiers; the same is reported of the

factory at Kamlin, so that we necessarily feel anxious about

our friend Bauer, who was not, indeed, cruel as the Turks

are, but yet was a strict master.

26th March.— The news is spread that the troops in

Sennar and the people belonging to Melek Idris Adlan, have

put the negroes to the sword. It is also said, that the slaves

of Tamaniat have been overtaken by the Arnauts, and mur-

dered or dragged back, and that the revolt in Kamlin has

been suppressed. Sfcill we cannot build much on this, as the

intelligence reached me through our Kawass from the people

belonging to the Pascha, and the desire was also expressed

that I should spread the news still farther, and write about

it to Cairo.

Yesterday, as we were walking in the dusk ofthe evening,

in the large and beautiful garden belonging to Ibrahim Cher,

in whose cheerful and pleasantly-situated house I write this

letter, we saw tall dark clouds of sand rise like a wall on the

horizon. A violent east wind has also been blowing to-night

ever since, and still blows, enveloping all the trees and build-

ings in a disagreeable sandy atmosphere, which almost takes

away our breath. I have closed the window-shutters firmly,

and barricaded the door with stones, to be in some measure

secured from the first assault ; nevertheless, I am constantly

obliged to cleanse the sheet of letter paper from the covering

of sand which is incessantly thrown down on it.

I returned in such a tattered condition from my hunting

excursion to Sennar, that I was at length obliged to as-

sume the Turkish costume, which I cannot now soon ex-

change again. It has its advantages for the customs of this

country, especially for sitting on coverlets, or low cushions

;
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but the Tarbu8ch, which lies so flat upon the head, is very

ill-adapted to this sunny sky, and the fastening of the innu-

merable buttons and hooks is daily a most wearisome trial

of patience.

30th March.—We intend to leave Chartum as soon as this

packet of letters is handed over to the Fascha. The revolu-

tion is now completely suppressed in all parts. It would

doubtless have had a far worse result had it not, from a

particular cause, broken out in Wed Medineh several days

too soon. It had been planned and secretly arranged for

a long time past in the whole of the south, and was

not to have broken out before the 19th of this month
simultaneously in Sennar, Wed Medineh, Kamlin, Chartum,

and Tamaniat. The precipitate movement in Wed Medineh

had, however, disarranged the whole plan, and had especially

given time to Emin Pascha to send messengers to Chartum,

by which means the negro soldiers here were consigned and

disarmed before news of the outbreak had reached their ears.

Emin Pascha, however, seems himself to have been totally

helpless. The victory is said to be solely due to the courage

and presence of mind of a certain Kustan Effendi, who with

150 devoted soldiers, chiefly whites, pursued the negroes, who
were 600 strong, overtook them beyond Sennar, and after

attacking them three times, defeated them, with great loss of

life. Above a hundred of the fugitives have surrendered,

and have been taken to Sennar in irons ; the remaining

number were killed in the action, or leapt into the river and
were drowned there.

But the news arrived here at the same time, that an insur-

rection had also broken out on account of the taxes in Lower
Nubia, in Kalabsche, and another village, that both villages

had on that account been immediately destroyed by Hassan
Pascha, who is to come to Chartum in place ofEmin Pascha,

and that the inhabitants had been killed or driven away.
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LETTER XX.

The Pyramids of Hfer6e9 22nd April, 1844.

We quitted Chartum on the 30th March, towards evening,

and proceeded half the night by moonlight.

The following day we arrived at Tamaniat. Almost the

whole of the large village had disappeared, and only one vast

hurning plain was to be seen. The slaves in their revolt had
laid everything in ashes, the walls of the factory are alone

left standing. As I had quitted the boat and arrived on foot,

I was unexpectedly startled near the still smoking ruins by
a horrible spectacle, for I suddenly found myself in an open

piece of garden, which was completely covered by the muti-

lated corpses of blacks. The greatest proportion of the slaves

who had been recaptured were here shot down in masses.

We stopped at sunset in Surie Abu Eamle, before a cata-

ract, which we were unable to pass during the night.

The 1st of April we again started long before daybreak,

and thought we should make a good step in advance. But
the wind rose with the sun, and as the boat could not be

•towed at this point on account of the rocky banks, a few

hours afterwards we were compelled to halt again, and to lie

quiet in the heavy, dense atmosphere of sand. In front of

us lay the insulated range of Qirre, detached from which,

Ascht&n (the Thirsty) on our left hand, Rauian (the Thirsty

assuaged) on our right, stand forth from the plain like watch-

posts ; the former, however, at a greater distance from the

river.

Bauian was only about three-quarters of an hour distant

from our boat. I set out with my gun, traversed the bare

stony plain, and climbed the mountain, during the inun-

dation season almost entirely surrounded by water, for

which reason we were always told that it stood upon an

island. The rock of which it is composed is granite, of a

mixed coarse and fine grain, with much quartz. On the road

back, I passed the village of Melah, the huts of which lie

o
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hidden behind large mounds of upturned earth, formed by
the inhabitants when they dig for salt (malh). A great deal

of it is found in the surrounding country (thus Melah is the

Arabic translation of salt-work, or Suiza). Towards evening

we sailed on a little farther, in the midst of the range, and

lay to, in a little rocky creek. The following day, also, we
made but bttle progress. We saw some black slaves wander-

ing about like chamois, on the eastern summits of the wild

granitic rocks, who have perhaps escaped from Tamaniat, but
their miserable life will not probably be much longer prolonged.

They disappeared immediately again behind the jagged sum-
mits, our Kawass having indulged in the brutal jest of firing

at them in the air. I climbed up the western mountains with

Abeken
;
they rise precipitously for about 200 or 300 feet

from the bank. It is evident here, by the natural walls of

rock, to what height the river rises and deposits its mud at

high-water. I measured nearly 8 metres (26 feet English)

from that point to the surface of the water at the present

moment, and the river will continue to sink about 2 feet

more.

From the summit of the mountain we saw the wide desert

extending behind the farthest eminences, and soon after pass-

ing Meraui, we shall be wandering across it. We quitted

the picturesque range of mountains with regret, which form
such an agreeable interruption to the flat banks of this far

and wide level country.

On the morning of the 4th April, we at length reached

our group of palm-trees at Ben Naga, and immediately

went to the ruins in the Wadi el Kirbegan, where we found

a portion of a pillar, and several altars in the south-eastern

temple which had been newly-excavated by Erbkam; the

same Royal Shields were upon them as upon the principal

temples of Naga in the desert, besides several others which
had not previously appeared. Of the three altars that had

been excavated, the central one, of very hard sandstone, was
in excellent preservation. On the western side there was a

representation of the King, on the eastern, of the Queen, with
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their names, and oh both the other sides were two goddesses.

On the northern side the hieroglyphic group of the North

was also inscribed, and on the southern that of the South.

Both the other altars exhibited the same figures. All three

were still standing on their original site, and were let into a

smooth floor, which was composed of square slabs of stone

covered with plaster. Unfortunately I had not theu the means

of carrying away the best of these altars, which weighed at

least 50 cwt., and I had, therefore, to plan a special excursion

from Meroe for the purpose.

On Good Friday, the 5th April, we arrived at Schendi.

We entered the widely-scattered but depopulated town,

saw the ruins of the palace of King Nimr, in which

he had burnt Ismael Pascha, after a nocturnal festival

which he had prepared for him, and many houses which

still bore traces of the balls of Defterdar Bey, who was

sent by Mohammed Ali to revenge the death of his son.

The dwelling of King Nimr, which now also lay in ruins,

used to stand in the centre of the town on an artificial emi-

nence. The suburb, built for the present military garrison,

is at a little distance up the river, and separated from the

town. We then returned to the boat, which had put in near

the fortress-like house of Churshid Pascha, where the mili-

tary commander now resides.

On the same day we arrived, shortly before sunset, at Beg'e-

rauieh, and immediately rode to the Pyramids, where we once

more found Brbkam and the remainder of the party safe and

sound. They have been diligently drawing in Naga and Wadi
Sofra, and the rich costume of the kings and gods, as well as

the representations belonging to these Ethiopian temples in

general, devoid of style indeed, but ornamental, look very

well on paper, and will make a splendid show in our sketch-

books. Much had been done in this spot also, and many
new things had come to light in clearing out the ante-

chambers, which had been full of rubbish. Abeken thought,

even during our first visit, that he had found the name of
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the Queen Kestaxi (Ca*dace). Now, indeed, we see that

the Shield is not written

but in

which would read Kentahebi ;
nevertheless it seems to me

to have meant that famous name, and that the question-

able sign merely has been changed by the ignorant scribes.

The deterniinative signs ^ prove, at least, that it is

the name of a Queen. The name of Caotace was known

even at an earlier period as that of a private person. The

name of Ebgamenes is likewise found, and this also written

sometimes correctly, sometimes with mistaken variation..

We kindled Easter bonfires on the evenings of the suc-

ceeding holidays. Our tents are situated between two

groups of Pyramids in a small hollow of the valley, which is

everywhere covered with dry tufts of a woody grass. We
lighted this all about us ; it blazed up high, and flung the

whirling flames upwards into the dark starry night. The

spectacle of fifty or sixty such fires burning at once in the

valley was beautiful ;
they threw a ghost-like light on the

half-crumbled Pyramids of the old kings ranged on the emi-

nences round, and on our airy tent-pyramids rising in the-

foreground.

We were surprised on the 8th of April by seeing a mag-

nificent cavalcade of horses and camels, which appeared

within our camp. It was Osmaj* Bey, who, as the chief in

command, is leading back the army of 5000 men from Taka.

The French military surgeon, Peney, was in his suite, besides

the Chief Sheikh Ahmed welled 'Auad. The troops had

encamped near Gabuschie, one hour farther up the river, and

were to pass through Beg'erauieh in the evening. The visit
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to our camp had, however, another object, which was soon

disclosed in the course of conversation. Osman Bey was
desirous of making treasure-diggers out of his pioneers, and
of ordering some battalions to come hither, to pull down a
number of Pyramids. The discovery of Ferlini is still re-

membered by most people, and has since that time caused

the ruin of many Pyramids. They were also full of it at

Ohartum, and more than one European, besides the Pascha

himself, imagined they might still find treasures there. I

constantly endeavoured to prove to them all, that the dis-

covery of Ferlini was pure chance, that he had not found

the gold rings in the sepulchral chambers with the mummies,
where they alone might reasonably have been searched for

with any hope of success, but walled up in the stone, in which

place they had been concealed by a whim of the owner. I

endeavoured to convince Osman Bey of this also, who even

offered me the aid of his companies of soldiers to conduct

the work of destruction. I naturally declined this, though

perhaps I should have accepted it for the sake of laying

open to view the sepulchral chambers, which necessarily must
have their entrance in front of the Pyramids in the natural

rock, had I not feared that here also we might not arrive at

any brilliant result, and even if our own expectations were

not so, yet those of the credulous general might be bitterly

disappointed. I succeeded in diverting him from his idea,

and thus for the present, at least, the existing Pyramids have

been saved. The soldiers have departed without having

made war on the Pyramids.

I invited the three gentlemen to dine with us, which
placed the old Sheikh in some embarrassment, for he was
always trying to cut the meat with the back of his knife, till

at length I myself laid aside the European implements, and
began to eat in good Turkish fashion

;
my example was soon

followed willingly by the rest of the company, especially by

our excellent dark-skinned guest, who did not fail to observe

my polite attention. After dinner they again mounted
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their sumptuously-caparisoned animals, and the procession

hastened towards the river.

On the 9th of April, 1 sent Franke and Ibrahim Aga to

Ben Naga, with stone-saws, hammers, and ropes, to trans-

port the great altar to this spot. I myself rode with Jossuf

to Gabuschie\ partly to return the visit of Osman Bey, who
had intended to give the soldiers a day of rest in our neigh-

bourhood, partly to take advantage of the presence of the dis-

tinguished Sheikh Ahmed, through whose interest I hoped

to procure boats to carry us across the river, and camels for

the desert journey that we had in prospect. The army had,

however, already decamped, and had passed the first places

on the road. I therefore rode after them with Jussuf in a

brisk trot, and soon overtook the 400 Arnauts who formed

the rear. They were not, however, able to inform us how
far Osman Bey was in advance. The Arnauts are the

soldiers most dreaded in the whole country for brutality

and cruelty, who at the same time are treated with most

indulgence by their leaders, because they are the only

troops who serve voluntarily, and the only foreigners taken

into pay. It is but a few months ago since they were sent

to the late Ahmed Pascha by Mohammed Ali, under an

officer who was peculiarly feared, with the order, as it is

said, to bring the Pascha, dead or alive, to Cairo. The sud-

den death of the Pascha at all events released him from his

commission. The name of that officer is Omar Aga, but he is

known through the whole country by the not very nattering

appellation of Tomus Aga (Commandant Cochon) which

was once given him by Ibrahim Pascha, and which, since

that time, he himself thinks it an honour to bear. His own
attendants, when we overtook his horses and baggage, and
inquired after their master, called him by this name. After

riding briskly for about five or six hours in the most op-

pressive heat, we at length reached the camp at the village

of Beida.

We had by degrees gone more than half-way to Schendi,
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and were rejoiced at the near prospect of finding some re-

freshment, after the exhaustion of the hot ride ; for we had

already made up our minds to fast, till our return in the

evening, as there was absolutely nothing that we could eat

in the villages between ; there was not even milk to be had.

Osman Bey and Hakim Peney were as much surprised as

delighted at my visit ; some bowls of Suri were immediately

brought for our refreshment—a beverage which undergoes a

slow and troublesome process of preparation, from half-

fermented Durra ; it is an agreeable acid, and, especially with

sugar, has a most excellent and refreshing taste. After our

breakfast, I went through the camp with Peney. The tents

were pitched along the river in the most picturesque variety

of groups, on a great space of ground here and there scat-

tered over with trees and thicket, and completely sur-

rounded by it. An Egyptian army, composed half of blacks

and half of whites, most of them in tatters, returning in

forced marches from a depredatory expedition against the

poor natives, presents, indeed, a very different aspect from

what we are accustomed to witness at home. Although the

intimidated population of Taka, for the most part innocent

of individual revolt, had already sent messengers to the

Pascha, to avert his vengeance, and moreover, on the ap-

proach of the troops, had not offered the slightest resistance,

nevertheless, several hundred unarmed men and women, who
either would not, or could not fly, were murdered by that

notorious troop of Arnauts; and Ahmed Pascha caused a

number of other men, who were believed to have been con-

cerned in the insurrection, as they were each led before him,

to be beheaded in front of his tent. Then, after all the

conditions that were imposed had been fulfilled, and the

heavy contributions which had been required from them

under every variety of pretext had been also correctly paid,

the Pascha caused all the Sheikhs to assemble at once, as if

for a fresh conference, but forthwith had them all put in

fetters, together with 120 other people, and led away as

prisoners. The young and strong men were to be placed
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among the troops, the women handed over to the soldiers as

slaves ; the Sheikhs were reserved for punishment till a later

day.

This was the glorious history of the Turkish campaign

against Taka, as it was related to me by the European eye-

witnesses. Already twelve among the forty-one Sheikhs

who were carried away, and were nearly sinking under the

fatigue of the marches, have been shot on the road. The

others were exhibited to me singly. Each of them carried

before him the stem of a tree as thick as a man's arm, about

five or six feet long, which terminated in a fork, into which

the neck was fixed. The prongs of the fork were bound

together by a cross-piece of wood, fastened with a strap.

Some of their hands, also, were tied fast to the handle of the

fork, and in this condition they remain day and night.

During the march, the soldier who is specially appointed to

overlook the prisoner, carries the end of the pole : in the

night most of them have their feet also pinioned together.

All of them had had their black curls shaven off. The

Sheikhs alone still wore their large head-dress of braids or

curls. Most of them looked very depressed and miserable

;

they had been the most distinguished of their nation, and

had been accustomed to be treated by those they com-

manded, with the greatest reverence. They almost all spoke

Arabic, beside their own language, and mentioned to me the

tribes to which they severally belonged. But the most distin-

guished of all of them was a Fakir, who was held sacred

;

his word had been regarded like that of a prophet through-

out the whole land, and, by his oracular sayings and ex-

hortations, he had been chiefly instrumental in causing the

whole revolution. He was called Sheikh Musa el Fakib,

and was of the tribe of the Mitkenabs. I found him an old,

blind, broken-down, hoary man, with a few snow-white

hairs ; his body was already more like a skeleton ; he was

obliged to be raised up by others, and was scarcely able to

hear and answer the questions which were addressed to him.

His little, shrivelled face, was incapable of any new ex-
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pression corresponding to the present circumstances. He
looked forwards with a fixed and indifferent stare, and I was

surprised how such a shadow could have still exercised so

much influence on the minds of his fellow-countrymen as to

excite a revolution. Yet it is remarkable that, both in

Egypt and everywhere about here, blind people have an

especial reputation for sanctity, and are held in great re-

spect as Prophets.

After breakfast I had one of the captured Sheikhs, Mo-
hammed welled Hammed, brought to the tent of Osman,
that I might question him about his language, of which I

was still perfectly ignorant. He was an intelligent, well-

spoken man, who at once took advantage of the opportunity

which I readily granted him, to relate his history to Osman
Bey and Sheikh Ahmed, and to assure them of his innocence

of the revolutionary events. He belonged to the tribe of

the Halenka, from the village of Kassala. I made him give

me the lists of the forty-one Sheikhs and their tribes, and

had them written down. Six tribes had taken part in the

insurrection—the Mitkenab, Halenka, Keluli, Mohammedin,
Sobeh, Sikulab, and Hadenduwa (plur. from Henduwa).

All the tribes of Taka speak the same language ; but only

a few of them also understand the Arabic. I suspect that it

is the same as that of the Bischari tribes. It has many, and

well-distributed vowels, and is very euphonous, as it is with-

out the hard guttural sound of the Arabs. On the other

hand, it has a peculiar alphabetical letter, which to our ear

seems to stand between r, I, and d; a cerebral J, which, like

the Sanscrit, is pronounced by throwing back the point of

the tongue upwards.

After our examination of the Sheikh it had become too

late to set out again
;
night would have overtaken me, and

especially on camel-back, it is impossible to avoid the dan-

gerous branches of the thorny trees. I therefore complied

with the invitation to spend the night in the camp, till the

rising of the moon ; Osman Bey would then at the same

time start in the opposite direction with the army. A
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whole sheep was roasted on the spit, which we eat with a

hearty appetite.

I learnt from Osman Bey about many interesting customs

of the most southern provinces, as for the last sixteen years

he has been living here in the south, and has an accurate

knowledge of the country, to the extreme limits of Mo-
hammed Ali's government. It is still the custom in Fazoql

to hang a king who is no longer beloved, which occurred

only a few years ago to the father of the present reigning

monarch. His relatives and ministers assemble round him,

and announce to him that as he no longer pleases the men
and women of the country, the oxen, asses, and fowls, &c.,

<&c, but is detested by all, it is better that he should die.

Once upon a time, when a king did not wish to submit to

this practice, his own wife and mother made the most press-

ing remonstrances to him, not to load himself with still

greater disgrace, upon which he yielded to his fate. Dio-

dorus narrates exactly the same resignation to death in those

who in Ethiopia were to die by judicial verdict ; a person

who had been condemned, and who had at first intended to

save himself by flight, had nevertheless allowed himself to

be strangled without resistance by his mother, who had
obstructed him in his design. Osman Bey has only lately,

he assures me himself, abolished the custom there of burying

old people alive, when they become feeble. A pit used to be

dug and a horizontal passage at the end of it, and the body
laid within, like that of a dead person, firmly swathed in

cloths
;
by his side they placed a bowl with merisa, fermented

Durra water, a pipe, and a hoe, to cultivate the land
; also,

according to the wealth of the individual, one or two ounces

of gold, to pay the ferryman who must convey the deceased

across the great river which flows between heaven and hell.

The entrance is then filled up with rubbish. Indeed, ac-

cording to Osman, the whole legend of Charon, even with a

Cerberus, appears still to exist here.

This custom of burying old people alive also exists, as I

afterwards heard, among the negro tribes to the south of
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Kordofan. Invalids and cripples, those especially who have

an infectious malady, are there also put to death in a similar

manner. The family complains to the sick man, that be-

cause of him, no one will come near them any longer ; that

he himself is wretched, and death would be only a gain for

him; that he would again find his relations in the other

world, and would be in health and happiness there. They
charge him with kind messages to all the deceased, and then

bury him either as they do in Fazoql, or standing upright in

a pit. Besides merisa, bread, a hoe, and a pipe, he is there

given a sword and two pairs of sandals, for the deceased

live in the other world just as they do here on earth, only

in greater happiness.

The dead are buried with loud lamentations, while their

actions and good qualities are extolled. Nothing is there

known of a river and ferryman of the lower world, but they

are acquainted with the old Mohammedan legend of the

invisible angel Asrael, or as he was here called Osrain. He
is commissioned by God, as they say, to receive the souls of

the dead, and to conduct the good to the place of reward,

the bad to that of punishment. He dwells upon a tree, el

Segerat Mohana (the Tree of Completion), which has as

many leaves as there are living men. There is a name upon
every lea£ and a new one grows whenever a child is born.

If any one sickens, his leaf fades, and should he die, Osrain

breaks it off. In former times he used to come in a visible

form to those whom he was going to carry away from the

earth, and thereby put them in a great fright. Since the

days of the Prophet he has been invisible, for when he came
to fetch the soul of Mohammed, the latter told him that it

was not good that he should terrify mankind by his visible

appearance
; they might then easily die of fright without

having previously prayed; for he himself, although very

courageous, and a man of enlarged mind, had been terrified

by his appearance. The Prophet, therefore, prayed to God
that he would make Osrain invisible, and the prayer was

heard.
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Osman Bey told me that among some other tribes in

Fazoql, the king was obliged to administer justice daily be-

neath a certain tree. If on account of sickness, or from any

other mishap, which renders him unfit, he does not make his

appearance for three whole days, he is hung up. Two razors

are placed in the noose, and when this is drawn tight, they

cut the throat across.

The meaning of another of their customs is quite obscure.

At a certain time of the year they have a kind of car-

nival, where every one does what he likes best. Pour minis-

ters of the king then bear him on an anqareb out of his

house to an open space of ground ; a dog is fastened by a long

cord to one of the feet of the anqareb. The whole popula-

tion collects round the place, streaming in on every side.

They then throw darts and stones at the dog, till he is killed,

after which the king is again borne into his house.

Amidst these and other tales and accounts of those tribes,

which were besides confirmed bv the old Chief Sheikh Ahmed,

we feasted on the roasted sheep in the open air in front

of the tent. Night was somewhat advanced, and the near

and distant camp-fires, with the people busy around them,

either squatting about, or walking up and down between
groups of trees, had an extremely picturesque and unique

effect. Gradually they all became extinguished, with the

exception of the watch-fire ; the poor prisoners scattered

here and there, had their legs fastened still more tightly

together, and it became quieter in the camp.

Osman Bey is a strong, cheerful man, with natural man-
ners, and at the same time a strict and valued officer. He
promised to give me a slight proof of the discipline and good
order among his soldiers, whose external appearance did not

prejudice me very much in their favour by an unexpected

reveille. I was sleeping on an anqareb in the open tent,

covered with a soldier's cloak. About three o'clock in the

morning I was awoke by a slight noise ; Osman Bey, who lay

beside me on the ground, got up, and ordered the nearest

drummer of the chief watch to beat the reveille. He made
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a few, short, interrupted beats of the drum, quickly sinking

again into silence. These were immediately repeated at the

post ofthe next regiment, then at the third, fourth, and fifth, in

various, always more distant, positions of the camp ; and sud-

denly the whole mass of 5000 men rose up and stood to their

arms. Nothing was to be heard but a soft whispering and rust-

ling of the soldiers, who were rousing each other, and the faint

clank of the weapons, which were cautiously separated from

one another. I went through the camp with Dr. Peney,

who came across to me from the adjoining tent, and in a very

few minutes we found the whole army under arms, arranged

in ranks, the officers marching up and down in front. On
our return, after we had related to Osman Bey the wonder-

fully punctual execution of his commands, he allowed the

soldiers to separate again, and did not give the signal for

the breaking up of the camp before four o'clock. That pro-

duced a very different effect : all were quickly in movement

and activity ; the abominable gurgling and miserable roar-

ing of the camels was heard above everything during the

packing up ; the tents were taken down, and in less than half

an hour the army marched southwards with pipe and drum.

I started in an opposite direction. The early morning

with the bright moonlight was very refreshing ; the birds

awoke with the dawn of day, a cool wind rose, and we trotted

quickly through the thorny sont-trees. Soon after sunrise

we met a magnificent procession of well-dressed men, and

attendants, on camels and asses. It was the King Mahmud
welled Schauisch, whose father, the warlike Schauisch, King
of the Schaiqies, is well known in the conquering expedition

of Ismael Pascha, to whom he did not submit for a long

time, and at whose house in Hellet e' Soliman, near Messele-

mieh, we had stopped a few weeks ago. He had gone with

Ahmed Pascha Menekle to Taka, and followed the army to

Halfai, where he now usually resides. About half-past nine

we again reached the Pyramids. My camel, a young one,

and very difficult to manage, shortly before, took fright in the

plain, and ran round in a circle with me as if it was mad ; at
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length, stumbling over a tall bunco of grass, it fell on one
knee, and hurled me far over its head, happily without doing

me any serious injury.

On my return I occupied myself, without interruption,

with the Pyramids and their inscriptions. I had several

more chambers excavated, and made an exact description of

each individual Pyramid. Altogether, I have found about

thirty different names of Ethiopian kings and queens. I

have certainly not yet been able to bring them into any
chronological order, but from a comparison of the different

inscriptions, I have learnt much about the manner of the suc-

cession, and form of government. The King ofMeroe (whose

name in one of the most southern Pyramids is written Merit,

or Merua,) was at the same time first Priest of Ammon; if

his consort survived him, she succeeded him in the govern-

ment, and the male heirs to the throne only took the second

place beside her ; if the reverse happened, the son, as it

appears, succeeded, who, even in the lifetime of bis father,

bore the roval shields and titles, and was second Priest of

Ammon. Thus we still see here the domination of the

priests, which is spoken of by Diodorus and Strabo, and the

pre-eminence of the worship of Ammon, which is even men-
tioned by Herodotus.

The inscriptions on the Pyramids show that, at the period

of their erection, the hieroglyphic writing was no longer

perfectly understood, and that the hieroglyphic signs were

often only added as a customary ornament, without wishing to

express anything by them. Even the kings' names are

thereby rendered uncertain, and this for a long time pre-

vented me from recognising the three royal personages who
built the chief temples in Naga, Ben Naga, and in Wadi
Temed, and who undoubtedly belonged to one of the most
brilliant periods of the Meroitic Monarchy. I am now con-

vinced that the Pyramids with Eoman arched ante-chambers,

in the brick-work of which Ferlini found the treasure con-

cealed, in spite of slight alterations in the name, belonged to

the same mighty and warlike queen who appears in Naga
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with her rich decorations, and her pointed nails almost an
inch long. By the circumstance of their having belonged to

a well-known, and, as it appears, the greatest of all the queens

of Meroe, who built almost all the temples still in tolerable

preservation on the island, Eerlini's jewels become infinitely

more valuable for the history of Ethiopian art, in which

they now occupy a fixed position. The purchase of that

remarkable discovery is a most important acquisition to our

museum.
An Ethiopian-demotic writing was more in use at that

period, and more generally understood than hieroglyphics.

It was similar to the Egyptian-demotic in its characters,

although consisting of a very limited alphabet of between

twenty-five and thirty signs. The writing, like the latter, is

read from right to left, but is distinguished by a constant

separation of the words by two strongly-marked points. I

have already found six-and-twenty similar demotic inscrip-

tions : some of them on steles and libation-tablets ; some of

them in the ante-chambers of the Pyramids, over the persons

belonging to the processions, who usually go to meet the

deceased king with palm-branches; some of them on the

smooth surfaces of the Pyramids ; and indeed always in such

a state, that they are clearly proved to have belonged ori-

ginally to the representations, and not to have been added at

a later period. On a closer examination of this writing, it

will not perhaps be difficult to decipher, and we should then

obtain the first certain sounds of the Ethiopian language

spoken here at that period, and could decide on its true

relation to the Egyptian language, while the almost perfect

agreement between the Ethiopian and Egyptian hierogly-

phics have hitherto yielded no conclusive evidence that there

is an equal accordance between the two languages. It seems,

on the contrary, and with respect to the later Merditic period

may be safely affirmed, that the hieroglyphics, as the sacred

monumental writing, were adopted from Egypt without altera-

tion, but also without being perfectly understood. The few

signs which constantly recur, prove that the Ethiopian-demotic
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writing is purely alphabetic, which must very much facilitate

the deciphering of it. The separation in the words has per-

haps been borrowed from the Roman writing. But its

analogy with the Egyptian development of writing went still

further ; for next to this Ethiopian-demotic writing there is

an Ethiopian* Greek, at a later period, which may be per-

fectly compared with the Coptic, and it has borrowed certain

letters directly from it. It is found in the inscriptions of

Soba, and in gome others on the walls of the temple-ruins of

Wadi e* Sofra. We have therefore now, as in the case in

Egypt, two modes of writing, which no doubt sprang up one

after the other, and really contain the actual Ethiopian dialect

of the country. It is now usual to call the ancient Abys-

sinian Geez language the Ethiopian, which, with the charac-

teristics of a Semetic language that has immigrated from

Arabia, has only a local, but no ethnographic claim on our

attention. A Geez inscription which I have found in the

chamber of a Pyramid, has evidently been written down at a

later period.

I hope that we shall obtain many important results from

studying the native inscriptions, as well as the present living

languages. The Ethiopian name comprehended much that

was dissimilar among the ancients. The ancient population

of the whole Nile valley as far as Chartum, and perhaps,

also, along the Blue Eiver, as well as the tribes of the desert

to the east of the Nile, and the Abyssinian nations, were iu

former times probably more distinctly separated from the

Negroes than now, and belonged to the Caucasian race. The
Ethiopians of Merbe (according to Herodotus, the parent-

state of all Ethiopia) were a red-brown people, similar to the

Egyptians, but darker, as they are at the present day. The
monuments also prove this, on which I have more than once

found the red colour of the skin in the kings and queens pre-

served. In Egypt, especially in the Old Monarchy, before

the mixture with the Ethiopian race, at the period of the

Hyksos, the women were always painted yellow; and the

Egyptian women even now, who are blanched in the harem,.
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incline to the same colour. But red women appear even
after the 18th Dynasty, and the Ethiopian women were
always so represented. It appears that much Ethiopian
blood is mingled with the nation of the so-called Bar&bras,
so widely distributed at the present day, and this perhaps'
will also one day appear still more distinctly from their lan-

guage. This, no doubt, is the ancient Nubian, and has been
still retained in somewhat distant regions to the south-west
under this name; for the Nuba languages in and round
Kordofan, as can be proved, are partly related to the Berber
language. I have also found indications in the local names
that this last, which is only now spoken from Assuan to Dar
Schaiqieh, south of Dongola, in the Nile valley, predomi-
nated for a long while also in the province of Berber, and
still higher up.

Mabuga, Danqeleh, and e* Sue, are close to the ruins of
the city of Meroe, and are situated along the river from
south to north ; all three are comprehended under the name
of Begerauieh, so that we scarcely ever hear anything but
this last name mentioned. Five minutes to the north of
e* Sur lies the village of Qala, and ten minutes farther on
El Gues, both of which are comprehended under the name of
Grhabine. One hour down the river there are two other
villages, not far apart, called Mabuga, which were deserted
even before the conquest of the country ; and still more to
the north, close to the Omar&b Mountains, which project

towards the river on the eastern bank, there is a third village

called Gebel (mountain village) inhabited only by Fukaras.
Cailliaud knew only the most southern of the three Mabugas,
situated near the largest temple-ruins. He was struck by
the name, on account of its similarity with that of Meroe.
The similarity becomes still more evident when it is known
that the real name is Mabu, since -ga is only the universal

termination to names, and is always either added or omitted,

according to the grammatical combination, for it does not
belong to the root of the word. In the dialect of Kenus and
Dongola this termination is -gi ; in the dialect of Mahass

P
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and Sukkot it is -ga. When I ran oyer the different local

names ofthe upper countries with one of our Berber servants,

I learnt that in one dialect maro or tnarogi, in the other

maru or maruga, means " mounds of ruins," " destroyed

temples;" thus, for example, the ruins of ancient Syene,or

those on the island of Philse, are called mardgi. There is

another Berber word quite distinct from this, merua, which

is also pronounced intrant, by which all white rocks, white

stones, are designated
;
as, for example, such a rock as occurs

in the neighbourhood of Assuan, on the eastern side of the

Nile, at the Tillage of El Geziret. By this it is evident that

the apellation Maruga has nothing to do with the name of

Merbe^is a town would not be called when first founded " ruin

city." On the other hand, the name of Merua, Meraui (m
German, WeissenfeU, white rock), would be very appropriate

for a town, if its local position gave occasion to it, as at

Mount Barkal, but which, again, is not really the case here.

LETTER XXI.

Keli, opposite Meroe, the 29th ApriL .

Ftlavke did not return from his expedition to Ben Naga
before the 23rd instant. He brought the altar here, on a

boat, in sixteen blocks. All the stones taken together, which

we must carry along with us on the difficult journey of six

or seven days across the desert, form a load for about twenty
camels, so that our train will be considerably longer than

before. Unfortunately, on account of the difficulty of the

means of transport, we have been unable to take anything

away with us from Naga. in the desert, except a Roman in-

scription, mentioned above, and a great Clavti Nilotioa,

peculiarly carved. Some very strange representations are to

be seen there
; among others, a figure sitting frontways, a

crown of rays over the floating hair, the left arm raised at a

right angle, and the fore-finger and middle-finger of the hand
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stretching upwards, as is represented in the old Byzantine

figures of Christ. The right hand holds a long staff resting

on the ground, as John the Baptist usually holds it. This

figure is totally different from the IJgyptian representations,

and no doubt is borrowed elsewhere, as well as another god
who frequently appears, also represented frontwise, with a
richly curling beard ; he might at first sight be compared to

a Jupiter, or Serapis, in bearing and appearance. The mixture

of the religions had made great progress at that period, evi-

dently of very late date, and it would not surprise me if it

should be proved by later researches that the Ethiopian kings

had adopted Christ and Jupiter also, among their various

kinds of gods. The god with the three or four lions' heads

is probably not a native invention, but obtained from some
other quarter.

On the 25th we crossed the Kile in boats, in order to set

out on the left bank, on our road across the desert to Gebel

Barkal. There seemed to be difficulties again about pro-

curing camels, but my threat, that if they would not come

to a private agreement I should, on the ground of my Firman,

settle the matter, not with the Sheikh but with the Govern-

ment, had such a rapid effect, that, even the following morn-

ing, we were enabled to set out with eighty camels from Gros

Burri in the immediate neighbourhood, across the desert.

Here, in Keli, I had again an opportunity of witnessing a

funeral ceremony—this time, for a deceased Fellah—for

which purpose about two hundred people had collected, the

men separate from the women. The men were seated, two

and two opposite, embracing each other; they laid their

heads on their shoulders, raised them up again, beat them-

selves, clapped their hauds, and wept as much as they were

able. The women moaned, sang songs of lamentation,

strewed themselves with ashes, walked about in procession,

and threw themselves on the ground; everything very

similar to what we saw in Wed Medineh, except that their

dance more resembled, in its violent movements, that of the

Dervishes. The remainder of the inhabitants of Keli sat

p2
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round in groups under the shade of the trees, sighing and

lamenting, with their heads bent down.

As we were obliged to wait for the camels, I once more
crossed ove>r to Beg'erauieh, to search for certain ruins, which

were said to be situated somewhat more to the north. Starting

from El Gues, I arrived in three-quarters of an hour, upon
my ass, at the two villages of Maruga, not far removed from

*" each other. To the eastward of the first, on the low

eminences running along in that direction, there are a num-
ber of mounds of tombs, which from a little distance looked

like a group of Pyramids standing out from the sky. The
elevation turns backwards, in the form of a crescent, towards

the south, and is covered with these circular-thrown-up

mounds, composed of black desert stone
;
standing on a large

mound in the centre I counted fifty-six of them.

Five minutes farther on in the desert there is a second

group of similar mounds, twenty-one in number ; but many
others lie near it, scattered on single small pieces of ground.

Situated in a still lower position, and even within the limit of

the thicket, I discovered a third group, to the south of the

two former ones, containing about forty tombs, in some of

which we could still clearly recognise their original square

form. The tomb in best preservation was between 15 and

18 feet wide on every side ; like many others, it had been

excavated in the centre, and had been filled up with mud
deposited by the rain, in which a tree was growing ; a great

square wall of 24 paces enclosing it on every side, was still

remaining of another tomb, the lowest layers were built up
solidly of small black stones, and a mound seemed to have

been erected within, but not in the centre. Another still

stronger circumvallation, in good preservation, was not much
smaller in circumference, but appeared to have been com-
pletely filled up with a Pyramid. Nothing was to be seen of

an actual casing. The mouuds continued still more to the

south amidst the thicket, and altogether there might be

about two hundred which could be distinguished. Perhaps,

also, they continue still farther on the border of the desert,
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in the direction of Meroe, whither I would have ridden back

had I not sent the boat too far down the river, in quest of

which I now was obliged to hasten. It appears, therefore,

that this was the actual cemetery of Meroe, and that pyra-

midal, or, in default of smooth sides, conical mounds of stones,

were the usual forms of the tombs, even of private indi-

viduals, at that period.

LETTEE XXII.

Barkd, the 9th May
%
1844.

The desert of Gilif, which we traversed on our road

hither, to cut off the great eastern bend of the Nile, derives

its name from the principal mountain range which lies in the

centre of it. On the maps it is confounded with the desert

Bahiuda, which bounds it to the south-east, and across

which runs the road from Chartum to Ambuk61 and Barkal.

Our direction was first due east as far as a well, afterwards to

the north-west, and in the midst of the Gilif range to the

great "Wadi Abu D6m, which then led us across in the same

direction to the western bend of the Nile.

The general character of the country here, is not so much
that of a desert as between Korusko and Abu Hammed, but

more that of a sandy steppe. It is almost everywhere

covered with Gesch (tufts of reed-grass), and not unfre-

quently with low trees, chiefly Sont-trees. The rains which

fall here at certain seasons of the year, have deposited con-

siderable masses of earth on the low grounds, which might be

profitably cultivated, and this is sometimes traversed, to the

depth of three or four feet, by torrents occasioned by the

rain. The soil is yellow, and composed of a clayey sand. The
rock forming the subsoil, and the whole of the mountains,

with the exception of the lofty Gilif range, is a sandstone.

The ground is covered to a considerable extent with hard,

black blocks of sandstone, the road is generally uneven, and
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undulating. Numerous gazelles, and large white antelopes

with only a brown stripe down their backs, are to be found

on these plains, which are also frequented in the rainy season

by herds of camels and of goats, on account of the plentiful

supply of pasture.

On the 29th April we left the river, but, as is very custo-

mary in caravans of any considerable size, this was only a

first start—a trial of our travelling powers, such as birds of

passage make before their long migration. We had only

been two hours on the road when the guide allowed the

restless swarm to encamp again, just beyond Gos Buebi, at

a little distance from the river ; the camel-drivers were with-

out their provisions; some single beasts were still procured,

others were exchanged. It was not before the following day

at twelve o'clock that we got into perfect order and in full

march. "We spent the night in the Wadi Abu Hammed, at

which point Gebel Omabda was on our right hand.

The third day we started very early; passed Gebel Qer-

maxa, and arrived at the well ofAbu Tleh, which took us far

to the east, and detained us several hours after mid -day..

From this point we were seven hours traversing a wide plain,

and encamped about ten at night near Gebel Sergen. The

2nd May, after proceeding four hours, we reached a district

well supplied with trees, to the right of Gebel Nusf, the

" Mountain of the Half," which is situated half-way between

the well of Abu Tleh and Gaqedul, as on all these journeys

the wells are the real indicators of the hour in the desert-

clock.

The Arabs from the district of G6s Burri, who are our

guides, belong to the tribe of the 'Auadieh; they are not

nearly as respectable as the Ababde Arabs, have a rapid and
indistinct mode of speech, and altogether seem to have very

little capacity. They may have already intermingled much
-with the Fellahin of the country, who here call themselves

Qaleab, Homerab, Gaalin. There are also some Schaiqieh

Arabs here, probably only from the time of the,conquest of

the country by the Egyptians
;
they carry shields and spears
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like the Ababde Arabs. The wealthy Sheikh, Emih, of G6s
Burn, had given us his brother, the Fakir Fadl Allah, as our
guide, and his own son, Fadl Allah, as overseer to his camels

;

but even the best among these people make but a miserable

and starved appearance in comparison with our desert com-
panions of Korusko. The order of the day here was as fol-

lows : that in general we should start about six in the morning,,

and keep moving till ten o'clock ; after that, the caravan

rested during the mid-day heat till about three o'clock, and
we then proceeded again till about ten or eleven at night.

We rode across the large plain of El Gos the whole after*

noon, so called, probably, from the great sand dunes, which
are characteristic of this part of the country, and which, more
especially towards the south, assume a peculiar form. They
are almost all in the shape of a crescent, which opens towards
the south-west, so that from the road on our right hand we
look into a number of tunnels, or semi-theatres, whose pre*

cipitous walls of sand rise nearly ten feet from the ground,

while the north wind, passing over the field within, clears it

completely from the sand, which would gradually fill up the

cavity. But the rapidity with which this moveable sancU

architecture alters its position is manifested by the single

tracks on the caravan-road, which are frequently lost under

the very centre of the highest sand-hills. About eight o'clock

in the evening we left Gebel Bahqugres on our left hand,

and halted for the night, about ten o'clock, at a short dis-

tance from the Gilif range.

The 3rd May we marched through the Wadi Guah el

'albm, which is covered with a great many trees, into the heart

ef the mountains, which are chiefly composed of porphyritic

rock, and like all primitive mountains, on account of their

longer retention of the precipitated humidity and the small

amount of rain, are more covered with vegetation than the

sandy plains. In three hours we reached the Wadi
&aqedul, thickly covered with Gesch and thorny trees of

every description, Sont, Somra, and Serha. We met some

herds of camels and goats grazing here, especially near the
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water, which had also attracted numerous birds, among others

ravens and pigeons. The water is said to be retained for the

space ofthree years, without any fresh accession in this broad,

low-situated grotto, about 300 feet in diameter, surrounded,

and for the most part covered in, by lofty walls of granite. It

was, however, so dirty, and had such an abominable smell,

that it was even despised by my thirsty ass. The drinkable

water is situated higher up in the mountains, and is difficult

of access.

We here quitted the northerly direction into which we had

been led by the well, since leaving Gebel Nusf, and continued

for several hours very much to the west along the Gilif range,

into the Wadi el Mehet, then traversing the perfectly dry

bed of the valley (Chdr) of El Ammeb, from which the road

to Ambuk61 diverges, we halted past ten o'clock at night in

the Wadi el Ueb, which was named by others the Wadi
Abu Kabod. From this point, the Gilif range retreated for

some distance farther towards the east, and only left a succes-

sion of sandstone hills in the foreground, along which we rode

the following morning. In the W.N.W. we saw other moun-
tain ranges, which are no longer called Gilif ; one single two-

pointed mountain among them, which stood out from the

rest, was called Miglik. The great inlet of the Gilif chain,

filled with sandstone rock, is two hours broad ;* the road then

continues to lead in a more northerly direction, into the midst

of the range itself, which is here called Gebel el Mageqa,
after the well of Mageqa.

Before entering this mountain range, we came to a place

covered with heaps of stones, which might be supposed to be

barrows, though no one lies buried beneath them. When-
ever the date merchants come this road, many of whom we
met the following morning, with their large round plaited

straw baskets, their camel-drivers at this spot demand a trifle

from them. He who will give nothing, has a cenotaph such

as this erected to him, out ofthe surrounding stones, as a bad
omen for his hard-heartedness. We met with a similar assem-

* About six English miles.—Ta.
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blage of tombs in the desert of Korusko. "We reached this

Well soon after nine o'clock, but without halting ascended a

wild valley to a considerable height, where we encamped
about mid-day.

The whole road was amply supplied with trees, and thereby

offered an agreeable variety. The Sont, or gum-trees, were

rare here ; the Somra appeared most frequently, which begins

to spread out directly from the ground in several strong

branches, and terminates with a flat covering of thinly-scat-

tered boughs and small green leaves, so that it often forms a
completely regular inverted cone, which at this spot some-

times attains to about the height of fifteen feet. Near it

grows the Heglik, with irregular boughs round the stem,

and single tufts of leaves and twigs, like the pear-tree. The
thornless Sbbha, on the other hand, has all the branches sur-

rounded with quite small green leaves, like moss, and the

Tondub has no leaves at all, but in their place only small

green little twigs, growing zig-zag, and almost as close as

foliage, while the Salame shrub consists of long flexible

twigs covered with green leaves and long green thorns.

About four o'clock we set out, and descended very gradu-

ally from the heights. There are also a number of wells in

the Wadi Kalas, with very good rain water, about twenty

feet in depth; we pitched our encampment for the night

at this spot, although we arrived there soon after sunset.

The animals were watered, and the skins filled. The whole

of the plateau is well supplied with trees and Bhrubs, and in-

habited by men and animals.

Our road on the following day preserved the same cha-

racter, as long as we were wandering between the beautiful

and rugged escarpments of porphyry. After proceeding a

couple of hours farther, we came to two other Wells, also

called Kalas, with little, but good water. Erom this spot,

a road diverged in a north-easterly direction to the well of

Meboe, in the Wadi Abu D6m, probably so called also from

a white rock.

Three hours farther, having passed Gebel Abbak, wo
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entered the great Wadi Ajbxj Doh, which we now pursued

in a west north-west direction. This remarkable valley passes

uninterruptedly by the side of a long mountain chain from

the Nile at El Mecheref to the village of Abu D6m, which is

situated obliquely opposite Mount Barkai When we con-

sider that the upper north-eastern opening of this valley*

which traverses the whole Peninsula and its mountain ranges,

lies nearly opposite the mouth of the Atbara, which flows

into the Nile in the same direction above Mecheref, we can*

not help suspecting that once, though perhaps not in histo-

rical times, there must have been a connection by water,

which cut off the largest portion of the great eastern bend

of the Nile, now formed by the rocky elevated plateau at

Abu Hammed, driving back the stream above a degree and a

half towards the south, contrary to its common direction.

The name of the valley is derived from the singleD6m Palms,

which are here and there found in it. The mountain chain,

which passes along the north of the valley, is completely

separated from the range, through which we had hitherto

come. At the entrance of this valley we left the solid ground

of which the mountain is composed, and the loose sands again

prevailed, without however overpowering the still far from

scanty vegetation.

In the afternoon, after leaving on our left hand a side

valley, Om Schebak, which contains well-water, we encamped

for the night as early as nine o'clock. The following morn-

ing we came to the deep well of Hanik, and halted about

mid-day at a second well, which was called Om Saiale, after

the tree of that name.

At this spot, I left the caravan with Jussuf, to reach

Barkai by a circuitous road by Nuri, situated on this side

of the river somewhat higher up. In an hour and a half we
arrived at some considerable ruins of a large Christian con-

vent in the Wadi Gazal, so called from the gazelles, which

dig in great numbers for water here in the Ch6r (bed of

the valley). The church was built as high as the windows
of white, well-hewn sandstone, and above that of unburnt
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bricks. The walls are covered with a strong coating of

plaster, and are painted iu the interior. The vaulted apse

of the three-naved Basilica is situated, as usual, towards the

cast, the entrances behind the western transept are towards

the north and south ; all the arches of the doors, the win-

dows, and between the pillars, are round : above the doors,

Coptic crosses are frequently exhibited, more or less orna-

mented, whose most simple form may be compared

with the ancient Egyptian symbol of Life. The whole

church is a genuine type of all the Coptic churches which I

have seen in ruins, and I therefore add the small ground
plan just as Erbkam took it down.

The building is above eighty feet long, and exactly half as

broad. The outer wall to the north has fallen in. The
church is surrounded by a great court, whose walls of enclo-

sure, as well as the numerous convent cells, some of which

have vaulted roofs, are built of rough blocks, and are in good

preservation ; the largest of them, a dwelling forty-six feet

long, is situated in front of the western side of the church,

and is only separated from it by a small narrow court ; no

doubt it belonged to the prior, and a special side-entrance

led from it into the church. Two churchyards are situated

on the southern side of the convent ; that to the west, about

forty paces removed from the church, contained a number of

tombs, which consisted simply of a collection of black stones

heaped up together. The eastern churchyard was situated

nearer to the buildings, and was remarkable from possessing
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a considerable amount of tombstones with inscriptions, partly

in Greek, partly in Coptic, which will induce me to pay a

second visit to this remarkable convent before we leave

BarkaL I counted more than twenty stones with inscrip-

tions, some of which had sustained much injury, and about

as many tablets in burnt earth, with inscriptions scratched

into them, though most of them were broken to pieces.

They contain the most southern Greek inscriptions which

have been hitherto known in the Nile region, with the

exception of those of Adulis and Axum in Abyssinia.

There is no doubt that the Greek language following in the

wake of Christianity, and the traces of which we might have

ourselves pursued in structural remains even beyond Soba,

was at one time employed and understood, at least for reli-

gious objects, by the natives in the flourishing districts, even

as far as the interior of Abyssinia ; nevertheless these monu-
mental inscriptions (none of them, as far as I could see in a

hasty survey, in the Ethiopian language^ allow us to infer

that the inhabitants of the convent were Greek Coptics who
had immigrated.

About five o'clock I left my companions, who went direct

to Abu Ddm, and I immediately set out for Num. We soon

saw Mount Barical shining blue in the distance ; it rises

singly and precipitously from the surrounding plain, and
has a broad platform, and, by its peculiar form and position,

at once attracts attention ; about six o'clock the Nile valley,

which is here of considerable breadth, lay spread out before us,

a sight always longed for after the desert journey, and which,

like the approaching misty coast after a sea voyage, keeps
the attention of the traveller in a state ofjoyful expectation.

Our road, however, now turned towards the right, and led

among the mountains, which stretch out into the plain, and
are still composed of masses of porphyry. When we stood

directly in front of Barkal, I observed on our left hand a
great number of black barrows, either round, or pyramidal in

form, similar to those I previously saw at Merde. It was
probably the general cemetery of Napata, which even in

the time of Herodotus was the royal residence of the Ethio-
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pian kings, and was situated on the farther bank; a con-

siderable town must therefore at one time have been placed

on the left bank of the Nile, which would also explain

the position of the Pyramids of Nttbi on the same side of

the river. Nevertheless, I have not been able to discover

any mound of ruins in accordance with this surmise. I

only saw some similar to these, though not of considerable

extent, behind the village of Duem and at Abu D6m, which

were called Sanab. It was not before half-past seven

that we arrived in the neighbourhood of this considerable

group of Pyramids, and we quartered ourselves for the night

in the house of the Sheikh of the village.

Before sunrise I was already at the Pyramids, of which I

counted twenty-five. They are some of them grander than

those at Meroe, but are built of soft sandstone, and, therefore,

have suffered much from exposure to the weather
;
only very

few of them had a portion of the smooth casing preserved.

The largest shows, again, the same structure in the interior

which I have referred to in the Pyramids of Lower Egypt ; a

smaller internal Pyramid was enlarged in all its dimensions

by a superimposed stone casing. In one place, on the west

side, the smoothed upper surface of the internal structure

was most clearly disclosed beneath the well-joined external

covering, which is eight feet thick. Little is to be seen here

of ante-chambers such as there are in Meroe and at the

Pyramids of Barkal ; I think I have only found the remains

of two ; the rest, if they ever existed, must have been com-

pletely demolished, or buried beneath the rubbish. Some of

the Pyramids, however, stand so immediately against each

other, that, on that account alone, an ante-chamber, at least

on the last side where it might have been expected, could

not have existed. Besides this, the Pyramids are generally

built quite massively of square blocks ; I could only perceive,

on the one situated most to the east, that it was filled

up with black unhewn stones. There is also a truncated

Pyramid like that ofDahschur ; but here the lower, and not,

as in that instance, the upper angle of inclination, must have
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been the one originally intended, as the former is scarcely

sufficient for a series of steps. Although, unfortunately,

I had been unable to discover any inscriptions, with the

exception of one single small fragment of granite, yet much
seems to favour the idea that this group of Pyramids is of an

older date, while those of Bai kal are more recent.

Soon after ten o'clock I reached Abu Dom, where I

found my companions already arrived. The whole of the

next day was occupied in crossing the Nile, and we did not

reach Barkal before sunset. Georgi, to my delight, had

arrived here some days previously from Dongola. We now
more than ever require his assistance, because drawings

must be made of whatever we meet with here. The Ethio-

pian royal residence of King Taheaka, who reigned at the

same time in Egypt, and left buildings behind him, the same

who in the time of Hezekiah marched to Palestine against

Sennacherib, is too important for us not to exhaust it, if pos-

sible, of its treasures.

letter xxrn.

Mount Barkal, the 28t& May, 1844.

DtJEiNa the next few days I expect the arrival of the

transport boats which I begged of Hassan Pascha, and which

Bet off eleven days ago ; they are to receive our Ethiopian

treasures, and to convey us to Dongola. The results of

our researches here are not without importance. Upon
the whole, they are quite confirmatory of the opinion that

Ethiopian art is only a late offshoot from the Egyptian. It

does not commence under native rulers before the time of

Tahraka. The little which is extant from a still earlier

period belongs to the Egyptian conquerors and their artists.

Here, at least, it is confined solely to one temple, which

Ramses the Great erected to Amen-Ba. It is true that the

name of Amenophis III. has been discovered on several
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of the granite Earns, as well as cm Loid Prudboe's Lion in

London, but there are good grounds to suppose that these

magnificent Colossi did not originally belong to a temple

hero. They were only brought here at a later period, it

appears, from Soleb, probably by the Ethiopian king whose

name is found engraved on the breast of the above-mentioned

lion, and which, from the incorrect omission of a sign, has

been hitherto read Amew Asbu in place of Mi Amen Asbu.
Nevertheless, I consider these Earns so remarkable, espe-

cially on account of their inscriptions, that I have determined

to carry away the best of them. The fat wether probably

weighs nearly 150 cwt. However, in the space of three

sultry days, it has been safely dragged on rollers to the

river bank by ninety-two Fellahs, and it there waits for

embarkation. Several other monuments besides are to

accompany ns from this spot, as we need no longer fear their

weight since the desert is behind us. I will only mention

an Ethiopian altar, four feet high, with the Shields of the

king who erected it; a statue of Isis, on whose plinth there

is an Ethiopian-demotic inscription of eighteen lines ; another

also from Meraui ; as well as the peculiar monument bearing

the name ofAmenophk III., which was copied by Cailliaud,

and was thought to be a foot, but, in truth, is the lower por-

tion of the sacred sparrow-hawk. All these monuments are

of black gnufe*
The town of Napata, the name of which I have now fre-

quently found in hieroglyphics, and even on the monuments
of Tahraka, was situated, no doubt, somewhat farther down the

river, near the present town of Mebaui, where considerable

mounds of ruins still testify to this. The Temples and Pyra-

mids were alone situated near the mountain. This remark-

able mass of rock bears the name of the " Sacred Mount"

^ . in the hieroglyphic inscriptions. The god who

was peculiarly worshipped here was Ammon-Ea.

* These monuments are now placed in the Egyptian Museum
(Berlin). See the ram and sparrow-hawk in the Venkmaler aus Eyypt.

und Etliiop., Abih. ///., Blalt 90.
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On the 18th of May we accomplished our long intended

second visit to the Wadi Gazal ; we took an impression of

all the Greek and Coptic inscriptions of the cemetery, and

carried away with ua such as appeared in some degree

legible.

We feel now, more than ever, what the torrid zone will be
'

in the hot season which we are now approaching. The ther-

mometer generally rises after mid-day to 37° and 38° E.

(115-117£
0 Fahr.), and is occasionally even above 40° (122°

Fahr.) in the shade. I frequently found the burning sand be-

neath our feet as much as 53° (151° Fahr.) ; and anything made
of metal can only be laid hold of in the open air with a cloth.

All our drawings and papers are abundantly bedewed with

drops of perspiration. But the most oppressive thing is the

hot wind, which, instead of cooling us, drives a regular fur-

nace heat into our faces, and the nights are not much more

refreshing. The thermometer, towards evening, falls down
to 33° (106J° Fahr.), and by the morning is as low as 28°

(95° Fahr.). Our only refreshment is in taking frequent

baths in the Nile, which, however, in Europe, would be con-

sidered warm baths. Between times we have more than

once had tempests, with violent storms of wind loaded with

sand, and even a few drops of rain fell in the midst of them.

Yesterday, a gust of wind beat our tent down to the ground,

and at the same moment, owing to its violence, our large

arbour, built of solid stems of trees and palm-branches, fell

upon our heads, while we were eating within it ; we could

scarcely enjoy our dinner from the strong spicing of sand.

Violent squalls and whirlwinds seem to be peculiar to this

country, or to this season, for often we see four or five high

columns of sand rushing up at once to the sky, at different

distances, like great volcanoes. There are few snakes here

;

but, on that very account, more scorpions and hideous great

spiders, which are dreaded by the natives even more than

the scorpions. We now sleep, on account of the venomous

vermin, on anqarebs, which we have had brought out of the

village.
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LETTER XXIV.

Dongohy the 15th June, 1844.

Befobe we left Barkal, I undertook another excursion of

three days up the Nile to the Cataract country, which we
had cut off by our desert journey. I was anxious to become
acquainted with the character of this district also, the only

part of the Nile valley through which, we had not travelled

with the caravan. We went by water as far as Kasittqab, and
spent the night there. At this point bold masses of granite

rise up majestically, which divide the river into numerous
islands, and impede the navigation. The following morning,

before the camels were ready, we reached, not without diffi-

culty, the island of Isohischi ; it is surrounded by violent and
dangerous currents. We here found ruins of walls, and build-

ings built of bricks, and sometimes of stones, both hewn and
unhewn, by which we may conclude there were fortifications

on the island at different periods of time; but there were no

inscriptions, except one single one, consisting of a few in-

comprehensible signs.

We did not mount our camels in Kasinqar before nine

o'clock, and then rode along the right bank between the

granite rocks, which leave but a small space for- a scanty

vegetation. Almost all the numerous, though generally

small, islands refresh the eye by green groups of trees and
cultivated bits of ground, which are cut up in a variety of

ways by the black rocks. There would be scarcely room in

this rocky channel for villages of any considerable size, still

less sufficient to maintain them. Those that exist are distri-

buted in houses standing singly, and small groups of houses

far apart, but which bear one and. the same name: up to cer-

tain frontier points. The village plot of ground belonging

to Kasinqar terminated with a beautiful group of palm-trees.

We then entered, the territory of Ku'eh, after that followed

• the long tract of Hamdab, which includes the island of

Mebui or Mxboe, which is a quarter of an hour in extent.
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Here also the name is explained by its appearance. It is

very lofty, sometimes forty feet above the surface of the

water, but completely barren and uninhabited ; and with the

exception of the lew black rock, which at times is covered

by tbe water, the whole island is totally white. This chiefly

arises on account of the dazzling moving sands with which it

ia covered
;
but, wihat is still more remarkable, the roek which

projects from them is also white, either on account of great

veins of quartz, similar to what I had observed in another strik-

ingly white rock which lay on our road in the province of

JtoBjLTAT, and which was called Hager Meeuti by the camel-

drivers, or because the weathered granite had here assumed

this colour. The name of the town of MEBAftn^ near Barkal^

is perhaps derived from the same origin ; in that instance

the white rocky precipices descending from Meraui to the

river, which, on our departure, especially struck me by

their colour, must have given occasion to ift. On the oppo-

site bank, Gebel Kovgbli approaches close to the river,

which is also called Gebel Merui, from the island, and in

the same manner the rushing cataract * little above tbe

island has received the name of Schellal MeruL
About four o'clock we arrived at the ruins «f Hkllef el

Bra, which in the distance looks exactly like a castle of the

middle ages. It rises from a low rock, whose ridge inter-

sects the court and the building itself, so that one portion of

it looks like am upper story to the othec The whole struc-

ture is composed of unburnt, but well and carefully mad©,

bricks, which were firmly joined together with a Kttfe rime,

and covered witfh a coating of the same. There are various

larger and smaller chambers in the interior, some of them
furnished with semicircular niches, and arched doors. The
walls on the western side were fifteen feet high. The outer

wall of the *ourt was of unhewn stones, but carefully built

up to the height of between five and eight feet ; it embraced

a tolerably regular square space, each side of which was
aboutwity-five paces long.

This small castle, though of considerable importance in tliis
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district, reminded us much, by its niches imd arched doors,

of tl* Christian architecture of the earlier oenturies, hut yet

did not 866m to have hnd any religious destination. Per-

haps, therefore, it only belonged to the flourishing times of

the powerful and warlike Seliaiqieh tribes, which, according

io tradition,&re said to have first wandered from Arabia into

these parts several hundred years ago. In the time of the

Egyptian conquest the country was under three Sohaiqieh

princes, one of whom might have resided here. The neigh-

bourhood, besides, was somewhat more favoured by nature,

the banks more level, and covered wilih thicket, which here

and there bordered some of the land capable of cultivation.

After I had drawn out the plan of the building we started

on our return about nine o'clock in the evening, by* the ljght

*f a fiill moon, and we considerably shortened our journey

by taking the road through the desert from the island of

Sakpl About eleven o'clock we halted for the night, on

an open sandy spot of ground of the great granite plain.

About five o'clock we again started betwixt moonlight and

morning dawn, and, as early as nine, we reached our boat

at Kaainqar.

Near this place I met with a new tree in a small Wadi,

which led to the river. It was called Ba.k, and is said to

grow nowhere in this country except in this Wadi, called

after it Choe sl B±n, and in one other "Wadi near Meraui*

A strong stem, with a white bark, not unlike our walnut-tree,

with some side stems and branches just as white, rose

short and knotty from the ground. Most of the branches

were now bare ;
only a few of them had foliage, if we choose

to call the long green twigs collected in little bunches hj
that name. The fruiia are long, roundish, furrowed pods,

• By the pods and their kernels, which we brought away with us,

Dr. Klotsch has recognised the Afonnga Arnbica Persoon (Hypcranthera

peregrina Forfkuf). It seems that this tree baa hitherto only been
Known in Arabia, and is indigenous there. The individual trees found

near Barkal, which aw not mentioned by previous travellers, might
perhaps have been introduced from Arabia. This is the more pro-

bable, as the immigration of those tribes of the Schaigich Arabs from

Heg az is still testified in writing.

Q2
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which split into three parts, when the black-shelled nuts con-

tained within (of the size of small hazel nuts), five to ten in

number, are ripe; the white oily kernel, sweet as a nut,

though also somewhat acrid, is good to eat, and is much
liked, but it is more particularly used by the inhabitants in

the immediate neighbourhood for pressing oil out of it. The
blossoms are said to be yellow, and to grow in clusters.

About mid-day the Sheikh of Nuri came on board our

boat, and I collected some more information from him about

the Cataract country. In the province of Schaiqieh, and

the adjoining one of Monassib, eight separate cataracts are

reckoned ; the first, Schellal Gerendid, at the island of

Ischischi ; then Schellal Terai, at Ku'eh ; Schellal Merui

;

Schellal Dahak, at the island of XJli ; Schellal el Edermleh
;

e' Kabenat ; e' Tanarai ; and Om Deras. Afterwards the

rocky country continues uninterruptedly to El Kab, from

which point the river has very little fall as far as Schellal

Mograt, in the great bend towards Berber.

At the present day nothing but Arabic is spoken in the

whole of this district; but some recollection of the earlier

Nubian population has been distinctly retained, since even

now a number of villages are distinguished from the others

as Nuba places. The following were mentioned to me as

such, above the province of Dongola: Gebel Maqal and
Zuma on the right bank, and near it the island of Massaui,
which also still bears the Nubian name of Abbanabti ; then

upon the left bank Belled e' Nuba, between Debbe and
Abu D6m, Haluf or Nubi and Bellel

;
opposite to these,

Gebf e* Schech and Kasinqar. Then there is a gap in the

statement, and it refers to places up the river to Chosch e*

Gubuf, a little below the island of Mograt, to Salame and
Darmali, two villages between Mecherefand Damer

;
lastly,

there is another Belled e' Nuba to the north of Gos Burri,

in the province of Metamme.
On the 4th of June we at length left Barkal, after having

placed the Bam and the other heavy monuments on two
transport boats specially devoted to that purpose.
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We stopped the first night in Abu Dom, on the left bank.

I had heard of a Fakir in this place, who was said to be in

possession of written records about the tribes of the Schai-

qieh Arabs. He was an intelligent, and, for this country, a

learned man, who would not indeed yield up to me the few

sheets of his own copy which he actually possessed, but im-

mediately set to work to transcribe them for me.

The following morning we first landed in Tanqassi,

situated an hour and a half below Abu Dom, where we were

told we should find ruins. A Fakir Daha, who belonged to

the Koresch, the tribe of the Prophet, accompanied us to the,

now at least insignificant, mound of bricks. We passed his

hereditary sepulchre, a small building with a cupola that had

been built by his grandfather, but had already received in

addition to him, his father and several relatives. From this

spot I descried some mounds in the distance, which the

Fakir pronounced to be natural. We, however, rode up to

them, and a short half hour from the river found more than

twenty Pyramids of tolerable size, now apparently only con-

sisting of black earth, but originally built of Nile bricks.

Single stones lay around, and on the eastern side, at a short

distance, there were always two small heaps of stones, which

seem to have belonged to the ante-chamber, and were per-

haps connected with the Pyramid by brick walls ; but no-

where could we find hewn stones, and still less inscriptions*

We also found a field of Pyramids at Kueetj, on the

farther bank, although but little could be discovered of the

ruins of a town. Of the two most considerable Pyramids,

the largest, which still bears the strange name of Qantue,
was 35 feet high ; and towards the south-east we saw the re-

mains of an ante-chamber. Twenty-one smaller ones are

grouped round these two, four of which, like the largest

Pyramid, were entirely built of sandstone, but are now in

great part demolished ; others only consisted of black .field

atones. Lastly, to the west of all of them, the ground plan

is still to be seen of a large Pyramid, which was probably

once completely massive, and has been on that account de-
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molished ; tbe foundations were laid in the rock. It appears

that these Pyramids also, which, by their solid structure,

are quite distinct from these lying opposite, belonged to a

royal Dynasty of Napata, for which reason the absence, of

any considerable mine of a town would be easier to explain

here than on the opposite side of the river.

Three-quarters of an hour farther down tbe river is situ-

ated the village of Zuma, on the right bank. Near it, in

the directum of the mountains, there rises an old fortress,

with towers of defence, called Karat Neshl, whose front

walls were only destroyed and thrown down about fi% or

sixty years ago, when the inhabitants of Zuma settled here.

The name is derived from an ancient King of the country,

Kegii, in whose time the surrounding land, now dry, was
still within reach of the Nile, and is said to have been

fertile.

The first thing that I saw on the road to the fortress was
again a number of Pyramids, eight of which are still 20 feet

high
;
including those which are destroyed, and which in

general seem "to have been those which were most massive,

we found above thirty ; the ancient stone quarries are still

to be seen which furnished the material for the Pyramids.

These three fields of Pyramids, that of Taucqassi,

Kttbbit, and ZuirA, or Rabat Negil, whose sites were

paced, and carefully noted down by Erbkam, are planted on
an extent of ground of but a few hours in circumference, and

indicate the existence of a strong and flourishing population

in this district in Heathen times ; on the other hand, in the

district immediately succeeding this, and more or less

throughout the whole province of Dongola, we found nume-
rous remains of Christian churches.

On the 7th of June we visited three of these, situated at

short distances from each other, all on the right bank of the

river. Two hours and a half from Zuma we first come to

Eachit. Here the precipitous rock of the desert, advances

close upon the river, and bears a fortress, no doubt also

dating from Christian times, with eighteen semicircular pro-
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jecting towers of defence. In the interior^ betieolh barren

heaps of rubbish, there were still the ruins of a church,

which at that time seems to have everywhere formed the

central point of the stronghold. Here it was only G3 feet

long, and the nkole nave rested on four columns and twe

the general type.

The church of Ma.g*l, which is situated only one half

bour farther on, must have been considerably larger, as we
found beneath the ruins monolithic granite columns 13^
feet high from below the capital, which is separated from it,

ami is 1± fart high and 2 fast in diameter ; it appears to have

had five naves.

JTrom this point we reached Gbbel Deqa. in one hour.

Strong, massive walls again surrounded a Christian fortress,

which was situated on the projecting sandstone rock, and hi

the interior exhibited the ruins of several buildings of con*

siderable size ; among them, those of a small, three-naved

church, very similar to the one at Bachit.

This is the frontier village of the province of Schaiqleh,

in the direction of Dongola, the last place coming from the

south, whose inhabitants speak Arabic. Formerly the

frontier of the Nubian population and language, undoubt-

edly, was as far up as the cataracts above Barkal. This

seems to have occasioned the accumulation of strong posts in

this district, and probably also the strong fortification of the

island of Ischiscbi.

Christianity penetrated to the Nubians from Abyssinia as

the sixth century ; they were at that time a powerful

till their Christian priest-kings, in the fourteenth

ry, yielded to the encroachment of Islamism. We
must date the erection of the numerous churches from those

days, the ruins of which we have found scattered from Wadi
Gaz&l, northwards, throughout the whole province..

The same day we went as far as Ambtcoi*, at the extre-

ef the western bend of the NUet, and halted here for

Tke fcltesdng day we reached TutA^ and
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visited the ruins of an old fortress with the remains of a
church.

On the road we met the boat of Hassan Fascha, which was
on its way to Meraui. We each fired many salutes as a
mutual greeting, and anchored beside each other. The
Fascha inquired with interest about the treasures which he

suspected existed in the Pyramids of Barkal, and with the

greatest courtesy promised us all that we could desire to

promote our journey and its objects. After returning our

visit, we parted with fresh salutes.

The 10th June we reached Old Dokgola, the former

royal residence of this Christian kingdom. The extensive

ruins of the town, however, now testify to little more than

the considerable extent which it once embraced. On a hill

in the neighbourhood, which commanded an admirable pano-

rama, now stands a mosque. An Arabic inscription on
marble proves that it was opened on the 20 Babi el auel, of

» j

1AW
Abdallah e' Nasir over the infidels.

As we have had very little opportunity of improving

our monumental knowledge since leaving Barkal, and had
much leisure in our boat, I employed myself specially during

this time with a comparison and research, as far as lay in my
power, of the Nubian language, which is spoken in this part

of the country. It presents very remarkable linguistic phe-

nomena, but does not exhibit the slightest similarity with

the Egyptian language. My belief is, that the whole race

penetrated into the Nile valley from the south-west at a late

period. We have now a servant from Derr, the capital of

Lower Nubia, who speaks tolerably good Italian, is animated
and intelligent, and is a great assistance to me in acquiring

a knowledge of his own dialect, the Mahass. I have some-
times tormented him with questions in the boat for five or

six entire hours in one day, for it is no small trouble for both

of us to understand each other about grammatical forms and
He has, at any rate, at the same time acquired

respect for his own language, here everywhere
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dered bad, and inferior to the Arabic, and which it is thought

one ought rather to be ashamed of.

Yesterday, after sailing three days from Old Dongola, we
at length reached New Dongola, usually only called by the

Arabs El Obde (the Camp) ; we had the great joy of re-

ceiving here the large packet of letters, whose arrival had
already been announce^ to us on the road by Hassan Fascha.

- We now look forward with fresh courage and renewed con-

fidence to the last difficult portion of our southern journey.

For from this point we must again, alas ! quit our boats, and
mount the far more uncomfortable ships of the desert. The
Cataract country before us can only be navigated during the

short season of the highest flood, and even then not without

danger. Nevertheless, our richly freighted stone-boat must
undergo this dangerous trial, as naturally it is impossible to

think of transporting our Kam and the other monuments
from Barkal by land.

We shall besides be unable to leave this as soon as we
otherwise should have done, owing to the total change in the

arrangements for our journey during the next five or six

weeks. Yet we shall be obliged to separate from our boat

of burden, as it must seize the proper moments of high water,

which first occurs a few weeks hence.

LETTER XXV.

Dongola, the 23rd June, 1844.

Yesterday we returned from an excursion of four days to

the nearest cataract, which we were able to reach by water.

We were rewarded far beyond our expectations, for we found

a number of ancient Fharaonic monuments, the only ones

in the whole province of Dongola, and some of them of ex-

treme antiquity.

On the island of Argo we discovered the first Egyptian

sculptures from the Hyksos period ; and at Kekmjln, on the
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right bank, the traces of a town extending for across the

plain, with an immense necropolis attached to it, in. which

two huge monumental tombs were distinguished above all the

others, one of which was called Kerman (like the village), the

other DmruFA. They are not Pyramids, but of an oblong form;

the first 150 by 66 feet, the second 132 by 66 feet in extent,

and about 40 feet high, built massively of good, solid unburnt

bricks of Nile mud ; each provided with an outer bunding,

which might have corresponded to the temples in front of

the Egyptian Pyramids. Several fragments of statues, from
thfi hpsf" nnpipirt stvlp scnttftrftd Tonnd thpin. sornp hnviTii?

good hieroglyphics upon them, testify their great antiquity,

and lead us to suppose that the oldest Egyptian settlement of

any importance on Ethiopian territory must have been on this

spot: it was probably occasioned by the Egyptian power
having been driven back towards Ethiopia during the ruie of

the Hyksos in Egypt. No doubt the enormous* granite

quarries which we found on the right bank, some hours' to

the north of Kerman, opposite the island of Tombgs, at the

entrance of the Cataract country, were connected with this.

The inscriptions on the rock contain Shields of the 17th

Dynasty, and an inscription of eighteen lines, mention* the

second year of Tuthmoak I.

I have also, here in Dongola, begun to study the Kong'ara

language of Dar Fur. A negro soldier, a native of that

dreaded warlike country, with woolly hair, and thick pro-

jecting lips, and who we took with us last year from Korusko
to "Wadi Haifa, as a military attendant, instead of Ibrahim
Aga, who had been sent away, found us out here again, and
was given up to me by the Pascba for my studies in lan-

guage. He promises well, but in half an hour I am obliged

to exchange him with the Nubian. The Kong'ara language is

quite different from the Nubian, and m particular points

. seems to me to show a stronger analogy with certain South
African languages.
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in 1922, whieh has suffered indeed by the inundations, "but

still always serves as a dwelling for the governor, now Has-
san Paseha. We shall also leave a monumental structure

behind us, for Hassan Pascha has requested Erbkam ito give

him the plan of a powder-magazine, and to seek out a suit-

able site for it.

LETTER XXVI.

Korusko, the Vtk Avput, 1844.

We did not accomplish our departure from Dongola before

the 2nd of July. We went slowly down the western side of

the river. That very day we passed ever extensive field* of

ruins, the dim remains of once nourishing towns, whose
names have died away. The first we found were opposite

Abgonsene, others at Koi, and at Mosch. The following

day we arrived at Hanklk, opposite Tombos* in the pro-

vince of Mahas. Here the Cataract country begins

diately, and a fresh Nuba dialect, which extends as far down
as Derr and Korusko. The Nile, on the whole, retains its

northerly direction as far as a high mountain, named after a

former confueror, Ali Bersi. Early on the third day we
left this on our left hand. It is situated on the sharp bend
of the river, from north-west to due east, from which point it

is usual to cut off the largest portion of the province of Mahas
by a desert road running in a northerly direction. We,
however, followed the turns of the river, and dismounted near

two old castles on the bank, at a grove of palm-trees, under

whose shade we rested during the sultry mid-day hours.

The nearest of these castles, so romantically situated between

the fissures of the rock, I find differently named on every

map, as Fakib Effendi (Cailliand) ; Fakir el Bikt, from

Bint, the girl (Hoskms) ; Fakib Bendeb, from Bender, the

capital (Arrowsmith). In the dialect of this place, howerer,

it is called Eakir Feuti, or, in that ofDongola, FaklbBehm ;
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audit is so named from the palm-trees at its foot, Fenti,

Benti, being the names for palm and date.

On the 4th of July we got as far as Sesb, a hill which
bears the remnants of a fortress. Our servant, Ahmed,
from Derr, related to us that, at the death of every king, his

successor was led up to its summit, and there adorned with

a peculiar royal cap. Castles like that of Sese, many of

which we saw, far and near, on the plateau beyond the river

district, indicate an early, numerous, and warlike population,

which has now almost entirely disappeared. The ruins,

situated a quarter of an hour south of Mount Sese, are called

Sbsebi. Here stood an ancient temple, of which only four

columns stand erect, with palm capitals. They have the

Shields of Sethos I., the most southern we have met with

belonging to this king. Near these temple remains are the

ruins of a large town, on an artificially raised piece of

ground, of which the regular encircling walls may still be re-

cognised.

On the 6th July we arrived at Solb (Soleb), where a

temple of considerable importance, and still in good preser-

vation, was erected by Amenophis III. to his own genius,

the deified Ka-neb-ma (Amenophis).* The rich represen-

tations belonging to this temple—the same to which once also

belonged our own Earn from Barkal, and Lord Frudhoe's

Lion—gave us materials for almost five days' work. We
did not again set off before the 11th July.

Scarcely one hour to the north of this is situated Gebel
Dosohe, a sandstone rock, projecting into the river, in

which, on the river side, a grotto is cut, which contains re-

presentations of the third Tdthmosis.

' * The expression is, that he has built the Temple Vr ^ hh

® O *}) " to his living image od earth Ra-neb-ma* The word
frew f V V Ci.

chent no longer exists in the Coptic language, but is always translated

in the Bosetta inscription by cuc&v. The temple, and the locality

belonging to it, was also named after the king, but after his Horus
name, " The Dwelling of Scha-em-ma." From this we may trace the
origin of the Ham of Barkal and the Lion in the British Museum.
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The Tery same evening we arrived at Sedeinga, where
Amenophis HI. erected a small temple to his own wife,

Tn. In the midst of the picturesque heap of ruins, thrown
one above another, rises one single column, which has re-

mained standing. A great necropolis stretches out towards

the west.

On the 18th of July we halted near a Sch6na (such is

the name given to the station store-houses maintained by
government), opposite Mount Abib or Qabib, a little below

the northern point of the island of Sai. On the other side

of the river, not exactly opposite, stands the village of

Amaba, and near it the ruins of a temple. I was not a little

surprised to recognise directly on the columns (six of which

are still preserved) the fat Queen of Naga and Meboe, with

her husband. This temple was built by them, an important

testimony to the widely-extended dominion of that Ethiopian

Dynasty. In the necropolis to the south of the temple I

also observed fragments of inscriptions in the above-men-

tioned demotic Ethiopian alphabetic writing, such as I had

also found near Sedeinga.

The following day, after having visited the island of Sai,

where we had found the scanty remains of a temple with in-

scriptions of Tuthmosis III. and Amenophis II., besides the

remains of a town and a Coptic church, we proceeded farther,

and on the 15th of July reached Dal, which forms the fron-

tier between the provinces of Sukkot and Batn el hager

(Stone-belly) ; at night we encamped at the Cataract of

Kaxfa.
Prom this point our road passed near the hot sulphur spring

of Okmeh, to which I turned off from our caravan road with

Abeken. It led us from the Schdna, where we: separated,

along the rocky bank, above an hour backwards to a square

tower, which has been erected over the spring, and which is

now called after its builder, Hammam seidna Solimak. The
tower, which is 9 feet in diameter, and in the inside 4 feet

wide, is now half filled with sand and earth ; the stream of

water, about the thickness of a man's wrist, issuea from.the
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eastern side of tbe tower ; on the other aide, within the space

rf* square foot, sixteen little whirlpools rise out ofthe sand,

fird here, where the water is hottest, it is not quite 44Q E.
<m° Fahr.). It tastes sulphureous, and a white substance

is deposited on the earth round the spring. Every year the

river rises above it, and even over the tower, which stands

half-way up the river bank. The surface of the water liad

now only risen to aboutthe height of a man, sod had not yet

reached the spring. A rough hole is dug into the rubbish

for the sick who come here, and is covered with branches to

keep back the stream. Somewhat farther down the river

another small spring of water appears, which has a tempera-

ture of 40° R (122P Fahr.) when it issues from the ground.

The saying goes, that O&asche, a Mend of the ProphetB,

was killed in a.campaignm the south,.his corpse floated down
hither, and then disappeared in the rock on the opposite

bank ;
there, even now, at some distance up the river, bis

grave is shown ; a tree marks the spot.

On the 17th July we encamped at the temple of Seottbh.

The village consists only of a few straw huts, which are

shaded by some date palms, but the number of potsherds in

the neighbourhood prove that a place of some importance

stood here formerly. The temple is surrounded with very

ancient fortifications, of immense dimensions ; its erection

dateB even as far back as the Old Monarchy under Sesur-

tesen HI., a king of the 12th Dynasty. It appears that this

king first enlarged the limits of the Egyptian Monarchy as

far as this point ; indeed it has been found that at a later

period he was himself worshipped in these 'districts as a

divinity of the country. The temple which Tuthmosis III.

erected here in the New Monarchy, is also dedicated to him,

and to tbe god Tbtun. On the right bank, also, at the

village of Kummxh, there are stillsome old fortifications, and

witfhin tbem a stil larger temple, which was even begun by

Tuthmesii II.

The most important discovery which we made here, and

which I shall only mention briefly, because I am at this
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moment sending a more detailed account of it to Ehrenberg,

is a number of short*ock inscriptions which mark the highest

rises of the Nile daring a series of years raider the govern-

ments AMiKsnsMHi. III. (MiBRis^ wdcf hit immediate
cessors. These statements have in some measure a historical

value, as they decidedly confirm my supposition that the Se-

BKKHOTEPS followed immediately after the 12th Dynasty, and
they are in some measure peculiarly interesting for the geo-

logical history of the Hite vaHey ; because they prove that

the river, above 4000 years ago, rose more than24 feet higher

than noiv, and thereby must have produced totally different

conditions in the inundation and in the whole surface of the

ground both above and below this spot. Our examination of

this* remarkable locality, mith its temples and rock-inscrip-

tions, occupied u* twelve whole days.*

On the 29th Jury we went from Semneh to Ajkke, and the

following day wited foe old ca^esftuoted to the north of it,

which is called el Kenissa, the church, and formerly there-

fore probably contained one. From the top of this castle

we had the most magnificent prospect of the chief cataracts

of the whole country. Three great falls could be distin-

guished from the smaller ones in the broad, rocky island

valley, and the eye passed over several hundred islands, as

far as the black mountain range on tbe opposite bank. But
towards the north tbe wide plain spread out, which extends

from Wadi Haifa to Philae. The succession of the different

kinds of rock was most distinctly visible as we descended

from tbe last ridge of the rocks en the banks into the great

plain, from winch some single cones of sandstone alone pro-

truded, as if from the bed of a primitive ocean. Here un-

doubtedly are the sources of the everlasting sand, which,

* This theory of Dr. Lepsius, of the bed of the Nile having been ex-

cavated to a depth of 25 feet in 4000 years, has been examined by
Leonard Horner, Esq., F.R.&, in a paper published in the Edinburgh
Philosophical Journal for July, D& Lepsius having in a letter,

dated 12th April, 1853, addressed to Mr. Horner, expressed a wish

that that paper should be reprinted in the present volume, It will be

found accordingly in the Appeudix.—Tr.
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driven by the northern wind among the primitive mountains,

rendered our road to Semneh very difficult.

On the 1st of August we left Wadi Halfa in three

boats, and from this point again sailed through a country

with which we were already acquainted. The following

morning we came to Abu Simbel, where we spent nine

days, in order to become perfectly acquainted with the

copious representations on both the rock-temples. I long

searched in vain for the remarkable Greek inscription which

Leake had found on one of the four great Eamses Colossi,

till I fortunately re-discovered it, buried tolerably deep, on

the left leg of the second Colossus from the south. I was

obliged to make a great excavation to obtain a perfect im-

pression of it on paper. I see no reason why we should

not take this antique inscription for what it states itself

to be, namely, memoranda of the Greek mercenaries, who
came hither with Psammeticus L in pursuit of the re-

bellious warriors. Beneath the other inscriptions on the

Colossus, I also found some Phoenician inscriptions.

After we had visited from this point some other rock-

monuments on the opposite bank at Abahuda and Scha-

taui, we quitted Abu Simbel on the 11th of July, and next

halted on the right bank near Ibbim, ancient Pbimis, the

name of which I have also found in hieroglyphics written

P.B.M. Ibrim is situated on the left bank opposite Anibe,

near which we discovered, and made a drawing of, only one

private tomb from the period of the 20th Dynasty, but it was

in good preservation. Thence we proceeded to Derb, where

we got the largest despatch of letters we have yet received,

so that it was a real holiday for us. With these treasures

we hastened paBt Amada to this spot Korusko, whose de-

lightful group of palms had won our hearts during our long,

though involuntary, detention there last year. We have

fixed upon the present Sunday to celebrate with pleasant

recollections the happy termination of our southern journey.

Our boats lie quietly beside the bank.
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LETTER XXVII.

Philce, the 1st September, 1844.

I am only now able to finish my journal from Koruskoy
whence we set sail on the evening of the 18th August for

Sebtja.

From this point, as far as Phil®, the valley is called Wadi
Keitus, "the valley of the Beni Kensi," a tribe of which
we read much in the Arabic accounts. The upper valley of
Korusko, as far as Wadi Haifa, is called on all the maps
Wadi Nuba, a name which has indeed been already used

by Burckhardt, but which must originate in some mistake.

Neither our Nubian servant, Ahmed, a native of the district

of Derr, nor the people who are settled in the country, are

acquainted with this name ; and even Hassan Kaschef, above

seventy years of age, who governed the country before the

Egyptian conquest, could give no answers to my particular

inquiries about this name. They all agree in stating that

the lower district has always been called Wadi Kekus.
Afterwards, near Korusko, follows the Wadi el Arab, so

called from the Arabs of the desert, who have encroached as

far as this spot ; then Wadi Ibrim ; and lastly, Wadi
Halfa. But since the conquest the official name for the

whole province between the two cataracts is Gism Halfa,
the province of Haifa.

In Korusko I found a Bischari, by name Ali, whose ani-

mated and pleasant deportment determined me at once to

make him my instructor in this important language. He
was quite satisfied with my invitation for him to accompany

us, and now every moment that is at liberty is employed in

preparing a grammar and vocabulary of this language. He
comes from the interior of the country, from Beled Ellaqi,

which is eight days distant from the Nile, and twenty from

the Bed Sea, and gives a name to the remarkable Wadi
Ellaqi, which extends, without interruption, through the

B
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very midst of the extensive range of country between the

Nile and the Eed Sea. He calls the country of the Bischari

tribes Edbat, and their language, Middb to Begaute, the

Bega language, from which may be traced its identity with

the language of the mighty Beg'a nations, so often men-
tioned in the middle ages.

Prom Korusko we next sailed to Sebtta, where we spent

four days ; then by Dakke (Pselchis) and Kuban (Contra

Pselchis) to G'b»f Hussbn, with its rock-temple dedicated

by Ramses to Ptab. This place is frequently called by
earlier travellers Gibsche, a confusion with the village

situated on the farther eastern bank, which is called by the

Arabs Qibsch, by the Nubians Kisch or Kischioa, and
which is Bituated near some considerable ruins of an ancient

city which bear the name of Sabaguba. The 25th August
we spent in the temple of Deitoub, first built under the

Boman dominion ; and the following day in Kalabscheh, the

ancient Talmis, whose temple likewise contains only the

{Shields of Caesar (Augustus). Talmis was for a long time a

capital of the Blemyes, whose inroads into Egypt gave the

Bomans plenty of employment. On one of the columns of

the great outer court there is engraved the interesting in-

scription of Silco, who calls himself a /WtXio-xor Nov/3dSa>i> *a*

6*\<>)p t£>v aWi&it&v** In it he boasts of his victories over the

Blemyes, who I hold to be a branch of the Meroitic Ethio-

pians, the Bischari of the present day. It seems that the

demotic Ethiopian inscriptions, one of which is remarkable

by its length, and perhaps forms a counterpart to the Greek
inscription of the Nubian King, can only be ascribed to

these Blemyes. I have discovered another very late in-

scription on the wall to the back of the temple, but in such
barbarous Greek that it is almost inexplicable. I send it to

Bockh for him to decipher.

On the 30th August we reached Debot, and the following

day Phil^e, where we immediately took possession of the

* King of the Noubadce and the Ethiopians.—-Tk.
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enchanting temple-terrace, which, since that time, has been
oar chief quarters, and will remain so for several weeks
longer. The great temple-buildings, although the moat
ancient of them date only as far back as Nectaotbits, pre-
sent an unusual number of hieroglyphic, demotic, and
€kreek inscriptions, and, to my surprise, I hare also found
here a whole chamber in one of the pylones which c<

inscriptions.

LETTEE XXVIII.

Thebes, Qurma, 24th November, 1844.

Ok the 4th of November we reached this last great station

at our journey, and feel that we have again reached much
nearer home. "We have selected a charming castle on a rock
for our residence here, which will certainly be protracted for

several months. It is situated on a hill calledAbd el Qubka,
and is an ancient tomb enlarged by brick buildings, from
which we overlook the whole Theban plain at one view. I
should be afraid of being almost oppressed by the overwhelm-
ing number of monuments, if the mighty character of the

nuns of this most royal city of all antiquity did not maintain,

and daily renew, our interest to the highest possible degree.

While our investigations of the numerous temples, from the

Ptolemaic and the Boman period, immediately preceding that,

had in fact become almost fatiguing, here, where the Homeric
forms of the mighty Pharaohs of the 18th and 19th Dynas-

ties stand out before me in their dignity and splendour, I feel

as fresh again as at the commencement of our journey.

J first had excavations made in the renowned temple of

Bamses Miamun, lying at pur feet, which have led to unex-

pected results . Erbkam has superintended the. work with the

greatest care, and his ground plan which is now finished of

this most beautiful building of the Pharaonic times, described

bjr Diodorus as the tomb of Osymandyas, is the first which

a 2
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can be called perfect, as it no longer rests on arbitrary resto-

rations, which are too long in the French descriptions and

too short in those of Wilkinson.

I have also had excavations made in the rock-tomb of the

same Eamses in Bab el Meluk, which was covered over with

rubbish, and which Bosellini was mistaken in thinking un-

finished ; several chambers have already been opened, and if

fortune favours us we shall also still find the sarcophagus,

not indeed unopened—the Persians had already taken care

of that—but perhaps less mutilated than others, as the tomb
has been closed up by the river mud from very ancient times.

On our journey from Korusko hither, besides our anti-

quarian labours, I was engaged with the languages of the

southern countries, still so little known. Amidst these, three

may be selected as being the most widely-distributed ; the

Nuba language, that ofthe Nuba or Berber nation ; the Kvx-
oaba language, of the negroes of Dab Fitb ; and the Bega
language, that of the Bischabibas inhabiting the eastern

portion of the Sudan. I have prepared the grammar and
vocabulary of all three, so fully, that whenever they are

published some notion of these languages may be obtained.

The most important of them is the one last mentioned, be-

cause, both with reference to its grammatical construction

and by its position in the development of languages, it

proves itself to be a very remarkable member of the Cauca-

sian stock. It is spoken by the people, for which reason I

. think I can perceive that they were once the inhabitants of

the flourishing city of Meroe, and thus have a peculiar claim,

to be called in a more exact sense the Ethiopian people.

It has furthermore been proved, that nothing can be dis-

covered of a primitive Ethiopian civilisation, or indeed of an
ancient Ethiopian national civilisation, which is so much
held up by modern erudition

;
indeed, wa have every reason

to deny this completely. Whatever in the accounts of the

ancients does not rest on total misapprehension, only refers

to Egyptian civilisation and art, which had fled in the time of

the Hyksos rule to Ethiopia. The irruption of Egyptian
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power from Ethiopia, at tie foundation of the new Egyptian

Monarchy, and its progress even far into Asia, was mentioned

in the Asiatic, and afterwards in the Greek traditions, as an

event which was transferred from the Ethiopian country to

the Ethiopian nation, for no knowledge of a still older Egyp-

tian Monarchy, and of its high but peaceful state of civilisa-

tion, had penetrated to the northern nations. I have sent

an account of the results of our Ethiopian journey to the

Academy, and in it I give a cursory survey of the history of

Ethiopia from the first conquest of the country by Sesur-

tesen III. in the 12th Manethonic Dynasty down to the

most flourishing period of the Meroitic Monarchy in the

first centuries of our era, and then through the middle ages

down to the Bischaribas of the present day, whose Sheikhs

we saw in chains marching over the ruins of what was once

their capital, and passing in front of the Pyramids of their

ancient kings.

LETTEE XXIX.

Thebe*, Qurna, Sth January, 1845.

A shoet time ago we received the joyful intelligence that

our colossal Earn and the other Ethiopian monuments had

arrived safely in Alexandria. We shall also bring away

some valuable monuments from this spot, among them a

beautiful sarcophagus of fine white limestone, on parts of

which are some painted inscriptions, which go back as far as

the Old Monarchy in the first period of the increasing great-

ness of Thebes *

I have made another conquest to-day, which gives me
double pleasure, as it was only effected with indescribable

difficulty, and has brought out a monument in the most per-

fect preservation) which will hardly find its equal in our

museums. A sepulchral chamber with interesting represen-

tations of kings of which we have made drawings, opens out

DenkmaL,.Abth. IL, BL 245, 246.
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of a deep pit which was excavated a short time ago ; from

this a narrow passage leads still deeper into a second chamber,

which is painted all over, just like the Other. The chambers

are hewn out of an extremely friable rock, which loosens

from the ceiling in large fragments at the slightest touch

;

the rock-caves were therefore vaulted in a circular form,

with Nile bricks, which were covered with stucco, and then

painted. At the side of the inner door, on the right hand,

King Amswofhw L is represented, and on the left, his

mother Aahmes-nttfre-jlbi, who even in later times was
much worshipped. Both are about four feet high, painted

on the stucco, and the colours preserved as fresh as possible.

I was anxious to detach these figures from the wall, which

they entirely covered ; but for this purpose I was compelled to

break through the brick walls all round, and afterwards also

to take out the bricks singly from behind the stucco with

the greatest care. This at length we have accomplished

after great labour. We have taken out the whole stucco,

which is only the thickness of a finger, with the figures com-

pletely uninjured, and, placing it on two slabs composed of

smooth boards covered with skins, linen, and paper, we raised

it from the narrow sepulchral cave, which is still half filled

wren ruoDisn.

"We have also, to my great delight, got a fresh supply for

our plaster casts. A short time ago 5 cwt. of plaster ar-

rived, forwarded to us by M. Clot Bey, for which we had
sent an order to Trance, and I have found an Arab here, and
immediately taken him into my service, who has at least suf-

ficient knowledge to prepare the plaster and to make casts

from bas-reliefs.

LETTEE XXX.

TOb have now been inhabiting our Thebsn Acropolis, on
the hill of Qurna, above a quarter of a year, every one
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busily employed in his own way from morning to evening,.in
investigating, describing, and drawing the most valuable

monuments, taking paper impressions of the inscriptions,

and in making plans of the buildings; we have not yet

been able to complete the Libyan side alone, where there

are at least twelve temples, five-and-twenty tombs of kings,

fifteen belonging to the royal wives or daughters, and a-

countless number belonging to private persons, still to be

examined The eastern side, with its six-and-twenty sanctum

aries, in a certain degree of preservation, will however de-

mand no less time, and yet, more has been done by previous

travellers and expeditions in Thebes itself, especially by the

French-Tuscan expedition, than in any other spot, and we
have everywhere only compared and completed"their labours,

and not repeated them. We are also far from imagining that

we have now by any means exhausted the infinite number
of monuments ; whoever follows us with new information,

and with the results of more advanced science, will also find

fresh treasures, and gain fresh instruction from the same

monuments. I have always had a historical aim in view,

and this has especially determined my selection of the monu-
ments. Whenever I believed that I had attained what was
inopt osscn^/i&l. i^^^r tins oo cL 1 ^v^&s s&ti 9fiocl

The river here divides the broad valley into two unequal

halves. On the west side it approaches close to the precipi-

tous Libyan range, which there projects ; on the eastern side

it bounds a wide fruitful plain,, extending as far as Me-
damot, a spot situated on the border of the Arabian desert,

several hours distant. On this side stood the actual town of

Thxbxs,, which seems to have been chiefly grouped round

the two great temples of Karnak and Luqsor, situated above

half an hour apart. Karnak lies more to the north, and

farther removed from the Nile; Luqsor is now actually

washed by the waves of the river, and may even formerly

have been the harbour of the city. The west side of the

river contained the necropolis of Thebes, and all the temples

which stood here referred more or less to the worship of the
•
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dead ; indeed, all the inhabitants of this part, which was
afterwards comprehended by the Greeks under the name of

Memxokia, seem to have been principally occupied with

the care of the dead and their tombs. The former extent of

the Memnonia may be now distinguished by Qurna and
Medinet Habu, places situated at the northern and southern

extremities.

A survey of the Theban monuments naturally begins

with the ruins of Kabkak. Here stood the great royal

temple of the hundred-gated Thebes, which was dedicated to-

Ammon-Ba, the King of the Gods, and to the peculiar local

god of the city of Ammon, so called after him (No-Ammon,
Diospolis). Ap, along with the feminine article Tap, from

which the Greeks made Thebe, was the name of one par-

ticular sanctuary of Ammon. It is also often employed in

hieroglyphics in the singular, or still more frequently in the

plural (Napu), as the name of the town; for which reason

the Greeks naturally, without changing the article along

with it, generally used the plural Qijfiai. The whole history

of the Egyptian Monarchy, after the city of Ammon was
raised to be one of the two royal residences in the land, is

connected with this temple. All Dynasties emulated in the

glory of having contributed their share to the enlargement,

embellishment, or restoration of this national sanctuary.

It was founded by their first king, the mighty SesurtesenL,
under the 1st Theban Royal Dynasty, the 12th of Manetho,

between 2600 and 2700 B.C., and even now exhibits some

ruins in the centre of the building from that period, bearing

the name of this king. During the Dynasties immediately

succeeding, which for several centuries groaned under the

yoke of the victorious hereditary enemy, this sanctuary no
doubt was also deserted, and nothing has been preserved

which belonged to that period. But after the first king of

the 17th Dynasty, Amosis, in the 17th century B.C., had suc-

ceeded in his first war against the Hyksos, his two successors,

Amejtophis I. and Tuthmosis I., built round the remains

of the most ancient sanctuary a magnificent temple, with a
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great many chambers round the cella, and with a broad

court, and pylones appertaining to it, in front of which Tut-

mosis I. erected two obelisks. Two other pylones, with con-

tiguous court-walls, were built by the same king, at a right

angle with the temple in the direction of Luqsor. Tut-

mosis III. and his sister enlarged this temple to the back

by a hall resting on fifty-six columns, besides many other

chambers, which surrounded it on three sides, and were en-

circled by one common outer wall. The succeeding kings

partly closed the temple more perfectly in front, partly

fault new independent temples near it, and also placed two
more large pylones towards the south-west, in front of those

erected by Tuthmosis I., so that now four lofty pylones

formed the magnificent entrance to the principal temple on
this side.

But a far more splendid enlargement of the temple was

executed in the fifteenth and fourteenth centuries b.o. by
the great Pharaohs of the 19th Dynasty; for Sethos I., the

father of Ramses Miamun, added in the original axis of the

temple the most magnificent hall of pillars that was ever

seen in Egypt or elsewhere. The stone roof, supported by

134 columns, covers a space of 164 feet in depth, and 320

feet in breadth. Each of the twelve central columns is 36

feet in circumference, and 66 feet high beneath the archi-

trave ; the other columns, 40 feet high, are 27 feet in circum-

ference. It is impossible to describe the overwhelming im-

pression which is experienced upon entering for the first

time into this forest of columns, and wandering from one

range into the other, between the lofty figures of gods and

kings on every side represented on them, projecting some-

times entirely, sometimes only in part. Every surface is

covered with various sculptures, now in now sunk,

which were, however, only completed under the succes-

sors of the builder; most of them, indeed, by his son

Ramses Miamxti*. In front of this hypostyle hall was

placed, at a later period, a great hyp®thral court, 270 by.

320 feet in extent, decorated on the sides only with colon-

nades, and entered by a magnificent pylon.
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The principal part of the temple terminated here, com-

a length of 1170 feet, not including the row of

in front of its external pylon, nor the peculiar

which was placed by Bamses Miamun directly

beside the wall farthest back in the temple, and with the

same axis, but turned in such a manner that its entrance was

on the opposite side. Including these enlargements, the

entire length must have amounted to nearly 2000 feet,

reckoning to the most southern gate of the external wall,

which surrounded the whole space, which was of nearly equal

The later Dynasties, who now found the principal1

les completed on all sides, but who also were desirous

of contributing their share to the embellishment of this

centre of the Theban worship, began partly to erect separate

small temples on the large level space which was surrounded

by the above-mentioned enclosure-wall, partly to

these temples also externally.

The head of the 20th Dynasty, Eamses IIL, whose
paigns in Asia, in the fifteenth, century before Christ, were

scarcely inferior to those of his renowned ancestors, Sethos.1.

and Ramses UL, built a special temple, with a court of

columns and * hypostyle hall, above 200 feet long,

now intersects, in a rather unsymmetrical manner, the

sure-wall of the external court in front ; and he founded, at

» little distance from it, a still larger sanctuary for the third

person of the Theban Triad, Ghensu, the son of Amnion.
This last was completed by the succeeding kings of his

Dynasty, and the priest-kings of the 21st Dynasty, who added

to it a magnificent court of columns, with a pylon in front.

In the 22nd Dynasty we recognise Schesohenk I., the war-

like King Shishak of the Bible, who, about 970 BjC, con-

quered Jerusalem. His Asiatic campaigns are celebrated on
the southern external wall of the great temple, where, in the

symbolic form of prisoners, he leads 140 vanquished towns
and countries before Amnion. Among their names there is

one which, not without reason, is considered to be a designa-

tion for the kingdom of Judaea, as well as the names of

several well-known towns in Palestine.
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TIrb two priests' Dynasties mentioned above, which fid-

lowed immediately after the Ramessides, were no longer of

the Theban raee, but proceeded from towns in Lower Egypt.

The power of the Monarchy sank with this change ; and after

the short 23rd Dynasty, from which period there are stall

some remains in Karnak, a revolution seems to have occurred.

The present lists of authors name only owe king of the 24th

Dynasty, who has not yet been re-discovered on the Egyptian

monuments. In his reign the invasion of the Ethiopians

occurred, who, from the 25th Dynasty, Schabak and Tah-
baka (the So and Tirhaka of the Bible), reigned in Egypt at

the commencement of the seventh centurv B.C. These kings

came, indeed, from Ethiopia, but governed completely in the

Egyptian manner, and they did not neglect to worship the

Egyptian god-kings. Their names are found on several

smaller temples of Karnak, and on a splendid colonnade in

the great court in front, which seems to have been first

placed there by Tahraka. According to historical accounts,

this last king returned of his own accord to Ethiopia, and

toft the Egyptian kingdom to its native rulers.

The dispossessed Saitic Dynasty now returned to the

tnrone, ana once more, in the seventh ana sixta centuries,

developed all the splendour of which this country, as rich

m internal resources as in external power, was capable of

producing under a powerful and wise sceptre. It opened

for the first time a peaceful intercourse between foreign

countries and Egypt; Greeks settled amongst them, com-

merce flourished, and a new and enormous amount of wealth

was accumulated, such as before had only been attained by
the spoils of war and tribute. But this was only an artificial

height of glory; for the pristine vigour of the nation had
long been broken, and even art gave move sign* of luxury

than of intrinsic value. The last nourishing pfeftiod of the

nation soon passed away. The country could not withstand

the advancing storm of the Persians. In the year 525 it

was conquered by Cambvses, and trodden down with barbaric

fanaticism. Many monuments were destroyed, and not a
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single sanctuary nor wall was erected during this period;

nothing at least has been preserved to our time, not even

from the long and milder government of Dabius ; one temple

only in the Oasis of Kargeh, or at least sculptures with his

name, having been discovered from that period. Under
Darius II., exactly one hundred years after the commence-
ment of the Persian rule, Egypt became, indeed, once more
independent, and we then again find the names of the native

kings in the temples of Karnak ; but after three Dynasties had

succeeded each other in rapid succession, during the space of

sixty-four years, it fell a second time under the dominion of

the Persians, who soon afterwards, in the year 332, lost it

by the conquest of Alexander of Macedon. Since then the

country was reduced to the necessity of getting habituated

to foreign rulers, it had lost its independence for ever, and
passed from one hand to another, the succeeding ruler always

worse than the preceding, down to the present day.

Under the Macedonians and Greeks, Egypt still possessed

sufficient vigour to retain its religion and institutions in the

manner that had been carried down from ancient times.

The foreign princes in all respects took the place, and fol-

lowed in the footsteps of the ancient Pharaohs. Karnak bears

testimony to this. We here find the names of Alexakdeb
and Philip Abidjeus, who preceded the Ptolemies in re-

storing that which had been destroyed by the Persians.

Alexander rebuilt the sanctuary behind the great temple

;

Philip that to the front ; the Ptolemies added sculptures to

it—restored other parts, and even erected entirely new
sanctuaries, at no inconsiderable expense, though no longer,

indeed, on the grand scale of the Egyptian classic style of

the olden times. Even the last epoch of declining Egypt,

that of the J&oman dominion, is still represented in Karnak
by a series of representations which were executed under

Cjesab Augustus.
Thus this remarkable spot, which, in the course of twenty-

five hundred years, had increased from the small sanctuary in

the centre of the large temple to a complete city of temples,
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situated on a level space a quarter of a geographical mile in

length, and above 2000 feet in breadth/ presents both an

almost uninterrupted thread of events, and an interesting

scale of measurement for the history of the whole of the

New Egyptian Monarchy, from its origin in the Old Mo-
narchy down to its decline under the Roman dominion. The
appearance]or non-appearance ofthe Dynasties and individual

kings in Egyptian history is almost uniform with the repre-

sentation of them in and round the temple of Karnak.

Higher up the river than Karnak, where the stream,

which has been divided by the fertile island of Gedideb, re-

unites, rises even now to view a second bright point of the

ancient city, the temple of Lttqsob. One of the most
powerful Pharaohs of the 18th Dynasty, Amenophis III.,

who had only built a side temple in Karnak, and had added

but very little to the principal temple, here erected a so

much the more splendid sanctuary to Ammon, which the

great Bamses enlarged still more by a second magni-

ficent court in front, in the direction of Karnak. Eor,

although a good half hour distant from it, this temple must
also be regarded as belonging to the space dedicated, from

ancient times, to the great national sanctuary. This is

proved by a circumstance which otherwise would be difficult to

explain : that the temple, though situated close to the bank,

has its entrance, contrary to custom, away from the river, and

directed towards Karnak, with which it was, besides, imme-
diately connected by colonnades, series of rams, and artifi-

cially-constructed roads.

The ruins on the eastern bank terminate with Luqsor.

The monuments of western Thebes offer still greater variety,

as here the subterranean dwellings and palaces of the dead

are added to those above ground. At one time an uninter-

rupted series of the most splendid temples extended from

Qurna as far as Medinet Habu, which nearly occupied the

whole of the narrow strip of desert between the cultivated

land watered by the Nile and the foot ofthe mountain range.

The immense field of the dead spreads out immediately
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behind these temples, where the sepulchral CaVCS, like the

cells of bees, close beside each other, are either dug in the

rock of the plain, or hewn in the adjacent hills.

Quraa is situated on the angle of the Lybian range, pro-

jecting farther forward towards the river. As the moon-
tains here suddenly retreat towards the west, they form a

great mountain cauldron, the front part of which, where it is

separated by low hills from the valley, is called El Asabit. Be-

hind, it is closed in by lofty, steep escarpments of rock, which

display their beautiful stone to the mid-day and morning sun.

These precipitous declivities of the limestone range, which,

owing to their solid and uniform texture, are particularly

adapted for the finest sculptures of the rock-tombs, seem to

have been produced by the gradual removal of a bed of clay

beneath them, from the wearing effects of exposure to the

weather, and thus the overhanging masses are deprived of

their foundation.

In this rock-creek are situated the most ancient tombs,

and they belong to the Old Monarchy. Their entrances

may be seen from a distance, high up in the rocks lying to the

north, exactly beneath the vertical precipice which rises from

the steep hills of rubbish to the summit of the mountain

ridge. Their external site, and the road up, bounded by low

stone walls leading to the entrances in a steep and straight

line of several hundred feet from the valley, reminded me
directly of the tombs of Benihassan, which belong to the

same period. They date from between 2500 and 3000 b.c,

under the kings of the 11th and 12th Manethonic Dynasties,

the first of which laid the foundation of the mighty power of

Thebes, and made the town the seat of the government they

had rendered independent of Memphis ; the second elevated

it. to be the capital of the Monarchy of the whole country.

These grottoes, of which there are some of a similar age in

the adjacent hills in the foreground, generally descend, in an
oblique angle, deep into the rock, but they have neither

paintings nor inscriptions ; it was only the stone sarco-

phagi on which peculiar diligence was bestowed. These are
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usually formed of the finest limestone, and are sometimes

above nine feet long; they have inscriptions, and are de-

corated with colours, both internally and externally, in the

elaborate and pure style of that period, very elegantly,

though with a certain degree of parsimony. We are bring-

ing away with us one of these sarcophagi, as I mentioned

once before. A few days ago it was safely carried down
into the plain, after the pit, which had long been com-

pletely filled with rubbish, had been cleared, and part of the

solid rock itself had been cut through, to obtain a shorter

exit lor it. The occupant of the tomb was the son of ft

prince, and himself bore the dynastic appellation of the 11th

Royal Dynasty, namely, Newtek.

In the outermost angle of this rock-cove is situated the

most ancient temple-building of Western Thebes, which be-

longs to the period of the New Egyptian Monarchy, at the

commencement of its glory. One street, above 1600 feet

long, adorned on either side with colossal rams and sphinxes,

led from the valley in a straight line to an outer court, then,

by means of a flight of steps to another, whose front wall was

adorned with sculpture, and had a colonnade before it, and

finally, beyond, by a second flight of steps to a granite gate in

good preservation, and to the last temple court, which was

surrounded on both sides with beautifully decorated hallB

aad chambers, and terminated behind with a broad facade,

placed along the precipitous rock. Another granite gate, in

the centre of this facade, leads at length to the innermost

temple-chamber, which was hewn into the rock, and had a

lofty, stone-vaulted roof, out of which again opened several

smaller niches and chambers, at the sides and the back. All

these chambers were covered with the most beautiful sculp-

tures, with variegated colours on a grey ground, executed in

the finished style of that period. This grand structure, be-

side which stood other series of buildings, now destroyed,

seems to have been originally connected with the river, by a

street intersecting the whole valley, and beyond, with the

great temple of Karnak, which lies exactly in the same
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direction; I have no doubt that it was with this object that

the narrow rock-gate was first artificially cut through the

hills in front, across which the temple-street enters into the

lower plain. It was a Queen, Numt Amen, the elder sister

of Tuthmosis III., who accomplished this bold plan of a

structural connection between the two sides of the valley,

the same who had erected the two greatest obelisks in front

of the temple of Karnak. She never appears on her monu-
ments as a woman, but in male attire ; we only find out her

sex by the inscriptions. No doubt at that period it was
illegal for a woman to govern; for that reason, also, her

brother, probably still a minor, appears at a later period as

ruler along with her. After her death, her Shields were

everywhere converted into Tuthmosis Shields, the feminine

forms of speech in the inscription were changed, and her

names were never adopted in the later lists along with the

legitimate kings.

There are two peculiar temples, both erected on the

border of the desert by Tuthmosis III., who completed the

work of his royal sister during the long period that he sat

alone upon the throne. Of these, the northern one can
now only be recognised by its ground plan, and by the re-

mains of its brick pylon ; the southern one, on the other

hand, at Medinet Habu, is still in good preservation ; and
judging by some sculptures, the oldest part of the building

might perhaps have belonged to an earlier Tuthmosis, and
have • only been completed by him. His second successor,

Tuthmosis IV., also built a temple, which has now almost
disappeared.

He was followed by Ambnophis III., in whose brilliant

and long reign the temple of Luqsor was built. To him
are inscribed the two giant Colossi, far out in the fertile

plain, near Medinet Habu, which once stood at the gates of

& great temple-building, but whose remains are now for the

most part buried beneath the crops of the annually accumu-
lating soil of the valley. Perhaps, also, a connecting street,

corresponding with that to the north, once led from this
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point across the valley to Luqsor, on the opposite side. Of
the two Colossi, the one situated to the north-eastwas the cele-

brated sounding statue, which the Greeks connected with

their charming legend of the beautiful Memnon, who every

morning at sunrise greeted his mother, Aurora, while she

moistened him with her tears of dew for his early heroic death.

This myth, as Letronne has shown, was only composed at a late

period ; because the actual phenomenon of clear tremulous

tones produced by the springing ofsmall particles of the stone

when it became rapidly warm after being cooled during the

night, did not become strikingly evident till fragments of

the statue had partly fallen inwards upon itself, having been
previously split by an earthquake which happened in the year

B.C. 27. The phenomenon of cracking and sounding stones in

the desert and among great fields of ruins, is not unfrequent

in Egypt ; but the nature of the hard flinty conglomerate

of which this statue is composed, is peculiarly favourable to

it, as is further proved by the innumerable large and small

cracks now penetrating in all directions portions of the

statue, which were described even as late as the Greek

period, and consequently were then uninjured. It is also

remarkable how, even now, several of the pieces that have

split off, and are only hanging loose, sound as clear as

metal if they are struck, while others beside them remain

perfectly dumb and without, sound, according as they are

more or less moistened by their reciprocal positions. The

numerous Greek and Koraan inscriptions which are engraved

upon the statue, and which intimate the visits of strangers,

especially if they have been so fortunate as to hear the

morning greeting, first commence in the time of Nero, and

extend down to the time of Septimius Severus, from which

period we may probably date the restoration of the original

monolithic statue. Since this restoration of the upper por-

tion in single blocks, the phenomenon of the sounding tones

seems, if not to have entirely ceased, yet to have become less

frequent and less striking. The change of Amenophis (who

even then, as the inscriptions inform us, was not forgotten)

s
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into Memnon was probably chiefly occasioned by the name
x>f this entire western portion of Thebes, Mem*onia, which
the Greeks seem to have explained by the " palaces of

Memnon," while the name in hieroglyphics, Menrm, meant,

speaking generally, " splendid buildings, palaces." At the

present day the statues are called by the Arabs Schama and
Tama, or, both together, the Sanamat, i. e. the " idols " (not

Salamat)*

When we came here in the begkming of November, the

whole plain, as far as the eye could reach, was overflowed,

and formed one entire sea, from which the Sanamat rose up
still more strangely and more solitary than from the green

but yet accessible corn-fields. A few days ago I measured

the Colossi and the elevation to which the soil of the Nile

had risen upon their throneB. The height of the Memnon
statue, calculated from head to foot, not including the tall

ornament on the head which it once bore, amounted to about

14 metres 28', or 45 feet and a half, in addition to which

the base separated from it, a block by itself, measured 4

metres 25', or 13' 7", of which 3 feet were covered by steps

placed round. Thus the statues were originally nearly 60 feet

in height, including the Pschent, perhaps 70 feet above the
ground on which the temple stood. Now the surface of the
valley is already 8 feet above that level, and the inundation

* They are called Salamat, " the Salutations," hy earlier travellers.

My attention was called to the correct pronunciation of this word by
our old intelligent guide, 'Auad. The alteration is very great to the

Arabs, because adorn, solus, is pronounced with the dental sin,

s'anam, idolum, with the lingual s'ad. The plural, which usually

is expressed by" \^\ as'n&m, here assumes the feminine form
^

*

sanamat It is impossible now to see by the mutilated heads whether
they were masculine figures. The stone of which' the statues are
composed is a particularly hard quartzose friable sandstone conglo-
merate, which looks as if it was glazed, and had innumerable cracks.
The frequent crackling of small particles of stone at sunrise, when
the change of temperature is greatest, in my opinion produced the
tones of Memnon, far-famed in song, which were compared to tfie

breaking of a musical string.
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sometimes rises as far as the upper edge of the base, there-

fore 14 feet higher than it could ever have risen, at the

period of their erection, without reaching the temple itself.

Now, if we compare this fact with our discovery at Semneh,
where the surface of the Nile during historical times has

sunk above 23 feet, it is proved, by simple addition, that the

Nile at the Cataracts fell from a greater height by at least£7
feet between this and Semneh than it does at present.*

Horus, the last King of that great 18th Dynasty, had also

erected a temple near Medinet Habu, which has now, how-
ever, disappeared in rubbish. The fragment of a colossal

statue of the King, of hard limestone, almost like marble,

seems to point out the position of what was once the en-

trance to the temple, the bust carved in the most finished

style, weighing several hundred-weight, is intended for our

Museum,
A large portion of two temples still exist from the suc-

ceeding Dynasty
;
they were built by the two greatest and

most renowned of all the Pharaohs—Sethos I. and his son

Eamses II. The temple belonging to the first is the most

northern in the series, and is usually called the temple of

Qurna, because the old village of Qurna was grouped

round a Coptic church at this spot, and was principally

situated in the interior of the great outer courts of the

temple, but which was afterwards deserted by the inhabitants,

and exchanged for the rock-tombs in the angle of the moun-

tain situated very near at hand.

Farther towards the south, between the temples of

Tuthmosis III. and IV., now totally destroyed, stands the

temple of Eamses II. (Miamtjn), in its structural arrange-

ment, and in all its parts, perhaps the most beautiful in Egypt,

though inferior in grandeur of scale, and in variety of inte*

rest, to the temple of Karnak. That portion of the temple

to the back as well as the lateral halls, belonging to the

hypostyle hall, have disappeared, and their original plan

could only be explained by the aid of careful, protracted ex-

cavations, under the direction of Erbkam. All round this

* See note, p. 239.

s2
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destroyed portion of the temple the extensive brick halls are

visible, which are everywhere covered with regular and
neatly-built waggon-vaulted roofs, some of them 12 feet wide,

which belong to the period of the erection of the temple itself.

This is indisputably proved by the stamps, which were im-

pressed on every brick in the royal factory, and which contain

the Name-Shields of King Kamses. That this temple, even

in ancient times, attracted much notice, we learn from the

particular description of it, under the name of the Tomb
op Osymandyas, given by Diodorus Siculus, according to

Hecatams.

Directly to the right of the temple, one of the few indus-

trious Fellahs has laid out a small vegetable garden, which

affords us some variety for our table, and for that reason,

yielding to the intercessions of our good-natured dark-skinned

gardener, as was but just, it was spared in our excavations,

which threatened to extend towards that side, although it is

over the foundations of a side temple hitherto unnoticed,

whose entrance I found opening into the outer court of the

temple of Ramses.

The southernmost, and best preserved of all the splendid

buildings in the long series, is situated in the midst of the

ruins of the houses of Medinet Habit, a Coptic town, now
totally forsaken, but once of no small importance. It was
founded by Kamses III., the first King of the 20th Dynasty,

the rich Rhampsinitus of Herodotus, in the thirteenth century

before Christ, and on its wails extols the great campaigns of
this King, by land and by sea, which might rival those of the

great Ramses. In the interior of the second outer court a
great church was built by the Copts, the monolithic granite

columns of which are still scattered about. The chambers to

the back are for the most part in a heap of rubbish. But
the far projecting sort of pylon building, in front of the

temple, is of peculiar interest ; it contained the private apart-

ments of the King, in four stories, placed one above the

other. The Prince is represented on the walls, in the midst

of his family, conversing with his daughters, who are recog-

nised to be Princesses by the side-plait of their hair ; lie
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is playing at drafts, and receiving fruits and flowers from
them.

This building terminates the series of large splendid

temples known under the peculiar appellation of Memnoioa.
They comprise the really flourishing period of the New
Monarchy, for after Ramses III., the external power, as well

as the internal greatness of the Monarchy again declined. It

is only from this, and the immediately succeeding period,

that we find the tombs of the Kings in the rock-valleys of the

mountain range.

The entrance to these is situated on the farther side of

the promontory of Qurna. The escarpments of the rock

there rise rugged and barren on either side, rounding off

above to bare summits, and their golden brows are partly

covered witlncoal black stones, as if they had been burnt by
the sun. The peculiarly solemn and gloomy character of

this country always struck me most vividly when I was
riding back after sunset over the endless heaps of stony

rubbish covering the bottom of the valley to a considerable

height, and only furrowed by broad chasms, formed in the

course of thousands of years, by sudden torrents of rain,

which, though of rare occurrence, are not entirely unknown,

as we ourselves have witnessed. All is mute and dead around

;

the rapid tramps of my little ass being only interrupted occa-

sionally by the dull barks of the jackals, or the gloomy hooting

of the night-owls.

After long windings, which lead by circuitous paths

almost immediately behind the lofty mountain sides of the

Asasif valley described above, the valley divides into two
branches, the one on the right hand conducting to the most
ancient of those tombs. Only two of these are opened, both

belonging to the 18th Dynasty : the one dedicated to

Ambkophis III., the Memnon of the Greeks, the other to a

rival King Ai, coming very soon after him, who was not

admitted into the monumental lists of the legitimate kings.*

* This King Ai was previously a private individual, and afterwards

assumed the priest's title into his Royal Shield. He not unfrequently
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The last is situated at the extreme end of the alowly-

ascending cleft in the rock ; the granite sarcophagus of the

King, in the small sepulchral chamber, has been destroyed,

and his name is everywhere studiously erased, with the ex-

ception of a few traces on the walls, as well as upon the sar-

cophagus. The other lies farther forward in the valley, is of

greater extent, and covered with beautiful sculptures, though,

alas ! much mutilated by time and human hands. Besides

these two tombs, there are several more here incomplete, with-

out sculptures
;
others, no doubt, are concealed beneath the

high mounds of rubbish, which to clear away would have occu-

pied more of our time and means than, after mature conside-

ration, we thought right to bestow on it. In one place where

I made them dig, following tolerably certain signs, we found,

indeed, about ten feet beneath the rubbish, a door and

chamber, but these also without sculpture. Some remains

of earthen vases were, however, brought to light at the same

time, which contained the name of a king hitherto un-

known.

The left branch of the principal valley, which contains

the tombs of almost all the Kings of the 19th and 20th Dy-
nasties, seems to have been originally closed by an elevation

of the bottom of the valley, and to have been first opened

artificially, by a paved ascent to the spot.

Here we find pits with wide openings not far above the

bottom of the valley, on the descending slope of the moun-
tain, which pass downwards at a somewhat oblique angle.

Where the overhanging rock has a perpendicular height of

1^ to 15 feet, the sharply-carved door-posts of the first

entrance appear, which was once provided with one or two
great folding-doors to close it. There also the painted

sculptures generally commence, which, on suddenly ap-

proaching, strike one by the wonderful contrast between

their sharp lines, brilliant surfaces, and fresh vivid colours,

appears with his wife in the tombs of Amarna, as a distinguished and
peculiarly highly venerated officer of King Amenophis IV., that puri-
tanical worshipper of the Son, who changed his name into that of
Bech-bn-aten.
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and the jagged rock and rugged rolled stones scattered

around, among which they are placed. Long corridors of

imposing height and width now lead always deeper into the

rocky mountain range ; the sculptures on the sides, and the

ceiling also, continue in single subdivisions, which are formed

by the contraction of the passages and by additional doors.

The "King is represented worshipping before different gods,

and directs his prayers and justifications for his earthly life

to them ; the peaceful occupations of the justified spirits are

represented on one side, the punishments of Hell for the

wicked on the other the Goddess of Heaven is represented

extended lengthways on the ceiling, as well as the hours of

the day and night, with their influences on mankind, and
their astrological signification, all accompanied by explana-

tory inscriptions. Lastly, we arrive at a great vaulted hall

of pillars, whose walls generally exhibit the representations

on a golden yellow ground, for which reason it also bore the

name of the Golden Hall. This was intended for the royal

sarcophagus, which stood in the centre, and was from six to

ten feet high. But often if the King, after the completion of

tlie tomb, in its first and most necessary extent, felt his

vigour still unimpaired, and promised himself a prolonged

life, the central passage of this hall of pillars was cut out in

a still more steep descent, for the commencement of a new
hall; new corridors and lateral chambers were attached,

sometimes they deviated from the first direction into another,

tillthe King, for the second time, fixed upon a goal, and ter-

minated the building with a second hall of pillars, almost

more spacious and splendid than the first ; smaller chambers

on both sides were then added to this, if the time still

allowed, destined for particular sacrifices for the dead, till at

length the last hour struck, and the royal corpse, having

undergone the process of embalming for seventy days, was

entombed in the sarcophagus. It was then closed up, in

such an artificial manner that the colossal granite tomb, as

the cover could not be raised, was always obliged to be de-
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stroyed by the plunderers of the corpses, who, at a later

period, penetrated into every spot.

The tombs of the Princesses also, which are collected

together in a smaller valley behind Medinet Habu, at the

southern end of the Memnonia, belong exclusively to the

period from the 18tlr to the 20th Dynasties, as well as the

most important of the innumerable tombs of private indi-

viduals, which extend over hill and valley, from beyond Me-

dinet Habu to the entrance of the King's valley. The priests

of rank, and the great officers, liked to have represented on

the walls of their tombs their whole wealth in horses and

carriages, herds, boats, and implements, as well as their

hunting-ground and fish-ponds, their gardens and hall, for

company, even the artists and artisans they employed, ac-

tively engaged in various ways ; all this renders these tombs

much more interesting than those of the Kings, where the re-

presentations almost exclusively refer to the life after death.

Among the later monuments, the tombs from the 26th

Dynasty of the seventh and sixth centuries before Christ are

especially worthy of notice. The greatest proportion of

these are dug in the flat ground, in the front part of the

rocky creek between Quma and the hill of Abd el Qurna,

where we reside, and they are called specially El Asasif.

The rocky plain alone afforded room at that time for

sepulchral buildings of any considerable size, and was

therefore employed for that purpose on a vast scale. Even

in the distance a number of lofty gates and walls built

of black bricks are seen. These enclosed great sunken

courts within an oblong, to which the entrance led by im-

mense arched pylon gates, resembling at a little distance

Roman triumphal arches. Stepping through this within the

enclosure wall, we look directly into a court cut 12 or 15

feet deep into the rock, into which we descended by a stair-

case. This uncovered court belongs to the largest sepul-

chral building now accessible ; it was built for a royal scribe,

Petamenap; is 100 feet long, and 74 broad. From this
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we stepped through an outer hall into a great rock-chamber,

having an extent of from 65 to 52 feet, supported by two
rows of pillars, with some lateral chambers and corridors on
either side ; then through an arched entrance into a second

hall, from 52 to 36 feet large, with eight pillars ; and into a

third, 31 feet both ways, with four pillars ; and lastly, into a
chamber from 20 to 12 feet large, terminating with a

niche. Prom this chamber, at the head of the first series of

rooms, a door on the left hand leads into an immense cham-

ber; and on the right, another to a continuous series of six

corridors, with two staircases of nine to twenty-three steps,

and a chamber in which a perpendicular pit, 44 feet deep,

led at the bottom to a small lateral chamber. This second

range of chambers and passages which run at right angles

with the first, amounted in its whole length to 172 feet,

while the first, including the external court, amounted to 311

feet. Finally, from the chamber with the well, a corridor

turns off again to the right, which leads to a diagonal cham-

ber, extending altogether 58 feet in this third direction.

But before arriving at the two staircases in the second

range, a fourth line of passages again opened to the right,

running on 122 feet in one and the same direction, to which,

on the left hand, is attached a great passage running round

in a square 60 feet long on every side, along with other

lateral chambers ; the central part of which is decorated on

its four sides like a huge sarcophagus. The sarcophagus of

the deceased rests also, in fact, in the centre beneath the

great square, which, however, can only be reached by means

of a vertical pit 18 feet deep, opening into a fourth range,

which conducts to a horizontal passage 58 feet long ; then to

a third pit, through this to more chambers; and lastly,

through the ceiling of the last to a chamber placed above it,

which contains the sarcophagus, and which is situated

exactly beneath the centre of the above-mentioned square.

The whole of the ground covered by this tomb, that of a

private individual, amounts accordingly to 21,600 square

feet, and calculated with the pit chambers, to 23,148 square
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feet.* This enormous work appears still more colossal if we
consider that all the surface of the walls, the pillars, and the

doors are covered from above downwards with innumerable

representations and inscriptions, which astonish us still more
by the care, sharpness, and elegance with which they are exe-

cuted.

The few remains which are found from the period of the

later foreign dominion are far less important. We can only

mention two small temples near Medinet Habu among those

erected under the Ptolemies, and a third at the end of the

great Lake circumvallation, which extends from Medinet
Habu towards the south. The oldest sculptures in this last

are from the time of Gxsar Augustus, yet the Cella, now
the only part in good preservation, was built by Antoninus

Pius. The outermost gate of the temple district contains

the only representations found in Egypt of the Emperor
Otho, the discovery ofwhich was once a most joyful event to

Champollion and Eosellini They had, however, overlooked

the circumstance that on the opposite side the name of the

Emperor Galba, hitherto equally unknown in Egypt, was
also to be found.

Even in Strabo's time ancient Thebes had crumbled into

several villages, and Germanicus visited it, as we are doing,

from a thirst for knowledge, and with reverence for the

great antiquity of its monuments, cognotcenda afitiquitatis,

as Tacitus informs us* The latest hieroglyphic imperial

name that I have found in all Egypt, is that of Dxcius
(a.d. 250) ; it appears in a representation on the temple of

Esneh. A hundred years later the holy Athanasots retires

to the Theban desert among the Christian hermits there

resident. The edict of Thbodosius against Paganism (391)

divested the Egyptian temples of their last authority, and
greatly favoured the development of monkish and recluse

habits, to which Egyptian Christianity was always peculiarly

inclined.

* The dimensions here stated have been taken from Wilkinson,
Mod. Eg. and Thebes, voL iL, p. 220.
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After that period numerous churches and convents spring

up throughout the country, even in the upper districts of the

Nile ; and the sepulchral caves of the desert become troglo-

dyte habitations for an ascetic hermit population. The The-
baic necropolis, above all other places, presented the greatest

variety of means to satisfy these new wants. Both the kings'

tombs, as well as the tombs of private individuals, were very

much employed for Christian cells, and still bear traces on
their walls of this new purpose to which they were applied.

A letter of the holy Athanasius, the archbishop of Alexandria,

to the orthodox monks of Thebes, still exists in a tomb at

Qurna, in beautiful untial characters on the white stucco, but

unfortunately in a very fragmentary] condition. It was a
favourite practice to convert ancient temples into Coptic

churches or convents.

The largest church seems to have been erected in the temple

ofMedinetHabu (town ofHabu) . Monolithic granite columns

of considerable size still cover the ground in great numbers, in

the second outer court at this spot ; in order to obtainroom for

the niches in the choir, an ancient Egyptian pillar was taken

away on the northern side, and a series of doors from the

chambers which were arranged for the priests' cells were

broken through the external wall of the temple to the back.

The convent appertaining to it, called the Dbb el Mbdinet—
" belonging to a town"—was placed in the Ptolemaic temple

behind the hill of Qurnet Murrai, situated close at hand.

Another church stood in the temple of Old Qurna, and

the convent of Dee el Baghit, situated on the heights of

Qurna, probably belonged to it. The ruins of a third con-

vent occupy the chambers of the temple of the Queen Numt-
amen, in the angle of the Asasif valley, and bear the name
of Der el Bahri, the northern convent.

Such transformations of the ancient magnificent buildings

were partly against, and partly in favour of, their preser-

vation. Single walls were frequently demolished, or broken

through, to enable them to make new arrangements
;
upon

others the heathen images were destroyed to obtain bare

walls, or at least, the human figures and even those of
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animals in the inscriptions, especially the heads, were

studiously picked out, and mutilated, as high up as the loftiest

ceilings. Not unfrequently, however, the same zealous,

pious hands also served to preserve the ancient splendour

in a most successful manner, for sometimes, instead of

laboriously destroying the representations with a hammer,

they preferred covering them over from the top to the

bottom with Nile mud, which had generally afterwards an

additional white coating, in order to receive the Christian

paintings. In time this Coptic loam again fell off, and the

ancient paintings came out once more, with a brilliancy and

surprising freshness, which the/ could hardly have retained

on uncovered walls, exposed to the air and sun. In the

niche of an ancient cella I found St. Peter, in the ancient

Byzantine style, holding the key, and raising his finger, but

beneath the half-decayed Christian casing, the cow's horns

of the goddess Hathor, the Egyptian Yenus, peeped forth

from behind the glory; to her, originally was given the

incense and sacrifice of the king who is standing by her

side, which now are offered to the venerable apostle. I

have often with my own hands assisted time in the work of

restoration, and still further loosened the stucco, which is

generally covered over with totally uninteresting Coptic

paintings, that I might restore the splendid sculptures of the

Egyptian gods and kings concealed beneath them once more
to their older and greater claims on our attention.

A great part of the population of Thebes on both sides of

the Nile is still Coptic ; our Christian cook Sirian was born

here, and a Coptic woman of good means, Mustafieh, who
lives at a short distance from us, supplies us daily with excel-

lent wheaten bread. Eor a long time past, however, the Arabic

Mohammedan population has gained the upper hand here, as

throughout the country, and the Copts can only oppose this

by the influence derived from ancient days, by their know-

ledge of arithmetic, and their privilege of filling the most
important financial offices in the country.

The small church in which the Theban Christians are now
in the habit of assembling every Sunday, is situated alone in
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the great gravelly plain to the south of Medinet Habu. It

has an Arabic cupola, and is surrounded by the wall of a

court. I entered it a few days ago from noticing that the

black turbans, which are only worn by Copts, were proceed-

ing in greater numbers than usual to the chapel. It was the

feast of the holy Donadeos, who had founded the church.

The service was over. I only found the old priest, who
inhabits and takes charge of the church, inside with his

numerous family. The compartments were covered with mats

;

I was shown the division for the men and women, the small

chapels decorated with variegated carved work attached to

it, the square cistern for baptisms and holy water. A large

old Coptic book still lay open on the reading-desk, with

extracts from the Psalms and Gospels, and an Arabic trans-

lation beside it. I asked the old man whether he could read

Coptic; he answered in the affirmative, but thought that

his children could read better than himself, his eyes had

already become feeble. I sat myself down upon the mat, and

the whole troop of great and small yellow-brown children

and grandchildren of the old priest squatted down around

me. I asked the eldest lad to read a little, and he imme-
diately began not to read, but to sing with the greatest

fluency—that is to say, to chant in rough grumbling tones.

I interrupted him, and asked him now to read slowly in

his usual voice; he did it with far greater difficulty, and

with many mistakes, which his younger brother sometimes

corrected over his shoulder ; but when I went so far as to

inquire the meaning of the individual words, he pointed

coolly to the Arabic translation, and thought it was ex-

plained there, and wanted to read this aloud to me ; he

could tell me nothing as to the single words, not even about

the value of the single letters over the paragraphs, nor,

indeed, could the old man have done that at any time.

Afterwards I made them show me the other treasures in

the way of books belonging to the church, which were

immediately brought in a great cloth tied together at the

four corners, containing some prayer-books very much worn,
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some of them in Coptic, some in Arabic. I left a small

present behind for the good of the church, and had rode

on a little farther, when one of the boys overtook me, bring-

ing me breathless a small consecrated kind of biscuit cake,

stamped with a Coptic cross and a Greek inscription,

which gift I was obliged to repay by a second baksehisch.

These are the Epigoni, the most genuine, unmixed descen-

dants of the old Pharaonic nation that once conquered Asia

and Ethiopia, and led its prisoners from the north and

south into the great hall of Karnak before Ammon ; in whose

wisdom Moses was educated, and with whose priesthood the

Greek sages went to school.

O Aegypte, Aegypte ! religionwn tuarum solce supererwnt

fabula, mque incredibiles posteris, solaque supererunt verba

lapidibus incisa tua piafacta narrantibus, et MiaUtabit Aegyp-

tum, Scythes, out Indus, aut aliquis talis, id est vidua bar-

baria*

We now know the meaning of this aliquis which Hermes
Trismegistus then knew not how to explain ; it is the Turks,

who at present dwell in the fields of Osiris.

At the foot of our hill, in the direction of the green plain,

stands a single group of Sont-trees, which overshadow a

pleasant reservoir nicely lined with stones ; here the sheep

and goats are daily brought to water, and every evening and

morning the dark girls and veiled women descend from

their rock-caves, returning afterwards with a slow Btep, their

tall water-jugs on their heads; a lovely picture from the

patriarchal times. But close to where the refreshing element

is found there is a bare white spot in the middle of the

fertile plain: on this, two limekilns are erected, in which,

as often as they are wanted, the very best blocks of the

ancient temples and rock-grottoes, with their images and

* Apvleii Asclepius sive dialogus Hermetis Trismegisti, c 24.—(« Oh
Egypt! Egypt! fables alone of thy religion will survive, equally in-

comprehensible to thy descendants; and words cut into stone will

alone remain telling of thy pious deeds, and the Scythian, or one from
the Indus, or some such neighbouring barbarian, will inhabit Egypt.")—Tr.
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inscriptions, are pounded and burnt into lime, that they may
again cement together other blocks, which are extracted

from these convenient and inexhaustible stone-quarries, for

some cattle-stall or other structure for government purposes.

The same day that I visited the Coptic church, I was

desirous of riding from that spot to the village of Kom el
Bibat, which is situated on the other aide of the great lake

of Habu, now dry. To my no small surprise, my guide, the

excellent old 'Auad, who I have engaged to be my servant

while here, on account of his great knowledge of the locality,

informed me that he could not accompany me thither, he even

almost shrank from pronouncing the name of the village, and

could not be persuaded to give me any information about it,

and about his strange behaviour. It was only when I got

home that I learnt the ground of his refusal from others,

and afterwards also from himself. Above seven or eight

years ago a man was killed in the house of the Sheikh of

Qurna, to whose household 'Auad then belonged; how it

happened is not yet made out. In consequence of this cir-

cumstance, the whole family of the murdered man emigrated

from this place, and settled in K6m el Birat Ever since

the law of vengeance for blood has hung over the two families.

Not a single member of that family has from that time trod

the ground of Qurna ; and if 'Auad, or any other individual

from the Sheikh's house were to be seen in that village, any

one of the injured family would be justified in killing him

openly. This is the ancient Arabic custom.*

I turn from my wanderings through the ruins of the great

royal city, and through the changes of thousands of years

which have passed over them, to our castle on the detached

hill of Abd el Qurna. Wilkinson and Hay have rendered

an essential service to later travellers by building up the

habitable rooms, which, from our being desirous of spending

a long time in Thebes, we have profited by. A broad, con-

venient road leads by windings from the plain to a spacious

* I did not imagine,when I wrote this down, that this crime of blood

would go speedily be avenged. See Letter XXXIV,
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court, the left side of which (the mountain side) is formed

by a long shady colonnade
;
beyond this there are several

habitable rooms. At the end of the court stands a single

watch-tower, on which the Prussian flag waves, and beside it

a small house with two rooms, one above the other, the

lowest of which I occupy myself. There is no want of

accommodation either for the kitchen department, the ser-

vants, and the asses.

The wide, boundless prospect across the Theban plain

over the wall of the court, low on the inner side, but with a

deep fall externally, is most beautiful and enchanting. The
eye from this point, and still more perfectly from the sum-

mit of the tower, or from the top of the hill rising directly

behind our dwelling, commands all, that still remains of

Ancient Thebes. In front of us the splendid ruins of the

Memnonia, from the angle of the hills at Qurna on our

left, to the lofty Pylones, which tower up above the mounds

of ruins of Medinet Habu on our right; then the green

meadow encircled by the broad Nile, from which the solitary

Colossi of Amenophis rise on the right hand, and beyond the

river the groups of temples at Karnak and Luqsor, behind

which the lower plain extends several hours farther to the

clear outline of the slightly undulating*Arabic ranges, which

every morning were lit up by the first rays of the sun casting

a wonderful richness of colouring over the valley and rocky

desert all around us. There is no other spectacle in the

world that I can compare with this, a scene which daily im-

presses us with fresh wonders and delight ; but it reminds

me perhaps of the view, for two years before my window,

looking down from the Tarpeian Hock, which comprised the

whole of Ancient Home from the Aventine, with the Tiber

at its foot, to the Quirinal, and beyond that the undulating

Campagna, with the beautiful profile of the Alban hills

(strikingly like those we now behold) in the background.

We never, however, look out into the distant country

without being peculiarly attracted to the silvery water-high-

wav, and without our eyes following the pointed sails, which
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may bring us letters or travellers from the North. "Winter

here, as in all other places, is the season of sociability. Not
a week passes that we do not see several guests among us.

A stranger's book, which I have placed here for future tra-

vellers, and furnished with an introduction, was inaugurated

on New Tear's Day by our own signatures. Since then

above thirty names have been added, although the book has

hitherto been kept exclusively in our castle, and will only

be handed over to our faithful castellan 'Auad on our de-

parture.

On Christmas Eve we for the third time selected a palm

for our Christmas-tree. This symbol, still more beauti-

ful than our fir-tree, was decorated with lights and small

gifts. Our artists celebrated the cheerful festival in other

imaginative ways, and an illuminated Christmas crib, exe-

cuted in the typical manner, and placed at the end of the

long rock-passage, was most successful.

As it is natural to expect, England is by far the most

numerously represented among travellers; the French are

more rarely seen, but among their numbers I must mention

the well-known and amiable savant Ampere, who, as he told

me, intends to spend several months in this country, in order

to make some solid progress in his Egyptian studies.* We
are not, however, without some of our German countrymen,

and one beautiful Sunday morning, at the close of the year,

we had the pleasure of seeing Lie. Strauss, the son of the

court chaplain in Berlin, and his cousin Dr. KrafFt. We were

just about to begin our simple Sunday service, which ever

Bince Abeken, our dear friend and former preacher of the

desert, has quitted us, I have been in the habit of conducting

* I have since been informed (Riv. Arch., vol. iv. p. 82) that M
Ampere had been expressly sent to Egypt by the Paris Academy, for

the purpose of copying the bilingual inscription atPhihe, which I have
noticed in my letters. See above, p. 121. The exceedingly abridged

representation of the Demotic text, which was communicated by M. de

ISaulcy in the Revue Archeoloyiqve, is borrowed from the copy which
was taken back to Paris, in which, however, the commencement of

the Demotic lines, and along with them the date of the decree, are

wanting.

T
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myself. I therefore immediately resigned my place to one

of these two rev. gentlemen, which more befitted them than

me ; and as it happened that we had with us the very ser-

mons written by the two fathers of our dear guests, one of

these was selected for a discourse.

Messrs. Seuffeeheld and Dr. Bagge, from Frankfort,

visited us almost simultaneously with them, and soon after-

wards our friend Dr. Schledehaus from Alexandria, with

the Austrian painter Sattlee, and when Messrs. Strauss and

Krafft called on us a second time, on theirjourney back, they

met some other guests here, Messrs. Tamm, Stamic, Schwab,

and the Assessor von Rohe, from Berlin. This very day

twelve Germans (nine of them Prussians) sat down to dinner

with us.

LETTEB XXXI.

On the Bed Sea, between Gebel Zeit and T6r.

Good Friday. The commencement of Spring.

2\st March, 1845.

Otte vessel lies motionless in the midst of the sea, in sight

of the distant coast of T6r, which we hoped to have reached

in the course of last night. I sit down to write in order to

divest myself of the annoying state of impatience necessarily

resulting from an exceedingly inconvenient and protracted

calm, under a sultry mid-day sun, in a sailing vessel, adapted

only for bales of goods.

On the 20th of February we changed our abode in Thebes

from the western to the eastern bank, from Qurna to Karnak.

We settled ourselves here in some chambers of the great

royal temple ; but as I was desirous of setting out on my
journey to the Peninsula of Sinai as soon as possible, I

limited myself for the time, to merely taking such a survey

of the monuments as was absolutely necessary, in order to

enable me to appoint the work that was to be done during

my absence.

The 3rd of March I set out on my journey. The younger
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Weidenbach accompanied me, in order to give me some
assistance in the drawings, which would be absolutely re-

quired; besides him, I took our Dragoman Jussuf along

with me, the Kawass Ibrahim Aga, Gabre Mariam, and
two additional servants. "We first went down the Nile as

far as Qeneh. After it became dark and the stars had
risen, the conversation, which had hitherto been animated,

ceased, and, lying on the deck, I watched the star of Isis,

the sparkling Sothis (Sirius), this Polar star of Egyptian

chronology, as it gradually ascended over our heads. Our
two oarsmen were only too musically inclined, and went
through their whole stock of songs, quivering them* with

innumerable repetitions, sometimes interrupted by the short

cry of Scherk, Gharb (East, West), which was softly answered

by the feeble and obedient boy's voice of our little steersman.

Half waking, half dreaming, we then glided down the river

till about midnight, when the Arab quivering also ceased

;

the strokes of the oar became fainter, and at length the boat

was left entirely to the waves. The rising of the moon in

her last quarter, and dawning day, first aroused them to

renewed activity.

We arrived early in Qeneh, where we were very kindly

received in the house of the illustrious Seid Hussen. He is

the important man"through whose hands all our letters pass,

both going and coming, and who is thus highly deserving of

our gratitude. He and his two sons were of great assistance

to us in obtaining the innumerable things which were re-

quisite for our departure for the desert, which we were

desirous of accelerating as much as possible. Meanwhile, I

was delighted with the patriarchal manners which prevailed

in this most estimable Arabian family. All business was

carried on there, as it is throughout the East, in public, and

most commonly in the street. In front of each house there

is a long divan, another in the room ; friends come in, make
a short salutation, sit down almost unnoticed, and business

goes on as usual. Guests of higher rank are offered coffee,

or the long pipe. Slaves stand round, ready at the slightest

t 2
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sign. Acquaintance of inferior rank kiss the hand of the

master of the house, even if they are only passers by
;
they

do it all seriously and quietly, without the least demonstra-

tion of feeling, but with the usual greetings, frequently

murmured for a long time from one to another. If there is

no more space left on the divan, or if it is occupied by per-

sons of higher rank, the new comer squats down on the

ground beside it. Every one rises and goes at his pleasure,

and, what strikes us as very singular, without any parting

words, though the forms of greeting are bo long. The
master of the house, also, quits his guests without any salu-

tation, if the visitor is not a person of distinction ; when such

is the case, he is frequently detained for a long while by
the monotonous, and almost always empty, conversation.

This domestic life in the street, such as prevailed more or

less among the ancient Greeks and Romans, and which is so

fundamentally different from the life in our studies and

offices, is closely united with the Eastern character in gene-

ral. Individuals always deport themselves with propriety

and reserve, but they are compliant, and ready for anything

that occurs. In respectable families, such as this, there

also exists an amiable religious feeling, originating in a true

and kindly disposition. Old Hussen is above seventy, with

a white beard, but, in spite of his age, taking a lively interest

in all that occurs, and meeting every one in a friendly man-
ner. The two sons, who are nearly fifty, carry on the

business. They treat the old man with extreme reverence.

Both are great smokers, but they never smoke in the pre-

sence of their father ; this would be regarded as a want of

the respect which is due to him
;
they immediately lay aside

their pipes when he enters. In the evening after supper,

when it would have been too great a privation to resign

them, the sons sit in front of the threshold to smoke ; while

we, as the guests, sit with the old man in the room, they

only take part in the conversation through the open door.

The evening before our departure we visited a manufac-
tory of the celebrated Qulleh (cooling vessels), 200,000 of
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which are annually made ; and also the field from which the

day of which they are made is taken. It is only one Peddan

(160 square roods) in extent.

After spending a couple of days at Qeneh, we quitted it,

on the 6th March, with fifteen camels. The first day we
only rode three hours, as far as the copious spring of Bib
Ambab, charmingly situated between Palms and Nebek-
trees,* and provided by Ibrahim Pascha with a dome-shaped

building for the caravans. "We also reached early on the

following day the second night-encampment, at the station

of LeqSta. The ancient road to Kosser from Koptos, the

present Quft, the mounds of which we saw in the distance on
our right hand, leads immediately to the projecting moun-
tains of El Qorn (the Horns). We did not descend into

the broad Kosser road until we approached these mountains,

and after a march of six hours arrived at Leqeta at the junc-

tion ofthe roads from Qeneh, Quft (Koptos), Qus (the ancient

kcoc or Apollinopolis parva), and a fourth road, also, lead-

ing direct from Luqsor hither. Pive wells furnish here a

supply of tolerably good water ; two buildings, with domes
half fallen down, are destined for the reception of travellers.

I here noticed a trait of Arabian hospitality which I must
also mention. At our last repast at Qeneh a fresh draught

of the delicious Nile water was brought me in an orna-

mental gilt cup, decorated with pious sayings from the

Koran. I was pleased with its simple and yet agreeable

form, the segment of a sphere, and expressed this to old

Hussen, without anticipating the answer I immediately re-

ceived:—"The cup belongs to you." As I had nothing

about me which I could give in return for the gift, I went

away shortly after, declining the civility, and left the cup

standing unnoticed. That night, when I went to rest, I

found it placed beside my bed, but the following morning I

gave express orders that it should not be packed up.

We started on our journey, and in Leqeta, where for the

first time I opened my travelling-bag, my surprise was great

* Rhamnus nabeca, Wilkinson, Mod. Eg. and Thebea

—

Tk.
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when the first thing I beheld was the cup carefully placed

within it. Gabre Mariam had closed my baggage, and ia

reply to my almost angry inquiry how it was that the eup

was here, contrary to my order, he confessed that he had been

obliged to place it at the top, by the express wish of old Seid

Hussen. I was now, indeed, compelled to yield, and to

think of some present for him, on my return.

We again started from Leqeta the same evening, and rode

three hours farther to an old station, at the Gebel Maattad,

very little used now, and deficient in water. Our Arabs,

from the tribe of the Ag'aize, are not so animated as the

Ababde, or Bischariin, and their camels are also inferior.

After Gebel Maauad, we entered the hilly, sandy plain of

Qsue el Benat, and after another pass, the plain of Eebch-
BA8CHI. At the end of this, Gebel Abtj Gttbh rises on the

left, upon which we turned our backs and went to the right,

round an angle of rock, on the precipitous sides of which,

composed of sandstone, I found engraved the Shields of

the sun-worshipper Amenophis IV., along with his consort,

and over it the Sun, with rays spread out like hands around

it. Their names, as everywhere else, were partly erased,

although the King had not yet altered his name into that of

Bech-en-aten. Towards mid-day we entered the primitive

mountain range, and in three-quarters of an hour arrived at

the well of Hamamat.
There appears to have been an ancient Coptic settlement

here, and the broad well, about 80 feet deep, lined with

stones, into which there is a descent by a winding staircase,

is even now ascribed by the Arabs to the Nazarenes (the

Christians). The ancient stone-quarries, which were our

most immediate object, were situated another half hour from

the well.

I pitched my head-quarters here, in a spacious grotto

covered with Egyptian and Greek inscriptions, as, by a hasty

survey, we easily perceived that we should find work which

would occupy us for several days. The ancient Egyptians,

who were great lovers and eminent connoisseurs of remark-
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ablekindg of stone, had here found a bed of precious green

breccia, and beside it, also, some beautiful dark-coloured

veins of granite, which were worked as early as the 6th

Dynasty, rather more than B.C. 2000. There are numerous
memorial inscriptions engraved on the surrounding rocks

since that period. Among them there are several especially

deserving notice, from the time of the Persian Government.

The hieroglyphic shields of Cambyses, DariuB, Xerxes, Arta-

jcerxes, are indeed almost alone known in this spot ; and a

royal state architect from the Dynasty of the Psammeteci,

has displayed his whole pedigree, no less than twenty-three

families, who, without one exception, held this important post,

and some of them also, in connection with high priestly

honours. An ancestral mother stands at the head of the

long series, who must have lived nearly 700 years before the

last link of the chain. A great number of Greek Proscyne-

inata, allow us to infer that the stone-quarries were still used

in the time of the Greeks and Homans. For five whole

days we were occupied from morning to night with copying

and taking impressions, to the continual wonder of the small

caravans which we saw almost daily pass before us, as the

principal road by which the pilgrims of Upper Egypt, and

a great part of the Sudan, pass to Kosser and Mecca, leads

through this valley.

My original plan had been to go from Qeneh to Kosser,

and to embark thence for T6r. As the voyage, however,

occupies a great deal of time, I was very glad to learn in

Qeneh that there is also a road from Hamamat, across the

mountain chain to Gebel Zeit, nearly opposite T6r. I there-

fore determined to take that road, difficult, indeed, but in-

teresting, and far shorter. At the same time I sent a mes-

senger in advance to Kosser to give orders that a vessel

should start for Gebel Zeit without delay, and await us
there.

In Hamamat I had also a severe contest with the Arabs,

who suddenly became apprehensive of the long road, but

little known and almost devoid of water, and who wanted
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rather to guide us by Kosser along the coast. But as my
principal object was to visit certain ancient stone-quarries in

the lofty mountain range, I threatened, if they did not keep

their word, to write to the Pascha, and I made them respon-

sible for all the consequences. Thus after long capitulations

I accomplished my plan. Nevertheless, it was still very

nearly upset, as, on the evening before our departure, we
were almost poisoned by the carelessness of our cook, who
had allowed some vinegar to stand in copper vessels. How-
ever, we recovered happily after a night of great suffering,

and on the 13th March started from Hamam at.

We had brought with us six barrels full of water from

Qeneh ; the camel-drivers were worse provided, and must
consequently have suffered much from thirst. Besides

Selam, our old trustworthy guide of the caravan, I had

brought with me in addition a special guide from Qeneh,

Selim, who was said to be well acquainted with the moun-
tainous district between Hamamat and Gebel Zeit, although

he had only made the journey once before, above twelve years

ago ; and under his guidance, we got in two days as far as

Gebel Fatibeh. After great labour and long searching, we
re-discovered the remains of the ancient colony of workmen,
who quarried here a beautiful black and white granite. From
this point, however, the ignorance of the guide was mani-

fested in many ways. On the evening of the 15th of March
we arrived at a high water-shed, and were compelled to pass

the night on the hard rocky ground, there being no possi-

bility of pitching a tent. The following day, Palm Sunday,

we suddenly came early in the morning upon a steep preci-

pice, which descends about 800 feet between the two chains

of the Muneieh mountain range. It seemed impossible to

pass the steep and dangerous path with a caravan. The
Arabs one and all protested in the most decided manner
against attempting it, and poured forth the most violent

curses upon Selim. He was in a difficult position. He had

evidently not known the difficulties of this pass ; the roads

that are passable, though it is true they are very circuitous,
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lead either by Nbchel Delea, eastward, or by Schaib el
Benat, westward of this spot. To strike into one of these

two roads now, would have at least cost us two more days,

and as we had already lost a great deal of time at Gebel
Fatireh, we should have run into still greater danger of a

deficiency of water, as our supply had been calculated very

exactly, and between Hamamat and Gebel Ze'it we had only

the prospect of one single spring, which was said to be

situated near Gebel Dochan. I therefore gave orders, and

carried my point in spite of the most violent protestations

to the contrary, that all the camels should be unloaded on
the height, and that the whole of the baggage should be

carried down on the shoulders of the Arabs. My own ser-

vants had to begin, and we all set. to work together. Chests

and trunks were taken singly from one point of rock to

another; we had most difficulty in managing the great

water-casks, which could only be moved by three or four

people at once. The unloaded beasts were then carefully

led down, and thus the bold enterprise terminated success-

fully without any accident or injury, amid loud and fervent

appeals to Abd el Qader, the sacred patron of the camel.

After three toilsome hours, all was over, and the beasts were

as:ain loaded.

Soon after, however, we were to encounter a far more

serious danger. I was as usual riding in advance with Max
and some of the servants, and had charged the caravan to

follow the footmarks of my ass in the sand. Towards mid-

day we saw Gebel Dochan, " the Smoking Mountain," on
our left hand, rising deep blue beyond the Munfieh chain, and
several hours afterwards, when we emerged from the higher

mountains into an undulating and more open country, on the

farther side of the wide plain, and beyond the sea, we, for the

first time, saw the distant mountains of T6r, like rising mist,

situated in the third quarter of the globe, which we were

now about to enter.

Soon after three o'clock we came to two Bedouin huts
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made of mats, inwhichwe found a woman, and a dark-skinned

boy, with beautiful eyes, who gave us some milk. On my in-

quiring whether there were ancient walls in the neighbour-

hood, the boy conducted us to a piece of granite rock, one

hour distant, standing isolated, surrounded by a rough, but

well piled up, wall, about 10 feet high. The square, in which

the above-mentioned rock formed the acropolis, was 70 paces

long, and 60 broad ; the entrance from the south was furnished

with two circular bastions ; and similar ones stood at the four

corners, and in the centre of the three remaining sides. In

the interior single chambers were partitioned of£ and in the

centre there was a well of burnt bricks, but which was now
covered with rubbish.*

According to the statements of our guide, we ought bow
to have been near the water that was said to be only one half

day's journey distant from our last night's encampment. But
the sun went down without our having reached the desired

goal. By the dim light of the moon in her first quarter, we
at length turned into a lofty rock-valley, which SeJim assured

us would certainly lead to the spring. We ascended far a
long time between bare granite precipices ; the moon set, no
well appeared, and the guide confessed that he had missed

the right valley. We were obliged to turn back. The same
thing occurred in a second and a third valley into which the

guide conducted us, who was now evidently quite lost, having

altered his direction more than once. He excused himself

on the plea of uncertain moonlight, and assured us that at

break of day he would immediately discover the right path.

Nothing, therefore, remained but to lie down on the hard

ground, in our light riding-dresses, to take a short disturbed

sleep, without eating or drinking ; for our water-bottles had
long been emptied, and we had each of us, Borne time before,

devoured our Bmall provision of four biscuits. Some

* These places were described for the first time accurately, and in
an instructive manner, by Wilkinson. Journ. of the R. Geogr. See,
vol. iL, p. 26, &c.
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saddles were our only protection from the cold north wind.

Thus, with the stars above and the stones beneath us, we
placed our hopes in the following morning.

"With the dawn of day we again mounted. My ass, who
had taken the last scanty ration of water that had been

out for it, more than four-and-twenty hours back,

could not endure thirst like the camels, would scarcely

go a step farther. Selim, however, was in good heart, and

thought we should soon get back to the right road. We
id innumerable marks of camels. " Only a little while

longer," exclaimed the guide, " and we shall be all right."

Our hope was again revived.

Beautiful variegated blocks of granite and porphyry, which

I .saw lying among the loose stones, were joyful signs to me
nf the vicinity of the Mom porpfyrites. Meanwhile, the

broad valley into which we had turned constantly became

narrower, and divided into two branches, the right of which

we ascended. But this also divided once more, and like the

valleys described above, everything round us led to the sad

conviction that here we were again upon the wrong path; I
made a halt to give some rest to our tired animals, and sent

the guide forward alone to find out his right road. Hungry,

and above all, thirsting for a draught of water, we encamped

in the shadow of a rock-precipice. We were in a critical

ion. I had begun to doubt whether our guide would

find the spring in this desert and uniformly barren

mountainous region. And where was our caravan ? Had it

found its way to the water ? If, as hitherto had been the

case, it had followed the footmarks of my ass, which were

distinguished singly among the innumerable tracks of camels,

then it was lost tike ourselves. We waited impatiently for

Selim; he could at least lead us back to the Arab huts,

which we had seen the previous day. But one hour after

the other passed away : Selim did not come. The sun rose

higher, and deprived us of the narrow shadow of the moun-

tain precipice, beside which we had halted. We sat silent

the burning stones. We did not venture to leave the
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spot for fear of missing Selim. Had lie met with an acci-

dent, or could he have forgotten himself so far as only to

think of his own preservation, and to leave us to our late,

which is said to have happened some years ago to three

Turks, in this same desert, who were never seen again ? Or
was Selim too weary to return hack to us ? He had been on
foot almost all the way, and must consequently be much
more exhausted than we were.

Prom time to time we mounted the nearest heights, and
fired off our guns. All in vain ! We were at length com-
pelled to yield to the cheerless conviction that we should not

see our guide again. After waiting four hours, mid-day had
arrived, and with it the latest time to start, if we could

still cling to the faint hope of again finding out the Arab
huts, which must be about six hours distant from us. To
search any longer for the spring of water would have been
madness, as even Selim had not found it ; Gebel Zeit, where
our vessel lay, was two and a half days' journey distant, and
the Nile, on the other side of the mountain range, five days'

journey off : the camels had drank nothing for four days, and
the ass was already completely exhausted.

We, therefore, started once more. My companions had
done everything that I proposed, but I never felt more
severely the responsibility I was under for others, whose lives

were at stake with my own, than when forming that linger-

ing determination. It seemed foolhardy to think of tra-

velling without our guide, only directed by the stars, in this

totally uninhabited and barren mountainous land, lost as we
already were, and brought still more out of . our right

direction by the crossed and crooked paths we had pursued
during the night

;
nevertheless, it was our last resource.

After deliberating for some time, we determined to ride

back to the* principal valley, which we had passed through
that morning so full of hope; the endless variety of bare,

jagged mountain precipices, however, and the valleys without
a tree or bush, filled only with rubbish and loose stones,

leave such a completely uniform impression, that none of us
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would ever have recognised this principal valley, had we not

felt sure that we were right by the direction and probable dis-

tance. At the outlet of this valley we were obliged again to

enter the region of the lower hills, between which, towards

the south, it seemed at least there was a possibility of finding

the Arab huts, as I had taken the position of the magnet,

with reference to the highest point of Dochan, from the

mountain fortress, which was not too far removed from that

spot* The huts, indeed, were so concealed, that we might

ride past them at a short distance without observing them

;

perhaps, even the mats might to-day be set up in a different

place. Thus we were lost in the wide, burning desert, with-

out a guide,, tormented by increasing hunger and thirst, and

so far as human calculation went, wholly in the hands of

chance. Silently we descended in the burning, mid-day

heat, each occupied with his own reflections, when suddenly

—I shall never forget that moment—two men emerged from

the nearest angle of the rock
;
they rushed towards us, em-

braced our knees, kissed our hands, offered us water from

their pitchers, and continued to repeat their congratulations

and salutations with touching joy. " El hamdu Tillah
!"

Praised be God ! sounded from all sides. We were saved.

Our caravan, from which the two Arabs came, had as usual

followed our traces, and therefore, like us, got into the

wrong road; but Ibrahim Aga, soon perceiving our error,

had halted early in the day, and during the night kindled

small fires on some of the hills with the scanty materials

for burning which had been collected with difficulty, and he

had almost fired off all his powder. But the wind blew

towards the opposite quarter, and we heard none of the sig-

nals of our anxious comrades. The following morning they

had proceeded onwards, and owing to Sheikh Selam's sur-

prising knowledge of the locality, though he had only once

been here above five-and-twenty years before, they reached

the road to the spring. Nevertheless, Ibrahim Aga made the

caravan encamp one hour before arriving at it, as all traces

of us had disappeared, and anxious about our fate, he sent

patrols of Arabs into the mountains in search of us.
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How strange, then, that during this very quarter of an

hour we should have again struck into the great valley, where

we could not fail to meet this message. As we had reached

our side valley over the mountain, no marks of our beasts

could lead thither, as here these generally disappeared upon
the stones ; had we therefore started but a few minutes later,

they would certainly have passed us, and had we descended the

valley earlier than this, we should have forthwith bent our

steps to the right towards the huts, and turned our backs on.

the caravan, encamped far away on our left hand.

About two o'clock we reached the encampment, which we
entered amidst universal cries ofjoy. The greatest surprise

was expressed at not finding Selim with us—he, was given

up by all. I would not, however, allow the camp to break

up, but had the camels at once led alone to the spring. The
Arabs were again sent into the mountains in search of Selim,

and I remained the rest of the day quietly in my tent.

Towards evening some Arabs returned from the spring,

bearing with them, upon a camel, Selim, hardly in posses-

sion of his senses, his feet bleeding and bound up. He had

been found speechless, lying beside the reservoir of water,

his mouth open, his body swollen from having taken an im-

moderate draught of the water. How he came there we
could not immediately learn, for he answered none of our

questions. He must, however, have at length found his way
out of the high mountains accidentally, or by the wonderful

faculty possessed by the Arab of following tracks. At pre-

sent, perhaps, it was rather his fears of the serious conse-

quences which might ensue from the wretched trick he had

played us which rendered him speechless. When he ob-

served that he had excited our compassion, he very soon

recovered. I no longer, however, retained him near my
person, but for the remainder of the journey took the old,

trustworthy Sheikh Selam as our guide in front, and left the

former behind with the caravan.

Gisbbl Dochait, the porphyry mountain, our real object

in this district, and which had occasioned the whole enter-

prise, now after all lay far behind us. We had been riding
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for several hours continuously at its base, as I had sus-

pected even the day before, in spite of Selim's assurance

to the contrary, for we had incorrectly fancied the spring

was in its neighbourhood. None of the caravan had ever

seen the stone-quarries and the remains of the ancient

colony of workmen. Nevertheless, I determined to venture

upon a second attempt the following day, which was suc-

cessful.

I set out at daybreak with Max, the Sheikh Selam, and a

young, active Arab. The huts had not been observed by the

caravan, and were also situated too much towards the east

for us. "We therefore rode straight towards the highest

point of the group of Dochan. It so chanced, that just as

we were in the neighbourhood of the river, we met an Abadi

from one of the huts with some camels, for which he was

seeking out some pasture ground. "With his assistance we
soon attained our object.

We first found the large opening to a well built up with

unhewn stones ; it was 12 feet in diameter, but was now
fallen to pieces and filled up with rubbish. Five pillars were

still standing on the western side, most likely formerly be-

longing to a covered hall ; a sixth was demolished. Three

hundred paces farther up the valley a temple, now in ruins,

was erected on a granite rock projecting from the left side

of the valley. The walls were formed of unhewn stones, the

finer parts of the architecture were, however, very delicately

chiselled out of red granite. A staircase of twenty steps led

from the north to the paved outer court, which was sur-

rounded by a wall, and in the middle stood a rough granite

altar. On the left hand four cell-chambers were attached to

this court, the most southern of which, however, had partly

fallen with its rock-basis. Another small chamber had been

joined to these as the rock offered space for it, in which

stood a tolerably large altar, but also without inscriptions.

In front of these chambers, in the centre of the court, at an

elevation of several feet, and with a foundation of sharply-

cut blocks of granite, rose an Ionic portico, which consisted
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of four monolithic slender and swelling granite columns,

whose bases and voluted capitals, with the blocks of the

gables and architraves, lay scattered around in ruins. The
long dedicatory inscriptions mentioned that the temple

had been consecrated under the Emperor Hadbian to Zetts

Helios Serapis, by the Eparch, Kammius Martialis. To
the left of the well the ruins of the town are situated on an

elevated spot. It was in the form of a square, and, as usual,

fortified with towers. In the centre there was another well,

the chief requisite of every station, built of burnt bricks,

and covered with a coating of lime. Eight rough, slender,

granite pillars form the entrance to the well.

An ancient precipitous road leads to the adjoining moun-
tain, and conducts to the porphyry quarries, which were

situated immediately beneath its summit
;
they furnished the

beautiful deep red porphyry which is displayed in so many
monuments of the imperial time. Broad veins of it, which

were worked to a considerable depth, passed between an-

other kind of rock of a blue colour, sprinkled with white,

and a rock of almost a red brick colour. We found five

or six quarries beside each other, the largest about 40 paces

square. I could nowhere discover wedge-holes for splitting

;

on the contrary, the bluish rock immediately beside the

quarry, which was pulverised nearly as fine as sand, seemed

to indicate the application of fire. In the town, also, I

found lofty and peculiar heaps of ashes.

From the quarries I ascended to the summit of the

mountain, affording an extensive and glorious prospect over

the mountains in the immediate vicinity to the plain, which

declined rapidly from the hilly district to a sandy level ex-

tending to the sea ; and on the opposite side of the blue

surface of the water, we descried the lofty range of T6r.

After I had taken a number of observations with the compass

I re-descended, and after sunset once more reached our camp
at the Moie Messatd.

The 19th of March we crossed the plain to the Eiwed
mountains, stretching along the sea-coast, which we traversed
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by a valley running diagonally across them. An abundnat
spring here* came to the surface, whose rippling waters ac-

companied ns for a long [while. It might be considered

the JFons Tadnos of Pliny, as its water has only recently be-

come brackish and undrinkable, from the bed of natron on
the surface. We left the ruins of Abu Sohar, the ancient

Myos hormos or PMloferas partus, on our right, and en-

camped on the peninsula of Gimscheh, which is called by
the Arabs, Kebrit, from the sulphur which is there obtained.

Yesterday morning we rode to the Bay of Gebel Ze'it, be-

tween the Enned mountains and the sea-shore. The Kange
of T6r, which floated before sunrise in a milky blue colour

over the surface of the sea, stood out faintly from the sky

;

its outline only disappeared with the rising sun.

After mid-day we arrived at Gebel Zeit, the oil moun-
tain. Our vessel, which had been appointed to meet us

from Kosser, made the voyage from thence in six days, and

had already waited four days for our arrival. The camels

were dismissed here, and returned the same evening.

One quarter of an hour north of our anchorage were the

Zeitieh ; such is the name given to five or six pits, hollowed

out in the sandv shore, or in the rock, and which fill with

blackish-brown naphtha, like syrup. A few years ago re-

searches were set on foot by Em Bey, who was in hopes of

finding coal beneath, though hitherto they have had no suc-

cess.

Yesterday evening it was a perfect calm. It was only

daring the night that a light wind rose from the north, which

we immediately availed ourselves of, for setting sail. With
the wind in our favour we might have accomplished the pas-

sage across in one night ; but now the day is again drawing

tor a close, and we have not yet reached the port. The ship

of burden scarcely stirs, though the long oars have been at

length set in motion. %

The sailors of this sea are very different from those on the

Nile. Their deportment is more reserved, less sly and sub-
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servient. Their songs, which commence at the first stroke of

the oar, consist of fragmentary short lines, which are sung

first by one, and are taken np by another, while the re-

mainder utter short and deep grunting sounds, as an accom-.

paniment, at equal intervals. The I&ais, on an elevated seat,

rows along with the others. He is a negro, as well as several

others among the sailors, but one of the handsomest and

strongest Moors that I ever saw—a real Othello; when
making his athletic movements, he rolls his yellow-white

eyes, shows his dazzling teeth, and gives the tone to the song,

leading it for a length of time, with a shrill, piercing, but

skilful voice.

LETTEE XXXII.

Convent on Mount Sinai, the 24th March, 1845.
Easter Monday.

On the evening of Good Friday we landed in Tor by
moonlight. The harbour is now so much sanded np, that

our vessel was obliged to lie off several hundred paces, and
we were landed in a boat. We were met on shore by the
old Greek Nicola. Janiti, who had before received Ehee^-
bebg, Leoh ikb Laborde, Bttppell Isenbebg, and other

well-known travellers ; and he had favourable testimonials to

produce of the reception they had met with from him. After
long negotiations with the insolent Arabs, who, when they
discovered we were in a hurry, and that they were indis-

pensable to us, endeavoured in all ways to overreach us, we
started early the day before yesterday from T6r, limiting -

ourselves to what was absolutely necessary for the land

journey; and we sent the vessel to await us at Cape Aw
Zslxmbh.
Our road led in a due northerly direction to the mouth

of Wjldi Hebbajst, across the plain of GVabt, which,
being five or six hours broad, is situated between the sea
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and mountain. On first starting, however, I made a digres-

sion to the hot springs of Gebel Hammam. They are

situated at the southern end of the isolated line of moun-
tains, which, commencing one hour to the north of Tor,

extends to the sea-shore. I again met the caravan at the

well of El Hai, which is pleasantly situated, on the direct

road, between gardens of palm-trees. The ground gradually

rises from the sea-coast to- beyond this well. As soon as we
got an open prospect over the whole plain, and to the lofty

range which descends towards the south-west in a steep and
regularly declining chain to the extremity of the Peninsula,

I took the points of the compass, with reference to all the

places of any note, the mouths of valleys, and summits of

mountains, which- the guides were able to name. About
half-past five I reached the foot of the mountain range.

Here already, at the entrance of the valley, I observed the

first Sinaitic Inscription on the black blocks of stone. A
little farther on we came to the small piece of water shaded

by some palm-trees, where we spent the night.

Yesterday we traversed the Wadi Hebran, which sepa-

rates the group of Serbal from the principal range of Gebel
Musa, crossed over Nakb el Egaui, which forms the

water-shed between the west and east, and turning from
this point southwards, over Nakb el Haui, the wind-saddle,

we reached the Content on Easter Sunday, as the sun was
setting. We were drawn, like other travellers, up the high

waU of the fortification, to the entrance, although there is

another entrance through the convent garden, or more level

ground, but which they are only in the habit of using from
within. The aged and worthy prior, who is mentioned by
Bobinson, had died that year in Cairo, and had been replaced

by another, Demetrius Nicodemus, who is said to hold the
rank of a bishop.

As it is a Greek convent, instead of Easter rejoicings we
came to a strict season of fasting. But independents of

that, the whole life and habits of the four priests and twenty-
one lay brothers made by no means such an edifying mi-

ll 2
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pression as we might have expected to witness in this spot.

A gloomy spirit of wearisome sloth and ignorance hangs like

a cloud of mist over their discontented countenances. Yet

these fugitives from this world of cares are wandering

beneath an ever cheerful sky of moderate temperature, are

alone able, of all the inhabitants of this sultry wilderness, to

refresh themselves beneath the dark shade of the cypress,

palm, and olive-tree, and have besides in their possession a

library of 1500 volumes, not in the smallest degree consider-

ing the best purpose for which they are intended—viz., a

larpciov yfrt>xvs '

To-day we ascended Gebel Musa. In my own imagina-

tion, and by the descriptions of former travellers, it formed

the actual centre of the whole range ; but this is not the

case. Both in elevation and in the planimetrical projection

of the whole mass of the primitive range, it forms part of

the north-eastern slope. The convent in a direct line is

three times as near the eastern border of the range as the

western. Even G-ebel Katherin, situated immediately to the

south, is loftier than the almost concealed summit of Gebel

Musa, which is invisible to the whole of the surrounding

country. Still higher mountains rise on the farther side of

Katherin, but in steps, as fqpr example, TTm Eiolut, Abxt

8chegeee, Qettab, Ac, as far as Um Schomab, which
towers up over all the others, and stands in the centre

of the eastern and western slope of the whole elevation,

forming the principal and most northern vertebre of the long

backbone of the range, which passes down to the south, and
determines the direction of the whole Peninsula. All the

way up Gebel Musa, along with the various spots which are

connected with holy legends, was a walk amidst the wildest

and grandest natural features ; it reminded me of being led

through a castle of historical renown, where the places of

rest and study, Ac., of some great king are exhibited.

On our return from Gebel Musa, we ascended the actual

• " Medicine for the soul"—Tb.
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brow of tlie so-called Hobeb, which Robinson regards as the

true Sinai instead of Gebel Musa, which has hitherto been
viewed as such. We passed several hermit's huts and
chapels, till we at length reached one, situated in a rocky

basin, behind which the principal mass of Horeb rises up
abruptly and grandly. There is no accessible road to it.

We clambered up, first through a precipitous cleft in the

rock, then over the brows of the rock towards the south.

About half-past five we reached the summit, just above the

great plain of Eaha, on the immense round-formed mountain
top, which has such a grand appearance from the plain.

Robinson seems to have attempted this road at first, but to

have given it up afterwards, and mounted to the top of

Sessaf, which certainly is loftier, but situated a little to the

westward, and does not project into the plain as the actual

central point, like the knob which we ascended.* Our com-
panions, with the exception of one active Arab boy, had

remained behind, as it was, in fact, a dangerous ascent.

Even this site did not allow me to entertain the view that

Moses ever stood upon a rock that was visible from this

valley, if the narrative is to be understood in so literal a

manner. We did not ascend Gebel Katherin, as it has fewer

historical claims even than Gebel Musa.

LETTER XXXin.
On the Red Sea, the 6th April, 1845.

I shall employ our tranquil sea voyage, which will last

for several days longer, in arranging the various materials I

* These are the exact words of my journal, and as they were under-
stood by Ritter, p. 578. In the printed report, p. 8, it might appear as if

Robinson had relinquished the ascent of the whole of this part of the
mountain; in the memoir of the Bibliotheca Sacra, this is mentioned
as a mistake. But I was only speaking of the actual brow of the
mountain which projects into the plain, contrasted with the loftier

point, though situated on one side, which was ascended by Robinson.
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have coUected on the Peninsula, and combining the principal

events of this episode in our journey. I shall send a more

detailed account of it from Thebes.* These lines, however,

shall be handed over to Seid Hussen in Qeneh, and shall be

forwarded to the north by the first opportunity.

We left the convent on the 25th March, towards evening,

and passed downwards through the broad Wadi e* Scheiklh.

I selected this roundabout way, as formerly, before the wild

uefile of Nakbel Haui was rendered passable, this valley was

the only way by which the Israelites, if they were desirous

of marching to the plains of EAha, could have reached that

spot/f We spent the night in the upper part of the valley,

near the tomb of the holy Sheikh Salih, from whom it re-

ceives the name of Wadi e' Scheikh. In the lower portion

of the valley we first meet with the manna-yielding shrubs of

Tarfa^ and the Sinaitic inscriptions on the sides of Hie

valley become more frequent. But before reaching the

outlet of the valley, we quitted it and climbed over to our

* This account, which I addressed to H.M. the King of Prussia,

was printed while I was still absent in 1846, under the tide of u Reise

des Prof. Lepsius von Theben nach der Halbiusel des Sinai, vom 4 Marz
bis zvm, 14 April, 1845," Berlin, with two maps—a general map of the
Peninsula, and a special map of Serbal and Wadi Fir&n, which was
drawn by G. Erbkam, from my notes, or statements. This printed
pamphlet has not been published, but only distributed to a few persons.

Its contents, however, have become better known, by a translation into

English byCh.H. Cottrell ("A Tour from Thebes to the Peninsula
of Sinai," &c. London, 1846), and into French by F. Pergameni
(" Voyage dans la Presq'ile du Sinai, etc., lu a la Societe *de Geogra-
phic, seances du 21 Avril et du 21 Mai. Extrait du Bulletin de la

Soc. Geogr., Juin, 1847." Paris).

f The Nakb d Haui, "the Saddle of Wind," is an extremely wild
and narrow mountain ravine, the depths of which are impassable, on
account of its steep precipices. The road must have been constructed
with great skill along the western mountain precipice, and is in many
places hewn out of the rock; in others, the crumbling ground has been
paved with great flat stones. There can be no doubt that this daring
path was only made after the erection of the convent, to maintain
closer connection with the town of Pharan, which, till that time, could
only be reached by the kmg circuitous route through the Wadi e'

Scheikh.

X The Tamarix Galiica mannifera of Ehrenberg. See Wilkinson,
Mod. Eg. and Thebes, ii., 401.—Tr.
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iefl; into the Wjj>i Selaf, which lower down joins the Wadi
e' Scheikh, in order to reach the foot of 8ebbal, by the

shortest road from this. We had already frequently seen at

<every opening on the road the huge rocky summit rising

Above the surrounding mountainous district, and the accounts

given us by the Arabs, of the fertile and irrigated Wadi
jFiban at its base, had long made me desirous of becoming

better acquainted with it. I had resolved to ascend the

mountain, and therefore made them lead us into the Wadi
Rim, that runs down from the mountain into the Wadi Selaf,

which passes along Serbal. After riding upwards of an hour

in this valley, we came to an old stone hut, which might

have once sheltered a hermit; soon afterwards we found

some Arab tents, and at a short distance beyond these,

Beveral Sittere-trees, which we selected for our place of

encampment.

On the 27th March we rose early to ascend the mountain

Derb e' Serbal. The true road to Serbal leads from Wadi
Fiban through Wadi Aleyat to the mountain. We were

forced to go round its south-eastern extremity, and ascend

behind from the south, as it would have been far beyond our

powers to clamber up the heights through the Rim ravine,

which descends precipitously, and in a direct line between

the two eastern summits. One quarter of an hour above

our encampment we came to a spring, shaded by Nebek,

Hamada, and Palm-trees, whose fresh, pure water, was

walled round to the depth of several feet. We then climbed

over a small rib of the mountain, on which there again

stood several ancient stone houses, down into another branch

of the Rim valley (Rim el mehasni), and in an hour and a

half reached the south-eastern angle of the mountain. From

this point we pursued a paved road of rock, which was even

sometimes supported by masonry work. This led us to an

artificial terrace and a wall, the remains, as it appeared, of a

house that had been destroyed, and to a cool spring, shaded

by tall reeds, a palm-tree, and several Jassur bushes* (from

• The Moringa aptera. See Wilkinson's Mod. Eg. and Thebes, ii.,

404.—Tk.
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which the Moses rods are cut) ; the whole mountain is here

overgrown with Habak, and other sweet-smelling herbs. Some
minutes farther on we came to several caves in the rock,

which, once served as hermit's cells ; and after wandering for

almost four hours we reached a small plateau spreading out

between the summits, where we again found a house with

two rooms. A road led over this level ground to the edge of

the western side of the mountain, which sinks at first steep

and rugged, then in more gently-inclined wide ribs, to the

sandy plain of El G'e'ah, and here disclosed to me across

the sea a glorious prospect of the opposite coast, and the

Egyptian chain of mountains bounding it. Eroin this point

the rock-path suddenly descended along the ragged mountain

declivity into a wild, deep basin, round which the five sum*
mits of Serbal meet in a semicircle, forming one mighty

crown. In the middle of this basin, called Wadi Si'qelji,

are the ruins of an old convent, to which the mountain path

leads, which unfortunately we had not time to visit.*

I therefore returned across the level space, and then began

to ascend the most southern of the summits of Serbal. When
I had almost got to the top ofthe precipitous height, I thought

I observed that the second summit was somewhat higher, and
therefore hastened down again, and sought out a way to

reach this. We passed a small piece of water, and were

obliged to go almost round the whole basin, till we at length

succeeded in clambering up it, from the north-east side.

Here, to my astonishment, between the two points into which
the summit is divided, I found a small level valley, plenti-

fully supplied with shrubs and herbs, and from this I first

ascended the one, then the other point, and by the assistance

of my guide, who was conversant with the spot, I took the

* It seems that this convent has not been visited by any very recent
travellers. Even Burckhardt, who calls it Sigillye, did not descend to
it, but heard that it was well built, spacious, and also provided with a
well, plentifully supplied with water. (Trav. in Syria, p. 610.) It is

much to be desired that more exact accounts could be obtained of this

convent, situated in the middle of the basin of Serbal, as it probably
is one of the oldest, at any rate one of the most important in the Penin-
sula, as is proved by the rock-road to it from Fharan, constructed with
much skill and difficulty.
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points of tlie compass with reference to all the places of

note which might here be surveyed iu the wide horizon.

For instance, I could clearly perceive how the mountain

summits beyond (rebel Musa continue to rise higher, and
that the distant TJk Schomab rose above all the others. We
4id not set out on our return till four o'clock, so that we
were obliged to avoid the circuitous road by which we had

ascended, unless we were desirous of being overtaken by dark*

ness. We therefore determined to leap down, from block to

block like chamois, and follow the precipitous rocky ravine,

which led almost in a straight line to our camp in Wadi
Bim, and in two hours and a half, with trembling knees, we
reached our tent by this impracticable path, the most diffi-

cult and the most fatiguing that I ever trod in the whole

course of my life.

The following day we proceeded farther, and passing

through Wadi Selaf, and the lowest part of Wadi e* Scheikh,

we reached the Wadi Fiban—this most precious jewel of

the Peninsula, with its Palms and groves of Tarfa, on the

banks of a lovely rushing stream, which, winding among
shrubs and flowers, conducted us to the old convent moun-
tain of the town of Phabah, the Fiban of the present day.

Everything that we had hitherto seen, and what we after*

wards saw, was naked, stony desert compared to this fertile

oasis, abounding in wood and water. For the first time

since we had left the Nile valley, we once more walked

on soft black earth, obliged to defend ourselves with our

arms from the overhanging leafy branches, and we heard

singing birds warbling in the thick foliage. At the point

where the broad Wadi Aleyat, descending from Serbal, enters

Wadi Firan, and where the valley spreads out into a spacious

level tract, there rises in the centre of it a rocky hill called

Hebebat, on the summit of which are the ruins of an

ancient convent building. At its foot stood once a magnifi-

cent church, constructed of well-hewn blocks of sandstone, the

ruins of which are built into the houses of the town situated

on the slope of the opposite mountain*
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The same evening I vent up Wadi Aleyat, passing innu-

merable rock-inscriptions, to a well, surrounded by Palin and
Nebek trees, where I enjoyed the entire prospect of the

majestic mountain chain. Apart from all the other moun-
tains, and united into one single mass, Serbal rises, at first

in a slope of moderate inclination, afterwards in steep preci-

pices, with chasms, to the height of 6000 feet (above the sea)

.

Nothing could equal the scene when the valleys and low
mountains around were alreadv veiled in the shadows of

night, and the summits of the mountain still glowed above

the colourless grey, like a fiery cloud in the sinking fiua-

The following morning I repeated my visit to Wadi
Aleyat, and completed my observations of the whole of this

remarkable district, the principal features of which I had
already noted down from the summit of Serbal.

The most fertile district of Wadi Firan is enclosed be-

tween two hills which rise from, the centre of the valley

;

the upper one of these two is called El Bueb, the lower,

situated at the outlet of Wadi Aleyat, Mehabket. or Hebe-
eat. In very ancient times the valley appears to have been

closed in here, and the waters rushing down from all aides,

even from Gebel Musa, into this basin, appear to have united

into a lake. It is only in this manner that we can explain the

very remarkable deposit of earth, which extends along the

sides of the valley to between eighty and a hundred feet

high, and no doubt it is this remarkable position of Firan,

as the lowest point of a large mountainous district, which

occasions the unusual supply of water that issues forth at

this point.

Directly behind the convent hill we found the narrow bed
of the valley as stony and barren as the more elevated

valleys, although the brook was still visible by our side for

half an hour. The violent irruption 4>f those primitive waters

permitted no more deposits of earth in this spot. It was
only at the next still more decided bend of the valley, called

El Hessue, that a few more groups of palm-trees appeared.

Here the brook disappeared in a cleft of the rock, as sud-
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denly as it had burst forth behind Bueb, and we did not see

it again.

After being five hours on the road, we quitted Wadi Firan,

that here turned off to the left hand towards the Bern, and we
emerged from the primitive mountains into a more level

region of sandstone. The loftier range retreated towards the

north-west, and encircled in a great bow the hilly, sandy
district that we traversed. We next came to the "Wadi
Mokatteb, the "valley with inscriptions,' ' which derives

its name from the immense numbers of inscriptions which
are to be found here in several places. It is easy to per-

ceive, that it is those places sheltered from the mid-day
sun, which invited passing travellers on the road to Firan

to engrave their Dames and short mottoes in the soft rock.

We took impressions on paper of as many of them as we
could obtain, or copied with the pen those which were less

adapted for an impression. We found these inscriptions

scattered singly, in the most various, ami' frequently very

remote places of the Peninsula, and taking them altogether,

I have no doubt whatever that they were engraved by the

inhabitants ofthe country during the first centuries before and

after Christ. I sometimes found them cut over more ancient

Greek names, and not unfrequently Christian crosses are

connected with them. These inscriptions are habitually

called SnrAiTic, which would not be inappropriate, if thereby

the whole Peninsula of Sinai was intended to be designated

as the spot where they are found. But we must observe, that

<on Gebel Musa itself, which is regarded as Sinai, very few

single and short inscriptions of this kind have been found,

such as those which, after careful observation, are to be met
with in almost all spots adapted to them, but that, on the

contrary, their actual centre was rather Phabajt, at the foot

of Sebbajd.

On the 31st of March we again reached the lofty chain

which turns back from the east, and marched through

Wadi Qeneh into the small Wadi Maghaba, which branches
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off from it, and in which the sandstone and primitive rock

border on one another. Here we found, high up in the

northern sandstone precipices, the remarkable Egyptian rock
stele belonging to the earliest monuments generally known
to us among Egyptian antiquities * As early as the 4th

Manethonic Dynasty, the same which built the great Pyra-

mids of Gizeh, in Egypt, more than 3000 years before our
era, copper mines were discovered in this wilderness, which
were worked by a colony of labourers. Even then the Penin-

sula was inhabited by Asiatic, probably Semetic races, for

which reason we frequently see the Pharaoh represented in

those rock-images as conqueror over the enemies of Egypt,

Almost all the inscriptions belong to the Old Monarchy ; we
only found one from the period when King Tuthmosis III.

and his sister reigned together.

Prom this point I was anxious to take the shortest road

to the second place in the Peninsula, where there are ancient

Egyptian monuments, Sabbut el Chadem. But there was

no direct road over this lofty range to its slope on the other

and north-easterly side, so we were obliged to return to

Wadi Mokatteb, and get across the mountains by a very

circuitous route through Wadi Sittebe and Wadi Sich.

As we again emerged, we had the immeasurable plateau in

front of us, which includes the whole of the north of the

Peninsula, and consists of one single vast bed of sandstone.

This, however, descends towards the south by two steps, so

that the prospect seems as if it were bounded by two lofty

mountain precipices retreating at about equal distances into

the far distance. The descent nearest to the south, called

b' Tih, sinks to a flat, broad sandy valley, Debbet e' Ram.
leh, while the masses of sandstone rock, on this side, seem
to be as high as the general plateau.

On a terrace protruding far into the broad valley, which we
climbed with great difficulty, are the wonderful monuments of

Sabbut el Chadem, which appear no less so, even to those

* DenkmaL, Abtb. II, BL 2, 116, 137, 140, 152 ; IIL, 28,
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who are prepared to behold them. The oldest representations

led us also here into the Old Monarchy, but only as far back
as its last dynasty, the twelfth of the Manethonic list. In
this period, under Amenbmha III., a small rock-grotto was
excavated, and furnished with an ante-chamber; lofty steles

were erected outside, at different distances, and without any
determined arrangement, the one lying most remote being

a short quarter of an hour distant on the highest 'point of

the plateau. During the New Monarchy, TuthmosiS III.

enlarged the building towards the west, and added a small

pylon with an outer court. The later kings had built

an additional long series of chambers, one in front of the

other, in the same direction, solely, as it appears, for the

purpose of protecting the memorial stele erected upon them
from the weather, especially from the sharp wind, often

loaded with sand, which has now almost totally destroyed

the ancient steles, which were even at that time unpro-

tected. The latest stele exhibits the Shields ofthe last king

of the 19th Dynasty, therefore since that time, or soon after-

wards, the place was probably deserted by the Egyptians.

The divinity who was here peculiarly worshipped in the

New Monarchy, was Hathok, with the epithet which is also

found in the Wadi Maghara, " Mistress ofMafkat"—i. e. of

the copper country, for mafka in hieroglyphics, as well as

still in the Coptic language, meant "copper." Therefore

no doubt copper was also obtained here. This was confirmed

by a peculiar appearance, which, strange to say, seems to

have been left unnoticed by all previous travellers. To the

east and west, namely of the temple, may be seen great

mounds of slag, which, by their black colour, form a strong

contrast with all that surrounds them. These artificial ele-

vations, the largest of which is 256 paces long, and from 60

to 120 broad, are situated on a tongue of land forming a

terrace that projects into the valley
;
they are coated over

with a solid crust of slag between 4 and 5 feet thick, and

are covered to their base with separate fragments of slag

to the depth of 12 to 15 feet. The ground shows that
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the mines could not have been situated in the immediate

neighbourhood, their site might, however, easily be dis-

covered by the ancient roads, which are still visible, leading

to the mountain range, but unfortunately we had not suffi-

cient time to accomplish this. Hence it appears that this

open spot was probably selected merely for smelting the ore,

on account of the keen draught of wind, which, as we were

assured by the Arabs, is here almost incessantly blowing.

The 3rd of April we rode on farther, visited the Wadi
Xasb, in which we also found the traces of ancient smelting

places, and the following day, towards evening, reached our

ship, which had been waiting for us several days, in the har-

bour of Abu Zklimkh.

We here, to our no small surprise, found four German
journeymen ; two of them Prussians, from the district of the

Neisse, in Silesia. They had started from Cairo with the

intention of visiting Sinai, and reached Suez safely ; had there

waited in vain for a ship, and at length, like genuine modern
Crusaders, started alone to attain their bold object. They
had been told (hardly in good German) that the way was
short, and could not be missed, and that there was no want
of water. Possessed with this happy belief, their pilgrim's

bottle filled to the brim, thev entered the wilderness. But
the footsteps of the children of Israel had long since disap-

peared, and no pillar of smoke went before them. The third

day they lost their way, their bread was consumed, they

had missed the wells, had several times been stopped by
Arabs, and only escaped being robbed because they possessed

nothing worth robbing; and thus they certainly would

have been starved in the wilderness, had they not looked

down from the mountains and beheld our vessel on the coast

many hours distant, and fortunately reached it before our

arrival. On my inquiring about the trades, to perfect which,

they had undertaken this journey to the East, and also

whether they hoped to find employment with the monks on

Mount Sinai, as they had no money with them, it appeared

that one was a carpenter, who was in hopes of making him-
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self very useful there ; I was, alas ! compelled to inform him*

that he -would have to compete with a lay-brother in that de-

partment ; the other was a shoemaker, the third a stocking-

weaver, and the fourth, after some hesitation, confessed that

he was a woman's tailor. Nothing remained but to take these

strange people along with us in the vessel, although they were

regarded with a jealous eye by the sailors, as we began to

feel some scarcity in the supply of water. I landed them at

Tor, and arranged that some one should accompany them
thence to the convent.

Besides the remarkable Egyptian nental sites of this

copper country, and the so-called Sinaitic inscriptions, I

was chiefly occupied during the journey with geographical

inquiries in connection with the sojourn of the Israelites on

the Peninsula. I think I have arrived at some results with

respect to this, deviating, indeed, in essential points, from what
has hitherto been admitted ; but if they are correct, they fur-

nish some important features for the historical and geogra-

phical background of that most important event in the Old
Testament. I will here only point out briefly some of the-

chief points> of which I will say more when I write from

Thebes.

I became doubtful, even in the convent at Gkbel MuSAr

whether the holy mount of the lawgiving could have been

situated here. Since I have seen Sbbbal and Wadi Fiba^
at its base, besides a great part of the rest of the country, I

have become convinced that Sebbal must be recognised as

Sinai, in preference to the other.*

The monkish tradition of the present day is of no value

to the unprejudiced inquirer,f Whoever has once oecu-

* See Appendix B.

f I find all whose judgment is of any weight holding this same
opinion. Robinson, especially, has the merit of having cleared away
many old prejudices of this nature. But even Burckhardt so little

allowed his judgment to be guided by the authority of tradition, that

he did not scruple to place his reason for transposing the convent of

Sinai to Gebel Musa, rather on stratagetical considerations. (Trav. in

Syria, p. 609.)
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pied himself earnestly with such matters is aware of this.

Even in Jerusalem it is for the most part useless, and

has not the slightest weight, if unsupported by original

authorities, how much more so in the Peninsula of Sinai,

where far more remote questions, both as to time and

place, are treated of. In the long interval of time be-

tween the law-giving and the first centuries of the Christian

era, Sinai is only once mentioned in a passage referring to a

later historical event, as the " Mount of God, Hobeb," to

which Elijah retires * It would, in fact, be most strange if

the tradition had never received an interruption during this

period, although the population of the Peninsula had mean-
time changed so much that we are no longer able to point out

with certainty a single Old Testament name for a locality

;

and even the Greeks and Bomans were unacquainted with

those ancient designations.t We are, therefore, referred

solely to the Mosaic narrative to prove the correctness of our

present assumptions.

"We must further premise with respect to this, that the

general geographical conditions of the Peninsula have not

essentially altered since the days of Moses. "Whoever takes

refuge in the opposite supposition, may indeed prove every-

thing, but for that very reason proves nothing. It is, how-
ever, just as important to bear in mind distinctly the his-

torical conditions of the different periods, because these

indeed were calculated to produce partial alterations of par-

ticular districts.

Accordingly, no one will be able to deny that Wadi
Eibak, abounding at all times, and therefore in the time of

Moses, in water, and.possessing a rich soil, must, in conse-

quence of its incomparable fertility and its inexhaustible*

rapid stream, have been the most important and the most de-

r

* 1 Kings xix. S.—Tr.
f The name of Firan, formerly Pharan, is, indeed, evidently the

same as Paran in the Bible; but it is equally certain that this name
has altered its meaning with reference to the locality. All other com-
parisons of names cannot be in the least depended on.
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sirable central spot of the whole Peninsula. For this wonder*

fal Oasis, in the centre of the ever barren wilderness, was
subject even then, as now, to the general conditions of

the surface of the ground in that country. On the other

hand, it is however no less certain, that the vicinity of the

present convent of Oebel Mttsa was formerly, in spite of

the scanty springs of water also appearing on the surface

there, but which merely moisten the ground immediately

surrounding them, just as barren as all the other parts of

that mountainous wilderness, only furnishing sufficient water

for the inhabitants of the convent by means of a draw-well

dug into the rock ;* and after more than a thousand years
1
«1

means' of cultivation only enabled them to make small

plantations, such as exist there at the present time.f In

ancient times there was not the slightest reason for making
that wilderness habitable by artificial means, the rather as it

was situated away from the great roads connecting the dif-

ferent parts of the Peninsula, and formed an actual cul

de sac, with only one single entrance through the Wadi
e' Scheikh.

On the other hand, there is another spot in the Penin-

sula which was a position of great importance long before

the time of Moses, and even in his days, but has lost it

since that time: it is the harbour of Abu Zelimeh. It

was to this point that the roads led from the three different

mines that hitherto we have become acquainted with. They
proceeded from Wadi Maghara, Saebut el Chadem, and

Wadi Nasb. There was no more convenient landing-place

than this, to connect Egypt with those colonies
;
indeed, our

* The smaller of the two wells dates as far back as the time of the
foundation of the convent. The principal deep well, which supplies

the largest amount and the hest water, is said to have been first dug
by an English nobleman in 1760. (Ritter, p. 610.)

f Burckhardt also (Trav., p. 554) observes distinctly that there
were no good pasture grounds near the convent, where nevertheless

the somewhat numerous small springs, might have led us to expect the

ground to have been in a moister condition. With respect to the im-
pression made on Bartlett: see Appendix B.

x
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Bailors decidedly affirmed that it was the best harbour on

the whole coast, net excepting that of T6r. The Egyptians

were therefore compelled to provide, above all things, for

n copious supply of water, in the most immediate neigh-

was neither furnished

by the sandy sea-*coast, nor by valleys, which had their

outlets here, wells no doubt were made at the nearest spots

which offered a likelihood of yielding water from below

ground Such a spot was discovered at the lower outlet of

the Wadi Schebekeh (called by others Taibeh), where even

now, there are a number of Palms, and many other trees,

consequently a moist soil, although there is no appearance

of a spring.* This, therefore, would have been the most
suitable point to dig for water, and to make a well. No one

now differs in opinion that the place of encampment at the

Era Sea, mentioned after Elim in the Book of Numbers,t
was near Abu Zelimeh. In Exodus this statement is

omitted, and the twelve wells and seventy palm-trees of Elim
are alone mentioned.J What, therefore, can be a more
natural conclusion, or indeed an almost unavoidable one,

than that the wells and palms of Elim were situated about an

hour distant from the outlet of the valley whose entrance was
at the harbour of Abu Zelimeh, and for that very reason in

Exodus, the encampment on the sea, is related as being not

specially separated from Elim, the watering station of the

harbour, which probably here the same name. According to

the statements that have been hitherto admitted, as well as

those of EobinBon, the twelve wells of Elim were situated in

the Wadi Ghabatoel, by the latest calculations § between

* I was assured of this unanimously by the Arabs. (Compare also
Burokhardt, p. 625, and Sitter, p. 769.) Lord Lindsay found M a small
wood of Tarfa-treee here, in which blackbirds were singing, and also

some plantations of Palm-trees." It was at the entrance of the.same
valley " where Seetzen had the pleasure of gathering for himself and
eating for the first time, a great deal of manna from the bushes of
Tarfa ; he found the ripe produce of the wild Caper shrub growing here
in profusion, which was as palatable to the taste as table-fruit."

f Numbers xxxiii. 10.—Ta.
X Exodus xr. 27.—Ta.
§ See Appendix C.
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eight and nine Tiours distent "from the port, a long day's

journey, therefore useless for the supply of that important

:spot. It is not easy to perceive what could have occasioned

twelve wells to be made precisely in "Wadi Gharandel, where

even now the brackish water of that whole district appears

ton .Idie surface in somewhat greater abundance than else-

where, in addition to this, we should further be compelled

.to transfer the station of Maba, which immediately pro-

ceeded it, to an insignificant spring not more than an hour and
a half, or two hours distant from Wadi Gharandel, while the

succeeding station is assumed to be at the distance of eight

hours. To me, it seems scarcely possible to doubt that the

first three desert marches conducted as far as Wadi Gka-
satobl, i. e. Maba, the fourth, to the harbour station of

Abu Zelimeh, i, e. Elim.

It is only in this manner that we can understand their

progress, when it is said, " And they took their journey from

Elim—and came unto the wilderness of Sin, which is between

Mim and Sinai"* The boundary of two provinces at Wadi
Gharandel would geographically be just as inconceivable, as

it is natural at Abu Zelimeh. The harbour, with its small

plain situated between the Eochol rock and Gebel Hammam
Eara&n, forms in fact, by the rock protruding into the sea,

the most important geographical section of the whole coast.f

The northern plateau sinking uniformly towards the sea

was called the Wilderness of Sub ; the southern mountainous

district rising higher, and soon passing into the primitive

* Exodus xvL 1.

—

Tr.

f These hot springs do not seem to have been originally named
Hammam Faraun, of Pharaoh, but Faran, from Pharan. For
Edrisi names those places on the coast Faran Ahrun, and Istachri
Taran, which no doubt ought to be called Faban. (See Ritter, Asien,

vol. viii., p. 170, &c.) Macrizi also calls the same spot Birkbt Faran.
(Ritter, Sinai-halbins, p. 64.) The harbour district of Pharan was
probably called after the town itself, though distant, and the tradition

of Pharaoh's destruction, so inapplicable to this spot, was perhaps only
connected with the alteration of the name of Faran into Faraun. It

remains a striking fact that the Arabian chroniclers, among whom
Macrizi himself visited the spot, speak of the town of Faran as of a

town on the coast.

x2
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rock, totally different in character, is called the Wilderness

of Sin. There would be no meaning in the remark that this

last was situated between Elim and Sinai, if by this it were

not meant that the Wilderness of Sin extended as far as

Sinai, or even farther. The next departure, therefore, from

the Wilderness of Sin to Baphidim, is not to be understood

as if they had quitted this wilderness ; on the contrary, they

remained in it till they reached Sinai, whose name Snrc, i. e.

4< the Mount of Sin," waB evidently first derived from this

district, and for this very reason should not be sought for

beyond its limits. The same conclusion may be deduced

from the account about the Manna which was given to the

Israelites in the Wilderness of Sin ; for this is first met with

in the valleys in the vicinity of Firan, and appears as little in

the sandy districts near the sea, as in the more elevated

regions of Gebel Musa.*

Now, if we already here put the preliminary question,

which of the two mounts, Serbal or Gebel Musa, was so

situated as to be peculiarly designated as Sini, the " Suae,"
" the Mount of the Wilderness of Sin," there cannot be a

moment's doubt which to select. Gebel Musa, invisible from
every quarter, almost concealed and buried,f neither distin-

guished by height, form, position, nor any other peculiarity,

presented nothing which could have induced the native tribes,

or the Egyptians who had settled there, to give it the pecu-

liar designation of the " Mount of Sin," while Serbal, attract-

* That portion of the sandy sea-shore which Robinson regards as the
Wilderness of Sin, produces no Tarfa shrubs, much less manna.
Compare Hitter, p. 665, &c., with respect to the tracts of country
where manna is found. It has been already mentioned that Edsebius
maintains that the Wilderness of Sin extended as far as SinaL
(2tv, tfprjfios 1} ficra^v irapartipovaa rrjs *Epv$pas Bdkdaatjs kq\ ttjs

tprjpov 2u>a.)

f Robinson, L, p. 173—196. In opposition to what Wilson adduces
with respect to the wide prospect from Gebel Musa, we must consider
that necessarily a great many places may be seen from a point so little

elevated above the immediately surrounding country; from which
points, however, the mountain cannot be traced independently and
distinctly by the eye.
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xng the eye to itself from all sides, and from a great distance,

unequivocally commanding the whole of the northern portion

of the primitive range, has always been the central point for

the widely-scattered inhabitants of the country, and the goal

of travellers, not only from its external aspect, but also on
account of Wadi Firan, situated at its base; therefore it

might very appropriately be designated the " Mount of Sin."

But if any one were to conclude from the expression the

departure from the Wilderness of Sin to Eaphidim, that the

broad tract of sea-shore to the south of Abu Zelimeh, which
the Israelites were obliged to traverse, was alone called the

Wilderness of Sin, which is Robinson's view of the question,*

Serbal, which commands and also comes into immediate con-

tact with this district, and is accessible from this point by
the old convent of Si'qelji, might even then have been de-

signated Mount Sin, for instance by the sailors on the Eed
Sea ; but Gebel Musa, situated exactly on the opposite and

eastern side of the great range, could not possibly have been

named after the western Wilderness of Sin, nor have given

the smallest ground for the statement that the Wilderness

of Sin was situated between Abu Zelimeh and Gebel Musa.

One other view might still be adopted : for instance, that

the whole of the primitive mountain range—that is to say,

the whole of the Peninsula to the south of Abu Zelimeh

—

was called the " Wilderness of Sin," and consequently in-

cluded Gebel Musa. Even this would not necessarily pre-

vent our assuming that Serbal, as the mountain best known,

and nearest at hand, must especially have appeared of more

importance to the Egyptian colonists than the southern

range, and might have been distinguished by that name

;

whilst in the principal southern range "Urn Schdmar, as

the loftiest central point, would have alone justified such a

distinction, and not the entirely subordinate Gebel Musa,

still less the insulated rock Sefsaf, which is regarded as such

by Robinson.

* See EobinioD, i.,p. 118—196.
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All that lias been here said about Sinai aa tha u Motjot

Tm;"WiM)EB3fE»s or Snr," is also applicable to the still i

remote question^ which ofthe two mountains,, Serbal, or €rebel

Mtisa, possessed such qualifications as to have been regarded

by* the native tribes of the Peninsula, even before the great

event of the Law-giving, as a u Holt Mauirav" Mount op
God.* For Moses drove the sheep of Jethro from Midian

beyond the wilderness to the " Movnt of God, CHOREB,"t
and Aaron met him, on his return to Egypt, at the Mount
op God.$ If we maintain that the necessary centre of the

Sinaitic population must have been, at all events, theOasis of

Fihan, we may also suppose that those tribes founded a

sanctuary, a common place op worship, in the vicinity of

that spot, either at the base, or, still more naturally, on the

summit of the mountain which rises up from that valley.§

This also was the most appropriate place for the meeting

* Ewald—Gesch. des Volkes Israel, ii., p. 86—also assumes that

Sinai was held sacred " even before the time of Moses, as a place of.

oracles, and the seat of the gods." Bitter (see Appendix B) considered

this to be incompatible.
+ Exodus iii. 1.

—

Tr.

X Exodus iv. 27.

—

Tr.
§ This is even proved to exist now by Riippeli, who holds Gebel Ka~

therin to be Sinai. On his journey to Abyssinia (voL i., p. 127) he
relates, in the account of his ascent of Serbal in the year 1831, as fol-

lows:—"On the summit of Serbal the Bedouins have collected small
stones, and placed them in the form of a circular enclosure, and other
stones are placed outside on the shelving rock-precipice, like steps, to
facilitate the ascent. When we arrived at the stony circle my guide

drew off his sandals, and approached it with religious veneration ; he then

recited a prayer within it, and told me afterwards that he had already
slaughtered two sheep here as a thank-offering, one of them on the oc-
casion of the birth of a son, the other on regaining his health after an
illness. From a beliefthat Mount Serbal is connected with such things,

it is said to have been held in great reverence by the Arabs of the sur-

rounding districts since time immemorial; and it must also at one time
have been regarded as holy in certain respects by the Christians, as,

in the valley on the south-western side, there are the ruins of a great
convent, and of a great many small hermit's cells. At all events, the
wild jagged masses of rock in Serbal, and the isolated position of the

mountain, is far more striking, and in a certain degree more imposing, Vian

any other mountain group in Arabia Petraea, and for that reason was pecu-
liarly calculated to be the object of religious pilgrimages. The highest
point of the mountain, or the second pinnacle ofrock, proceeding from
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between Moses, who came from Midian in the East, and
Aaro% wbo> came from Egypt. In such a barren and un*

inhabited country there was no occasion to seareh for any

peculiarly secret and remote comer among the mountains

for such an interview.

In addition to this, the Sinaitic inscriptions, which, as

mentioned above, are found in the greatest numbers, espe-

cially on the roads to Wadi Firan, and inWadi Aleyat, which

leads up to Serbal, seem to indicate that in muck later times

also considerable pilgrimages were undertaken thither to

solemnise religious festivals.*

If we now pass at once to the principal point, which must

appear as most decisive to those who look attentively at the

general conditions connected with the march of the Israelites,

it must be allowed that if Moses desired to lead his numerous

people to the Peninsula, the first and chief task he had to

perform, in accordance with his wisdom, and his knowledge

of the country, was to maintain them. For however we
may explain the given numbers of the emigrants, which

according to Eobinson amounted to two millions, by Lane's

account equal to the present population of Egypt, we must

always admit that there was a very considerable mass of

people wha were suddenly to be maintained in the Sinaitic

wilderness without any importation of provisions; How

the west, on which the Arabs are in the habit of sacrificing, by my ba-
rometrical measurements is 6342 French feet above the level of the

* With reference to this, compare particularly the admirable pam-
phlet by Tuch: Ein und Zwanzig Sinaitische Inschriften. Leipzig, 1849.

This scholar endeavours to prove from the names of the pilgrims that

have been deciphered, that the authors of the inscriptions were native

heathen Arabs, who ;wandered to Serbal to some religions festivals.

And be is of opinion that pilgrimages ceased in the course of the third

century at latest. We may also mention that the name itself of Serbal,

which JtSdiger (in Wellsted'S Travels in Arabia, vol. ii., last page)

derives, no doubt correctly from the Arabic serb, palmarum

copia, and Baal, "the Palm-grove ($otvix«»0 of Baal*" refers to its

heathen worship.
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then can we imagine that Moses would not have kept in view,

above all other places, the only spot in the Peninsula that

was fertile and amply supplied with water; and that he
would not have endeavoured to reach it by the shortest path

;

but that in place of this, a remote nook in the mountains

should have been sought out, which at that time could not

possibly have supplied the daily necessity of water and other

nourishment, even for only 2000 emigrants and their belong*

ings—I mention a high number intentionally. Moses would

have been wrong to have trusted here to miraculous aid from

God; for this is never manifested until human wisdom and
human counsel, which is not intended to be rendered super-

fluous through it, can go no further.

It appears to me fhat we should not relinquish this in-

evitable opinion respecting the position of Sinai, which is

opposed to the view hitherto entertained, and becomes

stronger the longer we reflect upon it, and we ought not to

disclaim any more particular historical consideration of this

wonderful occurrence, unless other grounds, as urgent, should

afford proofs against our mode of acceptation. Let us there-

fore pursue the narrative still further.

Prom Elim, Moses reached Raphidim in a march of

three days. Modern scholars generally agree that the march
from Abu Zelimeh did not pass again through the same
Wadi Scheb6keh or Taibeh through which they had de-

scended, back to the eastern sandy plain of E' Kami, but

followed the customary caravan road which leads to Wadi
Eiran. How should Moses then have selected the far longer

upper road devoid of water, or even the still longer, and still

more arid, circuitous route along the sea-coast by T6r and
"Wadi Hebran, instead of at once entering the less arid

valleys of the primitive range which abounded in manna ?

He was obliged therefore to go to Wadi Eiran ; no third

way was possible. This is the urgent reason why Raphidim
(except by Eobinson*) has almost as unanimously been

* Vol. i., p. 198. See Appendix B.
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transferred to FntAK. It seems, however, impossible that

this oasis, if it was traversed, should not have been once

mentioned; therefore even Josephus * Eusebius,t Jerome,

J

and, as it appears, all the older authors and travellers,§ place

Eaphidim near the town of Phabajt. No spot in the whole

land could have been of greater value for the native tribes

who were menaced by Moses than these orchards of Pha-

ran, We may, therefore, perfectly conceive that Moses was

attacked at this very spot in Eaphidim by the Amalekites,

who were about to lose their most precious possession. He
repulsed them, and Moses could now first say that he had

* I thought I might hare been able to deduce this indirectly from
his narrative, Antiqit., iii., 2. Now it seems to me that there is nothing
that we can extract about his views from this ; for which reason the

above name should be effaced. Abstractedly considered, it is very
probable that he entertained the same views as Eusebius and Jerome.
Compare note, p. 316, and Appendix G.

f Eusebius, Hepi rav romK&v ovop, etc., s. v. Pa(f)idifif
t6ttos

Trjs fprjpov irapa t6 Xcoprjfi Spot, iv a ck rtjf ircrpar tppvrjae ra

vdara ko\ eKktjOrj 6 t6kos irttpaa'fids, iv6a tuii iro\cp€i 'iijawr top

AfiakrfK eyyiis &apdv»

t Hieronymus, de situ et nomin, etc., s. v. Raphidim, locus in

deserto juxta montem Choreb, in quo de petra fluxere aquae, cogno-
nimatusque est tentatio, ubi et Jesus adversus Amalec dimicat prope
Pharan,

§ Among the older authors, Cosmos Indicopleustes must be especially

named here (about a.d. 535). (Topogr. Christ., lib. v., in the Coll.

nov. patr. ed. Montfaucon, torn, ii., fol. 195.) Eira naXiu rrapevt-

fiakov etr 'Pariidlv els rrfv wv \eyoft€vrjv Qapdv. Antoninus Placen-

tinxiSy who is placed about the year 600 (while the learned Papebroch,

who published his Itinerarium in the Acta SS., month of May, vol. ii.,

p. x.—xviii., does not place him earlier than the eleventh or twelfth

century), came, as he says, ro civitatem (which can only be Pharan]) in

qua pugnavit Moyses cum Amalech : ubi est altare positum super lapides

tllos quos posuerunt Moyse orante. That the town was enclosed by a

brick wall and valde sterilis, instead of which Tuch (Sinait Inschr.,

p. 38) proposes to read fertilis. IfPharan is called an Amalekitish town
by Macrizi (Gesch. der Kopten, uebers. v. Wiistenfeld, p. 116), then

this can only indicate the same view that Moses was attacked near

Pharan by the Amalekites, to whom this district belonged. Among
more recent scholars we must especially mention Bitter, as is men-
tioned in Appendix B.



got possession of the . Peninsula. His nearest object was
attain*. What could have attracted him -still farther from,

this point?

It is also said, however, in distinct terms, that the people;

had arrived here at the Moral op God
;
consequently at

the Mou2tt of the Law, For it is said, after the victory at

B.a.phi3)im, that Jethro, the father-in-law ofMoses in Midian,

heard of all that had happened. " And Jethro, Moses'

father-in-law, came with his sons and his wife unto Moses:

into the Wilderness, where he encamped at the Motwr
of Gocn.

,r* And even before that, the Lord had said to Mosesy

" Behold, I will stand before thee there upon the rock in

Choeeb ; and thou shalt smite the rock, and there shall come,

water out of it, that the people may drink,"t words which

could only have alluded to the wonderful spring of Firan, as

has been already supposed long before my time.J It may
still further be deduced, that Moses really found repose here

in Eaphidlm, because now, by the advice of Jethro, he orga-

nises the hitherto disorderly mass of people to enable him
to govern them.§ He selects the best qualified men, and

places them over a thousand, over a hundred, over fifty, and

over ten ; these are appointed judges of smaller matters while

lie only retains the most important for himself.

All this evidentlyindicates that thejourneywas past, and the

period of repose had commenced.

The beginning of the following: chapter (Exodus xix. 1—3)

certainly seems to contradict this, for it is said, "In the

third month, when the children of Israel were gone forth out

of the land of Egypt, the same day
[|
came they into the

wilderness of Sinai. For they were departed from Baphi-
dim, and were come to the desert of Sinai, and had pitched

* Exoduff xriii. 5.

—

Tr.
iiixodns xvn. o.

—

tr.

X See below, the complete passage by Cosmas. See Appendix G.
§ Even the name itself, Raphidiin, i. e. the places ofrepose, indicate

that the place was adapted for rest of some duration.

|| See Appendix B.
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in the wilderness ; and there Israel eamped beiobb the
Moott, and Moses went up unto God, and the Lord called

unto, him out or thb Mountain," Ac.

According to this, they decamped between Raphidim and
SinaL This, favoured the tradition which believed that the

Mount of the Law might be. re-discovered in Gebel Musa be-

yond Firan. At the same time, however, it was not con-

sidered that by admitting this we encounter much greater

contradictions with the text. In the first place, , the words
mention no more than one day's journey,* not even in the

Book of Numbers,t where, nevertheless, between Elim and
Eapliidimr not only Ahis and Daphka, but the Bed Sea

(though this last was near Elim) are particularly men-
tioned. IVom Firan to Gebel Musa there were, however,

at least two long days' journeys, if not more. The "Mow
op God" has likewise been already mentioned in Baphi-

dim, it was there called a rock in Chobeb ; and it is there-

fore impossible to understand by the Mount of God any

other than " the Mount of God" to which Moses drives

the sheep of Jethro.

We should, thus, be obliged to admit that there were tux*

" Mounts of God one, the " Motot op God, Chores," in

Raphidim, which would be Seebal, and a " Mount oi God,
Sinai," on which the law was given, which would be Gebbl
MirsA-J

To admit this would, however, in itselfnot only be scarcely

* For that reason Robinson and others, who do not allow that any
positions of the encampments were omitted, place Raphidim beyond
Firan; and although they make the march through the latter place,

they leave it either totally unmentioned, or place Alus there. We
have already mentioned above the objections to this opinion, which
have been partly proved by Ritter. On the other hand, Ritter, to re-
move the difficulty, distinctly admits of an omission in our present text.

(P. 742.)

f Numbers xxxiii. 10—14.—Tr.
X Ritter (see Appendix B) is consequently compelled to draw this

conclusion; which, in fact, Beems to me the most doubtful of all. The
present tradition differs from this in holding Horeb and Sinai to be two-

mounts, Bituated immediately beside each other but yet apart.
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Conceivable, but most distinctly self-contradictory, inasmuch

as it maintains that the Mount of God, Chobsb, where

God first appears to Moses, is even in anticipation design

nated as the Mount of the Law (Exodus iii. 1—12) ; that

further, the general designation, the " Mount op God," which

appears so frequently without aname being appended (Exodus

iv. 27, xviii. 5, xxiv. 13 ; Numbers x. 83), could only have been

employed if there were no more than one such Mount; and,

finally, because tbe name of Sinai, or Mount Sinai, and

Choeeb, or Mount Ohobeb, are continually mentioned with

exactly the same meaning as Mount of the Law-giving.

This evident difliculty has indeed been felt strongly at all

times.* Josephus (Ant. iii. 2, 3) forwarded his view by
transposing the doubtful commencement of the xix chapter

from its present position after the visit of Jethro, to before

it, so that Moses does not receive his family in Eaphidim,

but in Sinai. By this means certainly the double difficulty

is avoided ; on the one hand, because two Mounts of God do

not appear, on the other, that the organisation of the people

does not occur during the journey. He also deliberately

omits the statement that in Chobeb was situated the rock

which Moses strikes for the spring of water.

Modern scholars have, on the contrary, proposed either

to make Sinai the general name for the whole of the range,

and Choreb the individual Mount of the Law-giving, or vice

versa, Choreb for the more extended, and Sinai for the

limited designation^ while the tradition of the monks

* The three possible ways of removing this difficulty have been
tried by Robinson, Bitter, and Josephus. The first, places Raphi-
dim near Gebel Musa; the second, assumes there is an omission
between Raphidim and Sinai, and retains two Mounts of God; the

third, transposes the separating passage, and does not mention Horeb
at all, only Sinai.

f See the manner in which Robinson combines, and weighs both
views, i., p. 197, Ac. All those passages where precisely the same is

said concerning Horeb, as about Sinai, are opposed to the more recent

opinion that Horeb was the general designation for the mountain
range, or, for the district, and that Sinai was the individual Mount,
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refer both names to different mountains situated immediately

beside each other.* It seems to me that the comparison

of the individual passages admits of none of these views ; in

my opinion it is rather clearly proved, by the names of

Choreb and Sinai being used alternately, but with perfect

equality, that both designated one and the same mountain

together with the district immediately surrounding it,t so

while not a single passage requires us to think of a large extent of
ground. No mention is ever made of a " Wilderness of Horer," as

of the Wildernesses of Son, Sin, Paran, and others. We might
also cite in favour of the opposite opinion Acts vii. 30 compared
with Exodus iii. 1

.

* This view is found already in the above-mentioned (note, p. 313)
Itineraridm or Antoninus, who places the convent between Sinai and
Horeb. The monks' tradition of the present day, that the rock pro-
jecting into the plain of Raha was Horeb, is well known. The arbitrary

character of such assumptions is evident; nevertheless, the latter

opinion is maintained by Gesenius (Thesaur, p. 517, Wiener, and
others).

t St. Jerome expressly says the same thing, since he adds to the
words of Eusebius s. v. Choreb : Mini autem videtur quod duplici

nomine idem mons nunc Sina, nunc Choreb vocetur. Even Joscphus
evidently considered both mountains to be one, for wherever Choreb
is mentioned in the Bible, he placed Sinai instead ; the same is done
by the author of the Acts of the Apostles (vii. 30), and also by Syn-

ccllu8 (Chron., p. 190), who says of Elijah, aropevero ev X&prjfi r&>

tpei rjroL livaup. (The following passage within brackets added by
the author, April, 1853.—Tr.) [There has been an attempt to prove,

from the Greek termination 2ivai<a, that Choreb is only meant to

designate here part of the range of Sinai. However, the word cannot
be understood thus in the sense of an adjective, as there was no other

but the Sinaitic Choreb. Td Spos 2ivatov (SynceU., p. 122; Cosmas, p.

195; ova pcaou 'EXet/u icai roO llvalou Spovs, Joseph. Ant. Jud. 3, 5:

Stf€iai (Mowijr) irp6sT6 'Sivaiov; compare the inscription on the con-

vent, Appendix E) is used just as much as Td Spos 2tva. But i£ which
is not the case, Choreb especially was only called T6 Sipcuqv, not

To 2ipa Spot, we could only infer the reverse, namely, that Sinai must
have meant a part of the range of Choreb.] Ewald, especially among
modern scholars, brings forward the same opinion of the similarity of

the two mounts. He says ( Gesch. des. Y. Isr., ii., p. 84) the two
names, Sinai and Horeb, do not change because they designated

points in the same range, situated beside each other; but the name of

Sinai is clearly the most ancient, for it was used also by Deborah,

Judges v. 5, whereas the name of Horeb cannot be pointed out before

the period of the fourth narrator (compare Exodus iii. 1; xvii. 6;
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that Choreo perhaps was the more precise Amalekitish local

name, Sinai the more indeWinate one, derived from its

position in the Wilderness of Sin.

But with respect to the departure from Haphidim, many
might think it very probable that .those words, which so

strikingly" interrupt the natural sequence of circumstances

as to have been intentionally transposed either by Josephus, or

prior to his time,did not originally belong here,but were placed

at the commencement ofthe account of the Law-giving; i£ as

no doubt frequently occurred, this was to be understood by

itself alone, separate from all that preceded and succeeded it.*

The unusual manner in which they are connected, since the

arrival at Sinai is mentioned previously to the departure

from Haphidim, and the expression " the same day," which is

so difficult to explain, while in the other statements of time

a particular day is mentioned, would support the suppo-

8ition.t Whoever, however, nay consider it too bold to

assume that we no longer possess the original eomposition,

can only explain the fresh departure to be a last and insig-

nificant removal of the encampment, such as we were obliged

to admit to be the case at the departure from Slim to the

sea eoast. This removal was either while they advanced

from El Hessue (where they first beheld the water) towards

!Piran, or from Firan into the upper portion of Wadi Aleyat,

where the camp might have extended far and wide at the foot

of the Mount.J
Whoever endeavours to realise the whole progress of the

event, with its essential and necessary characteristics, can

xxxiii. 6); but it then becomes very prevalent, as is proved in Deute-
ronomy, and in the passages of 1 Kings viii. 9; xix. 8; Mai. iv. 4;
Psalms cvi. 19, while it says nothing against this view when very
late authors reintroduce the name of Sinai, merely from their learned
acquaintance with the old books.
* If we omit the two verses, Exodus xix. 1, 2, the account, xix. 3,

follows most naturally after xviii. 27. " And Moses let his father-in-
law depart, and he went away into his own land. And Moses went up
unto God; and the Lord called unto htm out of the mountain.''

i* See Appendix D.

X See Appendix B.
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only be satisfied by comprehending it in this manner. He
will not; be able to blind himself to the conviction /that

Serbal, on account of the oasis at its base, moist have been

the necessary object and centre foriilie pouring in of the new
people, and that the wise Man of God, so well acquainted

with the country, could never have intended to lead the

multitude into a mountain enclosure like the plain at Gebel

Musa, where they would find no water, no trees bearing fruit,

nor manna, and where they would have been more easily cut

off from all connection with the other parts ofthe Peninsula

than anywhere else. He will be compelled to acknowledge

that the designation of Sinai as the chief mountain ofthe

Wilderness of Sin, and the sanctity with which it was re-

garded, not merely by the Israelites, but by the native tribes

of the country, decidedly points to Serbal
;
further, that the

Eaphidim defended by the Amalekites was undoubtedly

situated, together with the Bpring of Moses in Choreb, in the

Wadi Piran ; that consequently the Mount of God at Choreb,

where God appeared to Moses, and the Mount of God at

Eaphidim, where MoseB is visited by Jethro, and organises

the people, could also be no other than Serbal, from which,

finally, we must as necessarily deduce that unless we admit

that there were two Mounts of God, the Mount of the Law
was also near Eaphidim, and is recognisable in Serbal, not

in Gebel Musa.
In conclusion, if we now once more look back and observe

how the present tradition bears on our account of the event,

we perceive that it refers at once to the foundation of the

convent, by Justinian, in the sixth century * This, however,

was by no means the first church of the Peninsula. At a

far earlier period we already find a bishopric in the town of

Pharan, at the foot of Serbal.f Here was the first Christian

centre of the Peninsula, and the church founded by Justinian

also remained dependent on this for the space of several

centuries. The question therefore is, whether the tradition

See Appendix £. t See Appendix F.
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v?hich regards the present Gebel Musa as Sinai can be re*

ferred to a time prior to Justinian * The remoteness of that

district, and its distance from frequented roads of communi-
cation, though from its position in the lofty range offering

sufficient subsistence for the trifling necessities of the single,

scattered monks, rendered it peculiarly applicable for indivi-

dual hermits, but for the same reason inapplicable for a large

people, ruling the land for a certain period of time, and ex-

hausting all its resources. The gradually increasing hermit

population might have drawn the attention of the Byzantine

emperors to that particular district, and, as it appears, have

fixed the previously wavering tradition to that spot for future

times,t
I have, indeed, been in need of a learned foundation for what

I have here said about the position of Elim, Baphidim, and

Mount Choreb or Sinai, but this I shall not be able to sup-

ply even in Thebes ; it would, however, chiefly refer to the

history of the earliest tradition before Justinian, which, even

were it to agree in all its parts with the tradition of the pre-

sent day, would still hardly suffice to decide anything con-

clusively. It seems to me that these questions will always

remain unsolved, if the elements which were at my com-
mand—namely, the Mosaic account, a personal view of the

locality, and acquaintance with the history of that period

—

should not be considered sufficient to explain them. "We
shall only obtain a correct idea of the whole of the external

character of the event, by simultaneously observing these

* See Appendix G.

f Bitter (p. 31), when he mentions that Sinai was almost simul-
taneously regarded by the Egyptian, Cosmas, to be Serb&l ; and by the
Byzantine, Procopius to be Gebel Musa; adds another supposition,
which I will mention here. " Might there not," he says, have, peT-
haps, existed a different tradition or party-view on this matter in con-
vents, and among the monks at Constantinople and Alexandria,
which might proceed from a jealous feeling to vindicate the superior
sanctity of one or the other locality ? It is remarkable that such
different views of the matter should be held simultaneously by the most
learned theologians of their day."
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three most essential sides of the investigation, while, on the
other hand, an endeavour to obtain an indifferent and equal
confirmation of each individual feature in the account now
under our consideration, must necessarily lead to the wide
road of false criticism, which always sacrifices the compre-
hension of the whole, to the comprehension of the individual

part.

LETTEE XXXIV.
Thebes, Karnak, the 4th ofMay.

On the 6th of April we quitted T6r, where we had only

spent one night. During our farther voyage we landed

every evening on the shelly and coralline coast of

Africa, till, on the 10th, we arrived at Kosser, where ex-

cellent Seid Mohammed of Qeneh was waiting to furnish us

with camels for our return to Thebes. In four days we
passed over the broad Bossafa road, crossing the mountain

range, passed Haraamat, and on the 14th of April once more
reached our Theban head-quarters.

We found everything in the most desirable order and
activity ; but our old and faithful castellan, 'Auad, met me
with a bandaged head, and saluted me in a feeble voice. A
short time previously he had a narrow escape from death. I

mentioned in a former letter that many years ago he, together

with the whole house of the Sheikh of Qurna, burdened

themselves with a crime of blood, which had not yet been

expiated. The family of the man who had been killed in

K6m el Birat, had, soon after our departure, seized an

opportunity when 'Auad was returning home from Luqsor

one evening with a relation, to fall upon the two unsus-

picious wanderers. The attack was more aimed at the com-

panion of 'Auad than at himself, they therefore called out

to him to go away; however, as he did not do this, but

vigorously defended his relation, he received an almost deadly

blow on his head from a sharp weapon, which stretched him

T
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insensible on the ground ; the other man was murdered and

thrown into the Nile, sacrificed to the revenge for bloodshed,

which had remained unsatisfied seven years. Since that tame

there has been peace

A longer account of our Sinai journey will be despatched

to-day, to which I have also added two maps of the Penin-

sula, by Erbkam, drawn from my notes. I now contemplate

the difficult task of finishing my account with Thebes, which,

however, I hope to accomplish in about ten or twelve days.

LETTER XXXV.
Cairo, tie 10ft ofJufy, 1845.

The first place we halted at after we left Thebes on the

16th of May, was Dendera, whose magnificent temple is the

last towards the North, and although of later date, almost

confined to the Soman period, it yet presented an unusual

amount of subjects for our portfolios and note-books. We
then spent nine additional whole days upon the remarkable

rock-tombs of Amarna, from the time of the fourth Ameno-
phis, that royal Puritan who persecuted all the gods of

Egypt, and would only permit the worship of the sun's disc.

As we approached Beni-suef, we saw a magnificent

steamer of Ibrahim Pascha's hastening towards us. We
hoisted our flag, and immediately the red Turkish flag, with

the Crescent, appeared on board the steam-boat in return

for our Balute. It then altered its course, steered directly

towards us, and stopped.

We were eager for the news which we were about to

hear : a boat pushed off, and pulled to beside our ship. It

was, indeed, a joyful surprise when I recognised my old

university friend, Dr. Bethmann, in the lair Frank who
came on board, and who had come hither from Italy to

accompany me on my journey back by Palestine and Con-
stantinople. Ali Bey, the right hand of Ibrahim Paacha,
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who was steaming to Upper Egypt, had kindly taken him
into his vessel, and told me he unwillingly parted with his

agreeable travelling companion, to whom he had become
much attached even in their short acquaintance.

His presence, and the assistance he affords me, have be-

come still more valuable since my other travelling com-

panions have left me behind alone. They started from hence

yesterday. Willingly indeed I would have accompanied

them, as to-day is the third anniversary of my departure

from Berlin, but the taking to pieces of the Pyramid tombs
still detains us. The four workmen, able young men, who
were sent to assist me from Berlin, have arrived, and I im-

mediately took them with me to the Pyramids. We made
ourselves a lodging in a tomb which waa in a convenient

situation. A travelling blacksmith's forge was constructed,

some scaffolding was raised for the windlass, and we set to

work vigorously.

The difficulties of the whole affair, however, rest still more

in the petty jealousies, by which we are here surrounded on

every side, and in the different diplomatic influences, which are

not unfrequently rendered abortive by Mohammed Ali's dis-

tinct orders. Herr von Wagner therefore considered it abso-

lutely necessary that I should by no means quit Egypt be-

fore the transport and embarkation of the monuments was

completed, and I therefore shall be obliged to wait here

patiently for several weeks longer.

LETTEE XXXVI.

Cairo, the llth July, 1845.

Will you permit me to communicate briefly some ideas

which have of late considerably occupied my attention.*

* This letter, which I have had printed here verbatim, was addressed

to the General Director of the Royal Prussian Museum, Privy Coun-
sellor of Legation von Olfbrb. This communication may perhaps

serve to spread a correct estimation of the fundamental principles

12
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I have never lost sight of your wish to decorate the New
Museum in harmony with the monuments which it contains,

and I hope that you continue to entertain these views. I

have had great pleasure in the account Herr Hertel has given

me respecting the arrangement of the Egyptian saloons, and

have heard from him that the facing of the columns is still

in suspense*. It is very improbable that such a favourable

opportunity will ever recur of having such means at our

disposal on the first formation of a museum as we have in the

arrangement of this Egyptian one, when we shall be able to

furnish a complete whole, and at the same time offer to

the public so much that is new and important in plan,

materials, and arrangement. If I remember rightly, you
have expressed a desire to form an historical museum, Buch,

in fact, as all such museums should be, in conformity with

their purpose and idea, and yet such as nowhere exists.

This view, however, in an Egyptian museum, is at all events

attainable in a degree which, even under the most favourable

circumstances, can be but remotely approached in all other

museums, because in no other nation can the date of each

individual monument be so precisely and surely presented

as in this, and because no other collection is distributed

throughout so long a period of time (above 3000 years). I

therefore presume that, as a whole, you wish to arrange the

principal saloons historically, so far as this can be accom-

plished, and by some method to combine what belongs to the

Old, what to the New, and what to the Greek-Eoman
Monarchy, in such a manner at least, that each chamber of

any size should have a definite historical character. I have

always borne this in view in forming the collection, although

I by no means believe that this principle should be carried

out pedantically in details. With respect to the plaster

ca#ts which you will probably wish to incorporate as a whole

with the existing collection of casts, it would be very de-

which has guided the arrangement and decoration of the Egyptian
Museum, one of the grandest and latest works that have been executed
in Berlin, and which has just been rendered accessible to the public.
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slrable to have a few duplicates made of these for the Egyp*
tian saloons, for the sake of rendering them complete.

But what especially induces me to write from hence on
such matters, is the notion that even now, or perhaps very

soon, you may have made such progress in the edifice as to be
desirous of coming to a decision with reference to the archi-

tectonic and pictorial decoration ofthe saloons, and in that case

a few observations may not perhaps be unacceptable from me.
Tou will, no doubt, select Egyptian architecture for the

Egyptian saloons ; this should by all means be carried out

in every part, and by what I hear from Hertel, there is still

ample time for this. I think, for instance, that to produce a

general harmonious impression the architectural style of

ranges of columns, which is characteristic of different periods,

should be retained in their historical succession of series,

as well as with all their rich decoration of colouring.

The coloured paintings on the walls are, however, then in-

dispensable. Every temple, every tomb, every wall in the

palaces of the Egyptians was decorated from top to bottom

with painted sculptures or paintings. The first inquiry must

be, in what style these paintings should be executed. They
might either be free compositions in the Greek style, or

strictly Egyptian representations, avoiding, however, Egyp-
tian perspective, therefore a kind of translation, some-

what in the manner of the frieze on the wall in the

Musee Charles X. ; or, lastly, they might be simple copies

ofgenuine Egyptian representations drawn by us, and only

adapted for this particular purpose. With respect to the

first view, I think that a man like Cornelius, if he chose

to enter on such a completely new field, would be capable of

forming a beautiful and great work out of such a task ; but

then, the public would most likely be much more interested

in the master than in the subject of the representation derived

from a history of which they are still so ignorant. The
second method would perhaps deserve a trial it might succeed

once, in a single case, and would certainly then not be devoid

of interest. But I am firmly persuaded that a series of any

length of such bastard representations would not fulfil the
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requisite demands, presupposing, as they would, a double

mastery of two artistic languages, and that they would also be

decidedly contrary to the taste, of the public. All attempts of

this nature that I have occasionally seen have, inmy opinion,

been completely unsuccessful, and have appeared ridiculous to

connoisseurs
;
although, as I have already said, I do not believe

that such an attempt might not succeed in an individual case,

if the subject were carefully selected. It therefore appears

to mo, that the third method is the only one left, although, it

has least pretension ; but it unites so many advantages, that

I believe, indeed, it will also meet with your approval.

There can scarcely be any doubt with respect to the sub-

ject of the representations. They ought to place before ub in

characteristic features the highest point of Egyptian history,

civilisation, and art, and I was even astonished at the great

number of most suitable subjects which immediately present

themselves, if we allow all that has been hitherto disclosed of

Egyptian history to pass before us. Merely to give you a

hasty notion of this, I will communicate the individual points,

which I wrote down when I was still doubtful whether one

of the two first modes of representation might not be

executed. A more diffuse commentary than I can now give

ought indeed to be appended to this, but it only refers to

a very preliminary notion. The names within brackets

indicate where materials could be found for single compo-

sitions.

Pbe-historicax.

The elevation of the god Hobus upon Osibis' gods* throne.

(Dendera.) To be placed with reference to the last

number.

Old Mobtabchy.

Dyn. I. The removal of Menus from This, the city of Osiris.

Foundation of Memphis, the town of Phthah by Menes.

Dyn. IV. The Pyramids built by Cheops and Chephbbw.
Dyn. VI. The union of the two crowns ofUpper and Lower

Egypt during the reign of Apappus, which lasted a

hundred years.
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Dyn. XII. The Temple of Ammon in Thebes, the city of

Ammon, founded by Sesurtesen I. in the 12fch Dynasty,
Immigrating Hyksos. (Benihassan.)

The Labyrinth and Lake Mojris, the works of Amekemha
in. of the 12th Dynasty.

Dyn. XIII. The Invasion op the Hyksos into Lower
Egypt, occurring shortly after.

Expulsion of the Egyptian rulers to Ethiopia.

The rule of the Hyksos.

New Monarchy.

Dyn. XYIL—XVIII. Amenophis I. and the black Queen
Aahmesnefruari.

Tuthmosis m. expels the Hyksos from Abaris. Jeru-
salem founded by them.

Amenophis III. Memnon and the sounding statue.

Persecution of the Egyptian gods, and introduction of the

worship of the sun, under Bech en Aten. (Amarna.)

King Horus, the Revenger.

Dyn. XIX. Sethos I. (Sethosis, Sesostris.) Conquest of

Canaan. (Kamak.) Joseph and his brethren.

Eamses II. the Great. Miamun. "War against the Cheta.

(Eamesseum.)

The (brick-making) Israelites (Thebes) build Pithom and

Eamses, under Eamses II.

Colonisation of Greece from Egypt.

Menepthes. Exodus of the Israelites to Sinai. Moses

before Pharaoh. Commencement of the new Sirius

period, b.c 1322.

Dyn. XX. Eamses III. A battle from Medinet Habu.

The king among his daughters. The riches and luxury of

Ehampsinitus. (Medinet Habu.)

Dyn. XXII. Soheschenk L (Shishak) takes possession of

Jerusalem. (Thebes.)

Dyn. XXV. Sabako, the Ethiopian, rules in Egypt.

Dyn. XXVI. Psammeticus, the friend of the Greeks, ele-

vates art. Eemoval of the warrior caste to Ethiopia.
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Dyn. XXVII. Cambyses rages ; he destroys temples and
statues.

Dyn. XXX. Nectanebus. (Phil».)

Albiajtdbb, the son of Ammon, conquers Egypt; builds

Alexandria.

Ptolemy Phlladelphus founds the library.

Cleopatra and CjESAbion. (Dendera.)

Coronation of Cesar Augustus. (Phil©.)

Chbist at Heliopolis.

This selection would not, indeed, be so great, if we had

only to deal with existing representations. The Old Monarchy
would first commence with the 4th Dynasty, and would en-

tirely omit the Hyksos period, since nothing has been pre-

served before the former period, or from the time of the

Hyksos.

On the other hand, the Egyptian conceptions of art might

be more completely represented, and each single representa-

tion would at the same time have a scientific interest. The
following provisional selection which occurred to me might,

however, be increased, and altered in all its parts from the

ample supply of subjects in our drawings, which are 1300 in

number.

Mythology.

1. The great and minor gods ; the lBt and 2nd Dynasty of

the gods. (Karnak.)

2. Osiki8 undertakes the government of the lower world.

Hobus that of the upper. (Dendera.)

3. Triad of the gods from This and Abydos. Osiris, Isis,

Horus.

4. Triad of the gods from Memphis. Phtha, Pasht, Im-
hotep.

5. Triad ofthe gods from Thebes. Ammon Ea, Mut, Chensu.

Old Monabchy.

King Chufu (Cheops) beheading his enemies. (Peninsula

of Sinai.)
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Scenes from private life of the 4th and 5th Dynasties. (Giseh

and Saqara.)

Apappus unites the two crowns. (Kosser road.)

Sesurtesen I., of the 12th Dynasty, beats the Ethiopians,

(Florence.)

Scenes from private life of the peaceful flourishing period of

the 12th Dynasty. Asiatic attendants. Precursors of

the Hyksos ;
wrestlers, games, a hunt, Ac. (Benihassan.)

The Colossus dragged by men. (Berscheh.)

Immigrating Hyksos who seek for protection. (Benihassan.)

New Monarchy.

The working ofthe stone quarries of Memphis. (Tura.)

Amenophis I. and Aahmesnefruari. (Thebes.)

Tuthmosis III. and his sister. (Thebes
;
Borne.)

Tuthmosis III. Tribute. Erection of obelisks. (Thebes.)

Amenophis III. (Memnon) and his consort Tii before Am-
nion Ea. (Thebes.)

March of aa Ethiopian queen to Egypt under Amentuanch.
(Thebes.)

Amenophis IV. (Bechenaten), the Sun-wobshipper. His

procession with the queen and four princesses drawn in

a chariot to the Temple of the Sun in Amarna. (Grot-

toes of Amarna.)

A favourite is borne on the shoulders of the people before

Amenophis IV. Distribution of wreaths of honour

among the whole of the royal family.

Hobus running to Ammon. (Karnak,)

Sethos I. makes war upon Canaan. (Karnak.)

Eamses II. Battle against the Asiatic Cheta. (Bamesseum.)

The same in the Tree of Life. (Bamesseum.)

The same triumphant. Boyal procession. (Bamesseum.)

Bamses III. Battle against the Bobu. (Medinet Habu.)

The same among his daughters ; he plays with them. (Me-

dinet Habu.)

Bamses XII. Procession ofgreat pomp to Ammon. (Qurna.)

Pischem, the Priest King. (Karnak.)
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ScheschenkI. (Shishak) brings the prisoners from Pales-

tine before Ammon (Karnak), Xing of Judas.
Sabako, the Ethiopian. (Thebes*)

Tahbaka, the Ethiopian. (BarkaL)

Psammeticus, Amasis. (Thebes.)

Nbctanebus. (Thebes.)

Alexandeb. Philip Abed^us. (Thebes.)

Ptolemy Phtlabelphus. (Thebes.)

Cleopatra and CjssABioir. (Dendera.)

Coronation of Cjesab Augustus. (Philae.)

Ethiopian subjects from Meboe.

This selection of representations, or one similar to this, as

large as the partitions in the walls permit, executed in the

strict Egyptian classic style, with the full, splendid colouring

of the original, would have the great advantage, beyond all

other methods, of giving the spectator some idea on a great

scale of Egyptian art ; the subjects would force themselves

on his criticism, and the study of them, in conjunction with

the smaller and isolated original monuments, would be more
complete. For, with the exception of the tombs which we
are now taking to pieces, and which only offer the most

simple subjects, no monument is of sufficient size to give a

notion of Egyptian temples, and of wall decoration in

general, in which grandeur of idea and dexterity of compo-

sition is frequently displayed with a feeling for general

harmony in the distribution and arrangement of the whole,

most astonishing to the attentive observer. Sueh a selection

of what is most beautifnl and characteristic, in large repre-

sentations, capable of being easily surveyed, would perhaps

be ofmore service than any other thing in imparting Egyptian

science to a larger proportion of the public, and at the same
time offers the advantage, which is hardly sufficiently con-

sidered at the present day, of averting all invidious criticisms

of the representations regarded as modern works. All hasty

crities would, by this method, be referred to the original,

which cannot be robbed of its most important position in the
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artistic history of the human race, by a miserable journalist.

They would all learn that before venturing to criticise the

faithful copy, they must first study the original, for if we can
turn the attention of those young artists who have studied

for three years to record these things, I am certain that

the classic purity of their style will not easily be attacked.

The novelty of the idea, and the effect on a large scale, and
as a whole, could not fail to make a considerable impression

on the learned and unlearned public, and the series of sub-

jects mentioned above, independent of their execution, would
afford satisfaction to intellectual men, and more especially

to the King. Lastly, in addition to this, it might be exe-

cuted at a comparatively small expense, on account of the

perfect simplicity of the design and colouring, and because

all expenditure on the artistic composition has been pre-

viously borne by the ancient Egyptians themselves.

The representations should only commence at a certain

height, according to the manners of the Egyptians, and as is

most convenient to our own purpose, and should rest on a

deep band below, the colour of which ought to be an imita-

tion of wood or stone. The lofty walls should probably be

partly divided one above the other into several sections, and
perhaps the whole series of the Egyptian Pharaohs, or their

Name-Shields only, might be introduced in the frieze. The
ceilings in the ante-chambers might be blue, with gold stars,

the usual representation of the Egyptian heavens ; and in

the historical saloons there might be the long series of

vultures, with outspread wings, the symbol of victory, with

which most of the ceilings of the temples and palaces are

decorated, in an incomparably splendid manner. Finally, a

certain amount of hieroglyphic inscriptions must not be

absent, which are so essentially connected with all Egyptian

representations, and make a splendid impression in variegated

colours. Modern hieroglyphic inscriptions might be easily

composed for the doors, and the central stripes of the ceil-

ings, which would refer in the ancient Egyptian fashion to

the munificence of the king, the locality, the period, and the
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purpose of the building. How magnificent the two Egyptian

rows of columns would then look in the centre of all, with

their simplicity and rich colouring

!

Finally, another idea might be carried out, perhaps, in the

ante-chambers. Views of the Egyptian localities at the

present day might be introduced upon the walls, to give a

notion of the country to a person on first entering, and of

the state of the buildings from which the ancient monu-
ments, by which they are surrounded, are taken. These

views might be also arranged historically, according to the

principal places in the different epochs of time. But here

we must presume that the spectator possesses some of the

historical knowledge which we may hope to see generally

diffused. On that account it would be more useful to

attempt a geographical sequence, and we might embrace the

views of Alexandria, Cairo, the Pyramids of Giseh, Siut,

Benihassan, Abydos, Karnak, Qurna, the Cataracts of As-

suan, Korusko, "Wadi Haifa, Sedeinga, Semneh, Dongola,

Barkal, Merbe, Chartum, Sennar, and Sarbut el Chadem, in

Arabia Petrea.

Besides all this, a most rich, interesting, and at the same
time useful, selection of the subjects and occupations of

private life might be introduced in the lateral chambers, all

of them copied from the original, on a large scale, by which

means we might facilitate and excite both an inviting and
effective mode of comprehending that portion of the col-

lection of antiquities which refer to private life.

LETTER XXXVH.
Jaffa, 7tk October, 1845.

"We proceeded rapidly in taking the tombs to pieces
;

nevertheless, as was to be expected, the most manifold ob-

were thrown in the way of the transport and em-
barkation. The export of the whole collection of monuments
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even then required a special permit from the Viceroy ; I

therefore set out on the 29th of August for Alexandria,

in order to take leave of Mohammed Ali, and availed myself

of this opportunity to give an official termination to our

mission.

The Fascha received me with his former kindness, and im-

mediately issued the most distinct commands with respect to

the export of the collection, which he presented to H.M. our

King in a special letter, which was handed to me. As soon as

all the preparations were accomplished I returned to Cairo,

and there made the last arrangements respecting the trans-

port of the stone-boat to Alexandria, and then, on the

25th September, started with Bethmann for Damietta. On
the road thither I visited several ruins of towns in the eastern

part of the Delta, such as those of Ateib (Athribis), Sama-
ntjd (Sebennytos), Behbet el hageb (Iseum), but except

the high mounds of rubbish, composed of Nile mud and pots-

herds, which generally indicate historical sites, we everywhere

found only a few blocks, all that remained of the ancient

temples. In San, the ancient renowned Tanis, whither I

made a last excursion from Damietta across Lake Menzaleh,

the foundation of a temple of Ramses II. alone remains, and

about twelve or fourteen small granite obelisks, belonging to

the same king, are preserved, some entire and some in frag-

ments.

On the 1st of October we went from Damietta, and em-

barking in the roads of Ezbe, the following morning set sail

for the Syrian coast. We had an almost incessant contrary

wind, and cruised for a whole day in front of Ascalon, situated

picturesquely on lofty sea cliffs ; we only landed yesterday in

the Holy Land, on the beach of Joppa.

i

r

LETTEE XXXVIII.
*

Nazareth, 9th November, 1845.

You will not, I am sorry to say, receive my last letter of
* WW* w

the 26th October from Jerusalem, as the courier ofour consul,
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Dr. Schulz, in whose charge I gave it, with five other letters,

was attacked by robbers at Caesarea, on the road to Berut,

maltreated, and robbed of all the despatches, as well as of a #
small amount of money which he had on his person. There

is great disorganisation in this country. The Turkish autho-

rities, to whom the land has been again handed over by
Christian valour, are both lazy, malevolent, and impotent,

while Ibrahim Pascha knew at least how to preserve order

and security, so far as his own government extended.

We spent nearly three weeks in Jerusalem, part of which

time I passed in becoming better acquainted with the state

of religious matters at the present day, a subject daily be-

coming ofgreater importance ;
partly in making some antiqua-

rian and topographical researches. These delightful days

were rendered peculiarly valuable and instructive by the ex-

treme amiability of Bishop Alexander, who overtook us with

Abeken from Jaiia, and was willing to impart all that he

knew ; and by the scientific ability of Dr. Schulz, with whom
I had been on terms of friendship since our mutual re-

sidence in Paris, in the years 1834 and 1835. An excur-

sion to Jericho, the Jordan, and the Dead Sea, and back by
San Saba, formed an interesting episode. My journal of this

expedition, which I wrote very fully, was, however, contained

in that letter, and will probably never reappear, so that I can

but imperfectly restore it now.

The 4th of November we left the Holy City. We had
some difficulty in procuring horses or mules on account

of the war the Pascha of Jerusalem was carrying on with

Hebron, which was assuming a more serious aspect. We
spent the first night after leaving Jerusalem in a tent in

Bieeh. The second day we proceeded by Bethin (Bethel),

'Ain el habamieh (the Bobbers' spring), and Sblun
(Silo) to Nablus (Sichem, Neapolis), and the same evening

ascended Gaeizim, the holy mount of the Samaritans, whose
remaining population (about 70 men, or 150 souls) we be-

came somewhat better acquainted with the following morn-
ing. They still continue to be shunned by the Jews, and
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Lave as little communication with the Christians and Moham-
medans.

On Garizim we saw the bare rocky surface, surrounded by
some remains of an ancient wall, where these Samabi still,

as in past ages, annually offer up the sacrifice of sheep to

their God. The following morning, after we had visited the

Samaritan place of worship, in which we were shown the

old Samaritan manuscript of the Pentateuch, and had seen

Jacob's well, and Joseph's tomb surrounded by vine branches,

we rode on farther, with an armed attendant of Soliman Bey's,

in whose house we were lodging, and proceeded first to Se-

bastieh (Sebaste, the ancient Samaria), where we saw the

ruins of the beautiful old church from the period of the Cru-

saders, said to be built over the tomb of John the Baptist.

We spent the night in the woody GEmmr (Bgennin).

Thence our road led through the wide and fertile, but never-

theless barren, plain of Jesreel (Esdraelon), the great bloody

plain of Palestine, to Zeeik and the beautiful spring (Anr
Gulut, Goliath's spring), where Naboth's vineyard was
situated, and where the whole house of Ahab was murdered

;

then to Gebel Dah'i, little Hebmok, beyond which Tabob
(Geeel e' Tub), distinguished by its cupola-like form and
isolated position, rose up and arrested our attention, until we
once more rode into the mountains to Nazaeeth, beautifully

situated in a mountain hollow, like an amphitheatre. Yes-

terday we made an excursion in the morning from this place

over Mount Tabor to Tibeeias, on Lake Genezaret, and
have only just returned. In spite of my endeavours to the

contrary, we were compelled to take a body-guard of armed
Arabs with us thither, as we did to the Dead Sea ; and we,

in fact, encountered various groups of low Bedouin rabble in

their picturesque variegated costume, whom I should have

been Borry to have met alone, most ofthem in the neighbour-

hood of beautiful wooded Tabor, where they were lying on

the road, or riding past across the plain.
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LETTEE XXXIX.

Smyrna, 7th December, 1845.

Peom Nazareth we proceeded down the plain of Jesbeel
to Mount Cabmel, where we passed the night in the mag-
nificent convent which has been newly erected. The follow-

ing morning we descended from this promontory, command-
ing the wide ocean and its fragrant coast, to Haipha
(Hepha), crossed over the bay to Acoa (Ako, Ptolemais),

and then rode along the coast on the damp sandy shore,

keeping the mountain range constantly in view, and by Sue
(Tyrus) and Saida (Sidon) to Behut (Berytos), where we
met with a kind reception from the Prussian consul-general,

Herr von Wildenbruch.

On the 15th of November, we started from Berut for Da-
mascus. I left Gabre Mariam behind with Herr von "Wil-

denbruch, and only took with memy faithful Berber, Ibrahim,

and a Kawass. The road, after leaving the sand-hills imme-
diately surrounding Berut, rises directly up these glorious

mountains, abounding in flowers, trees, and springs of water.

We crossed it nearly on the frontier between the territories

, of the Druses and the Maronites. We ascended all day, part

of the time on terribly bad roads cut in the rock, and spent

the night on this side of the mountain ridge ; we did not

reach the summit till the following morning, and now had a

wide prospect over the fertile plain of the Leontes, which

separates Libanon and Anti-Libanon, and which, with the

brief interruption of Gebel e' Scheikh (Hermon), with its

ramifications protruding upwards, it forms one single huge

cleft through the whole of the valley of the Jordan, and con-

. tinues across the Dead Sea, as far as the Gulf of Akaba and
the Bed Sea. We descended to Mekseh, took our breakfast

on one of its flat roofs, and intended to have cut across from

this point, in a south-easterly direction, through the valley to

Meodel and Aithi, but, in preference, we took a circuitous

road towards the north to Zachleh, which is one of the
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largest and most flourishing towns of Christian Libanon.

On the road we met a troop of soldiers, who were escorting

some thousands of weapons on asses, which had been taken

the previous day from the inhabitants of Zachleh. The dis-

arming of the whole ofLibanon by Schekib Effendi had com-
menced from the south, and, as is well known, was executed

with the greatest prejudice against the unfortunate Chris-

tians, who were miserably sacrificed to a piece of reckless

commercial policy. In order to disarm Zachleh, which is a
strong and influential post, it had been besieged by two
hundred regular troops, some of whom we still found sta-

tioned there, and also a countless multitude of Bedouins had
been allowed to encamp in the great valley of the Beqa'a,

whose aid against the Christians they would have availed

themselves of in case of necessity ; these last, however, had
again withdrawn. We inquired in the town, which was still

in a state of great excitement, after Bishop Theophilus, who
was described to us as both a vigorous and heroic champion

in the fight ; but unfortunately he had just set off for Beirut.

After we had again departed, we met on the road a German
Catholic priest, who accompanied us to the adjoining place,

Mo'allaqa, and told us much of the cruelties which the Turks

had practised here, as elsewhere, on the miserable inhabitants.

Several hundred more muskets had been demanded than

really existed in the whole place, and the old Sheikhs, who
ought to have supplied them, were cudgelled till the missing

muskets had been purchased by the inhabitants at a high

price, and with great difiiculty, in the camp of the Turks

themselves.

Prom Zachleh we went to Kebak, in order to visit the

tomb of Noah at that spot. We found a long, narrow

building, of well joined square blocks, and beside it a small

building with a cupola, surrounded by trees, from which

there was a beautiful prospect of the plain, and of Anti-

Libauon. Through a window, hung with votive shreds,

I saw a tomb built up in the usual Oriental form within the

long vaulted room, and I was not a little surprised to see,

z
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through the windows in the whole length of the building, a

constant continuation of this same tomb, which seemed to

have neither a beginning nor all end. At length the door-

keeper arrived, and, tomy astonishment, I was convinced that

the tomb was 40 eUs long, by exact measurement 31 metres

77* (181 feet English), therefore somewhat more than 40

ordinary Egyptian ells * The case assumes an air of pro-

bability, as this measurement of the length of Noah'a body

is exactly proportionate to the length of his life, one thou-

sand years.

Prom Kerak we at length turned to our right, into the

plain across to Tel Emdebh, we then tinned to our left into

a valley, which again conducted us directly northward, and
at sunset arrived at El 'Aik, a small village near a spring,

situated at the upper end of the valley, at a considerable

height above the great plain. Prom our having followed the

circuitous road to Zachleh and Kerak, we were somewhat

beyond the day that we had calculated on, and therefore

determined, to the disappointment of our mule driver, to go

on still farther to Zebedeni, which was said to be situated

on the eastern declivity of Anti-Libanon, two hours from
hence. As none of our people had ever gone this road

across the mountains, we took a guide with us, who very

soon led us out of our valley, which ascended towards the

north, between the lower mountains and the principal ridge,

and led us up a steep, toilsome, and endless rocky path on
our right hand. The moon rose, hours passed on, and the

ardently-desired Zebedeni would never make its appearance.

* Burckhardt must have been mistaken when (Trav. in Syr., p. 5)
he states that the tomb of Noah was only 10 feet long, although the
same statement is repeated by Schubert (Reise in das Morgenland,
vol. iii, p. 340). It is well known how frequently the number 40 is

found employed by the Hebrews as an indeterminate multiple. The
same custom seems to have been peculiar to all Semetic nations; it

may at least be pointed out frequently, and at all periods, among
the Phcenicians and Arabians; even the numerical words for 4 and 40
in these languages indicate the universal idea of multitude. See my
Sprachvergleickenden Abhandlungen, Berlin, 1836, p. 104, 139, and the
Chronologie der JSgypter, voL L, p. 15.
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At length we stood on the precipitous border of another deep

valley, up which we were compelled, to clamber painfully on
foot, for another whole hour, leading our animals; and it.

was not before midnight that we reached Zebedeni, after a
march of six hours. All here were plunged in the most

profound slumber; we were obliged to knock at several

houses to inquire our road to the convent, where we hoped

to find some shelter. At length we were told that there was

indeed a church, but no room in the adjoining convent to

receive us. We therefore quartered ourselves in the last

house, which was opened to us after knocking at it for a

long time. It only contained one large room, but there was

sufficient space for ourselves and our servants, after the

whole of the numerous family of men, women, and children,

had retired to one corner. The people were, however,

friendly and courteous, the next morning received their

backshish, and took leave of us, with an invitation to repeat

the visit on our return. We now proceeded down the

beautiful fertile valley of Zebedeni towards the south, for an

hour and a half, when we again turned eastward, into the

precipitous rocky defile, where the rippling brook, beside

which we had hitherto been marching, swelled into a small

river, called Babada, opening a path for itself, in most
beautiful and picturesque cascades, through luxuriant ver-

dure, to the great plain of Damascus. We rode for several

hours along its precipitous banks, sometimes in the very

bed itself, till we came to a lofty pointed arch, which, as a

bridge, conducted us from the left to the right bank. Here
the road went up the mountain, and disclosed a number
of ancient rock-tombs, opposite the continuation of the

steep rock-precipice we had just left. Soon afterwards the

wild ravine opened into a broader valley, through which

the rushing river winds more quietly, passing several plea-

santly situated villages. It had hitherto pierced in an

easterly direction, through a mountain ridge, passing from

north to south, from which it now issued through a lofty

rock-gate. Two single mountain masses rose up like mighty

z2
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pylons towards the east ; on the summit of the one to the

south, rising almost perpendicularly several thousand feet,

was a small sepulchral edifice, surrounded by trees. This

place is worshipped as the tomb of Abel, Nebbi Habil, who,

according to tradition, was buried here. The summit is said

to be almost inaccessible, and so it appeared, at least from

this side, we therefore omitted to investigate whether a
tomb, 40 ells in length, had been also erected to the youth

Habel. At the foot of the mount the ancient city of A-rtt.a

was formerly situated, whose name has probably given rise

to the story.

We now quitted for several hours the enchanting valley of

the Barada, and rode over bare rocky plateaus, till at G-sni-

deh we again descended to it, and rested a short time upon
its bank, in the shadow of tall plane-trees and silver poplars

of changing hue. At length we once more quitted the

river, which had become gradually fuller, and more rapid,

by the addition of various brooks, and ascending a high

mountain, we suddenly stood in front of the illimitable

plain, which lay spread out before us unbounded by moun-
tain ranges, and covered like one large garden with innu-

merable leafy green trees, and intersected by roads and
streams. In the midst of this garden, and immediately at

our feet, lay glorious Damascus, with its cupolas, mina-

rets, and terraces. We knew that we were about to see one
of the most celebrated prospects in the world, but we were,

nevertheless, astonished, and found our expectations sur-

passed by the magnificent picture which, like a stroke of

enchantment, unfolded itself before us in the direction of the

lovely but narrow valleys, alternating with barren, rocky

deserts. We lingered nearly an hour at this point, which
has been rendered prominent by a magnificent dome, resting

upon four isolated pillars, called Qubbet e* Nash, the " vic-

torious cupola."

Damascus is one of the holiest and most lauded cities

of the East. The prophet Mohammed considered it thrice

blessed, because the angels spread their wings over the city,
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and at the glorious sight are said not to have taken pos-

session of it for this reason, that one Paradise only is in-

tended for man, and that one he will find in heaven. In the

Koran, G-od swears by the fig and the olive-tree, that is by
Damascus and Jerusalem, and the Arabian geographers call

it the mole on the cheek of the World, the plumage of the

peacock of Paradise, the necklace of beauty, and among the

Sultan's titles, " the Paradise-scented Dimischk."* In ac-

cordance with the legend of the Oriental Christians, Adam
was here formed out of the reddish earth of the district ; and

tradition places the spot where Cain slew Abel on Mount
Kasittn", near this.

The Barada, which we had followed from its first source,

enters the great plain a little south of Damascus, turns to

the left towards the city, through which it flows in seven

branches, and then passes into a lake. It was the gold-

streaming Chrysorrhoas of the ancients, the much-praised

Earfar of the Eastern poets. It was this river that, calling

forth the whole idea of Paradise, gave at all times to this

most ancient city—known even by Abraham, and conquered

by David—its great importance. Damascus was formerly

one of the chief seats of Arabian literature and learning, and

a disciple of the Prophet is said to have given instruction in

reading the Koran to 1600 of the faithful at once (after the

method of Joseph Lancaster) in the great mosque of the

Ommiads. The city at first seemed but little to correspond

with the glorious country surrounding it. We entered

streets of considerable breadth, but bare, closed in by low

houses, whose mud walls had small doors, and scarcely any

windows. None of the beautiful wood-carvings of Cairo, or

stone decorations, were to be seen on the windows and doors.

Some of the mosques and fountains which we passed were

the only exceptions ; and the number of single trees in the

streets and in the squares had a pleasant appearance. Far-

ther in the interior of the city we came to the long bazaar,

See V. Hammer, Geschichte des Osmanwchen Beichs, Dir. ii.,

p. 4S2.
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the abundance of fruits of every kind that were heaped up,

finally, the crowd of people, of all ages and of every

tion, in all sorts of costumes, and the endless turnings

one street into the other, impressed us with the feeling that

we were in a large and wealthy capital of the East. We
first rode to our Prussian consul, who was, however, pros-

trated with fever. "We therefore proceeded still farther, to

an inn, lately established. Here also, as in the consul's

house, we passed through a narrow door in a plain outer

wall into a small dark court, and out of that into another

low and angular passage. But then a beautiful spacious

court was disclosed, surrounded on all sides by magnificent

shining marble walls, in the centre of which was a fountain,

overshadowed by tall trees. On the farther side was a
vaulted niche, the entrance-arch of which was five-and-twenty

feet high. To this we ascended by some marble steps, and

now found ourselves in a somewhat narrow but lofty saloon,

which was open to the court, and had commodious divans

placed along the inner walls. On the left of this niche was
the dining-room; on the right a staircase, by which we
ascended to the rooms above, which we occupied. They were
wainscoted all round, and the walls, as well as the ceiling,

were adorned with a variety of decorations painted in gold

and Bilver. We afterwards saw several more of the finest

houses in Damascus, all of which appeared externally almost

mean, but in the interior displayed Oriental splendour more
like a fairy tale than anything which I have since seen in

these countries. And occasionally, even at the present day,

they build their houses in this style, at least if we may judge
by some of these small palaces, which were only erected

between ten and twenty years ago. There is a lavish display

of marble, and other costly stones, in these courts, halls, and
rooms, such as with us is only seen in royal palaces. The
beautiful open hall, which is always formed in front simply

by a lofty arch, sometimes appears on two, or even three,

sides of the court, and not unfrequently has also a small
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fountain to itself, independent of the larger one, which is

never absent, and is usually shaded by trees, which grow up
from the midst of the slabs of marble.

The following day we spent entirely in viewing the city,

and especially the rich bazaars, in which beautiful silks em-
broidered in gold and silver, splendid weapons, and other

brilliant articles of Eastern luxury are exposed for sale. "We
visited the great Khan, with its nine immense domed cham-

bers, a kind of exchange frequented by the most considerable

merchants ; then the mighty Mosque of the Onuniads, re-

garded as very sacred, whose Hall of Pillars is 550 feet long

and 150 broad. It was formerly a Christian church, which

itself was said to have been built on the foundation of a

Roman temple to Juno. "We were not permitted to enter, and

therefore could only survey it through the numerous open

gates, and were even prevented from mounting on the roof of

a neighbouring house by a fanatical Mussulman, so that we
were obliged to defer doing so till our return on the following

day. We were shown the enormous plane-tree, thirty-five

feet in circumference, standing in the middle of a street near

a fountain, called after an old Sheikh, Ali, who is said to have

planted the tree. We also stepped into the inviting coffee-

houses on the cool bank of the river. Next morning we rode

to the southern gate of the city, called Bab Allah, to which

a street above an hour long leads in a direct line between

magnificent shops, mosques, workshops, and other build-

ings; this is probably the so-called " Straight - street"

(jj pufiif rj ^aXoifto^, ev&ta) in which Saul dwelt when he was

converted by Ananias. (Acts ix. 11.)

On the road we stopped at the small cupola building which

is usually regarded as the tomb of Saladin, but which is only

a place of worship built to his honour by Sultan Selim. The
real tomb is said to be twelve hours to the south of Damas-

cus, near a place called Gibba ; this was confirmed by the

Sheikh whom we met here. FromBab Allah, the " gate of

God," through which the pilgrims to Jerusalem and Mecca
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pass, we rode to the left round the city through the plea-

sant gardens of olives, poplars, mulberries, and gigantic

apricot-trees; these last produce those delicious apricots

which, when dried, are sent to all quarters of the world

under the appellation of Misch-misch. *V£e then came to the

cemetery of the Jews, where a corpse was being lowered into

the grave ; and, according to the custom here, the virtues of

the deceased were called to mind and eulogised. Not far

off is situated the Christian cemetery, near which the spot

is marked where Saul was struck to the ground by the

heavenly vision. Thence our road led over a* small bridge

to the city wall, in which, near a gate now built up, we
were shown a window from which Paul was let down. We
followed the wall as far as a beautiful ancient Roman gate

with three entrances, the porta orientalis, through which we
came to the house of Ananias, with the rock-cave, which is

now converted into a Latin chapel. We then rode through

the gardens of fruit and olive-trees to a neighbouring village,

Goba, where Elisha crowned King Hazael of Syria, and

where Elijah was fed by a raven in a chamber of the rock.

On our departure from Damascus we also visited Salrteh,

a place in the neighbourhood, the tomb of the greatest of the

Arabian mysticists, the celebrated Sheikh Mohieddht el
Ababi, and were here also reminded of his teacher, SchedelI,

who invented the beverage of coffee, and who was in the habit

of keeping his disciples awake with it.

In Palestine we had wandered among the tombs of Abra-

ham, Isaac, and Jacob, of Rebecca, Leah, and Rachel, of

Joseph, David, Solomon, and the prophets, of Christ, his

parents and disciples. Here we came to the tombs of Noah
and Abel, and soon after to Seth also, and set foot on the

fields of Paradise, which belonged to the first pair. What a

strange sensation to travel in these regions, where tradition

deals with such materials

!

We halted the first night after our departure in Sub: el

Babada, at the foot of Nebbi Habil. From this point
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we again crossed over the old pointed arch bridge, which,

like most early structures in this country, is said to have

been built by the Empress Helena; and this time we ex-

amined the ancient rock-tombs somewhat more accurately.

We reached them by a difficult path, partly by an ancient

aqueduct hewn in the rock. Some of these tombs were
planned in a singular manner, and appeared to be very old

;

farther on followed several from the Greek period, with bas-

reliefs and gable-ends, and some steles upon the rock, on
which we were still able to decipher some Greek words.

jNot far from this, up the river, we found a mighty Roman
work, the great, ancient, now deserted high-road hewn for a

considerable distance through the living rock, and two Boman
inscriptions, each in two copies, on the flat lofty wall behind.

The longer one ran as follows :—iMPerator CAEsar Marcus

AVBELius ANTOircirvs
|
Avoustus aemeniacvs et iMPerator

CAEsar Lucius avbeiaus veevs Avoustus AE
I
MEKIACVS

VIAM FLVMOTS
|
VI ABEVPTAM INTEBCISO | MONTE BES-

titveevnt PEE
| ivxium veevm LEGatum peo PEaetore

PBOVINCi®
I

SYfii® ET AMICVM SWM
|
IMPENDIIS ABILE-

noevm. The other:— peo salvte iMPeratoris AVGusti

ANTONI
I
Nl ET VEEI MarCUS VO | LVSIVS MAXIMVS

|

l (centurio) LEGionis xvi Flaviae Firmae
|
qvi opebi in

|

8TITIT vota suscepto.*

Since that time the rock has no doubt been twice hollowed

out and broken away by the torrent, which has certainly

great force every spring
;
for, in the immediate neighbour-

hood of the second copy of the two inscriptions, the rock-

road is terminated by a sudden precipice. By four o'clock

we had mounted Anti-Libanon, and at Nbbbi Sohit, that is

Seth, we again entered the great plain of the Leontes.

We immediately went in search of the tomb of Nebbi Schit,

and were not a little surprised to find here also, as at Nebbi

Noeh, a solid ancient Arabian building, with a small cupola

* Compare Kraffit, Topographie Jerusalems. Bonn, 1846. P. 269,

and Plate II., No. 33.
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standing beside it, and within, a tomb forty ells long* It

was even broader than that of Noah, because three steps led

np to the height of the monument on either aide, the whole

way along, which in the former case were wanting. By
bestowing on 'them such an unusual size of body, the legend

evidently wished to distinguish these two patriarchs as

having lived before the Flood, and the number 40, which is

used so frequently both in the Old and New Testament as

an undetermined sacred number, has not, as is here exempli-

fied, lost its application among the Arabs.

The same evening we rode on two hours farther, to

Beitan ; and the following morning we started before sun-

rise for Balbeck, the ancient Heliopolis, with its celebrated

ruins of the temple of the Sun. I lingered first at the

ancient stone-quarries, in front of which the road passed,

and there measured a block of building-Btone, which was

not quite separated from the rock; it was 67 feet long, 14
feet broad, and 18 feet 5 inches thick. Many of the walls m
the temple ruins in Balbeck are composed of similar, or not

much smaller blocks. One which I measured on the spot,

and in its original position, without making any particular

selection, was 65 feet 4 inches by 12 feet 3 inches and 0 feet

9 inches large. Tbey are, indeed, grand ruins, but the orna-

mental part of the architecture is heavy, overloaded, and some

Balbeck is associated with a sad recollection. As I ap-

proached the scattered houses of the village, immediately

adjoining the ancient temple ruins, my faithful servant Ibra-

him, who had arrived here before us, met me with the joy-

ful intelligence that Abeken, from whom we had separated

in Jerusalem, had just arrived. I found him, in fact, in

the house of the venerable Bishop Athanasius situated doBe
at hand; but we had scarcely greeted each other, when
I was informed that Ibrahim was lying in the road dying.

I hastened out, and found him almost in the very spot

where he had shortly before saluted me in so friendly a
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manner, lying extended wiik the rattle in his throat ; hie

eyes were already dim. It was in vain that a priest of the

neighbouring convent endeavoured to give assistance ; in a
few minutes he died before my face. His death seems

to have been occasioned by a chill. He was a thoroughly

excellent man, with a natural nobleness of character not often

found among the Arabs. I had taken him with mo on my
journey to Nubia from Assuan ; he wished of his own accord,

and from his attachment to me, to accompany me to Europe,

and by his knowledge of the Nubian dialect, would have been

very useful to me in my studies of the languages of tiie

Sudan. I was anxious to place a tombstone to his memory
at the foot of Anti-Libanon, where he was buried on the

declivity of the lull, beside a tree, but we found no stone-

mason who could execute it, I therefore sent one to Balbeck

from Berut, with an inscription as follows:

—

Ibeahimo
.Hassan Syeke Oeivndo seevo bene meeenti P. B.

LEPsnrs. D. xtt. Novemb. mbcccxlv.
This news made a great impression on Gabre Mariam when

I communicated it to him in Berut ; he wept bitterly, for

they had been excellent friends.

Before we left Balbeck, the bishop advised us to take a
different road from what we intended, as intelligence had

been received that there was much disturbance on the other

side of Iibanon, and that the population had revolted. But,

in fact, as the whole country was in a state of great excite-

ment, and we had notwithstanding found no difficulty, we
paid little regard to his recommendation, and told him we
should only pass through Christian districts, whose in-

habitants would look upon us as friends. We quitted Bal-

beck shortly before sunset, and traversed the narrow plain,

in order to spend the night hi Deb kl Ahmae, the "Bed
Convent,'* and the following day, with renewed strength,

ascend Libanon almost to its highest point, bo that we
might again descend by the famous cedar forest. Hitherto

we had been favoured, during our whole journey in Palestine
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and Syria, with the most beautiful weather. From day to

day we had been expecting increasing rain, according to the

calendar of the weather on other years, and up to the present

time had only once been drenched—on our return from the

Dead Sea to Jerusalem. The wide plain of Beqjl'a, which we
now traversed for the second time, is quite impassable after

rain at this season of the year, and the numerous mountain

streams of Libanon, so abounding in springs, generally swell

these to such a degree that, with the frequent absence of

bridges, they can only be crossed with extreme danger. The
sky clouded over in a threatening manner this evening, the

obscurity of the night was impenetrable, and at length, after

we had already seen some of the lights of Deb el Ahmab in

the distance, we lost our way on a barren piece of ground

rent by rugged clefts. At length, we had hardly arrived,

when the rain poured down in torrents. Here again we
shared a large room with the whole of a Christian peasant

family, but we spent a most restless night. There were

constant groans and lamentations among the women and
children, who appeared to be sick. In a short time the

incessant rain had soaked through the flat roof of the house,

and trickled upon the beds; people were now sent up to

throw fresh sand upon the roof, and to ram it firm with

pieces of stone pillars, which are ready for this purpose on
the top of all the houses ; but this operation sent down so

much lime and dirt upon us, that we were at length com-

pelled to request they would discontinue this well-intentioned

repair. In a small shed near the door lay a dog with a
numerous progeny, whose bed seemed also to have been in-

vaded by the rain, for they began to whine and yelp in the

most wretched manner. At length our hosts were roused by
repeated loud knocks, to furnish a horse for a soldier, who
was carrying letters farther on at the utmost speed for the

Pascha. Thus we got no. rest the whole night through ; and
if an Arabian proverb says, that the king of the fleas keeps

his court in Tiberias, the holy city of the Jews, I have now
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every reason to suppose that lie has since then transferred

his residence hither from that spot, where we had found good
and undisturbed lodging.

The rain subsided towards morning, and gave place to a
thick mist which, continuing still in single large clouds,

seemed sometimes wholly to cut offthe ascent to the mountain

fronting the lofty ridge of Libanon, but also often charmed

us by its magic play with the penetrating light of the cool

morning sun round the nearer and the more distant wooded
hills and points of rock. When we reached the first eleva-

tdons, which are separated from the principal chain by a level

valley, we suddenly burst upon an indescribably beautiful and
astounding prospect. The sight of the chain of Libanon,

covered in its whole extent and far down with fresh dazzling

snow, was a real Alpine landscape on the grandest scale, rising

majestically above the eternal spring of this blessed land,

though now indeed bo miserably trodden down by the here-

ditary enemy the Turk. I thoroughly enjoyed this unusual

spectacle, which roused a true home-like joy in my heart, and

I endeavoured to imbibe all that I could of the clear, white,

quiet light. I drove my little Egyptian horse in front of

me, which had lost its rider in Balbeck, and now bore on

its back the small possessions he had left behind him. I

thought how, a few days previously, I had been enjoying the

thoughts of seeing my good Ibrahim's surprise when he

should pass through the snowy region of Libanon along with

us. The deep parts of the snow which soon after we were

obliged to ride through, did not seem to annoy the ass ; it

frequently stood still astonished in the midst of the snow,

and no doubt viewed it all as salt, soft white fields of which
it had known near the Eed Sea and elsewhere. We rode

zig-zag up the extremely steep mountain precipice between

seven and eight thousand feet high. It is not rocky at this

point, but covered with earth, and terminates in a sharp

ridge. " El hamdu rillah," exclaimed the old guide when
he had attained the summit, and " Salam, salam," resounded

in one chorus of voices. We had almost ascended the highest
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point of Libanon, but the prospect over land and sea was un-

fortunately hidden from us by clouds and layers of mist,

although we had blue sky above us* After a short ride

downwards from the summit, our guide pointed out the

ancient venerable forest of cedars at our feet in a great level

bay of the mountain range, from which King Hiram had

sent the huge stems to Solomon for the building of the

Temple ; it looked as small as a garden from this lofty point.

For a long while it was considered the only remains of those

ancient forests, till, in recent times, several more tracts of

cedar forest have been discovered in some of the northern

parts of Libanon. "We soon again lost sight of the cedars as

we descended deeper among the layers of cloud, which ex-

cluded all prospect. Suddenly the dark shade of these

gigantic trees rose like mountain spirits, closo beside us, out

of the grey mass of mist. We rode to the chapel of the

hermit, who usually presents the stranger here, with a good

glass of wine of Libanon, but we found it closed; just then

the clouds dissolved into a most prosaic rain, from which we
were scarcely able to shelter ourselves beneath the wide roof

of needles of the noble cedars. I found a beautiful cedar

cone hanging down sufficiently low for me to break it off

and take it away with me as a keepsake. Single stems of

these cedars are 40 feet in circumference, and 90 feet high

;

and as one cedar, which they pretend they know to be 100
years old, is only half a foot in diameter, the largest cedars

are stated to be 3000 years old, which would go back as far

as the time of Solomon. The rain increased, and we had
still several thousand feet to descend before reaching the

nearest village, Bschebbeh. The lower we came, bo much
the more slippery and dangerous grew the narrow, some-

times rocky, sometimes soaked footpath, which led along

the precipitous side of the valley with an abrupt precipice

to our right. Turning an angle of rock, we at length

gained sight of the night quarters we so longed to reach.

The wealthy, inviting, and important village of Bscherreh,

which gives a name to the whole district, is well known from
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its powerful and influential, but mid, uncontrolled, and often

cruel inhabitants.

The rain had abated, the white houses, with their terrace

roofs, between which a number of silver poplars, plane-trees,

and cypresses, rise up singly, or in rows, were placed one

above the other in a semicircle, on a hill projecting from the

right side of the valley, and shining after the rain, they

looked as if they had just emerged from a bath. Nothing

was stirring in the vilkge ; it seemed as if it were perfectly

dead. I rode in advance of the rest of our party, with our

old guide, up a narrow path beside vineyard walls, when sud-

denly, at a bend in the road, a strong voice called out to me,

and when I looked up, over the terrace of the vineyard,

which was about a man's height, to my no small surprise I

saw about twenty muskets pointed at me and the guide.

He let go the bridle of his horse, stretched out his hands

towards heaven, and shouted out to the people. I hastily

threw back the cape of my cloak, in order to show the

people my European hat, and let them see who we were.

When they perceived that we were but a small party, and

that we did not put ourselves in any attitude of defence,

they came out in hundreds from behind the trees, surrounded

us with loud yells, and for a long time would not believe but

that we were soldiers in disguise. Some even struck at our

horses with staves, downwards from the terrace, while I was

endeavouring to explain to those nearest to us who we were.

Others had more quickly perceived their error ;
they came

down to the street* and took my horse by the bridle. One
especially, an animated boy of about fourteen, with a clear

eye, beautiful forehead, and ruddy, fresh cheeks, pressed

forwards towards me, calling out in Italian, that we should

fear nothing, it was all a mistake, we were their friends,

that I had only to ride on and dismount at the house of his

brother. Some vehement people continued to accompany

us, and called out to us from the wall, with the most angry

gesticulations, while the great mass were already satisfied,

and uttered a deafening cry of joy; they fired off muskets
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in the air, and now conducted us in triumph to the vil-

lage.

All were on foot in Bscherreh, which contains between

1200 and 1500 inhabitants, and there was pressing and

pushing to kiss our hands and clothes ; the women began

their piercing shrieks, clapped their hands, and danced
; my

honest youth remained constantly by my side, and thus step

by step we made our way through the dense crowd, whom
we now also greeted as friends, till we arrived in front of the

Sheikh's house, whose youngest brother was my companion

and guide. We were led up the stone staircase, and the

open hall in front, to the spacious saloon which was to

shelter us.

I conversed almost the whole evening with the Sheikh of

the village, Jusbp Hanka Dahib, a young and handsome

man, with a serious, gentle countenance, inspiring confidence.

His father had fallen in the war, under Ibrahim Pascha, who
will soon be invested here with an odour of sanctity, should

the present abominations of the Turks last much longer.

Sheikh Jusef was the eldest son of this numerous and

ancient family, in which the dignity of Sheikh is hereditary.

He related to me with perfect frankness, composure, and

intelligence, what was now going on among them, how they

had resolved to supply the weapons which were required, but

had retracted this determination when they heard of the

disgraceful manner in which the Turkish military had be-

haved in the southern districts
;
thirty-four villages had now

combined, and sworn in their churches not to furnish the

weapons, but to use them against the Turkish dogs. When
I asked him if they had any prospect of being able to defend

themselves successfully against a disciplined army, especially

since the death of their common leader, Emir Beschir, he

told me that in Bscherreh alone there were 3000, and in the

whole of the district which had formed a combination 13,000

armed men—as large a number as the Turkish military in the

country. Besides this, they had their mountains, their snow
and rain, their passes and lurking holes, which would render
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all the Turkish cavalry and artillery useless. I nevertheless

advised them to apply to a consul at Berut, who was friendly

to their cause, to solicit some mediation, and to avoid the

last extremity. As I afterwards heard, this has taken place.

The French consul-general, Bourr6, has treated with the

Pascha on their behalf.

But all may have been too late, and I fear that the storm

of war has long since broken over my excellent hosts in

Bscherreh, and that their wives and children have been even

less spared than those of their weaker neighbours.

I was rejoiced to be of some service that evening to the

young Sheikh, whose pleasing and composed deportment pre-

possessed me much in his favour. I bound up a wound for

him better than was possible with the means he had at hand,

and provided him with linen and lint. He told me that we
could not set out next day, for he must prepare a feast for

us, roast a sheep, and show us that he was our friend ; but I

declined the invitation, which was made with all sincerity.

The following morning we took a servant of the Sheikh

with us as far as the next village, Ehden, which we also

found in great excitement, but not inimical to us. Outposts

had been stationed, and the variegated costume of the popu-

lation, their bright red and yellow dresses, looked at a dis-

tance like a spring flower-garden among the green trees;

they surrounded and questioned us, and even here there

seemed to be divided opinions as to what we were. One
young Amazon ran for a considerable distance beside us,

raised her finger in a menacing manner, and upbraided us

that we Franks did not openly and vigorously side with

them.

We here dismissed our companion from Bscherreh ; in his

place, a rider, on a magnificent fiery horse, unasked, attached

himself to our party ; he politely saluted us, and keeping at a

certain distance never lost sight of us. In about a couple of

hours afterwards, at a more gentle inclination ofthe mountain,

we perceived a troop of armed people in the field, who had

planted the red banner of blood to preach war and revolt far

2a
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away over the plain. The patrol advanced to meet us,

and absolutely refused our proceeding any farther. It was

only after long negotiations that, by means of a gold pieee

and the intercession of our companion, who seemed to be

the Sheikh of a neighbouring village, we were granted free

passage, but the whole troop accompanied us down the hill.

When we had passed the next and last village, Zaheba, our

attendant Sheikh was obliged to employ serious threats to

get us safe across the frontiers of the revolted district ; he

then accompanied us still farther down a valley, as far as a

turn of the rock, and then saluting us shortly, rode merrily

back among his mountains. We were but a few hours dis-

tant from Tbipolis, which we reached shortly after sunset

;

passing the grave Turkish guards, who may have possibly lost

some of their stupid indolence, with the prospect of a near

and desperate contest with the courageous inhabitants of the

mountains.

In Tbipolis, now called Tabablus, we stayed in the Latin

convent, which is inhabited and taken care of by only two

monks, They related to us that the Christians of Libanon

had come to them a short time ago, and asked for their

spiritual intercessions, whereupon they had not scrupled to

dispense the holy sacrament for the space of three days.

Unfortunately, the Maronites fail much less in such spiritual

intercessions and good wishes than in the corporal provi-

sions of bread and powder, for the Turks cut off their

supply.

The following morning we visited the Prussian American

consul, who inhabits a handsome house, fitted up in the

Oriental style, and afterwards went to the Bazar. Just then a

large division of Turkish horsemen, on their road to Libanon,

passed over a beautiful old bridge in the centre of the town,

dressed in their party-coloured, streaked, dirty uniforms, with

their lances ten feet long adorned with black bunches of

ostrich feathers, their small war kettle-drums in full beat.

Towards, noon we again departed, just as the new Turkish

general entered by the same gate from Berut, through which
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we had ridden out. On the road we met the divisions of the

troops which had been ordered hither from. Zachleh, From
this point our road lay along the sea-coast, and almost the

whole day we heard the thunder of the artillery in the ad-

jacent mountains.

We spent the night in a Khan on this side of the promon-

tory of Eas »' Schekab, named after the ancient Beov

irp6<r<oirop ; no doubt because the black mountain, which

here projects into the sea, assumes the exact form of a bust

to those coming from the north. The following day we
came to ancient Btblxjs (Gebel), and then crossed over

the Adonis river, which still, after violent rain, is occa-

sionally the colour of blood, mourning over the wounded
favourite of Aphrodite. Passing Guiteh, generally proceed-

ing along the sea, sometimes even in it, we arrived at Nahb
el Kelb, the ancient Ltcxjs, to the south of which the cele-

brated bas-reliefs of Eamses-Sesostrisyand of a later Assyrian

king1,, are engraved upon a rock projecting into the sea.

In spite of our rapid ride we did not reach the rock-tablets

till shortly after sunset, and we spent the night in the Khan
beyond.

The following morning I investigated the sculpture more
accurately, close to which passed the very ancient, artificial

road, which is now destroyed, and I was rejoiced to make an
important acquisition, for I was enabled to decipher a date

in the hieroglyphic inscriptions. Among the three Egyptian

representations, which all bear the Shields of Ramses II., the

central one is dedicated to the chief god of the Egyptians,

Ha (Helios), the southern one to the Theban or Upper Egyp-
tian Ammon, and the northern to the Memphitic or Lower

1 The king here represented is explained by Rawlinson to he the
son of the builder of Khorsabad, Bel-Adonimscha. (A Commentary
on the Cuneiform Inscr. of Babylonia and Assyria. London, 1850,

p. 70.) According to Layard, the same king is found on the buildings
of Kuyung'ik, Nebbi Yunas, and Mossul (Nineveh, Lond., 1849, p. 142

—

144); who (p. 400) supposes that the cypress monument now to be
seen in Berlin belongs to him. (Compare Bonomi, Nineveh and its

Palaces. London, 1852, p. 127.)

2 jl2
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Egyptian Phtiia ; this Eamses had also dedicated to these

same gods the three remarkable rock-temples in Nubia, at

Gebf Hussef, Sebita, and Debb, no doubt because they

were Tiewed by him as the three chief representatives of

Egypt. On the central stele, the inscription begins below

the representation, with the date of the 2nd Choiak of the
4th teas of the beion of King Eamses ; the Ammon
stele, on the other hand, was dated from the second, or (if the

two strokes above were connected) from the tenth year ; at all

events, not the same year as the central stele, from which we
might conclude that all three representations referred to

different campaigns.

We did not leave the tomb of St. George unvisited, and
the church dedicated to him near Nam? el Kelb ; and as we
entered Bebut towards evening, we deviated from our path

to visit the well where the dragon which he slew was in the

habit of drinking. Thus, on the 26th of November, we
ended our excursion to, and over the mountain range of,

Libanon
;
justly lauded from its numerous historical recol-

lections, and its rare natural beauties, of which the poet says,

" that it bears winter on its head, spring upon its shoulders,

autumn in its lap, but that summer slumbers at its feet on
the Mediterranean."
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EXTEACTS FKOM THE AUTHOR' S DEDICATION

TO THE

CHEVALIER BUNSEN.
4 •

My chronological work (the first volume of which is now
before you), starting from a far more limited point of view,

has a less remote aim than your history1, and will be at most

but a supplemental elaboration of the ideas originally laid

down in your more comprehensive plan. It is not my task

to indicate the position Egypt occupies in the History or

the World, but only in its external form in the History or

Time ; it is therefore chronological, not historical. But to

obtain the chronological basis was, with reason in your opinion

also, the first and most important point of your inquiry, be-

cause upon this must depend every extensive development of

history. You derived your information directly from those

authors from whom we learn the connection of events, as a

whole, and in detail. I obtained mine from the monuments,

which establish the authenticity of the Greek account, fre-

quently disclose their meaning, and necessarily correct, com-

plete, and confirm their separate statements. The mutual

interchange was intended to have led to a common result. If

formerly this was not always the case, the interruption of our

intercourse could not but lead us in many points still farther

apart. I have never hesitated to express myself freely when
I have differed from you, because I well know that, like me,

yon alone regard the subject before you, and are convinced

that truth is finally elicited only by a distinct presentation of

opposing possibilities. In the present investigations, also, I

1 JEgyptens Stelle in der Weltgeschichte. (Egypt's Place in Universal

Hietory. Trans, by C. H. Cottrdl.)
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have yielded to this conviction, but on that account have felt

it still more obligatory to lay them first of all before you, and

fulfilling an agreeable duty, dedicate them to you as a public

testimony ofmy gratitude.

In this work I have touched upon the most various pro-

vinces of archaeology, and have frequently been obliged to

oppose, in essential points, the views of men whom I honour

and admire as the heroes of science, and as unsurpassed

models in criticism and true inquiry. This opposition would

be presumptuous were it not that these contested points are

mere specialities in the wide domain over which those men
rule, to refute which, even successfully, could not abate from

their just fame
;
while, on the other hand, most of them are

vital questions in the solution of the present undertaking,

and closely connected with the very substance of those in-

vestigations, with which I have especially endeavoured to

render myself familiar.

Had my vocation placed me in a political position, my
motto would have been Reverence and Freedom, and with

reverence and freedom (those are your words) science

must also be pursued. Eeverence, for everything that is

venerable, sacred, noble, great, and approved
;
freedom, wher-

ever truth and a conviction of it are to be obtained and
expressed. Where the latter is wanting, there fear; and
hypocrisy will exist; where the former, insolence and pre-

sumption will luxuriate in science as in life.

The investigation of Egyptian history will gradually exer-

cise an extensive influence upon all branches of archaeology

—

upon our whole conception of the past history of man. We
must therefore expect a reaction from all these sides. Some
of these influential points have been already vindicated, partly

by you and partly in the investigations now before us. They
will not fail to call forth an animated opposition, and at best

elicit discussion, going to the root of the question, and

emendation on the part of the learned, to whose opinion I

attach the greatest weight.

That section of my volume which endeavours to establish
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the relation ofthe Egyptian to the Old Hebrew Chronology,

will meet with most opposition. Considering the intimate

connection that necessarily subsists between the philological

and dogmatical method of examining the Biblical Becords, it

is perfectly natural, that whenever a step in advance, or an

error, strives to obtain a place on the philological side,

theological interest, so much more universally distributed,

takes a part either for, or against it. "Whoever would dispute

its right to do this, must deny to theology in general its cha-

racter as a science. The Christianity, which derives its origin

and its sustenance from the Bible, is essentially and intrinsi-

cally wholly independent of all learned confirmation. But it is

the duty of theology, whose task it is to fathom Christianity in

a rational manner, and prove its results, to decide scientifically

what are the essential points in the holy Scriptures on which

it founds its system of Christian belief. Should its true sup-

ports not be recognised, but imaginary ones placed in their

stead, it will not injure Christianity, but the theological sys-

tem, or that portion of it which was built on unstable ground.

That truth which is discerned by the sound progress of any

science whatsoever, cannot be hostile to Christian truth, but

must promote it ; for all truths, from the very beginning, have

formed a compact league against everything that is false and
erroneous. Theology, however, possesses no other means
than every other science to distinguish scientifically, in any

department, between truth and error, namely, only a reason-

able and circumspect criticism. Whatever is brought forward

according to this method, can only be corrected, or entirely

refuted, by a still better and more circumspect criticism.

I believe that you, my honoured Mend, and myself, have

only one opinion on these points, I have therefore ventured

to refer, at the conclusion of this section, to your excellent

words, written on an occasion similar to the present. It

seems to me, also, that the practical religious meaning, which

the Old Testament possesses for every Christian reader, is

very independent of the dates of periods, the exact know-

ledge of which could only have been known by means of a

purposeless inspiration to the authors and elaborators of those
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writings, many of whom lived several centuries later. Strict

science has also very generally decided in this manner for a

long time past, and has not failed to exercise its purifying

reaction upon the dogmatical comprehension of the matter.

So much the more solicitous am I, however, as to whether

my views will stand your examination, and the judgments of

other far more competent investigators than myself in this

department, or will, at any rate, meet your consideration.

The two numbers, namely the 430 years of the sojourn of

the Israelites in Egypt, and the 480 years from the Exodus to

the building of the Temple, have been entirely abandoned by

me, but have been the points on which all the most modern
investigations have rested, thougii they appear to have been

quite unknown, at least not brought under the consideration

of all the older scholars, as Josephus, Africanus, Eusebius,

Syncellus, Ac. On the other hand, I have clung to the Le-

vitical registers of Generations as a far more certain guide

;

and thus, in place of a chronological fabric, which had been

already long considered untenable, I immediately obtained a

true historical foundation, and a chronology bordering, at

least, on a perfectly reliable one, as far back as Abraham, and

this not only most satisfactorily coincided with all the other

historical relations in the writings of the Old Testament,

but also with the already established Manethonic-Egyptian

computation of time. The path which I have here taken is

by no means new. Des Vignolles, Bockh, and Bertheau had

already abandoned the number 490 years
;
you yourself de-

cided against the 430 years, and I find the same path pursued

by Engelstoft in the most decided manner in his interesting

work, to which, however, too little attention has been paid.

Other preparatory labours in the widely extended department

of this literature may have escaped my notice, but, at all

events, these opinions had hitherto been unable to make
themselves properly appreciated, as is evident from the latest

works of the most important inquirers ; and first among them
Ewald's profound and acute history. Were it only occasioned

by this mode of apprehension being hitherto not sufficiently

carried out, and requiring especially the essential confirma-
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tion of Egyptian chronology, and should the new course which
I have adopted on that account win a more general assent, it

would be no slight satisfaction to me, and would especially

afford me one more guarantee of the genuineness of the

Egyptian chronology.

But the real foundation for the Egyptian computation of

time, according as, in my opinion, it should be restored, is to

be found in the last section of this volume in the criticism

upon the authorities which derive their information from Ma-
netho. This is a detailed and complicated investigation, and
the superabundant material which is presented, forms a knot

which the labour of almost a thousand years, in place of dis-

entangling, has only drawn still tighter, because the wrong
ends of the threads were always pulled. It was first of all

necessary carefully to pursue these false ends through all their

twistings—I mean especially the spurious writings, and the

influences exercised by them, and separate them distinctly

;

but to recognise the true character of the remaining genuine

portion, and to fix securely the few principal points. Besides

my own preparatory labours, I possessed two admirable re-

searches, upon which I could still further build : your own
work, and the one by Bockh upon the Manethonic Computa-

tion of Time. The result of the two investigations, which

were obtained independently of each other, and published

almost simultaneously, deviate very much from one another,

since you fix Menes more than 2000 years later than Bockh
believes he is placed by Manetho. This discrepancy must

be the immediate result of the difference in your fundamental

views, which caused Bockh to regard the Manethonic Dynas-

ties as uninterruptedly consecutive, you as partly reigning

contemporaneously. Bockh especially cited in support of his

view the circumstance, that if we count the Dynasties ac-

cording to the presentation of them by AfHcanus in a con-

tinuous line, the first year of Menes coincided very nearly

with the proleptically calculated year of commencement of an

Egyptian Sothis period. He treated the questions under

consideration with all the learning and ingenious criticism

which is peculiar to this master in archaeological investiga-
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tion, pointing out that the slight deviation between the result

which had been arrived at, and the one expected, might be

removed by very simple means ; and he came to the conclu-

sion, that this agreement was intentionally brought about by

the Egyptian annalists, consequently that the Manethonic

computation of time was cyclically invented or adapted,

not handed down by history. The view that you maintain,

which differs very much from this, you founded especially

upon the comparison of the Eratosthenic lists with the Ma-
nethonic Dynasties of the Old Monarchy

;
you thus deter-

mined the continuous Monarchical Dynasties, whose periods

you calculated by the numbers of Eratosthenes, you espe-

cially recognised no cyclical element in the Manethonic

chronology, and hence believed the accounts of Manetho
and Eratosthenes to be a historical tradition, in part the re-

sult of learned Alexandrian investigations.

My view corresponds with yours in all essential points.

That several of the Dynasties were contemporaneous, ap-

pears to me most decidedly attested ; and I have been able

to obtain a direct, and, as I believe, a genuine Manethonic
proof of it. On the other hand, from the beginning I have

never been able to lay so much stress upon the list of

Eratosthenes, especially upon its individual names and
numbers, opposed to the Manethonic statement, as appeared

to you justifiable, owing to the important information you
obtained from it concerning the Monarchical Dynasties.

This is the principal reason why we still differ so much in

our determination of the duration of the Old Monarchy
down to the entrance of the Hyksos. A cyclical treatment

of the Egyptian chronology, which you neither recognised

in the History of the Gods, nor in the History of Man,
which Bockh, on the other hand, believes he finds in both
parts, appears to me, indeed, capable of being demonstrated,

but only in the mythical history, before Menes. The result

of this has been a confirmation of the sum total of the

Manethonic History of Man, which is also considered

genuine by you, and upon which I imagine I may venture
to place the greatest weight.
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INTEODUCTION

TO THE

CHRONOLOGY OF THE EGYPTIANS.

While the beginnings of Greek and Roman history, by
the strict investigations of modern criticism, have lost more

and more of their historical character, and while cautious

inquirers consider it impossible to obtain a fixed date for

separate events, earlier than the seventh and eighth centuries

before Christ, the history of Egypt treats of strictly historical

facts, and its chronology contains exact numbers of years,

months, and days in the third and fourth millennium previous

to our era. This appears such a palpable contradiction, that

it is not alone worth while on account of the larger circle of

readers who are more out of the scope of these investigations,

but it must also be important to the inquirers in this field,

to answer for themselves the preliminary question, how it

is possible to prosecute the history of Egypt so much far-

ther back than the history of the nations of the West and

East, without denying the principles of that criticism which

has pointed out limits to the history of classical antiquity,

and which must justly be considered the most valuable trea-

sure of modern science ?

In order to answer this question, we must first call to

mind that it has now become a principle, derived from ex-

perience, that the real history of a nation, in the strictest

sense of the word, never recedes much farther back than its

oldest contemporaneous authorities, and this once expressed,

becomes, from its intrinsic necessity, self-evident. This

principle applies both to us—since our certain conclusions in

historical mvestigations do not extend much farther back—
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and also to the nations themselves ; for they only obtain his-

torical consciousness and historical experience when they

begin to produce monuments, especially written monuments,

to bear witness to posterity of what is occurring. Monu-
ments form the dial-plate of history ; until they exist, the

present alone belongs to a nation, not the past—it exists

without a history. If a nation loses its monuments, either

through its own fault or through circumstances, it will be

unable to preserve its history, which becomes confused and

traditionary, and in place of the purely historical account

which it has lost, it obtains, at the best, another principle of

internal order ; a poetic-mythological, as with the Greeks ; a

philosophic-mythological, as with the Indians ; or a religious

one, as with the Israelites ; but it always loses its original

value as a reproduction of a series of real facts.

Now if we start from this axiom, that the commencement
of every true history and chronology, as it is scientifically

understood at the present day, cannot be carried much far-

ther back than their oldest contemporaneous authorities, and

that we find this confirmed in the nations of Europe and
Asia to the prejudice of their earliest histories, then it is

here precisely that exists the marked superiority of the his-

tory of Egypt above all other histories. It is because we
have here such very early contemporaneous authorities—not

only literaryj but the most direct which exist, namely, monu-

mental authorities—that we possess the means of obtaining so

early a history of the Egyptians.

If, with reference to this, we first observe the local and

climatal conditions of Egypt, we shall at once perceive that

they aid in a wonderful manner in preserving all kinds of

monuments and other relics of the earliest antiquity. A
damp climate generally prevails in the more elevated and
northern parts of Asia ; and in the more favoured regions,

owing to a periodical rainy season, the extensive plains are

covered with a fertile soil and luxuriant vegetation (the

barren and stony deserts being always deprived of any high

cultivation), consequently all, even the most solid, monu-
ments of art, where we might have hoped to find them in
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considerable numbers, are overpowered and destroyed by the

predominating vital power of nature, ever inimical to the
works of man ; whereas the fertility of Egypt, as is well

known, is almost entirely independent of rain. This cer-

tainly applies less to the damp air, often pregnant with rain,

along the sea-coast, or to the well-watered and marshy low
district of the Delta. But it is principally for that reason

that there are so few remains of the numerous large and
flourishing towns of the Delta, and that these are hardly

worth mentioning. Irregular heaps of ruins alone exist now
of Memphis, the rich metropolis of Lower Egypt, renowned
in the earliest and latest periods of the Monarchy, and of
Heliopolis, Sais, Bubastis, and other important towns. The
granite obelisks in Alexandria are so corroded by the weather

that their inscriptions are hardly recognisable.

In Upper Egypt, where it scarcely ever rains, it is totally

different, especially with respect to all the monuments which
are situated on the borders of the desert, out of reach of the

annual inundation, and this is uniformly the case with the

tombs, the richest storehouses for our N knowledge of ancient

Egyptian life, which in this country alone really fulfil their

true destination, by serving as an asylum against destruction

and decay. The narrow district of the Nile, annually re-

created, borders in its whole length on the wide, rocky, and
petrifying desert. The towns and temples were therefore

chiefly built on the boundary between the two, partly not to

intrench upon the fertile ground, partly in order that the

buildings should be upon a drier and more secure founda-

tion. And thus, in fact, we find the numerous temples and
palaces in wonderful preservation, so for as they are not

mutilated by the hand of man.

Even the black bricks made of Nile mud, and dried in the

sun, apparently the most perishable material, have not un-

frequently been preserved in the open air for thousands of

years, in the form in which they were built up, and with

their coating of plaster. A row of great vaulted halls,

built entirely of black Nile bricks, and partly covered in the

2 b
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inside with stucco, stands about the celebrated temple of

the great Bamses, in Thebes. They date from the same

period as the temple itself, the beginning of the thirteenth

century before Christ. This is not alone testified by the

architectonic plan of the building, but most irrefutably by
the bricks themselves, which bear the name of Bamses-

Miamun stamped upon them, as a mark of the royal manu-
facture. At that time, and earlier, during the whole of

the 18th and 10th Dynasties, it was a very common prac-

tice to line the excavated rock-tombs with Nile bricks,

and afterwards to paint upon the stucco, especially wherever

the rock was friable, and was therefore hewn into a vaulted

•roof. But the same custom is sometimes found even in the

earliest period of the Pyramids of Memphis. In enclosed

places, not only the building material, but the colours, both

upon the stone and upon the plaster covering, have almost

without exception retained their original freshness and per-

fection, and also, very frequently, where they have been ex-

posed to the open air.

The peculiar incorruptibility of vegetable and even of

animal matter is, however, still more astonishing. Our
museums are filled with such remains. In the most ancient

tombs of Memphis, a multitude of objects are found made
of wood, such as sarcophagi, chests, and boxes of all kinds,

chairs, instruments, small ships, likewise grains of corn, and

dried fruits, such as pomegranates, dates, the fruit of the

Doum Palm, nuts, almonds, beans, grapes ; also bread and

other food, besides cloth made of bast, a texture of reeds,

papyrus, and an incredible quantity of linen. The countless

number of mummies, also, are well known, which, though

taken out of their tombs, still last for centuries with their

skin and hair ; also all mummified bodies of animals, with

their furs and feathers ; even the internal parts of the human
body could there be embalmed for ever, and are still found

in vases expressly designed for that purpose.

This wonderful conservative property belonging to all

ancient Egyptian objects, depends therefore chiefly upon the
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sky being without rain, and the dry soil of the non-irrigated

desert. But the country offered another marked advantage

above other lands, namely, the greatest abundance of ma-

terials especially adaptedfor all kinds of monuments.

Chief among these, is an admirable stone of the most

varied quality, suited as well to building of all kinds, as to

the most delicate sculpture. The mountain range which

flanks the valley, and follows the course of the river from

the Delta to beyond Thebes, is composed of limestone ; in

the neighbourhood of ancient Memphis, upon the Lybian

side, where the Pyramids stand, it is a solid nummulitic

limestone, more adapted for excavations in the rock, and

for building stone, than for sculpture ; on the opposite side,

among the Arabian mountains, it has the finest grain, and is

of a uniform density, approaching almost to marble; it is

capable of being worked in any manner, and on account of

the beautiful polish it takes, was used, among other pur-

poses, for the external covering of the Pyramids, while the

interior was made of the Lybian stone off the ground, upon
which they were erected. The Theban range of mountains

is almost everywhere composed of rock, of such an extremely

fine quality, that the sepulchral passages and chambers of

the dead, hewn out in the living rock, most of them several

hundred feet deep, running in various directions, were

capable of receiving everywhere the richest sculptures, in

the most deKcate bas-reliefs, directly upon the polished

surface of the rock. Beyond Thebes there are ranges 01

sandstone mountains, from Gebel-Selseleh to Assuan. From
these, and especially from the enormous stone-quarries of

Selseleh, the architects as well as the sculptors of the New-

Monarchy obtained their chief supply of the most excellent

and durable fine-grained sandstone. Finally, the syenite

and granite of Assuan are still considered the most beautiful

and valuable of their kind, and were also used by the ancient

Egyptians not only for their monolithic colossi, obelisks,

sarcophagi, statues for entire small temples, &c, but were

employed as a building stone, at all periods. In the

2b2
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Pyramid of Chufu, the high walls, the ceiling, and floor

of the greatest sarcophagus chamber, are entirely made of

polished granite, and the third Pyramid of Mencheres was

cased with it up to a certain height.

I shall here pass over all the other more valuable kinds

of stone, particularly those of the higher Arabian moun-
tains, abundantly used in ancient Egypt, each in its own
way, especially the beautiful yellow alabaster, several very

valuable breccias, greenstone, serpentine, and the bluish-red

porphyry of Gebel-Dochan, which was much employed at

a later period, as they were all reserved rather for pur-

.
poses of luxury. But we must not omit to mention here,

that the abundance of building stone in this country was
doubled by the ease of transport from one end of Egypt to

the other, upon the great water road of the Nile
;
therefore,

sandstone and granite were used nearly as much at Thebes,

and in all fhat part of the country where limestone rock

alone was to be found near at hand, as in Upper Egypt,

where it was hewn.

Limestone or sandstone have been always, and in all coun-

tries, the most important material for monumental pro-

ductions. Where this was wanting, or was obtained with

difficulty, as in Babylon, or on the Indus, or in the north of

Germany, earthen bricks were used as the best substitute, at

least for building purposes. But in Egypt also they could

be replaced by bricks of the best quality, since the soft,

clayey Nile mud was especially adapted for the latter. Thus
the wary Egyptians not only did not neglect this expedient,

but made the utmost use of it, and with greater results than

anywhere else, because here it was not required to take the

place of some better material, but only preferred in those

cases where the object itself made it appear best adapted.

This more especially applies to great dykes, town walls, and
those temple enclosures which were to contain no covered

rooms, and no delicately constructed parts
;
therefore, even in

the earliest times, Pyramids were also built of bricks. They
were employed to fill up the ground and to make elevations,

but were more especially everywhere used where large spaces
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had to be covered in, without incurring the great expense of

huge slabs of stone, before the useful principle of concentric

stone-cutting was known. This occasioned the remarkably

early use of brick-vaulted roofs, along with the imperfect

stone arch, which was, as it were, only cut out of horizontal

layers of stone. Hence arose the custom connected with

this, which we have already mentioned, of lining rock-cham-

bers of crumbling stone with arches of Nile bricks. The ex-

ternal layers of the brick buildings in Babylon and Nineveh
were generally made of burnt bricks, and yet they could not

resist the climate and time. In Egypt, dried bricks alone

were everywhere used
;
owing to their natural solidity, and

to the climate, they answered better for their monumental
purpose than the burnt bricks of Babylon, which is still

proved by the numerous extant brick buildings, with their

stucco and their pictures.

But in the history of a nation, a substance favourable

to its book literature is of no less importance than the

material for building and sculpture. Egypt possessed also

for this purpose an invaluable product of the country,

the papyrus plant, from which they were able to ob-

tain a perfect material for writing upon, unsurpassed

throughout antiquity. Neither the skins of the Ionians,

nor the linen of the ancient Romans, nor the cotton

stuff and palm leaves of the Indian, nor the parchment of

Mysia, are to be compared with the Egyptian papyrus in

pliability, or in the power of extension, in durability and

cheapness ; therefore its use became gradually more widely

spread, and was preserved far down into the middle ages.

Even the later discovered paper of our own time has not

only retained the name of the ancient plant, but, with regard

to its material, can only be looked upon as a continuation

and perfecting of the Egyptian paper, since pressed fibres of

plants (particularly of flax and hemp) have proved to be the

most suitable material, even up to the present day. In

ancient times the papyrus plant grew more especially in the

marshy ground of the Nile Delta, and is only elsewhere men-
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tioned by Pliny as growing near Syracuse, where to this day

it is found in great abundance. Why, on the other hand, it

has become almost entirely extinct in Egypt, may be ex-

plained by the circumstance that it was artificially cultivated

to an extent far beyond its natural powers of growth, and
became therefore, like other plants, exhausted. Its use may
be traced back to the most ancient times of Egypt; the

papyrus roll and the writing apparatus are found upon
monuments as early as the 4th and 5th Dynasties, therefore

between three and four thousand years before Christ. Hut
this discovery of very ancient Egypt, which may perhaps be
considered as the most important, next to the invention of

writing, only obtains its full significance in history by the

unaltered preservation of those very rolls of writing for thou-

sands of years. For they not only afforded the Egyptian

priests the benefit of primeval uninjured archives, but we
still obtain from them the instructive contemplation of a

multitude of such original documents, written on papyrus,

from the prosperous times of the Monarchy.

In addition, however, to the external aid afforded by the

climate and productions of Egypt, for the preservation of its

history, is to be mentioned the internal and more efficient

influence derived from the original direction of the national

character—its historical sense. This can by no means be

explained solely by the reaction which the facility of immor-
talising the present, and the pe<5uliarly conservative nature

of the neighbouring desert, might produce upon the original

tendency of the national mind ; as little as we can interpret

the striking want of a sense for history, among the Indian

people, by the less favourable locality of their country. The
ultimate foundation for such national individualities can

always alone be sought, in the particular part they are called

to play in the general history of the world. But, on a

nearer examination, we can have no doubt that such an his-

torical sense existed among the Egyptian people in an un-

usually high degree, and was cultivated by them in all its

stages.
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It is first of all demonstrated by the incredible multitude

of monuments of every kindr which were at all periods

erected by kings, and persons of private fortune. All the

chief cities of Egypt were adorned with temples and pa-

laces,, and the other towns,, frequently indeed more insig-

nificant places, with at least one,, often with several sanc-

tuaries ; these were filled with statues of the gods and

kings of all sizes, composed of the most valuable stone,,

and the walls externally and internally were covered with

coloured sculptures. To erect these public buildings, and

to endow them splendidly,, was the exclusive privilege and

pride of kings. In their turn the richer portion of the

people vied with them in their concern for the dead, by
erecting monumental tombs. Whilst with reference to public

buildings, -the passion for building among the Greeks and

liomans, in their most prosperous days, can alone be placed

beside that of the Pharaonic time, the Egyptian necropoli

far surpass those of Greece and Borne, both in extent and in

the number of the monuments, as well as in the richness of

their execution, especially in their endowment of pictures

and inscriptions.

But next to the multitude and splendour of these works,

the unsurpassed attention paid to their durability, especially

proves the innate historical sense of the Egyptians. That

they laid due stress on the great age of their buildings,

follows from the annalistic account of Manethoy which is

in no respect liable to suspicion, by which we learn that

even Tosobthbos, the second king of the 2nd Dynasty, and

the cotemporary of Menes, commenced building with hewn

Stones &a £€<rra>v \i6a>v.

And it is hardly necessary to mention the great Pyramids

of Memphis, those colossal massive structures, which, solid

throughout, and built of strong nicely joined hewn stones*

are piled up above the sepulchral chambers, cut out of the

living rock, generally without leaving any vacant space, Hke

artificial rocks in the simplest form, as if he who built them

had been aware that, in them he laid the foundation of the
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future gigantic building—the History of Man. This may
equally refer to all the other buudings, whether they are

destined for the living or the dead ; the desire to labour for

eternity is imprinted upon all of them.

The belief which was early formed of a life after death,

and of a relation continuing to subsist between the soul and

the body, was closely connected with this ; and along with

it the exaggerated care that was bestowed upon the bodies

of the dead, embalming them, and swathing them, and

shutting them up in double and triple sarcophagi, made of

the strongest wood, and the hardest stone, which were

buried in deep pits, and in laboriously excavated rock-cham-

bers. Even in the most peaceful times this nation appears

always to have anticipated
%
the possibility of future hostile

invasions, and of barbarous and rapacious races ; for that

reason they so ingeniously closed the large granite sarco-

phagi by means of metal rods, which only fell down into

the holes prepared for them in the sides, at the last

thrust of the cover, which was driven drawer-like in, so that

the sarcophagi could only be opened by the destruction of

the colossal masses of stone. They also endeavoured to

guard even the passage which led to the sarcophagi cham-

bers by heavy stone trap-doors, and by ingeniously building

up the walls, so as to divert the attention, and to protect

them in every other possible way from inroad and desecra-

tion. For that reason many subterranean tombs are un-

doubtedly still hidden from us
;
only a few tombs of kings are

known, and many important monuments will still be dis-

covered in the inexhaustible necropoli of Memphis, Abydos,

and Thebes.

However, we already possess such an abundant supply of

works of art, and other things belonging to daily life, from

the earliest, down to the latest times of the Pharaonic Mo-
narchy, that these in themselves alone, considered only ob-

jectively, would form an extremely important source of

knowledge concerning the mode of life in ancient Egypt.

The great work of Napoleon, the " Description de VJSgypte,"
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has splendidly demonstrated how much in fact maybe gained

by such an objective examination of the monuments ; it con*

tains matter that will always deserve praise, and a rich

treasure was collected for the cause of science, although

the key to the hieroglyphics had not yet been discovered,

and consequently all the monuments being chronologically

uncomprehended, or wrongly comprehended, stood beside

each other, as in a picture without perspective,, on one plane

surface.

This very work, however, is an evident proof of what could

not be done, even with the greatest expenditure of means
and learning, without aid obtained from the inscriptions.

The history of the people in all its varied development re-

mained dark and fabulous as before. It is the same with

the monuments of all nations, which have come down to

us either without any written character, or with it unde-

ciphered, like those of our own heathen ancestors, or of the

aborigines of South America, or even of the Babylonians.

History profits very little by them.

The Egyptians, however, from the beginning, exhibit, even

on this higher stage, their historical sense and vocation.

According to the Egyptian annals, it was the same King
Tosorthros who gained the highest reputation relative to the

perpetuity of the history of Egypt since his time, not only

by the introduction of hewn building stones, but still more

by the care he bestowed upon the development of the

written character; and we see upon the monuments, at least

since the time of Cheops, between three and four thousand

years before Christ, a perfectly-formed system of writing,

and a universal habit of writing, by no means confined to

the priesthood. Even at that time the writing was no
longer merely monumental; the signs, indeed, when they

were rapidly used, sometimes approached the hieratical

short-hand. It therefore appears to me undoubted that,

even in the time of Menes, in the very commencement of

our Egyptian history, the hieroglyphic writing had been

long invented, established, and practised, which we must of
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course presuppose since we hold Menes to be historical;

for there can be no history without writing. From the

choice of the pictures in hieroglyphics, and from other rea-

sons, it appears indeed justifiable to suppose, that this won-
derful picture-writing of the Egyptians was formed, with

reference to its peculiar character in Egypt itself, withoat

any other influence from abroad, although they may have

brought the first beginning of it with them from their origi-

nal home in Asia. But that a people should produce any-

thing so perfect as this system of writing, which embraces at

once all the stages of human writing, from the most direct

ideographical symbolic writing through syllables, to the

equally direct notification of sound by means of vowels and

consonants, certainly indicates a long previous development.

The application, however, which the Egyptians made of

this early invention, from which , so much resulted, is of still

more importance. For they not only employed it, as often

happens among nations of much higher civilisation, in the

most necessitous cases, and where it was most immediately

advantageous, but to an extent which surpasses everything

that we have heard of elsewhere, and which must still

astonish any one who considers the matter for the first time.

While the Greeks and Komans, at the period when they

were most lavish of their writing, only placed a short inscrip-

tion of a few words on the front of their largest temples and

most splendid buildings, for which reason the monumental
style still denotes among us a short laconic style, as seems

most suitable to the speaking stone
;
among the Egyptians

the temples were almost covered with inscriptions. All

buildings, which were erected to the gods, to the kings, and

to the dead, had generally representations or inscriptions

upon all the walls, ceilings, pillars, architraves, friezes, and

posts—inside as well as outside. In place of only giving the

most necessary information, the writing here forms in itself

at the same time an essential ornament of the architecture,

as is the case also with representations on a larger scale. The

variegated written columns on the white or grey surfaces, not

>
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only express a feeling for ornamental drawing, by the great

variety in their lines, which run backward and forward witfe

the utmost regularity, and satisfy the painter's eye by the

brilliancy of the varied colours, but they also excite the ob-

servation of the unlearned by the figurative and direct mean*
ing of the written objects, taken from all the natural king-

dom, and, lastly, the intelligent curiosity of the inquirer,

especially of every cultivated man, by the peculiar significa-

tion of their religious or historical purport. Thus hiero-

glyphics becomes a monumental writing, in a sense and to a

degree of perfection, beyond any other written character on
earth.

They had also so far overcome the technical difficulty of

engraving these signs, both in the most fragile and the

hardest kinds of stone, that it seems hardly to have been

considered at all, though these signs were not composed

of simple mathematical strokes, like the Roman or Greek

monumental writing, or the cuneiform writing of the Asiatics,

but were at the same time writing and artistic drawing.

Among the Egyptians the written character was not alone

the constant and indispensable accompaniment of archi-

tecture, and of the larger representations upon the walls

of the temples, but was placed with an equal predilec-

tion upon all, even the smallest objects of art and of daily

life. How precious among other nations of antiquity are

those statues, vases, gems, or other objects, which bear upon
them inscriptions with respect to their origin, their owners,

or their intended use! This is the universal practice in

Egypt. There, no Colossus was so great, and no amulet so

small, that it should not itself express for what it was de-

signed by means of an inscription ; no piece of furniture that

did not bear the name of its owner. Not only the temples

had their dedications, in which the builder was named, and

the god to whom it was consecrated by him, but they were

considered of such importance that a particular class of in-

dependent monuments were especially pevoted to them, viz.,

the obelisks at the entrance of the gates ; and besides this,
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every fresh addition to the temple, every newly-erected pillar,

actually even the restoration of separate representations,

which had been accidentally injured upon the old walls, had
a written information respecting which of the kings built it,

and what he had done for the enlargement, embellishment,

and restoration of the temple. We sometimes find the name
of the reigning king recorded upon the separate building

stones, as the stone-cutter's mark, and it was usually stamped

upon the bricks of royal manufacture.

Finally, however, writing was employed among the Egyp-

tians in its last and highest destination, as hook-writing for
literary purposes ; and, indeed, as we have already mentioned,

from the earliest times, for the use of the papyrus goes

thus far back, and we frequently see upon the representa-

tions from the time of the great Pyramids of Memphis, one

or more scribes occupied in registering upon sheets their

master's possessions in flocks, corn, and other treasures.

We learn from the historical accounts relative to the first

Dynasties, which are still preserved, that even at that time

they possessed Annals of the Monarchy,

If we now reflect upon the period from which the ori-

ginal fragments of such annals have come down to us,

namely, the beginning of the New Monarchy, we find that

this extends one thousand five hundred years farther back

than the oldest remains of book literature in the whole of

antiquity put together. For it is known that the greater

proportion of our manuscripts only go back about as far as

the tenth century of our era
;
previous to this their number

rapidly diminishes, and the small fragment of a manuscript

of Livy, which was lately brought to Berlin, and was there

recognised as probably belonging to the first century after

Christ, may be viewed as the earliest remains of a book
which can be referred to out of Egypt ; even the rolls—which
were reduced to coal at Herculaneum—do not go farther

back ; whereas in Egypt not alone numerous papyri have

been preserved from the time of Ptolemy, but a much greater

number from the centuries previous to that time, namely
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from the sixteenth to the thirteenth century, some of them
of extraordinary length1 . The greatest proportion of them
were deposited with the mummies, and therefore only contain

what relates to death and a future life ; but other rolls were

interred in the tombs as the most secure places, carefully

packed in particular vases or baskets, and they contain lau-

datory songs upon kings or gods, historical annals, the ac-

counts of the temple, that which relates to the calendar,

and many other things with reference to this life, frequently

contracts, law-suits, and similar documents from the time

of the Greeks, sometimes also with Greek translations or

additions.

The large number still in preservation leave therefore

no doubt concerning the remarkable fact communicated by
Diodorus I. 49, on good authority, that King Osymandyas,

i. e. Ramses-Miamun, built a library in his temple at Thebes,

as early as the fourteenth century before Christ. The de-

scription which he gives us of this splendid building may still

be traced from one chamber to the other among its ruins,

and at the entrance—behind which, according to Diodorus,

the library was situated—Champollion perceived on both

sides the representations of Thoth, the God of Wisdom, and
of Saf, the Goddess of History

;
then, behind the former, the

God of Hearing, and, behind the latter, the God of Seeing,

which significantly reminded the person who was entering of

the locality. Several hieratical papyri, which we still possess,

is also frequently mentioned in the so-called Historical

Papyri. I found in Thebes the tombs of two Librarians of

the time of Eamses-Miaraun, therefore probably belonging to

the library described by Diodorus ;
they are situated to the

south-west of the palace of Kamses, behind Der el Medinet.

The occupants were father and son, since this office was

hereditary, as most of them were. The father was called

1 The great Book of the Dead, at Turin, is upon a single Roll, 57' 3"

Hhlneland feet in length.
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Neb-nufre, the boh Nufre-hetep, and they bore the titles of

|
I her schar tu, " Superior over the Books," and A^|j

(

naa en schar tu, " Chief over the Books." In the tomb of

the son, Ramses sacrifices to Amen-Ba, and portions of ti\ o

statues of the deceased are still scattered about. "We have

good reason to suppose that this library, of which we have

incidentally received still further information, was neither

the first, nor the only one, and this is inferred, among other

things, because the two gods above mentioned bear as one of

their fixed titles, not only here, but upon other monuments

of all classes, the one the Master and the other the Mistress

of the Hall ofBooks, and that, consequently, the idea of gods

of libraries must have been very familiar to the Egyptians.

This also explains how, in the earliest times of the Greek

dominion, under Ptolemy Philadelphus, it was possible to fill

the library founded in Alexandria in the space of a few years

with 400,00c)1 rolls, at a time when there was no precedent

in the Grecian motherland except the private collection of

Aristotle. It is explained, when we remember that Phila-

delphus found such an abundant store already existing in the

Egyptian archives and libraries. It no longer seems anything

remarkable when Iamblichus2
,
referring to a Seleucus, tells

us of 20,000 hermetic books, which we must understand to

be a rough computation of all Egyptian literature; the notice

does not obtain a mythological character until the introduc-

tion into it of the cyclical number 36,525, which Iamblichus

quotes from Manetbo—of course from the false one.

The fame of Egyptian wisdom3
, which was universally dif-

fused throughout the ancient world, was grounded upon an

abundant literature, and the stock of knowledge deposited

therein, which increased from year to year like a well-invested

capital This fame was never disputed even by the Greeks

1 Ritschl. The Alexandrian Libraries. 1838. P. 32, &c.
2 De Myster. Yiii. I. According to Bockh, Manethot p. 117. J.

Finnicus also speaks somewhere of 20,000 books of Hermes. Compare
Fabr. Bib. gr. ed. Harl. t. L p. 85.

3
1 Kings iy. 30; Acts vii. 22.
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themselves
;
possessing so much higher natural endowments

than others, they were more just in this point than many
of our modern critics, who would rather consider the genius

of the Greeks as auto-didactic, grown up in a barbarous

wilderness. Herodotus calls the Egyptians " by far the best

instructed people with whom he has become acquainted, since

they, of all men, store up most, for recollection." When the

Eleians wished to establish their Olympian games, they sent

an embassy to the Egyptians, they being the wisest people of

all the earth, to obtain their judgment and their good advice

upon this great project1 .

The distinguished serieB of celebrated men2 who are said

to have carried Egyptian wisdom to the Greeks, begins as

early as the mythical times. Danaus brought the first germ

of higher civilisation from Egypt to Argos8, and Erectheus,

King of Athens, was considered by some an Egyptian4, and

taught the Eleusinian mysteries according to the manner of

the Egyptians. The holy singers of antiquity, Orpheus5
,

Mu8aeus6
,

Melampus7, and Eumolpus8
, thence acquired

their theological wisdom ; and even to Homer9 himself

Egypt may not have been unknown. The most ancient

artists of Greece, Daedalus10
,
Telecles11, and Theodoras18

,

are said to have educated themselves in this land of pri-

meval art, and have employed the Egyptian canon of pro-

portions. Lycurgus13 and Solon14 introduced into their

i Herod. iL 160.

* See the general accounts in Diodor. Sic. i. 69, 96—98; Plut. de Is.

et Osir. c. x. ; Clem. Alex. Strom, p. 131 ;
Sylb. Cedren. Hist comp.

p. 94 B.
3 Herod, ii. 91 ; vii. 94, &c. [Diod. i. 28.] 4 Diod. L 29.

* Diod. i. 69, 96; iv. 25. [Justin. Mart, ad Graec. c. xiv.]!

« Diod. i. 96. [Clem. Protr. p. 12; Uireph. Synes, p. 421.]
* Ibid. 8 Diod. i. 29.

» Diod.'i. 69, 96. Heliodor. Aeth. iii. 14; Clem. Div. L p. 130.

[Justin. Mart. c. xiv. 17.]
>• Diod. i. 96. 11 Diod. i. 98.

12 Ibid.

» Diod. i. 96; Plut. de Is. et Osir. c. x. [Plut. Lyc. i p. 41; F.

Isocr. Laud. Busir. p. 329.]
'« Plato. Tim. p. 21; Diod. i. 69, 96; Plut. de Is. c. x.; Vita Solon,

c. xxvi. [Justin. Mart. c. xiv.; Cyrill. c. Julian, i. p. 15.]
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fatherland all the wise regulations they there became ac-

quainted with ; and Herodotus1 especially tells us that the

Egyptian laws relating to the surveying of the land, by
which every one was obliged to declare to the monarch his

annual revenue, were transferred to Athens by Solon, and
were in use even in his time. Cleobulus, the sage of Lindus,

is said also to have visited Egypt2
. It signifies little how

much historical foundation there is for these accounts. The
general direction taken by tradition, with reference to it,

proves even more than separate facts could do, the early and
late general universal recognition of Egyptian wisdom. It

was considered a glory to participate in it.

But Egypt was especially regarded as a university for

philosophy, and for all that could be gained through science

and learning. "We therefore see philosophers, mathematicians,

physicians, historians, resorting to Egypt, each emulating

with the other, and studying for many years under Egyptian

teachers. The houses in Heliopolis in which Plato and the

mathematician Eudoxus had lived for thirteen years, were still

shown to Strabo8 . The observatory of Eudoxus, in which he
is said to have made certain observations of the stars, and on
Canobus, in particular, bore his name4 in the time of Strabo.

Even Thales5 was instructed by the Egyptian priests, and as it

is expressly said, had besides them, no other teachers. Here he

became acquainted with the division of the year into seasons,

and into 365 days ; and here also he learnt how to take the

measurement of high objects, such as the Pyramids by their

shadow, at a particular hour of the day6
. Archimedes7 in-

vented his celebrated water screw in Egypt, and there applied

it, in the establishments which were devoted to the irrigation

1 ii 177. 2 Diog. Laert. L 89.
3 Strab. xvii p. 806. 807; Cic. de fin. v. 29; Diod. Sic. i. 96; Flat.

de Is. c. x. de genio Socr. j>. 578; Clem. Al. Strom, i. p. 131; Diog.
Laert. Hi. 6.

4 Strab. ii. p. 119; xvii. p. 807.
5 Plut. de Is. c. x. de placit phitos. L 3 ; Clem. i. p. 130; Diog.

Laert i. 27. [Theod. Melit. Proem, in Astr. c. xii.; Cyrili. c. Jul i.

p. 15.]
6 Diog. Laert. i. 27; Flin. H. N. xxxvi. 17. 7 Diod. v. 37.
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of the land, Pythagoras1 was a long time in Egypt, and all

that we know concerning the dogmas of this influential man
agrees with this account2 . His doctrine of the immortality

of the soul, especially, is very decidedly referred, by Hero-

dotus, to Egypt. He says, " This doctrine is wrongly pro-

nounced by certain Cheeks, whom he will not mention, as

belonging peculiarly to themP," by which he evidently has

Pythagoras and his master Pherecydes in view, for it is also

related of the latter that he was in Egypt4. And it is in

fact now sufficiently known, from the monuments, that the

Egyptians possessed from the earliest times very distinct

ideas about the transmigration of souls, and of judgment
after death6. The philosophers Anaxagorus6

,
Democritus7

,

Sphaeru8 s
, the mathematician Oinopides9

, the physician

Chrysippus10, also Alcaeus11 and JSuripedes12, are enume-
rated among the visitors to Egypt. Finally, the same is

known of Secateusls
, Herodotus, Diodorus 1

*, Strabo, and
many less celebrated Greeks.

All these men did not merely desire to acquire a know-

ledge of Egypt as eye-witnesses, but went there principally

to gain instruction from the learned priests on particular

branches of knowledge. This is the light in which those

historians regarded it, who give us more detailed accounts of

these wanderings of the Greek scholars to Egypt 15
. The

Egyptians themselves indeed valued it so highly that the

priests, as Diodorus, i. 96, expressly recounts, recorded in

their annals the visits of celebrated Greeks. It thence

1
Cic. de Jtn. t. 29; Diod. i. 96; Strab. vii. p. 297; xiv. p. 638;

Plut. dt Is. c. x.; Diog. Laert. viii. 3, 11; Clem. 1. 1. [Justin. Mart
c. xiv. 19 ; Isocr. Busir. p. 227.]

2 Herod, ii. 81 ;
Diog. Laert. viii. 24, 33, 34; Diosr. Laert. viii. 4.

3 Herod, ii. 123; Diog. Laert. viii. 14; Cic. Tusc. i. 16.
4 Clem. Alex. i. p. 129; Cedren. p. 94, B. [Theod. Melit. Pr. in

Astr.c. 12.]
* See preface to the Todtenbuche der jEgvpter, p. 13, &c.
« Cedren. p. 94, B. * Diod. i. 96; Diog, L. IX. 85.
• Diog. L. VII. 177. » Diod. i. 96.
10 Diog. L. VII. 186; viii. 87. 11 Strab. I. ii. p. 37.
» Diog. L. III. 6. 13 Herod, ii. 143.
*« Diod. i. 44. » Diod. i. 69.

2o
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arose that the most distinguished among them, even the

individual teachers, remained known by name and descent;

and were handed down to us1 . These names bear upon
them a genuine Egyptian stamp, and therefore offer no
grounds for any material doubt from this side: Plutarch

calls the teacher of Solon, Sonohis, from Sais; of Pythagoras,

Onnuphis, from- Heliopolis; and of Eudoxus; Chonu/pltis,

from Memphis. Clemens adds to these the teacher of Plato,

Sechnuphia ; all of them names whose Egyptian form may
be easily restored*

It ia evident that this instruction inust have contained

more than an unintelligible knowledge of symbols, a petri-

fied mysticism, and empty dreams, as people have been

hitherto frequently inclined to believe. Eeal knowledge

and scientific experiences could only be founded upon a

copious literature, carefully fostered for many ages. Its

great treasures had indeed been long known and envied

before the time of the Ptolemies; the Persians, under

Artaxerxes, carried offa portion of them, togetherwith other

treasures, from the ancient archives of the temples, and only

restored them for a high ransom3 . But their contents

began for the first time to be better known, and more per*

fectly understood, when the translations appeared, which

were extensively made for-the Greeks8 after the time of the

first Ptolemies. Strabo, among others, affords us a valuable

proof of this, where he speaks of the thirteen years' resi-

dence of Plato and Eudbxus in Egypt*; " These priests (he

says) were versed in astronomy, but, mysterious and- far

from communicative, it was only after the lapse of time and

by polite attentions that they allowed themselves to be in*

duced to communicate some of their doctrines ; but still the

most part was kept concealed by these barbarians. For in-

stance, to complete the perfect year, they added that portion

of tiie day and night which goes beyond the 365 days

;

1 Plat de L. x.; de gtnio Socr. p. 578, F ; Clem. AL Str. i.

p. 131.
* Diod. xvi. 51. • Sync p. 271, D. « xvii. p. 806.
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nevertheless, the perfect year remained unknown to the Greeks,

as well as many other things, until the later astronomers learnt

itfrom the treatises of the priests, which were translated into.

Greek; and they stUl refer to the writings of the Egyptians,

as well as to those of the Chaldeans^.

But, in order to view more distinctly the multiplicity of.

the Egyptian branches of learning, I Bhall mention the forty-

two Hermetic books, probably chiefly sacred, described to us

byClemens of Alexandria, from a genuine ancient authority8.

¥e learn from it that the ten first and principal books, those

ofthe Prophets, called the Hieratical, or Priest Books, treated,

of the laws and the gods, namely, of the highest theological

education, which embraced at once divine and human laws3
,

and philosophy4. To this was appended, as an immediate

and necessary complement, the ten books of the Stolistes—
liturgical in their contents—containing ordinances about the

sacrifice, and the offering of the first-fruits, of hymns,,prayers,

processions, feasts, &c.

To these twenty writings, which were in a stricter sense

sacerdotal, succeeded fourteen others, treating of more
Oecular learning, what we should call the exact sciences,

which were indeed indispensable to the priests, but in them-

selves bore no theological character. These also were again

divided. into two divisions; of which the first, consisting of

ten books, belonged to the hierogrammatist6
, and not alone

embraced the wide field of hieroglyphics, t. «. writing and

1 See respecting this, Letrorrae. Translation of the 17th Book of

Strata. (Geographic de Strabon. t. i. Paris, 1819. p. 390.) Com-
pare the passage in Herodot. ii. 123, where, though not by name, he
accuses Pythagoras and Pherecydes of having ascribed to themselves
what they had borrowed from the Egyptians. The same was related

by some of Eudoxua. Diog. Laert. viii. 89.
* Strom. vL p. 260, ed, Sylb. See also Bunsen AZqypten* Stelk in

der Weltgesch., Bd. i. p. 34, &c. {Egypt's Place in Universal Z/wtoy,
book i. p. 9.)

9 Aelian. HisL var. ziv. 34, says, that the Egyptians in ancient times

had priests as their judges.
4 Clem. Strom, i p. 131. * [Sacred Scribe.]

2o2
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drawing; but also all that fell within the department of

the measurement of space and of geometry, commencing
with the more general, cosmography, universal geography,

the chorography of Egypt, and the course of the Nile;

then, also consequent upon that, the topography of the

temple-sites ; and lastly, the most local arrangements of

the furniture of the temple, as it were, or naography. The
remaining four books, the astrological, more properly called

by us the astronomical, were committed to a particular class

of scholars—the horoscopi, or time seers. This portion of

their science, so peculiarly important to the Egyptians, and
therefore kept distinct from the rest, entered into everything

that it was necessary to be acquainted with for the calcula-

tion of time, both in detail and on a large scale, therefore

more especially with the heavenly chronometers, the stars,

and indeed, above all, the position of the fixed stars (and the

constellations) ; then the arrangement of the planets (and

their revolutions), the conjunctions and phases of the sun
and moon; lastly, the rising of the stars. The practical

purpose was indicated by the symbols of the horoscopes, the

horologium, and the palm-branch of the years and periods.

After the strict sciences, there followed the two books of
the Chanter. He represented the only art—at least, the

only one which was recognised as such, by its separate posi-

tion—that of music. Architecture and the art of drawing

were practised, and even with a feeling for art, but they had

not emancipated themselves as independent arts, from tho

rule and line condition of the hierograinmatist. Even music,

which was apprehended, and came into the world for the

first time through the Greeks, was not considered by the

Egyptians as an independent art, in our sense of the word,

neither could it be regarded a science like drawing, as if it

were equally an efflux of the horoscopical chronology, to which

it was externally attached. It was on that account necessary

to keep them apart. "We must, therefore, look upon the

chanter only as a precentor—a practical leader of the reli-
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gious and festive songs. His two books contained hymns
to the gods, and (encomiastic-poetical) observations upon
the royal life, but only as the subject-matter of the religious

chorus. It cannot be known how far real music was here

brought into consideration ; but certainly the AoVfc had
nothing to do with the theological purport of his hymns—
information concerning this must be derived from the

prophets and the Stolist.

The contents of the last six books were medicinal, and
treated of the structure of the body, of diseases, the organs,

curatives, for the eyes especially, and of female cases. They
are assigned by Clemens, probably from a misunderstanding,

to the Pastophori, i. e. the watchers of the temples1 .

This survey of the forty-two ancient sacred books deserves

here especially, our full consideration, because it brings

clearly to light an intelligent, thoughtful, general view of

1 The Pa8tophori do not appear in the train of the priests, and are

expressly separated from the priests (Upds) by Porphyrias, They
were, as their name implies, the bearers of the small sacred chapels of
the gods which formed the principal furniture of the temple. That is

probably the reason why they appear in the great processions, where
the images of the gods were carried about, not as priests, but as

wider-officers of the temple ; and they are, therefore, rightly placed by
Porphyrius along with the v€<oK6pot, the sweepers of the temple, and
the other servants of the temple (ynovpyot). As bearers of the

sacred shrines they were also their watchmen, and, therefore, especially

, the overseers of the temple, the watchmen of the temple ; therefore

their hieroglyphical sign, according to Horapoilo, i. 41, is a house

watchman, <pvka£ oueov, because the temple is guarded by him,

bih t6 vtt6 tovtov ^vkdrrtaBai to Upov. But what could the temple

watchmen have had to do with medicine ? There is nowhere even
the most distant relation indicated between the pastophori and the
physicians; indeed, their occupations appear necessarily to exclude
them. I therefore believe that there is either some fundamental error,

or a false reading, in the passage of Clemens, which cannot yet be
solved. The pastophori were the principal under-officers, and there-

fore were united by their rank with the chanter, the lowest class of the
priests. Was this possibly the reason why the books of medicine,

which succeeded those of the chanter in this canon, were ascribed to

them? There were many more than forty-two sacred books, and they

must have all been lodged among the archives of the temple, without,

however, being assigned to any particular class of priests.
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itbe universe, straining after inward perfection and con-

iBcious arrangement, and also the necessity of giving this a

-prominent form by literature, and of mtroducing it practa-

ccally into life. Proceeding from the general to the incti-

<vidual, from the spiritual to the external, from the theoretical

to the practical, as well in the succession of the general sec-

tions as in the arrangement of the separate books, this code

forms a defined whole, which we nowhere find repeated

nmong any of the nations of antiquity, not even among the

.Indians. Unfortunately, the ten first and most important

books, which contained their fundamental ideas on religion,

philosophy, and law, and therefore the highest and most

spiritual department of their contemplation, are not so fully

described as the following sections, as regards the detail of

their contents ; therefore the enumeration of the separate

branches of knowledge with which the hierogrammatists,

the real scholars, and the horoscopi, next to them, occupied

themselves, and which comprehended the whole visible and

.measurable world, is so much the more worthy of our notice.

At the same time we must remember that in the con-

struction of this canon there was no intention of giving the

.chief features of an encyclopedia of their sciences. Every
scientific purpose was necessarily laid aside, only the

thoroughly practical aim of a sacerdotal compendium was

contemplated, in which learning only formed part of the

education of a priest, and merely occupied a third place after

theology and the liturgical forms, and was only represented

so far as a direct practical use could be obtained from it.

Philosophy was therefore not at all separated from theology

;

human law was only an efflux of divine law. The know-
ledge of geometry was necessary for the surveying of the

land, the division of the produce, the building and decoration

of the temples ; the knowledge of astronomy for the calendar

of festivals, and the civil calculation of time; flinging

formed a part of the Liturgy. Nor is proof wanting that the

knowledge and literature of Egypt far surpassed what was

required by the hierarchy, that the thirty-six or forty-two
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books were also the earliest and original centre, to which,

later progressive improvements might everywhere attach

themselves.

"We frequently lead in other authors about the " Sacred

Writing*1 " of the Egyptians, or of their Hermetic book*,

but it would be wrong to refer all these notices to the forty-

two books named by Clemens. It seems tome by no means
improbable that the above-mentioned precepts on the life of

the king, in Diodorus, which for Egypt bear a thoroughly

classical stamp on them, formed a portion of the sacred law-

books of the prophets, and that the laudatory song upon the

deceased king, mentioned at the end of that passage, might

have been composed in imitation of the cVcAoyiapd* 0a<riXucoo

fliov, in the last of the thirty-six books, and have only been

employed in the last case. But it is not to be supposed

the forty-two books themselves contained separate laudatory

songs on particular kings, although such songs, understood

in a wider sense, certainly belonged to the sacred books.

We read in the same passage of Diodorus, that wise say-

ings and actions of the most distinguished men were read

aloud to the king after the sacrifice by the bierogrammatist

from the " Sacred Books," Ac r»* Up&r tf/9W. We still pos-

sess ancient papyri which contain proverbs of a similar kind,

some of them even put into the mouths of certain celebrated

kings belonging to the Old Monarchy, such as Amenemha I.,

the head of the 12th Dynasty2
,
resembling somewhat in their

ibrm the proverbs of Solomon. For the sake of the reader,

and the one who reads out loud, they are divided by red points

recurring at nearly stated intervals into short verses, accord-

ing to the sentences, like the Hebrew scriptures. But these

tcouldnot have belonged to the ten rolls of the hierogram-

matists, nor to the priests' canon in general.

It were moreeasy to suppose that the first book ofthe singer

1 TBiod. i 70, 73, 96.]
* I speak here of the first section of the Papyrus of Sallier, No. 2,

which is communicated in the Select Papyri in the hieratic character,

from the collection of the British Museum, London. 1844. PL x.—xii.
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may have consisted of single hymns and prayers addressed to

particular divinities, such as we still possess several instances

of, e. g. to Ba, Amen Ea, Mut1
, to Thoth2, to Osiris8

,
Atmu8

,

&c, yet probably it likewise only contained the daily litanies,

which belonged to every temple service, and which were also

expressly mentioned4 . I can as little agree with the opinion5

that the great Book of the Dead of the Egyptians was one of

the ten books of the StolisteB, although I consider it to be also6

a sacred book ascribed to Hermes. Even its extent forbids

the former supposition. And, moreover, it is by no means a

liturgical book, which one belonging to the Stotistes must
have been, nor a book of Eituals, as Champollion appears to

have regarded it, but essentially a history of the soul after

death, therefore it was placed in the tomb with the deceased.

The theological basis of this work, however, was undoubtedly

included in the hieratical books of the prophets.

Bunsen7 justly makes a distinction between the civil law-

book, and the sacred law-books of the prophets. It was

impossible that the regulations and precepts of the six law-

givers, who are mentioned by Diodorus8, could have been re-,

ceived into the canon, this can only be supposed of the most

ancient portion of them—the laws of Menes, which were

ascribed to Hermes by himself, and probably were the foun-

dation both of the religious and of the civil law.

We shall now more easily understand why still less space

was afforded in the canon of Clemens for the historical liter*

1 I procured in Thebes a number of such bymns for the Royal
Museum at Berlin. Several of them were composed in the reign of

King Ramses IX., in the 20th Dynasty. There was a hymn to Amen-
Ra, upon a roll of eleven pages, in the Egyptian collection of Mr.
Sams in Londou, 1839.

* Upon a wooden tablet covered with fine white chalk, in the British
Museum.

» In the Book of the Dead, c 128, 134, 139, &c [Plut. de Is. c, 52.]
4 Porphyr. de obit. iv. 8.

* Bunsen, Bd. i. p. 55. (Eg.'s PL in Vn. Hist. bk. i. p. 28.)
6 See my introduction to the Todtenbuche der JEgypter. Leipzig,

1842, p. 17.

» Bd. i p. 47. (Eg.'s Pt. in Un. Hist bk. i. p. 20.)
* i. 94, 95.
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ture. It presented neither a speculative nor a practical side

to the object which Egyptian theology had in view, and re-

garded in this light, therefore, it must appear subordinate.

But on that account it no less existed. This is proved as well

by the authors1 themselves as by the original remains, which

we still possess. Historical facts of all kinds, related both

by means of pictures and writings, covered the walls of the

temples in the principal towns
;

single battles and whole

wars were described, with their exact dates, and with all the

living details ofan eye-witness, upon the stone surfaces of the

pylons and the surrounding walls. As long as these lasted,

the remembrance of those actions must have remained living

and true in the mind of every cultivated Egyptian. And, in

fact, we find these representations at a late period used as a

direct authority in history.

Tacitus2 recounts to us the visit of Germanicus to the

"great remains of ancient Thebes. And Egyptian inscrip-

tions were stih extant upon the enormous buildings which

declared the former riches. One of the most distinguished

of the priests, who was required to explain the language of
the country, related, that at one time 700,000 men, capable

of bearing arms, dwelt here, and that King Bamses with this

army had conquered Libya, Ethiopia, the Medes and Persians,

the Bactrians, and Scythians, and that he held under his

dominions the countries of the Syrians, the Armenians, and
the neighbouring Cappadocians, and thence to the Bithynian

and the Lycian Sea; the tribute laid upon the people was also

read aloud, the weight of the silver and gold, the number of the

weapons and horses, and the presents to the temple, of ivory

and frankincense, and how much corn and other objects had
been remitted by each nation, which was not less than what

is now imposed upon the people by the might of the Barthians,

or the power of the Romans"
This is as strictly an historical notice from the reign of

Eamses II., in the fourteenth century before Christ, as was
ever related to us by the Greeks from the life of Xerxes or

Alexander : for we read this statement now in the present day
1 [Tatian. or. ad Grate, c 1.] * AnnaL ii 60.
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upon the same walls, before which Germanicus stood with

wondering eyes. The Greeks and Romans seldom derived

their knowledge from such a direct source as Germani-
cus did here, and Tacitus was quite unconscious that he was
speaking of the same King Ramses, when shortly before he

related of King Sesostris, that the bird called the Phoenix ap-

peared for the first time in his reign. We still xead the

name Ramses upon the monuments, as the priest read it to

Germanicus ; Sesostris was the name of Sethos I., who was
so often confused with his son Ramses, and was carried down

by a Greek mistake, since the time of Herodotus (ceecocic,

cecotocic, ceccocTpic).

Who can well doubt that along with such a historical

literature engraven in stone, which to this day fills the

whole of Egypt from Alexandria to Mount Barkal, far in

Ethiopia, a corresponding historical booh literature must
have existed, of course much richer and more complete,

even though we may not be able at present to point out the

remains of it. But in fact we still possess papyrus rolls,

one of which accidentally refers to the identical warlike

deeds represented, with their annotations, upon the walls

of the Theban temple. This is one of the important docu-

ments which the British Museum purchased in the year

1839 from M. Sallier, in Aix, after Champollion had already,

in the year 1828, recognised and communicated several pas-

sages in it which related to the war of the great Ramses
against the people of Cheta1 . In 1838 I found at Leghorn,

in a collection of Egyptian antiquities belonging to M.
D'Anastasi, a series of papyri very similar to this, which

mention other warlike features of that glorious period. They
appear to come originally from the same tomb as those of

Sallier, since they proceed, partly, indeed, from the same

1 Champollion, Lettres tcrites (TEgypte et de Nvbk, p. 21, 426.

After the death of Champollion, Salvolini made use of the privately

withheld papers of his master for a particular treatise : Campagne de

Ramsis-k-Grand ( Sfaostris) centre Us Schita et lews aJliis. Manuscrit
hitratique appurtenant a M. Sallier a Aix. en Provence. Notice sur ce MS.
Paris, 1835, 8.
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Bcribe. Other similar pieces are fonnd in the Egyptian col-

lections at Turin, Leyden, and Berlin.

It is evident, partly from the express date of the author or

scribe, partly from the kings mentioned in the text, that

the largest proportion of them belong to the 19th Dynasty.

The most ancient date in the London papyrus is from the

ninth year of the Great Eamses II. ; the latest is from the

first year of King Set-Necht, the third successor of the
former. The Turin Royal A^nalR also belong to this or

the next Dynasty. Other papyri are certainly not older

than the 20th ; e. g. one of those which I obtained in Thebes

repeatedly mentions the name of Ramses IX., and is dated,

ipon the reverse Bide, from the 13th of Pachon—the Bix-

teenth year, probably, of this king.

Another of these rolls contains, on the other hand, a por-

tion of a composition which belongs to the time of Tutmes
III., the conqueror of the Hyksos in the 18th Dynasty ; a

Toll in Turin treats of the same king. "We have as little

reason to doubt that the first paragraph in the Pap. Saltier,

No. 1, pi. i.—iii, which treats of two kings at the end of the

Hyksos period, was also composed in their time, or soon after

their death.

Two remarkable papyrus rolls, which I obtained in Lon-

don for the Berlin Museum, mention the first kings of the

12th D.ynasty, Amenemha I. and Sbbubtesek I. Their

writing is very different from the rest of those that I am
acquainted with, and they belong i;o the very rare exceptions

which, in place of horizontal lines, are written in vertical

columns, after the manner of hieroglyphics! writing ; bo that

it would not surprise me, if by penetrating more deeply into

.the contents, the result Bhould be, that they were composed,

even this very copy, during the Old Monarchy. But the

most ancient of all the hieratic royal names are found in a
papyrus in my own possession1 . Here the name of Chuttj

1 I am indebted for this yaluable present to an English lady, Miss
Westcar, who had deposited it a long time ago in the Bodleian Library,

Oxford. It contains nine sides, of which, unhappily, the first four are
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(Cheops) is frequently mentioned, also King Snefbu in

the 3rd Manethonic Dynasty, and three other kings, who
probably belong to the same Dynasty. These kings are,

indeed, all cited as dead, but since the whole of them belonged

to that ancient period, its contents could hardly be placed

much later. Among a people who were at all times sur-

rounded by so many contemporaneous monuments and his-

torical authorities, reaching as far back as their first royal

Dynasties, it must have been generally much more difficult to

supplant, or essentially to alter the existing genuine history

of ancient times by fabulous tales and poetical inventions of

later times.

In spite of the astonishing number of monuments, and in

spite of the rich literature, whose original remains are con-

firmed by the accounts we find in different authors, it would,

however, have been impossible to the Egyptians themselves,

how much more so to us, to obtain a correct and clear insight

into the course and connection of their history, if from its

commencement a chronological sense had not been so early

developed among them. Without chronology we should ob-

tain no history, even from the most varied literature ; the

Indians, especially, give us a striking proof of this. History

first obtains a perfect self-consciousness through chronology.

With the growing civilisation of a people, the necessity in-

creases for a sharper division of time both in small and

large periods. Prom the earliest era of their history, the

Egyptians have known how to satisfy this necessity, inherent

in every higher state of civilisation.

But a chronology which is well arranged and established

must always proceed from astronomy. We cannot conceive

the existence of the former, in any nation, without the latter

being to a certain degree developed. It will not, therefore,

appear superfluous if we enter here more minutely into the

very much destroyed. The remainder, also, is very hastily written, and
is therefore difficult to decipher. It appears to be poetical, and to be

addressed to a king, whose name unfortunately is lost ; the example
" of his ancestors," Chufu, Snefru Ser, &c. is held up to him.
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astronomical knowledge ofthe Egyptians, before we turn our
attention to their computation of time. We shall here, also,

commence with the information we obtain from authors, and
afterwards see how far it is confirmed and completed by the

monuments.
[The author here proceeds to the astronomical basis of

Egyptian chronology, and the chronological knowledge pos-

sessed by the Egyptians, and concludes his Introduction with

the following words
:]

Taking a retrospective survey of the path we have hitherto

pursued in our discussions, I believe I have essentially ful-

filled the task we undertook at the commencement, namely,

to point out the possibility of the existence of such an early

history of Egypt.

We have seen how, contrasted with the most ancient

Asiatic nations, the Egyptians (pre-eminently favoured by
their climatal and geographical conditions) were destined,,

as it were by nature, to be a monumental nation. These

external conditions correspond with the innate bias of their

feelings, which is shown by the innumerable multitude of

their monuments, and by the extreme care they bestowed

upon their preservation. From their desire to retain the

fleeting present, may be explained the early development

of their system of writing (so rich and significant in its

organism, owing to its important origin), as well as the ex-

cessive use which was made of this writing, especially for

the monuments, beyond any other nations of antiquity, so

that it soon attained its highest destination by its applica-

tion to a many-sided book literature. We have been able

to refer to a Theban library as early as the fourteenth cen-

tury before Christ, and have found reason for considering it

neither the most ancient, nor the only one in Egypt. It was
this very ancient literature and hereditary learning, which
a later antiquity, and more particularly the Greeks, abun-

dantlyacknowledged, praised, sought out, and studied. Among
the various branches of knowledge we have surveyed, espe-

cially the sacred codes of the priests—the forty-two Hermetic
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books described by Clemens, we have however particularly

Attempted, to indicate more closely from the monuments, the

early study of astronomy, because the arrival at amon fixed

chronology depends especially upon its development. We
have likewise endeavoured to point out that, under the

favourable circumstances of an Egyptian sky, and especially

since the introduction of the variable sun-calendar (calcu-

lating as it were, and forming periods for itself), astronomy

cultivated in the most elaborate and most complete

ter, and this we have been able partly to confirm by the

monuments of the 4th and 12th Dynasties of the Old,Mo-
narchy. We have discovered a division of time, less than an

hour, to the sixty times sixtieth part of a minute, and above

an hour to the period of 36,525 years. Between these there

were the greatest variety of cycles, such as no other ancient

nation, except the Egyptian, has been able to produce, in

equal perfection. They were acquainted with the civil hours

of day and night, also with the twenty-four equal or

noctial hours of the complete day, wx%poi«.
Prom days they formed the decades, or Egyptii

and from these the thirty-day month; they also

the lunar months, and solemnised the new and full moon.
Their season consisted of four months* They recognised

as forms of yearsj and carried out in the calendar, both

the oldest lunar- year, as well as the solar year of 365 days,

and the Sirius year, which is a quarter of a day longer. The
civil solar year, after twenty-five years, namely at the Apis

period, agreed again with the lunar year; in the same way,

calculating by the day, it agreed with the Sirius year, at the

lustrum of four years ; and in the space of 1461 years, it

agreed completely with the Sothis period. The Phoenix

period, of 1500 years, was employed to make the civil year

agree with the tropical year, which was afterwards divided

according to the three seasons into three parte—500 years

each. Finally, the Sidereal year, or the slow receding of the

ecliptic to the west, became known, and it was expressed,

although with an imperfect comprehension of the
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and velocity of the movement, by its greatest astronomical

period of 36,525 years,

"We have gained the principal purpose we had in view if

we have succeeded in pointing out that, in Egypt, from the

time of Menes, to whose reign the historical accounts- go

back, there existed to an extraordinary degree all the con*

ditions necessary for the growth and the perfect development

of the self-conscious and historical life of a nation, and for a

chronologically-arranged historical literature, formed by the

monuments and contemporaneous records* These circum-

stances have placed it in our power to investigate and restore,

from such early times, the experienced and recorded history

of the Egyptians. As far as our present knowledge extends,

the conditions that we have named only appear complete

among the most ancient Asiatic and European nations at a

much later period, namely, during the last millennium before

Christ, therefore an historical investigation, which refers

back as far as that of Egypt, has hitherto been impossible

with respect to those nations, except so far as in the Egyptian

history itself new points of information may be found respect-

ing the oldest history of nations, not Egyptian.

But it may very possibly be imagined that we have been

compelled to stop at the indication of this possibility, being

deficient in the means to raise this historical treasure from

the depths in which we behold it. We can only restore

true history with the assistance of an historical literature,

and this must either be contemporaneous, and so far possess

in itself a monumental value, or if it is a later literature,

referring to what has long gone by, it must be accompanied

by contemporaneous and intelligible monuments to enable

us to prove and correct it by them. Hitherto we have

certainly possessed one of the necessary means for the

restoration of the Pharaonic history, namely, the Greek

accounts, and extracts from an ancient Egyptian historical

literature. But they remained useless and confused, because

the monuments and the literary remains of the country

were still ntute and unintelligible. However, since Cham-
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pollion's praiseworthy deciphering of the hieroglyphical

writing has rendered it possible to make an historical use of

the monuments of the country, the second means for his-

torical investigation has been placed in our hands. It was

now for the first time possible to gain some advantage from

the literary authorities, and to make a critical examination

of them, which would necessarily demonstrate the general

connection that subsists between the monuments. Only a

correct all-sided combination of the means offered on both
sides can here lead to the aim we have in view.



THE HEBREW TRADITION.

We can best exhibit the relation that subsists between

the Hebrew and Egyptian records, by endeavouring to deter-

mine chronologically, and by such means as are extant, the

most important point of contact in the two histories

—

namely, the Mosaic period—and thus to prove the value of

the several numbers stated. We shall thereby perceive that

the Hebrew accounts, in so far as they are connected with

Egypt, may be held to be of more historical value than

several modern inquirers are inclined to accord to them, and

that they are by no means wanting in a fixed chronological

principle, without which history cannot subsist ; but that

a more exact chronology, which might serve as a point of

support to the Egyptian, is not to be sought in them, and
it is rather this last which supplies the most certain chro-

nological explanation of those times to the history of

the Israelites. The genuine chronological character of the

Jewish history is pretty well acknowledged by every one

as far back as the division of the kingdom, or the building

of the temple, whereby, indeed, the individual chronological

difficulties, which frequently occur during this epoch, are not

considered, hat only the chronological value -of those num-
bers generally which form the basis of these separate inves-

tigations ; but the strictly chronological character of the

Hebrew determinations of time before this epoch is dis-

puted, and, indeed, in those very numbers which contain in

themselves alone the threads of an exact chronology. A cri-

tical examination of the value of these numbers generally iB

thus necessary, and therefore this discussion becomes ap-

propriate here. It is, in fact, of the greatest importance to

2 D
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us, because it determines whether it be possible to solve

some marked contradictions which have at all times keenly

engaged the attention of historians and theologians, and still

continue to do so ; it will, besides, enable many people to

decide upon the value of the Manethonic, consequently of

the Egyptian chronology generally, so far as it is made to

depend on its agreement with the accounts obtained from

the oldest source, the only one indeed not Egyptian, which

here, at all events, admits of a comparison.

There are, especially, two numbers which have hitherto

formed the turning points of the chronology of the Old

Testament for the Mosaic period, because, passing over the

uncertain individual statements, they fixed the limits to

great spaces in time, and appeared to lay down a rule for

more special investigations. I mean the 480 years1 which

are calculated to be the period between the Exodus and the

building of the temple, and the 430 years2 for the sojourn of

the Israelites in Egypt. Both numbers very early created

difficulty, and are partly modified, and partly refuted by

other statements of time in the Old Testament. The 4S0

years ought to correspond with the sum of the individual

numbers in the Book of Judges, which last is, however, con-

siderably greater. The genealogies of that same period

would, on the other hand, lead to the conclusion that the

number of years was much fewer. The Seventy themselves

differ in their statement of the number, since they write 440

in place of 480 years ; and in the Acts of the Apostles

(xiii. 20), 450 years are calculated for the Judges only to

the time of Samuel; and this again differs from all other

statements. Lastly, we find that Josephus also, even if he

knew the number 480, still did not consider it as binding,

since he never mentions it, but accepts different numbers,

and far higher ones8,
which, nevertheless, do not agree with

the Book of Judges. It thereby at least follows, that the

number 480 by itself cannot claim any decided authority.

1 1 Kings vi. 1. 3 Exodus xii. 40.
9 Ant. viii. 3, 1: 592; c Ap. ii. 2: 612 years.
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But there is a still greater difference in the acceptation of

the 430 years which the Israelites are said to have passed

in Egypt. For, setting aside that in an earlier prophecy1

the round number 400 alone is given, the Seventy under-

stand the whole statement to mean, not from the entrance

of Jacob into Egypt, but from the entrance of Abraham
into Canaan, and they therefore translate the words in

Exodus xii. 40, "Now the sojourning of the children of

Israel, who dwelt in Egypt, was four hundred and thirty

years by rj 6*e KaToua^tris t&v vlav 'laparjk, rjv KarcpKrjcrav iv

177 yjj Alytrrrrtp Kai tv 777 Xavaav, (ttj T€Tpax6<ria rpiaKOvra (Now
the dwelling of the children of Israel, which they dwelt in

the land of Egypt and in the land of Canaan, was four hun-

dred and thirty years). The Apostle Paul2 also reckons the

430 years from the promise of Abraham, and Josephus3

does the same, so that for the sojourn in Egypt, which is

understood in the Hebrew text, only 215 years are reckoned,

the remaining 215 being assigned to the time from Abraham
to Jacob. Lastly, if we compare the number of generations

in this period, we shall only find four generations for the four

centuries, so that for this, even half of the time stated would

still be far too great.

Finally, if we consider along with these contradictory

statements the intrinsic character of the numbers given in

the original text, namely, the arithmetical relation of the

215 years from Abraham to Jacob, to the 430 or 215 years

from Jacob to Moses, the frequent return also of the inde-

terminate number 40, both in the first* and still more in the

second period, and lastly the nature of the numbers 480 or

440 as a multiple of 12 or 11 generations of 40 years each,

it appears to me very natural that either a higher providen-

* Ant ii 15, 2; viii. 3, 1, Compare c. Ap. I 33, where he calculates

170 years from Joseph to Moses.
4 Isaac was 40 years old when he married Rebecca; Moses is 40 years

old when he goes to Midian ; at 80 years of age he leads the people out
of Egypt, and dies at the age of 1 20.

2 GaLiH. 17.

2d 2
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tial meaning, and in spite of aU other opposing considera-

tions, the only correct chronological expression would be

seen in this play of numbers, or that this external garb of

numbers would be regarded as unessential for the religious

—

indeed, in part, also, for the historical import of those narra-

tions, but that in the latter case all more exact chronological

investigation of this period must be relinquished.

The latter view must gradually prevail in stricter science.

A criterion was wanting in the investigation of the Old

Testament, which might decide upon a definite choice among
its selfoontradictory statements. Each claimed for itself a

like authority. If we believe that we may now attempt a

new solution of $ie difficulty, we rely upon the fresh point

of view which we can occupy for that purpose, since we

now possess a positive scale that may be relied on (indepen-

dent of the investigations of the Old Testament), by which

wo can estimate the Hebrew statements, namely, the authen-

tic history and chronology of the Egyptians, which more than

equals the Hebrew in point of age.

Now if it should appear that they can in no way be harmo-

nised, science would then, indeed, remain in its former un-

certainty concerning the times before Solomon, and we should

lose one of the most important and most acceptable corrobo-

rations of Egyptian chronology. But the result of our in-

vestigations iB more favourable, since the Egyptian order of

time, resting upon perfectly independent foundations, most

decidedly determines that there is a chronological principle

throughout the historical relation of the Old Testament, and

not an arbitrary selection of Hebrew numbers. T3y this

mean9 a firm foundation is given to the critical examination

of the latter, and both histories reciprocally afford each other

a support that cannot be shaken.

We must first of all show that the Egyptian account of the

expulsion of the Lepebs, given by Manetho, refers really to

the same event as that narrated in the Old Testament, as the

Exodus of the Israelites. We shall afterwards determine

the epoch which is recognised in the Egyptian tradition, and,
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lastly, attempt to show how every otlier time is in like man-

ner excluded by the historical purpart of the Hebrew narra-

tive ; that there exists, also,, a. chronological thread which

leads us to the same result, and, indeed, that the authentic

tradition concerning:tha year, of the Exodus has never been]

entirely lost, among the Jews* From this fixed point we
shall then look back still farther into the times of Joseph,

and the accounts of the Greeks appertaining to that period,

to which will he added our views,regarding thevisit of Abra-

ham to Egypt.

Tha following is the account of the Mosaic events which

Josephua gives us from Manetho, and partly in the words

of Manetho himself 1
. After describing the expulsion of the

Hyksos, whom Josephus considered to be the ancestors ofi

the Jews, and giving an account of the kings who succeeded

that event, as far as Bampsesj the son of Sethos, he continues

:

" After he (Manetho) had therefore related, in conformity.

our ancestors3 (the HykBos)

had departed from Egypt so many years earner, he then

says that K*ing Amenophis, whom he here inserts, desired

to become a.beholder of the gods, like Horns, one of Ins pre-

decessors. He communicated this desire to one Amenophis,

son of Paapis, who, on account of his wisdom
t
and pene-

tration into futurity, was believed to partake of the divine

nature. Now this namesake of Amenophis told him that if

he cleansed the whole country of the Lepebs and other

unclean people, he would then be able to behold the gods.

The king thereby rejoiced, collected together all who were

smitten with this bodily disease,throughout the wholeofEgypt

80,000 in number, and cast them into the stone-quarries,

which are situated east of the Nile, in order that they should

there work, apart from the other Egyptians. Among them

were some learned priests, who had been attacked by the

leprosy. But that wise and prophesying Amenophis began
1 Contra. Ap. i. 26.

* Manetho had only related that the Hyksos were expelled in the

reign of Tuthmosis. It is the opinion of Josenhna alone that they

were the Jews.
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to fear the anger of the gods, for himself as well as for the

king, if they, the priests, were seen at such compulsory

labour ; and he foretold, moreover, that others would hasten

to the assistance of the unclean, and would govern Egypt for

thirteen years. He did not, however, venture to express this

to the king, but, leaving behind him a written record, he

killed himself. Upon that the king became very much
dejected. Then he (Manetho) continues verbatim, thus:

'Now, when these people had suffered sufficiently by the

hard work in the stone-quarries, the king yielded to their

entreaty, and gave up to them, for their deliverance and pro-

tection, the town of Abaris, which had at that time been for-

saken by the shepherds (Hyksos). But this town, according

to traditions of the gods, had always been a Typhonic town.

Now, when these people had entered into this town, and

found the place favourable for revolt, they appointed as their

leader a priest of Heliopolis, by name Osarsiph, and swore to

obey him in all things. He established as their first law

that they should worship no gods, and that they should not

abstain from those animals which, according to the law, are

considered most holy in Egypt, but that they might sacrifice

and consume them all
;

also, that they should associate only

with their fellow-conspirators. After he had established

these and many other laws, which were entirely opposed

to the Egyptian customs, he commanded them all to set

to work to build up the town walls, and to prepare them-

selves for war against King Menophis. But, whilst he con-

sulted some of the other priests and infected persons, he

sent messengers to the shepherds who had been expelled by

Tethmosis to the town of Jerusalem, and, after he had let

them know what had happened to himself and to the others

who had been injured along with him, he invited them to

make war against Egypt in unison with his followers. He
would first of all conduct them to Abaris, the town of their

forefathers, and amply provide the troops with what they

required
;
but, if it were necessary, he would protect them,

and easily subject the country to them. Greatly rejoiced,
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they readily brought together as many as 200,000 men, and
soon arrived at Abaris. But when Amenophis, the Egyptian
king, heard of the invasion of these people, he was not a little

disturbed, for he remembered what Amenophis, the son of

Paapis, had prophesied. He first collected the Egyptian

troops, conferred with his commanders, desired those sacred

animals which are the most honoured in the sanctuaries to be
brought to him, and commanded the individual priests, more
especially to conceal the images of the gods most securely.

But he sent his son, Seth6s, who was five years old, and was
also called Harnesses, from Bampses, the father of Amenophis,

to his friend (the King of Ethiopia). He himself, indeed,

went forward with the remaining Egyptians, who amounted
to 300,000 fighting men

;
however, when the enemy advanced

to meet him he did not engage in battle, but returned hastily

to Memphis, because he believed he was fighting against

the gods. There he carried off the Apis and the other

sacred animals which had been brought thither, and repaired

immediately with the whole army and the remaining bag-

gage of the Egyptians to Ethiopia. The King of Ethiopia

was, in fact, beholden to him
;
he, therefore, received him,

supplied his troops with all the necessaries of life which

the country afforded, assigned to them as many towns and
villages as would suffice for the predetermined thirteen

years, in which they would be compelled to be deprived of

his government, and even placed an Ethiopian army on the

borders of Egypt as a protection to the people of King
Amenophis. Thus it stood in Ethiopia. But the Solymites

who had come into the country, and the unclean among the

Egyptians, treated the people so shamefully, that the period

of their government appeared to all who then beheld these

impieties the worst of times ; for they not only burnt towns

and villages, and were not satisfied with plundering the

sanctuaries, and abusing the images of the gods, but they

continually made use of those venerated and sacred animals

which were fit to be eaten, compelled the priests and prophets

to become their butchers and destroyers, and then sent them
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away destitute. It is said, however, that the priest who gave*

them a constitution and laws, who was a native of Heliopolis,

and called Osandph (from the god Osiris in Heliopolis),

went over to these people, changed his name, and was called

Moses.' This and much more, which for the sake of brevity*

I must omit, is what the Egyptians relate concerning the

Jews. But Manetho Bays further, that Amenophis afters-

wards returned out of Ethiopia with a great force, that ha
and his son Eampses, who had also an army, gave battle to

the shepherds and the unclean, conquered them, killed many,

and pursued the remainder to the border* of Syria. Manetho
wrote this and similar things."

Next to this Manethonic account, we shall place the Greek

conception of the matter as we find it in Diodoetjs, xL 3,

taken from Kecataeus of Abdfera (and also in an earlier pas-

sage, xxxiv. 1, without his authority being given).

" When," says Hecataeus, " a plague once broke out in

Egypt, most people believed that it was a punishment sent

by the gods* For since many strangers of divers races dwelt

among them, who practised very anomalous customs, with

respect to the sacred things and to the sacrifice, it came to

pass that hence their own ancient worship of the gods

declined. Therefore the natives feared there would be no

end to the evil, if they did not remove those who were of

foreign extraction. The foreigners were therefore quickly

expelled. The best and the most powerful of them united

together, and, as some people say, were driven away to

Greece and other places, under distinguished leaders, of

whom Danaus and Cadmus were the most famous. But the

great mass withdrew to the country which is now called

Judea, situated not far from Egypt, which was at that time

barren and uninhabited. The leader of this colony was

Moses, who was distinguished by the power of his mind,

and by his courage. He captured the country, and besides

other towns, built Bjebsolyma, which has now become so

famous. He also founded the temple, which was so pecu*

Harly holy in their eyes, taught them the worship and the
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service of tfie Deity, gave them laws, and regulated their

constitution. He divided the people into twelve tribes,

because this is the most complete number, and agrees with

the number of months in the year. But he set up no image
of the gods, for he did not believe God had a human form,

but that he is one God, who embraces heaven and earthy audi

is Lord of all things. He regulated the sacrifices and the

usages of life very differently from those of other nations

since, m consequence of the banishment which they had
themselves experienced, he introduced a misanthropical mode
of life, hostile to strangers."

The statement in the earlier passage of Diodobus, xxxiv. 1,

sounds far more bitter, where he says " that they (the Jews)

alone among all nations scorn any intercourse with others1,,

and look upon every one as their enemy. Their forefathers,

also, were driven out of Egypt as disgraced and hated by the

gods ; and in order to cleanse the country, those attacked

with the white sickness and leprosy had been collected

together and cast beyond the frontiers as an accursed race.

But the expelled people had conquered the country^ round
Jerusalem, had formed the nation of the Jews, and trans-

mitted to their descendants their hatred of mankind* On
that account also they had adopted perfectly anomalous lawB,

neither to eat with any other people, nor to show them any

kindness." " Antiochus Epiphanes, after he had conquered

the Jews, entered into their holy of holies, into which only

the priests were admitted ; he there found a stone image of

a bearded man, who sat upon an ass, and held a book in his

hand. He took this for Moses, who had founded Jerusalem,

organised the people, given them laws, and introduced the

disgraceful and misanthropical customs.'*

Now if we compare these relations, which evidently refer

to Egyptian and not to Jewish statements, with the repre-

sentation we meet with in the Hebrew conception of the

matter, we cannot mistake the general agreement of the

most essential features.

1 Compare Exodus xxxiv; 12, 13.
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Differing entirely from the former Exodus of the Hyskos,
the description of which is likewise preserved to us by Mane-
tho, here, it is not an open enemy who is to be subdued,

but people of foreign descent, peaceably dwelling in the land,

increasing, however, to a dangerous extent, and who inspired

the Egyptians with fear and hatred. It is true that neither

Manetho, nor any one of the authors we have named, ex-

pressly say that the expelled people were of a different race

from the Egyptians ; but the cause of this may have been
that the entrance of the family of Jacob into the country
which was so important to the Jews, probably passed un-

noticed by them. The influx of emigrants from the eastern

and north-eastern Semitic countries was apparently much
greater in those flourishing times of the Egyptian kingdom
than it was thought necessary to recount in the detached

history of the house of Israel. The influence of those

people from Palestine who had been driven back under Tuth-

mosis, must only have increased the former importunity of

that people to enter the blessed land of Egypt. But so

long as they came singly and peacefully, and did not shrink

from entering into all kinds of intercourse and alliance with

the Egyptians, they must have been considered by the

natives as belonging to the country—as Egyptians. It is cer-

tainly a mistake to suppose the Israelites were the only

strangers in Egypt. They dwelt in the land of Gfoshen,

situated on the eastern border of the Delta, but of course

only a very small body in the midst of Egyptians, and many
Philistines and Arabians, from whom the Egyptian could

not distinguish them. The immense increase in their num-
bers, of which we read, is only to be understood in this

manner. How could there have been so distinct a division

of the one race from their Semitic companions, as is usually

understood, when their chief men themselves frequently did

not shrink from mingling with the Egyptians ?

Even Ishmael had an Egyptian mother and an Egyptian

wife1 . Joseph becomes so completely Egyptian that he is

1 Gen. xvi. 3; xxL 21.
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able to occupy the highest position under the king, does not

eat at the same table with his brethren, and speaks to them
through an interpreter. He also takes an Egyptian woman
as his wife1, even the daughter of a Priest of Heliopolis ; and

Moses himself marries an Ethiopian2 . The same inter-

mingling between the races is afterwards still more fre-

quently mentioned, without being considered as anything

remarkable or forbidden, e. g. Leviticus xxiv. 10 ; 1 Chron.

ii. 34, 35 ; and the same with respect to other foreigners, the

Tyrians, e. g. 1 Kings vii. 14. The immigrants also did not

limit themselves to the land of Goshen, which had been first

assigned to them, but "filled the land,
11 and appeared "to

grow greater and mightier than the Egyptians" That the

single race of Jacob is not here meant, but all who had allied

themselves to it, as to a powerful centre, is again made
evident in the Exodus, where it is said3, "And a mixed mul-

titude went v/p also with them" There may even have been

many Egyptians among the mixed multitude; indeed the

whole population continued to cling, even long after the

Exodus, so firmly to Egyptian customs, and even to the re-

ligious practices of the Egyptians, that they were constantly

inclined to fall back again to the old form of worship. Is it

surprising that the Egyptians should have considered those

people as Egyptians—and called them so in their traditions

—who, even at the foot of Sinai, made an image of the holy

buU, Mneuis, and solemnised it with festivities, thus proving

that the greater proportion of them had adopted the Egyp-
tian religion P

This was naturally the reason why the Jews were so fre-

quently viewed as an Egyptian colony, e. g. by Strabo4
,

Apion6
, and others ; and in this at least there is no contra-

diction between the Egyptian and Hebrew accounts
;
they

rather both assist in completing a more perfect picture.

1 Gen. xli. 45. « Numb. xii. 1.
* Exodus xii. 38. Compare Numbers xi, 4.

p. 760, 824.
* C. Ap. ii. 3. Compare Tacit. Hist. t. 2. Aetliiopum prolem.
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The emigrating people were described especially by Mane-
tho, and by all the other Egyptian traditions, as a race of

" unclean, leprous Egyptians, godless, and hated by God." It

is evident that the people designated here were of foreign ex-

traction, dtpfebtkg is faith, consequently godless settlers

in Egypt, the shepherd families, who, on account of their

occupation, in remembrance of the old hereditary enemy,

were hated by the genuine Egyptians, especially by the priests,

"for every shepherd is an abomination unto the Egyptians 1 ."

The Mosaic account also corroborates the opinion that

the leprosy and the white sickness (X^, oX^qf), which re-

sembles it, were very prevalent in those times* and particu-

larly among the Jews, and that they were most dangerously

infectious. ThiB is intimated by the strict laws of separation

issued by Moses against those attacked by the leprosy,

among whom, however, his own sister Miriam2
is- found;

also by the miracle of Moses, who draws his own hand

out of his bosom white as snow with leprosy3, and afterwards

afflicts the land with the plague and with noxious boils*,

and finally with the sudden death of all the first-born. This

perfectly explains the Egyptian account of the universal

plague of the leprosy, which had more particularly broken
out among the poorer and more uncleanly settlers, and

which threatened the whole Egyptian nation6. To this is to

be added the belief of the strict Egyptians that inward un-

deanness and godlessness of the heart must necessarily be

inseparably connected with outward uncleanness and with

the leprosy, the most abhorred of the diseases sent by God.
It is said, by Manetho, that among these infected people

there were some learned priests. Possibly these were of

the Egyptian race, and yet were cast together with the

unclean strangers. But there is nothing to prevent our

1 Gen. xlvi. 34. « Numbers xii. 10.

* Exodus iv. 6. « Exodus ix. 3, 9.
4 The Persians also knew no other way of protecting themselves

against this infectious disease ofthe rj \cvxrj than by driving those

who were attacked by it out of the town, and if they were strangers, out
of the country, Herod, i, 138.
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assuming that these priests were also of foreign descent, and

perhaps themselves Israelites. It is not, indeed, an im-

probable assertion, that Moses himself was brought np as

a priest of HeKopolis. It is evident that Joseph could not,

as a Hebrew, have been first minister of Pharaoh, but that

he must, at the same time, have possessed both the rank,

learning, and outward consecration of the Egyptian priests,

with whom he had also united himself by marriage; and

that MoseB likewise, brought up in the house of the king,

could only be instructed, in all the wisdom of the Egyptian

priests, through the same medium of outward fellowship.

Contrasted with the Egyptian prophets and hierogramma-

tists, who equally convert their staffs into serpents, change

water into blood, and fill the land with frogs, he appears

before Pharaoh only as a wiser, and more highly endowed

man, than those sages. The name Osarsiph, is of little im-

portance here, for even the name of Moses is expressly de-

clared to be Egyptian, as it could not have been otherwise.

But yet on this very account it is worthy of notice, because

it is interpreted as being expressly derived from Osiris at

Heliopolis. As the principal god in that place was Ea, i. e.

"HXtof, the service of Osiris was undoubtedly most closely

united with the holy sun-bull of Osiris1, the white bull

represented in the paintings gold3 ^ ft Menes, or

Mneuis, the same whom the people adored in the desert,

and whose worship was even introduced into Palestine by

King Jeroboam L, when he was recalled from Egypt8. A par-

ticular local worship in Heliopolis bad been dedicated to this

bull since the time of Menes ; and this very town, in which,

according to the Egyptian tradition, Moses is said to have

been the priest of Osiris (therefore of the golden calf), is,

besides, always considered specially connected with the Jews.

Prom that town Joseph took his wife, and On—so Helio-

polis was called by the people—according to the Septua-

1 Fhit de /«. c. xxxiii.
* Champollion, Pantheon, pi. xxxriii.
» 1 Kings xii. 2, 28, 30, 32 ; 2 Kings X. 29.
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gint, was even built by the Israelites1 . This cannot mean
that they first founded the town, for it had been already

mentioned as the native town of Joseph's wife, and is also

named upon the monuments even in the Old Monarchy, and
in the annals as early as the time of Menes ; but it cannot

also be explained alone by saying that Heliopolis was pro-

bably the principal town of the eastern province of Goshen,

it certainly can only be understood to mean that the Israel-

ites completed the elevation and damming off of the town
against the inundations, of which we shall say more here-

after. The Manethonic account is therefore important for

this reason also, that it makes Moses come from Heliopolis,

and thence indicates his connection with the golden bull.

It further follows, from the Egyptian recital, that the

sudden persecution of the unclean people had a special

cause, and this appears always to proceed from the advice

which the priests give the superstitious kings, as to how the

distress of the leprosy, and the degeneration and desecra-

tion of their religious services were to be remedied. But in

the desire not to expel this whole race, but to destroy them
by hard labour in the country itself, or to let them perish in

the desert, or even to drown them3
, we at the same time

perceive another reason for the persecution, namely, the fear

lest they should rise up as open enemies of the country, and

unite themselves with the banished shepherds for a new
subjugation of the land, a fear so well founded, that what

was expected, was soon most completely fulfilled. Here
again there is the silent acknowledgment that those un-

clean Egyptians were principally of foreign extraction, and
had a natural bias to their Palestinian hereditary enemies,

whom they afterwards called to their assistance. And the

Mosaic account also exactly agrees with this8 :
" Let us

deal wisely with them," says Pharaoh, " lest they multiply,

and it come to pass that when there falleth out any war
1 Exod.i. 11.
1 Similar perhaps to the command of Pharaoh to drown the Hebrew

boys.
« Exod. L 10.
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theyjoin also with our enemies, andfight against us" There-

fore, taskmasters were placed over the land, and the people

tormented with building and all kinds of hard service, to

which undoubtedly the working in the stone-quarries had

reference, which is made particularly prominent in the

Egyptian relation. The chief feature in both recitals is

the design of oppression and destruction, by means of ex-

orbitant taskwork.

All accounts are also agreed upon the great number of

the enemy, which had grown up in the country, and. even if

only 280,0001 had departed, as the Egyptians related, while

in the Hebrew accounts 600,000 are mentioned, it was at

any rate a great event, on which the Egyptian annals could

not possibly preserve silence.

These are all features of the Egyptian narrative, which

place beyond doubt the identity of that insurrection of the

Lepers under Osarsiph, with the Exodus of the Israelites

under Moses, even if we set aside the far more direct, but

in the view of some perhaps, on that very account, less trust-

worthy evidence, which consists in what is added concerning

the laws of Osarsiph, that the Egyptian gods should no
longer be worshipped, and that they should never again hold

intercourse with any other race, also concerning the name of

Moses itself, which Osarsiph is said to have adopted. For I
certainly consider it as more than probable that the name of

Moses was not originally found in the Egyptian narrative

;

that the latter was only connected with a rebellious priest

Osarsiph, and that Manetho first changed the name in con-

sequence of the comparison with the Hebrew accounts,

which had been made long before his day. But this assump-
tion only upholds still more the age and the independence of

the Manethonic narrative, whose genuine"and ancient Egyp-
tian character is besides apparent to the attentive reader

through all its other parts. "With reference to this, I shall

only mention the peculiar feature of beholding the gods, and

1 This number, which differs from the one in the original, was in-

serted by the Author, April, 1853.—Tb.
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its connection with an earlier king, further the name of the

town AbarU, which was entirely lost in later times, and

could not therefore have been orally preserved by the people,

but must have been taken from old writings. Also the un-

fortunate and ignominious turn of the event for the Egyp-

tians, the cowardly flight of the king to Ethiopia, and the

-revolting usage to which the whole lower jcountry, and espe-

cially the priesthood, were exposed for thirteen years, but,

above all, the complete absence of all allusions and attacks

upon the Jews as such, sufficiently proves that the whole

was a simple, faithful account from the old writings. There-

fore, when Josephus, in order to maintain his wholly unte-

nable opinion that the Hyksos were the Jews, asserts that

Manetho did not derive this narrative from genuine ancient

sources, but that lie only relates incredible fables, and de-

clares besides that Manetho himself granted the uncertainty

of his account, when he says, he will now write what is men-
tioned in the tradition of the Jews

—

ypafeiv ro pvfcvdpcva

koX \ey6p*va west rmy 'lovbaUov—(to write the mythical and
legendary accounts concerning the Jews), this is only one

more of the farced and ingenious accusations of which his

controversial work is composed. The words of Manetho, as

they are extant, nowhere support this assertion of Josephus,

except the last, which are to this purport i—Xeyerai ffoVi rtj*

mcXtTMuaf koi rovs W/uw avTois Karapakoftevos t€pevs
9 to yew

H\iov7roXm;ff, Zvopa 'Ooapo-ty, aworoviv 'HXiov iroku $eav ' Oaipc&s,

o>f pere^T) els rovro ro 70*05, fifTereOtf rotivopa teal wposrryopevdr]

MovoSJs

—

(It is saidth&t a priestwho founded their polity and
laws, a Heliopolitan by race, named Osarsiph, when he vrent

over to this nation from the service of the god Osiris in

Heliopolis^received a change of name, and was called Moses).
This contains the* honest acknowledgment of Manetho that

the ancient sources whence he derived his information neither
mention the Jews nor Moses

f
which is confirmed by his own

narrative. Therefore it was only a \ey6pevov (tradition), if it

were not indeed a pvOcvopevov (mere table), as Josephus adds,

which applied that account to the Jews. Manetho evidently
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did not intend to say more. The account of the banishment

of the Lepers bears exactly the same stamp as the earlier

account of the banishment of the Hyksos, and even an en-

tirely superficial critical examination would only lead us to con-

clude, from the mention in both accounts of the city of Abaris

(which at Manetho's time had long since passed out ofremem-
brance), that he made use of the same ancient authorities for

the one as for the other. Therefore, instead of the reproaches

of Josephus, Manetho rather deserves all our gratitude for

so strictly abstaining from introducing his own views, how-

ever correct they may have been, into the long-approved

historical relations. He leaves the decision in the hands

of his readers. And it seems to me that we can now make
ours upon good grounds, not depending upon his opinions,

but upon the documentary evidence he lays before us, to

the effect, namely, that the identity of the two occurrences,

recognised even before the time of Manetho, must actually

be accepted.

Josephus, however, is equally groundless and frivolous in

his reproach to the Egyptian historian, when he asserts that

he has only of his own accord inserted the king here, under

whom he places the event

—

•Apcvn<f>ip doTroirja-as tfifioktpov

fiaaiXta—(Having inserted Amenophis as king), and that he

has not therefore ventured to assign a fixed number of

years to his reign. As Josephus before made a great

confusion between the kings "A/M><n$.and Tedpao-t?, and since

here also, he has not remarked, that he has named the same

king once before in a former extract (c. 15) in his right

place, and ascribed to him the correct nineteen years and
six months as the period of his reign, the reproach is at once

removed from the Egyptian historian, and falls back upon

Let us now see what place in the Egyptian annals is

assigned to the King of the Exodus. Here again we are

first referred to Josephus. We shall investigate in its proper

place more minutely, how far he had the true account of

2b
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418 THE HEBREW TRADITION.

Manetho before him, or only extracts from it. But it is

easy to perceive from a cursory comparison of his extracts,

which are partly given verbatim, and partly summarily, that

in the two principal passages upon this portion of Egyptian

history, he had two different authorities before him, who, in

the writing of the names, and in certain details, somewhat
differ from one con-

fusion to the inconsiderate critic.

If we now place these two authorities of Josephus beside

one another, and compare with them the corresponding

portion of the lists of Africanus and of the monuments, we
obtain the following general view. (See next page.)

The Erst thing to be remarked is that the last column,

that of the monuments, is authentically determined, because

it is entirely borrowed from several monumental catalogues,

and taking it in details, the testimony of numerous con-

temporaneous monuments puts it beyond a shadow of

doubt. The lists of the authors may therefore be judged

with the greatest safety, according as they agree with it,

but not the reverse. Hence it follows, that in the first au-

thority of Josephus, either one has been lost between the

first and second names, or the second and third names are

incorrectly anticipated, since they should have come after

the fourth. The numbers placed beside the reigns leave no

doubt of this. The last of the two mistakes has evidently

been committed by Africanus with regard to the 'A^e^iW;
therefore, in the comparative columns, the same has also

been assumed to belong to Josephus. Furthermore, we
read in the text of Josephus, chap. 15, TiBwns «al 'PaptaaTjs

(Sethosis and Barneses), but we learn from the context,

and chap. 26, that we ought to read 6 cal (who is also).

In the second authority of Josephus, the addition 6 ml
9
Pap**<np (who is also Barneses), is entirely wanting, which
is undoubtedly correct, since neither the names of these

two, or any other kings, are seen in connection on the

monuments. The mistaken connection appears to have been
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420 THE IIEBBEW TRADITION.

occasioned by the confusion that existed at a much earlier

period, in the ideas of the people, about these two kings

;

whereas, the surname of the second Bamses, M
evidently founded on the constant addition of ^ A

Miamun, on the monuments of this king.

Without entering into further details, it is now undeniably

evident from the same comparative list, that 'Apa^tr, or

McvoK^ir, the third king of the second authority of Josephus,

to whom the banishment of the Lepers was ascribed, is no

other than the corresponding 'An&fybjs, with 20 years, and

the Wl€V£<f>0rjs (Menephtha) of the monuments
;
lastly, no other

than the anticipated 'Apciwyta, with 19 years and 6 months

of the first authority of Josephus, the son of'Appcaarjs Mta/x^ov,

with 66 years 2 months, i. e. of Jtamses-Miamun, whose

sixty-Becond year appears upon the monuments. The King

of the Exodus therefore belongs, according to the Egyptian

accounts, to the 19th Manethonic Dynasty, and it seems to

me impossible any longer to admit the opinion of those who
believed him to belong to the previous 18th Dynasty1

. It

is true that in this Dynasty we find three different kings

named Amenophis, which caused the confusion with the

similarly sounding name Menephthes, but none of them have

a Ramses for a father, and a Sethos for a son and grand-

father; for the two last names never appear in the 18th

Dynasty.

"We find, indeed, a king of the 18th Dynasty men-

tioned in the Manethonic relation in Josephus, viz. King

Horus. But this incidental quotation contains so much the

more an impartial and convincing proof, that the king with

whom we are concerned, belonged to the 19th Dynasty, and

that the whole account was taken from an ancient authority,

to whom the same chronological connection was perfectly

well known. It is said, namely, that Amenophis desired to

1 Bunsen. Aegypten. Bd. i. p. 227. (Tr. vol. i. p. 184.) But com-
pare Bd, iii. p. 109, where this opinion appears to be already modified.
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THE PHARA.OH OF THE EXODUS. 421

become a beholder of the gods, like one of his ancestors, King
Horns, Now this notice is in itself remarkable, and testifies

its genuine character, since King Horns is not otherwise

known to us through the popular tradition, probably because

he, like most of the others, had left no monuments behind

him which had attracted any particular notice in Memphis.
But with regard to the time of his reign, it is apparent that

he was certainly a predecessor, namely, the fourth of Me-
nephthes, but a successor of all the three Amenophises of the

18th Dynasty, which he terminated.

It is of minor importance that, according to Diodorus

(34, 1), the banishment of the Jews is connected with the

emigration of Danaus to Greece, and that this also is

placed, according to the Egyptian tradition at least, in the

19th Dynasty. But we thereby see that the Egyptian tra-

dition with regard to dates did not deviate much, even when
it was connected with foreign elements.

If we now compare the clear Egyptian statements that we
have cited, concerning the period of the Exodus with what is

said about it by the later, particularly the Jewish and Chris-

tian chronologists, it would be difficult to comprehend why
they differed so exceedingly, if we did not find the funda-

mental error fully explained in the writings of Josephus

against Apion, where he asserts that the Jews were no other

than the Hyksos. The perfectly untenable grounds for this

opinion, which, nevertheless, has been shared even by some

modern scholars, although the Mosaic narrative is entirely

contradictory to it, both as a whole and in its details, may
be gathered from Josephus himself, since a refutation of

them here would be superfluous. But Josephus was by no
means the first who started this opinion. It was already

held by Ptolemy Mekdesius1 and Apioh3
,
perhapB even

1 Tatian. Paraen ad Grate, p. 129 (Oxon). Clemens Alex. Strxmu i

21, p. 138. Justin Martyr ad Graec. p. 10, E.
2 Justin Martyr. Africanus in Eusebius. Prop, Evang. x. 10.

Clemens Alex.
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422 THE HEBREW TRADITION.

by POLEM051
. Prom this, also, originates the other misun-

derstanding, that it was not Tuthmosis, but Amosis, the first

king of the 17th Dynasty, who drove away the Hyksos ; and
therefore in Josephus2 the name Te0/M»<r&s is inserted in place

of 'A/xoxns, and in Syncellus3 both names appear united as

"Aprons 6 koL Ttfpaauj—(Amosis, who is also Tethmosis) . The
reason of this confusion lay simply in this, that Amosis is

found placed by Manetho at the head of the Dynasty which
immediately follows the Dynasties of the Hyksos ; he must,

therefore, have driven away the Hyksos, who by them are

understood to be the Jews.

We find a different opinion in Eusebitts. In his Mane-
thonic list4, beside King Chenckeres, therefore in the middle

between the true Exodus of the Hyksos and that of the

Israelites, he writes as follows:

—

koto, tovtov MojvotJs- -rijs cf

Aiywrrov tropcw* top 'lovdatav rjy^aaro—(During this reign

Moses conducted the journey of the Jews out of Egypt).

But the reason for this deviation from the usual statements

concerning the Pharaoh of the Exodus does not here lie in

the name, which perhaps Eusebius had found somewhere

mis-stated, but in his assumption (to which we shall after-

wards return) that the first year of Abraham was also the

first year of the 16th Manethonic Dynasty. He only

counted, as he himself states, 75 years5 from this year to

Abraham's removal to Haran, and then the 430 years of

bondage in Egypt. By that means he obtained the year of

the Exodus of Moses from Egypt. This happened, accord-

ing to his Egyptian list, in the sixteenth year of Chencheres

;

consequently, in his annals, he entered the Exodus under

this king.

The most fabulous recital of the Exodus is in Lysimachus,

who appears to have written about the time of ChristVbirth,

1 Compare the passages of Justin and Africanus.
* Contra, Ap. L 15. * p. 63, B; 123, IX
4 Euseb. Armen. Canon, voL ii. p, 105. Aucher.
• According to Gen. xii. 4. t
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shortly before Apion. It is not, therefore, worth while to

investigate whether the name of the King Bocohoris, in whose
reign he makes Moses depart, was arbitrarily imagined, or

whether it originated in some great misunderstanding. His
romance appears, however, to have found acceptance, since

we again meet with the fable of LyBimachus in Tacitus1, with

some new and additional facts. Tacitus says, that according

to some the Jews wandered to Palestine during the reign of

Isis, led by Hierosolymus and Judah; according to others,

they were descendants ofthe Ethiopians, and departed during

the reign of King Cepheus ; but most people said, that at the

breaking out of a plague, King Bocchoris had cleared the

land of them, according to the sentence of an oracle.

But Josephus has rendered the narrative of Lysimachua

still more confused, and by that means has also led astray

later scholars. He relates, namely, as follows, in the second

book of his controversy with Apion : " Manetho says that

the Jews wandered out of Egypt in the reign of Tetkmosis,

393 years before the night of Danaus to Argos ; but Lysi-

niachua makes it under King Bocchoris, that is, 1700 years

ago ; Molon and others make it as it seems best to them

;

but Apion, the one most to be depended upon of all of them,

placed the Exodus exactly in the seventh Olympiad, and in the

first year of it^ in which, as he says, the Phoenicians founded

Carthage."

It was impossible that Josephus could place Bocchoris 1700

years before his own time, for that would make him nearly

cotemporary with the first kings of the Egyptian succession,

whose names he cites, without, however, mentioning a Boc-

choris among them. This king lived, rather, according to

Manetho, about 750, and not about 1650 before Christ. I£
furthermore, it is asserted that Apion placed the Exodus at

the Olympiad 7. 1., namely, e.g. 752, that is most decidedly

contradicted by Clemens of Alexandria, Justin Martyr,

mnus, in passages above referred to, who, on the

1 Hist v. 2.
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contrary, agree in relating that Apion followed Ptolemy
Mendesius, and placed the Exodus under Amosis, therefore

about 1650 years before Christ. It is evident that Josephua
has here in his careless way confused the authors and the

.numbers with one another. He meant to say, or ought to

have said, that Manetho fixed the Exodus (not of the Jews,

indeed, but of the Hyksos) 393 years before Danaus, i. e.

1700 years before Josephus, and Lysimachus fixed it, during
the reign of JBocckoris. The fabulous narrator, Lysimachus,
could hardly have affixed any statement of time to the name
ofBocchoris, or he would certainly have discovered his error

;

but Apion, the grammatist and hyper-critic, had probably

subjected the opinion of Lysimachus to his own critical ex-

ainination, and reckoned that if he assumed Bocchoris to be

the king under whom the Exodus was made, he must intend

to fix his date at Olympiad 7. 1. At any rate there is no
doubt that the Olympiad calculation belonged to Lysimachus,

and the 1700 years to the Manethonic statement. The latter

point might be remedied if we could place the words TOVT€OTt

vpb €tS>v x'Xuuv hrraKoa'Kov (That is one thousand seven hun-

dred years) after Aavaov ^vfis (The flight of the Danai). But
we should certainly be wrong to change the number 1700,

as Bockh1 has done, into 700 ; or with Ewald2 and Bunsen8
,

to accuse Apion of the confusion of which Josephus alone is

guilty.
1 If it is therefore impossible to place the Exodus of Moses,

regarding it from the Egyptian point of view-1—which haa

been singularly misunderstood by all the ancient and modern
authors we have mentioned—under any other Pharaoh than

Menephthes, the son of the great Bamses, in the 19th

Dynasty, nothing remains to the opponents of this view

than to attack the truth of this statement from the standing

point of the Hebrew authorities, and to show that there are

1 Manetho, p. 192, 325.
3 GescL Isr. ii. p. 69.
* Aegypten, i. p. 127, 234. (Tr. vol L p. 91.)
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irrefutable grounds in the Mosaic accounts which prove the

falsity of the Egyptian annals. But, upon a closer considera-

tion, this is so little the case that, on the contrary, the

Hebrew account confirms in the most unequivocal manner
the Manethonic disposal of this event in the Egyptian his-

tory.

There are certainly very few features in the Mosaic ac-

count of the Exodus from which we could obtain in a direct

manner any information about the condition of Egypt at the

time of its occurrence. Whatever Egyptian manners and

customs are occasionally mentioned, are generally little cha-

racteristic of any particular epoch of time
;

greater events,

such as wars, change of government, the erection of famous

buildings, are still less mentioned, everything is so exclu-

sively apprehended and rendered in an IsraeHtish point of

view. The great change which was introduced by Joseph in

the agrarian condition of the country is almost the only ex-

ception made here, because it happens to be so closely con-

nected with him personally. Farther on we shall consider

the historical inferences which may be founded upon it con-

cerning the time of Joseph. The complete absence of Egyp-

tian proper names, which might so frequently be opportunely

mentioned, is particularly striking. Neither the name of

the Pharaoh in whose reign Abraham came into Egypt, nor

he of whom Joseph was the minister, nor, finally, the one in

whose house Moses was brought up, or his successor, in

whose reign he left Egypt, are mentioned. This undoubtedly

shows a total indifference about chronological points of union

for the special history of the Israelites of those times, which

is remarkably opposed to the very exact dates, apparently

avoiding all breaks, from which our current chronology of the

Old Testament is summed up.

Only a few geographical names of Egyptian towns and lo-

calities enable us to contemplate, at least in some degree, the

theatre of that great event. But there are two among them
of peculiar importance to us here, because they also throw a

light which was much needed upon Egyptian relations of
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time, and interpret in a remarkable manner sundry accounts

of the old authors.

It is said in Exodus i. 2 :
" Therefore they did set over

them taskmasters to afflict them with their burdens. And
they built for Pharaoh treasure-cities, Pithom and Raamses."
The Hebrew name of the latter town is DD£2*1, and is

therefore exactly the same as that of King Ramset in hiero-

king's name was given to a town before any King Kamses
had reigned. We could not, therefore, on account of its

name, place the building of this town earlier than under the

19th Manethonic Dynasty, because this dynastic name first

appears here.

It seems to me, that we may now point out the his-

torical relation of this town Ramses, with a particular King
Harrises, among the many kings of that name. We shall,

then, for the first time, learn the full significancy of the

passage. But it will be necessary for this purpose to ex-

amine more closely the geographical conditions at that time

of the Isthmus of Suez, which formed the boundary between

Egypt and Asia, and was therefore the theatre of the

Exodus.

Since the Israelites departed from Kamses, this town must

have been their central point and place of meeting. Ac-

cording to Manetho, the lepers, as the Hyksos before them,

were finally driven out of Abaris. We might therefore be

inclined at first to consider these two towns as one and the

same. This was also the opinion of an old abbreviator of

Eusebius1, who says of Jacob: «al napouctl h r£ 'Pa^ w
ttoXo* 'Apdpn mkavfUFo—(And he sojourns in Eainses, which

was formerly called Abare). Many scholars are of the same

opinion2 ; Eoziere3 also, the great traveller, but who seldom

1 Anted, graces Paris, ed. Cramer, vol. n. p. 174.
s They are cited by Gesenius. Thesaur. ling. htbr. p. 1297.
* De la g6oqraphie comparet tt dt Vancitn ttat des edits de la mar

rouge, in the JJescription at PEg. ed. Panckoucke, vol. vi. p, die.

]S
Tow it is difficult to believe that this
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hits on the right point, places Abaris in the spot where we
at least believe we ought to place Ramses ; and the same
opinion, although given with hesitation, is found even in the

masterly researches of D'Anville1 . It is still more extra-

ordinary that Bwald 3 holds Abaris to be Baal Zephon, and
therefore seeks it in the immediate neighbourhood of the

IRed Sea.

The situation of the town of Abaris can only be decided

by the accounts of Manetho; for all other authors, who
mention this town, refer to the same passages in the work
of Manetho, which we find most fully communicated by
Josephus8 . The first mention of the town occurred in the

account of the invasion of the Hyksos, who entered the

country from Syria about 2100 years before Christ, and
governed it for many centuries. The easy success of this

invasion, owing to the hitherto unfortified state of the

eastern boundary, immediately directed the attention of

Salatis, the first king of the Hyksos, to the necessity of

closing the gate, which had stood open to them, against

every future invader. He therefore did not delay, as

Manetho relates4, to make use of his experience :
" He re-

sided in Memphis, collected tribute from the Upper and

Lower country, and left garrisons in the most suitable

places. But he fortified the eastern boundaries, especially,

as a precaution against the Assyrians, who were at that

time very powerful, and who might afterwards be desirous

like them to invade the same kingdom. Now he found a

town particularly suitable for his purpose, situated to the

east of the JBubastic arm in the Sethroitic Nome ;
and, ac-

cording to the old tradition of the gods, it was named
Abaris. This he built up and fortified with strong walls,

and placed as a guard within a garrison of 240,000 armed

men. Thither he came, in the summer season, partly on

account of the harvest and to issue the pay, partly in order

1 Meinoires sur VEg. p. 126. 1 GeselL d. V. Isr. ii. p. 53.

* C, Apion. L 14, 26. 4 Joseph, c Ap. i. 14.
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to practise the garrison diligently in arms to the terror of

the foreigners." But when at the termination of the rule

of the Hyksos, in the reign of Misphragmuthosis, these

hereditary enemies were driven back out of the whole

country, " the king finally enclosed them in that place called

Abaris. It was 10,000 arura in extent, and (according to

Manetho) the Hyksos surrounded it with a great and strong

wall." Since he could not capture them by a siege, he

came to an agreement with them, and permitted them, to de-

part with all their property to Syria.

Abaris is mentioned for the last time at the Exodus of the

lepers, as we hare seen above. It is here called an old Typhonic

town, which had been uninhabited since the departure of

the Hyksos, and was given up to the unclean after they were

delivered from their oppression. But they fortify it again,

call the Hyksos from Jerusalem to their assistance, and

from this firm point for many years maintain the upper

hand over the feeble king, until he, with the aid of an
Ethiopian army, drove them back to the borders of Syria.

In these accounts there is an explicit statement about the

geographical situation of Abaris, which determines it to have

been placed in the Sethroitic Nome. For it has been long

acknowledged that we should read it so, instead of the Smtic

Nome, as it is in our present text. This is also shown by
the reading of Eusebius, which, indeed, is still incorrectly

written in the Armenian translation1, but evidently purports

to say, in nomo Methraite in place of Sethraite, and by many
other passages in which this town, though without a name,

is mentioned by Manetho, and is placed in the Sethroitic

Nome2
. But even if this correct reading had not been pre-

served to us by others, we must still have rejected the Saitic

Nome, because this is situated in the western part of the

Delta, while Abaris ought to be placed to the east of tbe

Bubastic arm of the Nile.

1 Euseb. Chron. in Aucher. vol. i. p. 224.
2 Africanus in Syncellus, p. 61, B, &c.
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There can be no doubt about the general situation of the

Sethroitic Nome, from the statements of Strabo1, and of

Ptolemy2
, who was born in Egypt. It lay eastward along

the northern part of the Bubastic, or Pelusic arm of the

Nile. Its capital was Heracleopolis Parva, and Pelusium,

from its position, must also have belonged to this Nome,
although this is never expressly said. Abaris must accord-

ingly be situated there.

The object also which was to have been gained, by the

original founding of Abaris, directs us to this province, and
to its most north-eastern portion in the neighbourhood of

Pelusium. It was to serve as a houndaryfortification against

Syria. In all times, ancient as well as modern, there was only

one military entrance from that country. The road led from

Gaza, along the Bea-coast by Eaphia (ftefah), Ehinokolura

(El Arisen), Mons Casius, along the Lake of Serbon, to

Pelusium, which is situated at the mouth of the eastern arm
of the Nile. This part of the Nile, which extended far out

towards the east, was the first within reach; therefore,

although the destination of most travellers lay considerably

to the south, the northern circuitous route by this road

was rendered necessary, and for the march of armies indeed

it was quite unavoidable. When Sesostris led home his con-

quering army from Asia, he returned by this road. Accord-

ing to Herodotus3
, Aa<f>vai al UrjXofxaai (Daphni of Pelusium)

was the place where his treacherous brother met him ; accord-

ing to Manetho4 and Diodorus5
, it was Pelusium itself. It

is said that from this place the same Sesostris fortified the

eastern frontiers as far as Heliopolis6 . Hither Seth6s, the

priest of Ptha, came to meet Sanherib, because, as Herodotus7

adds, " here was the entrance into Egypt.' ' In this neighbour-

hood, at the Pelusaic mouth, below Bubastis, the Ionians

and Carians brought hither by Psammeticus were stationed

1
p. 804. * iv. 5. 53. * ii. 107.

4 Jo*, c. Ap. i. 15. * i. 57. « Diodor. L 57.
7 Herod, ii. 141.
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undoubtedly as frontier guards, at a place which afterwards

bore the name of SrpaTorreda1 . In the strong town of Peltj-

sium, PBammenitus waited for Cambyses, and by losing

this position, lost besides all Egypt to the Persian con-

queror2. In later times, the great Macedonian entered by
Pemsium8. In Strabo's time, also, Pelusium, to which point

according to him Phenicia extended*, was the frontier post in

the direction of Syria and Arabia, and the road to Egypt led

through this " inaccessible" country, not only from Phenicia,

but also from the Nabatain Arabia5 . Arnru (Amr. ebn el As)

also took the same road with his 4000 Arabs, when he con-

quered Egypt from the side of Syria, a.d. 639, having first

taken the strong town of Pelusium by a thirty days' siege

;

even down to the latest times, we see the Egyptian armies

marching to and from Syria by this road.

It appears accordingly undoubted that Ababis, which

during the time of the Hyksos, and in the reign of Me-
nephthes, was destined for the same purpose as Pelusium at

a later period, could not have been far removed from it also

in point of situation. To me, indeed, it seems very probable

that it was the ancient name of Pelusium. According to

the accounts we receive, both towns were of considerable

extent, and it cannot be supposed that there were several of

such a description in that neighbourhood. No proof is

required to show that nrjkoiaiov was not, as the Greeks

imagined, formed from mjXos, although the Arabs in their

translation of Tineh—i. e. Lutetia—accepted the quibble. It

is much more probably referred to the Philistine name Pe-

listim, which is already proved in the above-mentioned tradi-

tion of its heros eponymos UaXaiartyos, or nrjkovvios. We
must, therefore, explain Pelusium by " Philistine" or " Pa-

lestine-town." It appears to me that Ewald 6 has successfully

* Herod, ii. 154. Compare Diod. i. 67.

* Herod, iii. 10, li: » Diod. xvii. 48. Arrian. Ui 1.

4 Strab. p. 756, 760, 781. » p. 803.
« Gesch. des Volkes Isr. i. p. 451.—onas, Abarim, is also a Pales-

tinian name. Numb, xxvii. 12 ; Deut. xxiii. 47, 49, &c.
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attributed a similar origin to the name of the town 'A/Sap*1
,

as the " town of the Hebrews" of the Abarim. A peculiar

historical epoch may, perhaps, he indicated in this change in

the name. Ewald's searching investigations concerning the

history of the Israelites, have demonstrated that the term

Hebrew nation had originally a far more comprehensive

signification than has been hitherto commonly accepted. It

comprised the most south-westerly Semitic tribes2, and ex-

tended to the gates of Egypt, therefore as far as our frontier

town. But we afterwards find in these very same countries

the immigrated race of the Philistines, who had driven back

the.Hebrews from that spot. Ewald8 does not place this

change before the time of the Judges. Therefore, if our

town had formerly been an advanced frontier-post in the

land of the Hebrews, and afterwards in the land of the

Philistines, and was undoubtedly each time filled with a large

Semitic population, it may have exchanged its earlier name
"A&apts, Hebrew town, for the later nrjkavauiv, Philistine*

town*

Abaris has frequently been identified with Heroon-
polis, by D'Anville4

,
Larcher*, Champollion6

, (tasenius7,
Jomard8

, and others. The only apparent reason which is

cited for this opinion is, that Stephanius, of Byzantium^

quotes the otherwise unauthenticated tradition, that Typhon
was struck with lightning at Heroonpolis ; and that Manetho
called Abaris, according to an old tradition, a Typhonic

town9. .This comparison does not at all overbalance the

distinct geographical statement of Manetho, that Abaris

was situated in the Sethroitic Nome, to which Heroonpolis,
1 The supposition of Larcher in Herd. t. viii. p. 62; Champollion,

'Eg. sous les Phar. ii. p. 91 ; and Gesenius, thes. /. hebr. p. 1297, that

Adapts is connected by its sound with *Hpd> (see below on Heroonpolis)
has not even a semblance in itself, even if it were geographically
admissible.

2 Bd. i. p. 328. 3 Gesch. Isr. Bd. i. p. 290, 291.
4 Mim. sur TEg. p. 124. * Herod, t. viii. p. 62, 429.
6 LEq. sur les Phar. t. ii. p. 90 7 Thes. I hebr. p. 1297.
g In his map of the Delta. 9 Joseph, c. Ap. i. 26.
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as we shall see, could not belong. That tradition, indeed,

seems only to be founded upon a misunderstanding of Ste-

phanus; namely, upon the unauthentic information that

'Hp6 was also called Af/xor. Greek tradition1
,
namely, con-

nected Afyios (not a town, however, but the Thracian moun-
tains), as it did other mountains, with Typhon, and probably,

only on account of its name, imagined that it was here he

was killed, and shed his blood.

On the other hand, this tradition about Typhon refers us

again to the idea that Abaris was the most ancient name of

Pelusium. Typhon was always considered as the particular

god of the hereditary enemy of the Asiatic Hyksos. The
mythological evidence of this assertion, which is far from

new, does not belong here. But this was, perhaps, the

reason why this god, according to tradition, was also brought

into local connection with that important point on the

frontier, the only entrance into the kingdom of Osiris from

the land of Typhon. Herodotus related3, probably, there-

fore, from a native Egyptian tradition, that it was there

—

namely, in the Lake of Serbonis, so dangerous to all tra-

vellers, which stretched out directly from Pelusium eastwards,

that Typhon, who was struck by lightning, lay chained ; and

others, also, make him fly away from Jupiter out of Syria, as

far as Pelusium8.

But, perhaps, another Typhonic trace may still be referred

to Pelusium. It might have been expected, namely, that the

town of Abaris, or Pelusium, had, besides these signs which

were deduced from its origin or from its population, a real

Egyptian name ; still more, because we find that most Egyp-

tian towns had a double name—the popular name which

usually appears in the Coptic and Arabic writings, and the

sacred name derived from the local gods, which the Greeks

generally, though not always, retained in their translations.

HrjXovcnov undoubtedly answered to the popular name of the

1 Apollodor. i. 6, 3. * Herod, iii. 5.

» ApolloD. Rhod. ii, 1215.
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town. The sacred name, according to report, could only be
dewed from Typhon. Now we find the Nome to which
Pelusium belonged always called 2,*&pwnp

y
or Sefyam;*, not

*H/wwcX«t)TroX/Ti;s, as we should have expected, since 'HpaxXfW
ir6k* is cited as its capital. This denomination necessarily

presupposes a town, which in Greek would have been
Sedpco, 2fdpdts. Stephanus, of Byzantium, also mentions

Buch a town, and calls it tiOpov. Perhaps, instead of read-

ing ceepoM, we should read, with Salmasius, ceepoH1
.

It is, however, extraordinary, that we should find the town
which gave its name to a Nome, only once mentioned. But
this is explained, if we admit that the denomination of the

Nome was taken from the sacred name of a town, which

was unfamiliar to the Greeks, as in At6s iroXt?,
c

HX/ov troXts,

Uau6s froXt*. If we may now venture to admit, that the

beginning of the name Scdpo, signified the god Seth, or Set,

{. e. Typhon2, it is not improbable that this was the sacred

name of the Typhonic town Pelusium, which had once been

of greater importance, and had given the name Se^tnys to

the Nome.
The only reason which could be employed against Abaris

and Pelusium being identical places, and which is really

given by D'Anville is, that it would have been mentioned by
Manetho. But this reason may be used against every other

town, and in that case we must suppose that the enormous
town had afterwards been entirely deserted, and that no
traces of its ruins remained, which is more than improbable.

It is more likely that either Manetho did not know himself

to what modern town the ancient name ought to be applied,

which he only met with in old writings, or that he mentioned

it in a passage which Josephus has not preserved. For Jose-

phus himself at least supposed, that by Abaris, Pelusium
was meant, as his words show in the 29th chapter, where he

1 [This reading is now adopted also by the last eminent editor of
Stephanus, Meineke (torn, i, p. 559).]

2 "2"
rfj, Set, is the common hieroglyphical name of Typhon.

2 p
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even puts the last name in the mouth of Manetho : rovvav*

riov yap avros (tprjiccv <5>s 6 nais rov *Afi€vaxfnos Tpiaxovra pvpiddas

*\<ov (Is Urj\ov<riov wnyvr/affv—(For, on the contrary, he said

that the son of Amenophis, haying thirty myriads, advanced

to Pelusium)—and Chairemon1 had no doubt about it, since

he does not name Abaris, but makes the 'lepers march to

Pelusium.

Now, if it is certain that Abaris was the ancient name for

Pelusium, or at any rate was situated in the neighbourhood

of this town, it is impossible at the same time to consider it

to be Heroonpolis ; but neither could it be Ramses. On
the contrary, both these latter towns are brought into close

connection with each other, even by the Seventy, since they

placed the town of Heroonpolis in the district of Ramses, in

which undoubtedly the town of Ramses must have been

situated3.

Scholars also hold the most different opinions about the

situation of Heroonpolis, it will therefore be necessary to

examine this question next.

Strabo8 says that the town was situated " in the angle of

the Arabian Gulf," and thence people concluded that it must
have been situated in the neighbourhood of the present Suez4

,

and on that account assert that the gulf itselfwas called after

it k6Kitos 'HpGKmoXiTrjs5, and cites the statement of Ptolemy*,

according to which Heroonpolis is placed at 30° north lati-

tude, which corresponds nearly with the present Suez. These

reasons appear to be of great importance. Nevertheless we
cling, without hesitation, to the opinion of those scholars

who place Heroonpolis far more north, namely, on the

ancient Nile canal, west from Birket e* temsah, in the

neighbourhood of the valley Seba-Biar. D'Anville was
also of this opinion, though he was not then aware of the

ruins of ancient towns which are found there. The French
1 Joseph, c. Ap. i. c. 32. 2 Gen. xlvi. 28. 3 xvii. p. 804.
4 Roziere, in the Descr. de VEg. vol. vi. p. 257, &c.
6 Ptolem. V. 17. 1. Plin. H. N. V. 11, § 65.
6

iv. 5. According to other manuscripts, 29° 50'.
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expedition pointed out two of them. Adjoining Seba-Biar,

at the west end of this low district, lie the ruins which are

now called Muhfdr, and farther west those of Abu-Kesheb1 .

The latter are considered by Et. Quatremere2
,
Champollion3,

Du Bois Ayme*, and others, as the remains of Heroonpolis.

I am more in favour of those at Mukfdr.
With regard to the general situation of Heroonpolis in

this country, we must next remark, that it would be singular

if three towns, Arsinoe, Klysma, and Heroonpolis, had been

crowded together at the head of the gulf, while the ruins of

two only are to be seen. But it is a still more important

consideration, that we find the meeting between Joseph and
Jacob placed at Heroonpolis not only by Josephus5

, but

also by the Seventy, who must undoubtedly have known the

situation. Heroonpolis existed in their time, indeed it ap-

pears to have been first mentioned by them. But it was

impossible that they could have made Joseph go to Suez, if

he wished to meet his father, who came out of Syria. It

must have been situated on the road from Syria, and they

undoubtedly mentioned it, because in their time it was the

capital of that province, which they considered to be the

district of Goshen and Ramses. But the situation whicji

the Itinerarium Antonini6 gives to the town Hero, which is

Heroonpolis, is decisive, since it places it XXTY. mille

passus from Thoum, XVIII. from Serapiu, and the latter

L. from Klysma. But Et. Quatremere7 has most completely

pointed out that Klysma was situated at the head of the

gulf opposite Arsinoe, as it is marked in the tablet of Peu«

tinger. But Thoum, i. e. Fithom, was situated on the Nile,

» Wilkinson, Modern Egypt and Thebes, voL i. p. 311, there only

heard the name of E* Saquh, "the Water-wheel hut my friend and
fellow-traveller, H. Aheken, who was also on the spot, confirmed me
in the name which Robinson gives in his map {Abu Keischeib). The
French scholars, on the contrary, write Abou Keycheyd.

2 Mem. sur VEg. i. p. 166. 3 L'Ea. sous lea Phar. ii. p, 89.
4 Descr, de VEg. xi. p. 378. * Anttq. Jud, it 7, 8,

• p. 75, ed. Parthey and Pinder (p. 170, Wess>
7 Mem. sur VEg. 1 1 p. 151, &c,
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in the neighbourhood of Bubastis1 . Thereby the situation

of Heroonpolis is placed somewhere near the above-men-

tioned ruins.

- This was a convenient situation for the capital of that part

ofthe country to which it gave its name3 . But the province,

which extended as far as the gulf, might have been suitably

named after it. The account given by the Seventy also

agrees very well with this, since the road from the north to

Cairo still passes in this neighbourhood8 . But the question

is, how can Strabo, who places Heroonpolis in the angle ofths

gulf, be made to accord with this ? In consequence of these

different statements, Du Bois Ayine" believed he was justified

in the supposition4, which he has fully stated, that in earlier

times the gulf extended much farther north, and filled up all

the low districts of the now dry so-called Bitter lakes, but

afterwards being covered by sand, withdrew itself within its

present shora I do not think that it is necessary to believe

in such a physical change ; and the idea of it seems to me
most completely set aside by the remains of an artificial

canal, more than four leagues in length, which runs from

Suez towards the north, and which was pointed out by the

French expedition, for no canal could be cut where there was

sea ; the utmost that was necessary was to render the passage

navigable when it was filled up with sand. But the opening

of this canal must have had nearly the same results as those

which may be derived from the belief in the extended sea.

The wide basins of the Bitter lakes were filled by the canal,

as well as the adjoining lakes to the north, and the low dis-

trict of Seba-Biar, which extends even to the ruins of Muk-
far. Here first commenced the real Nile canal, which re-

ceived its water from the west. Here was the harbour, as

i Herod, ii. 158, « Plinu H. N. V. ix, 9.

? & Wilkinson, Eg. and Thebes, vol. i p. 311.
4 In his Memoire sur les anciennes limites de la mer rouge, in the Descr.

de VEg. t. xi. (PanckJ p. 371, &c; and in the Notice sur le sejour Jes

Hebreux en Egypte, t. viii. p. 112, &c.
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Strabo expressly says1, in which they embarked for a voyage on
the Red Sea. On account of the natural and extensive shore

of the lake, the notion of a sea voyage was here imparted to

the traveller
; and, therefore, this part artificially drawn into

the gulf might naturally be called the pux& tow kSXitov,

the innermost angle of the gulf. Strabo, or Eratosthenes,

whom he cites, even says expressly in one placej that Heroon-

polis was situated on the Ifile, that is to say, on a canal of

the Nile, and yet calls the town itself at the same time the

pvxos row Apa&sov icdXirov (The innermost part of the Arabian

Onlf)*
Ptolemy also says, that the Trajanic river (as the canal

was called, which was afterwards cut from Babylon) flowed

through Heroonpolis. On account of the sharp angle so far

removed to the east, which is formed here by the Nile canal

and the extended gulf, this provincial capital was particularly

adapted for the more general geographical determinations of

those countries, for which purpose it had been especially used

by Strabo, and earlier, also, by Eratosthenes3.

With regard to the statement of numbers given by

Ptolemy, the longitude agrees very well with our acceptation,

and also prevents us placing the town still farther west. But
the latitudes, accordinsr to which 'Hooxw irokis would fall

under 30° (others give 29° 50'), the fivx^s rod «<JXsrov (inner-

most part of the gulf) under 29° 50', and Ap<nwfof under
29° 30' (or 29° 10', also 29° 20*), certainly contain an error,

wheresoever we place the fn/goV, because Arsino£, which

was undoubtedly situated in the neighbourhood of Suez, is,

placed 30', or even SO*, too far south. It is, therefore, more

probable, that we ought only to consider the distances of the

three places from one another as correctly fixed, somewhat

in the order, 29° Stf, 29° 50>
9
29° 10', exactly as they are

given in the codex Mediceus, but that there is an error easy

of explanation throughout the numbers, by which they have

all been placed 50* too far south. Eor the true position, ac-

' p. 768. * p. 767. 8 Strabo, ii p. 85, 86, &&
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cording to other proofs, demanded for Heroonpolis (Mukffcr),

and for the uvX6: (Seba-Biar), bordering on it, 30° 4ff9 for

Arsinoe (not far north of Suez), 30°.

Thus the statements of Ptolemy also appear to me to be

no longer opposed to our acceptation. "We decide, there-

fore, for Mukf&r, rather than for Abu-Kesh&b, because the

first was in reality situated close to the pvxos of Seba-Biar,

while Abu-Kesh6b lay about an hour and a half farther west

on the canal, and not on the lake.

There is, besides, the additional reason, that we believe

we have found in the ruins of Abu-Kesheb the still more

ancient town of Ramses, which must have been situated

in this neighbourhood, and yet can hardly be the same as

Heroonpolis. The Seventy say that Heroonpolis was situ-

ated in the province of Bamses. Thence follows that in

their time at least the town no longer bore the name of

Bamses. This last name, moreover, is nowhere found except

in the Old Testament. The town had therefore undoubtedly

been already forsaken and forgotten, and appears to have

been exactly supplanted and replaced by Heroonpolis, which

was afterwards built in its neighbourhood ; whilst no reason

could be discovered wherefore the old Egyptian name of

Eamses should have been changed into the later Egyptian

name of Heroonpolis.

But that we may really seek for Bamses in the ruins of

Abu-Kesh6b is most decidedly confirmed by a monument
which was found upon those very ruins as early as the time

of the French expedition. It is a group of three figures cut

out of a block of granite, which represents the gods Ba and

Turn, and between them the King Bamses II. The shields

of this the greatest of*the Pharaohs are repeated six times in

the inscriptions on the back1
.

It was therefore King Bamses-Miamto who built this

1 The first imperfect copy is in the Descr. de VEg. Antiq. vol. v. pL

29, No. 6—8. The best is given by Wilkinson in his Materia Hiero-

glyphica, Append. No. 4.
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town, and was worshipped there, as is shown by this monu-

ment, and he it was who gave his name to the town1 ; for it

is not easy to believe that it was founded by his grandfather,

Hamses I., who only reigned about one year.

This leads us to the history of the remarkable canal on

which the town was built. It is known that this canal after-

wards served to connect the Nile and the Red Sea. Con-

cerning this connection, we read in Herodotus2 that it was

first undertaken by Nek6s, who also caused Africa to be cir-

cumnavigated, but that it was interrupted before its com-

pletion. Darius then took up the work. The connection

actually existed in the time of Herodotus, as we learn from

his words. The assertions of Aristotle, Diodorus, Strabo,

and Pliny appear to contradict this, who some of them fix

the period of the first plan of the connection much earlier

than Herodotus, since they ascribe it to Sesostris, and some

make the completion of the work later than him, namely,

that it was only finished in the time of Ptolemy Phila-

delphus.

Aristotle3 says that both Sesostris and afterwards Darius

commenced the work, but gave it up because the sea was

discovered to be higher than the land, and it was therefore

feared that the Nile water might be spoilt by the rushing in

of the sea. Aristotle does not mention Nekds; it therefore

appears that in his day the connection which existed in the

time of Herodotus had again ceased.

We can thus understand why Diodorus4 ascribes the final

completion of the canal to Ptolemy Philadelphia. He
makes no more mention of Sesostris, than Herodotus did.

But according to him, Nek6s as well as Darius are prevented

from completing it, lest by that means they should overflow
r

1 King Ramses was therefore just as much the local god of the town
Ramses, as the god Hero of the town Hero.

* ii. 158. Compare iv. 42.
* Meteorolog. I 14, p. 352, b (Bekk).
4

i. 33.
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the country. This does not weaken the testimony of Hero*

Jadelphus did not only re-open the connections, but he built

an artificial sluice at its extreme point, at Arsinoe, from

which this canal received the name of the Ptolemaic.

Strabo1 says, that Sesostbis began it, but desisted, being

afraid of the higher level of the Bed Sea. It was not

finished by the son of Psammeticus (JVffjfafo), on account of

his premature death. Darvux also discontinued the almost

completed work, because he feared that he should overflow

Egypt ; the Ptolemies at length finished the opening, and
made a sluice at Arsinoe. By that means, the salt-water of

the Bitter lakes became sweet, and abounded with fish.

Of the more ancient kings, Pliny3 only mentions Sesostbis

and Dabuts, but he says of Ptolemy Phjxadelphtjs, that he

cut a canal 100 feet wide and 40 feet deep, as far as the Bitter

Jakes, called it amnis Ftolemteus, and built Arsinoe upon it.

He discontinued cutting the canal, being afraid of an inun-

dation.

Lastly, we must again cite here what has been already

casually mentioned in a former place, that a TpaTavas norapos

is named by Ptolemy8, which ran through Babylon and
Heroonpolis.

The contradictions which these different statements of the

ancient authors appear to contain, have been frequently

brought forward, but even the full deliberation which Le-r

tronne has bestowed on this interesting subject4, does not

appear to me to have given a perfectly true picture of the

history of this connecting canal. It has everywhere been

forgotten, that the question is not about one, but two

canals.

The first and the oldest canal was only conducted from

1 p. 38, p. 804. Compare p. 780.
* Hist. Nat vi. 29, § 165—167.

« VIsthme de Suez, in the Revue des Deux Mondes, livr. du 15 JuilL
1841.

dotus

IV.
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the Nile to Seba-Biar, in an exact easterly direction. This

canal was undoubtedly cut by Ramses (Sesostris), because,

as has been remarked, in the neighbouring ruins of Abu-
Keaheb, a granite group has been found, which represents

this king, and which must have stood in the temple of the

place. Letronne, who appears to have been unaware of this

circumstance, is therefore wrong, when (p. 7) he considers

the information given by Aristotle, Strabo, and Pliny, that

Sesostris commenced the connection, but did not restore it,

as a later tradition, only arisen since the time of Herodotus,

in order to enhance still more the name of Sesostris. This

canal, like many others cut by this king, had its own par-

ticular purpose ; he acquired thereby a considerable portion

of the desert. But if we consider the especial attention

which Sesostris also paid to ship-building, since he first

navigated the Arabian Grilf with war ships1, it could not

have appeared to him a very strange idea to cut through the

narrow isthmus between the Arabian Gulf and the Bitter

lakes. The Egyptians had for ages possessed the art erf

levelling in the greatest perfection, and practised it more

than ever in the time of Sesostris, therefore there was

nothing extraordinary at that time in the reasons given by

Aristotle and Strabo why the opening was not ventured

upon, because it was discovered that the Bed Sea was too

high2
.

Nezos, however, undertakes it, but leaves it off again,

according to Herodotus, influenced by an oracle, who told

him he worked for the barbarians (a danger which likewise

has always made the calculating Mehemet Ali disinclined

to the undertaking), and according to Strabo, because he

died. Diodorus attributes this scruple to him in place of

to Sesostris, but incorrectly, because the levelling must have
1 Herod. ii. 102.
2 The height of the Bed Sea was discovered to be 30 feet 6 inches

above the level of the Mediterranean Sea. [By the very latest inves-

tigations the difference of 30 feet, which was formerly accepted, has

been reduced to 3 feet.] . .
.
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been made before the section could have been commenced.

It was necessary, however, to dig through a double elevation

of the ground, and distinct traces of both these connecting

trenches may still be found upon the careful map of the

French engineer, who took the level of this part of

the country1. The first cutting which restored the con-

nection between Seba-Biar and the Bitter lakes, was insig-

nificant, and only consisted of about 7000 metres; the

second, between the Bitter lakes and the sea, was the most

important, and almost four times as long as the former.

Now, it is possible that Nekos undertook the first cutting

either with the intention of fertilising the extensive land

round the Bitter lakeB by the pouring in of the Nile water,

or thus to prepare for the second more difficult cutting.

We can easily imagine that the idea of connecting the two

seas must have been a very natural one to that same Nekds,

who, according to Herodotus2
, caused Africa to be circum-

navigated, and triremes to be constructed for various enter-

prises, both on the Mediterranean Sea, as well as on the

Arabian Gulf3 . The opinion of Letronne seems to me,

therefore, of little value, who imagined that he first borrowed

the idea from the plan of his cotemporary, Pebiandeb, for

cutting through the Isthmus of Corinth. The reverse is

evidently a much more probable supposition, since the Greek

plan was much more difficult to accomplish, was less called

for by necessity, and was conceived at a time in which,

probably, Egyptian hydraulic architects would have been

employed, since this profession had flourished for ages in

Egyp*> D*rt nothing similar to it had been accomplished in

Greece.

Dabius must have certainly cut through the district be-

tween the sea and the Bitter lakes, and thus have restored

the first real connection by water, between the sea and the

Nile, for it existed in the time of Herodotus, whatever

i Descr. de VEg, Atlas, pi. 23, 31.
* U. 158, iv. 42. » Herod, ii. 159.
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Aristotle, Diodorus, and Strabo may say to the contrary,

who again transfer the old tradition about the fear of an
inundation from Sesostris to Darius. It was never possible,

indeed, to make a perfectly free connection, on account of

the different height of the water, and the ebb and flow of

the Bed Sea. I conjecture, therefore, that Darius con-

structed a sluice at the inner extremity of the new canal,

where it discharges itself into the Bitter lakes, in order to

protect the inner waters and the adjacent fertile lands from

the overflowing sea. This was undoubtedly the most suit-

able point for such a work, since it would not be so difficult

as immediately on the sea. The passage through, would be
regulated by the level of the sea, which changes with the

ebb and flow of the tide, as must be the case with a simple

sluice.

But it is in the monuments that we again And the

opinion most certainly confirmed, that a passage existed here

as early as the times of the Persians. During the French

expedition, the chief engineer, De Boziere, discovered, on a

military excursion from Suez, a heap of ruins in a district

which is not accurately defined, but which cannot have been

far from the southern extremity of the Bitter lakes, upon
which were scattered the remains of the statue of a Persian

king, and several fragments of cuneiform inscriptions, all in

red granite1 . It appears that no, traveller has since visited

this spot8. But how can the existence of Persian ruins in

this part of the isthmus be explained, if they were not con-

nected with the opening of the canal, situated there ? Be-

sides this, the largest portion of the cuneiform writings men-

tioned above contains precisely the name of King Darius, fol-

lowed by the addition narpa vas'(arqa), princeps magnus,

1 Descr, de TEg. (Panck.) Ant vol. viii. p. 27, &c Compare vol. v.

p. 451, and Jomard, carte de la basse Egypte. A copy of the frag-

ment is given in a copper-plate, Ant vol. v. pL 29.
2 [The spot has now been re-discovered, and marked upon the map of

the Socie'te' d'Etudes de .llsthme de Suez. Travaux de la Brigade

Frcncaise. Rapport de llngenieur. 1S47.]
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which is also found in other inscriptions, from which we may
deduce with certainty that this king, whom the image also

undoubtedly represented, took an active part here. At all

events it was only a narrow canal, and not constructed for

large ships. Therefore it might afterwards be again filled up
with sand, and fall into disuse, and, indeed, be so far forgotten

that Aristotle might imagine it had never been completed.

Ptolemy Phjxjjxelphus undertook its restoration. He
appears to have had the magnificent intention of restoring a

connection by water between the two seas for ships of war
also. This alone explains the grand idea of constructing a

canal to the Bitter lakes, 100 feet wide, and 40 feet deep,

which would have been quite unnecessary for common ships

of burden. At the same time he constructed an artificial

sluice, probably at the point where the Bea entered, where he

also built the town Arsinoe. But as Pliny expressly says, he

only carried this work from the sea to the Bitter lakes. It is

only this canal that we must undoubtedly understand by the

worafios UroKffuuos, amnis Ptolemceus, which, according to

Diodorus and Pliny, received its name from the second

Ptolemy. The immense difference between this canal and

the two northern ones, is visible in the plan of the French
engineer1, therefore it does not even require the ingenious

explanation of Letronne in order to understand that it was

impossible for Cleopatra, after the battle of Actium, to cause

ships of war to be brought from the Mediterranean to the

Eed Sea, except by land.

With reference to this last work, Strabo mentions the

Ptolemaic kings, this, connected with the fact that the town

of Arsinoe', since the time of Strabo, is also mentioned under

the name KXcojrarpfr, leads to the supposition that one of

the last Ptolemies, or Cleopatra herself, completed the work-

ings on this canal, perhaps the sluices.

The name irorap&s Tpaiawk, by which Letronne also un-

1 Descr. de tEg. Atlas, pL 23, 31.
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destands the whole connecting way as far as the sea1, was
undoubtedly as limited as the name norapbs nrdkcficuos.

Ptolemy designedly neither mentions Arsinoe or the sea ; he

says that Trajan's canal flowed through Babylon and Heroon-

polis. This, therefore, refers to the canal; of which traces

are also still extant, which received its water much higher up
ifchan the ancient one of Sesostris, namely, at Babylon, and
was afterwards conducted into it, and discharged itself with

it into the basin of Seba-Biar at Heroonpohs*.

1 Letronne was probably led to this opinion because, as above men-
tioned, he thought that Heroonpolis was on the sea.

a Letronne, in the treatise mentioned, has further attempted to show
that the connecting canal between the Nile and the Bed Sea continued
till about the third century after Christ, but was then interrupted

until it was re-opened by the Caliph 'Omar in the year 639. Since
that time it continued till the year 762 or 767, when the canal was
designedly filled up by the Caliph El Mansur. The ingenious com-
binations by which Letronne assumes that the canal was filled up
with sand, about the time of Septini. Sererus, because at that time
the Porphyry quarries of Gebel Dochan appear to have been neglected,

is not, however, a sufficient reason for this conclusion. The. canal
might easily have been deepened again, as in the time of 'Omar, and
many other reasons might be given for the neglect of the stone-quarries

in theRed Sea. But there is a positive proof against it in Ibn el Maqrizi
(Notices et Extr. des MSS. torn. vi. p. 337, 366), where it is said, accord-

ing to Langles: Hadrien dirigea ensuite sa marche vers I'Egypte, ou U fit

recreuser le canal qui allait du Nil d la mer de Qolzoum ; les vaisseux y
passaient encore a Vapparition de fislamisme : c*est le mime que Amrou ben

el- Ass fit nettoyer; and farther on (p. 340), where Amru says: Je sais

au'avant rislamtsme, des vaisseauz amenaient chez nous des marchandises de

CEgypte. Depuis que nous avons fait la conquete de ce pays, cette com-

munication est interrompue ; le canal est encombre et les marchands en ont

abandonni la navigation. It is evident from this, that the canal during

the rising of the Arabs, shortly before the Egyptian conquest, had

measure, for the same reason that it was afterwards again filled up by
the Caliph El Mansur, when Mohammet ben 'Abdallah rose against
him at Medina, in the year 762 (according to others 767). The year
also of its restoration appears to me still doubtful. Maqrizi, indeed,

says (p. 334): Lorsque le Tres-Haut accorda Vislandsme aux homines.

Vordre de 'Omar ben dl-Khaththab, prince des Jideles, s'occupa de /aire

recreuser le canal dans Vannee de la mortalitL This famine year was
certainly the year 18 after the flight of the prophet— t. e. a.d. 639.

But in this same year Egypt was also conquered, and it is not very
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This geographical digression, whose length may be excused

owing to the peculiar interest of the subject, allows us

now, as it seems to me, to judge confidently on two points,

which are important in a critical examination of the Exodus
of the Israelites. From the position of the two towns,

Abaris and llamses—the former situated on the Mediterra-

nean Sea, near the mouth of the Pelusaic arm of the Nile,

the latter half a degree more to the south, and almost as

much more west—it follows that the Israelites, according to

the Mosaic accounts, marched out of a different town, as well

probable that cutting the canal, which would occupy six months, was
the first and immediate undertaking of the conqueror, although it was
undoubtedly soon called for by the famine in Arabia, which made it ne-

cessary to import provisions from Egypt. From the words of Amm
also, quoted above, there appears to have been a longer period between
the conquest and the cleaning out the canal. I, therefore, think that we
ought rather to follow the defined statement of El-Kendi, who is cited

by Maqrizi himself (p. 343), and who wrote about 880. He places the

restoration ofthe canal five years later—namely, in the year 23 ; t. e. 644,

the last year of Aniru. For the history of the canal, compare, besides

the treatises of Letronne which we have cited, what the same scholar

said at a former time in his edition of the Dicuil. 1814, 8vo, p. 10, &c,
and in his translation of the 17th book of Strabo, p. 382; also Man-
nert, Geoar. von Africa, Abth. i. p. 503, &c, and Weil, Gesch. der

Chalifen,1&d. i. p. 119, &c.; the last of whom likewise places the re-

storation of the canal after 641.

The result we have arrived at with regard .to the whole history of this

remarkable connecting canal is, therefore, briefly, the following:

c. 1350 B.C. Ramses II. (Sesostris) digs the canal from Bubastis to

Heroonpoli8 (Mukfar, near Seba-Biar), and with the assistance ot

the Israelites builds near it the towns Pithom and Ramses,
c. 600 b.c. Nekb appears to have conducted the canal as far as the

Bitter lakes.

c. 500 b.c. Darius, for the first time, makes the whole connection,
since he cuts through the elevation between the Bitter lakes and the

c 350 b.c In the time of Aristotle the canal appears to have fallen

into disuse.

c. 250 b.c. PtoUmaws Philadelphus digs a wide canal, amnis Ptolemaus,

from the sea to the Bitter.lakes, constructs an artificial sluice, and
builds Arsinoe on the sea.

c. 100 a.d. Trajan opens a new canal, amnu Traianus, from Babylon
to Heroonpolis.

643 (644) a.d. 'Omar re-opens the interrupted connection.
762 (767) A.D. Mohammet ben 'Abdallah fills up the canaL
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as in a different direction, from that taken by the unclean in

the Manethonic narration.

On the other hand, we have found that the town of

Ramses derived its name from the King Bamses-Miamun
(Sesostris), by whom it was built, and that the ancient Nile

canal, on which it was situated, was constructed, according

to the Greek accounts, by Sesostris, i, e. Bamses-Miamun.
It is evident that these two works, that of the canal and that

of the town, are connected, and reciprocally corroborate each

other. The new town was occasioned by the canal being

cut. This connection will be still more apparent by two
other facts.

In the western part of the Delta there is a village which
to this day bears the same name as the town we are speaking

of, namely, Eamses. This village also, and its name, are of

ancient date, which is proved by the mound of ruins at that

spot ; and, what is still more important to us, it is situated,

like the eastern Eamses, on the border of an ancient canal,

which was conducted from the Canopic arm, and brought the

water of the Nile to Hermopolis Parva (Damanhur) 1
. The

existence of these ruins of Ramses appears to me alone to

justify the very probable supposition that this great western

canal was also cut by Bamses-Miamun, and that the royal

constructor was worshipped as the eponymous divinity in

the town which was there built. It is evident that the

Israelites would not have been sent hither from Goshen in

order to build this town3 .

Besides the eastern Eamses, the Israelites also built the

town of Pithom. The situation of this town cannot easily

be mistaken. It has been long recognised in the town of

Tldrovpos, of which Herodotus speaks when he says that the

eastern Nile canal, which was conducted a little above Bu-

1 Jomard, carte de la basse Egypte. Wilkinson, Mod, Eg. and
Thebes, i. p. 187.

7 It is a great mistake if Champollion—LyEg. sous les Phar, ii. p.
244—considers these the ruins of the town built by the Israelites.
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bastis, flowed past it1, the Arabian town3. It waa probably

situated opposite Bubastis (Tel Basta), on the border of the

desert, and at the entrance of the Wadi, through which the

canal is led. The ancient ruins of a town are found there

under the name of Tel el kebir, and the Itinerarium An-

tmini places the town of Thoum, which has certainly been

properly recognised as the ancient town of Turn nd-rovpo^,

exactly in that place, namely, upon the road from Heliopolis

to Pelusium, on the edge of the desert between Vicus Judae-

orum (Tel Jehudeh) and Tacasartha (Salhieh ?). Now if

the Coptic translation in the passage which is cited from

Gen. xlvi 28, writes meou in place of Heroonpolifl, as is

translated by the Seventy, it does not mean that Pithom was

believed to be discovered in Heroonpolis, hut that it was

thought better to fix the place at which Joseph went to meet

Jacob at Pithom rather than at Heroonpolis.

Pithom, therefore, was situated at one end, and Ramses at

the other, of the ancient Nile canal, which was constructed by
the great Pharaoh, Eamses-Miamun, in the land of Groehen.

Both were founded in consequence of the new canal, and their

direct connection in the Mosaic narrative, as well as the

statement that they were built by the Israelites
y
is most de-

cidedly confirmed by the geographical circumstances which

have been exhibited. Taking it in a general point of view,

there can be no doubt that the Israelites were chiefly set-

tled in that very country, namely, below Heliopolis, in the

•

* Wilkinson {Mod. Eg. p, 319) misunderstands the passage when he

supposes that Patumos was situated at the other end of the canal, on
the Red Sea. He appears here to have followed Jomard, who, in his

map of the Delta, also places it at the head of the bay, although he
places Pithom in the right position,

* Compare Steph. Byz.

Hd-Tovpos> Pi-thorn, Hl-QOU, means "the (namely the Temple

the Dwelling-place) of the Turn" of the well-known Egyptian god

rw-n- jg>
^J,

who was much honoured exactly in this part of

Egypt- He is frequently found upon the Flaminian obelisks, which
come from Heliopolis, as well as upon the monuments of Ramses at
Abu-Kesheb.
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neighbourhood of Bubastis (Tel Bastah) and of the modern
Belbes, where ruins are still extant called Tel Jehudeh ; and
the Itinerarium Antonini cites a place called Vicus Ju-

d&orum, where, finally, the Jewish temple of Onias was built,

probably at the 'Ovlov of Ptolemy1
.

The inference we have arrived at, that if the Israelites

built these towns, they must have been still in Egypt in the

reign of King Ramses, who founded them, and that they

could not have departed several centuries previous, no longer

rests upon the name of one single town, which might be ex-

plained by an accidental inexactitude of the writer, or by a

confusion in dates3, but upon the close connection of a series

of facts, which reciprocally support and explain one another.

Hence the oppression took place more especially under

Ramses, and the Exodus resulting from it under his son and

successor Menephthes. According to the Mosaic narrative

also, the Pharaoh by whom the towns were built was a dif-

ferent one from that of the Exodus8 . Moses only returned

from Midian upon hearing of the death of the first, and it

seems that the event of the Exodus was directly connected

with the change of government.

Another proof of the correctness of our opinion, that,

according to the history of the Israelites, as recorded in the

books of the Old Testament, the Exodus cannot be fixed

before the reign of the second Ramses, is afforded by the

accounts of the settlement of the Jews in Palestine. It is

well known, and most thoroughly confirmed by the monu-

ments, and the nearly contemporaneous Egyptian papyrus

rolls, that Ramses-Miamun attacked and conquered a

great part of Asia, and probably during his whole reign

held under his dominion the adjoining lands, the penin-

sula of Petraea, and all Palestine. We also see his father,

Sethos I., represented upon the monuments in victorious

warfare against the people of Syria, among whom the .

*

1 iv. 5, 53.
* Compare Bockh, Manetho, p. 293 and p. 229.
3 Exod. ii. 23.

2 0
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Canaanites are expressly Darned. These were the most

glorious times in the whole Egyptian history. That they are?

nowhere mentioned in the hooks of Joshua and Judges,

while the numerous far more transitory snbjugations of the

Israelites by the nations bordering upon them are so fully

recorded, appears, in fact, to be a- fresh proof that those

warlike expeditions happened before the Exodus of the

Israelites1 .

But it even appears as if the true epoch of Egyptian

history in which the Exodus of the Israelites occurred, has-

been preserved in late Jewish traditions. I will at least

bring forward one circumstance from BabhimedL chronology,

which deserves, perhaps, to be followed up by those who are

more familiar with this literature.

This Jewish chronology, namely, deviates in s most striking

manner from every other, and as late as the times of the

Persian kings it differs no less than about 160 years from the

recognised numbers. The different authorities present few

deviations among themselves. They reckon by the years of

the world, a mode of reckoning which, as Ideler2 also con-

siders, most probably was first discovered, and gradually

introduced, bv the Rabbi Hillel Hanassi, in the year 244

after Christ, simultaneously with the whole of the present

arrangement of the year among the Jews. They place the

Creation 3761 years before Christ, and till the time of Joseph

i Ramses III., also, whose reign happened soon after the Exodus of

the Israelites, waged war with the northern nations, and therefore un-

doubtedly passed through Syria and Palestine. But it is not probable

that his marches were ever of any considerable duration, or were con-

nected with long periods of possession, so that we may venture to

believe that these transitory marches against the powerful nations of

this country, to whom the Jews did not at that time belong, could have

as yet little effect upon them, unless, indeed, it happened, perhaps,

when they were themselves subjugated by the Mesopotamians or the

Moabites. Such a supposition would be still lew probable if the Jews

had departed as early as the reign of Tuthmom JILy or of Amosis,

because in that case that Egyptian occupation of the country would

have happened when the Jews had already become quite established,

and masters of the land.

* Handb. rf. Ckron. i. p. 569, 578, 580.
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they agree perfectly with the customary mode of reckoning

in the Hebrew text. They fix the Flood 1656 years after

Adam ; Abraham's birth 1948 ; Isaac's 2048 ; Jacob's 2108

;

Joseph's 2199; Jacob's march to Egypt 2238; Joseph's

death 2309. It is only when they come to Moses that they

immediately deviate about 210 years, because, following the

precedent of Josephus and others, they reckon the 400 years

of the sojourn in Egypt from the birth of Isaac, and not from

the entrance of Jacob1
. They fix tho birth of Moses at 2368,

and his Exodus at 2448 after the Creation.

But this year 2448 of their era corresponds with the year

1314 [—1313} B.C.2, and therefore, according to the Mane*
thonic chronology, occurs in the time of Sling Menephthes,

who reigned nineteen years, therefore the same king whom
the Egyptian annals called the King of the Exodus. Be-

sides this, the latter tell us of a flight of thirteen years

which the king made into Ethiopia. If this flight took

place, as it probably did, in the first or second year after

the change of government, he must have returned and driven

away the lepers in the fourteenth or fifteenth year of his

reign. But the year 1314 is exactly the fifteenth year of
Menephthes, according to the Manethonic calculation.

This coincidence is certainly striking, but might possibly

be only accidental, if other circumstances were not added to

it. For instance, the same Jewish chronology places the

building of the temple by Solomon, according to the

1 Kiogsvi.. 1, about 480 years after the Exodus, therefore

2928=834 B.C., the march of Shishak against Rehoboam

2969=793, that of Zerah against Asa 2998-764, the banish-

ment of Israel 3205*557, the destruction of the first Temple

by Nebuchadnezzar 3338=424. Darius (Hystaspes) 3406=

356, the building of the second Temple 3408=354. These,

as well as the intervening numbers, which I omit here, are

» Josephus, Ant Jttd. It. xv. 2, calculates 430 years from the en-

trance of Abraham into Canaan to the Exodus of Moses. Compare
Vni. iii. 1.

7 [Ideler, Eandbuch der Chrotu i. p. 807, 543.]

2 g2
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all of them about 165 years too late. But from this place

the correct dates are suddenly restored ; Alexander of

Macedon is placed 3442-320, therefore only sixteen years

too late ; his government ofthe world, and a march which he

is said to have made to Jerusalem, 3448=314; his death

3454=308, and so forth.

About this time, the Jews being subject to the Syrian

government, adopted the Syrian Bra of the Seleuridce, which

was called by them the " Era of the Greeks," or, on account

of its being used in civil affairs, " the Era of Contracts.''

Its commencement happens, as is well known, in the year

312 before Christ, and we find it adopted in the Book of the

Maccabees1
. This era is also mentioned in the rabbinical

chronology, and is quite correctly placed by the more ancient

authorities in the year of the world 3450=312 B.C.2 If

Ganz3, in place of this, gives the year 3448=314, it is

evidently either an arbitrary change, or perhaps first de-

vised by him for the sake of the exact period of a thousand

years between the Exodus (2448) and the new era (3448).

This connection that subsisted between the two numbers

to form a monarchy of a thousand years' duration, was not in

1 Ideler, Handb. d. Chron. i. p. 531.
4 Abraham ben David (about 1161) says, in his book Sepher hakab-

bala, col. 33, b (Amsterd.) : "The second period begins from the

great synagogue of Simeon the Just. The Persian empire was de-

stroyed in his time by Alexander, the King of Greece (Javan). He
came to Jerusalem in the year 40 after the building of the

temple and commanded that they should commence the

reckoning of their contract from this year, which is the year 100O
since their Exodus from Egypt, and the year 3450 since the Creation."

But he placed the year of the Exodus at 2448; therefore the year
3450 is properly the 1003rd, not the 1000th, since the Exodus. R.

Isaac Israeli (about 1250), in the book Jesod Olam. Bl. 84, b, says,
" And the Talmud was concluded in the year 3949, according to the

calculation of the world, which is the year 500 of the Contract." We
thence obtain for the commencement of the era of the Contract the

year 3450=312.
* Semach David (written about 1592), p. 60—65, in the Latin transla-

tion by Vorst (Lugd. Bat. 1644), cites several more authorities for the

year 3448; among them also Abraham ben David, but who, as we
have seen, expressly writes 3450, in spite of the mention of the 1000-

yeared period since the Exodus.
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fact very remote ; we should only have expected that the

number of the Exodus would rather have been advanced two
years, in conformity with the fixed and universally intro-

duced era of the Seleucid®, and not, on the contrary, that

the latter should be sent so far back. But the number 2448

was left standing, which still more indicates a determinate

selection of this year, independent of a cyclical or arbitrary

arrangement.

There is proof also that the Eabbis did not alter the com-

mencement of the Seleucidic Era, in the circumstance, that

it has retained its correct place in chronology, in spite of the

universal displacement in the chain of events. According to

that displacement, Alexander first began to reign 3442=

320, and died in 3454=308. The beginning of the new
era, therefore, according to this, happened in the reign of

Alexander himself, who in reality had been dead twenty-one

years at the time of the battle of Gaza, which occasioned

the new era. In consequence of these contradictions the

number was retained, and the event was changed to agree

with it, since the introduction of the era of Seleucus was

transferred to Alexander, and connected with an account of

his presence in Jerusalem, which is otherwise only men-
tioned by Josephus1, and the so-called Barbaras of Scaliger2.

But the question is, how we can reconcile the remarkable

displacement of events with the true numbers ? Idelee has

shown that we must refer the first establishment of the era

of the world, and consequently the foundation of the whole

chronological system that we are considering, to the author

of the Moleds, or new moons, and particularly of the late

Jewish calendars, therefore to the Babbi TTillel, in the first

half of the fourth century. In the time of Eusebius, and
Theon of Alexandria, people could not possibly be so com-

pletely ignorant of the history of the last centuries before

Christ, as the rabbinical chronology supposed. It was least

to be believed of such a learned mathematician, astronomer,

» Ant. XL viii, 5.
2 Thesaur. tempp, Euseb. 1658, torn, ii. p. 72,
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and chronologist, as we imagine tine reformer of the Jewish

calendar to have been, who founded it upon the nineteenth-

yeared cycle of Meton and Galippus1.

It appears to me, therefore, that the following acceptation

is alone possible, which I would at least recommend to the

closer examination of well-versed labourers in Jewish anti-

quities. The Talmud contains very few chronological dates,

and nothing justifies us in the belief that the learned Hillel
had already given a chronological <view of the events, as we
afterwards find them. But he must have necessarily had
some resting points for his technical chronological works, if

he desired to connect his present with the past, and even

with the Creation- It could not have been difficult to find

these resting points At that time, so soon after Africanus

:

the best authorities were, still open to him. But the Exodus
from Egypt must have been his most important point, for

previous to that event the numbers in the Pentateuch were
clear, and without mistakes. It was only necessary for him

to decide between the two different views concerning the

period between Jacob and Moses. The numbers after the

Exodus were much more uncertain, as the calculations of

Josephus have already proved. On the other hand, the well-

known era of the Seleuciche, which was at that time still in

use, naturally formed another fixed point which he could

not avoid. Under these circumstances, every clever and

mathematically educated chronologist, would be compelled

to connect the date of the Exodus with the only certain and

astronomically verified Egyptian chronology. If the eba
ofKma Memepblthes, and the exact year of its commence-
ment was familiar to the mathematician, Theon of Alex-

andria, who Hved at a later period, must it not nave been

equally well known to the astronomer Hillel P But nothing

more was .necessary to determine the date of the Exodus,

which took place tinder the same King Menephthes*,

l *6.Tdeler, Handb.i. p. 579.
3 In the year 318 the determination of Easter, according to the

different Christian calendars, Tras transferred from the Nicene Council
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We should not therefore toe surprised to see, even at

that time, the perfectly correct acceptation of the year

2448 for the Exodus. It was, at all events, impossible

to determine the year of the Creation without having ob-

tained the two periods of the Seleucidic Era, and of the

Exodus.

On the other hand, it is very improbable that Hillel Bet to

work as Ideler1 imagines he did. He says "that Hillel

•evidently started from the beginning of the Seleucidic Era,

which was at that time still universally employed by the

Jews, the autumn of the year B.C. 812. Beckoning from

this point backwards, he made the next epoch the destruction

.of the first Temple, And placed it only 112 years earlier than

the Seleucidic Era, counting about 150 years too little, so

±hat he advanced Nebuchadnezzar to the times of Arta-

zerxee I. Whilst he thus went back still farther to the

building of the first Temple, to the Exodus of the Israelites

out of Egypt, to the Hood, and to the Creation, following

partly the express statements of time in the Bible, partly his

own explanation of it, he found the beginning of the year,

3450 of the world, to be the epoch of the Minjan schtaroth"

As we said before, it was perfectly impossible for a scholar

of the fourth century to make such a gross mistake of nearly

160 years at that late period. But it is easily explained, if

we believe that after the great gap in Jewish literature,

which commencedat the conclusion of the Talmud, about the

year 500, and which lasted to the eighth century, the Rabbis

had adopted those few correct chronological periods fixed by

Hillel, and now first undertook to fill up their history of the

to the Alexandrian chronologists. S. du Cange, praef. ad Ckron, pasch.

This difficult work at once presupposed a careful consideration and
investigation of the different eras still in use, but especially of the

Jewish computation of time, because the feast of Easter was con-

nected with the solemnisation of the Jewish Paschal feast, which was
instituted at the time of the Exodus from Egypt, Therefore in those

days, when chronological studies were more especially practised, there

was a particular cause for obtaining the true date of the Exodus,

which, to Egyptian scholars in particular, could not have been difficult.

1 Handb. i. p. 561.
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world, which comprised 5000 years, according to the state-

ments of the Old Testament. In fact, we find neither in the

Talmud, nor even in the first writings of the rabbis, which

succeed the Talmud, e. g. in the Seder Olam Babah, one of

the oldest of those writings, the full chronological details,

some extracts of which we have seen above. It appears to

have been first completed in the twelfth century, therefore in

the period of a scientific barbarism, which had been long in-

troduced. It was only necessary to follow the numbers of

the Pentateuch from the Creation to the Flood, and to the

Exodus, in order to obtain the given year 2448=1314. The
convenient number 480 years, down to the building of the

Temple, in the first Book of Kings, was afterwards immedi-

ately adopted, and the chronology of the times of the Judges

adapted to it. But hereby the historical event next follow-

ing was at the same time displaced to about the 160—170

years we have mentioned, and drew with it the displacement

of all the succeeding events. It first became apparent at the

next fixed point, about the year 3450=312, that the chain of

events was far too long for the stated interval, from the build-

ing of the first to the second Temple. Therefore, the period

from the erection of the second Temple, built under Darius

Hystaspes, to the time of Alexander, to which was given the

name of the Grecian Bra1, was cut down without ceremony
from 184 years into 34 years. This raised no obstacle at

first, but afterwards occasioned many difficulties, until these

also were got rid of by the simple expedient of taking Darius

II. and III for one and the same person. Only thus can we
explain the peculiar phenomena of an entirely displaced and

afterwards mutilated chronology, in which, however, there ap-

pears two fixed points alone correct, and which afford us at

the same time the important, and probably the most exact,

determination of the Exodus by a truly learned chronologist

of the fourth century2 .

1 It was also called " the Era of Alexander" Ideler, Chron. i. p. 449.
2 It would be important to inquire when the year 2448 is first men-

tioned in Jewish literature as that of the Exodus, and which of the
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Viewing it, therefore, from this side, we return to the

opinion, that the great stumbling-hlock to the whole of the

chronology hitherto adopted for the Old Testament was the

number 480 years, which was calculated as the period be-

tween the Exodus and the building of the Temple mentioned

in the first Book of Kings1 . As soon as we set this aside,

regarding it only as a supplementary multiple of twelve

generations, or segments of 40 years each, the Hebrew and .

Egyptian chronologies are no longer opposed to each other

with reference to the time of the Exodus. All the other

intimations we meet with in the Hebrew accounts, and their

whole connection, demand, on the contrary, precisely the

same time, whichwe find unequivocally stated in the Egyptian
iirmalfl of Manetho.

The question now is, whether along with this number 480,

to which we can attribute no greater importance than to the

simple number forty> so often repeated in the history of

Israel at that period, we must also give up as valueless every

other chronological measure of the events immediately suc-

ceeding the Exodus. But this is so little the case, that, on

Eabbis first clung to this epoch in the outline of history, which was
at first probably only marked in the calendar.

1 We have already seen above, that neither the Apostle Paul nor
Josephus recognised the calculation of the 480 years. Africanus just
as little, who reckoned 748 years. (Routh, Reliqu. sacra, vol. ii. p.

313, if.) Eusebius (reckons 600, or even 610 years; Prop. Ev. x. 14,

compare Routh elsewhere; but in his Canon he calculates 480), Clemens
Alexandr. (Strom, p. 386, Pott. 567), Syncellus (p. 175, 659), and
others. Ajnong modern scholars, Des Vignoles (Chrono!. de Vhist.

sainte, t. i. p. 172) has especially treated the question in detail. He
finally decides upon the acceptation, that the period consisted of 648
years, but that the number 480 arose from a mistake inthe text (p. 184),
as others before him had declared. Bockh lastly says, that the number
appears to him to have been inserted at a later period. (Manetho, p.
190.) Several other numbers of the Old Testament, especially all

indeterminate numbers, as the 40 and its multiplicates, as well as

the greater sums, e. g. Exodus xii. 40; Judges xi. 26; 1 Kings vi. 1;

and in other places, and the whole uninterrupted chain of numbers,
originating in them, appear to me to have been for the first time
adopted since that early part of the Old Testament was last combined
and revised, at all events for the first time after the exile. The opinion

also adopted by Bertheau (Richler, p. 34), that this revision proceeds

from Ezra, appears to me to be very probable.
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the contrary, in the true chronological scale which the

Mosaic writings furnish, we find a fresh refutation of the

opinions hitherto adopted, and a confirmation ofthe Egyptian
statements. We look upon the Eegistee op Q^eiteeatioks

as this scale.

I am not aware whether these numerous family records

have ever been fully placed under one point of view, and

, estimated as a whole in their great chronological significance,

in the same way as they have certainly frequently been used

for separate purposes and divisions of time. Such a survey

would very much increase the importance of the separate

lists, and facilitate their application to chronological deter-

minations.

It is well known how in the East at all times, and even to

this day, the register of generations and genealogies is orally

teansniitted, with a wonderful fidelity and completeness,

through the memories of perfectly illiterate and frequently

even now nomadic xaces. The Arabian Taees are especially

noted for this, and their historical recollections are often

almost entirely limited to this dry register. I have met with

many such pedigrees in the upper districts of the Nile, south

of the province of Dongola, among the Arabs whoimmigrated
there from the west, .these being the only written remains of

their past, which inform us of their immigration and distribu-

tion in those districts. But these lists of names are still more

to be depended upon among those nations of antiquity, who,

like the Egyptians and the Hebrews, were a literary people,

and were accustomed to preserve in writing these sacred be-

quests of individual families. On the Tock cf the Kosser-

road, in the eastern desert ofEgypt,Ifound.a hieroglyphical in-

scription belonging tothe time shortly before the first Persian

dominion, in which a chief architectofthe country, named Ha-

numhet, carries back his direct ancestors as far as the twenty-

fourth generation, to an ancestral mother Nofratmu, who,

according to a rough calculation, must have lived about the

end ofthe 19th Dynasty, therefore about the time of Moses.

But the Israelites particularly, above all the nations of an-

tiquity, appear to have laid the greatest stress upon the re-
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gister of generations, lists of names, and general enumerations

of tribes and generations. The writings of the Old Testa-

ment are full of them, especially all the historical books ; and

the care and exactitude which was expended upon the general

preparation of these listB, is evident to the reader. The pecu-

liar destiny of the Israelitish people, firmly bound together,

and always separating themselves most rigorously from

strangers, yet frequently transplanted in masses from one

country to another, and settled amidst other nations, enables

us perfectly to comprehend this universal attention to an au-

thentic register of generations. We find it stated that they

were already twice numbered1 in the desert ; for which pur-

pose the whole people were collected together, and were en-

tered in the registers of the births " by their generations,

after their families, according to the number of the names,

from twenty years and upwards, and by their polls." On
their return from exile it is particularly observed that

some of the wanderers could not trace their genealogy3
.

Among these were several priests' families, of whom it is said,

" These sought the register of their generations, but it was

not found, and, therefore, they were rejected from the priest-

hood3
. It follows TTjPGoa this that the priests of the tribe of

Levi were obliged by law to preserve and continue the

register of their generations. This law must naturally only

have existed since the Exodus, and, therefore, when Jose-

phus4 asserts that the High -priests possessed written regis-

ters of their generations, as far hack as 2000 years, this ig,

indeed, connected with his opinion about the .early epoch of

the Exodus; it bIiows,however,that theywere brought down
to his time, which is, indeed, also confirmed by the register

of the generations of Jesus Christ5.

We need no further justification, therefore, for placing great

1 Numb. i. 26. 1 Ezra ii. 59; Nehemiah vii. 61.
1 Ezra ii. 62 ; Neh. vii. 64. 4 Contra. Ap. i. 7.
6 Gospel Matth. i. 2, &c; Luke iii. 23, &c. The great differences

between the two genealogies have been considered in a variety of ways,

but, as it appears, they have not yet been satisfactorily explained.

Therefore, they do not permit of any immediate chronological con-

clusions.
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value upon the successive generations, and for discovering in

them the true chronological thread for those times duringwhich

more exact reliable statements are wanting. We fortunately

possess a whole array of genealogies for the period between the

Exodus and the building of the Temple
; and, indeed, princi-

pally generations of priests, which go back as far as Levi, and

are, therefore, from the reasons we have stated above, the most

to be depended upon. Altogether, Jive different generations

of the Levites may be distinguished ; some obscurities have

crept into our text, which probably happened at the time it

assumed its present form, since they are found also in the

Septuagint ; it seems, however, that they may easily be re-

moved1
.

The following is a survey of the principal genealogies, in

which the Levitical generations preserve the order in which

they are cited, 1 Chron. vii.2 This is preceded by the genea-

logical succession, according to Josephus, from Levi to Zadok,

and by his series of High priests from Aaron to Zadok.

Lastly, there follows a table of the generations of Judah.

On the other hand, we have excluded other genealogies;

e> g. the three of Ephraim ; Num. xxvi. 35 ; 1 Chron. viii.

20, 21, 24—27 s
; because they are evidently confused, and

lead to no result4.

1 The removal of some of the difficulties indicated in the following

table are obvious, and may, therefore, have been expressed long before

me, in the critical-biblical literature already published, although I

am unable to point it out. But the aim we have in view requires us

to examine this subject somewhat more accurately. I see, besides,

that Ewald also, Gesch. Isr. i. p. 31, ii. p. 433, and in other passages,

considers the two generations from Levi to Saul and to Heman, as

the most complete, and, therefore, all the others as incomplete.

s [Hebrew text, 1 Chron. vii. 20, 21, 24—27.]
4 It is impossible that the descendants of Ephraim, mentioned in 1

Chron. viii. 20, 2 1, could have been all killed at the same time by the men
of Gath (therefore, in Palestine), since they include eight generations.

The march to Goth also, which is mentioned, could not have been from

Egypt (Bunsen, Aeg. i. p. 220) (Tr. vol. i. p. 178), since they went down.

It is equally impossible that Non and Jehoshuah can be rightly placed

in v. 27, since fiie latter ought to stand in the ninth in place of the

third degree from Ephraim.
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Generation

of

Merari

—

Mahli.

1

Chron.

vii.

29—80.

1.

Levi

2.

Merari

3.

Mahli

1.

Libni

2.

Sliimei

3.

TJzza

4.

Shimea

5.

Haggiah

6.

Asaiah

IV.

The

Generation

of

Elkanah

—

Amasai.

1

Chron.

vii.

25

—

28.

(
-

VII.

)

1.

[Levi]

2.

Elkanah

3.

Amasai

(and)

1.

Ahimoth

....

30

2.

Elkanah

....

30

3.

Elkanah

Zophai

30

4.

Nahath

....

f
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5.
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30
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....
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.\

.

.

30

8.

Samuel

30

9.
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30
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30
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The first column contains after the patriarchs from

Abraham to Amram, the 12 heads of the people, com-

mencing with Moses, who appear to have been regarded as

the representations of 12 generations of 40 years each, and

thence to have occasioned the calculation of 480 years.

Ewald1
, as well as Bertheau2

,
gives another list, because, on

the whole, the subject admits of no exactitude ; the common
acknowledgment of the division of the period into twelve

parts is alone of importance to us. But one (Vlll.) of the

genealogies we have quoted (1 Chron. vii. 39—438
) contains

twelve generations of one and'the same family*. It is pos-

sible, therefore, that this succession, rather than that uncer-

tain division, gave occasion to the 480 years. It was, bo-

sides, distinguished from the others by being continued

through Gershom, the First-born ofLevi. But the principal

lineage of the Levites was that of the high priests, who were

descended from Aaron and Kohath (I.) ; this contains, as

well as that of Mushi (IX.), only 11 generations. This

might therefore be the reason why the Seventy only reckoned

440 years5 .

In the Chronicles the second succession of Levites is

closely connected with the third6 . But in the Hebrew as

well as in the Greek text a distinct pause is made at verse

22, after Jeaterai. The author begins again :
" The son of

Kohath; Amminadab, his son; Korah, his son?;" and so on.

The Seventy even write the plural viol Kaa6. A new suc-

cession therefore undoubtedly begins here, and we must con-

sider the portion from Gershom to Jeaterai as an incom-

plete genealogy inserted here, which evidently runs parallel

to the first part of our eighth Levitical series8 . Kohath, who
1 Geach. Isr. u. p. 371. 8 Buck d. Bicht. p. xix. xx.
3 Heb. Text, 1 Chron. vi. 39, 43.
4 Unless the name otJahath, the son of Gershom, is to be withdrawn,

and Shimei put into its place, by which means this genealogy also

would only have eleven degrees from Moses to Solomon,
4 See above, p. 402.
e De Wette, in his translation, makes no distinction in v. 22.
^ See Luther's German Trans, of Bible,—Tr.
9 The names of Levi, Gershom, Jahath, Sima (Zimmak), Adaiah

tlddo), Zerah agree. It only differs in Ethan (Joah), and Ethni
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succeeds Jeaterai, was also a son of Levi, and the names

which follow, clearly show that it ought to be the same series

m our sixth. That the third and sixth series are really

identical follows from the name of the grandson of Kohath
being Korah, which recurs in both, and also from the three

successive names, Ebiasaph, Assir, Tahath, also recurring.

The eighth name, Uzziah, is also undoubtedly the same name
as Azariah in the other text ; for the very same change of

both names is again found afterwards in the Xing of Judah,

the son of Amaziah, who is called Azariah eight times in the

same chapter (2 Kings xv.) and is afterwards three times

tailed by his usual name, Uzziah1. I have not, therefore,

hesitated to fill up the two names of Assir and Elkanah which

were wanting after Korah2 in the sixth series, as the third

series is, on ^he whole, most to be depended on. It has un-

doubtedly been retained on account of the last name of Saul,

whom we must consider to be no other than King Saul,

whose generation indeed is usually (1 Sam. ix. 1) carried

back through Kish and Aphiah, with an interruption, to

Benjamin, but here again also presents difficulties and ap-

pears in general to have been disputed.

But the sixth series does not conclude in the Chronicles

with Joel, but is continued into our seventh, and no text

Appears to indicate that there is a pause* Yet the

correctness of our division here also, will hardly be found

doubtful. It would be quite impossible to believe that

among six genealogies one alone could have been as long

(Jeaterai). Shimei and Lihni appear to be brothers. But, on that
account again, the name of Jahath, as above remarked, ought to be
rubbed out of both lists, and perhaps be considered as a common sur-
name of the brothers. For Jahath appears in the 1 Chron, vii, 43 as
the father of Shimei, xxiii. 10 as the son of Shimei, vii. 20 as the son
of Libni, but, xxiii, 8, not among the sons of Laadan, who neverthe-
less, xxiii, 7, stands in the place of Libni.

1 Gesen. Thes. 2 Hebr. p. 101 1.

3 The omission may perhaps be explained by Exodus vi, 24, where
Assir, Elkanah, and Abiasaph literally appear beside one another at
sons of Korah, while it was probably intended that, as his sons,

they should succeed one another.

2 H
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again as all the others; for if we omitted the two re-

stored members of the sixth series, we should still retain

nineteen members in place of ten or eleven, as in the

other genealogies. We should therefore still feel obliged to

believe there was a mistake, even though unable to point it

out. But, upon a further investigation, it explains itself.

It is very apparent that we have the same genealogies in

thefourth series as in the seventh, although there appears to

be several deviations in the manner the names are written,

and in some passages completely different names. Let us

now see how thefourth series is introduced in the Chronicles.

The first part of the seventh chapter (in the Hebrew
text made the sixth) brings prominently forward, apart from

the other genealogies, that of the generations of the high

priests, which goes back through Aaron, Amram, and

Kohath, to Levi. The generations of the other Levites are

afterwards designated, and indeed in two divisions. The

first proceeds from the first-born of the sons of Levi, in

which, nevertheless, in the race of Kohath, Amram has

already been removed from the series, and Amminadab, i. e.

Izhar, takes his place ; the second goes upwards from the

three songsters of David, Heman, Assaph, and Ethan, as far

back as the grandchildren of Levi. The ancestors of Heman
come first, because a first-born grandson of Levi stands at

the head, Izhar, i. e. Amminadab, whose generation was

therefore already mentioned among those of the first-born

grandsons (III.). The ancestors of Assaph and of Ethan

succeed, because later-born grandsons of Levi stand at the

head, who are again arranged in the succession of the sons of

Levi.

There is here a strict and duly considered rule, which is

made evident by the following survey

:
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Levi.

1. Gershom.
I

2. Kohath. 3. Elkanah.

I. 1. Amrara.

4. Merari.

1. Aaron, 2. Moses.

n. 1 . Libni. VI. }
2 * Amminadab-Izhar.

Vin. 2. Jahath-Shimei. 3. Hebron. VII.}
h Amasai. V. 1. Mahli.

4. Uzziah. 2. Ahimoth. IX. 2. Mushi.

This certainty presupposes what has been already assumed

here, that Elkanah was a son of Levi, and, indeed, the

third son, although in former passages he is not cited as

among the sons of Levi. Little is proved by this omission,

for there are many such cases, and in this very chapter,

v. 43, Jahath is called a son of Qershom, although in v. 17
he is not cited among the sons of Ghershom1

. In such cases,

certainly, the conjecture still remains which we admitted

above, p. 464, in the case of Jahath, that one name has been

for another, as, without doubt, occurs in many
and therefore some might prefer here to suppose

Elkanah the same person as Kohath, Zuph (VII.) as a later

Elkanah (IV.), Toah (VII.) as Nahath (IV.), Azariah (VI.) as

Uzziah (III.), Joel (VII.) as Vashni (IV.), Laadan as Libni,

&c. However, this seems very improbable here. In the chap-

ter we allude to the children of Gershom-Libni are first stated

in the series of the first-born, then the children of Kohath-

Amminadab, then the children of Elkanah-Amasai, lastly the

children of Merari-Mahli. Elkanah is, therefore, evidently

1 We should, perhaps, also take into consideration the preference

which is given in the genealogical tables of the Old Testament to

three sons.

2 H 2
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also placed between Kohaih and Merari, as one of the first-

born. If Elkcmah, the head of this family, were no other

than the Elkanah previously mentioned in v. 23, the son of

Assir, this whole genealogy would not belong here, which is

evident from the arrangement we have given above.

But the same arrangement proves that the first part of

the genealogy of Heman, our sixth series1, concludes with

the same Joel who in the second part in our seventh series

appears as the father of Heman ; that, consequently, we have

to complete the end of the sixth series with the name of

Heman again ; in short, that we have before us, in place of

one of double length, two single genealogies of Heman, which

spring from his father by different grandfathers2 .

So much for the generations of Levi from the Hebrew
text. With respect to the genealogical succession from

Levi to Zadok, according to Josephus, it corresponds with

our first Levitical series, but does not entirely agree with it.

According to Josephus, the generations belonging here would
be as follows

:

'Aaptov.

I

2. ^tyftarjS

. ,1
lOapapos.

Bokkios.

'Ia>0a/io$

(Meraioth=) Map<uv6os.

'Apo^alos.

(Ahitub=) 'AxirtajSos.

10.

3. 'A/3t€ff'p^s.

4 BOVKI.

5. "of*.
6. *HX«.

7. 'io^dftjs.

1 The genealogy was certainly originally brought dawn from father to

son; therefore the names carried np from Klkanah to Heman precede

those from Kohath to Joel (and Heman), although Kohath is the elder

brother. We follow the correct order.
* Azariah appears to have been the true father of Joel; Samuel was,

perhaps, his father-in-law, or his uncle, for although, 1 Sara. viiL 2,

Joel and Abiah are also stated to be sons of Samuel, our fourth
logy, 1 Chron. vii. 28, calls them Vashni and Abiah.
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But the Hebrew series is not only supported by three pas-

sages, but it has also more internal probability than that of

Josephus. For Bomciaf and Bowk seem to differ but lifetler

and since Zadok and Abiathar are eotemporary, a name ap-

pears to be wanting in the series of 2aboncos, which is given

in. the Hebrew series1 .

In our series of the successions' of the High priests

(juvetovp is an interposition, because the pontificate passed

immediately from Eli to his grandson..

The genealogy of Judah, which we have added, is at the

same time the table of the generation of David. It is the

shortest of all, but ought not therefore to be regarded

with suspicion. We must place Hezron equal with Moses,

although only one generation va given between him and

Judah, for it is said of him (1 Chron. iL 24) that he died at

Caleb-Ephratah, therefore after the entrance into Palestine,

and that his wife, Abiah, had a son after his death. There-

fore there only remains Judah and Pharez for the Egyptian

time. This need not surprise us, since Pharez was only

born to Judah by Thamar after she had been already the

wife of his sons ; Pharez w
y
therefore, both the son and the

grandson of Judah, There remain nine generations for the

period from the Exodus to the building of the Temple ;; but

here, also, we know at least concerning the last name, David>

that he was the seventh son of his father.

If we now review the collected series of our table,, we find

among them eight different and complete series^ namely, be-

sides six tribes of Levi, the tribe of Judah, and the series of

the High priests. Of these, one contains 12 names, three of

them 11, three 10, and one 9; This gives as a mean number
exactly ten and a half generations.

If we inquire the mean number for the years of a genera-

tion, we must not think of the Hebrew number 40. It is

1 In the series of Eli, 'A^creo/SoS must stand in place of 'ioxajfys,

for the ancestors of Zadok and Achimelech were both named Ahitub,

which might at all events easily produce confusion. The name

'ioxo^s seems to be founded upon Ichabod, the brother of Ahitub

(1 Sam.iv. 21; xiv. 3).
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evidently too high a number, and was only sometimes con-

ferred by the Hebrews on the generations, because it had
been long used by them for undetermined quantities as a

round and sacred number.

The 33£rd years also of the Egyptian generations, accord-

ing to Herodotus (ii. 142), was rather a subdivision of the

century than a calculation of the real succession of genera-

tions. The longest series, from which we could obtain a

mean number, are the series of kings. But we can obtain no
scale even from them. The kings of Judah only reigned on
an average nineteen years, those of Israel only twelve years.

Successions of reigns are, however, always shorter than

generations, and in Judah seven out of twenty kings were
killed, or expelled ; in Israel, fully half out of twenty. We
shall therefore approach much nearer the truth if we adopt

the Greek acceptation1 of thirty years for a generation, in

which we only follow most of the modern scholars.

Admitting this, ten or eleven generations would amount
to 300 or 330 years, and if we place Solomon about the year

1000, the genealogies would lead us to 1300 or 1330 years

before Christ, which most perfectly agrees with our earlier

results, since, according to Manetho, we believe we ought to

place Menephthes 1328—1309. The Rabbinical date of the

Exodus is B.C. 1314, exactly between 1300 and 1330, upon
which of course no more importance is to be laid than is

allowable by the indeterminate factors of the calculation. At
any rate the whole discussion leads to this, that thegenealogies,

the only trustworthy although less exact chronological thread

of those Hebrew times, speak as decidedly against the calcu-

lation hitherto adopted of 480 years, as in favour of our

calculation of, about, 300 years. This agreement appears to

me of the greatest importance in judging both the Egyptian

as well as the Jewish history.

But if, finally, we look at the numbers in the Book of

Judges, we have already seen that, according to the usual

1 According to Eratosthenes, Apollodor, Diodor. &c. ; see Lorcher,
Herod, torn. vii. p. 51, 53, 68, 395, 397.
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mode of reckoning, they are by no means found to agree

immediately with any other chronological acceptation ; still

the chronological character ofmany separate numbers cannot

be mistaken, and we may at least expect that, from our point

of view also, a simple solution must present itself, which

would release the statements of numbers in the Book of

Judges from the contradictions in which, as hitherto inter-

preted, they have stood with the Manethonic chronology.

Bunsen1 gives us a survey of this period. He compares

the " Time of Foreign Rule and Anarchy" with the " Time
of the Judges and of Peace." For the former he puts

3 x + 111 years, for the latter, including the monarchical

time to the building of the Temple, 4 x + 442 years. He consi-

ders the first, less historical than the last (p. 212), and supposes

that the number 480 is perhaps formed out of the latter 442.

At all events, he believes we must start from this number.

But I should prefer an entirely different combination, which

promises to lead sooner to a result. If we place the un-

certain and round numbers upon one side, and the remain-

ing on the other side, we shall obtain the following survey8 :

1 Aeg. i. p. 209—214. (Tr. vol. i. p. 166—171.)
* Two points may, perhaps, strike the reader in the survey of the

dirferent statements of numbers given here from the Book of Judges,
upon which I will subjoin what follows in explanation. I have placed
the 20 years under the Canaanites to the right, the 20 of Sampson and
Saul to the left; not arbitrarily, but from the following reason : In
the first section of this epoch, which ends with Gideon, all the numbers
are indeterminate except those exactly which relate to the oppressions

by other nations. This does not seem to me to be accidental; why
should not the times of the oppression have been firmer fixed in the

memory than the other divisions of time, the recollection of which is

principally connected only with celebrated persons ? The number 20
does not belong to the round numbers; it bears in itself, therefore, the
probability of being historical. On the other hand, the 20 years of
Sampson and Saul are in the third division, in which all the remaining
numbers are unhistorical, as the eight preceding are all historical. The
person of Sampson is especially so poetically represented, that it is

perfectly adapted to its unchronological neighbourhood. It is possible,

also, that it belonged entirely to the preceding Philistine time of 40
years, and ought therefore to be quite omitted. But the 20 y ears of Saul
was even received in the Acts of the Apostles, and by Josephus, as a

round number, and was therefore exchanged with 40. The period of Saul

also was certainly not better known than that of David and Solomon.



THE D LEW THADITIOIT.

INDETERMINATE
NUMBERS.

40. Tears in the Desert.

x Joshua (25, according to Jo-
sephus, A. J. V. 1, 29).

x Successors to Joshua (Joshua
xxiv. 31.

40. Othniel(Judg. iiL 11).

(Judg. iii. 30

;

ing to the Seventy 40).

x Shamgar.

40* Deborah (Judg. iv. 4) and
(Judg. v. I, 31).

40. Gideon (Judg. viii. 28).

HISTORICAL NUMBERS.

8. under Mesopotamia fJudg.
iii 8).

18. under the Mbabites (Judg.

iii. 14).

20. under the Canaanites (Judg.
iv. 3. This Period happens,

according to Judg. iv. 4,

under Deborah).haps

7. under the

vi. 1).

(Judg.

9. Abimeleeh (Judg. ix. 22

>

Tola (Judg. x. 2).

22. Jair (Judg. x. 3).

18. Philistines (Judg, x. 8).

6. Jephthah (Judg. xii. 7).

7. Ibzan (Judg. xiL 9).

10. Elon (Judg. xii. 11).

8. ^toa(Judg.xii.i4),
40. Philistines (Judg. xiii. 1).

Samson (in the time of the 150
Philistines, Judg. xv. 20, xvi
31>

x Anarchy (Judg. xvii. 6, xviii.

1, xix. 1, xxi. 25).

40. Eli (1 Sam. iv. 18).

20. Saul (1 Sam. vii. 1, 2 ; com-
pare iv. 18, vi. 1 ; 2 Sam vi.

3 ; 1 Chron. xiv. 3. Accord-
ing to Acts xiii, 21, Jos. A. J.
VI. 14, 9, Saul reigned 40
years).

40. David (2 Sam. v. 4, 5; 1 Kings,
ii. 11).

14 times x x 12 years = 168. 150 + 168 = 318 years.

The second point is, that it might appear remarkable to see the periods

of oppression placed generally together with those of the separate

Judges, whilst both classes are however quite heterogeneous. I would
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Prom this juxtaposition alone we obtain a threefold divi-

sion of the whole period. In the first division we seefrom the

time of Joshua the determinate and indeterminate numbers
alternating almost regularly (for Shamgar appears to be in>

eluded in Ehud's higher number, and therefore to have no
number himself), and the historical number* are certainly

not ascribed here to the separate personages, but to the)

period of the oppression, therefore the whole tune appears to

have been one of contest and startling revolts, which, by
means of a succession of powerful men, ends at length in a
victorious assertion of their own dominion.

This secondperiod commences with Abimelech, and is only:

once interrupted by the government ofthe Philistines. Here
there is a real succession of events and separate governments,

and therefore no round numbers.
The third division begins with a new, and, as it appears, a

far longer oppression by the Philistines, in which the narra-

tive of Sampson only forms a passing episode. It scorns to

me that the anarchical times, which are entirely omitted by
others, are connected with this oppression, and, although there

is no date, that they were of considerable duration* They
form, in a certain degree, the real conclusion of the time of

the Judges. The new, the regal time, begins with Eli, which

is always alluded to in the time of the anarchy. Before the

time of Eli the historical thread was broken ; from his time

it continues uninterrupted. Eli prepares the way for the

kings. Samuel grows up under him, and his first action,after

the death of Eli seems to have been to anoint Saul as king.

He appears to have continued his office ofjudge under Saul*:

whom he has rather chosen as a general, as he also afterwards

anoints David as king. This may be the reasonwhy no time

is ascribed to him; the Ark of the Covenant, which was

have separated them, ifhy that mean? the result would have heen very
different. But it is so circumstanced, that the mean number of the

historical statements, if we separate the periods of oppression, amdunts
to 11 years, in place of 12 years; therefore the total sum is 304 years,

in place of 318 years. But this is the same result to ua; as we cannot

look for an exact sum in the calculation, it therefore appeared more
suitable, because more prudent^ to leave those statements in their his-

torical order.
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taken as booty in the-conquest of Mizpah by the Philistines,

and was retained for seven months (1 Sam. vi. 1), was thus

brought to Kirjath-Jearim, shortly before Saul's elevation

;

remained there twenty years (1 Sam. vii. 2), and was first

brought away from that place at the elevation of David (2

Sam. vi. 3), "/or we inquired not at it in the days of Saul"

(1 Chron. xiii. 3).

If we now add up the historical numbers, we shall obtain

150 years, so that there is on an average 12 years for each of

the twelve governments. Now ifwe apply this mean number
(which is best adapted to the purpose, and which was also

that of the kings of Israel) to the fourteen governments, whose

numbers are uncertain, we shall obtain 168 years, which, to-

gether with the 160, gives 318 years. Now if we count these

backward, beginning at Solomon, about 1000 years before

Christ, we come to the year 1318 before Christ, therefore

again under the government of Pharaoh Menephthes.
We thus obtain, also, from this side a simple confirmation

of our former results. It is at least evident, that the numbers

in the Book of Judges can no longer be employed as a refu-

tation of the Manethonic calculation. But this agreement

between the chronology of the time of the Judges, and the

genealogies of the Chronicles, is of manifest importance to

Jewish history.

As soon as we may consider the chronological importance

of the genealogies established, we are enabled to rise still

higher on the same path in the history of Israel, and to

obtain a chronological view concerning the period of the

Bojourn of the Israelites in Egypt.

If in the 40 years ofthe later generations we can only per-

ceive a chronological garb, without on that account supposing

that the substance of the narratives are unhistorical, still leas

should we see in the hundred and more years of the genera-

tions from Abraham to Moses, the true chronological relation

upon which these perfectly credible narratives are founded.

The whole array of numbers is rather, as we have indicated

above, to be judged from a perfectly different point of view,

the closer investigation of which does not belong here.
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When, for the sake ofjudging the chronology of the times

from Moses to Jacob, and from Jacob to Abraham, we start

from the historical importance of the genealogies, this period

becomes extremely contracted, and we are led to new his-

torical comparisons, which appear to throw a clear light upon
those times.

In all registers of generations we only find three gene-

rations from Joseph or Levi to Moses. In the pedigree of

Judah, indeed, we only saw two, which was however ex-

plained by the unnatural alliance of Thamar. But Aaron
himself, and Moses, on the father's side, stood in the third

degree from Levi, but from the maternal side in the second

;

for their father, Amram, the grandson of Levi, took to wife

in Egypt his aunt Jochabed, the daughter of Levi (Exod. vi.

20; Num. xxvi. 69), who bore him Moses and Aaron.

Thus one event explains and confirms another, and allows us

still less to doubt the historical reality and the natural rela-

tions which the successive generations bear to each other.

Therefore, unless we wish to regard all the narratives of

those times, and all the accounts, which afterwards refer to

them, as mythical and unhistorical, for which there is not

the slightest ground, we must also here separate the chrono-

logical garb from the subject itself, and recognise, as a neces-

sary conclusion, that only about ninety years intervened from
the entrance of Jacob to the Exodus of Moses, and about as

much from the entrance ofAbraham into Canaan, to Jacob's

Exodus^, so that from Abraham to Moses only about 180, or

if we wish to make the most of it, 215 years passed, which

1 By the kind permission of Chevalier Bunaen we are enabled
to give the following note, which contains the result he has ar-

rived at on this subject :—Chevalier Bunsen agrees with Dr. Lepsius
in the conviction that the arrival of the Israelites cannot have taken
place under the Hyksos. On the question whether they arrived before

or after them, Chevalier Bunsen differs from Dr. Lepsius, since he
believes that Jacob's family came to Egypt at a far earlier period, viz.,

in the reign of Sesurtesen (Sesostris) the Second (or Third, according

to some), in whose reign he thinks the ancient writers place those

changes in the tenure of land which the Bible ascribes to Joseph's

advice as prime minister. This Sesurtesen (Sesostris) reigned, accord-
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alone, according to the present calculation* aw reckoned

from Abraham to Jacob.

But even this result ia by no means only founded upon
the internal impossibility of the numbers hitherto adopted,

nor upon the genealogies alone, but upon a much more
general historical connection of the events, as we find them
both in the Egyptian and Israelitish history of those times.

All the views hitherto; adopted from Josephus, and from:

those who before his day held the same opinions, down to

the most modern scholars, must, on the supposition that the

Jews were the Hyksos—which we have rejected above (p.4«22),.

as not worth refutation—or at least that they departed with

them, and further that they lived in Egypt from the time of

Jacob, 215 or 430 years* necessarily have led them to the

conclusion that Joseph and Jacob came to Egypt during the

dominion of ihe Hyksos. But an attentive and impartial

consideration ot the passages bearing upon this point, snow

beyond doubt that this could not be the case according to

the Biblical accounts, and therefore that either this repre-

sentation, or the accepted chronology, must contain errors.

"And Joseph," it says, Gen.xxxix. 1, " was brought down
to Egypt, and Potiphar, an officer of Pharaoh, captain of the

guard, an Egyptian, bought him of the hands of the Ishmael-

ites, which had brought him down thither."

Here, as in all the other passages where the Egyptian

king is mentioned, he is called Bharaoh. This is an Egyptian

designation and not a Semitic one, as we should have ex-

pected if the Semitic Hyksos1 had still ruled in Egypt. In
that case we should have been everywhere compelled to ad-

mit in this designation, throughout the history of Abraham,
Jacob, Joseph, and Moses, an anachronism which cannot easily

ing to the tables of Bunsen, about 2650 B.C., and since he agrees with
Dr. Lepsiua in placing the Exodus in the reign of Menephthes, 1210 B.a,

he allows an interval of 1440 years to elapse between Joseph and the

Exodus, more than fourteen centuries.

—

Tk.
> They are called by Manetho *ou/i*«s and Uotfuvcs, and from the

most ancient times the north-eastern neighbours of the Egyptians
were never other than Semitic nations. The unfounded opinion that
the Hyksos were the Scythians has been long ago refuted.
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find a parallel. The captain of the king's body-guard was
also an Egyptian, as is proved by his name Potiphar, JD^ID1

,

which is written by the Seventy n«-etfpi}*, *. e. Petphra.

Still an Egyptian in so important a situation at a Semitic

court might as well form an exceptional case, as the Hebrew

Joseph, according to our opinion, at an Egyptian court.

" And Pharaoh took off his ring from his hand, and put it

upon Joseph's hand, and arrayed him in vestures of fine

linen3, and put a gold chain8 about his neck. And he made
him to ride in the second chariot4 which he had, and they

cried before him, Bow the knee ; and he made him ruler

over all the land of Egypt. And Pharaoh said unto Joseph,

I am Pharaoh, and without thee shall no man lift up his

hand or foot in all the land of Egypt. And Pharaoh called

Joseph's name rTOJD (VovOopjtyavrix), he gave him

to wife Asenath, the daughter of Potipherah, priest of

On." (Gen. xli. 42, Ac.) The fact that the distinctions

here conferred upon Joseph are in perfect accordance with

Egyptian manners6, would Btfll not be sufficient to prove

that he lived at an Egyptian court, for the Semitic rulers

might possibly have brought with them the same customs, or

might have adopted ihem. But if Buch were our belief, it

1 Evidently the same name as that of the Heliopolitan priest

SHmcnOi which only, being more complete, has the $ at the end,

and which the Seventy likewise write Urrf^prj. In hieroglyphics

the name would be^ ^ or^ $ Fet-Ka, or with the article,

which can also be written in hieroglyphics, Pet-Ph-Ra, u e. " he who
is consecrated to the sun."

* This was especially the dress of the Egyptian priests, as well as of
the king himself, whose transparent upper garments, of fine linen, are

known by the monuments. Compare Herod- ii. 87 ; Plin. H. N. six.

2. The elevation of Joseph into the most distinguished class, that of

the priests, is shown by this laying on of fine linen garments.
3 Precious necklaces and chains were bestowed by the Egyptian

kings as particular marks of distinction. Several very illustrative

representations of this from Thebes and Tel-el-Amarna will be dis-

closed in the work of the Prussian Expedition.
4 At festive processions the chariot of the queen used to follow that

of the king, and after it the chariot of the princes. Joseph was thus

treated like the son of a king.
* For other points of comparison, see Hengstenberg, Die Biiclier

Moses und jEyi/pten, p. 21—76.
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would be impossible to combine witb it the circumstance

that Joseph received from Pharaoh expressly an Egyptian

name. For even if the older Hebrew commentators have

attempted to derive the name from the Hebrew, these at-

tempts have long been rejected by modern scholars1 . We
should be able to decide with more complete certainty about

the Egyptian signification of the name if we found it written

in hieroglyphics. It sounds in Hebrew Zepnet-ponch

(Zaphnatk'phaneach). It appears to me that the last por-

tion can hardly be referred to any other word than the

Q auch, Coptic cowe^ Aue^ with the

article n torn, the life ; the first part is obscure. Since

the Seventy write VovBoiKjxunix, i* is generally supposed

that the two first letters in the Hebrew text have been

misplaced, and that the uniting genitive —n (before the

labial —m) has been omitted. Both are possible, but not

probable. It seems to me that the Seventy cannot claim

any more authority on this point than any other inter-

preter. It is not surprising that, without understanding

the hieroglyphical writing, they were as little capable as we
are of explaining the old name from the popular language.

But that they wrote ¥ov$ in place of Zepnet, or Zpent, seems

to prove that they explained the name something like

n CO)kit u (|)AM? creatio (creator) vitae.

But how is it possible that a Semitic king, who, like the

six in the lists of the so-called shepherd kings, must un-

doubtedly have himself borne a Semitic name, would have

given Joseph an Egyptian name, in order to do him honour.

Asenatk is of course an Egyptian name like that of her

father, Potiphra, i. e. Petphra, and his being called a High
priest of On (Heliopolis) is an additional and more certain

proof that the Semitic nation of the Hyksos were not reign-

ing here, for they would have destroyed all the Egyptian

temples ; and they would hardly have permitted the worship

of Ra (Helios) to continue in the neighbourhood of Mem-
1

Jablonski, Voc. JEg. $. v. Pxmthomphanech ; Gesenius, Thesaur.

p. 1181.
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phis, whose High priest must give his daughter to Joseph for

a wife, in order to show him particular honour, and to

naturalise him completely.

It is equally evident, from the meeting of Joseph with

his brethren, that he lived at a really Egyptian court.

Distrust towards their Phoenician neighbours was continu-

ally kept alive among the Egyptians, therefore it was easy

to form a pretext to attack the Hebrews. " Ye are spies,

to see the nakedness of the land ye are come." (Gen.

xlii. 9, 12, 14.) When the brethren talk among them-

selves of the act which they perpetrated against Joseph,

they speak out loud in the presence of Joseph: "They
knew not that Joseph understood them, for he spake unto

them by an interpreter" (Gen. xlii. 23.) Joseph had be-

come so completely an Egyptian, and the Egyptian language

was so exclusively spoken at the court of Pharaoh, that the

brethren could not conjecture any one was near them who
understood their language.

When, therefore, on their second visit to Joseph's house,

they were about to take their meal, it is said, " And they set

for him by himself, and for them by themselves, and for the

Egyptians, which did eat with him, by themselves : because

the Egyptians might not eat bread with the Hebrews, for that

is an abomination unto the Egyptians" (Gen. xliii. 32.)

The native Egyptians could never have expressed this horror,

and regulated their manners accordingly, under the dominion

of a Semitic reigning family. Lastly, it is equally impro-

bable that Joseph would have advised the immigrating family

to call themselves shepherds in order to obtain from Pharaoh

a country set apart for themselves. " And it shall come to

pass when Pharaoh shall call you, and shall say, What is

your occupation ? That ye shall say, Thy servant's trade hath

been about cattle from our youth, even until now, both we,

and also our fathers; that ye may dwell in the land of

Goshen; for every shepherd is an abomination unto the

Egyptians." (Gen. xlvi. 33.) If the shepherd people of

the Hyksos reigned in Egypt, how could the shepherds be

an abomination to them ?

If it is therefore evident that Joseph lived at an Egyptian,
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and not at a Semitic court, the old tradition of the Jewish

interpreters that Joseph came to Egypt in the reign of a

shepherd king, Apophis, is entirely destroyed, as well as the

view taken hy more modern scholars concerning the Hebrew
chronology of that time.

But according to Manetho, the Exodus happened in the

reign of Menephthes, and according to all the Hebrew
genealogies, Jacob'B entrance could only have happened 90
or 100 years earlier. Therefore Sethos, the father of the

great Eamses, must certainly be the Pharaoh under whom
Joseph came into Egypt. This is most indubitably con-

firmed by the unmistakeable agreement which exists between

the Hebrew account of the Pharaoh of Joseph, and what is

related by others of King Sethos. It is said by the former,
4< And Joseph bought all the land of Egypt for Pharaoh ; for

the Egyptians sold every man his field, because the famine

prevailed over them : so the land became Pharaoh's. And as

for the people, he removed them to cities from one end of the

borders of Egypt even to the other end thereof. Only the

land of the priests bought he not ; for the prieBts had a por-

tion assigned them of Pharaoh, and did eat their portion

which Pharaoh gave them -z wherefore they sold not their

lands. Then Joseph said unto the people, Behold, I have

bought you this day and your land for Pharaoh : lo, here is

seed for you, and ye shall sow the land. And it shall come
to pass in the increase, that ye shall give the fifth part unto

Pharaoh, and four parts shall be your own. . . . And Joseph

made it a law over the land of Egypt unto this day, that

Pharaoh should have the fifth part
;
except the land of the

priests only, which became not Pharaoh's." (Gen. lxvii.

20, Ac.)

"We find the same great alteration in the agrarian condi-

tions of the country, and connected with it the introduction

of a general ground-tax, from which the prieste alone were

excepted, ascribed by Herodotus and Diodorus to the King
Sesostris- Sesoosis.

We read in Herodotus, ii. 1081, that the king intersected

the country with canals, because the places which were re-

mote from the Nile suffered, when it retreated, from a
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scarcity of water. It appears from what has "been observed

above, that it was chiefly Ramses who completed the Egyp-
tian system of canals, although it is Tery probable that the

great transformation in the condition of the ground which
it occasioned had been already commenced by his father,

Sethosis. It is well known that the fertility of Egypt alone

depends upon the proper and well-maintained regulation of

the overflowings. Since the time of Mdris-Amenemha, who
was the first to bestow any considerable attention upon it,

the country had degenerated, owing to its long foreign rule,

and had but just risen again to complete independence under
the mighty Pharaohs of the 18th Dynasty. It is quite con-

ceivable that such comprehensive and tedious undertakings

for increasing the general prosperity, as a universal construc-

tion of canals, especially in the Delta, could only have been

first undertaken by the earlier kings of the 19th Dynasty,

Sethosis and Ramses, who were both of them favoured by
long reigns. Therefore until that time, a general failure of

the crops and a famine might have very frequently occurred,

at a low or even a moderate rise of the water, and perhaps

happened for several successive years. Strabo1 relates that,

before the time of the Prefect Petronius, owing to the

water-works being neglected, famine broke out in Egypt if

the Nile only rose 8 ells, and 14 ells were necessary for a

particularly good year ;
whereas, by his improvements, it was

only necessary for the Nile to rise 10 ells to produce the

best harvest, and if it rose but 8 ells no scarcity ensued.

Famine broke out in Egypt in the Arabian times also from

the same reason8 . Thus the famine-years in the time of

Joseph may be explained to have occurred in the reign of

Sethos ; this event may even have called attention to the

necessity of a better water regulation in the country.

In the following chapter Herodotus says, that the King
Sesostris " divided the land between all the Egyptians by
giving an equal-sized square portion to each, from which he

1 xvii. p. 788.

Maqrizi in Quatremfcre. Mtfm. ii. 318, 401.
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afterwards derived his income by laying an annual tax upon
it. But when the river carried away a part of any person's

portion, he showed it to the king, who sent people to inquire

and measure how much smaller the piece of land had be-

come, in order that he might pay the tax for the remainder

according to the commands." This is essentially the same
arrangement winch is ascribed to Joseph, the minister of

Pharaoh. Herodotus had already1 mentioned in an earlier

passage that the priests paid no taxes, but even received

their daily sustenance besides, exactly as it is related in the

Mosaic accounts.

Diodorus2 says of Sbsoosis, that he " divided the whole

country into thirty-six parts," which the Egyptians called

Nomes; over these he placed Jfomarchs, who had the

charge of the Eotal Bevenues, and "ruled everything

besides in their provinces." Therefore here again there

was an entirely new division and government of the coun-

try, in which the taxes to the king are not forgotten.

Afterwards (c. 57) he adds also, that he raised many great

mounds, and upon them transplanted the towns which were

situated too low (juryiu<rcv). The fresh regulations in the

country, and especially the new canals, necessarily created a

great number of towns and villages for the management of

the grounds which were portioned out, and were now partly

cultivated for the first time. To this we may most naturally

refer the remark in the Hebrew account that Pharaoh "re-

moved them to cities from one end of the borders of Egypt
even to the other end thereof." (Gen. xlvii. 21.) Diodorus

(c. 56) also mentions the hard taskwork which thence became
necessary, and that in consequence of it the " Babylonian

prisoners, who could no longer bear the toilsome labour, re-

belled against the king."

In the very valuable description of the manner in which

the Egyptian administration had subsisted under the oW
kings of the country, which is drawn from the most ancient

»iL37. M.54. M. 72,74. Compare c 71.
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sources, Diodorus again mentions (c. 73, 74) the arrange-

ment of the Nomes, and a division of the property, by
which one-third belonged to the priests, one to the king, the

other to the warriors ; and how all the cultivators of the soil,

for a small reward, only performed task-service for the three

orders who possessed land. It is here also expressly men-
tioned, that the priests were exempt (dreXets) from taxation1.

But it seems that it is only from the Mosaic narrative we
learn that the universal Btatute of the taxes imposed on the

remaining possessors of the land was fixed upon exactly the

fifth part of the produce ; this narrative here, as well as in

other points, confidently completes our knowledge of those

circumstances.

Now if the arrangements we have cited, which in feet so

essentially changed Egypt, that their introduction could not
fail to occupy an important place in the monuments of that

time, and to be thus handed down to posterity, were ascribed in

the Greek account to Sesostbis-Sesoobis, we should, in the

next place, be uncertain whether Sethos or his son Bamses
was meant. It is not in itself improbable, that works demand-
ing so much time, and the extensive alterations in the poli-

tical circumstances, might fully occupy two such long reigns

as those of both the kings mentioned ; and of the canal

works especially, we know that at least two particular canals

of considerable importance were completed by Ramses, east

and west of the Delta, and towns were built beside them.

But since it can now hardly be disputed that those events

could not have taken place either earlier or later than

under these two reigns, which embraced more than a cen-

tury, it appears to be perfectly justifiable to suppose that

the first and most essential steps to this reform were taken

in the reign of Sethos, because, according to the genealogical

calculation of time in the Bible, Joseph must have lived and
acted in the first half of the reign of Sethosis. The succes-

sion of kings in the Mosaic accounts also perfectly agrees

with this. "We here read of only three Pharaohs during

that time. Joseph came to Potiphar in Egypt in the reign

1 Compare also Strabo, xvii. p. 787, upon the taxes to the king.

2i2
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of the first, and rose by his wisdom to be first minister of

the king. This Pharaoh was Sethosis L, with whom the

Manethonic lists begin a new Dynasty. By means of the

new improvements introduced and regulated by him, the

country was saved from the years of famine which had
hitherto been constantly dreaded, and the power of the king

was increased and strengthened.
u And Joseph died, and all his brethren, and his whole

race." "Now there arose up a new king over Egypt,

which knew not Joseph1." Sethosis had reigned more than

fifty years, and Joseph must have lived in the first part

of his reign. It is therefore conceivable that the new
King Eamses II. knew nothing more of him, or wished to

know nothing more, and therefore might not on his (Jo-

seph's) account have favoured the rapidly increasing popu-

lation of the Israelites in Egypt. We therefore see that it

was incorrect to explain the words of the account, which

are only correct when taken in their simplest signification,

that a new Icing arose—by understanding that by this the

commencement of a new royal house is intended after a

long and indefinite period. The birth of Moses, and his

education at the court of Pharaoh, happened under this

King Eamses II., and indeed in the latter part of his reign

of sixty-six years, in which the times of Joseph were still

more forgotten, and the hard oppressions and persecutions

of the Jews prevailed. This king, although of a Theban

family, resided equally, and perhaps in those times, even

more at Memphis than at Thebes, as the later Saitic, Bubas-

tic, and other dynasties also by no means forsook the old

palace in Memphis. There exists, therefore, no grounds for

imagining the youth of Moses to have been spent at Thebes

rather than at Memphis.
But when Moses had slain the Egyptian, he fled to Midian.

"And it came to pass in process of time, that the King of
Egypt die* t and the children of Israel sighed by reason of the

bondage9." The third king, therefore, succeeded the Pha-

raoh of the Exodus, Menbphthbs, the son of the great

* Exodus i 8. * Exodus ii. 28.
-
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Bamses, the same under whom, as we believe we haye pointed

out, the Exodus really happened, and from whom the new
Sothis period, which began in his reign, likewise received its

name.

If, in the same manner, we go still farther back in the

Hebrew accounts from Joseph to Abraham, we find this

period also only occupied by three generations, which would

fix it, according to the views we have exhibited, to about 90
or 100 years.

According to the chronology hitherto adopted, Abraham's
visit to Egypt would also have happened in the time of the

Hxksos. But this is partly opposed by the same objections

which we mentioned when speaking of the immigration of

Jacob. Abraham also comes to the court of a Pharaoh,

therefore of a native Egyptian ruler, and, in accordance with

the Manethonic chronology, the visit of Abraham would hare

happened under Tuthmosis IV. or Amenophis UL, therefore

in the middle of the 18th Dynasty, after the Hyksos had

been already expelled by the 17th Dynasty, first into the

lowest country of the Delta, and then from their last fortress,

Abaris.

Therefore only about 200 years had passed between
Abraham^ journey into Egypt and the time of the Exodus.

But what gave occasion to the number four hundred and
thirty years, so expressly stated in Exodus xii. 40, and which

appears, in comparison with the round statement of

400 years in Gen. xv. 13, as more exact, and, at all

events, not an unmeaning number ? We have already ex-

pressed our opinion that the round and indeterminate

numbers, as well as the larger calculations, were only

adopted at a later period in the writings of the Old Testa-

ment. The number 480 or 440 years between the Exodus
and the building of the Temple appeared to us to depend
upon a calculation of 12 or 11 generations of 40 years each.

But in the 430 years may, perhaps, lie the first indication of

the early-conceived idea mentioned above, that the Israelites

were the Hyksos. Eor the number would, in fact, be most
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perfectly explained if it was referred to the residence of

these Semitic races in Egypt.

We shall, namely, point out, in the second part of the

chronology, that the long contest between the Egyptians and

the Hyksos, mentioned by Manetho, occurred during the

17th Dynasty from Amosis to Tuthmosis III. The former

completely broke the foreign dominion, and drove back the

Hyksos to the northern part of the Delta ; but it was Tuth-

mosis who first succeeded in sending them out of their last

stronghold of refuge, Abaris. Thence arose the confusion

that has so generally prevailed concerning these two kings.

The one as much as the other might be regarded as the con-

queror of the Hyksos. Manetho specified the wholo time

of the residence of the Hyksos in Egypt, up to their depar-

ture from Abaris, to be 511 years. But it must also have

appeared from his narrative, and have been a fact specially

known to the priests from their history, that the real domi-

nion of the Hyksos in Egypt was terminated by Amosis.

If we now subtract the time from Amosis to Tuthmosis,

which was 80 years, from 5111
,
exactly four hundred and

thirty years remain for the dominion of the Hyksos in

Egypt*. If, therefore, in the present day, the opinion can

in any way be maintained and defended that Abraham (or

Jacob) was King Salatis, and entered Egypt not as a peti-

tioner, but as a powerful and conquering enemy, and that

his seed was first conquered and driven away in the time

of Moses by the native kings, the relation of the above-

mentioned numbers would certainly appear as one of the

most important proofs of it. It cannot, however, be argued

that an admission which appears, according to our present

1 Even if we take into account the months also, subtracting SO
yean and 8 months from 510 years and 10 months, we shall obtain 430
years and 2 months.

* I do not, however, lay more importance upon this agreement than
it deserves. The coincidence of this number with the Hebrew periods,

originating in a different manner, may certainly have first caused it to
be believed that the Hyksos were the Jews. I am the less inclined to
reject this opinion, as we shall see below that the Hebrew number
may also be explained in a different manner.
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criticism, perfectly impossible, must have appeared equally

so in ancient times. An impartial apprehension of the pre-

sent, and a faithful rendering of the past, was the vocation of

an ancient annalist or historian ; it is only thus that they are

of importance and worthy of consideration in our inquiry.

Criticism was completely out of their sphere, historical aa

well as philological ; and when, nevertheless, we do meet
with it, it is generally very unsatisfactory, and even from the

most distinguished writers, astonishingly feeble. The school

of professional Alexandrian critics is by no means excepted.

We find the most striking examples of this, particularly in

the Christian chronologists, who were not wanting either in

abundance of authorities, nor in extensive learning and honest

intentions. But we have actually seen, from the example of

* Josephus, as well as from earlier and later authors, how the

opinion above mentioned, of the identity of the Hyksos with

the Jews, really gained admittance from various very super-

ficial foundations, and yet Josephus belonged undoubtedly to

the most learned antiquarians who we can place under our

observation here. We ought not, therefore, to be surpriseld

even ifwe find this view again stated at an earlier period in the

arrangement and combinations ofthe Hebrew historical books;

and this appears, in fact, to be very probable, by the number
430 years, which can neither be applied to the three genera-

tions of Jacob, nor to the six from Abraham to Moses.

The calculation also verifies itself still further. It was an

early opinion that Joseph came to Egypt in the reign of the

shepherd King Aphophis. This is expressly said by Euse-

biua and Syncellus ; and the various changes in the position

of Aphophis, who is differently placed both by Josephus and

Africanus, appear, upon a closer investigation, always to origi-

nate from the same reason, namely, in order to place Joseph

tinder Aphophis. The correct position of Aphophis, according

to Manetho, was undoubtedly at the end of the 16th Dy-

nasty, as we find it stated by Africanus1
. Joseph stood, ac-

cording to the generations, exactly between Abraham and

* Bockh is also of this opinion, Manetho, p. 227.
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Moses. According to the Egyptian chronology, the first Dp*
nasty of the Hyksos reigned 269 years, the second 261 years,

therefore Aphophis, the last king of the 1st Dynasty, reigned

in the middle of the time of the Hyksos. This was probably

the first idea which supported the opinion of the exact divi-

Bion of the 430 years into two equal halves, and the belief

that Jacob came to Egypt in the time of Aphophis. Jacob's

entrance, or the end of the first 216 years, accordingly hap-

pened in the seventeenth year of the Aphophis ; Joseph was
exalted by Pharaoh 9 years earlier, therefore in the eighth-

year of Aphophis.

But the correct Egyptian statement, that the Hyksos first

departed in the reign of Tuthmosis, had been already misun-

derstood in the time of Josephus. He placed the Exodus of

the Hyksos and of the Jews under Amosis, and made the whole

17th Dynasty of 251 years precede Amosis. It was impos-

sible, therefore, that he could place Joseph under Aphophis.

He could as little make the entrance of Abraham happen at

the same time as that of the Hyksos, for he gave 511 years for

the residence of the Hyksos, 430 for that of the Jews. But

he nowhere says either that the Jews entered with the

Hyksos, as they departed with them, or that Jacob or Josephus

came to Egypt in the reign of Aphophis. He appears rather

to have believed that the first and not the second entrance of

the Jews into Egypt, therefore the entrance of Abraham hap-

pened in the time of Aphophis ; and thus that the tradition,

which was no doubt known to him, was so to be understood.

He must, at least, have thought that the entrance of Abraham
really took place in the first Hyksos Dynasty, although, in*

deed, not under the last, but under ^fourth king. Accord-

ing to my opinion, this was the reason why Josephus made
Aphophis thefourth king of the Dynasty.

Africanus, the most faithful among the reporters, did not

admit all these calculations, or seek to explain the Manethonic
calculation, and to make it agree with his own, but let the

contradictions stand, and therefore simply gave the Mane-
thonic tradition, even when he did not understand it, and
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conld not correct the mistakes which were handed down to

him. We therefore find the correct position of Aphophis re-

tained by him.

Eusebius on the other hand, and his uncertain authorities,

again wished to mediate and to explain. In his account we
find the first year of the 16th Dynasty placed contempora-

neous with the first year of the life of Abraham, which 1$

evidently an arbitrary proceeding, and one that necessarily

drew other changes along with it, which are met with plen-

tifully in the numbers substituted for those of Manetho,

TTia 17th Dynasty names the four first kings of the Mane*
thonic 16th Dynasty, and Amosis follows immediately after*

In order to fit in again with the later history, it was neces-

sary to abridge considerably the 16th and 17th Dynasties*

The numbers of Eusebius, as they appear in the Canon,

clearly state that he only counted seventy-five years from the

first year of Abraham to his entrance into Canaan and Egypt*

and again 430 years from that time to the Exodus of Moses.

Jhis happened, therefore, in the last year of Xf^/wp. The
same is given in the codex A of Syncellus, p. 72, D. Ifwe
here again calculate 215 years to the entrance of Jacobs

or 224 to the exaltation of Joseph, we arrive at Ids reign of

Aphophis, as was intended. But in codex B, and in the

Armenian translation, the two Mugs, Athoris and Chen*

cheres, who are correctly placed in the Eusebian Canon, are

omitted, and undoubtedly by the oversight of Eusebius him-

self, not of Syncellus. Thence the Exodus was placed in the

reign of Achencheres, in place of Chencheres. The sjmt
larity in the names themselves appears to have led to the

oversight ; thus Syncellus found the text. Now, if we count

back from Achencheres 215 or 224 years, we come to Archies,

the predecessor ofAphophia. Syncellus knew of no betterway
than to transpose Archies and Aphophis, as we find to be really

the case in his text of Eusebius, p. 62, A ; this of course can

no loDger be reconciled with the emendations of the codex A,

which were added in a later passage out of Eusebius. No
doubt seems to be left by this explanation of the numbers.
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Lastly, Syncellus, who follows tlie false Sothis, places the
Exodus in the last year of Misphbagmuthosis, calculates

from here backwards 215 years, and passing over the 2nd
Hyksos Dynasty, which Sothis and Eusebius had already

placed before the 1st Hyksos Dynasty, arrives at the fourth

king of the latter. Therefore, as in Josephus, Aphophis is

placed there.

All these circumstances are easily explained when the aim
and the issue of the matter is known. But the original

grounds why Aphophis, the last king of the 1st Mane*
thonic Hyksos Dynasty, was regarded as the Pharaoh of

Joseph and Jacob, is alone apparent by the simple relation

which we have found subsisting between the Hebrew and

the Manethonic numbers.

I do not believe that a sound critical examination can con-

sider so many and such universal agreements and confirma-

tions to be accidental, or the result of an artificial correction,

which, at all events, would of necessity be easily pointed out,

the more so aB,with the exception of a few individual points,

my restoration of the Manethonic chronology was principally

determined before my journey to Egypt.

We therefore believe, thatby means of a new path, namely,

the Manethonic chronology, we have found the key to the

relative portions of time in the Old Testament, so far aa

these are connected with Egypt ; and in an inverse manner
we may now consider the agreement that subsists between

the chronology of the Hebrew history (both the true chro-

nology represented in the genealogies, and the false one,

which was afterwards erroneously adopted) and the Egyptian

numbers upon which the chronology was originally founded,

to be indeed strongly confirmatory of the authenticity of these

last, as they appear according to our restoration of them.

It is very evident that our carrying back the Old Testa-

ment chronology to its natural relations, as farback as Abra-

ham, must be not merely of chronological, but of truly his-

torical" importance in the highest meaning of the term. The
prolongation to above a hundred years, contrary to all his-
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torical experience, of the thirty-yeared generations of the

immediate ancestors of Moses, who lived in the midst of the

Egyptians, the length of whose lives was exactly like our

own, must either appear an intentional miracle, or make us

doubt the simple historical reality of the persons themselves,

and ofthe events concerning them. The superhuman duration

of life, considered as a miracle, would appear to he entirely

without a purpose
; besides, in the Old Testament itself it is

never viewed as such. The Psalmist1, on the contrary,

considered as we do, a life of eighty years as a great age.

Therefore the most distinguished, and most earnest inquirers

of the present day were led to the opinion, evidently from
the numbers, that the history of the three patriarchs, Abra-
ham, Isaac, and Jacob, was less strictly historical, but only

brought before the reader, as it were, three representations of

long epochs of about a century each2. It was likewise

necessary to regard the register of generations in the time

of the Judges as defective, and extremely shortened, because

in no other manner could they fill up the long period of 480
years. In order to make this abbreviation more probable,

the genealogy of Soman was referred to as the only one

which was preserved perfect8, while we, on the contrary,

consider it a double one.

Now according to our view of the subject, this apparently

so well-founded doubt of the real continuity of the events, and

of the historical character of the contents, in as far as they de-

pend upon the chronology, entirely disappears, and I see no
longer any reason to consider the accounts of the great per-

sonality of Abraham, of the non-prominent activity of Isaac,

the opulent life of Jacob, and the remarkable fate of Joseph,

chiefly as typical, and as it were only slightly connected with

the historical reality*. For although we must still make a

considerable difference between the character of the history

1 Pa. xc. 10.

» So Ewald, Gesch. d. Volks Israel Bd. i. p. 30, 839 &c. Burden,
JEgypten, i. p. 215, 225. (Trans, vol. i. p. 171, 181.)

5 Ewald, i. p. 31. Compare Buusen, i. p. 220.
« Ewald, i p. 354, 387, &c.
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jot Israel before and after the building of the temple, jet

it cannot be denied that the agreement we hare pointed out

between the true chronological thread, as it is represented to

us by the genealogies, and the Egyptian history, as well as

the confirmation of so many notices respecting Egypt, from

the time of Moses and Joseph, establish a far greater his-

torical character for the Hebrew accounts, as far back as

Abraham, than would have ever been allowed them by a strict

criticism, had we been obliged to ascribe to the old author*

ties themselves the numbers which were inserted at a later

period.

[After some notice concerning the times before Abraham,

the author concludes this section as follows :]

I£ however, our entire view of the Old Testament chro-

nology, regarding it as founded upon accurately preserved

dates, only so far back as the separation of the kingdom, but

nevertheless attached from that epoch up to the time of

Abraham to an evidently authentic thread of historically

reliable genealogies, offering, however, before the Egyp-

tian period, only cyclical instead of historical numbers and

genealogies, and mainly confined to Babylonian sources and

traditions—if, I say, this general view of the character of

the chronological data which leaves untouched the signifi-

cance of their contents, should, on theological grounds,

arouse Bcruples in the mind of any one, I would refer him

to the introduction which Bunsen has prefixed to the third

section of his first book on Egypt, as full of talent as of

meaning, and from which I would more especially extract the

following passages1 .

" Whoever adopts as a principle that chronology is a mat-

ter of revelation, is precluded from giving effect to any

doubt that may cross his path, as involving a virtual aban-

donment of his faith in revelation. He must be prepared,

not only to deny the existence of contradictory statements,

bat to fill up chasms; however irreconcileable the former

1 P. 204, 206. (Trans, by C. H. Cottrell, vol. I p. 16 1—163.)
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may appear by any aid of philology and history, however un-

fathomable the latter. He who, on the other hand, neither

believes in an historical tradition as to the eternal existence

of man, nor admits an historical and chronological element

in revelation, will either contemptuously dismiss the in-

quiry, or, byprematurely rejecting its more difficult elements,

fail to discover those threads of the research which lie be-

neath the unsightly and time-worn surface, and which yet

may prove the thread of Ariadne.
a The assumption that it entered into the scheme of Divh

Providence either to preserve for us a chronology of the

Jews and their forefathers by real tradition, or to provide

the later commentators with magic powers, in respect to the

most exoteric element of history, may seem indispensable to

some, and absurd to others. Historical inquiry has nothing

whatever to do with such idle, preposterous, and often falla-

cious assumptions. Its business is to see whether anything

—and if so, what—has been transmitted to us. If it fulfil

this duty in a spirit of reverence as well as of liberty, sooner

or later it will obtain the prize, which, if the history of the

last 2000 years prove anything at all, Providence has refused

to both the other systems."

[After the two first sections of The Criticism upon the

Authorities, of which the first, upon Herodotus and Dio-

dorus, has been omitted in this translation, while the second,

upon the Hebrew tradition, has been strongly dwelt upon,

the author proceeds to the third and last section, which treats

of the historical works of Manetho and the authorities which

refer to him. Now, although this section contains the really

critical restoration of the Manethonic chronology, considered

by the author as the only one to be relied on in itB general

features, it has not been considered compatible with the ob-

ject of the present work to communicate at full length this

difficult research, which was only written for the profound

investigator. We think it sufficient to give the two pas-

sages in which the whole extent of the Manethonic history,

down to the second Persian conquest, according to a state-
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ment obtained from Manetho himself, is said to amount to

8555 years, and the connection is pointed out between this

time, considered as strictly historical, and the cyclically dis-

covered History of the Gods.]

The number 3555 is, however, alone essential and im-

portant/and, in spite of all the uncertainties and revisings

of the text, there cannot be the slightest doubt about it. It

led undoubtedly to the termination of the reign of Necta-

nebus II. If we can, therefore, determine this end in other

more certain ways, we need no longer trouble ourselves

about the calculation of Syncellus ; since this, as every one

allows, is, at all events, incorrect. But it cannot be doubted

that Manetho knew, and correctly stated, the true year of

the conquest of Egypt by Ochus, which very likely happened
during his lifetime.

The calculation of this concluding year has, however, been

so fully and convincingly proved by Bockh (p. 125—133), that

I consider it would be superfluous to return to it again. I
assume with him that the year 340 B.C. is perfectly ascer-

tained to be the concluding year of the Egyptian dominion.

Calculating back from this stated terminating point 3555
Egyptian or 3553 Julian years, we come to the year 3893
before Christ, as thefirst ofMenes. We consider this to be
established as perfectly historical, in as far as the Mane-
thonic relation founded upon the annals of the kingdom may
generally be regarded as historically correct.

But long before the cyclical system of the government of

the gods could be founded upon the Sothis periods, which
were established in the course of history, Menes had already

been admitted into the Egyptian annals, and was maintained

to be the fixed chronological commencement of Egyptian
history, especially of the history of Lower Egypt. His
epoch could be no more altered. "What happened before

his time was ante-historical, and might be adjusted to the

cyclical necessities of mythology. The only historical fact

was, that other kings had reigned before Menes, and indeed in

This. In order to distinguish them from the later kings as
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being ante-Mstorical, a designation was selected, which we
are not yet acquainted with in hieroglyphics, but which was

translated in Greek by Nc'kv**, the deceased; here also un-

doubtedly establishing the idea that they were deceased

Men.
"We may, however, certainly regard it as the most welcome

confirmation of the whole of our restoration of the Mane-
thonic chronology, that this ante-historical Dynasty of man
of the ten Thinitic kings, the invention of whom could have

no other aim than the extension of the history of man to the

commencement of the current Sothis period, most accurately

indeed fulfils the purpose that was designed. For while

we add to the first of the 3555 Manethonic years, namely, to

the year 3893 (3892) b.c. (Julian), the first of the reign of

Menes, the 350 civil years of the Thinitic NtWf, the year

4242 is- the result, which teas, in reality, the necessarily ex»

pected commencement year ofthe current Sothis period. This

immediately explains why the number 350, although it was
ante-historical, and was therefore invented, is still in itself

no cyclical number, and is in no way related to the Sothis

. period. It could just as little be a Sothic number as the

number 3555, which it completed. But, on the contrary, it

thence proves both the truthfulness as well as the historical

character of the important and genuine Manethonic number
3555, and further proves that the establishment of the first

historical year, or the Menes epoch, which is directly given

by the number 3555 years, cannot first proceed from Mane-
tho, but must be at least as old as the invention of the

cyclical system of Egyptian mythology inseparably united

with it, which no one will or can ascribe first to Manetho,
because we have pointed out the same numbers belonging to

the gods before his time. But the establishment of the dis-

covered Menes year must indeed be still older than the forma-

tion of the whole cyclical system, since this is first appended

to that number, and presupposes it ; that is to say, the Menes
epoch designated by Manetho was one which had been given

from the beginning, and was handed down historically, and
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was combined in the following manner, with the cyclical

system of the history of the gods.

PERIOD OP THE GODS.

Gods 13,870 yean.
Demi-gods 3,650 „

17,520 „ « 12 Sothis periods.

PERIOD OP MAN.

Ante-Historical Dynasty , . . 350 years.

30 Historical Dynasties . . . 3555 „
Foreign dominion to the time of

Antoninus 478 „

4383 „ =s 3 Sothis periods.

Thus the history of the thirty Manethonie Dynasties,

which began with Menes and comprised .3555 Egyptian

years, was between two Sothis periods, without coming in

contact with them, an evident proof that they were not

formed with reference to the Sothis periods.

In order to take a general survey, we shall now repeat,

in a few words, the result of our investigations.

Manetho apparently added himself to his detailed history,

which was comprised in three Books, a Review of the

Dynasties, in a continued series, in the style of the old

Egyptian annals. These were more often transcribed than

the work itself, which seems, indeed, to have been less

widely distributed, owing to this convenient compendium.

Separate narratives, however, from the work itself have been

adopted by later authors, and were thereby preserved to us,

although not without some alterations, after the complete

work itself was lost, which must have happened at an early

period, perhaps when the Alexandrian library was destroyed.

It was at least unknown to Josephus in the first century

of our era ; but the more copious, and certainly chiefly literal

extracts communicated by him, he has borrowed from other

works. Along with these, he either himself combined, or

found combined, another partial list of kings, which, only
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included the names from Amosis down to Menephthes

(Amenophis), and which was drawn up specially and solely

for the learned purposes of the Jews, at all events before

the time of Josephus.

Theophilus, Bishop of Antioch, in the Becond century,

communicated the same list with slight deviations, and

probably not from the writings of Josephus.

The complete Dynastic lists of the Manethonic work,

which by a different method have also themselves been pre-

served, seem to have been unknown to both. These were first

preserved to us by Africanus in the third century. They had
undoubtedly before this time passed through several hands,

and assumed forms partly deviating from one another. The
partial Jewish list which we find in Josephus and Theophi-

lus, was already adopted, in the time of Africanus (though

hardly by himself), in the same series with the others, as

one peculiarly authenticated, and apparently complete ; be-

cause it contained no subdivision in itself, it was regarded

as one single Dynasty, the 18th, although it really corre-

sponded with the 17th and 18th and half of the 19th

Dynasty taken together. Thence arose the confusion which

now exists here.

The necessity for an agreement between the Christian-

Jewish and the Egyptian computation of time produced,

towards the end of the third, or the beginning of the fourth

century, two spurious writings
; first, the Old Chronicle,

which retained the Egyptian cyclical point of view, that,

namely, of the history of the gods, and even extended it, yet

in such a manner that the means of reduction was sug-

gested, by which these large numbers might be compressed

into the period assumed as that given by Moses for the

time since Adam. With the same end in view the first 15
Dynasties of man were transformed into 15 Generations.

The second spurious work, the Sothis, professed to be

Manethonic; and could do this more easily, because a

long time had elapsed since the genuine history had been

lost. This writing proceeded still further upon the same

2tc
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road as the Old Chronicle. By means of alterations and
abbreviations it reduced the Egyptian numbers to certain

epochs, which were considered as Biblical, and on the other

hand partly abandoned the Cyclical basis.

Eusebius, who wrote in the fourth century, was deceived

by both these writings, and endeavoured to make their

statements agree with the genuine Manethonie Dynastic

lists. He had these Hsts before him in a form which was
rather different from, and at all events more negligently

drawn up, than that of Africanus. He followed it for the

Old Monarchy, which was almost entirely omitted in the

two spurious writings. In the New Monarchy he adopted

principally the Dynastic numbers of the Old Chronicle. In
other points he followed the Sothis. His numbers of the

gods, like those of the spurious writings, are upon the whole

founded on the genuine Manethonie numbers, which he

nevertheless combined in a mistaken manner.

In the commencement of the fifth century the speculative

chronologists, Aniahos and Panodoeub, laboured with subtle

ingenuity at Egyptian chronology, but necessarily entirely

failed in discovering the truth, because they considered the

two spurious writings as the true basis. They endeavoured

by ingenious arithmetical calculations to bring the numbers
of the Old Chronicle and of the Sothis to agree more exactly

with their acceptations of the Biblical chronology, than it

had been the intention of these writings themselves.

Lastly, in the eighth century, Geobgius Sthos&lus de-

livered his compiled, but on that very account for us most im-

portant work, by which we first became acquainted with

almost all the earlier authorities. Through him alone we pos-

sess especially the most valuable basis for our Manethonie

chronology, the Dynastic lists of Africanus. He himeelf

decided nevertheless likewise in favour of the two spurious

writings, and indeed as they were worked out by Panodorus

;

upon this last he founded his own system, which therefore it

only so far of value to us as we thereby become acquainted

with his authorities.
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TABLES OF EGYPTIAN DYNASTIES,

COMPILED FOR THIS TRANSLATION.

As many of the readers of this work may not be acquainted

with the several Dynasties which successively reigned over

Egypt, and the approximate dates which have been assigned

to them, the following Tables have been compiled for their

convenience, on the authority of the Chevalier Bunsen1 and
Dr. Eichard Lepsius3, and of Kenrick's " Egypt under the
Pharaohs."

Manetho, High Priest of the Temple of Isis at Se-

bennytus, in Lower Egypt, in the reign of the first Ptolemy,

the son of Lagus, surnamed Soter, 322 to 284 B.C., a man
of the highest reputation for wisdom, and versed in Greek
as well as in Egyptian lore, published various works for the

purpose of informing the Greeks. Although his history is

lost, we have the Dynasties tolerably entire. His excellence

as an historian is placed in the clearest light by the monu-
ments which are now made accessible to us ; and the notices

concerning him transmitted by Greek and Latin authors,

are in no respect contradictory. The writers by whom the
works of Manetho have been preserved to us, are

:

Julias Africanus, Bishop of Emmaeus, or Nicopolis, in Judaea, a
man of learning, research, and probity, who wrote in the beginning
of the third century, a. c. ;

Eusebius, Bishop of Cesarea, in Palestine, about a hundred years

later than Africanus ; and
Syncellus, a Byzantine monk, of the beginning of the ninth century.

The lists of Manetho comprise 30 Dynasties. Egyptian
history is divided into three periods—the Old Monarchy,
which comprised 13 Dynasties; the Middle Monarchy,
which included the 14th and 17th Dynasties ; and the New
Monarchy,which, commencing with the 18th, ended with Neo
tanebus, the last of the Pharaohs, 339 years before Christ.

" The result ofour chronological investigations (Bunsen and Lepsius)
has been, to carry us up to the foundation of an empire in Egypt, and
to a series of kings whose names have not only been registered and
transmitted to us by the Egyptians themselves, but which are now
legible on Egyptian monuments, most of them erected in the lifetime

of the kings whose names they record."—Bunsen.

1 iEgyptens Stelle in der Weltgeschichte. Hamburg, 1845.
* Die Chronologie der JEgypter. Berlin, 1849.
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REMARKABLE

EVENTS.

Builder

of

the

Great

Pyramid

of

Gizeh.

Builds

the

second

Pyramid,

Builds

the

third

Pyramid.

•

Phiops

(Mooris)

formed

out

of

the

desert,

the

fertile

district

of

the

Fayoum.

Approximate

Dates

b.c.

of

beginning

of

Dynasty.

Lepsius.
CM

3

s
eo

c3

a

3229 3074

Names

of

the

same

Kings

in

other

Authors.

Cheops,

Herodotus

Chufu

Chephren

Schafra

Menkcra

Mykerinus

Unas

Apappus,

Eratos.,

the

Mceris

of

the

Greeks

and

Romans

•

Names

of

the

Kings

in

the

Lists

of

Manetho,

or

of

Eratosthenes.

•

a
l-S 09 «

93 CO C CJ <0

§ § II

1

Userchcris

Snephres

Nephercheres

Sisires
Cheres

lllathures

r

Mencheres
Tancheres

Onnos
Othocs

Phios

Methusuphis

Phiops

Menthesuphis

Nitokris

(a

queen),

widow

of

Phiops,

reigned

after

the

death

of

her

son

Menthesuphis
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REMARKABLE

EVENTS.

i

i

Sesortesen

I.

conquers

Ethiopia

;

erects

the

Oliclisk

of

I

Icliopolis.

Arncnemhe

III.,

the

builder

of

the

Labyrinth

in

the

Fayoum.

Foundation

of

Thebes

by

Sesor-

.

tesen

I.

Under

Tuthmosis

III.

the

temple

on

th£

eastern

side

of

Thebes

was

built

—

Drove

the

Hyksos

from

the

frontier

—

The

Israelites

sorely

oppressed.

Erection

of

the

obelisks

at

Alex-

andria

by

Tuthmosis

III.

p ~
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Lepsius.
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H
HI
CP

a
Pi

s

|
Sheshonk

I.

takes

Jerusalem

about

970.

and

many

cities

in

Judaea,

lie

is

the

Schischak

of

the

Bible.

•

Is

ill

Lepsius.

•

Bunsen. 1112
00
o»

Cj
CO
00

eo

Names

of

the

same

Kings

in

other

Authors.

Smen-Titi

Pi-Scham

Nefru-ke-ra

Menephthah

Peher-Se-Amen

Pianch
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II.
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Kings
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or
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Takelet
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APPENDIX.
(A, p. 239.)

Observations on the Discovery, by Professor Lepsitts, of
Sculptured Marks on Hocks in the Nile Valley in Nubia;
indicating that, within the historical period, the river had

flowed at a higher level than has been known in Modern
Times. By Leo^ahd Horneb, Esq., P.E.S.S. L. & E.,

F.G.S., Ac. (This paper is here reprinted1 at the request

of Professor Lepsitts.)

. The recent archaiological researches of Professor Lepsius

in Egypt, and the Valley of the Nile, in Nubia, have given ft

deserved celebrity and authority to his name, among all who
take an interest in the early history of that remarkable por-

tion of the Old World. While examining the ruins of a
fortress, and of two temples of high antiquity at Semne, in

Nubia, he discovered marks cut in the solid rocks, and in the

foundation-stones of the fortress, indicating that, at a very

remote period in the annals of the country, the Nile must
have flowed at a level considerably above the highest point

which it has ever reached during the greatest inundations in

modern times. This remarkable fact would possess much
geological interest with respect to any great river, but it

does so especially in the case of the Nile. Its annual inun-

dations, and the uniformity in the periods of its rise and
tall, have been recorded with considerable accuracy for many
centuries ; the solid matter held in suspension in its waters,

slowly deposited on the land overflowed, has been productive

of changes in the configuration of the country, not only in

times long antecedent to history, but throughout all history,

1 From the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal for July, 1850.
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down to the present day. Of no other river on the earth's

surface do we possess such or similar records
;
and, more-

over, the Nile, and the changes it has produced on the phy-

sical character of Egypt, are intimately associated with the

earliest records and traditions of the human race. Every-
thing, therefore, relating to the physical history of the Nile

Valley must always be an object of interest ; but the dis-

covery of Professor Lepsius is one peculiarly deserving the

attention of the geologist ; for he does not merely record the

facts of the markings of the former high level of the river,

but he infers from these marks that since the reign of Moeris,

about 2200 years before our era, the entire bed of the Nile,

in Lower Nubia, must have been excavated to a depth of

about 27 feet; and he further speculates as to the pro-

cess by which he believes the excavation to have been

effected.

It will be convenient, before entering upon the observa-

tions I have to offer upon the cause assigned by Professor

Lepsius for the former higher levels of the Nile indicated by
these marks, that I should give the description of the dis-

covery itself, by translating Dr. Lepsius's own account of it,

in letters which he addressed to his friends, Professors

Ehrenberg and Bockh of Berlin, from the island of Phike, in

September, 18441 .

•

" You may probably remember, when travelling to Dongola on the

Lybian side of the Nile, and in passing through the district of Batn el

hager, that one of the most considerable of the cataracts of the coun-
try occurs near Semne, a very old fortress, with a handsome temple,

built of sandstone, in a good state of preservation; the track of the

caravan passing close to it, partly over the 4000-year-old artificial

road. The track on the eastern bank of the river is higher up, being
carried through the hills ; and you must turn off from it at this

point in order to see the cataract. This Nile-pass, the narrowest with
which I am acquainted, according to the measurement of Hr. Erbkam,
is 380 metres (1247 English feet) broad3 ; and both in itself and on
account of the monuments existing there, is one of the most interest-

1 Bericht iiber die zur Bekantmachung geeigneten Verhandlungen
der Konigl. Preuss. Akademie der Wisseushaften zu Berlin. Aus
dem Jahre, 1844.

a The breadth of the river itself. See Letter to Hr. Bockh, p. 27.
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ing localities in the country, and we passed twelve days in its exami-
nation.

" The river is here confined between steep rocky cliffs on both sides,

whose summits are occupied by two fortresses of the most ancient and
most massive construction, distinguishable at once from the numerous
other forts, wliich, in the time of the Nubian power in this land of
cliffs, were erected on most of the larger islands, and on the hills com-
manding the river. The cataract (or rapid) derives its name of Semne
from that of the higher of the' two fortresses on the western bank;
that on the opposite bank, as well as a poor village lying somewhat
south of it, is called Eumme. In both fortresses the highest and best
position is occupied by a temple, built of huge blocks of sandstone,
of two kinds, which must have been brought from a great distance
through the rapids; for, southward, no sandstone is found nearer than
Gebel Abir, in the neighbourhood of Amara and the island of Sai
(between 80 and 90 English miles), and northward, there is none
nearer than the great division of the district at Wadi Haifa (30 miles
distant).

«* Both temples were built in the time of Tutmosis UL, a king of the
18th dynasty, about 1600 years before Christ ; but the fortresses in
which they stand are of a more ancient date. The foundations of
these are granite blocks of Cyclopian dimensions, resting on the rock,

and scarcely inferior to the rock itself in durability. They were
erected by the first conqueror of the country, King Sesurtesen III., of
the 12th Dynasty, in order to command the river, so easily done in so
narrow a gorge. The immediate successor of this king was Ame-
nemha IIL, the Moeris of the Greeks: he who accomplished the gigantic

work of forming the artificial lake of Moeris, in the Fayoum, and from
whose time—the most flourishing of the whole of the old Egyptian
kingdom—the risings of the Nile in successive years, doubtless by
means of regular markings, as indeed Diodorus tells, remained so well

known, that, according to Herodotus, they were recorded in distinct

numbers from the time of Mceris. It appears that this provident
king, occupied with great schemes for the welfare of his country, con-
sidered it of great importance that the rising of the Nile on the most
southern border of his kingdom should be observed, and the results

forthwith communicated widely in other parts of the land, to prepare
the people for the inundations. The gorge at Semne offered greater
advantages for this object than any other point; because the river

was there securely confined by precipitous rocky cliffs on each side.

With the same view he had doubtless caused Nilometers to be fixed

at Assuan and other suitable places; for without a comparison with
these, the observations at Semne could be of little use.

" The highest rise of the Nile in each year at Semne, was registered

by a mark, indicating the year of the king's reign, cut in the granite,

either on one of the blocks forming the foundation of the fortress, or

on the cliff, and particularly on the east or right bank, as best adapted
for the purpose. Of these markings eighteen still remain, thirteen of
them having been made in the reign of Moeris, and five in the time of
his two next successors. These last kings discontinued the observa-

tions ; for, in the mean time, the irruption of the Asiatic pastoral
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tribes into Lower Egypt took place, and well-nigh brought the whole
kingdom to ruin. The record is almost always in the same terms,

short and simple : Ra en Hapi era renpe . . . mouth or gate of the

Kile in the year . . And then follows the year of the reign, and the
name of the king. It is written in a horizontal row of hieroglyphics,

included within two lines—the upper line indicating the particular

height of the water, as is often specially stated

—

44 The earliest date preserved is that of the sixth year of the king's

reign, and he reigned 42 years and some months, Tlie next following
dates are, the years 9, 14, 15, 20, 22, 23, 24, 30, 32, 37, 40, 41, and 43 ;

and include, therefore, under this king, a period of 37 years. Of the
remaining dates, that only of the 4th year of his two successors is

available ; all the others, which are on the west or left bank of the
river, have been moved from their original place by the rapid floods

which have overthrown and carried forward vast masses of rock. One
single mark only, that of the 9th year of Amenemha, has been pre-
served in its original place on one of the building stones, but some-
what below the principal rapid.

** We have now to consider the relation which these—the most
ancient of all existing marks of the risings of the Nile—bear to the
levels of the river in our own time. We have here presented to us
the remarkable facts, that the highest of the records now legible; viz.,

that of the 30th year of the reign of Amenemha, according to exact
measurements which I made, is 8*17 metres (26 feet 8 inches) higher
than the highest level to which the Nile rises in years of the greatest
floods ; and further, that the lowest mark, which is on the east bank,
and indicated the 15th year of the same king, is still 4*14 metres (IS
feet 6£ inches): and the single mark on the west bank, indicating the
9th year, is 2*77 metres (9 feet) above the same highest level.

"The mean rise of the river, recorded by the marks on the east

bank, during the reign of Mceris, is 19* 14 metres (62 feet 6 inches)
above the lowest level of the water in the present day, which, accord-
ing to the statements of the most experienced boatmen, does not
chance from year to year, and therefore represents the actual level of
the Nile, independently of its increase by the falls of rain, in the
mountains in which its sources are situated. The mean rise above
the lowest level, at the present time, is 1 1*84 metres (38 feet 8 inches);

and, therefore, in the time ofMaris, or about 2200 years before Christ,

the mean height of the river, at the cataract or rapid of Semne, during
the inundation, was 7*30 metres (23 feet 10 inches) above the mean
level in the present day."

Such are the facts recorded by Dr. Lepsius ; and then

follow, in the same letter, his views as to the cause of the

remarkable lowering of the level of the river.

" There is certainly no reason for believing,* he says, " that there
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has been any diminution in the general volume of water coming from
the south. The great Change in the level can, therefore, only be ac-

counted for by some changes in the land, and these must also have
altered the whole nature of the Nile Valley. There seems to be but one
cause for the very considerable lowering of the Nile; namely, the
washing out and excavations of the catacombs (Auswaschen und Aus-
hdlen der Katakomben 1

) ; and this is quite possible from the nature of

the rocks themselves, which, it is true, are of a quality that could not
well be rent asunder, and carried away by the mere force of the water,

but might be acted upon directly by the rising of the water-level, and
the consequent effects of the sun and air on the places left dry, causing
cracks, into which earth and sand would penetrate, which would then
give rise to still greater rents, until, at last, the rocks would of them-
selves fall in, by having been hollowed out, a process that would be
hastened in those parts of the hills where softer and earthy beds
existed, and which would be more easily washed away. But that, in

historical times, within a period of about 4000 years, so great an
alteration should take place in the hardest rocks, is a fact of the moat
remarkable kind—one which may afford ground for many other in>
portant considerations.

"The elevation of the water-level at Semne must necessarily hare
affected all the lands above; and, it is to be presumed, that the level of

the province of Dongola was at one time higher, as Semne cannot be
the only place in the long tract of cliffs where the bed of rock has been
hollowed out. It is to be conceived, therefore, that not only the

widely-extended tracts in Dongola, but those of all the higher country
in Merde, and as far up as Fasogle, which, in the present day, are dry
and barren on both sides of the river, and are with difficulty irrigated

by artificial contrivances, must then have presented a very different

aspect, when the Nile overflowed them, and yearly deposited its fertile

mud to the limits of the sandy desert.
" Lower Nubia also, between Wadi Haifa and Assuan, is now arid

almost throughout its whole extent. The present land of the valley,

which is only partly irrigated by water-wheels, is, on an average, from
6 to 12 feet higher than the level to which the Nile now rises; and
although the rise at Semne might have no immediate influence upon it,

yet what has occurred there makes it more than probable that at

Assuan there was formerly a very different level of the river, and that

the cataracts there, even in the historical period, have been consider-

ably worn down. The continued impoverishment of Nubia is a proof

of this. I have no manner of doubt that the land in this lower part of

the valley, which, as already stated, is at present about 10 feet above

the highest rise of the Nile, was inundated by it within historical time.

Many marks are also met with here, that leave no doubt regarding the

condition of the Nile Valley antecedent to history, when the river must
have risen much higher; for it has left an alluvial soil in almost all the

considerable bays, at an average height of 10 metres (32 feet 9 inches)

above the present mean rise of the river. That alluvial soil, since that

period, has doubtless been consideraby diminished in extent by the

1 Dr. Lepsius, after he had seen this paper, informed me that Kata-

komben was a misprint for Katarakten.—L. H.
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action of rain. On the 17th of August Hr. Erbkam and I measured

the nearest alluvial hillock in the neighbourhood of Korusko, and

found it 6*91 metres (22 feet 7 inches) above the general level of the

alley, and 10*26 metres (33 feet 7 inches) above the present mean rise

of the river. That rise, which at Serane, on account of the greater

confinement of the stream between the rocks, varies as much as 2*40

metres (7 feet 10 inches) in different years, varies at Korusko less than

1 metre (3 feet 3 inches).

"Near Abusimbel, on the west bank, I found the ground of the

temple 6*50 metres (21 feet 2 inches) above the highest water-level.

This temple, it is well known, was built under Rameses the Great,

between 1388 and 1322 years before Christ. Near Ibrim there

are, on the east bank, four grottoes excavated in the vertical rock
that bounds the river, which belong partly to the 18th and partly

to the 19th Dynasties ; the last, under Rameses the Great, is also

the lowest, and only 2*50 metres (8 feet 1 inch) above the highest

inundation; the next in height is 2*70 metres (8 feet 9£ inches) above
the former, and was made 250 years earlier, under Tutmes III. Al-

though I only measured the present level of the valley near Korusko,
nevertheless it appears to me that, during the whole of the new king-

dom, that is, from about 1700 years before Christ to this time, the Nile

has not reached to the full height of the low land of the valley.
" It is, however, conceivable that, at the time when the present low

land of the Nubian Valley was formed, the cataracts at Assuan were in

a totally different state; one that would, in some degree, justify the

overcharged descriptions of the ancients, according to whom they made
so great a noise that the dwellers near them became deaf. The damming
up of the inundation at Assuan could have no material influence on
Egypt, any more than that at Semne, or the land from thence to

Assuan."

It appears, therefore, from the above statements, that at

the time mentioned, the Nile, during the inundations, stood

26 feet 8 inches higher than the highest level to which it

now rises in years of the greatest floods ; and that, to ac-

count for this, Professor Lepsius conceives that, between
the time of Mceris and the present day, the bed of the Nile,

from a considerable distance above Semne to Assuan, must
have been worn down to that extent. In the index to the

volume of the Berlin Monatsbericht, in which the letters of

Professor Lepsius are inserted, there is the following line :

—

" Nil, senkung seines Bettes urn 25 Fuss seit 4000 Jahren."
"iVtfc, sinking of its bed about 25 feet (Paris) within the last 4000

years."

Eivers are, undoubtedly, among the most active agents of

change that are operating on the earth's surface; the solid

matter which renders their waters turbid, and which they
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unceasingly carry to the sea, afford indisputable proof of this

agency. But the power of rivers to abrade and wear down
the rocks over which they flow, and to form and deepen their

own bed, depends upon a variety of circumstances not always

taken into account ; and although the great extent of that

power, in both respects, is shown in the case of many rivers,

to conclude, as some have done, from these instances, that all

rivers have excavated the channels in which they flow, is a

generalisation that cannot be safely assented to. The exca-

vation of the bed of a river is one of those problems in

geological dynamics which can only be rightly solved by each

particular case being subjected to the rigorous examination

of the mathematician and the physicist. The solid matter

which rivers carry forward is in part only the produce of their

own abrading power ; and the amount of it must be propor-

tional to that power, which is mainly dependent on their

velocity
;
they are the recipients of the waste of the adjoin-

ing lands by other combined agencies, and the carriers of it

to the lower districts and to the sea. They often afford the

strongest evidence of the vast lapse of time that must be in-

cluded between the beginning and close of a geological

period
;
and, when they flow through countries whose remote

political history is known to us, they supply a scale by
which we may measure and estimate that lapse of time. This

is especially so in the case of the Nile.

"Wlien so startling an hypothesis as that now referred to,

viz., that the entire bed of so vast a river as the Nile, for

more than 250 miles, from Semne to Assuan, has been exca-

vated, within historical time, to a depth of 27 feet, is made by
a person whose name carries so much weight in one depart-

ment of philosophical inquiry, the statement involves such

important geological considerations, that it becomes the duty

of the geologist to examine, and thoroughly test, the sound-

ness of the explanation, in order that the authority of Pro-

fessor Lepsius for the accuracy of the facts observed, may not

be too readily admitted as conclusive for the correctness of

his theory of the cause to which they owe their existence.

2 L
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That there has been such an nndoubting admission, appears

from the following passage in the work of one of the latest

writers on Nubia

:

44 The translation of the name of this town (Aswan) is 'the opening;

and a great opening this once was, before the Nile hadchanged its cha-

racter in Ethiopia, and when the more ancient races made this rock (at

the first cataract) their watch-tower on the frontier between Egypt and

the south. That the Nile has changed its character, south of the first

cataract, has been made clear by some recent examinations of the shores

and monuments of Nubia. Dr. Lepsius has discovered water- marks so

high on the rocks and edifices, and so placed as to compel the conviction

that the bed of the Nile has sunk extraordinarily by some great natural

process, either of convulsion or wear. The apparent exaggerations of

some old writers about the cataracts at Syene may thus be in some
measure Recounted for. If there really was once a cataract here, in*

stead of the rapids at the present day, there is some excuse for the re-

ports given from hearsay by Cicero and Seneca. Cicero says, that

'the river throws itself headlong from the loftiest mountains, so that

those who live nearest are deprived of the sense of hearing, from the

greatness of the noise.' Seneca's account is: 'When some people

were stationed there by the Persians, their ears were so stunned with

the constant roar, that it was found necessary to remove them to a

more quiet place1.'

"

The learned author of an article on Egyptian Chrono-

logy and History in the "Prospective Beview" for May,

1850, in referring to the contributions of Professor Lep-

sius to Egyptian history, says : " He has discovered unde-

scribed pyramids, equal in number to those known before

;

has traced the Labyrinth, and ascertained its founder. He
has detected inscriptions on the banks of the Nile, which

show that its bed has subsided many feet in historic times"

dth June, 1850.

In the assumption of an excavation of the bed of the river,

we have no small amount of wear to deal with, for the dis-

tance from Semne to Assuan, following the course of the

river, is not less than 250 miles ; and if, as Professor Lepsius

supposes, the excavation extended to Meroe, we have a dis-

tance, between that place and Assuan, of not less than 600
miles.

Although these records of a former high level of the Nile

1 Miss Martineau's Eastern Life, vol. L p. 99.
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at Semne had not been noticed by any traveller prior to Pro-

fessor Lepsius, we may rest fully assured of the accuracy of

his statements, from the habitual care and diligence, and the

established character for fidelity, of the observer. The
silence of other travellers may be readily accounted for by
this, that none of them appear to have remained more than a

very short time at this spot—not even the diligent Eussegger

—whereas we have seen that Professor Lepsius passed twelve

days in the examination of this gorge in the Nile Valley.

The theory of a lowering ofthe bed of the river by wearing,

involves two main considerations, viz., the power of the

stream, and the degree of hardness of the rocks acted upon.

The power depends upon the volume and velocity of the river

—the velocity on its depth, and the degree of inclination of

the bed : the hardness of the rocks we can form a tolerable

estimate ofwhen we know their nature. To judge, therefore,

of the probability of the hypothesis of Professor Lepsius, we
must inquire into the physical and geological features of the

Nile Valley, in Nubia.

In the observations I have now to offer, my information

has been derived of course entirely from the works of other

travellers, particularly those of Burckhardt, Euppell, and
Eussegger1 , and especially the latter, who travelled in Nubia
in 1837 ; for he not only enters far more into the details of

the natural history of the country, but he is the only tra-

veller in Nubia who appears, from previous acquirements, to

have been competent to describe its natural history with any

degree of accuracy—I refer more particularly to the physical

and geological features of the country. Besides full descrip-

tions in his volumes, he has given a geological map of Nubia,

and also several sections, or what may more properly be called

vertical sketches—a term that would, perhaps, be a more ap-

propriate designation for all sections that are not drawn to a

true scale, or at least when the proportion of height to hori-

zontal distance is not stated.

1 Beisen in Europa Asien und Afirika, in der Jahren 1835, bia 1841.

Stuttgart, 1841—1846.
2 L 2
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The Physical Geography of Lower Ifubia1 .

Russegger informs us2, that he believes he was the first

traveller who had succeeded in making a series of barome-

trical measurements along the Nile Valley, from the Mediter-

ranean to Sennaar and Kordofan, and thence to the 10th de-

gree of north latitude. He gives the following altitudes,

above the sea :

Paris Feet. English Feet.

The upper part of the Cataract of Assuan 342 = 364-37
Korusko, on the right bank of the Nile, in

Nubia 450 = 479*43
Wadi Haifa 490 = 522 00
New Dongola 757 = 806-52

Abu Hammed 963 = 1026 00

I shall now give the length of the Nile along its course

from Abu Hammed to the island of Philae, at the head of

the cataract of Assuan. I employ for this purpose the map

in the atlas which accompanies the work of Eussegger, which

bears the date of 1846, and which, doubtless, was constructed

on the best authorities. He mentions a map of General von

Prokesch with great praise3 . It flows

:

German M. English M.
From NE. to SW., from Abu Hammed to

Meroe, about 31 = 150
It makes a curve between Meroe and Old

Dongola, of about .... 16 = 77

It flows between Old and New Dongola,
from SE. to NW., about ... 16 = 77

Then, with some short windings, nearly due
north to the island of Sais, for about 30 = 145

And from Sais to the island of Phil®, from
SW. to NE., about . ... 68 = 327

Making the whole length of the course, from
Abu Hammed to Phil©, about . . 161 * 776

1 With reference to the object ofthis paper.
« Reisen, Bd. iL 545.
» "Uber den Stromlauf und das zuniichst liegende Uferland des

Nilst von der zweiten Katarakte bis Assuan, besitzen wir eine vor-

treffliche Karte naralich:" "Land zwischen der kleinen und grossen

Katarakten des Nil. Astronomisch bestimmt und aufgenommen in

J. 1827, durch y. Prokesch. Nil Grundrisse der Monumente. Wien,
1831.*'—Keisen, Bd. ii. Thl. iil 86.
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Ascending the river, we have, between Philaa and Korusko,
a distance of 24 German, or 115£ English miles, and with-

out any rapid, except one near Kalabsche. Korusko being

115 feet above the head of the cataract of Assuan, at Philae,

we have an average fall of the river between these two places

of a foot in a mile.

Between Korusko and Wadi Haifa there is no rapid. The
distance being 20 German, or 96£ English miles, and the

difference of altitude being 42£ feet, we have an average fall

throughout that part of the river's course of not more than
5*3 inches in a mile.

This very inconsiderable fall need not surprise us ; for the

average fall of the Nile in Lower Egypt, at the lowest water,

is little more than one-third of that now stated. At the time

of the highest water the surface of the Nile, at Boulak, near

Cairo—that is, about 116 miles in a direct line from the

coast—is only 43437 English feet above the level of the Me-
diterranean, and at the time of the lowest water, only 17*33

feet. Thus, in the first case, there is an average fall of

about 5*00 inches; in the second, of not more than 1*80

inches in a mile1
.

Between "Wadi Haifa and Dale, a distance of about 94
miles, six cataracts, or schellals, as they are called in the

language of the country, are marked in Bussegger's map.

And here, it may be as well to notice, that there are no
cataracts, in the ordinary sense of the term, on the Nile ; no
fall of the river over a precipice ; all the so-called cataracts

are rapids, where the river rushes through rocks in its bed

;

the rapids varying in their length and degrees of inclination.

We have no measurements of their lengths or of their falls,

except as regards the first and second cataracts. The former,

according to Bussegger, has a fall of about 85 English feet in

a distance of about 8 miles ; and he describes the latter as

extending from 5 to 6 stunden ; that is, from 12 to 14} miles,

but he does not give the height. Speaking of the schellals

above Semne, Bussegger says, that all may be passed in

1 Bussegger, Reisen, Bd. I 258,
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boats without difficulty for about six weeks, or two months

in the year. This Is die case also at the cataract or rapid of

Assuan. But between Wadi Haifa and Dale, with some in-

considerable spaces of free navigable water, in the ordinary

state of the river, there is an almost uninterrupted series of

rapids. We have no measurement of the height of Dale

above Wadi Haifa, near to which the second great cataract

of the Nile occurs ; but this is the part of the river's course

where the fall is greatest, and from Semne to Dale there are

about 45 miles of this more rapid fall.

From Dale to New Dongola, a distance of 35 German, or

about 168 English miles, only three rapids are marked on

Russegger's map—the highest being at Hannek, about 26

English miles below New Dongola. New Dongola being

806 English feet above the sea, and the distance from that

place to the rapid of Hannek being 26 miles only, we may
with probability estimate the surface of the river at the rapid

of Hannek at 780 feet above the sea. Now, Wadi Haifa

being 522 feet, we have a difference of height, between these

two last-named places, of 258 feet; and the length of the

liver's course between them being 236 miles, we have an

average fell of 13'12 inches in a mile ; that is, in the part of

the river's course where nine rapids occur, in the provinces

of Batn-el-Hadjar, Sukkot, and Dar-el-Mahass, where the

river flows over granite and other plutonic rocks
;
gneiss,

mica-schist, and other hard rocks, which Russegger considers

to be metamorphic. But between Semne and the head of

the second cataract at Wadi Haifa, there is not a continuous

rapid stream ; for Hoskins says, that about two miles above

that cataract, the river has a width of a third of a mile, and,

when he passed it, the water was scarcely ruffled1.

From the rapid of Hannek to Abu Hammed the distance

is 329 English miles, and the difference of altitude is 246

English feet. "We have thus an average fall in that distance

of 9*00 inches in a mile.

1 Travels in Ethiopia, p. 273.
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Thus, in the 776 miles between Abu Hammed and Philse,

we hare an average fall of the Nile

Of 9 00 inches in a mile, for a distance of 329 miles.
Of 13-12 236 ...

Of 5-30 •••••• •<•»*• 96 ...

Of l^-OO 115 ...

1

Qf-the Breadth, Depth, and Velocity of the Nile, in Nubia.

Our information is very scanty respecting the breadth and
depth of the river, either at the time of lowest water or

during the inundations. About two miles above Phila?, it is

stated by Jomard1 to be 3000 metres, or nearly two English

miles wide. At the second cataract, or rapid of Wadi Haifa,

it spreads over a rocky bed of nearly two miles and a quarter

in width (2000 klafter) 2
, but contracts above the rapid to a

third of a mile. Bussegger also states, that the Nile, near

Boulak, in Lower Egypt, is 2000 toises, nearly two-and-a-

half English miles in breadth, and yet that it is considerably

wider in some parts of Southern Nubia ; but Burckhardt

says that the bed of the Nile in Nubia is, in general, much
narrower than in any part of Egypt. Near Kalabsche, about

30 miles above Phil®, the river runs through a gorge not

more than 300 paces wide, and its bed is full of granite

blocks. It shortly afterwards again widens for some dis-

tance ; but near Sialla, 78 miles above Philae, it is contracted

by the sandstone hills on both sides coming so near each

other, that the river's bed is again not more than from 250

to 300 paces wide. It is about 600 yards broad about two

miles above the second cataract near Wadi Haifa, but is

again very much contracted in the rocky region of Batn-el-

Hadjar. At AuKke it is only 200 paces broad3 .

I have not met with any measurements of the depth of

the river in any part of its course in Nubia ; but Hoskins

1 Description de FEgypte.—Separate Memoir, entitled "Description

de Syene et des Cataractes."
* Russegger, Bd. ii. 3 Thl. 85. 3 Russegger, Bd. ii. 3 Thl. 76.
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describes it as being so shallow at the island of Sais, 327

miles above Phil®, on the 9th of June, which would be before

the commencement of the inundation, as only to reach the

knees of the camels1 . Near Derr, about 86 miles below the

Cataract of Wadi Haifa, Norden, in January, found the river

so shallow that loaded camels waded through it, and his boat

frequently struck the ground. In May, J3urckhardt found

the river fordable at Kostamne, 53 miles above Phil® ; and

Parthey Btates, that between Philse and the island of Bageh,

to the west of it, the river is so shallow before the commence-

ment of the inundation, that it may be waded through*

Burckhardt says, that from March to June the Nile-water,

in Nubia, is quite limpid3 . Miss Martineau, who visited

Nubia in December and January, speaking of the river above

Pliilae, says, that it " was divided into streamlets and ponds

by the black islets. Where it was overshadowed it was dark-

grey or deep blue, but when the light caught it rushing be-

tween a wooded island and the shore, it was of the clearest

green4." At the second cataract she describes the river as

" dashing and driving among its thousand islets, and then

gathering its thousand currents into one, proceeds calmly in

its course6
.

Although we have no accurate measurements of the velo-

city of the Nile in Nubia, we may arrive at an approximate

estimate of it by comparing its fall with that of a river well

known to us.

I have stated the fall of the Nile in different parts of its

course to be 5*30, 9*00, 12*00, and 13*12 inches in a mile.

The fall of the Thames from Wallingford to Teddington

Lock, where the influence of the tide ends, is as follows

:

1 Travels, p. 257.
2 Wanderungen durch das Nilthal, von G. Parthey, Berlin, 1S40. 878.
• Travels, pp. 9 and 11. « Eastern Life, L 10*. » lb. 144.
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.Lengrn Vail inrail in
Fall.A ***** inches

Course. per Mile.

Miles. F. Feet. in.

From WaUingford to Reading Bridge 18*0 241 15*72

90 19*3 25*68
Frnm Ilpnlpv to Rrid<?f» 9*0 12*2mm* m* 16**>0A \W mm\J

Prom Marlow to Maidenhead Bridge 8-0 151 22*32

From Maidenhead to Windsor Bridge 7-0 13*6 23- 16
8-0 158 23*52

From Staines to Chertsey Bridge 4*6 6*6 17-28

From Chertsey to Teddington Lock 13-6 19*8 17*40

77-4 125-11

" In general, the velocity may be estimated at from half a

mile to two milea and three-quarters per hour ; but the mean
velocity may be reckoned at two miles per hour. In the

year 1794, the late Mr. Rennie found the velocity of the

Thames at Windsor two miles and a half per hour1 ."

It will thus be seen that the velocity of the Nile is pro-

bably greatly inferior to that of the Thames ; for it appears

that, except during the inundation, for more than half the

year the depth is inconsiderable. The average fall when
greatest, that is, including the province of Batn-el-Hadjar,

where the rapids chiefly occur, is considerably less than that

of any part of the above course of the Thames ; so that there

must be long intervals between the rapids where the fall

must be far less than 13 inches in a mile. The breadth of

the Nile is vastly greater ; but supposing the depth of the

water to be the same as that of the Thames, on account of

the friction of the bed, the greater breadth would add very

little to the velocity. If we assume the average depth of the

Thames in the above distance to be 5 feet, and that it flows

with an average velocity of 2 miles in an hour, and if we as-

sume the average depth of the Nile in that part of its course

where the fall is 13*12 inches to be 10 feet, when not swollen

1 Rennie, Report on Hydraulics, in the Fourth Report of the British

Association for the Advancement of Science, 1834, p. 487.
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by the rise, the velocity would be 2| miles nearly in an hour1
,

if the fall were equal to that of the Thames. We shall pro-

bably come near the truth, by assuming the velocity of the

Nile on this part at 2 miles in an hour. That it must be

considerably less in the other divisions of the course I have

named, and especially in that part immediately below the

second cataract, where the average fall is only 5*30 inches for

a distance of 96 miles, is quite evident.

The power of a river to abrade the soil over which it flows,

so far as water is by itself capable of doing so, must depend

upon its volume and velocity, and the degree of hardness of

the material acted upon. The power is increased when the

water has force enough to transport hard substances. But

even transported gravel has little action on the rocks with

which it comes in contact, when it is free to move in running

water, unless the fall be considerable, and, consequently, the

velocity and force of the stream great. When stones are

firmly set in moving ice, they then acquire a great erosive

power, cutting and wearing down the rocks they are forcibly

rubbed against ; but this condition never obtains in Lower

Nubia, as ice is unknown there.

Geological Structure of Lower Nubia.

One kind only of regularly stratified rock occurs in the 776

miles from AbuHammed to Phil®
;

viz., a silicious sandstone,

similar to that which occurs to a great extent on both sides

of the Nile in Upper Egypt, and which Bussegger, after a

very careful examination of it there, considers to be an equi-

valent of the greensand of the cretaceous rocks of Europe.

The tertiary nummulite limestone, so abundant in Egypt,

has not hitherto been met with in Nubia.

The Nile flows over this sandstone for nearly 426 miles

of the entire distance, but not continuously. At Abu Ham-
med, it flows over granitic rocks, and these continue from

» I state this on the authority of my friend, W. Hopkins, Esq., of

Cambridge.
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that place for about 120 miles. There is then about 216
miles of the sandstone, which is succeeded by igneous and
metamorphic rocks, that continue for 195 miles without any
interruption, except a narrow stripe of sandstone of about

15 miles near Amara. It is in this region of hard igneous

rocks that nearly all the rapids occur, between that of Hannek
and the great or second cataract at Wadi Haifa. Prom the

latter place there is sandstone throughout a distance of about

196 miles, and then commences the granitic region of the

Cataract of Assuan, through which the Nile flows about 35
miles. Thus we have about 350 miles of igneous and meta-

morphic rocks, and about 426 of sandstone.

The general hard nature of the igneous and metamorphic

rocks, over which the Nile flows for about 155 miles above

Semne, and for about 40 immediately below it, will be recog-

nised by my naming some of the varieties described by
Eussegger, viz., granites of various kinds, often penetrated

by greenstone dykes
;
sienite, diorite, and felspar porphyries

;

gneiss, and clay slate, penetrated by numerous quartz veins.

The siliceous sandstone is very uniform in its character;

and in* Nubia, as in Egypt, the only organic bodies which it

has as yet been found to contain, are silicified stems of wood.

Occasionally, as in the neighbourhood of Korusko, inter-

stratified beds of marly clay are met with1 .

When, therefore, we take into account the hard nature of

the siliceous sandstone, the durability of which is shown by
the very ancient monuments of Egypt and Nubia, that are

formed of it, and the still greater hardness of the granites

and other crystalline rocks, it is manifest that the wearing

action of a river flowing over so gentle a fall, can scarcely

be appreciable. If the occasional beds of marly clay occur

in the bank of the river, they may be washed out, and

blocks of the superincumbent sandstones may fall down;

but such an operation would have a tendency to raise rather

than deepen the bed of the river at those places ; unless the

transporting power of the stream were far greater than can

» Bussegger, Bd. ii. 1 Thl. 569 to 5S4.
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exist with so moderate a fall, especially in tliat part of the

river below Semne, where, for 96 miles, it is not more than
5*3 inches, and for 115 miles below that, not more than

12 inches in a mile. Even if we suppose the river to have

power to tear up its bed for some distance above Semne and

below it, as far as the rapid of Wadi Haifa, it is evident that

the materials brought down would be deposited, except the

finest particles, in that tranquil run of 96 miles, which may
be almost compared to a canal. The drainB in Lincolnshire

are inclined 5 inches to a mile1 . When the annual inunda-

tions commence, the water of the Nile comes down the

rapid at Assuan of a reddish colour loaded with sand and

mud only ; whatever detrital matter of a larger and heavier

kind the Nile may have brought with it, is deposited before

it reaches that point.

From all these considerations, therefore, I come to the

conclusion, that the bed of the Nile cannot have been exca-

vated, as Professor Lepsius supposes, since the date of the

sculptured marks on the rock at Semne. He says, " Es lasst

sich kaum eine andere Ursache fur da3 bedeutende Fallen

des Nils denken, als ein Auswaschen und Ausholen der

Eatalcomben" By the' word Katakomben* he can only mean
natural caverns in the rock ; but such caverns are rarely, if

ever, met with in sandstones, and only occasionally in lime-

stones. If the course of the Nile were over limestone in-

stead of sandstone, we could not for a moment entertain the

idea of a succession of caverns for 200 miles beneath its

bed, sometimes two miles in width, the roofs of which were

to fall in ; and where the igneous rocks prevail, this explana-

tion is wholly inapplicable.

But besides the objections arising from the nature of the

rocks, and the inconsiderable fall of the river, there is still

another difficulty to overcome. It is to be borne in mind, that

this lowering of the bed of the Nile, from Semne to Assuan,

is supposed to have taken place within the last 4000 years.

1 Rennie, Keport cited above, p. 422,
3 See note, p. 511.
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Between the first cataract at Assuan and the second at Wadi
Haifa there are numerous remains of temples on both banks

of the Nile, some of very great antiquity. " From Wadi
Haifa to Phil©," says Parthey, "there is a vast number of

Egyptian monuments, almost all on the left bank of the

river, and so near the water that most of them are in imme-

diate contact with it1." "We may rest assured that the

builders of these would place them out of the reach of the

highest inundations then known. Although we have many
accurate descriptions of these monuments, the heights of

their foundations above the surface of the river are not often

given ; they are, however, mentioned in some instances. I

shall describe the situations of some of these buildings rela-

tively to the present state of the river's levels, and shall

begin with those on the island of Phil©.

This island, according to the measurements of General von

Prokesh, is 1200 Paris feet (1278 English) in length, and

420 (447) in breadth, and is composed of granite. Lancrot

informs us, that, " a Tepoque des hautes eaux, Tile de Philae

est peu eleve audessus de leur surface, mais lorqu'elles sont

abaissees elle les surpasse de huit metres." It was formerly

surrounded by a quay of masonry, portions of which may be

traced at intervals, and in some places they are still in good

preservation. The south-west part of the island is occupied

by temples. According to Wilkinson, the principal build-

ing is a temple of Isis commenced by Ptolemy Philadelphus,

who reigned from 283 to 247 years before Christ ; and he

adds, that it is evident an ancient building formerly stood on

the site of the present great temple. Lancrot, in referring

to this more ancient building, says :
—

" II y a des preuves

certaines d'une antiquite" bien plus reculee encore, puisque

des pierres qui entrent dans la construction de ce meme
grand temple, sont des debris de quelque construction ant6-

rieure." Bossellini considers that it was built by Necta*

nebus. The first king of Egypt, of the Sebennite Dynasty

1 Parthey, 318.
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of that name, ascended the throne 374 years B.C., the second

and last ceased to reign about 350 years, B.C.1

Rossellini2 informs us, that on the island of Bageh, oppo*

site to Philae, there are the remains of a temple of the time

of Amenophis II., and a sitting statue of granite represent-

ing him. He was a king in the earlier years of the 18th

Dynasty, which, according to the Chevalier Bunsen3
, began

in the year 1638, and ended in 1410 B.C.

Gatj4, in describing a temple at Debu, about 12 miles

above Phil©, which he visited in January, and consequently

during the time of low water, states that he discovered under

the sand, at the edge of the river, the remains of a terrace

leading towards a temple.

A short distance north of Kalabsche, about 30 miles above

Phil®, at Beil-nalli, Bossellini6 speaks of a small temple in

the following terms :
—" Among the many memorials that still

exist of Ramses II., the most important, in a historical point

of view, is a small temple or grotto excavated in the rock I"

and "Wilkinson mentions it "as a small but interesting

temple excavated in the rock, of the time of Bamses II.,

whom Champollion supposes to be the father of Sesostris

or Barneses the Great6." He was the first king of the 19th

Dynasty, which began in the year 1409 b.o.7

Gau8 thus describes a monument at Gerbe' Dandour :

—

" La chaine de montagnes qui borde le Nil est, dans cet en-

droit, si approch^e du lit de ce fleuve, qu'il ne reste que tres

peu d'espace sur la rive. Cet espace est presque entiere-

ment occupe* par le monument, et la riviere, dans sea de-

bordemens, arrive jusqu'au pied du mur de la terrasse."

1 Russegger, Reisen, Bd. ii. 300 and 320. Lancrot, Description de
I'Egypte, Memoire but Hie de Phila?, 15—58. Rossellini, I Monumenti
deli' Egitto e della Nubia. Monumenti del Culto, 187. Wilkinson's
Thebes and General View of Egypt, 466. Smith's Dictionary of

Greek and Roman Biography, Arts. Ptolemy, Ph. and Nectanebus.
8

p. 187.
3 JEgyptens Stelle in der Weltgeschichte.—Drittes Bach, 122.
4 Antiquity de la Nubie, p. 6.

* Tome iii. parte ii. p. 6,
6 Thebes, &c. p. 482. f Bunsen, as above, 8 p. 9.
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Parthey informs us that the temple of Sebua is about 200
feet distant from the river, in which distance there are two
rows of sphinxes, and that the road between them, from the

temple, ends in wide steps at the water's edge ; and he adds

that Champollion refers this temple to the time of Barneses

the Great1 .

It thus appears that monuments exist close to the river,

some of which were constructed at least 1400 years before

our era; so that taking the time of Amenemha IIL to be,

as Professor Lepsius states, 2200 years B.C., the excavation

of the bed of the Nile which he supposes to have taken place,

must have been the work, not of 4000 years but of 800. If

the erosive power of the river was so active in that time, it

cannot be supposed that it then ceased ; it would surely

have continued to deepen the bed during the following 3000

j cai o.

At all events, the buildings on the island of Philss demon*
strate that the bed of the Nile must have been very much the

same as it is now, 2200 years ago ; and even a thousand

years earlier it must have been the same, if the foundation of

the temple on the island of Bageh, opposite to Philse, be near

the limit of the highest rise of the Nile of the present time;

bo that there could be no barrier at the Cataract of Assuan

to dam up the Nile when they were constructed ; and thus

the deafening sound of the waterfall recorded by Cicero and

Seneca must still be held to be an exaggeration.

The existence of alluvial soil, apparently of the same kind

as that deposited by the Nile, in situations above the Cataract

of Assuan, at a level considerably above the highest point

which the inundations of the river have reached in modern
times, to which allusion is made by Professor Lepsius, has

been noticed by other travellers, and even at still higher levels

than those he mentions. Whether that alluvial soil be iden-

tical with, or only resembles the Nile deposit, would require

to be determined by a close examination, and especially with

regard to organic remains, if any can be found in it. There
1 Wanderungen, &c. 334.
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is no evidence to show that it was deposited during the his-

torical period, and it may be an evidence of a depression and

subsequent elevation of the land antecedent to that period.

It may not be of fresh-water origin, but the clay and sand,

or till, left by a drift while the land was under the sea. For

remote as is the antiquity of Nubia and Egypt, in relation to

the existence of the human race, it appears to be of very

modern formation in geological time. The greater part of

Lower Egypt, probably all the Delta, is of post-pliocene age,

and even late in that age ; and the very granite of the Cata-

ract of Assuan, that of which the oldest monuments in Egypt
are formed, and which, in the earlier days of geology, was

looked upon as the very type of the rock on which the oldest

strata of the earth were founded, is said to have burst forth

during the later tertiary period. We learn from Eussegger,

that the low land which lies between the Mediterranean and

the range of hills that extends from Cairo to the Eed Sea at

Suez, and of which hills a nummulite limestone constitutes a

great part, is composed of a sandstone which he calls a

" Meeresdiluvium," a marine diluvial formation, and con-

siders to be of an age younger than that of the sub-appen-

nines1 . This sandstone he found associated with the granite

above Assuan, and covering the cretaceous Bandstone far into

Nubia. It appears, therefore, that, in the later ages of the

tertiary period, this north-eastern part of Africa must have

been submerged, and that very energetic plutonic action was

going forward in the then bed of the sea. The remarkable

fact of the granite bursting through this modern sandstone is

thus described by Eussegger

:

" We arrived at a plateau of the Arabian Chain south-east of Assuan.
It is about 200 feet above the bed of the Nile, and consists of the lower
and upper sandstone, which are penetrated by innumerable granite
cones from 20 to 100 feet in height, arranged over the plateau in parallel

lines, very much resembling volcanic cones rising from a great cleft.

The sandstone is totally altered in texture near the granite, and has all

the appearance as if it had been exposed to a great heat ' 1 cannot
refrain/ he says, 'from supposing that the granite must have burst, like

1 Reisen, Bd. i. s. 278.
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a volcanic product, through long wide rents in the sandstone, and that,

in this way, the conical hills were formed 1 .'

"

An eruption of a true granite during the period of the sub-

appennine formations, one possessing the same mineral struc-

ture as that we know to have been erupted during the period

of the palaeozoic rocks, would be a fact of so extraordinary a

kind, that its age would require to be established on the

clearest evidence, and especially by that of organic remains
in the sandstone.

Having thus ventured—I trust without any want of the

respect due to so eminent a person—to reject the hypothesis

proposed by Professor Lepsius for the high levels of the Nile

at Semne, indicated by the sculptured marks he discovered,

it may perhaps be expected that I should offer another more
probable explanation. If in some narrow gorge of the river

below Semne, a place had been described by any traveller,

where, from the nature of the banks, a great landslip, or even
an artificial dam, could have raised the bed to an adequate

height ; that is, proportionate to the fall of the river, as it

was more distant from Semne, a bar that, in the course of a
few centuries, might have been gradually washed away, I
might have ventured to suggest such a solution of the pro-

blem. But without any information of the existence of such
a contraction of the river's channel, or any exact knowledge
of the natural outlets and dams to running water along the

250 miles of the Nile Valley, from Semne to Assuan, it

would be idle to offer even a conjecture. These marks are

unquestionably very difficult to account for, in the present

imperfect state of our knowledge of the structure of that por-
tion of the Nile Yalley ; and any competent geologist, well

versed in the questions of physical structure involved, who
may hereafter visit Nubia, would have a very interesting oc-

cupation in endeavouring to solve the difficulty.

7th April, 1850.

1 Eeisen, Bd. ii 1 Thl. s. 328.

„
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Translation of a Letter from Dr. Lepsius to Mr. Horner,

dated Berlin the 12th ofApril, 1858.

Dear Sib,—I observe from a letter of your daughter,

that she is desirous of adding to her translation of my
Letters a note upon the height of the water of the Nile, with

reference to your paper in the "Edinburgh Philosophical

Journal." I wish that you would get reprinted in that note

the whole of the small memoir, as it possesses great interest,

and abounds in data not easily brought together ; for in that

case the subject may probably be further discussed.

I will, at all events, avail myself of this opportunity to

make some remarks, which you may, if you like, propose to

have introduced into the contemplated note.

I must first remark that the word KataTcomben was en-

tirely a typographical error for Katarakten, as was unfor-

tunately the case in many other instances in those things

which were printed during my absence.

But in respect of the explanation of the observed facts,

my views are perhaps less different from yours than you

imagine. You imagine a natural or artificial barrier which

has broken down, but this appears to me of insufficient mag-

nitude; I too imagine barriers to have existed, and natural

ones, but that there must have been several of them. I do

not, moreover, regard it as impossible, that at certain periods,

when the country was in its most flourishing condition, arti-

ficial dams may have been constructed in order to obtain a

higher rise of the water within a particular space, such as

was necessary for an overflowing. But if we imagine an

entire dam thrown across the river, this, if I am not mis-

taken, could only hold back the current for a very short

way, namely, where there is a greater general fall. If, for

example, we imagine a barrier at Assuan, it would require to

be several hundred feet high to have any effect on the

height of the water at Semneh, and then the whole valley

from Phil® to Wadi Haifa would be a great lake, as it may
indeed have been in geological time.

If we imagine a succession of barriers which would
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be especially formed where veins existed in the primitive

rock, then the present entire physiognomy of the Nile valley

seems to be more easily explained. The river-bed, amidst

granitic or other upheaved rock, is not level, like a chalk

or sandstone channel, but forms sometimes lakes, sometimes

barriers. The force of the swollen current at these last, of

which there is one at Semneh itself, does not act in the mean
proportion of a space of considerable extent, but with im-

mense effects, exceeding all calculation, especially when, in

addition, there is a contraction of the sides, as at Semneh.
Immediately below this barrier the bed again spreads out,

and the rocks disappear in the current. The colossal rock-

fragments on: that bank, whose inscriptions sometimes show
that above 4000 years ago they were still not broken loose,

display the Titan force of a current thus hemmed in, and
allow us to conceive how at that spot it gradually washed out

its bed, sometimes to a great depth, but sometimes also to a
greater breadth, which has the same effect, and how all that

is broken away, or that during the time of low water splits

to a considerable depth in the bed of the river from the

summer heat, rolls away, until arrested by falling into hol-

lows. But if these single barriers are only washed away in

the course of thousands of years, then the whole river must
receive an equable fall, and it will never rise in the very rocky

districts, but can only continue to be still more excavated,

and will only again deposit the heavier portions it bears

along with it, below the cataracts, where every obstruction

disappears. The monuments can hardly be cited in opposi-

tion to the view of a gradual sinking of the bed of the river

in the higher districts. All of them lie tolerably far above

the region of the rise of the Nile—for example, the temple on
the island of Bigeh, to which there is a considerable ascent.

Phil© has only been built upon since the time of Nectanebus,

and there is nothing to indicate buildings of an earlier date.

The sinking of the surface of the water even at Philae and

A ssuan must also have been far less than at Semneh. Never-

theless, special researches with respect to the relative condition

2 m2
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ofthe ancient temple and rock-inscriptions to the present sur-

face of the water would certainly be of the greatest utility.

Herr von Humboldt, after reading some observations on

the same subject by "Wilkinson in the Nouv. Ann. des

Voyages, i., without recollecting my views, wrote to me as

follows

:

" Breaches in dams, I imagine, cause only temporary rises

of water, unless in earlier times (for which I see no reason)

there was a greater accumulation of water in the valley of

the river, from meteorological causes. Primeval conditions,

where broad valleys were filled with waters, are not appli-

cable to periods when there were inscriptions. Does it not

seem to you more probable, that the height of the water

was at one time at a greater elevation, on account of the

bed of the river not having been so much furrowed out, be-

cause at an earlier period the bottom of the river was not

at c d, but at e/.

" There are rivers whose beds are elevated and rendered

more shallow by deposition, others which furrow out their

bed qui creusent un lit 'plus profond"
With sincere respect, your faithful,

R. Lbpsitjs.

Appeitoix B. (P. 303 and 318.)—The tradition of Gebel

Musa being the Mount of the Law, became gradually

more decided and exclusive for this view after the time

of Procopius in the sixth century; mainly, no doubt, on
account of the church founded at that spot in the reign

of Justinian. I am not aware that there are any modern
travellers and savante who have thrown doubts on the

correctness of this assumption. Not even Burckhardt,
although from the numerous inscriptions on Serbal he

was led to infer that that mountain might have been at
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time incorrectly regarded by the pilgrims as Sinai.

The words of this distinguished traveller arc as follows

:

(Trav. in Syr. p. 609.) "It will be recollected that no

inscriptions are found either on the Mountain of Moses, or on

Mount St. Catherine ; and that those which are found in the

Ledja valley at the foot of Djebel Catherine, are not to be
traced above the rock from which the water is said to have

issued, and appear only to be the work of pilgrims who
visited that rock. From these circumstances Iam persuaded

that Mount Serial teas at one period the chief place of
pilgrimage in the Peninsula ; and that it was then considered

the mountain where Moses received the tables of the law

;

though Iam equally convinced, from a perusal of the Scrip-

tures, that the Israelites encamped in the Upper Sinai, and

that either Djebel Monsa, or Mount St. Catherine, is the

real Horeb. It is not at all impossible that the proximity of

Serbal to Egypt, may at one period have caused that moun-
tain to be the Horeb of the pilgrims, and that the establish*

ment of the convent in its present situation, which was

probably chosen from motives of security, may have led to the

transferring of that honour to Djebel Mousa. At present

neither the monks of Mount Sinai nor those of Cairo con-

sider Mount Serbal as the scene of any of the events of

sacred history ; nor have the Bedouins any tradition among
them respecting it, but it is possible, that if the Byzantine

writers were thoroughly examined, some mention might be

found of this mountain, which I believe was never before

visited by any European traveller."

More recently the remarkable book of travels by E.

Robinson form a marked epoch in our knowledge of the

Peninsula as well as of Palestine. "With reference to the

position of Sinai, he for the" first time especially urges the

favourable vicinity of the great plain of Raha, to the north

of Gebel Musa, in which there was ample space for the

encampment of the people of Israel. (Palestine, vol. i.,

p. 144, Ac.) In his determination, however, of the actual

Mount of the Law, he deviates from the previous tradition,

Bince he endeavours to prove that Moses did not ascend
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Gebel Musa, but the mountain ridge jutting out from the

south, above the plain, which is now called Horeb by the

monks, and whose highest point is named Sefsaf. (Vol. i.

p. 176.) Unfortunately he did not visit Wadi Firan and
the adjoining Serbal. In a more recent treatise (Bibl. sacra,

vol. iv. No. xxii. May, 1849, p. 381, &c.) the learned author

returns to the question with reference to my view of it, with

which he had become acquainted, and in opposition he espe-

cially mentions the arguments which he had formerly main-

tained in favour of Gebel Sefsaf. He comprehends these

under the three following heads, which he extracts from the

Mosaic narrative, as being eminently striking, and which

must therefore also now be pointed out :
" 1st. A mountain

summit overlooking the place where the people stood. 2nd.

Space sufficient adjacent to the mountain for so large a mul-

titude to stand and behold the phenomena on the summit.

3rd. The relation between this space where the people stood

and the base of the mountain must be such that they could

approach and stand at ' the nether part of the mount,* that

they could also touch it; and that further bounds could

appropriately be set around the mount, lest they should go

up into it, or touch the border of it." Of these three heads,

the first would speak against Gebel Musa, and not against

Serbal. This last, says Eobinson, is excluded by the second

and third head. Now with respect to the second, I must

only call to mind that the encampment of the people at Sinai

is not related in a different manner from all the previous

stations. If, therefore, we take such a circumscribed view of

the encampment as to believe that we must provide for suffi-

cient space foi the settlement of such a great people, we
should then have to indicate a plain of Eaha at all the pre-

vious stations, especially in Eaphidim (which by almost

unanimous opinion was situated at the foot of the Serbal),

because here manifestly they remained for a considerable

time, Moses was visited by Jethro, by his advice divided the

whole people into tens, and organised them according to a

form of law, from which we should be compelled to conclude

that there, for the first time, existed a distinct locality for each
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individual. He who imagines a multitude of two millions of

men, about as many as the inhabitants of London, or of the

whole of Egypt at the present day, placed in an enclosed

camp composed of tents, of which they must have had two
hundred thousand, if we reckon one for every ten, like a
huge, well-arranged military camp, even to him the plain of

Eaha would appear too small ; but he who assumes that a

comparatively small number could assemble round the chief

quarters of Moses, but that all the others must have sought

for shady places, caves in the rock-precipices, and the scanty

herbage of the adjacent valleys, can as easily imagine the

camp to have been placed in Wadi Eiran, or at any other

station. Wadi IJiran besides, as far down as El Hessue,

even if we only take its most fertile portion (more inviting

as a settlement than any other spot), would offer, in combina-

tion with the broad Wadi Aleyat, just as large, and at all

events a far more habitable space, for a combined encamp*

ment than the plain of Eaha. Indeed, if it be true that we
can gain anything from such single facts, such an encamp-

ment would render it still more comprehensible why the

people were led out of the camp towards God at the foot of

the mountain in the upper portion of Wadi Aleyat, in order

to have a complete survey of the mountain. To obtain such

a view would be impossible at Gebel Musa, and unnecessary

at Gebel Sefsaf. Finally, the command not to ascend the

mountain, which is expressed still more imperatively, that no
one "should touch the border of the mountain,' ' applies to

every mountain, which rises simply before the eyes, and
whose means of access can be shut out by a fence. Imme-
diately beyond the fence lies the border of the mountain.

With reference to this last point, Robinson appeals to my
own map of Serbal, and the description of Wadi Aleyat, by
Bartlett (Forty Days in the Desert, p. 54, 59). It would

be difficult, however, to prove from my map that the people

could not have spread themselves out at the foot of the moun-
tain, and Bartlett seems to me rather to share my opinion.

As this traveller is so well known by his descriptions of coun-
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tries, which are both beautifully illustrated and clearly and

graphically described, and as he is just one of the few who
have examined the localities with his own eyes in reference

to the question started by me without holding any previous

views on the subject, it may not be inappropriate to insert

here those words relating to it, from a book cited by Eobin-

son in favour of his own view ; so much the rather, as I could

not possibly have placed the chief heads of the question in

& more convincing point of view.

He says, p. 551
:
" If we endeavour to reconcile ourselves

to the received but questionable system which seeks to accom-

modate the miraculouswith the natural, it is impossible, I think,

not to close with the reasoning advanced infavour ofthe Serial

There can be no doubt that Moses was personally well ac-

quainted with the Peninsula, and had even probably dwelt in

the vicinity ofWadi Feiran during his banishment from Egypt

;

but even common report as to the present day, would point

to this favoured locality as the only tit spot in the whole

range of the desert for the supply, either with water or such

provisions as the country afforded, of the Israelitish host: on
this ground alone, then, he would be led irresistibly to fix

upon it, when meditating a long sojourn for the purpose of

compiling the law. This consideration derives additional

force when we consider the supply ofwood and other articles

requisite for the construction of the tabernacles, and which

can only be found readily at Wadi Feiran, and of its being

also, in all probability, from early times a place visited by
trading caravans. But if Moses were even unacquainted

previously with the resources of the place, he must have

passed it on his way from the sea-coast through the interior

of the mountains, and it is inconceivable that he should have

refused to avail himself of its singular advantages for his

purpose, or that the host would have consented, without a

murmur, to quit, after so much privation, this fertile and

well-watered oasis for new perils in the barren desert, or

1 The italics in the above quotation are thus distinguished by Dr.
Lapsing, the capitals by the author himself.
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that he should, humanly speaking, have been able either to

compel them to do bo, or afterwards to fix them in the inhos-

pitable, unshelteredposition of the monkish Mount Sinai, with

the fertile Feiran but one day's long march in their rear.

Supplies of wood, and perhaps of water, must, in that case,

have been brought of necessity from the very spot they had but

just abandoned. We must suppose that the Amalekites would

oppose the onward march of the Israelites, where they alone

had a fertile territory worthy of being disputed, and from

which Moses must, of necessity, have sought to expel them.

If it be so, then in this vicinity, and no other, we must look

for Eaphimm, from whence the Mount of God was at a very

short distance. We seem thus to have a combination of cir-

cumstances, which are met with nowliere else, to certify that

it was here that Moses halted for the great work he had in

view, and that the scene of the lawgiving is here before our

eyes in its wild and lonely majesty. The principal objection

to this is on the following ground, that there is no open

space in the immediate neighbourhood of the Serbal suitable

for the encampment of the vast multitude, and from which

they could all of them at oncb have had a view of the

mountain, as is the case at the plain Er Bahah at Mount
Sinai, where Robinson supposes, principally for that reason,

the law to have been given. But is this objection conclusive ?

We read, indeed, that Israel ' camped before the MomrT,*
and that * the Lord came down in sight of all the people

moreover, that bounds were set to prevent the people from
breaking through and violating even the precincts of the

holy solitude. Although these conditions are more lite-

hally fulfilled at Er Bahah, yet, if we understand them as

couched in general terms, they apply perhaps well enough to

the vicinity of the Serbal, A glance at the view, and a re-

ference to this small rough map1
, will show the reader that

the main encampment of the host must have been in Wadi
Feiran itself, from which the summit of the Serbal is only

here and there visible, and that it is by the lateral Wadi
1 Here follows a sketch of the plan.
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Aleyat that the base of the mountain itself, by a walk of
about an hour, is to be reached. It certainly struck me, in

passing up this valley, as a very unfit, if not impracticable

spot for the encampment of any great number of people, if
they were all in tents; though well supplied with pure water,

the ground is rugged and rocky—towards the base of the

mountain awfully so ; but still it is quite possible that a cer-

tain number might have established themselves there, as the

Arabs do at present, while, as on other occasions, the princi-

pal masses were distributed in the surrounding valleys. I

do not know that there is any adequate ground for believing,

as Eobinson does, that because the people were warned not

to invade the seclusion of the mount, and a guard was placed

to prevent them from doing so, that thebeeobe the en-

campment itself pressed closely on its borders. Curiosity

might possibly enough lead many to attempt this even from

a distance, to say nothing of those already supposed to be

located in the Wadi Aleyat, near the base of the mountain,

to whom the injunction would more especially apply. Those,

however, who press closely the literal sense of one or two
passages, should bear in mind all the difficulties previously

cited, and the absolute destitution of verdure, cultivation, run-

ning streams, and even ofabundant springs, which characterise

thefearfully barren vicinity of the monkish Sinai, where there

is indeed room and verge enough for encampment, but no
besoubces WHATEVEB. If we take up the ground of a

CONTINUAL AND MIBACULOUS PBOVISIONy&T all the Wants of
two millions of people, doubtless they may have been sub-

sisted there as well as in any other place ; otherwise it seems

incredible that Moses should ever have abandoned a spot,

offering such unique advantages as Feiran, to select instead

the most dreary and sterile spot in its neighbourhood"

This was the distinct impression, and one frankly offered,

after comparing those localities with the Biblical narration,

by a man who nevertheless finally remains doubtful whether,

in spite of all the reasons cited, it would not be more ad-

visable to follow "the other system," in accordance with
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which we must assume it to be an uninterrupted miracle

from the beginning to the end, even though this is not ex-

pressed in the Bible (see p. 19 of the work cited), whereby,

assuredly, all considerations about the most probable human
course of that great historical event become worthless. The
author then passes to some individual points, which he him-

self only calls attention to as such ; in which he deviates

from my mode of comprehension, since, for instance, he feels

himself obliged to place the attack of the Amalekites some-

what farther down the valley towards El Hessue. The
various possibilities in the explanation of the shorter marches

oblige us always to point out again, that it is only by taking

a view of the most essential points of the question, as a

whole, that we can arrive at a positive conviction; this would

necessarily drive those objections into the background, which

might arise from regarding it only from any individual

point.

Shortly after Robinson, in the year 1843, Dr. John
Wilson travelled through Palestine and the Peninsula of

Arabia Petraa; he published his extensive travels (The

Lands of the Bible, 2 vols. Edinburgh, 1847), but did not by

any means attain the high standing point held by his learned

predecessor. Nevertheless, I cannot but accord with some of

the objections which (vol. i. p. 222, Ac.) he makes to Robin-

son's assumption that Sefsaf is the Mount of the Law. He
coincides with the tradition in recognising the Mount of the

Law in Gtebel Musa. In Serbal, on the contrary, he believes

that he recognises the Mount Paran of the Bible (p. 199),

which we could only suppose, if we admit Mount Paran to

be another expression for Sinai, and if we identify the last

with Serbal. At the close of the second volume (p. 764, &c.)

the author adds a note in the Appendix, in which he guards

himself against my different view as to the position of Sinai.

He does not, however, here touch upon the most essential

arguments which I have everywhere placed in the foreground,

but only speaks of individual points, some of which can be

easily overcome, and of others which have no influence on
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the chief question. He places Daphka, which is not once

mentioned in the principal account, and therefore assuredly

must have been a subordinate spot, in "Wadi Firan, and
Baphidim, " the places for rest," in the barren sandy Wadi
e' Scheikh, because there was no water there. But, that I

may use his own weapons, what has become of the spring of

Moses ? " Few in the kingdom of Great Britain at least,"

says the author, " will be disposed to substitute the Wadi
Feiran, with clear running water, for Rephidim, where there

was no water for the people to drink." I think he wrongs his

countrymen in making them deviate so universally from the

almost unanimous tradition, and reject as a rationalistic expla-

nation what is admitted even by the learned Fathers of the

Church, who place Eaphidim inFiran, and consequentlyregard

the spring there as belonging to Moses
;
besides, independently

of H. Babtlett, many others of his countrymen have dis-

tinctly declared themselves in favour of my view, which in-

cludes this point, among whom I may mention Mr. Hogg
(see below, concerning his pamphlet about this particular

point), the Bev. Dr. Ceoly, and the author of the Pictorial

Bible. If he is of opinion that I had overlooked the fact

that the Wilderness of Sin and the Wilderness of Sinai had

different meanings, I refer him to my pamphlet, p. 47, where

precisely the opposite occurs ; I have not either left unno-

ticed the words " out ofthe Wilderness of Sin" (p. 39), which

has not either been done by Eusebius nor St. Jerome, who
equally make the Wilderness of Sin extend as far as the Wil-

derness of Sinai. The fight with Amalek, as it is related in

Exodus, presupposes a universal, obstinate, and probably a pre-

pared contest ; that the principal attack of the front was im-

mediately supported by an attack of the rear-guard is not

excepted, as it is added besides in Deuteron. xxv. 18 ; the

double attack besides appeared distinctly indicated in the

words Sjri TJTHp ?ppp amtm} <nt cV t$ 6d«, #cai etco^ aw rrpr

ovpayiap. At Elim, certainly, twelve springs nb^y not wells

are mentioned ; but this does not alter the case, as neverthe-

less we cannot imagine twelve rushing springs like those in
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the Wadi Eiran, but as the author (voL i. p. 175) himself

observes, only standing water underground, which must be

specially dug for— therefore, in fact, wells. Their great

number alone remains worthy of consideration, from which

we may conclude that it was an important place. I knew
the Sheikh Abu Zelimeh very well ; but that would not pre-

vent the existence of a connection between the name and
the locality, although I do not lay the slightest weight on

such accordance of names.

The author omits some other reasons, which he believes

he can prove in opposition to my views; these might per-

haps have referred precisely to the chief points of the whole

question, which had hitherto remained uncontested. The
author now perhaps feels himself obliged to repeat his argu-

ments, with reference to the separate remarks of one of his

countrymen, Mr. John Hogg, who handled the subject in a

very complete manner, and worked it out still further, first

in the Gentleman's Magazine, March, 1847, and afterwards

in the Transact, cf the JR. Soc. of Literature, 2 Ser. vol. iii.

p. 183—236 (read May, 1847, Jan. 1848), under the title:

Remarks and Additional Views on Dr. Lepsius's Proofs that

Mount Serial is the true Mount Sinai; on the Wilderness of
Sin ; on the Manna of the Israelites ; and on the Smaitic In-

scriptions. This learned author combines the earliest testi-

monies about the tradition, and from them endeavours to

prove, that before the time of Justinian it was in favour of

Serbal, and not of Gebel Musa. He seems, in met, to have

succeeded in proving this, but we shall return, to this ques-

tion below.

Since then the comprehensive work of my respected

friend Carl Bitteb has appeared, which is executed with his

usual mastery of the subject : Vergleichende Erdkunde der

Sinai- Halbinsel, von Paldstina und Syrien, erster Band*

Berlin, 1848. Although he has employed and worked out

all imaginable authorities, from the most ancient to those of

modern date, and has formed a complete picture of the

Peninsula as a whole and in details, with a clear perception
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and steady hand, both in its geographical bearing and in the

historical relations of its population, he has nevertheless not

neglected the question now under consideration, in which

geography and history are more intimately connected than

in any other. Sinai is to the Peninsula of Sinai what

Jerusalem is to Palestine, and as it is certain that the

erection of the church on Gebel Musa in the sixth century,

from a belief that it was founded on the spot of the lawgiving,

caused the historical centre of the Peninsula, which previously

coincided indisputably with the town of Pharan and its forest

of palms (the natural geographical centre), to be sundered

for the first time, and gradually, since the tenth century,

from this, and to be removed several days* journey farther

to the south,—so it is equally certain that the decision of

the question, whether this was a first or second separation

between the historical and geographical centre, must bear

most essentially on the comprehension and delineation of the

earliest history of the Peninsula, and might even exercise an

influence not only on the future form of Sinaitic literature,

but even on many relative conditions of the Peninsula itself,

which are in no small degree regulated by the objects aimed at

by the constantly increasing number of travellers. Bitter's re-

presentation was compelled at the very outset to decide for

one of these two views. At the same time, the new view, prof-

fered at the latest tennination of the preliminary works of

merit, and in opposition to what had been held with implicit

faith for the last thousand years, and maintained with-

out exception by all recent writers of travels, now first ap-

peared in the form of an occasional and necessarily imperfect

traveller's account, and might very naturally lay even less

claim to a favourable hearing, not having hitherto received

critical examination from any quarter, nor been noticed by
later travellers. For this reason I so much the more value

the careful and impartial examination of the grounds in

favour of Serbal being Mount Sinai, for which Bitter has

granted a place in his work.

He does this at p 736, &c. He here rejects the opinion
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that the tradition of the convent on Gebel Musa, known
only since the sixth century, could have any weight in form-

ing a decision ; " the tradition of the still older convent of

Serbal, and of the town of Serbal in Wadi Firan, might be

said to have existed just as truly, but has only been lost to

Other reasons, therefore, derived from nature and

history, must speak in its favour. He then cites the view

adopted by Bobinson, who places Baphidim in the upper

part of the Wadi e' Scheikh ; but with justice he places in

opposition to this, that it then encroaches upon the farther

march, and would be mentioned ; and shortly afterwards he

says, in as convincing a manner, that we cannot then con-

ceive how the people could have murmured for want of

water, already one day's journey beyond the Firan, which

was so richly supplied with water, while this can be easily

explained on the long way from Elim, as far as the

neighbourhood of Firan. Bitter therefore agrees with me
and the old tradition in regarding the wonderful brook of

Firan as the spring of Moses. He only thinks, if Moses
struck the spring out of the rock, it must then have been at

the beginning, and not at the termination of the present

brook, and he therefore transfers Baphidim into the upper-

most portion of Wadi Firan, whose fertility did not exist

before the appearance of the spring. With respect to the

position of the Mount of the Law, he evades positive de-

cision for the time. "Already," he says, "in both the

almost contemporaneous narrators, Jerome (Procopius ?)

and Cosmas, we see the division of the views entertained about

these localities, neither of which, even in the most recent

double view, it appears by decisive and sufficient grounds,

can be preferred, by us at least, alone before the others.

Since each of these two modes of explanation of a text so

indeterminate in topographical respects, and of a locality

still known so imperfectly, can only serve as hypothetical

probabilities in a more exact interpretation, allow me to

point out cursorily our hypothetical view of this affair, which

will perhaps never be placed in a perfectly clear light."
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It amounts finally to this, that the "Mount of God,"
where Moses was encamped when he was visited by Jethro

in Eaphidim, could have in no case meant the convent moun-
tain of Sinai (i. e. Gebel Musa), although this, on a later

occasion, is even thus called, as that of the true God, hut

from which they at that time under every supposition werefar
removed, though probably it might have been a designation

for the overtowering and far nearer Serial when they were
still in the camp at "Eaphidim." He afterwards acknowledges

that before the 19th chapter there was an interruption of
the connection with the preceding chapters, but seeks a

reason for this in a gap in the text, while I would rather

assume that there was a short interpolation* Let the pro-

gress of the people from the Feiran valley into the upper
valley of the Scheikh, and to Gebel Musa, the true Sinai, be

thrown into this gap. This at first is only called "the
Mount" (Exodus xix. 2), and becomes a " Mount of God"
for the first time after the lawgiving (which, however, the

following verse, xix. 3, contradicts), while Serbal might have

been called " the Mount of God" from a heathen deity there

worshipped. " Both mounts, the Mount of God (Serbal) in

Eaphidim, and the mount in the Wilderness of Sinai, are

therefore just as different by name as they appear removed
from each other by the last day's marches between both

places of encampment." He regards the general natural

conditions of the country about Gebel Musa on account of

the greater security and coolness, and from the pasture-land

bearing a greater resemblance to the Alps, as more adapted

for a longer sojourn of the people. The name of Hobeb
only, which is already mentioned in EAPHinm, might serve

as an objection, yet he sees no sufficient ground not to ex-

tend this name to some of the lower mountains attached to

Serbal itself, for already EoBitfsoir, Hekgbtehbebg, and

others, comprehend it as a general designation.

So far as I know, this is the first time that it has been
attempted to prove that there were two Mounts of God,
Serbal and Gebel Musa. This, however, certainly is the
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necessary result, though not yet expressed by others, which all

must arrive at whoplaceEaphidim in Firdn. In this, it appears

to me, lies a main proof with reference to the criticism of the

text, that both Mounts of God are to be recognised in Serial.

We must not lay too much stress on the greater security of the

plain of Eaha for a " harnessed' * (Exodus xiii. 18) army of

600,000 men, after it had set firm footing in the land, besides

Serbal must have at all times offered an admirable place of re-

serve. The cold in the high mountain range, which, according

to Euppell and Robinson, freezes the water into ice in the

convent (5000 feet above the sea) even as late as February

(Bitter, p. 445, 630), would have alone rendered an open

encampment on the plain of Eaha during the winter impos-

sible, for a population lately accustomed to the Egyptian

climate. But with respect to the vegetation in those dis-

tricts, which has indeed been differently described by different

travellers, the idea that not the slightest doubt existed as to

this having been at one time the sojourn of the Israelites,

may have partly caused many to presuppose the existence of

more herbs in the neighbourhood than they momentarily

saw
; partly, no doubt, the season of the year occasions some

variations. I therefore only observe that I visited the

Peninsula about the same time of the year in which, accord-

ing to the Mosaic narration, the Israelites also went thither.

Eitter, finally, has expressed his views on the Sinai question

on another occasion in a popular essay, " The Peninsula of

Sinai, and the Path of the Children of Israel to Sinai,' ' in

the "Evangelical Calendar," Almanack for 1852, pub-

lished by F. Piper, p. 31, &c. Here also he places Eaphidim
in Firan, and traces the Mount of God at Eaphidim in

Serb&l. But in opposition to the identity of Serb&l and
Sinai, he here adduces principally the two following reasons.

As it has been now proved that the so-called Sinaitic inscrip-

tions have a Pagan origin, and that they indicate that Serbal,

to which they principally refer, was the " centre of an ancient

worship," then this remarkable mount, if already a holy

mount of the idolater, could not have been at the same time

25
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a " Mount of Jehovah" (p. 51), and further (p. 52), " Israel's

holy Mount of God was not situated in the territory of

Amclek, like Serbal, but in the eastern and southern terri-

tory of Midian, for it is said expressly (Exodus iv. 19), that

the Lord commanded Moses in Midian to go to Egypt, and

to lead the people to sacrifice to him upon this Mount Horeb
and Sinai in Midian" (Exodus iii. 1—12). "With respect to

these two points however, the first, namely that Serbal was

also a holy mount for the Semitic people ruling over the

Peninsula at a later period, seems to me a reason t>f great

weight infavour of Serbal- Sinai, as indeed also already, he-

fore the lawgiving, it was not called "Idol Mount," but

Mo%nt of God (Exodus iii. 1, iv. 27, xviii. 5), just as much
as after the lawgiving (Exodus xxiv. 13, 1 Kings xix. 8),

and a heathen readoption at a later period of the worship of

this mount must certainly be less surprising. But that

MoseB dwelt with Jethro in Midian, when the Lord spoke

to him, offers no ground to place the Mount of the Law in

Midian, for that is nowhere said. We only know that

Eaphidim, where Moses was visited by Jethro out of Midian,

was situated in the territory of the Amalekites, as these

here made the attack. Eusebius, who (s. v. 'P<a£*$^t, see

note, p. 313) expressly places Eaphidim and Choreb in

Pharan, says (s. v. that this Mount of God lay in

Madian. In the Itinerar. Antonini, a 40, also, Pharan is

placed in Madias.
I trust these remarks, in which I think I have touched

upon all the essential objections of the respected author, may
prove to him how high a value I place on each of histargu-

ments, as being those of one who is more competent to

judge in thi s field than anyother person. Hitter's long proved

acuteness for tracing the correct view of such questions,

would have excited more consideration in me against my own
view of the subject, than all the reasons he has .-adduced,

which, taken singly at least, seem to me refutable, bad I not
in this case, at any rate, had the advantage of a personal

view of the localities, without any preconceived iiLfluence

;
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this might render my judgment of earlier narrators more in-

dependent than could be the case with him.

Appendix C. (P. 306.)—Robinson gives the distances

from Ayun Musa to the point where Wadi Scbebekeh and

Wadi Taibeh meet, vol. iii. Div. ii. p. $04 ; these accord

with Burckhakdt, j>. 624, 625, who also records the more

remote points as far as WadiFiran ; these last are confirmed

by mine, if we calculate his circuitous route by Dhafari.

Robinson's calculation, p. 196, does not, however, take into

consideration the circuitous route, from four to five hours

longer from the Convent, through Wadi e' Scheikh, for Burck-

hardt passed over the Nakb el Haui in eleven hours to Fir&n,

while we occupied sixteen, without including the short way

round through the Kteffe valley. After this the distances

stand thus : IFrom Ayun Musa to Ain Haw&reli 18 hours

35 minutes ; then to Wadi Gharandel, 2 hours 30 mi-

nutes (not from one hour and a half to two hours from

Robinson's place of encampment as it is calculated above,

p. 807) ; to the outlet of the valley near Abu Zelimeh, 7

hours 12 minutes ; to the sea, 1 hour ; to Wadi Schellal, 4
hours 15 minutes ; to Firan, 13 hours 45 minutes ; to the

Convent, 16 hours. Robinson cannot remove the encamp-
ment in the Wilderness of Snr to a more southern point

than the outlet of Wadi Schsl&al, because the people here,

according to him, stept forth out of the Wilderness of Sin.

For the same reason he is compelled to place Alus in 5ibam\

On the other hand, in my opinion, not alone k the encamp-

ment at the sea not different from that at the outlet of the

valley at Abu Zelimeh, but the Wilderness of Bin mentioned
in the Book of Exodus, which extended as far as Sinai, and
ended ppith Eaphidim, is also the same as the two stations

mentioned in the Book of Numbers, Daphka and Alus, and
therefore in the last passage should as little have been men-
tioned as peculiar places of encampment, as the Bed Sea. The
Wilderness of Sin accordingly, like the Wilderness of Sur,

embraced three days' journey. The stations, and their re-

moteness from each other, stand therefore as follows

;

2*2
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ling to Bobinson.
HOCKS- MIN.

II* 6 12 ^ three Stations from Ayun Musa to Ain Hawareh ™
III. 6 12 5 Marah.

IV. 2 30 to Wadi Gharandel = Elim.
V. 8 12 to the Sea.

VI. 4 15 to Wadi Schellal = Wilderness of Sin.

VII 7 )

yiU 7 \ two Stations to Firan = Daphka and Alus.

IX. 8 > two Stations to the Plain of Raha = Raphidim
X. 8 5 and Sinai.

According to my assumption.

I. 7 )
II. 7 > three Stations to Wadi Gharandel = Marah.
nr. 7 )
IV. 7 12 to the Outlet of theValley near Abu Zelimeh = Elim.
V 6
y/ 6

f three Stations to Firan, ». e. by Daphka and Alus to

VIL 6 5 RAPHIDm at Sinai.

It is easy to imagine why the latter stations are somewhat

shorter than the first, on account of the greater difficulty of

the road. According to Bobinson, the fourth station would

be scarcely explicable. "Why did the people murmur so near

the twelve springs of Elim? How would precisely that

strikingly long journey of more than eight hours, from Elim

to the sea, not have been mentioned at all ? And how was

it possible that the days' marches should have constantly in-

creased in length amidst the lofty mountains and difficult

ground ?

Appendix D. (P. 314 and 318.)—The expounders of this

passage take the words: >b^btp"n ttJnjia. "In the third

month," as if it were written, " On the first day of the third

month" and therefore refer the following " the same day"
equally to the first day of the month. See G-E|Eircus,

Thesaur. p. 404, b: "tertiis calendis post exitum, and

p. 449, b: tertio novilunio, i. e. calendis mensis tertii.

Ewald, Gesch. des V. Isr. ii. p. 189. " The Day (?) of the

third month (t. e. however of the new moon, therefore the

first day") But the Seventy at all events have not under-
stood it in this manner, as they translate : Too dc fujp6g tov
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rplrov ttj fjfxcpq ravrj;. It also appears that the Jewish tra-

dition have not comprehended it thus, as the Lawgiving,

which according to Exod. xix. 11, 15, occurred on the third

day after their arrival, is even now solemnised by the Jews

on the fifth or sixth day of the third month, simultaneously

with the appointed harvest-feast, on the fiftieth day after the

Exodus (Leviticus xxiii. 15, 16) ; in accordance with this, the

arrival at Sinai must have happened on the third day of the

third month. We cannot, however, but perceive, how tthh

without addition, might here be employed for new moon's day,

although in all other passages of customary speech it had lost

this etymological signification, and only meant month ; even

in passages where the new moon's day itself was spoken of,

as in Exod. xl. 2, 17 ; Numb. i. 1 ; xxxiii. 38, where every-

where tthhb in#2l is especially added to it, " on the first

(day) of the month,*' whereas passages like Numb. ix. 1, and

xx. 1, cannot naturally be cited, because here, there lies as

little reason as in Exod. xix. 1, to understand thefirst of the

month, and the Seventy also do not translate, lv fjpepa /ua, or

vovfiTjvlq as in the former passages, but only in the simple

sense of the words cV t$ firjvl t$ irp&Tn. Our passage, Exod.

xix. 1, therefore, would alone remain, from which it would

be possible to conclude that there was such a double and

equivocal employment of fijnrh, because here certainly the

following words, " the same day," indicate a particular single

day, which particular day, nevertheless, cannot be guessed

from our present text. But in my opinion this is exactly an

additional and not unimportant reason, to assume either a

transposition or a later insertion of these two verses. The
last is also assumed by Ewald, in so far as he, indeed (Gesch.

des V. Isr. p. 75), ascribes the account, xix. 3—24, but not
the two first verses, to the oldest sources. I have already

mentioned above (p. 316) that Josephus (Ant. iii. 2, 5), who
also does not understand the words from thefirst day of the

month, transposes the passage, and indeed to that very place

whither I, ignorant of this, had already placed it in my
earlier printed account, p. 48, namely, immediately after the
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battle of the Amalekites, to which " the same day" most na-

turally refers. If this is correct, then the original text ran,

thus : that the Israelites at Baphidim, in WadiFiran, whet*

they fought the battle, were not only near Horeb, but also

near Sinai, that is to say, thai? both Mounts of God are one*

and that, in fact, Moses fijrst at Sinai received the visit* oft

Jethro, and, as appears/ most natural, first at Sinai organised

his people; bat at the* same time it; must be allowed thafc

Sinai or Horeb, was no other mountain than Seqbal.

Supposing that, in this manner, we have correctly usader*

stood the original connection, it did mt first of ail require

any statement of the month ; this would probably be only

added upon the isolation of the following section referring:

tathft lawgiving. lb this case* only three exact dates for

the journey could exist. The people paea out front Ramses
in the : first year, the first month, on the fifteenth day ;

they\

proceed from Elim, which is half-way, just one month after*,

in the first year, second month, on the fifteenth day. flue

daySvOf rest at the stations- are unknown, but .if we assume

that the people proceeded without sojourning; then they

came to Baphidim on the third day from Elim; received the

water, and were attacked by Amalek on the fourth,; foughfr

on the fifth till after, sunset to the commencement of the sixth,

day, and on the same sixth day (for the Hebrew day began

in- the evening) encamped at Sinai This wewld have been

in the first year; in the second month, on the twentieth day,.

Now a* the retreat from Sinai followed in the second yea**

in the second month, the twentieth day, then the. sojourn at

Sinai would, have lasted exactly one year. Thia coincidence

was perhaps, originally as little the result of accident aa< the

duration of just on& month between the first departure front

Eamses and the second from Elim.

Appendix (F. 319.)—Two inscriptions in marble*,

referring to the foundation of the convent; still exist, which

are let into the external wall facing the convent-garden, one

in Qreeky the other in Jrabie. Bfeckhaedt (Trav. p-. 54&)

says t " An Arabic inscription over the gate, in modern .
d»-
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racters, says that Justinian built the convent in the thirtieth

year, of his reign, as a memorial of himself and his wife

Theodora. It is curious to find a passage of the Koran introi-

dueed into this inscription : it was probably done by a Mos?
lem sculptor, without the knowledge of the monks." The
Arabic, inscription is certainly over the small door leading

into the garden. But if Burckhardt saw it here, it is incon-

ceivable that he did not see the Greek inscription beside it;

let into the wall with a similar border and shelter. Bobiit-

son saw neither of them (i. p. 205) ; Rioci caused the

Greek inscription to be copied, and from his copy this has

been communicated and translated by Letronne in the

Jhurn. det Sav. 1836, p. 538, with some slight deviations*

But. as early as 1823, another, copy, which escaped Letronne,

was published by Sir Fr, Henniker (Notes during a Visit to

Egypt, Spa. p. 235, 236), which, however, is very inaccurate,

although it endeavours to render the written characters

themselves. The Arabic inscription, as far as I am aware,

is still quite unknown. I have taken an impression of both

on paper, and offer a faithful representation of them here.

The Greek runs thus

:

*E* fiaQpoov ajrrfffpBrj to tepov tovto povcurrrjptov tov Saratov opovs

fCCLpCL TOV TWT€tVOV {$GLO'lK€Cm

'PcDfiaiav
1

1ov(mviavov irpos atdiov fivnitocrvvov avrov Kat ttj? ov£vyov

tov Geoft&pas eXa/3e tc\os peTa t6 TpuucooTov eros Trjs ftaaiktlat tov,

icac KdTccmjow ev avra>, fjvovfxv/op 6v6fiart Aovka
9
Adap ,TJta diro fte Xp«m>v <j)K$'.

"This holy convent of Mount Sinai, where God spoke* to

Moses, was built from the foundation by Justinian, the- lowly

king of the Bomans, in eternal remembrance of the same,

and of his consort Theodora; it was completed in the thir*

tieth year of his reign, and he placed a chief in the same;

one of the name of Dulas, in the year 6021 since Adam, 527
since Christ."

Letkoitne read in the second line iv $ wpS>rov in place of

hda, and in the seventh line Karcomjo-e tov in place of icared^

Ttivtv. The written characters indicate about the twelfth or
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thirteenth century. As the Emperor Justinian reigned from

527—565, it is assumed by the writer that the determination

to found the convent, and at the same time the appointment

of his abbot Dulas, occurred in the first year of the reign of

the emperor, although the completion of the edifice is not

placed before the thirtieth year of the same, i. e. 556 after

Christ. The year 6021 from the creation of the world cor-

responds to the year 527 after Christ, according to the

Alexandrine era of Panodoeus and Aniantts.

The Arabic inscription is this

:

jjj* ^JS a+jJj J \J& ^U-g u^ill tfjJS *->i£\
•*«»

" The convent of T6b (Mount) Sina, and the Church of

the Mount of the Interview, was built by the dependent on

God, and hoping in the promise of his Lord, the pious King
of the Greek Confession, Justianus (for Justinian), in re-

membrance of himself and his consort Theodora to last for

all times, in order that God might inherit the earth, and

who.upon it : for he is the best of the heirs. And the build-

ing was completed after thirty years of his reign. And he

appointed it a chief, with the name of Dhulas. And this

happened after Adam 6021, which corresponds with the year

527 of the era of the Lord Christ."

The written characters of the inscription, according to

the learned judgment of the consul, Dr. Wetzsteln, who
has also most kindly taken upon himself the re-writing and

translation of the inscription here communicated, indicate

that it did not exist before the year 550 of the Moham-
medan era, which thus refers to the period when the Greek
inscription was also composed. The passage in the Koran
which Bueckhaedt already mentions, is to be found, Sur.

21, v. 18.
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Another large stone is immured in the same wall, but

much higher up, over a far larger gate, now built up, at a

spot behind which the kitchen is at present situated, the

ornamental part of which K jj might lead us to

infer that another still older inscription might still exist

here. Unfortunately I was unable to bring a ladder to the

spot to examine the stone more accurately. It is to be
hoped some future traveller may accomplish this.

Appendix F. (P. 319.)—The history of the Palm-wood of
Fharan forms the central point of the history of the whole

Peninsula. The accounts of it given by the Greeks and
Eomans furnish a new proof for this, although their geogra-

phical determinations in great measure have not hitherto

been correctly comprehended. Thus the Poseidion of Ar-

temidorus, Diodorus, and Strabo, is generally placed at the

extremity of the Peninsula, which is now called Has Mo-
hammed ; also by Gosselin, Letronne, and Grosskurd, who
nevertheless had already recognised the manifestly incorrect

comment of the Strabonic manuscripts (p. 776: rov ['EXaWrw]

fiv^ov). As Poseidion was situated within (Jvdorepoo) the

Gulf of Suez, and here the west coast of the Peninsula was to

be described, this altar of Poseidion therefore of necessity was
situated either at Eas Abtt Zelimeh, the harbour of Faran,

or at Eas Gehan, whence there was a more southern and

shorter communication with "Wadi Firan through Wadi
Dhaghadeh. That the palm-grove (boiviKvu) of those authors

is not to be sought at Tob, but in the Wadi Firan, has been

already justly acknowledged by Tuch (Sinait. Inschr. p. 35),

although he still places Poseidion at Eas Mohammed (p. 37).

It was the Serb Bal, the palm-grove of Baal, from which the

mountain first received its name. It appears, in earlier

times, while the grove itself was still called by the inhabitants

Sebb Bal, that the name of Faran was especially employed

for the harbour at Abu Zelimeh, and for a Pharanitic settle-

ment on the site of ancient Elim, near the present Gebel
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Hammam Faraun> still always called FabAir by the Arabic
authors. (See note, p. 307.) Here also, probably, was the

spot where Abiston landed under Ptolemy Philadelphia,

and founded Poseldiott.

Artemidorus (in Strabo, p. 776) and Diodorns (3, 42)

mention Mapcu/LTai, in place of which Gosselin, Sitter, Tnch,

and others, read QapaviTcu* As the MABAmuis, however, in-

habited the eastern, coast of the Peninsula, and are said . to.

have been totally destroyed by the Garindaees,. I cannot see

any support for this supposition. The ravine of Phaba,
mentioned by Jqsephus? (Bell. Jud. 4, 9, 4), in Jud»ar does
not belong hither.

The name of the Phabaeites on the. western coast of the

Peninsula first appears in Pliny (ILK 37, 40), for there is

no reason to regard the PharanitU gens, whom he places in

Arabia Petr&a, as. differing from the Pharanitai of Ptolemy.

That the northern station Phaha. (circa ten hours west of

Aila) has nothing to. do on the:tablet of Peutinger with the

Pliaranitic palm-grove, is placed, beyond a doubt by Bitter

(p. 147, Ac.).

Ptolemy, in the third, century, is, the first who mentions a

glace called Phabait (x<tyu? Qapdu) ; but on account of the dV
tailed comparison not agreeing, the basis and the connection

of his statements deviating widely from the. true conditions,

they have for that very reason hitherto remained in obscurity.

His construction of the Peninsula becomes clear at once,

when we take into account that he has evidently taken the

blunt angle of the coast at Bas. Gekan (whither by his Ja&
. tude he removes Cape Pharan, instead of to TTammanL

Earaun) to be the most southern point of the Peninsula,

from which the more remote, coast runs up again towards, the

north-east. Thereby the Peninsula, according to him, be?

conies about 50' too short, although the longitude of his point

corresponds with the. true one*. The real extremity (Ba*

Mohammed) now corresponds with the point whither ha
places the bend, of the Elanifcic Gulf (inurrpo^
koKttov). The whole of the Elanitic Gulf (Gulf of Akaba)
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contracts with him, into a small angle (jivxos) of 15', because

all is pushed* too far to the noirth. The coast from the
"bend" a* far as'Owq in reality corresponds with that from
Bas Furtak (the oKpcvrtipvov tijs rjirctpov of Diodorus and
Artemidorus, in front of which was situated the island ©f

Phokes) to 'Anr Unbh^ and his Elandtic Gulf, the north part

of which (JmoTfHKprj) he places 66? Ion., 29Q lat., now
assumes the form of the gulf whose innermost point is now
marked by 'Anr TJinsB. He imagine* the- Bay of Pharan
(jMfXOi Kara bapap) to be from Cape Faran {axpwrqpvov Qapdv)

to the inlanS town of the same name, as the angle of Elana,

and the innermost angle of Heroonpolis- north of Arsinoe.

!Prom this same construction of the Peninsula it followed

that the Raithenes, who were situated below the Tha-
ranitee, on the same coast near Tor (even now called 'Ptutfov),

are now placed on the coast facing Arabia (irapa rffp opcu^v

Trjs EvBalfwvos 'Apafiuisjj therefore on the eastern, in place of

the western coast of the Peninsula; and finally, as the

natural result of tbis> he makes the primitive chain of maun*
tains extending from Faran to Has Mohammed (fywj peXava)

ran towards Judwa, therefore up towards the north-east, in

place of down towards the south-east.

From all this^ it is evident, that the place Phabak of

Ptolemy is identical with the weLUknown Pharan in the

Wadi Firan, and the 1 Phoanikon of Artemidorus and Strabo;

Still lees can we doubt that the Pharan of Busebius also^

(». v. 'Pa</u8i», and of Jerome, which is expressly (s. v. *aparf

called a town (iroKts, oppidutn), and situated (certainly some-

what too near) three days' journey from Aila, was the town
in "Wadi Firan, although by a confusion with the Biblical

wilderness of Paran, it is added that the Israelites on their

way back from Sinai went past this Pharan. (Compare

Bitter, p. 740.)

According to the manuscript of the monk Ammotoijs

(Ulustr. Chr. Martyr lecti. triumphi ed. Cembefis. Paris,

1660), the town of Pharan was converted to Christianity in

the middle of the fourth century by a monk Moses, born in
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Pharan itself, but his narration, which is evidently an inven-

tion, and belongs to about 370, must by no means be em-

ployed as an historical authority for that period, and seems

to rest chiefly on some passages of a romance of Nilus, which

was written for an edifying object, and his seems to have been

composed with a similar intention. In Nilus, who is placed

about 390, but over whose period and writings much uncer-

tainty still hangs, a Christian counsellor (/3<wAjJ) of the town
of Pharan is mentioned (Nili opp. qusedam, 1539. 4°).

Soon after this, since the first half of the fifth century, Le
Quien, from authorities of very unequal value indeed

(Oriens, Christ, vol. iii. p. 751), cites a list of bishops of
Phaban, who can be followed down to the middle of the

twelfth century. (See Reland, Palsest. vol. ii. p. 220.) All

the monks of the entire mountain range were subordinate

to these bishops.

With reference to the foundation of the present convent

on Grebel Musa, it is indeed ascribed to the Emperor
Justinian by Said ben Batbik (Eutychius), who wrote

about 932—953 (D'Herbelot, s. v.), as well as in the con-

vent inscriptions of the twelfth or thirteenth centuries,

which have been communicated above ; but this is most de-

cidedly contradicted by the far more reliable testimony, pecu-

liarly valuable here, of Pbocopius, who was the cotemporary

of Justinian. He says, in his special treatise about the

buildings founded by Justinian (Proc. ed. Dind. vol. iii. de

aedif. Just. p. 326), that the emperor built a church to the

mother of God, " not upon the summit of the mountain, but

a considerable way below it'* (irapa nokv ZvcpBw, in accordance

with the locality, which can only mean on the intermediate

space of ground half-way up the mountain, where the chapel

to Elijah now stands). Separated from this he had also

erected a very strong castle (fpovpiov) at the foot of the

mountain (cr rov tyovs wpfaoba), and provided it with a good
military guard to check the incursions of the Saracens into

Palestine. As Procopius directly before and afterwards, as

well as throughout the whole paper, distinguishes very
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exactly between the convents and the churches, and the mili-

tary guard-houses, it is evident that, according to him,

Justinian did not found the present convent together with

his church. The military castle was, however, probably at a

later period employed, and rebuilt into a convent. Besides,

the church founded by Justinian higher up the hill was not

dedicated, like the present convent church, to St. Katharine
(see Le Quien, vol. iii. p. 1306), but to Maey. What is said

by Eutychius (who Robinson first cited, though he placed him
somewhat too early, still in the tenth century), both about

the building of the convent, and in still more direct contra-

diction with Procopius, about a church built upon the

summit of the mountain, deserves therefore no more credit

than the conversation between the emperor and the architect,

which is communicated. As little must we ascribe to Jus-

tinian, on the statement of Ben Batrik, the foundation of the

convents of Eayeh (at Tor) and of Kolzum (a bishop of

Clysma, by name Poemes, is inserted at the Constantino-

politan Council as early as 460 ; see Acta Concil. ed.

Harduin, ii. 696, 786), as in this case he would undoubtedly

have been mentioned by Procopius. Phaean is not men-

tioned by Procopius. On the contrary, he narrates (de bell.

Pers. i. 19, 164 ; de aedif. 5, 8) the important fact, that the

Saracen Prince Abocharagos, reigning there, had presented

the Emperor Justinian with a large palm-grove (<poiviKS>pa),

situated in the centre of the land (cV ttj ^a-oyala). On closer

consideration of this account, scarcely a doubt can remain

that the palm-grove of Phaean is here understood, not the

place on the coast fpwUw k&iiyi, mentioned by Ptolemy

(vi. 7, 3), or a palm-grove totally unknown to us, also situated

in the midst of a solitary wilderness, wholly unprovided with

water. According to Ammonius and Nilus all the inhabi-

tants of Pharan had then become Christian, and a church at

all events existed there
;
thereby it is easier to understand

the gift made by Abocharagos, which Justinian himself pre-

sented to the Phylarch of the Palestinian Saracens. No
doubt the foundation of the castle in the higher mountains,
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for watching over those Saracens, was in connection with

Next to Procopius, Cosmas Itoiooplettstes is by far the

most authentic authority of that period. He was not only both

a cotewporary of Justinian, but likewise describes (about 540)

what he himself saw upon the Peninsula. His work is the only

one containing detailed geography belonging to that period,

and his unassuming narration bears everywhere the marks of

unvarnished truth. It is so much the more remarkable that

he neither mentions a convent edifice, nor indeed the locali-

ties at 6-ebel Musa, but only Pha.but, although he had the

path of the Israelites especially in view. (See below more of

this.) That on the other hand Antobiiojs Placeotentts,

who is held by others to be the b. Anionmm Martyr, never-

theless in his iTmnsiLAJtitrM {Acta Sanetor. May, vol. ii. p.

x—xviii), which is placed by Eitter about 600, should again

speak of a convent at the thorn-bush (Procopius does not

yet make mention of the thorn-bush), between Horeb and

Sinai, therefore on the site of the present convent, appears

rather to lead us backto the opinion so decidedly expressed by

Pjlpebeoch, who first published the Itinerary, that this nar-

rative, which has excited such various considerations,though so

learnedly defended, does not belong toan earlier period than

the eleventh or twelfth centuries. At all events, it would be

very desirable if the writings of Ammonius,' Nilus, and

Antoninus, that have been cited, and so many others attri-

buted to the first Christian centuries, were submittedto a more
searching and connected criticism than has hitherto been

the case.

The earliest bishop of Mount Sinai to whom we can

refer, is not to be found before the eleventh century, Bishop

Jorius, who dies 1033 (Le Quien, iii. 754), The name in

the second Constantinopolitan Council (a. 553), signed

Phronimus episc. Synnaii (Acta Concil. ed. Harduin, vol. hi.

p. 53), or Stoaitanoeum (p. 206), and in the fourth council

(a. 870), the one named Constantinus ep. Sywjli (HaTduin,
vol. v. p. 927), have been incorrectly ibrought hither (Bitter,
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Abhandl. der Berl. Akad. 1824, p. 216. Halbinsel Sinai,

q.&Q), as they belong to Sykatis, or SnraAUS, in Phrygia.

Appendix Gk (P. 820) .—It must be most absolutely denied

that an interrupted and distinct tradition about the posi-

tion of Sinai in the Peninsula was preserved as late as the

Christian times. The name Ohoreb, or Sinai, appears even

at a very early period -to have been understood for the whole

of the lofty range in the Peninsula, which was constantly

regarded from a distance as one single mountain. No one

before the tune of the Christian hermits attached any in-

terest in connecting a fixed geographical notion with the

name that had been transmitted. We only read of Elijah
that he fled to the 41 Mount of God Choreb," and there

(d. Kings xix. 9) went into the same xjave (for it is pre-

supposed that it is .known) in which the Lord had already

appeared to Moses on Mount Sinai (2 Exodus xxxhi. 22).

The native Arab tribes by degrees became bo much changed,

that not one of the Old Testament names remained in its

original position. The Greeks and Romans only knew une

«pot 'On the whole Peninsula, the Palm-wood qfPhawm, be-

cause this spot only, and the harbour leading to it, was of

any importance since the mines of that wilderness had been

exhausted. Tiran must of necessity have been the earliest

central point for the Christian hermits also ; that moun-
tainous wilderness, affording necessary means of sustenance,

in the greatest retirement, must have appeared better

adapted for them than any other district, since here we also

find the most ancient ohwoh of ike Peninsula. -When
gradually the individual Biblical localities began to be more
accurately investigated, people had no other means for

forming their determinations than we possess now, and

besides understood far less to employ these means, since all

acute criticism of the Biblical passages, which could alone

give them information, at that time lay far removed.

They understood the name Sinai &s an indeterminate

appellation for rtbe whole range ; but when they searched

for Sinai in a single mountain, Serbal then must
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have immediately presented itself. Thither also points

all that we read about the matter in authentic writings

during the first centuries, but to these the writing of the

monk Ammonius certainly does not belong in the opinion of

those who examine accurately, and hardly the edifying

romance of Nilus. What Josephtts (Ant. iii. 5) says of

Sinai (r6 2iva«w) may very well refer to Serbal, at all events

not to G-ebel Musa, as has been already shown by Hogg (in

several passages, p. 207). According to Eusebius, Choreb
and Kaphidiin were situated at Pharan (iyyvs *apov, see

note, p. 313), and Sinai near Choreb (irapfaiTu r$ op« So^a,

see above). Jerome (s. v. Choreb) regards both mounts as

one, which he likewise places at Pharan, and consequently

recognises in Serbal. The account by Niltts also, about

the Saracenic attack at Sinai, either does not belong to the

time in which it is placed (c. 400), or refers to Sebbal, for

here a church (oucAijo-mx) is frequently (p. 38, 46) mentioned,

which at that time did not exist at Gebel Musa, and Nilus,

that very same night in which the scattered slain had been

buried, goes down to Pharan, which would have been impos-

sible from Gebel Musa. Finally, Coshas Indicopleustes,

who traversed the Peninsula about the year 535, probably im-

mediately before the building of the Justinian church, passes

through Eaithu, i. e. T6r, which he regards as Elim, although

he only found a few palm-trees there (the present consider-

able plantations are, therefore, of more recent ctate), and

across the present Wadi Hebran to Baphidim, which is

now called Phaban. Here he was at the termination of his

Sinai journey. Prom this spot Moses went with the elders

" upon the Mount Choreb, i. e, Sinai, which is about 6000

paces (one mile and a half) distant from Pharan," and
struck the water out of the rock ; here also the tabernacle

of the congregation was built, and the law was given;

thereby the Israelites besides received the Scripture, and
had leisure to learn it for their application ; thence we may
date the numerous rock-inscriptions which are still to be
found in that wilderness (especially at Serbal). (E?ra iraXiv
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•trapcvcpakov clg
l

Pa<£i8tv, ets njv vvv Kakovpturjv Qapdv* Kal Bnjrcv-

aavTuv avTtov, iropevrrai Kara irp6ora£ip Btov 6 Mufonj? pera row

7rp€<rPvTep<av Kal f) papbbs iv Trj ^etpt avrov, els X©pq/3 rb opos,

rovT€<mv €v tg> 2iyafa), iyyvs ovri rrjs Qapav <ps airb fuXiav c&*

(Burckhardt, Trav. in Syr. p. 611, when he descended Serbal,

occupied two hours and a half, from its base to Wadi Firan)

Kal €K(i iraTQ^avios ttjp irlrpavy (ppvrjacv vbara TroXXa Kal Ziruv 6

~ka6s.— Aotrrbp KareXrjXvBdros avrov cie rov opovs irpoararrerai

{mb rov 6*ov wot€iv rrfp arKtjvrjv), etc. (Topograph, christ. lib. v.

in the Coll nova patr. ed. B. de Montfaucon, torn. ii. p. 195,

seq.)

This testimony of an unprejudiced traveller is expressed

with as much distinctness, as it is worthy of confidence and

without suspicion. At the commencement of the sixth cen-

tury, therefore, according to this eye-witness, it was believed

that the law had been given on Sbbbal. Cosmas has so little

doubt about the matter, that he does not even mention the

southern range. Nevertheless, we must admit that the

monkish population had already spread over the whole of the

mountain range, especially among the districts in a sheltered

situation about Gebel Musa ; and we need not be surprised

that a different view was formed among the monks there

situated, according to which Moses turned to the south, in-

stead of towards the north, coming from the height of "Wadi

Hebran (for the idea that Elim was Baithu was a fixed con-

viction already cherished by the convent, prematurely founded

there). Such changes are of frequent occurrence in Chris-

tian topography. But however closely Horeb and Sinai, Ba-

phldim and the Mount of the Law, appear in the representa-

tion, it follows again from this, that associated with Sinai,

the rock from which the water flowed was moved farther

south. The monks were not deterred bv the verses at the

commencement of the 19th chapter from transferring the

rock of Baphidim, and consequently Baphidim itself, as well

as the thorn-bush of Horeb, also to Gtebel Musa, their new
Sinai ; there in Wadi Leg'a (Bobinson, i. p. 184) it is still

shown for the admiration of travellers. Thus the unlettered

2o
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562 APPENDIX.

apprehension of the monks that Baphidim was situated at

Sinai, approached nearer to the truth on this head than the

more recent verbal criticism.

The legate of Justinian now found it appropriate to found

his castle in that secure position, and to build a church at

that very spot for the hermits who were dwelling around it.

It is quite conceivable that this alone would have contributed

to attract many new hermits thither, and to originate a

new view about the position of the Mount of the Law, if

this had not previously existed. Buthow both views accom-

modated themselves to each other during the centuries imme-
diately succeeding, we have absolutely no distinct proofs. At
all events, while Mount Sinai is frequently mentioned after

the foundation of the bishopric of Pharan, we must be guarded
not to understand it to be (rebel Musa, unless something

further is said. Ordinarily, the lofty range of the Peninsula

seems in general to be understood by it. When, for example,

as early as the year 536, therefore probably before the erec-

tion of the church, at the Concilium sub Mena at Constanti-

nople, one Theonas, presbyter et legatus S. Montis Sinai et

deserti Raithu et SL eeclesiw Pharan (6e<ww eAcy Bew
irpfvftvTcpos Koi airoKpundpios rov dyiov opav? Sow koi rrjs iprjpav

'PcuOov Kal rrjg Kara Qapav aytat eucKijaia^ Harduin, VOL ii. p.

1281) is named, the church of Pharan, at that time the

still undoubted, most important central point and bishopric

would have been first mentioned, if the monks scattered over

the whole range and the plain ofBaithuhad not been regarded
more comprehensive, and on that account placed first. Lb
Quien (iii. p. 758) mentions the JEJpiscopi Pharan sivi Montis

Sinai in succession, and, as the earliest with the last desig-

nation, the above-mentioned Bishop Jorius (t 1033). Since

then, and even since Eutychius (c. 940), the designation of

the single (rebel Musa, as Sinai, is indeed beyond all doubt.
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Aahmes-nufre-ari, mother of Ameno-
phisL,246

AbabdeArabs, 140 154
Abahuda, village of* 240
Abari8, 406, 410, 42G, US'

situation of, 428—434
same as Pelusium, 481—434

Abaton, island of, 123
Abbas Pascha, 46
Abdebab, Nubian Desert, 141
Abd el Qurna, hill of Thebes, 243, 27

i

Abdin, or Blue Nile, 171
Abekcn, H., 12, 58. 72, 94, 98, 132. 143.

153, 159, 100. 194, 237, 273. 3M
AbeTs Tomb, Palestine, 344
Abke, Nubia, 232
Abir, or Qabir Mount, 237
Abocharagos, the Saracen Prince, 557
Abraham, 422, 485

ben David, cited, 452
Abu el Abas, village of, 172

Ddm, town of, 222, 229
Hammed, town of, 17. 141

arrival at, 143
Haras at month of Rahad, 143, 167
Haschin, province of Berber, 145
Keshfeb, ruins of, 435. 431
Nugara, mountain chain in Nu-

bian Insert, 141
Roawh, Pyramids of, 14, 59, 12
Sr har, coast of Red Sea, 289
Senejat, mountain chain in Nu-

bian Desert, 141
Sihha, mountain chain in Nubian

Desert, HI
Simbel, temples of, 20, 240
Tleh, Desert of Gilif, 214
Zelimeh, Gulf of Sue*, 22, 302, 365,

547
Abusir, Pyramids of, IS

stone inscribed at, 69
Sheikh of, 7_S

Abydos, 17, 28, JOT, lit
Acca (Ptolemais), 336
Acheneheres, Exodus was placed in
reign of, 4*9

Achmed Pascha, 129, 147, 160, 168, 187,

191,188
Pascha Mcnekle, ISO, 147, 205,

190,160
AdaTAulb.Ul
Adercrat, plain of, 141
Adulis, town of, 220
Aennum ( Phi lotera), 22
Africa, certain nations in Central, 45

Africanus, Julius, cited, 419,423,487,483—— lists of, 418
preserved the works

of Manetho, 499
Ag'aize Arabs, 278
Againleh, the Fai&m, 97
Ahmet Pascha, 45
Ai, King, 261
Ain Gulut, Syria, 335

el Haramieh, Syria. 331
Howareh, Peninsula of Sinai, 547,

548
Uneh, Peninsula of Sinai, 555.

Aithi, Syria, 336
Akaba, gulf of, 554
Akoris, position of town of, 105
Albert, Prince of Prussia, 70
Alabaster quarry, 101, 111
Alabastron, ancient, 115
Alexandria, 13, 41

"obelisks in, corroded by
weather, 42. 369

Alexander of Maccdon, 252, 452, 456
Alexandrian library, 382. 496

critics, £>7
Ali, a Bischari, 241
Alluvial soil above Cataract of Assuau,
527

Aloa, kingdom of, 163
Altars at Wadi el Kirbegan, 194
Altar, Ethiopian, 223
Alus, Peninsula of Sinai, 547, 518
Amada, near Koruako, 20, 240
Amara, village of, 19, 237
Amarna, valley El, 101, 114, 115, 262, 322
Amasis I., lit

"King, said to be buried in
Sphinx, 62

Ambukol, Nubia, 231
Amen-Ra, 382

hymn to, in Egyptian 'col-
lection of Mr, Sams, London, 39£

Amenemha L, 391. 395
ITL715, 20, 91, 239, 301, 527

Amcnophis, 405, 408, 420, 491
UZ U), 248
IT., 237
Ul., 19, 222, 236, 237, 253,

256, 201, 485
IV., 19, 27, 262, 278,322

Amraon Ra, 126, 223, 248
Ambaric language known by Isenberg,

39
Ammorrius. the Monk, cited, 555, 557
Amnis Ptolemaeus, a canal, 440, 444
Amosis, 424, 486, 488, 497:
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Ampere, M., cited, 121, 275
Amru entered Egypt with 4000 Arabs,

43ft

Auianos, 498
Anibe, village of, 20, 240

Annals of the Monarchy as early as the

first Dynasties, 380
Anti- Libanon, 328
Antinoe, ancient, 113
Antiochus Epiphanes, 409
Antoninus Placentinus, 558
Ants, large black, 138
Aphophis, King, 479. 487, 438

Apion, cited, 411, 421, 423
Apis, the, takenby Amenophis to

Ethiopia, 401
Apries (jlophre), inscription belonging

to Temple of, 43

Arab, Ababde. 140,154
Ag'atae. 218
'Auadleh, 214
Schaigieh, 214, 222
carelessness in cookery, 280
discontented with pay for camels,

130
explanation of term, 26
family, manners of, 2701

hospitality, 217— vengeance, 271, 321
Arabian Gulf, 434, 437, 441, 442

races orally transmit register

of generations, 458
Arabic characters, 258, 311

inscription, 550—552
language, 228, 231
music, 182

Arbagi, village of, 166
Arch, pointed and round, 73, 24
Archaeology of Egypt, 28
Archimedes invented water-screw in

Egypt, 384
Architecture in Egypt, 388
Argo, island of, 12* 233
Argonsene, ruins of town at, 235
Anston, cited, 554
Aristotle, cited, 439, 444
Arnaut soldiers, 123
Arsinoe II., 109

town of. 93, 435, 437, 440, 444
Art, canon of proportions m Egyptian,

21, 118. 383
"Ethiopian more recent than

Egyptian, 152
in Egypt and Ethiopia, 18.

history of, in Egypt, 28
Artaxerxes, 279, 386
Artomidorus, 553, 554, 555
Artim Bey, 189
Artists or Greece, educated in Egypt,
aaa

Asasif, valley of, 854 264
Asses in Berber, 157
Astronomy of Egyptian priests, 386

knowledge of, necessary to
chronology, 396, 398

Assuan, 20, 104, 118

Assuan, granite rocks of, 32, 371
Assur, plain of, 150.

Astaboras river, 146
Atbara, province of Berber, 14fl

Atfeh, Nile at, 43
Athanasius in Theban desert, 266
Atrib (Athribis) in Nile Delta, 333
Atschan, range of, 158, 193
Auateb, valley of, 15k
'Auad, the guide, 271
'Auadleh Arabs, 214
Axum, Abyssinia, 220
Ayur Musa, Peninsula of Sinai, 547, 543

B.
Baal Zephon, 427
Bab Allah, gate of Damascus, 343
Bab ol Meluk, Thebes, 244
Babylon, 437, 440, 445
Babylonian prisoners, 482
Bachit, village of, 230
Bageh, temple of, 526
Bahiuda, desert of, 213
Bahr-bela-ma, the Faium, 95, 135

Jussuf, the Faium, 15, 92, 96
'Hatab, Nubian desert, 132—- Scheitan, or mirage, 142
Scherkleh, the Faium, 94
Wardaui (the Faium), 94

Baibeck. 34£
Ban-tree, 222
Baobab-trees, 166
Barada river, 339
Barbarus of Scaligcr, 453
Barkal, Mount, 18, 220. 222
Bartlett, iL, cited. 535
Barquq, Sultan, 94
Batn el Hager, province of, 232
Basilica in Wadi Gazal, 218
Bauer, Herr, of Kamlin, 189.163

Bcch-en-aten (King Ainenophis IV.),

114. 262. 22S
Bedouin, the, 86

explanation of term of, 2fi

Beg 'a language, 3L 242, 244
plain or, 348

Begerauieh, village of, 17, 150^ 152, 195.

209,212 ^ ,

Behbet el Hager (Iscum), in Nile Delta,

23 333
Berber. Mudhir of, 131
Beida, village of, 198
Belbes, Israelites were settled near, 44J

Beled Ellaqi, village of, 241
Belled e' Nuba, village of, 228
Benihassan, tombs of, 16, 101, 110-118
Ben Naga, village of. 153 154, 194
Beni-Suef, town of, 15, 100, 322

Kensi, tribe of, 241
Berscheh, village of. 16, 101, 113,115

Bertheau, cited, 464
Bet el Ualli, temple of, 124

Berut (Berytos), Syria, 336, 356

Bethin rBethel), Syria. 334
Bethmann, Dr., 23, 322
Biahmu, monuments of, 96
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Bigeh, island of, 20, 120
temple of, 531

Bir Ambar, spring of, 277
Birds, collection of, 160

on Blue River, lfifi

Btreh, village of, 334
Birket e' temsah, 434
Birqet-el-Qorn, the Faium, 16, 92, 93,
95,97

Biscay, Bay of, 37
Bischariba people, 244
Bischari8, the, 14Q
Bischari language, 241
Bitter lakes, 43(5, 440, 442, 444
Bischeh, the FaiCini, 92
Blemyos, the, 242
Blue Rivor, 162

birds, trees, monkeys, &c,
168, 169

Bocchoris, King, 423
Bockh, cited, 107, 242, 424, 494

letter to, from Dr. Lepsius, 503
Bojrhos Bey, confidential minister of
Mohammed All, 40, 46, 189

Bokty, the Prussian consul, 47
Bonomi, J., travelling companion , 12,35,

45, 56,57,98
Book of the Dead, 381, 322
Braun, Herr Julius, 41
Bricks of Nile mud, 312
Bricks, burnt, of Babylon, 273
Brick-vaulted roofs, 373
Brit an, Syria, 340
British Museum, 324
Bscherreh, Syria, reception at, 351

Sheikh of, 352
Bubastis,m 429, 436, 4kS. 449
Bubastic arm of Nile, 427, 42S
Bueribs, the, 154, 157
Bulaq, harbour of Cairo, 44
Bunsen, Chev., cited, 387, 392, 420, 424,
471,492,499. 52a

last friend seen in Eng-
land, 35

Bujurldis. See Firman.
Burckhardt, cited, 338, 532, 551, 561
Burial near Blue River, 176
Burying alive in Fazoql, 202
Byblua (Gebel), 355

C
Cailliaud, cited, 150,154,155, 209
Calippus, cycle of, 454
Caesar, Augustus, 252, 206
Cairo, 23, 44—46, £0

festival in, 70
Cambvses, 251, 222
Camel, explanation of term, 81

i drivers , imposition of, 216
Camels, want of, 130
Camp, attack on, at Saqara, 75

life in the, 56, 81
night in Egyptian military, 204

Canal between Nile and Red Sea, 441
—445

« Nile, 430.

Canal, Rosetta, 43
Canals in Egypt, 482
Candace, Queen, 196
Canons of proportions, 28, 118, 3S3
Canopic arm of Nile, 447
Carians, the frontier guard near Pelu-
sium, 429

Carmel, Mount, 336
Castle of Abd el Qurna, 243

Abke. 239
Hellet el Bib, 226
Sese, 236

Cataract, second, 131
country, excursion to, 225
of Kalfa, 237

Cataracts in provinces of Schaiqieh and
Monassir, 228

239
Cemetery of MerGe, 212
Cepheus, King, 423
Chafra (Chephyren) , Pyramid of, 59
Cha,irem on, cited, 434
Champion, M., the Austrian consul, 15.

41
Champollion, Figeac, cited, 25, 5^ 107,

11U. 112, 119, 120, 124, 266, 521
cited. 381, 304, 43_L 435

Chanter, the two books of, 388
Charturn, 15. 130. 131, 158, 190. 193
Chemmis, 115
Cheucheres, King, 422, 489
Cheops, writing on the monuments
since the time of, 31

(Chufu), Pyramid of, 48, 59, 72,

372
tablet on,

51
King, HO, 114

Chephron. See Schafra
Ch6r el Ammer, desert of Gilif, 216

Ban, 221
Choreb. See Horeb

559
Chorography of Egypt, 29_

Chdsch e' Guruf, Nuba village, 228
Christian chronologists on the period
of the Exodus, 421

Christianity in Nubia. 231
Christmas at Pyramids, 55

Thebes, 273
Chronicle, old, 49L 498
Chronology, 396

Old Testament, 490, 492
Manethonic, 490

Chronological character of Jewish His-
tory, 401 . .

Chronologists, Jewish and Christian,

421
Churches and convents, Christian, 230,

261
Church, Coptic, 231

of Magal, 231
Churshid Pascha, 163, 195 ^ a
Civilisation of Egypt during the first

Dynasties, 25
Clavis Nilotica, 210
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Clemens of Alexandria, 387, 392, 398, 423
Cleobulus, sago of Lindus, 884
Cleopatra, Queen, 144

1 inscription referring
to, 108

Cleopatra's Needle, 42
Climate in Peninsula of Sinai, 545—— 22

1

at Thebes, 1<J3

Clot Bey, M.. 32, 2-W.

Clysma Poemes, bishop of, 557
Codex of Syneellus, 489

Mediceus, 43_j

Computation of time, Egyptian, 407
Contracts, era of the, 452
Convent at Gebel Masa, 291^ 305, 556

in Wad i Gazal, 218
Copper mines in Peninsula, 22, 300, ML
Coptic characters, 27, 94, loy^ 117, 123,

158, 277. 394, 426
churches, 219, 237, 260

plan of, 2 Lit

inscription, 220.

language encouraged by Liedor's
exertions, 30

population near Thebes, 268
-• school, 30
settlement, 273

Copts, the, 270
Corinth, Isthmus of, 442
Cosmas Indicopleustes, cited, 313, 320,

558, 560
Costume in Cairo, 80
- '

. worn by travellers in Thebes,
104

Crocodiles of Blue River, 169
eggs, 175

Crocodilopolis, remains of, 15, 9_2

Croly, Rev. Dr., 540
Cuneiform inscriptions, 443
Customs in southern provinces, 202
Cynooephalus, 172

D.
D'Abadie, cited, 98
Dahela, village of, 175
Dakkeh (Pselchis), 17. 20. 242
Dal, frontier village, 232

Haui, island of, 149
Damascus, 340

journey to, 336—340
Damietta, 23
Dams of Lake Mortis, 95
D'Anastasi, M., tho Swedish consul-

general, 39, 394
Damer, village of, 133, 146, 147. 149
Danai, the flight 6f7424
Danaus, 383. 408, 421
Dangeleh, village of, 209
D'Anville, cited, 127, 4.31, 433, 434
Daphka, Peninsula of Sinai, 540, 547, 548
Daphni of Pelusium, 429
Darabuka kettle-drum, 1M
Dar Fur, 30, 234

language of, 244
Darius, 439, 140, 412.

Darius II.. 252, 279
Darmali, village of, 228
Daschur, Pyramid of, IS, 79,98
Dedications on Tenjples, 279
Date of the Exodus, 470—474, 449-457,

too

Debbet e' Ramleh, plain of, 3J>0

Debod, 17, 20. 123. 242
Debu, temple at, 52ii

Decades, or Egyptian weeks, 39S
Decius, Emp., 266
Defterdar Bey, 195
Defufa, tomb of, 234
Delta of the Nile, 369, 48JL 486
Dender River, 17J1

Dendera, temple of, 17, 23, 101, 110, 116,

Dendur, temple of, 12, 2SL 124, 242
Der el Ahmar, village in Syria, 343

Bachit, convent of, 261
Bahri, convent of, 261
Medinet, convent of, 267, 831

Do Roziere, cited, 443
Dorr, temple of, 126, 232, 240, 356
Desert, Nubian, 133* 143

journey through, 214
Derut-Scherif, 15
Dhafari, Peninsula of Sinai, 547
Dileb-Palms, 111
Dimeh, in the Faium, 15,97
Dinka tribes, 149

language, 161
Diocletian, Emp., inscription in honour

Of, 42
Diodorus, cited, 123, 202, 26^ 381, 383,

391, 40S, 421. 429, 439, 480, 483, 553* 554
Diodorus, Exodus according to, 409
Division of time* 34%
Doko, country of the, 46
Dongola, province of, 19, 4£&

new, 233
old, 232

Dom-Palms, 137, 218
Doseh, the trampling, 71
Dromedary, explanation of term, 81

pace of, 139
Du Bois Ayme, cited, 435,43a
Durra grain , 143. 154
Dynasty, Elephantine, collateral, 60_

Dynastic Lists, 497
Dynasties, tables of Egyptian, 499, 506

E.
Echmim, inscription in rock grotto of,

23. 109. lift

Edbai, country of Bischari tribes, 242
Edfu, temple of, 17, 20, 117
Egypt, archaeology of, 29

civilisation of, during first Dy-
nasties, 25

climatal conditions of, 368, 365
famine in, 431
geography and chorography of,

history of, 361
history of art in, 21
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Egypt, mythology of, 20
philology of, 2U
regarded as a university for phi-

losophy, 3M
Egyptian administration under the old
Kings of the country, 482

Museum in Berlin, views re-

specting its decoration, 324
gods, 381, 392
annals, K.ing of the Exodus in,

412
canon of proportions, 383
chronologies not opposed to

Hebrew, 457
— collection of Mr. Sams, 392

prophets, 413
Ehden, village of, 353
Ehrenberg, his views respecting lumi-
nosity of sea, 32

cited, 834 239, 290
Eileithyia, ancient, 111
El Ain m Libanon, 338
El Akarid, village of, 15A
El Ammer, valley of, 21£
Elanitlc Gulf, £M
El Bosra, alabaster quarries at, 21, 31,

114.115
EHBueb, hill of, Peninsula of Sinai, 298
El Ch6r, province of Berber, 145
El Elam, in the Faium, 95,M
Elephantine, island of, 20
El Farut, hill of, Nubian Desert, 141
El Go'ah. plain of, 290, 29li

El G6s, plain of, 215
El Gues, village of, 212
El Hai, well of, 291
El-Harib, tombs of, lfl

El Hessue, valley of, 2M, 318
El Hibe, monuments of, 23
El Kab. rock tombs of, 2al 111
El Kenissc, castle of, 239
El Orde (New Dongola), 233
El Qorn, mountains of, 227
Klini, 3ofi, 302, M^SSl, 500
Elijah, 55a
Eleians, their Olympian games, 313
Em Bey, 281}

Emigrants from Semitic countries, 410
Emir Pascha, 131, 146! 160, 18& 189^ 192
Enned Mountains, 288
Era of the Greeks adopted by the
Jews, 152— Grecian, 45ii— of Contracts adopted by the Jews,
152— of the SeleucicUo adopted by the
Jews, 452

Eratosthenes, cited, 432
Erbkam, (»., member of the expedition,

12, 28, 39, 4^ 53, 72j 74, 79, 81, 83,
(J7J

147, 153, 195, 230, 235, 243. 259
Erectheus, King of Athens, 383
Erment (Hermonthis), temple at, 12
E' Seleha, valley of, 1M
Esneh, temple of, 17, 20, 112

Mudhir of, 131

B* Sofra, valley of, 150
E' Sufr, valley of, 131
E' Sur, village of, 209
Ethiopian art more recent than .Egyp-

tian, 152
civilisation later than Egyp-

tian, 244— demotic writing, 2112———— inscriptions, 31
Ethiopians of Meroe, 208
Ethiopia, flight to, 407, 110
Et. Quatremere, cited, 135
E' Tib, descent of, 300
Eudoxus, 384, 380
Euergetes 11., inscription referring to,

105
Eusebian canon, 4SO

Eusebius, Cited, 313, 422, 453, 489, 498,

499, 555,500
Eutychius. See Said ben Batrlk
Ewald, cited, 310, 424, 427, 430, 404, 548

Exodus, date of the, 449—4577470—474
according to Diodorus, 4Q9
according to Hccataeus, 408
according to Manotho, 405—

407
of the Hyksos, preserved by

Manetho, 41Q
of Israelites, 410, 411

samo as expulsion
of lepers related by Manetho. 404— of lepers same as of Israelites,

412—417
Expedition, chief purposo historical, 24
— French-Tuscan, 24
Ezbe, roads of, 333

Ezbekieh square, in Cairo, 80

P.
Fadnie village, 154
Fakir in Abu D6m, 22ft

of Taiba, 182
Dana, his'sepulchre, 229
Penti, castle of, 235

Faium, the, 14, 92—98
journey to, 83

Fall of Nile, 521
Thames, 520

Falmouth, scenery about, 3d
Famine in Egypt, 4si

Faran in Peninsula of Sinai, 31, 554
Fazoql, customs in, 202
Fellah, explanation of term of, 70

industrious, 200
Forhat Pascha, 131
Ferlini, treasure found, by, 151. 122
Fidimln, village of, 92
Finisterre, cape, 32
F^iran, in Peninsula of Sinai, 547, 559
Firman of Viceroy, with permit to the
Prussian expedition to collect Egyp-
tian monuments, 40, 42

Fishes, Egyptian collection of, 32
Fortress at Bachit, 231

of Karat Negll, 230—. at Tifar, 232
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Frauke, member of the expedition, 39.

53, 57, 75, 153i 198, 21Q
Franz, cited, 106
Frenon-Tuscan expedition, 24
French expedition, 436, 438* 443
Frey, J., the painter, 12, 38, 28
Funeral ceremony in~Wed Medineh,

183
G.

Ganz, cited, 452
Gabre Mariam, the Abyssian boy, 181,

187, 27& #
Gabu8chie, village of, 126, 128
Gaqcdul, in Desert ofTJUlf, 211
Garizim, Mount, 334
Gau. cited, 123, 52>>

Gauata, village of, 10L 115
Galba, Emp., 206
Gaza, road into Egypt from, 429
G'e'ah, plain of, 290, 22fi

Gebel. village of, 202
Abrak, 212
Abu Gueh, 228

Schegcre, 222
Senejat, Ml
Sihha, Ml

Adar Aiub, 141
Aschtan, 158
Barkal, 18. 220. 222
Barqugres, 215
Buerib, 15_i

Dah'i, 335
Deqa, 231
Doohan, 32, 28L 286

red porphyry of, 288, 372
. Dosche, 2M

El Bab, 136
Enned, 282
Farut, Ml
Fatireh, 3L!230
Graibat, Ml
Hammam, hot springs of, 221
Katherln, 292, 223.

Kongeli, 22ii

Lagar, 15*3

Maanad, 222
Magal, 228

— el Mageqa, 216
Mograd, Ml
Musa, 292, 303, 315, 532, 544, 562

Mount of the Law, 532
convent of, 550

e' Naga,m 156
Nusf, 214

» Omarda, 214
Qermana, 2M
Qettar, 222
RauiAn, 158
Eoft.iaa
Sefsaf, 293
8elln. 115
Selscleh, 311

—— • Sergen, 2M
Silsilia, ill—— e' Tih, 300
eTur, 335

Gebel Urn Riglen, 222
Urn Schdmer, 292, 297
Zeit, 289

Gedideh, in Syria, 340
Geez inscription, 208.

Gcg, province of Berber, 145
Genealogies, registers of, 458, 460
Generations, register of, 458
Genna, village of, 150
Gennin (Egennin), Syria, 335
Geography of Egypt, 29

Geological structure of Lower Nubia,
522

Geometry, the knowledge of, 390
Georgi, O. , the painter, 12, 222, 182
Georgius Syncellus, cited, 423.

Geraschab, Schellal of, 158
Gerbe Dandour, monument at, 526
Gerf Hussen, temples of, 20, 124, 120,

242, 356
Gerf e' Schech, village of, 228
Germanicus, visit to remains of, ancient
Thebes, 266, 393

Gertassi, in Ethiopia, 123
Gesch, reed grass, 213
Gesenius, cited, 431, 548
Gezfret-el-Qorn, island of, 92
Ghabine, village of, 209
Gharaq Lake, 28
Gibba, in Syria, 343
Gibraltar, 38
Gilif, desert of, 213
Gimscheh, or Kebrit, Peninsula of, 2S2
Girsche, 242
Gism Haifa, 241
Gizeh, Pyramids of. 13. 47, 72
Gdba, in Syria, 344
Gobat, Bishop of Jerusalem, 32
Gods, Egyptian, 281, 324
Gomra, island of, 150
Gorata, near source of Blue Nile, 29
Gos Basabir, village of, 158

Burri, village of, 214
Goshen, laud of, 49, 410^ 411, 4M, 43 ,

448
Granite of Assuan, 371

Greek inscriptions, 3L 105^ 122, 125, 220,

240, 550
— philosophers, 385

Greeks, era of the, 452, 456
Gulf of A k aba, 554

Arabian, 434
Guneh, in Syria, 355
Gungules, fruit of Baobab-tree, 166

H.
Habak herb, 296
Hadrian, Emperor, 113, 288
Hager Merui, white rock in Province of
Robatat, 226

Haipha (Hepha), Syria, 336
Hair, Arab mode of greasing, 144
Halfai, or Nile, 205
llaluf, Nuba village, 228
Ham&da-trecs, 225
Hamd&b, district of, 225
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Hamitic languages 51

Hammam Faraun, in Peninsula of Sinai,

554
Seidna Soliman, tower of,

232
HammamAt, quarries of, 22, 32, 278, 321

Hammer, von,
Hannik, In province of Mahas, 235

Haram el Gizeh, Pyramids of, 42
Hay. cited, 271
Hassan Kaschef, of Derr, 127.241

Pascha. 131, 146. 192, 218, 232, 235
Hathor, temple to, in Dendera, 116
Heathen temples mutilated by Chris-

tians, 201
Hebrew Chronologies not opposed to

Egyptian, 457
commentators, 477
numbers, uncertainty of, 402

tradition, 401

Hecataeus,ofAbdera,Exodus according

to, 408
cited, 260, 40S

Heglik-tree, 217:

Heliopolis , 46, 369. 384, 406, 408, 413. 414.

44fi
. priest of, Joseph marries
tho daughter of, 411

(Balbeck), 346

Hellet el Bib, ruins of, 2215

, e' Soliman, village of, 188, 205

Hengstenberg, cited, 5M
Henniker, Sir Fr., 561
Heracleopolis Parva, 429
Hermanovich, Dr., 160\ 190

Hermes, Book of the Dead ascribed to,

392
Trismegistus, citation from, 270

Hermetic books, 382,387 ,
391.397

Hermonthis, ancient (JSrment), near
Thebes, 111

Hermopolis Parva (Damanhur), 417

Hero, same as Heroonpolis, 435
Herodotus, cited, 119, 383, 384, 429, 432,

439. 442, 447. 480, 4*1
Heroonpolis, 434, 435, 437, 445, 555

situation of, 434,43s

Hierasykaminos, inscriptions of, 125
Hierogiyphical inscriptions on rock, 458

Hieroglyphic writing, 322
Hieroglyphics, 27. 88, 59. 109. 196, 223,

236. 877.381.382.413, 420.426.

Hierogammatist,the, or Sacred Scribe,

382
Hiersolymna, built by Moses according

to Hecataeus. 408
Hieratical, or Priest Books, 387
Hillel, the astronomer, 454
Hippopotamus, 158

on Blue River, 170
Historical book literature, 394

literature necessary to resto-

ration of true history, 399
sense in the Egyptian cha-

Hogg, Mr. John, 540, 500
Hopkins, W., citeay522
Horob (Choreb), 293, 304, 314 533
Horner, L., paper on bed of Nile, Ap

pendix, 507
cited, 239

Horoscopi, the, or time-seers, 338
Horus, King, 259, 405, 420
Horus, the god at temple of Edfu, 112
Hospitality, Arabian, 222
Hospital in WedMedineh, 185
Hoskins, 150, 154, 155
Howara, village of, 84
Humboldt, A. von, 105, 532
Hyksos, the, 395.406, 421.476, 479,486

time of, 485
Exodus of the, 410
banishment of, 417
Dynasties of the, 488
invasion of the, 422
end of rule, 428

Hvmn to Amen-Ra, in Egyptian col-

lection of Mr. Sams, London, 392

Hymns to the God, 3S9j 322

L
concerning Hermetic

racter, 374
Hobi, island of, 152

Iamblichus,
books, 382

Ibrahim Aga (Kawass) 131. 198,275
Ibrahim Oner, a SyrianTnouse of, 16ft

191
Hassan, death of, in Syria, 340

Pascha. 47.101.193
Ibrim (ancient Primis), 20. 125. 240, 241

Ideler, cited, 450, 453
Illahun, Pyramid of, 83, 93

Indigo factory in Kamlin, 163
Taraaniat, 191

109

Inscriptionon temple of Begerauieh, 151
on rock grotto of Echmlm,

on obelisk of Heliopolis, 46
. at Philse, 120, 243

on temple of Pselchis, 105
of Edfu, 112

at Konosso, 120
at Naharieh, 43
on Pyramids of Qizeh, 52

of Meroe, 206

42

at Soba, 165
• of Silco, 242
at Talmis, 123
Arabic, 232, 550, 552
Ethiopian demotic, 223.237
Greek, 2M

in Gertassi, 123
on Pompey's pillar,

at Coptic church in

Wadi Gazal, 220
Inscriptions, 30. 245.379

- modern hieroglyphics com-
memorative of Prussian expedition,

57
Greek and Coptic, 220— Greek and Egyptian, 228
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Inscriptions, hieroglyphic, 114.

Roman, 345
Sinaitic, 291, 294, 209, ail
Bock, 239, 560
in Untial characters, 207

Ischischi, Island of, 225. 231
Isenberg. missionary, 39, 42
Ishmaerhad an Egyptian mother, 4111
Isis, chapel to, in Mehendi, 126.

statuo of, 223— temple to, at Philae, 120
Ismael Pascha, 161, 195, 2<i5

Israelites, the, 414, 446, 448, 453
Exodus of, 410, 411
not tiie only strangers in

Egypt, 410
, journey of the, 305
, time occupied in journey to

Sinai, 548—550
Israelitish people, destiny of the, 459
Isthmus of Suez, geographical condi-

tions, 426
Itincrarium, Antonini, 317, 448, 449

situation of Heroonpolis
given in, 435

J.
Jacob, meeting between Joseph and,

135

Jaffa, 23
Jan n i Nicola, 290
Jassur bush, 295
Jericho, 334
Jeroboam L, King, worship of sun-bull
introduced into Palestine by, 413

Jerome, St., 313, 317,555, 560
Jerusalem, 39, 334
Jesreel, plains of, 336
Jewish calendars, 453

chronology, 450
chronologists, 421

——— generations, 458—470
history, chronological character

of, 401
list, 491
temple of Onias, 449

Jews, the account of, by Diodorus, 4Q9
Jomard, 431
Jorius, bishop of Mount Sinai, 558, 562
Joseph, 410, 413, 435, 481, 483

in Egypt747ff^S4
Josephus, cited, 313, 316, 416, 417, 418,

423,424, 427, 433, 459, 460. 476, 487, 497,
548, 554, 560

1 1

lists of, 419
Joshua, book of, 450
Judaea, foreigners in Egypt fled to, 408
Judges, book of, 450
Jussuf, Dragoman, 133, 275
Justinian, conventTjuilt by Emperor

319. 551, 556, 562
Justinluartyr, cited, 423

K.
Kafr el Batran, village of, 76
Kalabscheh, 12, 20, 192, 242, 526

Kalfa, cataract of, 237
Kamlln, 163, 189
Karabei, rock-picture of, 24
Karat Negil, fortress of, 230
Karnak, 20, 102, 247, 248—253
Kasingar, village of, 225, 227
Kasuin, Mount, 341
Katarif, village of, 186
Kawass, the, 82

Ibrahim, 149, 170
Keli, funeral ceremony in, 211
Kenes, island of, 120
Kerak, tomb of Noah at, 337
Kerman, village of, 233
Kibrit, Peninsula of, 289
Kings of Egypt, succession of, 26
Ki-si-Tuthotep, tomb of, 113
Kisch, or Kischiga, village of, 242
Klotsch, Dr., cited, 221
Klysma, at the head ofArabian Gulf, 435
Koch, Dr., 147, 1M
Koi, remains of towns at, 235
Kolzum, convent of, 551
Kom el Birat, village of, 271, 321
Kongara language, 80, 234
Konosso, island of, 20, 120
Koptos, ancient (Quft), 22
Kordofan, brother of Sultan of, 161
K or t o, temple of, 124.

Korusko, 12, 105, 127, 130, 240
Kosser, 22, 279. 321
Kosser road, hieroglyphical inscription
on rock of, 458

Krapf, the missionary, 39, 45, 47
, on certain nations in Central

Africa, 45
Kteffe valley, M2
Kuban (Contra Pselchis), 20, 242
Kueh, territory of, 225
Kum-Ombo, templo of, 12
Kum-Ahmar, rock-tombs of, 15.
Kummeh, village of, 19, 238
Kumr beta D'ahcla, village of, 175
Kungara language, 244
Kurru, Pyramids of, 229

Labyrinth, arrangement of, 90— founder of, 15
ruins of the, 15, 83
payment of people for dig-

ging trenches at, 84
MMLake of Serbon, 429

Lakes, bitter, 436, 440, 442, 444
Lancrot, cited, 525
Language of Taka, 201
Languages, African, 31
Larcher, 431
Leake, 240
Leqeta, village of, 222
Le Quien, 656, 558, 562
Leontes, river, 336
Lepers, expulsion of, 404, 412

insurrection under Qsarsiph,416
Exodus of, same as of Israelites,

412-417
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Leprosy, Egyptian, account of, 412
Letter to Mr. Horner from Dr. Lepsius,
530

Letronne, cited, 105, 107, 12L 133, 387.

410, 412, 444, 4t5
Levites, venerations of, 460
Levi, tribe of, 4511

L'Hdte, cited, 105
Libanon, view of, S4ii

war in, 302
Library at Thebes, 381,397

Alexandrian, 382, 496.

Lieder, llerr, German missionary, 36,

47, 74
Limestone,numm ul itio,mountain range
near Memphis composed of, 311

Linant, M., 14, 92, 94, 9li

Lions in Berber, 151
Lion, young, 174
Lischt, Pyramid of. 64, S3
Lists, Jewish, 491

Dynastic of Manetho, 497
Literature of Egypt, 386, 390
Livy, fragment of a MS. of, 380
Locusts, swarm of, 63
Lorda, Domingo, 99
Loss of road, 282
Luqsor, temple of, 102. 247, 253
Lycopolis, 101
Lycurgus introduced Egyptian customs
into Greece, 3*3

Lycus. See Nahr el Kelb
Lysimachus, on the Exodus, 422, 424

M.
Maccabees, book of, 452
Madian, district of, 546
Magal, church of, 231
Mageqa, well of, in Gilif mountains, 21C
Mahas, province of, 23iL

dialoot of *'32

Mahmud Welled' Rchauisch, 188, 205
Mahmudieh canal, 42
Makrizi, cited, 178
Maktaf, or basket, 84
Makrobioten Apappus Pepi, lift

Malta, 38
Mandera, in desert, 130, 162
Manetho, cited, 382, 405, 410^ 412, 4JA

41J^ 423, 427, 429, 433,470. 4sU, 486. 487,

494. 496. 499
Manethonic chronology, 490. 493, 495

Dynastic lists, 498———— Dynasties, 496
history, extent of, 493
list of Eusebius, 422
numbers, the genuine, 494

—496, 49S

Manuscripts, Ethiopian, 99
Mara, 307,548
Maranites, the, 554
Mam i

11 in us, A in mian us, cited, 79
Martincau, Miss, cited, 514, 520
Maruga, village of, 212, 209
Masr, or Cairo, 44
Massaui, island of, 228

Matarteh, village of, 49
Mecheref, village of, 142, 141
Medam6t, village of, 247
Medik, village of, 125
Medinet el Faium, 93, 91

Habu, 102, 253, 256, 200
church at, 269

Madi, ruins of, 98
Nlmrud, town of, 97

Mediterranean Sea, triremes on, 442
Mcgdel, in Syria, 336
Meharret. See Hererat
Mehemet Ali, 441
Mehendi, Roman camp of, 125
Meidtim, Pyramid of, 64, 83
Mekseh, village of, 33fi

Melah (Arabic for salt work), 194
Melek Idris Adlan , 177_, 191
Memnon statue, 257

Memnonia at Thebes, 102, 248, 258
Memphis, 14, 4», 72, 81, 369, 427, 484

"Pyramids of, 24, 4k, 370
Menephthcs king during the Exodus,

424. 430. 449. 451, 454, 470. 474, 480, 484
rock tenipIeTat Surarieh,

dedicated to Hathor by, 100
— temple in Nubia erected

by, 124
Menes, laws of, 392— epoch, or first

495
historical year,

hieroglyphic writings invented
in time of, 377

year of 3893, B.C. 94
Menkera (Mykerinos), Pyramid of, fid

Menzaleh Lake, 3_33_

Merhet, priest of Chufu, tomb of, 0L 63
Meraui, town of, 194, 223
Meroe, derivation of term, 210

district between Nile and Asta-
boras, 17, 146

island of, 225
Pyramids of, 2M
well of, 217

Mesaurat, monuments of, 156
- el Kirbegan (Ben Naga), 156,

157
e* Naga (Ben Naga), 156
e' Sofra (Ben Naga), 156

Messaid, spring of water, 288
Messelemleh, town of, 166, 189, 205
Metamme, village of, 154
Meton, the cycle of, 454
Mice in camp, 8Z
Miglik, in Gilif range, 216
Military band, 18fi

Minjan schtaroth, epoch of, 455
Mirage, in Nubian Desert, 141
Misphragmuthosis, end of rule of
Hyksos, 428, 490

Mitrahinneh,72
Mneuis, holy bull, 4llj 413
Mo'alaqa, Syria, 332
Moris-Amenemha, 481
Mooris Lake, 92,95

dams oflake, 95
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M<eris, Pyramid of, 83
Mo^rad, mountain range of, ML
Mo^rAn River, lift

Mohammed AH. 39, 40, 333
Said, 15H

Moie M essaid, spring of, 288
Moleds, or new moons, w>3

Molon, cited, 4-23

Monarchy, Old, 395, 414
Monaasir, cataracts in province of, 228
Monkeys on Blue River, lfi9_

Mons Casius, 429
Claudianus. See Gebel Fatireh
Porphyrites. See Gebel Dochan

Monuments, 368. 375————— age of Egyptian, 16——— in Old Monarchy, 414
of Biahmu. g6— granite, at Mount Barkal,

223
Pharonic, 233
at Soba. IS
at Thebes, 29

Monumental nation, the Egyptian, 397
writing, hieroglyphics be-

come, 319
Moqattam Hills, 42
Mosaic account of Exodus, 425
Mosch, town of, 235
Moses, 310. 408. 411. 449, 484, 480, 491.

Mosque at Damascus, 343
at Old Dongola, 242

Motmar. 150
Mountains of Nubian Desert, mineral
character of, 13ft

Mud of Nile, bricks made of, 369
Mudhir of Berber, 131

Esneh, 131
Miihleisen, a missionary. 39. 47
Mukfar, ruins of, 435, 43ft

Mulid e'Nebbi, festival of, 7ft

Mummies, durability of, 370
Muodera, plain of, 141
Munfieh range, 280
Musa Bey, lis
Music not considered by the Egyptians
an independent art, 388

Eastern, 85
Arabic, 182

Mustaffa Pascha, 131
Mythology of Egypt, 25
Myos hormos, ruins of, 289

Nablus (Sichem) Syria, 334
Nap in the deserL VL 153, 156, 210
Nanarieh, ruins ortown near, 43
Nahr el Kelb (Lykosj, 22, 355
Nakb el Egaui, Peninsula of Sinai, 291

Haui, Peninsula of Sinai, 291,
294, 541

Names, holy and popular, for towns, 115
Napoleon, Descrip. de l'Egypt, 376
Napata, town of, 18, 223

cemetery of, 229

Narrative, Mosaic, contradicts the idea
that the Jews were the Hyksos, 421

Nascimbeni, engineer of the Viceroy, 93
Nasr, Sultana, 12ft

Natron, crust in desert of, 139
Natural history, collection by Ferd.
Werne, bought for Prussia, 42

Nazareth, 335
Nebbi Habil ( tomb of Abel), 34Q

Schit, Syria, 345
Nebek-tree, 277, 298
Nebuchadnezzar, 455
Nechel Delfa, in Gebel Munfieh, 281
Necropoli, Egyptian, 375
Necropolis of Thebes, 242
Nectanebus 120, 243, 525, 531

IT, 494
Negro soldiers, 186
Nehera-si-Numhotep, tomb of, 112
Nekleh, Rosetta arm of Nile, 43
Nek 6s begins to cut canal between Nile
and Red Sea, 439, 440, 441L 442

Neos Diotiysos, Ptolemy XIII., 10$
Neslet, village of, 88
Nesnas ape, 164
Neubauer, Herr, apothecary at Char-
tum, lfio

New Dongola, 233
Nile river, height of, at Somneh, 19, 2ft

gradual levelling of bed, 30
at Afteh, 43
waters of, 44
crossing the, 211
observations on rise of, 239, 259
between Thebes and Qeneh, 275
narrow district of, 369
mud bricks of, 369— ease of transport on, 372
canal, 435, 448
upper districts of, 458
rise of, related by Strabo, 411
breadth, depth, and velocity in

Nubia, 519
fall of, 521

Nilometer, 73
Nimr, palace of King, 195
Nilus, cited, 556, 557, 560
Noah's tomb, 327
Nochol rock, 307
Nofratmu, an ancestor of Ranumhet,
chief architect, 458

Nomarchs, who ruled in the Nomes,
482

Nomes, Egypt divided into, 482, 483
Nome, Sethroitic, Abaris situated in,

427. 431
Nuba language, 30, 128, 232, 234

dialect, 235
— villages, 228

Nubia. Lower, phys. geog. of, see Ap-
pendix, 51ft

Lower, geological structure of,

Appendix, 522— breadth, depth, 4c, of Nile,
Appendix, 519

temples in, 124
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Nubian language, 171
Sheikh, 39

Nubians, character of, 127
Numbers, genuine Manethonic, 494—
496,498

Hebrew, uncertainty of, 402
Nummulitic limestone near Memphis,

371
Numt Amen, temple of, 255.

Nureddin Effendi, a Coptic Catholic
Egyptian, 165, 189

Nuri, Pyramids of, 218, 221
Nus, hieroglyphic name of town, 112

O.
Obelisk at Heliopolis, 46
Obelisks in Alexandria, 362
Ochus, conquest of Egypt by, 494
Okmen, sulphur-spring at, 237

Old Dongola, 232
Old Testament writings, 459

chronology, 490, 492
Old chronicle, 497, 498
Olympiad, the seventh, 423

calculation, 424
Olympian games, 383
Omar Aga, officer in Turkish army, 128
Omarab mountains, 209
Ombos, canon of proportions found in,

20,118
OmSaiale, well of, 218
Om Schebak, valley of, 218

On. same as Heliopolis, 113
Onias, temple of, 449
Osarsiph, priest of Heliopolis, 406, 408,

413, 416
Osiris, tomb of, 122

service of, 413
statue of, at Kamlin, 164

Osman Bey, chief in command of army
against Taka, 196

Osymandyas, King, 381
tomb of, 260

Otho, Emp., 266

P.
Paapis, son of Amenophis, 405
Palms, Dileb, 171

Doum, 137, 218
Pachon, Papyri dated 13th of, 395
Painting on Pyramids, 52

Christian, over Heathen repre-

sentations, 268
Paintings in Thebes, 24ft————— on tomb in Benihassan, 111
Panodorus, 498
Panopolis (Chemmis), rock-grotto of,115

Papyrus rolls, 391, 394, 325
of Sallier, 311
plant, 873, 380
roll on monuments, 374

Paran, 304, 539
Parthey, cited, 520, 525
Papebroch, cited, S5S
Pastophori, the watchers of the tem-

ples, 389

Patriarchs, the three, 491
Paul, Apostle, on number, 403, 480
Pedigree of architect, 279
Peney, M., Prench surgeon, 196
Petamenap, tomb of the royal scribe,

265
Pelusiac arm of Nile, 429, 446
Pelusium, town of, 429, 430, 432
Peninsula of Sinai, climate of, 545
Periander, 412
Period from Abraham to Moses, 485—

491
Perring, measurement of Pyramids by,
52

13,79, 114
Petronius, Prefect, 481
Phcenikon, Peninsula of Sinai, 555
Phoenix, period of 1500 years, 298
Phara ravine, 554
Pharan, 297, 304, 313, 546, 555, 557

church of, 562
palm-grove of, 553, 559

Pharaoh, 413, 480
of the Exodus, 421—425—— the, of Joseph, 477
(Sethosis LL 484

Pharaonic history, restoration of the,

899
Phil®, island of, 20. 119, 242, 530, 531

name of
{
120

inscriptions at, 101
temples on, 525

Philotera, ancient, 289
Philip Aridseus, 252.

Philology, Egyptian, 26
Philosophers who visited Egypt, 385
Phokes, island of, 555
Physical Geography of Lower Nubia,
Appendix, 516.

Pilgrims, German, 302
Pipe, Turkish, pleasure of, 104
Pithom and Ramses, treasure cities,

426—— situation of, 435. 447
Plague of the leprosy, Egyptian account

of, 412
Plato, house he inhabited in Heliopo-

lis 384
Pliny, cited, 439, 4il

fable by, of Sphinx, 61
Plutarch, cited, 123, 3M
Poems, Arabic, 182
Polemon, cited, 422
Pompey's Pillar. 42
Porphyry, Gebel Dochan, 372
Poseidion, town of, 553
Potiphar, an Egyptian name, 476

of Heliopolis, 411, 413
Priests in Egypt, 385, 38ft

books, the hieratical, 387
learned, 412;
registers of their generations

459
Primis, ancient. 125, 240
Procopius, cited, 320, 556
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Prokesch, Gen. von, cited, 625
Proskynemata, 56, 229
Prophets, Egyptian, 413

the, 382
Prudhoe. Lion of Lord, 223, 226
Pniner, Dr., 47, 9_8

Psalmist, the, on length of life, 491
Psammeticus, 429. 4441

Li 240, inscription belong-
ing to temple oTTat Naharieh, 43

Pselchis, inscription at temple of, 105
Ptah-nefru-be-u. tomb of, S3
Ptolemy Alexander L, temple built by,
112

, 380, 429, 434, 437, 438
Mendesius, cited, 421. 424
Eupator, inscription referring

to, im

525
Philldelphus, 382. 439. 440. 444,

the geographer, 115, 429, 434,
437, 438. 554

Ptolemies, Greek inscription about the,
107

Publius, Prefect, 42
Pyramid of Cheops (Chufa), view from,

48. 49, 59, 72, 372
of Daschur, 79, 98
of Gizeh, 47. 56, 79, 323
of Howara (Labyrinth), S3
of Labyrinth, 90
of Menkeres, 372

Pyramids, 47—65
age of, 13

—

1 ascent of, 48
1 view from summit of, 48
built of bricks, 312
first visit to, 42

1 remains of, 13
structure of, 65
supposed by Osman Bey to

contain treasure, 192— of Abu Roasch, 59, 29.

of Abusir, 88—
- of Bcg'erauleh, 195, 150
of Lischt and Mcidum, 64,

83

375

of Illahftn and Moeris, 82
of Meroe, 150—152, 200
of Memphis, 25, 44, 47—81,

of Nuri, 221
of Rigah, 79
of SaqAra, 64, 62
of Tanqassi and Kurru, 222
of Zauiet el Arrian, 59
of Zume, 230

Pythagoras, cited, 385

, Q.
Qala, village of, 20Ji
Qantur, fyramid of, at Kurru, 222
Qasr Qertin, town of, 15, 98— e' Saiat, tombs at, 16, 116:
vjeneb, village of, 22, 275, 277, 321

Qirre, mountains of, 158, 193
Qirsch. village of, 241
Qsur el Ben at, plain of, 278
Quarries, granite, 234

porphyry, 2>iS

stone, 228
Qubbet e* Nasr, view from, 340
Qurna, Thebes. 20. 102. 108 254, 239
Qurnet Murrai, hill of, W7
Queens preferred in Ethiopia, 178
Quft (Koptos), 222
Quueh, clay water bottles, 103

manufactory of, 226
Qus, Apollinopolis parva, 211

R.
Ra, figure of the god, 433
Rabbis, 453
Rabbinical chronology, 450—155

date of Exodus, 470
Rabbi Hillel Hanassi, 453, 451i
Races intermingled, 411
Raha, plain of, 293, 545, 548, 553
Rahad river, 148, lt>7

Rain in Upner Egypt, 119
Nubian desert, 131

Raithenes, the, 555
Raithu. See Tor
Ramadan, Mussulmans' holy month, 45_

Ram of Barkal, 230, 245
Rams, granite, 223
Rauian, mountains of, 158. 123
Rammius Martialis E parch, 288
Ramses II. (Miamun), 249, 259, 333, 370,

381, 393, 395,418. 420, '138, 441, 446,447,
449. 481. 4S3, 484

his namejnscribed onCleo-
patra's Needle, 42

statue of, 22
temple of, in Thebes, 102,

2-13, 259

scheh, 52£
temple of, near Kalab-

bas-reliefs of, 355
memorial tablets of, 22

III., 250. 260, 450
IX., 895

- town of, 426, 442
Rameseion, 381
Ranumhet, chief architect, 458
Raphia (Re fah), 429
Raphidim, Peninsula of Sinai, 312, SIS,
540 545. 548

Ras Purtak, Peninsula of Sinai, 555
Gehan, Peninsula of Sinai, 553, 554
Abu Zelimeh, Peninsula of Sinai,

553
Mohammed, Peninsula of Sinai,

553. 554
e' Sohekab, in Syria, 355

Raych, convent of, at Tdr, 551
Rebaba, musical instrument, 182
Red Sea, 437, 440

level higher than Mediterra-
nean, 441
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Register of generations, 458, 459
Ronnie, Mr., cited, 521, 52

1

Representations at Naga in the desert,

210
Rcschraschi, plain of, 278
Rhinokolura (El Arisoh), 429
Ricci cited, 551
Rigah, Pyramid of, 7ft

Ritter, Carl, 315, 316, 320, 541. 543, 554,

558
his views on position of

Sinai, 545, 544
Ritschl, 382
Robatat, province of, 225
Robbery at Saqara, 72j 75
Rock-chambers lined with brick, 272

temple at Abu Simbel, 246
———inscriptions, 560
Robinson, E., measurements ofdistance
in Peninsula of Sinai, 547, 548

Cited, 308, 309, 315, 316, 533,
545. 551

Roda, island of, 73
Roft, mountain chain of, 138
Romali, village of, 175
Roman camp at Mehendi, 125

inscription, 345
Rossafa road, 321
Roselliui, cited, 2& 51. 108, 244, 266, 525
Rosetta canal, 43

inscription of, 121
Royal revenues, 482
Roziere, the traveller, 42G_

Ruins in Wadi el Kirbegan, 194
Ruppel, cited, 290, 310, 545
Russeger, cited7l66, 515, 519, 523, 528,

529
Rustan Effcndi, 192

S.
Saba Doleb, village of, 171
Sabagura, ruins of ancient city, 20,
242

Sacred Books, 391
Sa el Hager, ancient Sais, 43
Sacred Writings, 391
Saffl, island of, 227
Sagadi, village of, 150.

Sai, island of, 11), 231
Said ben BatrikTcited, 556, 562
Saida(Sidon). 336
Sailors on Red Sea, 289
St. Athanasius in Theban desert, 26G
St. George, tomb of, 356
St. Martin, cited, 102.

Sais, ancient, 43, 369
Saladin's tomb, 343
Salamat (Sanamat), 258
Salame-tree, 217

village of, 228
Salatis, King, 486
Salhleh, 8yna, 344
Salniasius, cited, 433
Sallier, Papyrus of, 39L 394
Samanud (ISebennytos), 23, 333

Sami Bey, 39
Sams'. Mr., Egyptian collection, 322
San (Tanis), 23, 333
Sanab, 221
Sand dunes in plain of El Gos, 215
Sanherib, 429
Saqara. 64, 72, 81. 86, 89. 103

Pyramids off 16
Sheikhs of, 26— trial at, 22

Sarcophagus of white limestone in
Thebes, 245

Sarcophagi, 376
Sarbut el Chadem, Egyptian monu-
ments of, 22* 300^ 365

Saulcy, M. de, 1217273
Schabak (So), King of Ethiopia and
Egypt, 251

Schaib el Benat, village of, 281
Schaqieh Arabs, 214, 22ft

cataracts in province of, 228
princes, 227
province of, 231

Schataui, village of, 246
Schech-Said, village of, 16.

SchendL town of. 17, 23, 153, 154, 195
Scherif Pascha, the mmistor.~77^ 89
Schescheuk L» 250
Schilluk tribe, 149
Schoa, missionary station of, 39
Sch6mar. See Gebcl Um Schomar
Sch6na government store-house, 237
Schrafra (Chafra), King, whether re
presented by Sphinx, 66

Pyramid of, 59, 66
Schulz, Dr., 334
Sculptures, Egyptian, 233
Sea, sensations at, 36—- luminous appearance on, 37
Seba-Biar, valley of, 434* 438, 41L 445
Sebastieh (Samaria), 335
Sebekhotcps, the Kings, 232
Sebekhotep L, 20
Sebua, temple of, 20, 124,241,242,356,
527

Sedar Olam Rabah, the, 456
Sedeinga, temple of, 19, 237
Sehel, island of, 20
Seid Hussen, family of, 275

Haschim, 176, 180, 181
Selajin, village ofT9Z
Selama, village of, 151
Seleucidae, era of the, 452, 453, 45J1

Seleucus, 382
Selim Pascha, governor of Upper
Egypt, 101, 114, 191

Selim of Assuan, cited, 162
guide, 280

Sclun (Silo), Syria, 334
Selseleh, sandstone mountains of, 32
Semitic king, 478
———— countries, 410

court, 422
Hyksos, *7ii

Semneh, 19, 238, 529, 531
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Semneh, Nile at, 30, 239* 529, 681
Senmut, hieroglyphic name for island
of gjfigh, 120

Sennar, capital of the Sudan, 18,173, 176
Septuagint, 413
Serapiu, 435
Serbal, Mount, 22, 295, 298, 299, 303, 308,

532
Serha-trec, 211
Sero, on frontier of Sennar and Fasoql,

lift. 175
Se.se, Mount, 236
Sesebi, ruins of, 19, 236
Sesoosis, 482
Sesostris Sesoosis, 480, 483

481
, 394. 429, 439

SesurteserTL 248, 395
on Pyramids of Begerauieh,

151—— obelisk erected by, 45—— Throne-shield of, at Naga,
155

II., 112
III.. 120. 233

Sesurtesens, the, 111
Sethds, also called Harnesses, 407

priest of Ptha, 429

L 15, 48, 236, 2li), 259, 394, 449,

431—?— remains of temple erected by,
124

Sethosis, 418. 481
Sethroitic Nome, 427, 428. 431
Seventy, the, 402, 434, 435, 436, 438, 464,

476
Serbon, lake of, 429
Set-Necht. King, 395
Sheikh Achmed, sheikh of camels, 134— Ahmed Welled 'Auad, in the

train of Osman Bey, 196
Sandal6ba, chief of tho Arabian

merchants, 173
Mohammed Welled Hammed,

prisoner of Osman Bey, 201
Musa el Fakir, prisoner ofOsman

Bey, 200
prisoners, 200
Sclam, 280, 286
Jusuf Hanna Dahir, of Bscher-

reh, a&i
Sheikhs of Saqara and Abusir, Zfi

Sherif Pascha, 89, 45
Shields on Pyramids of Gizch, 58

hieroglyphic, 58, 19f»

of the Pharaohs, 438
Sidereal year, 398
Silco, inscription of, 242
Sit tere- trees, 295
Sin, wilderness of, 308, 540, 547, 548
Sinai, Mount, true position o7T22, 303—

321,542. 560.562
Ritter's views respecting, 541—

546

departure for Peninsula of, 274
convent of, 291, 305

Sinai, tradition of, 559
Sinaitic inscriptions, 31, 291, 294, 299,

311, 5-45

Siut, town of, 16, 101, 114, 115
Slave revolt, 190, 192. 193

Sluice at Arsinoe, 440
Soba, capital of, kingdom of Aloa, IS,

162. 189
Solb (Soleb), temple of, 19, 223, 236
Soldiers, negro, 186

under Osman Bey in good dis-

cipline, 205
Snefru, King. 395
Sphinx, excavation in front of, 66
Sphinxes at temple in Wadi Lebua, 126
Soliman Pascha, 191

8olon, 383
Solymites, the, 407
Somra-tree, 212
Sont-trees. 101, 213, 217
Soriba, Sultana Nasr resident in, ITS
Soter 1., 108
Sothis, the, a spurious work, 497. 498

periods, 398, 494, 495. 496
Statue of a Persian king, 443
Stele between paws of Sphinx, 59
Stephanas of Byzantium, 431. 433
Stolistes, the ten books of the, 387
Stone buildings, 371
Storm near Pyramids, 53
Strabo, cited, 119, 266, 384, 386, 41L 429,

430, 434, 437, 439, 444, 481
Structure of Pyramids, 221
Suez, town of, 434, 435, 430, 443

isthmus of. 426
Sugar factory in Kamlin, 163
Suk el Barada. village of, in Syria, 344
Sukkot, province of, 237
Sulphur-spring of Okmeh, 232
Sur (Tyrus). 336

wilderness of, 307, 541
Surarieh, rock temple near village of,

15, 100
Suri, beverage of, 199
Surte, Abu Ramie, village of, 193
Syenite of Assuan, 311
Syncellus, cited, 489, 490, 494, 499
Syria, 430, 435, 449

T
Table of Jewish generations, 461, 463

generations of Levi according
to Josephus, 468

from He-
brew text, 407

undeterminate and historical

numbers, 412
Tables of Egyptian Dynasties, 499

Tabor, Mount, 335
Tacitus, cited, 266, 393.

4

23
Tahraka (Tirhatah)7King, 19, 222, 251

Taiba, village inhabited by Fukara
(Fakirs), 181

Taka, war in, 186, 199
language in, 201
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451

Taka, tribes of, 201
Talmis (Kalabscheh), 123, 242
Talmud, few chronological dates,

Tamaniat, village of, 158, 193
Tamleh, village of, 95, 93

Tanis (Tan), Nile Delta, 333
Tanqassi, Pyramids of, 229

Tarablus (Tripolis), Syria, 354
Tarfa shrubs, 294, SOS
Tehneh, monuments near, 15
Teirieh, ruins near, 44
Tel Emdieh, village of, 338
Tel Jehudeh, 449
Tel-el-Amarna, 23, 27
Temple, building of first, 455

dedications, 319
at Amara, 232
on island of Bageh, 526
at Mount Barkal, erected

Ramses II., 221
at Bet el TJalli, 124
at Debu, 52Q
of Edfu, 117

— near Kalabscheh, 526
— at Karnak, 248

of Korte, 124
of Luqsor, 253
near Medinet Habu, erected

by King Horns, 259

by

of Quma.259
at Sedeinga, 231
of Sesebi, 236
in front of Sphinx, 52
at Sol)), 236
rock at Surarieh, 100

Temples, Ethiopian drawings on, 195

erectea by the Ptolemies, 266
rock at Abu Simbel, 240— of Balbeck, 346
at Ben Naga, 153
at Dendcra, 116, 322
near Gebel Doch&n, 281
of Gerf Hussen and Sebua,

124
on Philse, 120, 248, 525

at Naga, 154, 155
in Nubia, 124
at Thebes, 102, 116, 243, 255,

490

259
of Semneh, 238

Testament, Old, 402, 404, 438
Tcthmosis, King, 422
Thales instructed by Egyptian priests,

3S4
Thames, fall of, between Wallingford
and Teddington, 520

Thana, island of, near Gorata, in Ethi-

opia, 09
Thebes, 14, 102—104, 116, 243-274, 370

371, 376, 381,454
. scenery about, 247

origin of name, 248

Thcodo8ius, edict of, 2M
Thcophilus. Bishop of Antioch, 497
Thcon of Alexandria, 453

Theory of excavation of bed of Nile,

Thinitic kings, 495
This, town of, 494
Thoum, L e. Pithom, 435, 443
Thutmosis III., Cleopatra's needle
erected by, 42

Tii, wife of Amenophis III., 237
Tifar, village of, 231
Tiberias, on -Lake Genezarat, 335
Tomb of Abel, 340

of King Bech-en-Aten, 114
of Ki-si-Tutholep

f
11»

of Saladin, 343.

of Prince Merhet, 61, 63
of Noah, 331
of Ramses Miamun, 244
of St. George, 356
at Saqara, 72

Tombos, island of, 19, 234
Tombs in Thebes, 245^ 2M

in Zauiet el Meitin, 110
> removal of, 323
rock, of Amarna, 322
of Beni Hassan, 16, 111
near El Ques, 212
of the kings, 261—263
of the princesses, 264
of private persons, 264
round Pyramids, 13
at Saba Doleb, 171

Tondub-tree, 217
Tod, temple of, 20
T6r, Peninsula of Sinai, 22, 274, 290, 560
Tower of Hammam Seidna Soliman,

237
Tosorthros, 2nd Dynasty, 375,377
Tradition ofGebel Musa, 532—— about position of 3Iount

Sinai, 304,559
Trajanie river, name of canal cut from
Babylon, 437, 445

Transmigration of souls, 885
Travellers, visit from, 273
Trees near Gilif mountains, 217

on Blue River, 16&
Tripolis (Tarablns), 354
Tuch. cited, 811
Tukcle, straw huts, 162, 173
Tura, chalk mountains of, 32
Turin, royal annals of, 395
Turk, character of the, 88
Turkish breakfast, 159

soldiers, their uniform, 254
Tuthmosis I., 234, 248, 249

SaB 238
nr724, 124, 236, 237, 238. 249,

256, 259, 300, 301. 486
IYT, 60, 156, 259, 485
IV., stele of, between paws of

Sphinx, 59
Tutmes III., conqueror of the Hyksos,
18th Dynasty. 395

Typhon, the god, 432
Typhonic town, 428

2r
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U.
Urn Schebah, valley of, in desert of Gilif,

218
Urn Sch6mar. See Gebel

V.
Vase at Soba, 18fi

Venus, small statue of, in Soba, lfiQ

Vermin, 104
Vicus JucLeorum (Tel Jehudeh), 418, 442
Village scene in Ethiopia, 124
Visit from travellers, 273
Vyse, Colonel Howard, n>

W.
Wad Eraue, 182

Negudi. 171,173
Wadi Anateb, 154, 15A 15J1

Abu D6m, 213, 21&
Hammed, »li
Harod, 21fi

Aleyat, 207, 298, 318
el Arab, 241
Bahr Hatab, 132
Delah, 137

el Mehet, 216
Dhaghadeh, 552 *

e' Scheikh, 22, 294, 542
e' Sileha, 15ji

e' Sofra, 152, 15*5

e* Sufr, 137,m
el Kirbegan, 154, 157, 11)1

el Uer. 216
Elkiqi, 211
Firan, 20, 295, 297. 298, 299, 304.

&c.,535
Gazal, 218
Gaqedul, 215
Gharandel, 306, 547,— Guah El 'Alem, 215
Haifa, 17, 20, 131, 240. 241

— Hebran, 22^ 290, 291, 312
Ibrim, 241
Kalas, 217

Wadi Kenus, 241
Leg a, 5M
Maghara, 22, 300, 305
Mokatteb, 22~3TT 2911

-—— Murhad, 139.

Nasb, 302, 305
Nuba, 241
Qeneh, 300

Wadi Rim, 295
Schebekeh, 306, 541 v
Schellal, 54L 548
Sebua, temple in, 125
Selaf. 295, 292
Selin, lii

Sieh, aOft

Siqelji, 296.

Sittere, 300
Taibeh, 312, 542
Teresib, 154.

Wagner, von, the Prussian consul-
general, 39

War in Taka, 1M
Water, search in Nubian desert for, 137

search for, 281
Water-works in Egypt, 4S1
Wed Medineh. 176. 180— slave revolt in, 190
Weidenbach, Ernest, member of the

expedition, 39, 54, 75, 83, 94, 114, 153
Max., 153, 225
Ernest and Max., 12, 21

Werne, Ferd., objects of natural history

collected by, 42
H.,32

Wetzstem, Dr., 552
White River, Ml
Wild, J., travelling companion, 12, 35,

50,52
W'ilkinson, Sir G., cited, 29, 93, 108, 112,

244, 266, 271, 282, 435, 448, 525, 532
Wilson, Dr. John. cited7539
Wind, violent, in ChartCun, 191
Women, ancient Egyptian, painted yel-

low, 208
Wot Mahemut, 152
Writings, sacred, 391

Xerxes, 229.

X.

z.

Zachleh, town in Libanon, 33S
Zahera, village of, 354
Zani, on the Nile, 9a
Zauiet-el-Arrian, Pyramids of, 59. B

Meitin, rock-torabs o?ni£
Zebedeni, village in Anti-Libanon, 333
Zeitieh, the naphtha pits, 28fi

Zerin, in Syria, 335
Zuma, village of, 230.

THE END.

C. WHITIXG, BEAUFOET HOUSE, STBAKD.
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